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$2.5 billion in 1967, th e increase vvas 105 percent, and
.from the 1965 sales to ex'Pected sales of $3.8 billion
i.n 196 , the increase is 218 p erc ent. The industr 's
backlocr of transport aircraft rose 51 percent ben ·een
Jun e 30, 1966 and 1967.
Production of general a\ iation aircraft continued
at a hicrh level and the industr ' today builds nearly
100 mod els of these versatile aircraft, man · of them
turbine- powered.
First production models of the F -1ll \Vere delivered,
and advanced development continued on the AH-56A
(Cheye rme helicopter.
Contracts \vere let for the Sentinel cu1ti-ba1listic
missile syst em with its Sprint and Spartan missiles and
their electronic gear and radcu·.
The aerospace industry fulfilled its task of providing
equipment for the Vieb1am conflict while attaining a
hig h production level of civil aircraft and continuing
a broad program of space exploration.
1l1e accomplishments of 1967 clecu·ly illustrate the
ever-increasing involvement of the aerospace industr ·
in the mainstream of Americcu1 life .
The nation bas learned much about the hue value
of what is happening in the comse of technological
advcu1ce spearheaded b y our aerospace activities. During 1967, signific<:mt elements of leadership, both here
and abroad, came to realize the _implications of this
counb·y's technological and managerial surge ahead.
It is obvious that the leadership of other nations, both
intellectual cu1d govenm1ental , has seen this with great
clcu·ity.
Jecu1 Jacques Servan-Schreiber, the noted French
editor and political commentator, has put the gap between Emopean and U.S. industrial capability in sharp
focus. " The wcu· is being fought against us not with
dollars, oil, tons of steel nor even modern machines,
but with creative imagination and a talent for organization," he said.
This testimonial is not just to absolute technological
advcu1ce or techniques for managing this advance, it
is rather to the total vitality and dyncunism of om
system. The continued progress of the U.S. rests upon
sustaining the broadest possible base of creative and
innovative talent, energy and organization.
The aerospace industry is translating its technolocrical advances, techniques and talents to solving stio
h .
fling problems in various socioeconomic areas. T e mdustrial revolution brought about by the challenges of
defense and space requirements is permeating more and
more of our total economy.
Many of the identifiable problems facing om nation
inevitably cu·e going to be solved primarily by aerospace-generated technology. Such problems include
air and water pollution control, the multiple problems
arising from urban congestion, providing adequate
trcu1sportation systems for a growing population, insw-ing adequate food and water supply and distribution systems and even providing the housing cu1d school
systems which a burgeoning population will demand.
In sum, during 1967 the aerospace industry has
continued to demonstrate that it is the cutting edge
to our national technological cu1d managerial advance.

FOREWORD
by Karl G. Harr, Jr.
President ,
Aerospace Industries Association

The aerospace indusb· dw-in o- 196~ ·ontinued its
ord-s ttin p ace .
r f asmemen ts of proo-ress sh wed :
• Sales in 1967 reached $27.3 b illion, a 13 percent
rra in o e r the pre vious year.
• Employment in th e industr in 1967 ''as 1,407,000
mak:incr the indusb·y th e nation· la.raes
t manuPersons,
.
b
factunng employer.
• Exrports totaled more th an $ ~.2 billion in 1967,
a $5-5 rnillion o-ain ove r 1966. In portantl) , the principal aerospace export product v,ras civi lian aircraft
which rose from $552,000,000 to $733,000,000 a 32.8
p ercen t increase between 1966 and 1967.
• Backlog of the industry, which stood a t $26.9 billion at tl1 e end of the third quarter of 1966, rose to
$29.2 billion at the end of the same period in 1967.
These brief econom ic facts of industry progress fall
far short of telling the dramatic accomplishments that
came from the indusb·y.
In space exploration, the Apollo 4 was without doubt
the most important lmmcumed space operation ever
launched by the U.S. It was a "text book" test that
proved the spaceworthiness cu1d c ompatibility of the
Saturn VI Apollo design and it served as the initial rehearsal for the hmcu· landing.
The fifth and final Lw1ar Orbiter successfully completed its task of completely photographing the moon,
and the companion Surveyor progrcun, necu"ing completion, scored new_ ~uccesses.
The Matmed Orbitmg Laboratory project continued
to progress, ~nd it~ v~ue to the n a tion when it becomes operational IS VItal.
The fourth Intelsat II communications satellite was
launched and the spacecraft's 240 voice channels were
being utilized for both government cu1d commercial
traffic. ·
A firm go-ahead to build a supersonic transport was
given during 1967 and its impact on commercial aviation in the next decade will be comparable to the effects of subsonic jet transports.
The dramatic increase in turbine-powered transport
sales is a major factor in overall aerospace growth.
From 1965 sales of about $1.2 billion to sales of nearly
r
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The highlights of the
aerospace year, including
major developments
involving aerospace
people and equipment
and the aircraft, missiles,
launch vehicles, spacecraft,
engines and systems
.
which passed '~967
notable milestones in
I

AEROSPACE
EVENTS

BOEING SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT
Design work continued in 1967 on the U.S. supersonic transport, being built by the Boeing Company
under a cost-sharing contract with the Federal Aviation
Administration. A new design addition was the canard
wings aft of cockpit. Two prototypes were scheduled
to fly by 1971. Boeing's teammates included General
Electric Company, Fairchild Hiller Corporation,
AVCO Corporation, LTV's Vought Aeronautics Division, Martin Marietta Corporation, Northrop Corporation and North American Rockwell Corporation.

BOEING 747
Construction started on the first Boeing 747 "jumbojets" and initial flight was targeted for late 1968. ~e
· 1arrp
· Iane eve r designed ' the 7 47 will
largest commercia
weigh 710,000 pounds and carry 350 to 490 passengers.

AIRCRAFT

BOEL G 737

DOUGLAS DC-9/DC-10
Dougla Aircraft Compan , v hich became a component co mpan)~ of McDonnell D_ouo-las Corporation
durino- th e year, mtroduced tl1 e S n es 40 , laruest model
of th e D C-9 series. First flight came late in tl1e year.
The Series 40 is 6.3 feet longer than tl1 e Series 30
first delivered in January 1967, carries 125 passengers
compared wiili 115. McDonnell Douglas also annow1ced plans for th e DC-10, " a large, 3-engine
je tliner capable of accommodating w ell over 300 passengers."

DOUGLAS SUPER DC-8s
The Douglas DC-8 Super 63 (photo) h · h d
.
.
fi . fl.
A .·
, 1g
ens1ty
jetliner, tst ew pnllO, saw service introduction on
July 27 and_ was th_e largest _commercial jet flying during the yeru . ~upei ~1, m_edium ~ange version carrying
259 passeng~rs , _stait~d m serv1~e early in the year.
Su er 62 , w1th _mc rease~l range ~nd speed but lower
P ·ty , went mto serv1ce at nud-year.
capacl
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FAIRCHILD 228

I

F airchild Hill er starte d work on th e Fa irc hil d 22 . a
jet tr::msport sp ec ifi call y clesif,rned for th e sho rt t~ip
re quire me nts of th e reg ional airlines. \ es t Coast Airlines will introd uce it in 1970. The tw in fanj t s a ts
50-60, c ru ises a t 500 miles p er ho ur.

LEAR JET MODEL 25
Lear Jet receive d FAA certification for its Mo del 25.
The 10-passe nge r craft is 4 fee t 4 inc hes longer than
its predecesso r, th e Model 24.

PIPER PA-35 COMMUTER
In development at Piper Aircraft's Vero Beach, Florida,
facility, was the Piper PA-35 commuter liner, an ISpassenger plane designed for short haul service. The
P A-35 is powered by 2 4 70 horsepower turbosupercharged engines, cruises at 200 to 230 miles per hour.

BEECHCRAFT 99
Newest addition to the Beech Aircraft Corporation line
was the Beechcraft 99, a 250 mile per hour 17-passenger turboprop airliner.

AIRCRAFT

CES

~ A

CARDI NAL

Re pr entati ' ofth n"
a lin wastb
\\ hich fea tw- a 4-c Linder 150-bor pO\\ r n!!in and
an · y handlina o ntrol · r t m incorporat:i.1w new
il rm , wid - pan Bap an I a n -pi
tal ila tor.

N ORTH A~'IERICA ROCK\IVELL
T URBO II COMMANDER
. lorth American Ro ·h 11 Corp oration introduced
th e Tw·bo II Com~1a.nd~~- (photo) and co ntinued prod uction of th e p10p-dJJ n Commanders. The Tet
Commander was sold to Isra I . 1.rcraft Indust ·. _
.
n es
as a con eli twn
of th-e merger b et"\ e n North American and Rockwell Stan dard.

McDONNELL PHANTOM
The first produc tion model of the F -4E Phant
·
USAF vers10n
wh'~~h f eat_~·es a multiple barrelom,
20
millimeter cannon m add1t10n to missile arm
· · . 1 a·
ht t M c D om1e ll Doua las C ament,
made its Jmtia
.
· Ig
1 a
o
orporation 's St. Lotus p ant on 1une 30.

GENERAL DYNAMICS F-Il l
On May 22, 2 USAF F-lllAs (photo) demonstrated
their long range capabilities by flying from U.S. to
Europe without refueling and without external tanks.
In the summer, the FB-lllA fighter-bomber version
logged its first flight of 45 minutes, including a supersonic mn. By year-end, 5 F-lUBs delivered to the
Navy had accumulated more than 700 test hours.

AIRCRAFT

LTV CORSAIR II
Late in the year, \ought Aeronautics Division of LT\
Aerospace Corporation started production of th e A- -B
Corsair II, which features a more po'' e rful engin
than the predecessor A-7 A. The compan ''as (.rearin"
for production of th e A-7D ( SAF) (photo) and th
A-7E (USN), both of which have impro\ eel a\ ionics
systems.

DOUGLASA4FSKYHAWK
Newest version of the ageless Skyhawk, the A-4F, became operational with the Navy on June 20 when the
first delivery was made to training squadron VA-125
at Lemoore Naval Air Station, California.

GRUMMAN TC-4C

CESSNA A-37

The G~man TC-4C made its first flight on June 14
Conceived as a training aircraft for A-6A I
d ·
·1
d b
.
ntru er
p1 ot an
ombardier/navigator crews ' th e Pane
1
.
1s
base d upon t h e proven Gulfstream I airframe and
engines.

Cessna started deliveries of the A-37 A attack aircraft,
modified from the airframes of T-37 trainers with the
inclusion of larger engines and other changes. By fall,
~ squadron was operational in Southeast Asia. Later
m the year Cessna began production of a "B" version.

6
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CESSNA 0-2
C sna 0-2, militar version ( S \F) of the Super
inb.·oduced to operational service in
\ i b1am. 0-2 (sho\ n) i u d for for\.\ a.rd air control
op rations. 0-2B , fitted \ ith a loudspeaker and leafle t
eli p ns r i a psy hol ical \.\ arfare craft.

TI1

LOCKHEED C-5A
First model of the C-5A neared completion at the
Lockheed-Georgia plant. The SAF heav) logistics
transport, worlds laraest airpl ane at 350 tons, was
expected to b e op erati onal in 1969.

EWR FAIRCHILD US/FRG FIGHTER

DOUGLAS C-9A

E\VR Fairchild International, a joint venture of Fairchild Hiller Corporation and Entwickhmgsring Sud of
Germany, neared completion of the s~stems definition
phase of the US/FRG V /ST?L tactical ~ghter. The
plane features ~wing-out ~ngmes ~nd vanabl~ sweep
wings; in artist s conceptiOn, engmes and wmgs are
in typical very short take-off mode.

The Air Force contracted with McDo~ell Do~glas
Corporation for 8 flying hospital aircraft. The planes
are essentially off-the-shelf DC-9s modified to carry
30 litter or 40 walking patients. First plane was to
be completed in June 1968.

7
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BOEING/DOUGLAS A/RIA
First o f th e fl eet o f 8 b ul bous- nosed Apo llo/ Range l nstrum e nted Airc raft was deli e re cl in Atw u L T h
A/ RI A pla nes will serve as hi gh a ltitude A_vin cr co mmunica ti ons relay sta ti ons fo r p olio fli ght ; th e_ ar
Boeing C -135 tra nsp orts modified b: D oucrlas Airc raft
Modificati on Di visio n fo r
AF Svstems Co mm m1 I'
Elec troni c Syste ms Di visio n.
.

LOCKHEED XV -.(B
Lockheed- Geo rgia Company's XV-4B Hummincrbircl.
e xperim ental direct lift, dive rted thrust VTOL c raft.
w as b eing readi ed for 1968 fli ght tes t with initi al test
te ntatively sche dul ed for June .

SIKORSKY HH-3E
Sikorsky HH-3E helicopters of the USAF Aerospace
Rescue and Recovery Service made the first non-stop
helicopter crossing of the Atlantic in May.

BELL AH-IG HUEYCOBRA
Bell Helicopter Company started deliveries of the
AH-lG Army strike helicopter in late spring and by
early fall the HueyCobra was in action in Vietnam.
T~ e Army ordered 744 of the company-developed
shtps.

AIRCRAFT
L OCKI-IEED UI-56A CHEYEN E

SIKORSKY HH-53B
111 Sikorsky HH-53B, a lono- rano- s ar ch and rescue
ro pace Rescue and
h elicop te r for use by the S \F
Recover Serv ice, mad e its fi r t flio-ht in the sprinoand in a matter of months '-'\as operat:i.I1o- in Vietnam.

SIKORSKY HH-3F
The HH-3F, a special Coast Guard version of the HH-3
rescue helicopter, made its first Bight late in 1967.
The " F " contains the most sophisticated electronics,
navigation and instrument systems ever carried by a
helicopter of this type.

FAIRCHILD HILLER FH-1100
Fairchild Hiller added floats to its FH-1100 commercial light helicopter. Weighing only 62 pounds, -the
floats give the helicopter higher touch-down speeds
than previously possible; they can be attached in less
than half an hour.

I
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SENTINEL
Late in 1967 th e De partme nt of D e f nse ann o un ce d
plans to deploy an antiballi stic missil e de fe nse . _vstem
known as Sentine l and de riv ed from th e Nik e- X d evelopmental program. A "thin" defense . e ntin e l is to
consist of 2 compl e me ntary missil es, th e Martin f-.larietta-built Sprint (shO\\ n) and th e W es te rn El ec tri c /
McDonnell Doug las Sparta n, tog ethe r with batte ri es
of surface compute rs and radars.

MINUTEMAN III
In development was the newest member of th e Air
Force's Minuteman family , Minuteman Ill. Be ing developed by Boeing, Minuteman III features an improved third stage, increasing payload and allowing th e
weapon to carry more penetration aids to counte r
enemy defenses. In photo, a cutaway mode l of th e
Aerojet-General Stage III solid rocket motor.

POSEIDON
Work prog
d
. r~sse on the Navy's newest sub-launched
balli t·
s IC missile p
·
L k
heed M· .
' oseidon, under development by oc ISSI1es &. s
h
tem w
. pace Company. By year-end, t e sys.
d
.
as neann fi
being load d . g rst firmg. In photo, a ummy_ IS
the miss·l e. mto launch tube for pop-out test in which
I e IS cau h .
. .
.
. g t m mid-air by a giant crane.

ADVANCED
- ARM (No photo)
The D

epartment 0 f D
ceed With d
efense announced plans to pro"1 k nown evelop ment of a new anti-radmtiOn
. .
·
SI e
misas Advanced ARM.
lO

LANCE
\ • "h il e th basic Lane was in ach ance d development,
th e Arm , o-a \ e the · ree n lio-bt for the Extended Rano-e
Lance (XRL). The . ·a · · awarded an explorator delopment contract for a Landing Force _Support
v apon knovm . a · Sea Lance. In photo , Simulated
firinoercise.

PERSHING
T ice, in 1 l arch and in August, Army troops staged
a ~imultaneou lalmcb of 2 Pershing missiles from
Utah into the \ rVhite Sands Missile Range. From grolmd
positions less than 100 yards apart, the missiles were
sent aloft toge th er to follow ide ntical fli ght patterns
and impact side by side on target nearl y 400 miles
away.

SAM-D (No photo)
The Army initiated development of a new system
known as SAM-D, to be a field army defense against
either aircraft or missiles in the '70s. Development
of the mobile, radar-guided, solid-fueled missile was
assigned to Raytheon Company.

CHAPARRAL
The Army's new low altitude air defen~~ ~i'8apon,
Chaparral, was publicly displayed for the first time
in October. Built by Aeronutronic Division of Philco
Ford, Chaparral is an adaptation of the air-to-air
Sidewinder. It is shown here in a 4-missile turret
mmmt on the XM-730 vehicle.
11

TOW
Hughes Aircraft technician displays TOV\ launche r
at left and the missile itself at rig ht. TO\V, in production as an Army antitank '>vea pon , was also I e ing
tested by Army Missil e Command as a helicopte r
weapon.

SHILLELAGH
The short range close support missile Shillelag h , built
by Aeronutronic Division of Philco Ford, went into
service with the Army during 1967. Aeronutronic also
made the first foreif,rn shipment, to Australia for
operational evaluation. Shillelagh is shown he re in
firing test from the General Sheridan armored reconnaissance vehicle, on which it is standard armament.

DRAGON
Engineering development continued for the Army
Missile Command on the McDonnell Douglas antitank
weapon once known as MAW but renamed Dragon in
March. In photo, center soldier prepares to fire the
recoilless, tube-launched, 27-pound missile.

PHOENIX
The AIM-54A Phoenix air-to-air missile, being developed by Hughes Aircraft for the Navy, made its
first la~nch from a General Dynamics F -lllB in March
at Pomt Mugu, California, and hit a drone target.
Phoenix scored 5 complete successes and one partial
success on 6 1967 flights.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

SATURN V
One of the major high lights of th e year was th e November 9 launch of Saturn V, boosting a flight-rated
unmanned Apollo spacecraft to an i mportant space
test (see Spacecraft). From the launch vehicle standpoint, the flight was particularly significant : both the
fu:st and the second stages had never before been test
flown. This justi£ed NASA's n ew "all-up" concept in
which a number of lunar landing preliminaries are
compressed into one fught. The mission m arked the
£rst fli ght of Saturn V as <ill integrate d 4-segment syst em: the S-IC basic stage, 7,500,000 pounds thrust,
built by Boeing with the F-1 engines supplied by Rocketdyne; the S-II seco~1~l ~tage, built by North American
Rockwell's Space DIV1Slon and powered by 5 Rocketdyne J-2 engines developing mo re ~an 1,000,000
potmds thrust; the S-IVB upp~ r.s~ age, bmlt by Douglas
Missile & Space Systems DIVlSlon , powered by one
J-2; and the launch veh~cle's brain, the IBM-built 3foot-tall Instrument Umt atop the upper stage. All
segments performed perfectly on the November flight
known as Apollo 4. In photo, the Saturn VI Apollo
"stack" is transported on its mobile launcher to the
launch pad.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES

TITAN 111-B
Newest member of the Titan launch famil y, Titan
111-B, joined the USAF inventory in 1967. 111-B, used
for a number of classifie d missions, does not ha ve th e
III-C's solid strap-on rockets. Redundant systems ~nd
special features such as the Malfuncti?n D e tectiOn
System have been removed to save weight and dollars. In photo, III-B takes off with the standard US~F
Agena D upper stage. It can , however, Hy with
Centaur, Burner II or other upper stages.

ATLAS SLV-3
Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation
completed production of the last of its first generation
Atlas SLV -3 space launch vehicles and started turnout
of advanced successors. In the spring, the USAF took
delivery Qf the first SLV-3C and launched it in September with a Surveyor payload. In October, Convair
delivered the first SLV -3A. Both new models are 117
inches longer, have uprated power plants and a number of other advancements. In photo, last SLV-3 (top)
passes new SLV -3C on the way to delivery.

14
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APOLLO

MANNED ORBITING LABORATORY
In full-scale hardware development following completion of revised system definition studies was the
Manned Orbiting Laboratory, the 30,000 pound military space laboratory which consists of a modified
Gemini plus a 41-foot laboratory canister. McDonnell
Douglas is USAF's prime contractor; General Electric
handles experiment integration. First manned flight
was scheduled for 1970.

MARINER V
The third successful U S pla ne ta ry visitor, Ma rin e r V
made a close (2,480 miles) Ay-by o f Ve nus Oc tobe r
19, more th an 4 month s afte r laun c h. Th e 540-pound
probe, built by Jet Propul sio n Labo ra tory, succ essfully transmitted a tm osphe ri c a nd magne tic fi e ld da ta
and then continued on in sola r o rbit.

SURVEYOR
In photo, a test model of Surveyor 7 is check ed out

prior to launch of the last of the series early in 1968.
During 1967, NASA successfully soft-landed Surveyors
III, V and VI on the moon ; Surveyor IV was a failure.
The 3 successfully-landed craft returned excellent
photos and data. The Surveyor spacecraft were built
by Hughes Aircraft.

--LUNAR ORBITER
Teaming with Surve
exploration program ~or .in a highly successful luna{
IV and V went into ~r~g 1967, Lunar Orbiters II ,
hundreds of detailed ~~~ around the moon and sent
be coordinated with
otos of the lunar sudace, to
manned lunar landing ~rveyor data in selection of ~
the program; includi SI~e. Lunar Orbiter V complete
Boeing-built Orb1·t ng successfull966 missions, the
er scored a perfect 5 for 5.

0

r
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ESSA
TI1 E nvironm ental Sci nee Serv ices Administration
of th D partrn n t of Comme rce continued to rep! · ni ·h it w tb r a tellite ne t\\ ork w ith 3 successful
196- launch : E S \ I · on Januar 26, ESS A V on
April 20 n d E
I on No ·ember 10. The ESS
pa e raft, al o k'Tlow:n as Tiros Operational Satellites,
I uilt b . R cli o Corporation of America. In photo,
A \ i b ina shroud-enclosed.

INTELSAT ll
Communications Satellite Corporation la unched 3
more of th H ua hes-built Intelsat II series of synchronous comsa ts designed to provide communications
ervice across the Atl antic and P acific . Latmched on
Januar ' ll was Iotelsat li-B also known as Pacific l ;
lntelsat ll-C, or Atlantic 2, went into orbit oo March
22· and lntelsat li-D, P acific 2, was orbited September
27. All 3 spacecraft were successful.

APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
SATELLITE
NASA's attempt to orbit Applications Technology
Satellite II on April 4 ended in failure, but on November 5 A TS III was successfully latmched. ATS,
also built by Hughes, is a multipurpose spacecraft designed to handle a number of experiments in the applications field; the program includes 5 latmches.

17
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ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL
OBSERVATORY
The fourth of NASA's Orbiting Geop hysical OJ servatory se ri es was successfu ll y launched July 28. Th e
1,240-pound OGO-lV carri ed 18 ex periments. The
OGO satellites designed to investiaate th e r la tionsh1p between the sun, earth and the space e nvironment, are built by TR\1\ Systems G roup of TR\,V
Inc.
•

'

l

(,_,

•

ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORY
In 1967, NASA successfull y orbited 2 more of the
Orbiting Solar Observatory series of satellites, designed
to study the sun and its influence in interplanetary
space near the earth. OSO is built by Ball Brothers
Research Corporation. OSO III was launched March
8, OSO IV on October 18.

PIONE:J~:n
In photo p·
test pr·10 ' 10neer 8 ·
p·
r to its
Is readied for boom deployment
Ioneer 8 is se k ·successful launch on November 10.
magnetospher e lng to define clearly the tail of earth's
the sun reache, and It
· will monitor solar events as
1969. Built by ~R the climax of an 11-year cycle in
tary spacecraft W Systems, Pioneer is an interplaneopera tmg
· in solar orbit.
18

EXPLORER
·ont inu d it Explor r s ri es of sc ie ntific space-ra ft ,,·ith lann h . of ·· xpl r r XlG'Cl\ ( 1ay 24) and
X.~ :X · (Aue1.1 t 19). Th · Explor rs were a.lso known
as Int rpl an ta.ry \1Jonitori 1 u P la tfo rms F and E resp c ti v 1:·. E.>;pl r r XXXIV ani cl 11 experime nts
to m e ~ ur olar and ac. la b ·
mi c rays; Ex-plorer
XXXV ( hown), had - xp rim nt · to collect data on
int rp l::m tar:· olar wind and magn ti · fi elds. NASA's
del a rei pac F l.i aht · nt r n1 anaae cl th e pro~ram s.
:\A .

ARIEL
A cooperative U.S.-United Kingdom satellite also
known as UK-3, Ariel III was successfully launched
May 5. The spacecraft is one of a series designed to
study electron temperature and composition, positive
ion temperature and mass spectrum , galactic noise,
ozone content and micrometeoroids.

SAN MARCO
Another cooperative program, San Marco II was
launched April 26 from a platform anchored in the
Indian Ocean. The satellite, designed and built by
Italians, was latmched by a NASA-trained Italian crew
using a U.S. Scout booster. San Marco II is an air
density explorer.
19

IDCSP
The interim miiHary comsa t ne twork kn o wn as Initi a l
Defense Communications Satellite Prog ram (ID CS P)
was row1ded out w ith 2 196- launches . In Jan ua ry, a
Titan 111-C sen t 8 sate llites into o rbit to jo in 7
law1ched in 1966. In July 196-, the SAF fill ed o ut
the 18-sate llite syste m with a 3 -sp acec raft la un c h. Artist's conception shows sequential dispe nsing o f co msa ts
by the Tra nstage vehicle, uppe r stage of Titan III-C.
Philco-Ford builds th e sate llites.

LES-5
One of a series of spacecraft built by Linco ln Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Lincoln Experimental Satellite-S was a deve lopme ntal
spacecraft for an eventual tactical comsat system fo r
the Department of D e fe nse. LES-5 was launched
July l.

BIOSATELLITE
In photo,_ Bi?satelUte II descends by parachute just
before mid-au recovery by a USAF aircraft• fl.ying at
12,000 feet. The 400-pound NASA satellite, built by
General Electric's Re-entry Systems Department, carried 13 plant and insect experiments to be studied for
the effects of w eightlessness and radiation . The spacecraft was launched September 7 and recovered on
September 9.
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SPACECRAFT

TTS-1
Laun h d pi . ba k on the boost of Pioneer VIII ,
th 40-pound TT -1 (for Test and Training Satellite)
wa built f r
\ A b TR\• S stems for use as a
tan:r t . hi l t ex rei ~ and t st the Apollo tracking
and ·ommu.ni ation · n twork.

MILITARY PAYLOADS
Representative of a number of varieties of spacecraft
law1ched by the military service during 1967 were
the twin nuclear detection satellites Vela 7/8, launched
April 28 into orbits in the neighborhood of 70,000
miles altitude. The Velas (shovvn) are built by TRW
Systems Group. During the year, the Department of
Defense sent more than 60 payloads into orbit (including the 12 comsats). Most of these payloads were
of a classified nature, but among the others were several of the USAF's Orbiting Vehicle series, part of a
program to put low-cost experin1ental packaaes of
many types into orbit, usually by "piggybacking'~? them
on a launch where the primary payload weighs less
than the booster's launch capability; ERS, a radiation
research satellite; Surcal, a surveillance calibration
sphere; GGSEs 4 and 5, gravity gradiei1t stabilization
experiments; the Army's SECOR 9 geodetic satellite;
the Navy's Aurora 1, an investigator of the aurora
borealis; DATS, a mechanically de-sptm antenna test
satellite; and DODGE, for Department Of Defense
Gravity-gradient Experiment. Many of the spacecraft
were carried on multiple (5 to 9 at a time) launches
of the Titan III-C.
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PRIME/PILOT
Comp le ted in 1967 was th e SAF "s PRii\IE proj c t
inv o lvinrr .'3 flirrhts of a wingl ess liftin rr body spac ec ra ft
as an unmanned prog ram to stucl.v re-e ntr.v man uv ~ rability of this ty p e of veh icl e. A ll 3 Ri g hts o f th
thumbn ai l-s haped SV-50 vehic:l es, built b: ~ r-vtartin
Mari e tta , w e re successfu l and th e prog ram e nd ed '' ith
the third Ai rrht on Apr il 19. ~I h e S.-\F th e n sta rt d
preparations for PILOT, an inves tiga ti on of th e low e r
end of the re -ent ry/ land ing speed spect rum w ith a
mann ed lifting body veh ic le , a lso built by Ma rtin
Marietta , called the X-24A (photo). To sta rt fl y ing in
1968, th e X-24A will exp lo re lifting body flight and
maneuverability at spe eds from Mach 2 down to touchd own speed , wh e re th e SV-5D in vest igated th e hy p e rsonic range.

APOLLO APPLICATIONS
In 1967, NASA started letting the first hardware contracts for its Apollo Applications program , follow-on
to the lunar landing project. One of the most important early projects is the S-IVB Orbital Workshop, to
be launched in 1970. This is a 2-story space laboratory
for manned habitation in "shirtsleeve" environment
for long periods. The space station is a modified upp er stage of the Saturn V, being converted by Douglas Missile & Space Systems Division. The airlock (top
center) is being provided by McDonnell Astronautics
Company. Botlr contractors are components of McDonne ll Douglas Corporation.

ENGINES

GENERAL ELECTRIC GE4

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT JT9D

Gene ral Electric Co mp a n y starte d component tests
of th GE4 e ng ine designed for th e Boeinu U.S. supe rsonjc transport. Some 25 fee t lon u and 6 feet in cuameter, GE4 is in the 60,000 pow1d thru ·t class.

Pratt & \ Vhitney AiTcraft's JT9D turbofan reached
the 400-hom m a rk dming the year. The engine, being
developed for the Boeing 747 jmnbo jet, made a thmst
gain in 1967 from 42,000 to 43,500 pounds.

ALLISON T63

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT TF30

The regenerative T63 ttu·boshaft engine, first regene rative system to be sole source of power in any aircraft, was being tested in the Hughes YOI-I-6A helicop ter. Photo shows the regenerators and a portion of
the engine.

Pratt & vVhitney AiTcraft was deuvering the TF30,
power plant for the LTV A- 7A Corsair II. The TF30
is in the 10,000 pound thmst class. In photo, nonafterburning version is checked prior to shipment.

GENERAL ELECTRIC XTF39

ALLISON TF41

General Electric's Flight Propulsion Division delivered
the first XTF39 engine, ground test version of the power
plant for the Lockheed C-5A. The engine, in the 41,000
pound thrust class, will be tested at Lockheed-Georgia's
plant. First flight of a TF39-powered C-5A was scheduled for mid-1968.

ah d of sche dule was thi s mockCompleted 6 months ea
.
b ing develorJed by
41 turbofan engll1e e
up o-f tl1n·
e TF
t
. -· o f General 1V10 will
OJ.s· CorrJoration with
Alli son JVIsion
O\.Ver u1 e A-7D
Rolls Royce Ltd. The TF -41
P
tactical attack aircraft.

UNITED TECHNOLOGY HYBRID
The nation's largest, most powerful hybrid rocket engine is lowered into position du_ring a 1967 test firing
by United Technology Center, Its ~ev~lop~r. . The hybrid, combining a solid fuel and a hqmd oXIdizer, was
built under contract from the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory.

AVCO LYCOMING T55 (No photo)
A new version of Avco Lycoming's T55 turboshaft
engine, the T55-_L-ll rate? at 2,850 shaft horsepower,
eNtered productiOn. Also m production was Avco Lycoming's T53-L-15 turboprop.
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THIOKOL I'"" 6
ROCKET
;) -I NCH MO NOUTHIC

ROCKETDYNE AEROSPIKE

' ' orki ng un de r co .
P ropul sion L b
ntJ ac t from th e Air Fo r
Ro ke t
.
a o rato ry Tl11· k 1 Ch
·
b llllt and test-fir ed
:._ _ 0 o
em1cal Compan
a 1::>6- mch monolithi c rocket.

Rocketd) ne continued de' elopment of the Aerospike,
a ne'' ro ket engi ne concept whi ch uses a combustion
riner asse mbled arOLmd the upper circumference of a
tn~ca ted center co ne. The full-scale engineering model
shown is in the 250 000-400,000 poLmd thrust class.

AEROJET-GENERAL 260-INCH SOLID

HAMILTON STANDARD
MONOPROPELLANTS

In. }Lme 196·
I, Ae ro· t-G
.
di a me te r solid rock Je
e ne i al _test-fired a 260-inch
inch m oto r built det m oto r. Tlus was the third 260e t T echnology p ~n fired in 1ASA's L arge Solid Rockproduc ed 5 00 ~~g ram . In th e June firin g, th e motor
3,500,000 p'o tu1 ~ p otmds of thrust, compared with
s rust in th e 2 earlie r firin o·
as

H amilton Standard Division of United Aircraft C orp ora tion was developing a family of monopropellant
engines rangin g from .05 to 200 potmds thrust for
space vehicle attih1de and orbit control. In photo,
HamStan technician installs hyclrazine-fueled rocket .
in computer-controlled test stand.
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SYSTEMS
The te1m "systems, is used hem to coveT the w ide ranoe of quipm nt !milt by th u ro po · ' industry other than prima1·y products, such as aiTcraft, missiles and spo cecrofi. Th ' ys t m. h L ·n
here m·e mndom selections 1·ep-resentative of the ex'trem ely broad industry produ ct lin e .

•.
AVCO PENETRATION AIDS
Avco 's Missile Syste ms Division comp le t d proto t_, p
hardware, here under roing check in AiP'ht simul at i 1
chamber, on a $65 ,000 ,000 contract for d e \ lo pm e nt
and production of the Ma rk I ICBM Pe ne trati on Aids
System for th e USAF 's Minute man IC BM .

REPUBLIC TRAINER
Republic Aviation Division of Fairchild Hiller Corporation developed an Apollo docking trainer. The
simu~ator w~ll allow Apollo astronauts to practice the
dockmg maneuvers they will perform on a lunar mission.
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SYSTEMS

WESTINGHOUSE IMAGE CONVERTER
nder NASA contract, \ estinghouse Defense and
Space Center s Aerospace Division developed a tin ·
half-inch b half-inch solid state image converter which
is made up of 12,800 phototransistors mounted on a
silicon substrate. Such a mosaic ma · in the future be
used in place of a vidicon tube for special applications.

HAMILTON STANDARD OXYGEN
PRODUCER
Hamilton Standard built and shipped to NASA for test
a prototype oxygen-producing system for astronauts
flying extended space missions. A molten carbonate
cell , it uses a molten salt bath at 1,200 degrees Fahrenheit to break down carbon dioxide so oxygen can
be reclaimed.

GENERAL ELECTRIC MIRAGE
General Electric delivered to the USAF at Home Air
Development Center the MIRAGE (Microelectronic
Indicator for Radar Grow1d Equipment), which will
re'place an earlier radar indicator. MIRAGE offers
savings of $10,000 in operations and maintenance costs
for each indicator replaced.
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SYSTEMS

NORTHROP COMPUTER
Northrop Co rp ora tio n 's No rtron i · · Di 1 •o n \
fac turin u a new co mpute r for th e . \F -5A , wo rl J"
larcrest airplane. The com pute r is pa rt of a na irra ti n
syste m bein I uilt by No rthro p fo r Lo ·kh d- • owia
Company prime C -5A con trac to r.

GOODRICH WHEEL
Another product for the C-5A is a lig ht\\ e ight fo rg d
alw11inum nose wheel, d eve lo ped by The B. F. Goodrich Company. Goodrich was supply ing tires, wheels
and brakes for th e new plane.

GOODYEAR CHUTE
Among new parachute designs develo ed b Good
Aerospace Corporation was th.
bp
y
year
chute which wei hs on
IS som rero-shaped nylon
payloads of moregtha iyo~ pounds but can handle
f
n '
pounds. It was designed
or recovery of reentering spacecraft
d th
.
borne vehicles.
an o er air-
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RYAN SOLAR ARRAY
Under contract to Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Ryan
Ae ronautical Company developed a ro ll-out type of
solar array for more electri c power in space. Ryan's
deployable technique fea tmes titanitm1 support beams
and fib erg lass substrate for larger, liubter arrays.

HUGHES TERMINAL
For use with the military satellite commtmications
system, Hughes Aircraft Company developed for the
Army the Mark IB, AN/MSC-46 air transportable
gratmd-link terminal. Terminal components are protected from the weather by a dual-walled, inflatable,
cocoon-like radome.
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SYSTEMS

MARTIN BRAKING SYSTEM
Martin Marietta conducted a flight program aimed at
development of a parachute design suitable as an aerodynamic braking device to help decelerate unmanned
spacecraft to soft landings on planets of low-density
atmosphere. Photo shows descent of a disk-gap-band
design chute carrying cylindrical spacecraft in the
Planetary Entry Parachute Program at White Sands
Missile Range.

GENERAL ELECTRIC VIDICON
CAMERAS
NASA was evaluating for possible use ?n its Apollo
Telescope Mount, a manned spacecraft m the ~p~llo
Applications program, the UVR-700 Focu,s ProJectmg
Scanning vidicon camera developed by GE s Aerospace
Electronics Department. Weighing just over 5 pou~ds,
the camera has a resolution of more than 1,000 hnes
(a good quality home TV picture represents 350 lines).

CHRYSLER NO-LENS TELESCOPE
For photographing the distant reaches of space from
a manned orbital research laboratory, Chrysler deve_loped a prototype no-lens telescope which uses only
murors to study the heavens. Lens-type telescopes
filter out high intensity ultraviolet rays, but the Chrysl~r scope will make possible surveys in the far ultravwlet spectrum.
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BENDIX GYRO
Three Control Moment G yros, built by the 1 ·avigation & Control Division of The Bendix Corporation,
will stabilize and control the Apollo Telescope Mount,
the mam1ed orbiting astronomical observatory in the
Apollo Applications progran1. The CMG's \ Vill operate
in space for 56 days.

FAIRCHILD IDLLER ANTENNA
For the new Raclio Asb·onom Explo r r sate llite, Fairchild Hiller's Space and E lectronics Systems Division
developed the T ubulaT Ex-te ndib le An tenna system.
Ante m1as on th e satellite emerge .fr om a football-sized
motori zed mecha nism to reach out 750 feet.

ITT RENDEZVOUS AND DOCKING
SYSTEM
ITT Federal Laboratories-Aerospace built for NASA
a super-accurate Spacecraft Optical Rendezvous and
Docking System. The laser guidance system is capable
of finding a target in space and then generating signals to control the spacecraft to an automatic clocking.
Angular tracking accuracies are within 0.1 milliraclian
(0.006 degrees), and range can be measured to an accuracy of 4 inches.
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BELL POGO
Continuirw its d eve lopme nt of sma ll roc k t mohilih·
systems, Textron 's Be ll Aer . st ms
mp a.ny su c sfully flight tested in 1967 a 2-man " Po ro·· with a
varie ty of applications on ea rth a nd in th e lun a r e nvironm e nt. T ested version produc s 600 pounds thrus t
for 21 seconds.
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NORTHROP PARAWING
_ orthrop Corporation's Ventura Division was d esig ning and testing the parawing, originally conceived by
NASA's Langley Research Center. to extend recov e ry
capabilities for Apollo Applications spacecraft of th e
1970s. Two basic configurations, single and twin kee l,
were being wind twmel tested toward development of
a single 15,000 pound capacity system.

BENDIX MOONBUGGY
Bendix Aerospace Systems Division developed the
Local Scientific Survey Module, an experimental lunar
vehicle which would enable exploration within a Smile radius of a shelter. Electrical motors and transmission systems are located in the hub of each wheel
and together they provide an average speed of 9 kilometers per hour.

p
TT
C LL

\ HITNEY AIRCR.J.\FT F EL

GOODRICH SEAL
Th B. F. o drich
rubb r al that
doo rs 0 1 th B
Aa te d

BELL NO-WHEEL GEAR
O n August 4 , T extron's Bell Aerosystems Company
successfully fle·w a n aiTplane fitted with Air Cushion
Landing Gear (AC L G ). The doughnut -shaped ACLG
infla tes to a thickness of 2 feet for take-oR or landing
but hugs ti ghtl y and aero dynamically to the plane's
underside in flight. The no-wheel gear permits operations from water, ice, snow, mud or earth.

RECORDS

NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL X-15
!he X-15A-2, shown here beneath the wing of its B-52
mothership," continued its record-shattering ways in
1967. During a NASA research flight on October 3, it
set a new unofficial world speed record of 4,5.34 miles
per hour. USAF Major Pete Knight was at the controls of the North American Rockwell-produced rocket
craft on the flight from Edwards AFB, California.
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WORL D RECORDS
nts the nited States in the F ederation Aeronautique Interr I attempts \\ ithin the .S. in order th at tl1ey may be oft Board compiled this list of records completed during 196·ip an ts.

CLASS

DATE

AIRCRAFT

PILOT

RECORD DESCRIPTION

BUSINESS JET AIRCRAFT
Cl ass CJ-l.c (17 ,636-26,455 pounds)

RECORD

Speed over recognized courses :

CJ - l.c

5 / 26 / 67

Nort h Amencan
bre liner

Arthur D. Kn app

St. Johns / Lajes

571.1 mph

CJ - l.c

5 126 / 67

North American

Arth ur D. Kna pp

Lajes / Lisbon

554. 18 mph

5 126 167

Sabrehner
North Am errca n

Arthu r D. Knapp

St . Johns / Lisbon

531.4 mph

CJ-l. c

Sabreliner

PISTON ENGINE AIRCRAFT
Class C-1 . Gr oup I (Unrestricted weigh t)
C-1

7 ! 30 167

Be ech Baro n

Speed over a recognized course:
James F. Nields

Portland, Oregon / Portland , Maine

216.93 mph

Speed in a 500 kilometer

181.55 mph

Class C-l.a, Group I (Under 1102 pounds)
C- l.a

5 122 167

Les her ··Teal' "

Edgar J. Lesher

closed circuit
C-1 .a

6 130! 67

Lesher ·'Teal "

Edgar J. Lesher

Speed in a 1000 kilometer

169.2 m ph

closed ci rcuit
C-1.a

10 / 20 / 67

Lesher " Te al"

Edgar J. Lesher

Speed in a 2000 kilometer
closed circuit

141.83 mph

Altitude

42,344 feet

Class C-l.c, Group I (2,204-3,858 pounds)
C-1 .c

5 / 13167

Cessna T-2 10G

Walt er D. Cable

Speed over recognized courses:
C-l.c

6 114 / 67

C-l.c

9/2 1/ 67
9 / 24-25 / 67

C- l.c

Navion Model A
Aero Commander 200
Aero Commander 200

S. Dan Brodie

Atlantic City / Oakl an d

136.46 mph

Miss Susan Oliver
Miss Susan Oliver

New York / Goose Bay
Goose Bay I Reykjavik

121.64 mph
55 .76 mph

Aero Commander 200
Aero Comma nder 200

Miss Susan Oliver
Miss Susan Oliver
Miss Susan Oliver
Barry Schiff

Reykjavi k / Prestwick
Pre stwick / Copenha ge n

142.65 mph
22. 95 mph
190.44 mph

Alvin Marks

New York / Copenhagen
Los Angele s / La s Vegas
Sacram ento / Wichita
Sacramento / Hamilton , Bermuda
Sacramento / Santa Maria

Alvin Marks

Sacramento/Madrid

69.37 mph

Alvin Marks

54.09 mph
4 1.82 mph
33.91 mph
134.8 mph

181.06 mph
125.43 mph

C- l.c
C-l.c
C-1.c

9127167

C-l. c
C-l.c
C-l.c
C-1 .c
C-1 .c

4 / 30 / 67
9 / 15 / 67

9115-18 / 67

Ae ro Commander 200
Ae ro Commander 200
Heli o Courier
Helio Cou rier
Helio Courier
Helio Courier

C-l.c
C-l.c

9 / 15-20 / 67
9115-22 / 67

Helio Courier
Helio Courier

C-l.c

9115-25 /67

Hel;o Co urier

Alvin Marks
Alvin Marks

C-l.c

12/24-25/67

Cessna 182

John Everett

Sacramento / Athens
Sacramento / Teheran
Sacramento / Karachi
Los An ge les/ Mi ami

Dr. Francis Som m er
Dr. Francis Sommer
Dr. Fran cis Som mer

New York/Paris
Tokyo/ Pt. Barrow
Pt. Barrow / New York

9 / 28 / 67
9 / 2 1-28 / 67

9 / 15-17 / 67
9/ 15-18/67

Alvin Mark s
Alvin Marks

177.99 mph

123.49 mph
90.71 mph
80.11 mph

Class C-l.d, Group I (3,858-6,614 pounds)
C-1.d
C-l.d

5/20/67
6/19/67

C- l.d

6 / 23 / 67

Beech Bonanza
Beech Bonanza
Beech Bonanza
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'cLASS

DATE

AIRCRAFT

PILOT

RECORD DE SCR IPTION

RECOR D

HELICOPTERS
Class E-1. (Unrestricted weight)
E-1

611 / 67

Sikorsky HH-3E

Major Donald B. Maurras ,
USAF

New York / Lond o n

118. 14 mph

E-1

611 /6 7

Sikorsky HH-3E

Major Herbert Zeh nd er,

New York / Paris

11 8.03 mph

Dista nce in a straig ht lin e

82 .76 m tles
74 .3 m iles
7.275 f ee t
73 .2 9 mph
79 .00 mph

USAF
AUTOGIROS
Class E-3 (Unrestricted weight)
E-3

5/15 / 67

Bensen B -8M

E-3
E-3
E-3
E-3

5 / 15167
5115/67
6115/67
6115 167

Bensen B-8M
Bensen B-8M

Igor B. Ben sen
Igor B. Ben sen
Igor B. Bensen

Bensen B-BM
Ben sen B-8 M

Igor B. Bensen
Igor B. Bensen

E-3

5115 / 67

Bensen B-8M

Igor B. Bensen

I

Dis tance in a clos ed ci rc uit
Altitude
Speed ove r a 3 kilometer co ur se
Speed over a 15/ 25
kilometer cou r se
Speed in a 100 kilom eter
closed circuit

51.34 mph

Di st ance in a straig ht lin e
Dist ance in a closed ci rcuit
Altitude

82 .76 mil es
74.3 miles
7,275 f ee t

Speed over a 3 kilometer

73 .29 mph

Class E-3.a (Under 1, 102 pounds)

1:

E-3.a

5115 167

Bensen B-8M

E-3.a

5/15 / 67

Bensen B-BM

E-3.a
E-3.a

5115 167
6115/67

Bensen B-8M
Bensen B-8M

Igor B. Bensen
Igor B. Bensen
Igor B. Bensen
Igor B. Bensen

course
E-3.a

6115/67

Bensen B-8M

Igor B. Bensen

E-3.a

5115/67

Bensen B-8M

Igor B. Bensen

Speed over a 15 125
kilometer course
Speed i n a 100 kilometer

79.00 mph
51.34 mph

closed circuit
SAILPLANES
Class D-1 (Single-place)
D-1

8119/67

Libelle

Elemer Katinszky

Prue IIA

Edward G. Min ghelli

Speed in a 500 kilom eter
trian gu lar course

75.488 mph

Distance to a goal

366.88 miles

SAILPLANES
Class D-2 (Multi-place)
D-2

6 126 167

and return
U.S. NATIONAL RECORDS
Commercial Airlines
Commercial

5 / 9/67

Douglas DC-9

Captain W. B. Grubb
Southern Airlines
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Long Beach / Ch a rle ston

520.27 mph

PEOPLE

AlA LEADERSHIP
In November, Karl G. Harr, Jr., (top) was re-elected
president of Aerospace Industries Association. E. Clinton Towl (lower left), chairman of the board of Gmmman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, was elected
chairman of the AlA board for 1968. He succeeded
Courtlandt S. Gross (lower right), who retired as chairman of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation during the year.
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AWARDS

WRIGHT BROTHERS MEMORIAL
TROPHY
The Wright Brothers Memorial Trophy, administered
by the National Aeronautic Association, was presented
to Igor I. Sikorsky, consultant to Sikorsky Aircraft
division of United Aircraft Corporation. The trophy
was presented by NAA president James Nields at the
Wright Memorial Dinner in Washington on December
14. Sikorsky was cited for his 3-way pioneering in
rotary-wing flight, multi-engine aircraft and long range
flying boats. In photo, left to right, Eugene Norris,
president of the Aero Club of Washington, dinner
sponsor; Sikorsky; Nields; and dinner emcee Senator
George Murphy (R., California).

COLLIER TROPHY
The 1967 Robert J. Collier Trophy was awarded to
James S. McDonnell, board chairman of McDonnell
Douglas Corporation, for significant achievement in
aeronautics and astronautics. The trophy was presented
on May 24 by Vice P~esi?e~t Hu?ert H . Humphrey
at the Smithsonian InstitutiOn s National Air and Space
Museum in Washington, D .C. In photo, the Vice President chats with McDonnell after presentation .
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HAR~ION INTERNATIONAL AVIATORS

TROPHIES
Harmon International Trophy tmstees named 3 winners for 196~. The Aviator's Trophy (Airplane) was
a'' arded to AI \• hite, former chief test pilot of the
North American Rockwell XB-70A Mach 3 research
plane. Co-winners of the Aviator's Trophy (Spacecraft)
were Gemini astronauts Captain James A. Lovell, USN,
and Lieutenant Colonel Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. The
trophies were presented by President Johnson in the
Rose Garden of the White House. In photo foregratmd,
the recipients accepting award certificates from the
President are, left to right, White, Aldrin and Lovell.

BREWER TROPHY
The Frank G. Brewer Trophy, top award in aerospace
education, went to Dr. Mervin K. Strickler, Jr. (left),
Special Assistant for Aviation Education, Office of
General Aviation Affairs, Federal Aviation Administration for "his imaginative and energetic leadership in
national programs of aviation education." James Vercellino, Director of the Arizona Department of Aeronautics, made the presentation at a banquet climaxing
the National Aerospace Education Cotmcil's 1967 National Conference in Tucson.
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AMERICAN I-IELICOPTER SOCIETY
AWARDS
The A me ri can H e li cop te r Socie t_, ·s Dr. A I xa.n d r
Kl e min Awa rd went to Dr. \n se lm Fran z , v ic p r . id e nt a nd a ·sista nt :rene ra l manaae r, L co rnin . Divi sion o f Avco Co rp o ra ti o n, "'fo r leading th e clev lo p m en t o f a no tewo rth y se ries of :ras turbin e e na in es fo r
h elico pte rs and o th e r VTOL a irc raft." (Photo A , Franz .
rig ht, acc e pts awa rd from Rob e rt I. L icht e n, AI-I
board c hairm an). Re cipi e nt of th e Capta in v\ illi a.m
J. Kassle r Awa rd was Major Ge ne ra l Ke ith B. McC utc heo n , Deputy C hi e fofStaff (A ir), ·.s. ~'I a rin e Co rps
(photo B). Gene ra l McCutcheon was ho no re d for pioneerin g th e vertical e n velopme nt conce pt. Ac ce pting
th e Igo r I. Sikorsky Inte rnati on a l Trop h in b eh a lf
of Hug hes Tool Company, Airc raft Di' ision, was v ice
preside nt/ ge ne ra l m a nage r Rea Hoppe r (ri g ht , in
photo C, with Lichte n). Th e co mpa ny was c ite d as
desi g ner and builder of the reco rd-se tting OH-6A h e licopter. Othe r AHS awards included: th e Fred e rick L.
Feinberg Award, to Hobert C. Ferry, Hughes To o l
Aircraft Division ; th e Grover E. Bell A v.rard , to th e
USAF Aerospace H.escue and Recov e ry Service; th e
Paul E. Hauete r M e morial Awa rd , to H aw ke r-Sidde ley
Aviation. AHS Honorary F e llowships were awarded
to Woodrow W. Cook, Ames H.esea rc h Center, NASA,
and Ralph B. Lightfoot, engineering manage r o f Sikorsky Ajrcraft.

AR. 11Y A\IATIO N A SOCIATION
A \ . ARD

HOYT S. VANDENBERG TROPHY
The Air Force Association's h ighest education award,
the Hoyt S. Vandenberg Trophy, was presented to Dr.
B. F. Skinner, of Harvard University, with the following citation: " For his pionee ring efforts in the development of programmed instruction and the science of
human behavior . . . Cornerstones upon which programmed instruction techniques have mah1red into
the Instruction Systems Engineering Program of the
United States Air Force." In photo, Dr. Skilmer (right)
accepts the b·ophy and citation from Brigadier General Robert W. Smart, USAF (Ret.), president of the
Air Force Association.
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KINCHELOE AWARD
The 1967 lven C. Kincheloe Award, presented annually by the Society of Experimental Test Pilots,
went to Richard L. Johnson, director of flight and
quality assuranc·e at General Dynamics Corporation's
Fort Worth division. Johnson was cited for having
"consistently flown F-1ll aircraft on their most demanding missions, those that require the highest skills
of the professional pilot." Johnson is shown in F -1ll
cockpit.

NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE AWARD

J. L . Atwood, president of North American Rockwell
Corporation, received the National Urban League
Award for his company's work in racial relations. Presentation was made in November.

AIAA AWARDS (No Photo)
Three jet propulsion engineers, Robert Bullock lrv·
Johnsen and Seymour Lieblein, were the 1967, reci;~
ents of the American Institute of Aeronautics an~
Astronautics Go~dar~ A~ard, for their "long-term and
continuous contnbubons m the field of compressor design, with dire~tly resulta~t l~rge-scale advancement
in .. . aircraft Jet propulsiOn. Bullock is with AiResearch Manufacturing Company, Johnsen and Lieble·1
with NASA at Lewis Research Center AIAA's L ~
.
·
OUis
w. Hill Space Transpor~atwn Award went to Dr. Abe
Silverstein, NASA/Lewis; and the de Florez Training
Award was presented to_ ~~win A. Link, founder of
Link Aviation, now a divisiOn of General Precisio
Other AIAA award ~inners included Adelbert
Tischler Wyld PropulsiOn Award; Derek F. Lawd
Mechanics and Control of Flig~t Award; Edward~:
"White II, the Haley Astronautics Award; Milton O.
Thompson, Octave Chanute Award; C~arles I. Barron,
John Jeffries Award; and Elmar R. Retter, Robert M.
Losey Award.

g:
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FLIGHT SAFETY FOUNDATION
AWARD
In recognition of distinguished service by test pilot
Fisher in achieving safer utilization of aircraft and
flight equipment, Herbert 0. Fisher, special assistant
to the Port of New York Authority, was presented the
Flight Safety Foundation's Distinguished Service
Award (the award is co-sponsored by Aviation Week
and Space Technology Magazine). In photo, left to
right, Major General Joseph D. Caldara, USAF (Ret. ),
president of Flight Safety Fatmdation, Fisher, and FSF
board chairman Secor Brmvne.

JAMES FORRESTAL MEMORIAL
AWARD
Selected to receive the James Forrestal Memorial
Award for 1967, to be presented in 1968, was W'ilUam
M. Allen, president of The Boeing Company. The
award is bestowed annually by the National Security
Industrial Association in honor of the person who has
most effectively applied Forrestal's principles to the
requirements of national security.
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At Martin Marietta, you could be thinking
of the moon as a way station.

Look ahead with us , beyond the moon
and man 's planned landing there.
Our work with NASA on plans for an
orbiting manned space station , using
technology and hardware from the
Apollo program , has led to intense
study of future space exploration .
We have an eye on Mars. We 're plan-

ning and designing an unmanned, automated system that could be flying there
as early as 1973.
For Venus, we're studying a buoyant
station that might be the answer to exploring that planet's hot atmosphere. To
explore the asteroid belt, we're developing panels to detect meteoroid impacts.

Martin Marietta is an equal opportunity employer.

We're searching, too, for exceptional
engineers and space scientists to move
beyond the moon with us.
If that's you, write to George F. Metcalf Vice President- Professional &
Ma~agement Relations, Martin Marietta
Corporation, Aerospace Group, Friendship International Airport, Md. 21240 .

IWARTIN AWARIETTA

Can you spot our 3,750 SHP engine?

Wei ght watching is old h ~ t to us .
We 've been domg 1t ·fo r yea rs.
An earlier T55 g as turbine weighed
in at 590 pounds , give or take a bit, and
turned out 2,650 SHP.
.·
. It wa s th e lightest eng1ne per horsepower in its class. But for us it was just a
start.

A couple of years later, we took the
wraps off our 2,850 SHP version. Funny
thing, however, was that if we didn't tell
you which was which, you'd never ha~e
known from its looks . Still 590 pounds. Still
just as compact.
Just better.
What are we doing for an encore?
You're looking at it : the T55-L-11. All 3,750
SHP worth of it.

And just 640 pounds.
What's the secret of our success?
Not the ingenious modifications. Not the
canny use of newer, lighter-weight alloys.
Not even the meticulously redesigned components .
The secret is experience. Running
into the millions of hours. In Antarctica. In
Vietnam . In our testing laboratories.
·
In time we'll generate even more
horsepower with the T55. Without changing
its figure .
In fact, if you spotted the 3,750 SHP
version as the one in the middle, you're
one in a thousand.
With maybe only our engineering
team for company.

~~LYCOMING
STRATFORD, CONN .

WE 1VE .G ROUPED TO GIVE YOU THE
MOST ADVANCED AEROSPACE
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS.
General Precision has assembled the peak technologies of our age to advance the frontiers of
electronics.
In four operational areas, our Kearfott, Link and
Libroscope Groups and Tele-Signal Corporation
offer a primary source of experience for industrial
and military programs.
KEARFOTT GROUP-comprised of Kearfott
Products, Kearfott Systems and GPL Divisions-has
to its credit such successes as the Stellar Inertial
Guidance System (STINGS), the Low-Cost Inertial
(LCI) System, and the world's most advanced
I

Naviga~i~n, guidance and control systems. Navigation computers- drgrtal, analog and hybrid. Gyroscopes, platforms,
accelerometers, ser~os and synchros. Packaged hydraulic
and electromechanrcal control systems. Information handling and data display systems including closed circuit TV.

minia ture Doppler radar navig atio n sy ste m. The
Keorfott nome is synonymous with sy nch ro s, servo s,
gyros, and inertial platforms and syste ms .
LINK GROUP-is the world's foremost org a nization in aircraft and space veh icl e simu la tio n an d
tra ining. It is producing the Apollo -LEM sim ulation
complex which is tra ining astronauts for the jo urn ey
to the moon and return .
LIBRASCOPE GROUP- is th e recogni z ed leader
in anti -submarine warfare weapon control systems .
It has produced such systems for the ASROC and
SUBROC missiles and is now working on the Mark

Space vehicle and military and commercial aircraft
simulators. Visual systems and radar land mass simulators .
Video and photograph ic storage/retrieval and processing
systems . Explosive ordnance and actuating devices. Industrial controls for petroleum, metals and materials industries.

48 to rp edo program . This G rou p ha s advanced
capa bi li ty in d ig ital computers, moss memories and
~ pec i ol - purp ose da ta p rocess ing systems.
T ELE-SIGNAL CORPO RAT ION -specia li zes in
electro nic eq uipment f o r long-distance comm un icatio ns. O u r te rmi nal e q u i pm en t is used in t he
world-wid e space c ommu nications network.
To ke o look a t the list ings of their specific f1elds
o f interest. If yo u won t to e ~ p lore a ny ideo in
o ne of these f1elds - or if yo u'd like information
on any se rvice or p roduct - w rite to Genera l
Prec isi on Sy stems Inc ., Tarrytown, N. Y 1059 1.

Special-purpose data processing systems. Computer memory systems including mass memories and woven plated-wire
memories. Encoders and other digital equipment for computer and da ta processing sys tems. Precision optical systems.

A SUBS I D IARY' OF GE

~E.RAL

PREC ISI ON (QUIPMEN1 CORPORATION

Reliable communication systems for defense, space and
commercial applications. Multiple transmission of signals
over a single voice channel. Speech privacy systems. Remote control of communications and control equipment.

More than 2500 Titan APU's are now in service

Solar's Titan ga s turb i n e e ng i n e
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SNAP 27 thermoelectric power system lor lunar experiments
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luner power system
f
Beryllium structure bul' It by Solar or

Vietnam to Outer Space

Solar "know-how"
solves the tough ones!
A recognized leader in the design,
manufacture and production of
gas turbine engines for industry
and the military, Solar has turned
out more · than 2500 Titan® turbine engines for use as auxiliary
power units in every major U.S.
military cargo helicopter program.
The reliability of this 80 to 150 hp
engine has been proven by years
of service in the field under the
most rugged combat conditions.
Now under development at
Solar is a revolutionary new portable 10 kw gas turbine generator
set and 30 kw and 60 kw generator
sets designed to supply electrical

power for "up-front" tactical and
support operations.
In addition, Solar scientists and
engineers have demonstrated outstanding capabilities in the area
of hard-to-work metals and materials. The firm today is highly
experienced in the foiming, joining, welding, brazing, machining
and processing of stainless steels,
super alloys, as well as titanium,
aluminum, and beryllium. One example is the advanced beryllium
structures for the SNAP 27 thermoelectric power system that is
designed to be left behind on the
moon's surface by Apollo astro-
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USOLAR
DIVIB;ON OF®INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY

Capability
has many faces
at Boeing.
NASA's Apollo/Saturn V
moon rocket

737 is world's newest, most-advanced shortrange jetliner. When it enters service this
year, it will be the first airliner to bring big-jet
comfort to short-haul routes .
NASA's Boeing-built Lunar Orbiter was the
first U.S. spacecraft to orbit the moon and
photograph back side of moon. Orbiters have
photographed thousands of square miles of
the lunar surface to help NASA scientists
select best landing site for Apollo astronauts.
747 superjet, the world's largest commercial
jetliner, will carry from 350 to 490 passengers, and usher in new era of spaciousness and

comfort in jet travel. Deliveries begin in 1969.
Minuteman is U .S. Air Force's quick-firing
solid-fuel ICBM. Boeing is weapon syste~
integrator, responsible for ·assembly, test,
launch control and ground support systems.
SST. Boeing won competition for U.S. superson!c tra~sport. Sweep wing retracts for supersome crUise, opens for landings, approaches.
Twin turbine Boeing helicopters, built by Vertol Div~sion, are deployed to Vietnam. They
serve w1th U.S. Army, Navy, Marine Corps.
Burner IT, USAF's new Boeing-built upper
stage vehicle, is smaller, less costly than other

68-BC0-53A
Aerospace Yearbook
This advertisement prepared by
N. W. AYER & SON, INC.

upper stages. It's applicable to almost all
USAF launch vehicles, also scientific experiments, weather, navigation or communications satellites.
NASA's Apollo/Saturn V moon rocket, largest, most powerful in world, will launch first
Americans to moon. Boeing builds first stage
booster, integrates Saturn V with Apollo
command, service and lunar modules, and
performs systems engineering, launch and
integration support for NASA on entire
Saturn V system.

1111.1?'1./VL;

T'' o m aj r a r as f a ·t iv it v-co mm r •it I trru
<tircraft pr du -ti n a n I D e f ~~ ·c D p artm nt pr
m nt-show l sig nifi ·a nt inc re·:ts · in 1 - .
Co n~rn rc ia l a r -pace sa le , including · t tr::u -p rt ·.
ex ·ut i ~ e:m I utilit; fix e cl-win cr a ir -r·=t.ft. h li pt r .
aircraft n rin · · and : p<tre part . rose from
. ·') b illi on to $4 .9·10 billion , a 3 -! .6 pe rc nt in c: r ase.
The lratlati · in -rease in tmbin -pow r d tran I rt
sal es w as a co ntinuing major factor in ' r-a il a r space rr ow th. From ] 965 sa les f $ 1.19- billi n t
1967 sales o f $2 .-!58 b illion, th e inc r as
pe rcent, a nd from th e J 965 sa les to exr t d sal s f
$.3.808 billion in 1968. th e inc re ase works o ut to :...1 .l
p erc ent.
Produ ·ti on of gene ral aviation a.irc raft l c lin cl b tw ee n l 966 :mel 1967 from a reco rd 15,74~ w1its to
14,.375 , <:m d th e tota l valu e of shipm e nts cl.ro pp d from
$444,000 ,000 to $3.38,000,000.
C ivili e:m helico pter production inc reased fro m 390
units in 1966 to 465 in 1967. Value of thi s produc tion
rose from $40 ,000,000 in 1966 to $-!3,000 000 in 1967.
Prim e:u-y civi 1 use of h elicopte rs \ V<L5 again for corporate ac tiviti es, although increasing numbers were
being use d for highway patrol and police smveill an .
. Sale_s by th e aerospace industry to the D epartment
of Defe nse in 1967 were $1.5.9 billion, up from $ 13.3
billion in 1966, a gain of 19.5 p e rcent.
Military aircraft sales rose from $8.4 billion in 1966
to $10.4 billion in 1967, large ly due to Vietnam requirements for h elicopters, fighter and attack aircraft.
In the same period, missile sales rose
$500,000,000, from $4 billion to $4.5
billion. Included in this total was work

to S-!.1 billion from the 1966 peak of $4.9 billion.
al of nona rosp a products and services incr eased
Ji abtly b t'
n 1966 and 1967 from $2.323 billion to
5> ~.~50 billion. Thes sales represented the utilization
f t chnolo!>ical skill crained in aerospace activities
'' hi ch wa beinu applied in a variety of nonaerospace
areas. · ork takinu place in this area during 1967 inclu I d oc ru1oifraph · water desalination, systems
anal; ·i , rapid transit urban problems, job reb·aining
and oth r areas.
A rospace industr. ' sales in 1968 were ru1ticipated
to ri e to $29.2 bilUon a 6.8 percent increase over
196-.
Commercial aerospace sales were expected to increas from $4.9 billion in 1967 to $6.6 billion in
1968 . Trru1spo rt production should reach a record high
of 762 units valued at $3.8 billion.
tilit and executive aircraft production was expected to score new records in 1968. Total general
av iation production in 1968 should total 16,900 units,
valued a t $450,000,000. Increasing mm1bers of sh1dent
pilots, growing business utilization, air taxi ru1d private
Hying were anticipated stimulants to general aviation
production in 1968.
Helicopter production should reach a record 500
units in 1968.
Department of Defense sales in 1968 were expected
to reach $16 billion, up from $15.916 billion in 1967,
despite an anticipated $500,000,000 decrease in militru-y aircraft sales. Primru-y area of increase was to be
missile sales, which should increase by $700,000,000
during the year.
AlA said that non-militru-y space sales would approximate $4.1 billion in 1968 and nonaerospace sales would continue their
upward trend showing a continuance of
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ment. hand! in!,! devices <LIHI fuel p11111piug equip•••eut.
po11nd crawler tra11..,porter at Jolw F.
Kennedy Space Center is stt-ered a••d JJJaiJttaiJted len·l
with Denison ln·clraulics. Deniso11 ptllllps also ..,uppl~·
po\\"er to oper<~te service anns and \\"ork t"JJcfo..,••n•..,
Oil the lllohile launcher <llld service struct••n·s. to a<:lu·
ate erectors raising rockets into firi11g position. <llld to
actuate engine gimhalillg syste•••s :llld en!,!im· \·aln·s
before launch.
Large Denison piston pumps supply fuel1111dt'r pressure to vehicles at launch until the 011-hoard systellt
reaches ~JO percent thrust. These pumps also suppl~·
fuel for static firin!_! and quality-control checkout. '~"
well <L<; powering g~ound support stands for jet aircraft
checkout.
At the :\hex He search Center, the founch·~· develop· lei''L}}<J\'
r··tstin<ts
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'
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thiazole to aerospace needs.

ABEX CORPORATION

·nw .') . ')OO.OO<l

In 1967 the Aerospace Division of Ahex Corporation manufactured hydraulic pumps, motors. servovalves and components for a wide variety of military
aircraft operating in Southeast Asia. The increasing
demands of military agencies for these products resulted in further expansion of the facilities of the Oxnard, California, plant. Abex hydraulic components
were being used on helicopters, fighter bombers and
interceptors assigned to the Air Force, the Marine
Corps, the Navy and the Army.
In addition to these military applications, Aerospace Division products were receiving wide acceptance by commercial and foreign airline operators of
jet transports because of their high reliability and low
overhaul cost. Over 40 different airlines were using
Abex products. The Aerospace Division was delivering
equipment to airframe manufacturers of business and
executive jet aircraft. The Falcon executive jet manufactured by Marcel Dassault of France and distributed
in the North American continent by Pan American is
equipped with Aerospace pumps. The new Gulfstream
II being manufactured by Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company is completely equipped with Aerospace
~ydraulic pumps.
' 'The West German subsidiary of Aerospace Division, Aerohydraul GmbH, was making shipments to
European aircraft customers of the hydraulic pumps
and servovalves that were designed in the main plant
in California. These products were being used by Sud
Aviatio~ for the Concorde SST transport, SAAB in
Sweden for military aircraft and by West Germany
for the Lockheed F-104G fighter. In addition, Abex
equipment was being shipped to Fokker in the Netherlands and to Agusta-Bell, the Italian licensee of Bell
Helicopter Company. A licensee of the Aerospace
Division, H.M. Hobson Ltd., of Wolverhampton, England, continued production of Abex hydraulic pumps
for use on the British F -4K airplane that will be used
by various military agencies in the United Kingdom.
The Jarry Hydraulics Division continued production
of the CH-47 A Chinook helicopter landing gear and
wa'i named "Supplier of the Month" by Boeing Vertol in July. Demand increased for the General Dynamics F-111 Wing Sweep Actuator System, a Jarry
design, and additional machining capacity was installed
to meet the program requirements. The Fokker F-28
power flight controls, also designed and manufactured
by this division, were proven successful during the
flight test program and delivery of production units
was initiated. Engine-driven pumps for the ship were
supplied by Aerospace Division. Production of landing
gear for the Boeing 737, De Havilland DHC-4 Caribou, DHC-5 Buffalo, the Northrop F-5 and Canadair
CF-5, used the total capacity of the landing gear manufacturing facilities.
The Denison Division of Abex continued to support
the space program by furnishing hydraulic components
and systems for test equipment, ground support equip-

AERODEX, INC.
J·et over1)ure
Major additions in t h e company ·s f'rst
1 ·
..
haul contract and the hiring of 1,700 adchtwnal employees highlighted the Aerodex year.
.
Contract add-ons from the Air Force m July and
August totaled $5,300,000 and called for the overhaul
of 474 additional Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J57 engines, used on B-52s, F-100s, F-101s, and F-102s.
A December order from the Air Force brought to
$5,000,000 the total for overhaul of J57 engine accessories. This increment brought the total J57 contract allotment to $23,940,000. The contract was
expected to run to $29,498,798.
.
The company also signed new contrac.ts With_ the
Air Force for the overhaul of 2 reciprocatmg engmes.
In November an initial order of $4,199,944 on an
estimated contract total of $24,683,556 maximum was
signed for work on R-4360 engines and compone~ts.
The contract was an extension of an earlier one whrch
totaled in excess of $16,000,000.
The initial order on a new overhaul contract for
the R-3350 engine was for $849,375 and was expected
to run to $6,600,000. This extension contract followed
one which totaled $5,900,000.
In addition to the major Air Force work, Aerodex was
overhauling R-985, R-1300, R-1820, R-1830, R-2000,
R-2600 and R-2800 engines. Besides the Air Force,
Aerodex's U.S. customer list included Zantop Air
Transport, Capitol Airways, International Aerodyne,
California Airmotive Corporation, Airlift International,
Alaska Airlines, Saturn Airways, American Flyers Airlines, Standard Airways, Overseas National Airlines,
.52
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space mi ions. The Titan UI-B was used in several
Air Force . pace missions during 1967.
A full- . cale de elopment prog ram on liquid rocket
encr ines for the Titan Ili-M , launch vehicle for the
Air Force Manned Orbiting Laborator , went on at
.\ e rojet in 196-.
A 'et ran Aerojet sounding rocket, the Aerobee,
round d out its first 20 years of service in 196~. In
that time its altitude capability had been raised from
0 - to 350 miles and its thrust increased b) approximatel y 600 percent. Aero bee was still in \\ide use
for pace research missions and it \\as being latmched
at th rate of nearly one a week .
. nothe r erojet research rocket, NIRO, saw extensi' e u e in 196 , with 32 launches during the ye ar.
D ev loped in 1965 for the Air Force, "IRO first flew
in 1966. An tm!!llided, 2-stage solid propellant rocket,
it is desi!med to carr small payloads of 40-180
pOtmds to altitudes of 85-180 miles.

f

AEROJET-GE~ERAL CORPORATIO~

e roje t-Ge ne ra l Co rp o ra tio n thnJst into it
quart r c ntury durin<:r 196- . Th mall [ i n r r
firm \\·hi ch b egan life in P asa cl na. alif rni a in 19-!2
h.ad :r ~ow n to a m ajor eli e r ifi d p a
au
rp ratwn 2o yea rs la te r. In th e tracHti n fit di tin cruis.h d
found e r th~ \at ~ Dr_. Theodor von 1\: arnl<.n. · r j t
was busy dnectmcr 1ts main e n rcr ies t w ar d puttincr
0
techn ology to w ork for th e bette rm nt of man .
\1\ bil e maintai~ing a position as a rn ajor pr due r
of ~·ock e t propulswn S~'stems of all kin ds-liq uid fu 1,
solid fu e l and nuc lear-A e ro je t b v th
nd f 196had made impo rtant inroads into · such \ id ran a in cr
f-ie lds as:
• w a te r desalting and purification ,
• iso topic powe r sources and ca ntrall d th rm onuclear e nergy research ,
• microe lectronics,
• automatic materials handlincr
s · tem s
0
·
• medical technology ,
'
• waste management and anti-pollutio n activity,
• ordnance and oceanographic defense · stems.
There ·were also these significant
deve l ~pments in
0
propulsion during the year:
T_he Aerojet-built Service Propulsion System (SPS)
engme for the Apollo spacecraft p erform ed flawlessly
on the Apollo 4 tmmanned mission in November. The
system fired twice as programme d , first to send the
spacecraft to the desired altitude and late r to increase
its speed to nearly 25,000 miles per hour for a highspeed re~ntry that tested heat shield capabilities.
The Air Force awarded Aerojet a contract calling
for the first follow-on production of first , second and
third stage liquid rocket encrines
for 8 Titan III-C
0
stand~r? space launch vehicles. Along with 4 of the
17 ongmal research and development Titan III-Gs still
remaining to be flown, the 8 production models are
expected to support mission requirements through the
1969-1971 period. Three Titan III -Cs were launched
in 1967.
Aerojet also received contracts from the Air Force
for the production of first and second stage liquid
rocket propulsion systems for the Titan III-B and
III-D standard space launch vehicles. The Titan III-B
and -D versions will be used for unmanned military

Aero;et-General 'installed the lm·gest U.S. electron beam
welding unit and vacuum chamber at A eroiet Downey's
Fullerton, California, fa c-ility.

Aerojet advanced its capabilities in spacecraft
tankage fabrication in 1967, while continuing the production of important titanium propellant tanks for
the ascent engine of the Apollo Lunar Module. Engineers developed a novel approach to insulation of
spacecraft tankage for liquefied gases-use of a series
of barriers in a vacuum zone around the tank, plus a
thin, heat-reflecting coating on all surfaces in the
vacuum. Early tests indicated only about one percent
of outside heat radiated through the vacmun to the
inner tank. The company also made progress in development of metallic bladders as positive expulsion devices
53
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fralllcs for GE's L\1 1.';00 power t mhinc and aftt-rhurncr diffuser and nozzle/ejector a:-.~L'JIIhliL·~ for Pratt
& \\'hitnev Aircraft\ TJ;";30. \\'ork \\Wi also under way
011 develolllllent of titanitllll iutennediate <:OIJJ(lrL·~~ol:~
and fan exit c;Lo;es for Pratt & \\'hillll'Y :\ireraft ~
JTHD.
.
_
.
Further diversification illclmll'd rcet.'l pt ol all lnlportant contract frolll Clen·lalld Pn~umatie Tool
Company of Cleveland to produee laudm~ ~ear CCIIIIponents for the Boeing 7-17 superjet.
.
:\erojet's nuclear acti,·ities expall~led ~lurtll!! . tl~l_'
ve· 1r with its move into tht· reactor luel held. \\ mk
~v,:s begun oil an :\EC co11tract to 111ah· :3-1.0110 fuel
elements for the EBH-11 experilllellta.l hree<.lt:r. real:tor
and plans were announced to oiler '!td•t•_es lud
design/fabrication and management sen••ees tor Cl'lltral station power reactors.
Development eollti1111ed oil :\:\S:\ 's :3.';. kilo\\·att
Sl\'AP-H svstem to convert Jlllclear l'JJergy mto ele('trical po\~er over I 0,000 hours of continuous unattended operation. A new, improved turbo alternator
for the system was well past its first 1,000 hours of
continuous test operation as the year ended.
_
In nuc:lear rocket propulsion, hi~hly successful
qualification tests of the Phoel>us-:2 rocket nozzle demonstrated successful development of a :2.50.000-pound
thrust liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen thrust chamber
assembly. NEHVA nuc:lear rocket engine development
and system integration was also conducted throughout
the vear.
D-evelopment of nuc:lcar power conversion syste•.us
for space, earth and undersea applications w~nt on V.Igorously. In 1967, Aerojet's ORACLE orgame. nmkme
cycle system, largest in the world. was put mto full
seale operation successfully. Designed t~ convert
nuclear energy into electricity, ORACLE can he
adopted readily to operate with other heat sour:es
and is suited to supply up to several hundred kilowatts over several years of operating life. . .
.
Aerojet's URIPS, one-watt undersea radiOisotopic
power supply, was chosen by Industrial Resea_rch
magazine as one of the I 00 most significant techmcal
products of 1967. The Navy has acquired 2 for ocean
evaluation.
Fruitful experiments were performed in Aerojet's
important controlled nuclear fusion research progran~.
Working under Air Force sponsorship, the comp~~y s
scientists were attacking the problems of utihzmg
controlled nuclear fusion to provide low cost e~ec
trical energy to serve indefinitely the needs of mankmd.
Watts Manufacturing, a subsidiary Aerojet formed
in 1966 to create jobs in the riot-torn \-Vatts district
of Los Angeles, could report significant progress. as
its first year of operation ended in November. With
500 workers busy in its tentmaking, metalworkin!?,
and woodworking operation, the new company IS
expected to become a profitable enterprise in its second year. Wide interest was generated nationwide by
Aerojet's experience with Watts Manufacturing. A
number of large industries have expressed their inten-

for propellant tanks. The concept offers several advantages, including weight reduction, over nonmetallic
devices.
A new throttling liquid rocket engine designated
XLR-66-AJ-2 was announced by Aerojet. Developed
and tested for the Navy, it demonstrated a versatility
suiting it for a wide variety of space tasks. Less than
90 pounds in weight, the high-performance system
is capable of the most rapid transient responses of any
engine in its thrust class.
The third of 3 260-inch solid propellant rocket
motors developed for NASA's large solid rocket technology program was successfully test-fired in June
1967. The 2 chief contributors to the Aerojet achievements in the program, Richard Cottrell and Paul
Datner, were honored for their efforts at NASA's
awards ceremonies in October, when they received the
space agency's Public Service Award.
A major contribution to the national defense program
in 1967 was the high-volume production of ordnance
at Aerojet facilities in California as well ac; in Arkansas. Two plants were established in Arkansas in 1965
to create employment in a surplus labor area which
had an unemployment rate of 22 percent.
Largest defense rocket activity was in the Polaris
and Minuteman programs. Production continued
throughout the year on solid rocket motors for the
Polaris A-.3 first stage and the second stage of Minuteman II. Rocketry experts also worked on Aerojet' s
development and production program on the advanced
Stage III motor for Minuteman III.
The company entered a new defense area with a
multi-million dollar 4-year contract for production
of the Navy's new advanced Mark 56 mine. The
sophisticated weapons system has both target sensing
and target discrimination capabilities.
A program was begun in 1967 to develop an advanced version of the Air Force 2.75-inch air-to-ground
rocket. Aerojet will upgrade the weapon's performance
considerably by employing a composite case-hardened
solid propellant and making maximum use of existing
hardware.
Early in the year, work began on a new facility
containing 24,000 square feet of space to accommodate
research and development activities for a huge unmanned space technology program. The computercontrolled test complex will contain the most modern
equipment and facilities. When opened next year, it is
expected to cut test times from hours to minutes. Some
of the facility will also be devoted to microelectronic
production.
Largest producer of the Navy's Mark 46 antisubmarine torpedo, Aerojet completed delivery on contracts for the MOD-O early version of the "underwater
guided missile" in 1967 and was in production on the
advanced MOD-1 model.
In another diversification effort, Aerojet moved into
fabrication of components for jet engines under substantial contracts for production of fan stator components for the General Electric TF39, supporting
54
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AERONCA, INC.
After nem·ly 3 years of d . .
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corporate headquarters Were ay of 1968, Aeronca's
from Middletown Ohi' . . moved to Los Angeles
' w'tlo, so Its top nl.magement
. .
wor k more closely
cou ld
1
industry, where two-t~ilr~le c~nter o_f the aerospace
Aeronca simult·
I . 0 ~ Its busmess originates.
aneous
tl1e W es t C oast fiImmcial community b 1.. y. Jomed
.
y Istmg Its common stock on the
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Paeific Coast Stock E.xehange as the new \'ear beuan.
s~tpplementing its listing on the .-\me;ican Stock
Exchange.
Princ.~ipal manu.facturina acti\'ities were on the upswing both in .\liddletowi~ Ohio, and Tornmce. California. as well as in the Buensod-Stacev subsid.i~rv in
.\'ew York which desi2:ns and m<mu.f~ctures hiahlvb
•
en!,!ineered environmental control svstems.
From a 1965 loss of $.3.085.136 ·on sales of $3-t8:26, 1-t 7, .-\eronca executed a profits tumarotmd which
saw it netting $1,029.998 in 1966 on sales of $-48,:3:36,867. m1d 'further gains in 1967.
Estimates at year-end were for 1967 earnings of
more th;.m S1.-!00,000 and even better financial performanee in 1968.
Sparkplug of .-\eronca's resurrection from the brink
of failure to a new prosperity has been .-\]bert G.
H<md'iehumacher. board chainmm <Uld president, who
came to .-\eronca earlv in 1965 after having been
president of Lear Siegl~r. Inc.
Handsehumacher's ~verhaul began in 1965 when the
company experienced substcmth~ writeoffs on government contracts, began weeding out tmprofitable
operations, and moved to rebuild i~s sh~y finances.
.\lilitarv business was de-emphasized m favor of
more profitable commercial contracts. In 1966, only
-tO percent of the firm's busir:~s was on tl1e ~ommer_:
cia! side. This increased to vv percent durmg 1961
;,mel in 1968 it was expected to ammmt to 60 percent.
with Hanclo;chumacher aiming at a 70-30 ratio favoring the commercial side by 1970.
.-\eronca at vear-end was no longer dependent on
milihtr\' contr~1 cts. Only 3 percent of its business
would ·be subject to cancellation in the event of a
sudden peace in Vietnam. .
.
"But it takes more workmg capital to tmdertake
commercial business than to perform military contracts " Handschumacher pointed out.
Aer,onca went about raising this capital in 2 ways.
In 1967. the company completed placing $3,500,000
by a rights offering to common shareholders m1d a
$2,000,000 private placement by Smith, Barney &
Comp<my with institut!onal investors. It. also established a revolving credit of $5,000,000 With a group
of banks headed by United California Bank and includin(J' Chase Manhattan, Central National Bank of
Clevel~nd, and the North Carolina National Bank.
Late in 1967, Aeronca took <m important step to
clear up arre<rrages of $1,033,156 on 2 classes of preferred stock. The comp<my offered to exchange common stock for the preferred in order to conserve its
cash position. By the time this was done in December, the market value of the common stock had risen
to a point where Aeronca could make a very attractive offer to the preferred stockholders, and the offering
was well received.
These financial moves put the company on solid
footing for further advances into its principal fields:
subcontracting for eommerdal aircraft builders and
the building of environmental control systems. espe~
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cially for commercial m1d industrial structures, im.:luding the textile industry and the tobacco industry. :\ t
year-end the company's ratio of current assets to current liabilities was approximately 2 to I, compared to
a year-end ratio in 1966 of 1: l.
Buensod-Stacey Corporation, a wholly-owned subsidiary ba'ied in New York, accounted for about one-third
of ~eronca's sales volume with its highly-engineered
envnonmental control systems illld industrial air conditioning products. Largest contract W<L'> a f:;3,SOO,OOO
program for the new Westinghouse Electric Corporation nuclear turbine plilllt in Charlotte, North Carolina.
At the end of 1967, Buensod-Stacey wa'i doing about
80 percent of its business in contract sales, hut Handschumac~er was guiding the subsidiary into a greater
volum~ m manufactured products related to its
expertise.
Cash acquisitions ~f Ai.r Devices, Inc., and Agitair
Products were ste1~s m th1s direction, giving BuensodSt~ce~ co~plete hnes of registers, grills, ceiling, and
stnp hne dtffusers, among the largest-selling hardware
items in the air distribution field.
Howe;er, ~eronca's ha<>ic business of aerospace subcontractmg still centered on its 2 main plm1ts at Middletown and Torrance.
Aeronca at yea:-end held more than $.50,000,000
of program commitments for advanced aircraft structures for Boeing jetliners, including the huge new 747.
By late 1969, Handschumacher estimated, shipments to
Bo.ein.g alone will amount to ~2,000,000 per month,
pnnctpally for the 747 supeqet and the supersonic
transport.
Huge wing ribs for the 747 began moving in November 1967 from the Torrance plant to Seattle in one
of the major phases of this program.
The wing ribs, up to 20 feet in length, were a<> long
as the whole fuselage of the Aeronca C-3, which was
Aeronca's first product in 1928. Other 7 47 subassemblies
included 203 sets of wing tips, flap track fairings, and
exhaust plugs.
The Middletown Division, besides being a production center for aircraft, space vehicles, and satellite
products in 1967 became headquarters for the Aeronca
Aerospace Group, which was organized to qualify for
the acceptance of large-scale contracts.
In becoming a first-line aircraft subcontractor,
Aeronca developed special capabilities in bonding
various metals. It fabricated the hi-temp stainless steel
structural panels of the Apollo command module, built
the antennae reflectors for the first international TV
satellite, and produced armament pylons, blast panels,
and brazed stabilator subassemblies for the McDonnell
F-4.
Other Aeronca products included brazed stainless
steel brake doors for the Grumman A-6A; underwing
external fuel tanks for the Northrop F -.5; subassemblies
for the Lockheed C-141; bonded honeycomb aluminum
panels for Bell helicopters; and wings and control fins
for the Walleye glide bomb.
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All' o n in pre paration for TF4 1 production added
n a rl v a qua rte r-million squa.re feet of ~ew Ao~r- spa~e
to it principal e ncrine manufactunng fact.hty m
Ind ia na p olis.

mpl t
·p c trum
~ t m w<
a ppli d
in th e p la nnin g and d e lopm
n-01·bit
tra ·kiJlg an I co ntrol sy t m in lud in c:r w rldwid
t ra ki n c:r stat io ns th Sat \lit
o n t r I F a ilit\. and th
a ·. ocia t d soft\\ a r syste m .
·
The Board's conclusion was ' ith a keen awareness
that : both I a lli stic mi ssil e s t m · and militar_ sp ace
yste m s w ill ~o ntinu ~ ~n th e fore s eable futuTe to pi a~;
majo r role s m pro 1dmn for na ti o na l se urit . luch
r mains to be d o ne in increasin u acc urac) p e rfectin rr
geodesy. improv ing re liability , and assurin c:r sun i\~
abilit · of basing and p e ne trability of reentr S\ ste n1 s.
In military a ppli ca ti o ns o f sp ace, th e first - ).ea1·s o f
Ae rospace Co rp o ra tion 's p a rtic ipa ti o n h a, e been a tran sitio n fro m falterincr ex p e rim e nts to quasi-ope rational
syste m s. The Boa rd was co nv inced that the " mi ssio n"
is clea rl y present and
co ntinue , a nd furth e r, that
th e techniqu e of p e rforming this " mission" of Aerospace Corporation h as been proved successful , is ac cepte d both b y the military and industri al structures,
and is capable of adjustment to accomplish the tasks
of the future.
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ALLISON DIVISIO N
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
The successful initial run of its n ew TF4 1 turbofan
e ngine 13 clays ahead of schedule came as a major
highli ght in gas tmbine development procrrams at
the Allison Division of General Motors clur~g 1967.
Designed to produce 14,250 potmcls thrust, the TF4 1
on its maiden run exceeded 85 percent of rated output
for extended periods and was later operated at full
power.
Allison was awarded a $227,300,000 contract by
the Air Force Systems Command to develop the
TF41 engine. The development is being done jointly
with Rolls-Royce, Ltd., of Derby, England. Scheduled for production in 1968, the TF41 will power
the USAF's new swept-wing Ling-Temco-Vought
A-7D close -support fighter-bomber.
57
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man E-2A radar picket plane and a cargo-carrying
adaptation, the C-2A.
·
Sales of the .501-D13D turboprop engines for the
Allison 580 conversion program and industrial <ras
turbines for stationary installations also showed ~m
increase. At year-end, 5 airlines were Aying the twinengine Convair 340/440 aircraft converted from piston
engines to Allison gas turbines. By the end of n)(i7,
12.3 of the .580s had been delivered to airlines, 14
corporate operators, the U.S. Air Force, Federal Aviation Administration and Royal Canadian Air Force.
On order were 41 more.
Extending further the horsepower growth of T.'j(i
Series engines was the T.56-A-18 being developed with
Navy funds and logging time on an Allison test stand.
Equipped with air-cooled blades and vanes in its first
2 turbine stages, the A-18 ~t a rating of .5,32.5 equivalent shaft horsepower will be approximately 3.50
po~ds lighter and 30 inche~ shorter than the original
T.56-A-1 rated at 3,750 eqmvalent shaft horsepower.
Two other engines were in development, one a
~rbojet lift. engi~e for vertical take-.o~ and landing
aucraft. It IS bemg developed as a JOmt project by
the United States and United Kingdom. The development is being done by Allison and Rolls-Royce. Test
run of the first thrust-producing version was successfully comJ?leted and an advan?ed design was being
tested. Alhson also was developmg a new high-bypass
turbofan engine for the next generation of Navy
carrier-based antisubmarine warfare aircraft. The engine will offer high thrust-to-weight ratio combined
with low fuel consumption.
Aerospace pressure vessels continued in production
for the Apollo space program.

In HJ(i7. :\l11minum Company of :\mcrica annmmced: 11se of perforated alulllilltiiii tube to help
force-feed weightless liquid fuel to rockt.'l enginl'" in
outer space: prodll(:lion of huge. high-.,tn.·11gth aluminum forgings to house the nudcar "!wart" of. a tww
breed of rocket engine: fonoation ol :\lcoa ( .a.,tin:.!"
Companv. a ne\\· wholly owned subsidiary rcspon.,ihle for ,;mnufact11ring and selling die and pen11anent
mold castings: casting of a :3' :.!-toll al111uinuni disc that
will he transformed into a I 00-inch diameter mirror to
test new telescope components: start-up of a seco1ad
.50,000-ton pot line at its lllodernizc~l B.adin. 1 :\~1rth
Carolina) \\'orks smelter: deliver~· of tJtaJIIII_m lor~mgs
from new facilities at its Cleveland (0hJOI \\orb:
plans to expand aluminum forging and ingot casting
capabilities at C)e\·eland \Vorks. the free ,,-~~rid\
largest aluminum forgin~ facility; p_urchase _o~ approximately 10 percent of the stock ol_ O~can ~<:J~m·t•
and Engineering, Inc.; prod~Jdion of ~mnt forgtn_gs
to help form the skeleton of the world s largest . a1 rc.:raft, the C-.5A Galaxy; puhlic.:ation by the ·:\mencan
Society for Metals of a :3-volume reference (hrec~ed at
users of aluminum and written by Hfi :\lcoa engmcers
and scientists; casting of parts to form a h~•ge fixture
for testing Apollo mooncraft guidanc.:~ umts; supp~y
of more than a million pounds of alummum for use m
the USS John F. Kennedy, world's largest ~onven
tionally powered airc.:raft carrier; plans. to mcrease
the rated primary smelting capacity of 1ts Hockdalc
(Texa'>) Works by adding a .50,000-ton seventh ~Jot
line; use of ::m Alcoa-developed "zipping" techmque
to assemble aluminum panels into a ?ew then~1al
vacuum chamber designed to help mans explor:thon
of space;· development of a breakthrough alummum
casting alloy that compares with the highest stren_gth
aluminum casting alloys in everything except pnc.:e;
increased guaranteed minimum strength levels . for
sheet and plate in aerospace alloy 7075-T6, T651,
and T7351; supply of aluminum pro~ucts for the
PG(H)-1 Flagstaff, a prototype hydrofOil patrol _gtmboat; and supply of 800,000 pounds of ~lumum_m
products for use in the construction of 3 gmded ITIISsile destroyers.
An aluminum tube with 740 half-pinhead-size perforations is an integral part of a positive-expulsion
propellant system for spacecraft. The tube is encased
m a deflated Teflon bladder and is installed lengthwise through the center of a cylindrical liquid fuel
tank. Prior to launch the bladder is expanded inside
the tank by gas flown through the tiny tube openings.
Rocket fuel then is sprayed into the container through
th~ same holes. As the fuel level rises, the gas is
?nven off through a vent. When the engine is fired
m space, the area between the Teflon skin and tank
wall fir~t is flooded with helium. The gas compresses
the ~eXIble bag, forcing the liquid back through the
alummum tube to the engine combustion chamber.
Aluminum's light weight, ease of fabrication and com-

The year also marked the unveiling of the radically
new MBT -70 Main Battle Tank of the 1970s. Developed jointly by the United States and the Federal
~epubli.c of Germany the vehicle incorporates many
mnovatwns that make the MBT-70 unique among
tanks. These include an environmental control capsule
for the 3-man crew and a novel suspension system
th~t perii_lits the vehicle to adjust to any type of terram reqmrements. The vehicle is capable of operating
completely submerged. Prototypes of the vehicle
developed jointly by the Allison Military Vehicle~
<?rganizatio.n and .the German Development Corporabon, are bemg bmlt by Allison at the Cleveland Army
Tank-Automotive Plant.
Also at the Tank Plant, production continued on the
M551 General Sheridan armored reconnaissance airborne assault vehicle and the Ml09 self-propelled
155 millimeter howitzer. Both vehicles are equipped
with Allison transmissions and the M551 also incorporates a unique Allison-developed gun-launcher
breech mechanism.
At year's end, divisional employment at Indianapolis,
Cleveland and Warren, Michigan, totaled approximately 20,000 employees.
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patihilil\ "·ith rocket fuel ami m.idizer make it ideal
fur tilt' Ulliqttt· '~'ll'1n. Twe11t~ hit:hl~· sophisticated.
pw.iti\"t•·t·xpuhioiJ fttt·l .md oxidizer tank:- are scheduled lor U"l' i11 the .\polio moom-raft.
llta~t·. hl!,!h-,tren!_!th alumimun for!,!int:s will house
tl.e nudt•ar read or .. !wart .. of ~~ llt'W hret•d of rocket
l'll!,!int·s. \lt·oa·.., (:!ton· land, ( >hio \\'ork' produced the
llllllsual il>r!,!ill!.!' which rt''il'llthle giant. hi!.!h-.,ided
howls. Two 'udt part.... joined together form. a pressure ves-..t·l-a tough altunitllllll ... hell-to contain an
operatin!,! 1111dear reactor. I kat geiH:ratl'dln·eontrolled
atOIII-..,plittill!.! in the reactor transform . . tl~e quit'Scent
l'IIL'r!.!~· of liquid h~·dn>t:t•n into roaring power for the
:\to1ni<.· Ellt'r!,!\' Con11nission's Phol'I)IIS-2 nuclear
rockd. \\'ith tl;t. aid of ... pecial tooling and operating
procedures. the pres ... ure \·esse! haln:•s are forged on
one of the \\'orld's largest pres.,es. a :).5.000-tm~ heheIIIOth operated for the .-\ir Force. o\n allo\· -;-o:m hiscui!. 12 1 ~ fed in diameter and ..JI'" inch~·s thick. is
fomwd ~~~- a greatly magnified dra\\' punch operation
i1ato a .'J-l-im·h deep hmd. ha\·ing an inside diameter
of /.~ inches and \\·all thickness of -l':.: inches. The
curved bottom port ion is remo\·ed from one howl and
the re111aining tubular section is \\·elded to the open
end ol a second for<rin" douhlin" the leiJ<Tth of howl
sides. The aft end is ~ll<;:.hincd to,..form a t~·ge flanged
openin!,! to receive the nuclear rocket etJ<Ti;te noz~le.
:\ finished pressure H'Ssel is 90 inches long""and \\·eighs
.'5 •.'300 pounds.
'
:\lcoa formed a Ill'\\' suhsidian· designed to increase
the efficienc~· of the company·~ part.icipation in the
growing market for aluminum die and permanent
mold castings. The 11<.'\\', \\·holly O\\·ned subsidiary represents a corporate decision to concentrate manufacturing and selling responsibilities for die and permanent
mold castings in an operation encompassing a total
''package of services'' under a single authoritY. The
eomplete facilitie., of the parent ~·ompany's Edison
(New Jersey) \Vorks and Chicago (Illinois) Works,
also the new company's headquart'ers, have been transferred to the new subsidiary ..-\.lcoa Castings Company
will produce and market die and permanent mold
castings at the 2 locations and will market permanent
mold ea.'itings turned out bv Alcoa's Cleveland (Ohio)
\Vorks.
·
A huge aluminum "souphowl" \\·as being machined,
plated, and polished-a vear-long task-to form a
100-ineh diameter mirror 'for Kitt LPeak National Observatory. Its short focus (soup howl) design will be
used to test components required for a new 150-inch
telescope to be installed at the observatory site, 60
miles west of Tueson, Arizona. The aluminum part
was east with a slightly coneave surfaee which will
be deepened further hy maehining until it matches
the desired contour to within 11 1,000th of an inch.
Final grinding and polishing will increase dimensional
aeeuraey of the curved surface to 1/lOO,OOOth (.00001)
of an ineh. The alloy :356 sand easting is 22 inches
thick and weighs approximately 7,600 pounds. Kitt
Peak National Observatory, \vhich The Association of

l'niversities for Research in Astronomy, Inc. (.-\.UR.-\.)
operates for the :\'ational Science Foundation. \\·ill
utilize the new telescope to im·estigate phenomena
occurring over the entire range of astronomy.
:\lcoa started up the second 50,000-ton potline at
its modernized Badin \Vorks smelter approximately
..J months ahead of the originally announced timetable.
The S 10,000,000 Badin exp<msion provided 125 new
jobs. bringing total employment to about 670. Doubling Badin \Yorks' annual capacity to 100,000 tons
brings Alcoa's total installed primary aluminum ingot
capacit~' to 1,100,000 tons a year. This will rise in
1968 to 1.150.000 tons with the completion of a
.'50.000-ton potline now under constmction at the
comp<my's \Venatchee (\\'ashington) \Vorks.
Installation of titanium forging facilities at Alcoa's
Clevehmcl \Vorks was completed and initial production beg~m in the fourth quarter. The company's
marketing effort \\·ill concentrate on large and mediumsize titanium forgings produced on hydraulic presses
in the 8.000 to 50,000-ton range-parts used primarily
ll\· the aircraft <md aerospace industries.
· Alcoa announced plans to exp<md forging and
ingot-casting faeilities at Cleveland, the free world's
largest facilit\· for forging aluminum. The multimiOion dollar .expenditure will be for a new building,
2 hydraulic forging presses of intermediate capacity,
a melting furnace, and atL'dliary equipment. One of
the ne\\. presses will be used to produce preeision
flat die <mel hand forgings to the tolerances required
by Alcoa's customers. The other press will be in the
Be\\' building along with associated equipment. Installation of the facilities is in addition to Alcoa's preparations necessary to enter the titanium forging business.
Alcoa purchased approximately 10 percent of the
stock of Ocean Science and Engineering, Inc., a firm
engaged in oceanographic research, design, construction, and exploration. The sale will provide financing
for OSE's entry into new technical areas, and expansion of its operations in various parts of the world.
John D. Hm·per, president of Alcoa, said the alumimun
producer made the move because the emerging oceanographic industry has a long and promising growth
period ahead. Besides its corporate headquarters in
\V ashington, OSE operates branch offices in Long
Beach, California; Palm Beach, Florida; and Saigon,
Vietnam. Its wholly owned subsidiary, Ocean Science
Ships, Inc., operates fleets on both coasts, in Vietnan1,
and in Australia for special surveys, mineral prospecting, drilling, and university resem-ch. OSE also jointly
owns Ocean Mining, A. G., a pioneer in undersea
exploitation of mineral deposits (diamonds, gold m1d
tin), and presently is prospecting its concessions in
Australia, Malaysia, Thailm1d and the Philippines.
Huge aluminum forgings were being used by
Lockheed-Georgia Company to form the skeleton
of the world's largest aircraft-the Air Force C-5A
transport. Five main frame parts help shape the giant
plane's structural backbone. The primary support for
the forward unit of the craft's 28-wheel landing gear

L
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num is used in 4 150-to n leva to r whi ch will li ft
some of th e \\ o riel 's fastes t fi _,;h t ~ r j t to th e ni g ht
deck in just o ne minute . E ac:l
I a to r mea. ur .
4,000 squ ar e feet. The a luminum ·I · \·a to r 11nits a r
built individu a lly a round .3 load - ·a rry i1 g siTu ·tura l
sys te ms, a ll di sting uishe d h th e size o f th e ir m a in
me mbe rs- Alcoa aluminum I-1 eam . . Th e J..:. enn edy.
a modified A m erica c lass ship , i · sli rhtl y large r th a n
convention all y-powe red pred ec ·sso rs in th e c lass. It
is schedul ed to ·arry 100 a irc raft.
The compan) pl a nn ed to in c re ase th e ra ted . pri mary sm eltin r cap ac ity of its Rockda le (T exas) \ \fo rk s
from 175,000 to 225 ,000 to ns a ye ar b_, aclcLng a
seventh po tlin e . C onstmc ti o n berran luri1w 196- ,
with initial produc ti o n of in rro t aluminum sche dul ed
for the fall of 1968 .
An unusual " zipping" tec hni JUe fo r sealin g
aluminum-clad buildings is fe atured in Martin Ma ri etta Corporation 's ne \.v th e rmal vacuum chamb e r.
Called th e Space Simul a ti o n Laborato r , th e m o de r~1
test fac ility is enclosed with Alpl y pane ls, an alUimnum sheet-polysty rene foam sandwich. The insul a ted
wall sections are joined with Al coa's uniqu e Snug
Seam system, a vapor ti g ht, w e ath e rproof connecti o n
employing aluminum extrusions and a neopre ne
gasket. More than 1,000 Alply pane ls, rang ing in
size from one-by-4 to 4-by-14 fe e t, w e re used to
complete the 6-story, 100-foot-high structure . Exte ri_or
walls in the Alumalure finish, in antique gold, promise
long-lasting, easy-care beauty. A special gold ;;m ocLzed
finish on interior walls provides good appearance a1~d
low maintenance qualities. The vacuum chamber ~Ill
be used to duplicate the extreme cold and sw1hght
radiation intensities expected in space. It is capable
of handling specimens weighing as much as 2.5,000
pounds, and as large as 20 feet in diameter and 34
feet in height.

system is 23 feet long and weighs 2,700 pounds. Alcoa's Cleveland Works produces th e massive aluminum
parts on a 50,000-ton press operated for the Air Force.

Alcoa was supplying huge aluminum forgings as stmctural
elements of the USAF's Lockheed-G eorgia C-SA transport.

"Aluminum," a comprehensive, highly readable, 3volume reference published by ASM, includes most of
the information about aluminum that should be known
to users. Ninety-six Alcoa engineers and scientists,
with 2,289 man-years of professional experience in
aluminum, exhausted nearly 25,000 man-hours over a
period of 39 months writing, editing, reviewing, and
revising to complete the monumental task. Edited by
Dr. Kent R. Van Horn, Alcoa vice president in charge
of research and development, the work is the first
extensive treatment of the design, application, and
fabrication of aluminum products since 1930. In all,
the 3 volumes contain 1,920 pages, 889 illustrations
(photographs, charts, and graphs), and 301 tables.
Volume I deals with properties, physical metallurgy
and phase diagrams; Volume II is concerned with design
and application; and Volume Ill treats fabrication
and finishing.
A massive Alcoa aluminum structure, designed by
North American Rockwell Corporation's Space Division, is a 2-legged assembly that functions as a rigid
fixture for testing Apollo mooncraft guidance units.
Seven sand castings form the 1,762-pound structure.
A 93-inch diameter ring section weighs 1,330 pounds,
and each curved support checks in at 214 pounds. Four
one-pound adapters complete the assembly. When
helped to stand erect, the huge part is 6 feet high.
The 7 alloy 3.56F cast parts were machined, welded
together, and heat treated to construct the unusual
fixture.
The USS John F. Kennedy, world's largest conventionally-powered aircraft carrier, employs more
than 1,000,000 pounds of Alcoa aluminum. The nation's newest carrier (designated CV A 67), is a product
of the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock
C ompany, Newport News, Virginia. Most of the alumi-

A breakthrough aluminum casting alloy, developed
by Alcoa, compares closely with the highest strength
aluminum casting alloys in everything except price.
New premium strength alloy X149 eliminates costly
silver and achieves high strength with commonly used
copper, magnesium, zinc, and manganese alloying
elements. Tests of alloy X149 parts produced by
premium casting facilities at Alcoa's Cleveland and
Vernon Works have shown minimum properties exceeding 60,000 pounds per square inch tensile strength,
50,000 pounds per square inch yield strength, and 5
percent elongation. The new alloy has good resistance
to stress corrosion cracking in a saline environment
and good mechanical properties at moderately elevated
temperatures. Castings have been produced at Cleveland and Vern on in green sand, dry sand, plaster,
and composite molds. The value of the new alloy
is enhanced beyond the direct advantage of lower
cost as a result of government and industry demands
on the nation's silver supply. Alloy X149 is readily
available, and its applications are not likely to be
restricted because of shortages of alloying elements.
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Till' :.,!naranh't·d mmtmllm strength levels of sheet
and plak in widt'ly tl'\l'd acrospa<.'l' alloy 7015 were
im·n:ast·d for t hl· Tfi. Tfi.'l I. and T7:)51 tempers. Both
hare .uul .lld.ul forms of allov 7075-TfitT65JI and
hart• Ionus of 101.')- T7:).') I wer~ 11p!.!radt>d. In <.·ertain
thi<·kuess rangt•s. tensile and vicld strengths were inneast•d 1.(1()(1 to ·1.000 pomtcls pt•r squ.are inch and
elongation was. raised one to :3 pen:ent. :\lloy 7075
has het•n one of till' prindpal acrospa<:e materhlls of
('tmstrllt'lion sinn· its introduction hv :\koa in 195.1.
Several of the lll'Wt•r militan· ain:raft-the :\an·'s
:\-7:\ Corsair ~ and 0\ ·-I 0:\-a.re huilt almost entireh·
of alloy 101.'). Its Sll('t'ess in aircraft h<L'i t·arried ov~r
to the spa<:t' age. and it is used extensin·h· for stmetural appli<'alions in missiles. rockets. amt' ,.,paeecraft.
including the Saturn/ :\polio 'J>a<.·e \·ehide.
The P( ;t I )I- 1 Flo~sto_{f. a prototype hydrofoil patrol
t?;llnhoat built h~· Gr11mman .-\in:raft Engineering Corporation for the l'.S. :\avv Ships Svstems Command.
is constr11eted of :\leoa al~ullinum. ·The slet•k 13-nHm
craft is 7:3 feet long with a heam of ~I feet 5 inches,
au_d_ displaees (iO tons. Its constmction components
11tlltzed ·t:3.fi00 po11nds of aluminum: induding ~7.000
po11nds of integrally stiffened. extmded pan~ls up to
~4 inches wide in bottom. side. deck and lmlkhead
applications. The superstrudure has 10.000 pounds of
sheet and plate: and (),()()() pounds of contoured hand
forgings were specified for the hnlrofoils. which are
controlled hy an autopilot systen~.
Three guided missile destrovers-utilizing nearh·
HOO,OOO pounds of :\lcoa ahun.inum in their supe~
stnictures-were under construction at Bath Iron
\V~>rk~ Corporation. They are the first ships to be
ln_nlt m the United States for the Fedt•ral Republic
ot Germany. The destroyers-each 440 feet long with
a beam of 47 feet-were designed and are being built
under_ government specifications that call for liberal
use of aluminum wherever possible. Since destroyertype vessels are designed for high performance in
spee~ an~l 1~1aneuverability. shipyard officials say
alumu~um s hght weight and high strength qualities
make Il an ideal material. Five products are used in
the superstructures: 517,000 pounds of plate: 3:26,000
pounds of Hat sheet; :31,000 pounds of extmsions;
2,000 pound-; of drawn tube: and ~.000 pounds of
rivets.

release mechanism in the connector deadfaces more
th~m 100 electrical circuits as it effects a zero force
physical separation on release. This connector was
desi!:-'lled to meet the strict requirements of limited
space. weicrht
restriction, ultra-reliabilitv
and a high
0
..
.._,
st<mdard of em·ironmentally sealed integrity.
:\mphenol also continued to supply the cable assemblies used in the brtiidance control system of .\'linutemml Ill.
Production of an umbilical cable/internal hc.rrness
svstem for the Shrike air-to-ground was stepped up
during 1961. The :\.mphenol-developed umbilical
cable connects the missile to the aircraft. At the missile's surface. this cable connects to one end of the
internal harness, which in htrn links Shrike's guid•mce svstem to its controls.
The. Saturn V, which set space records in November, had over .350 :\mphenol connectors aboard. .-\.mphenol 69 Series cryogenic units, the connecting link
for the missile's on-board power systems, are designed
to withstand operating temperatures of minus 300 degrees Fahrenheit.
' Other aerospace space interconnection system work
under way in 1968 included special high temperature
500 •mel 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit connectors for the
supersonic transport program, cable assemblies for
shipboard launchers and an ultra-reliable umbilical
conneetor for subm<uine launched missiles.
Amphenol Connector Division is headquartered in
Broadview. Illinois. The Division's Space and Missile
Systems operation is located in Chatsworth, California.
AVCO CORPORATION
AVCO :\EROSTRUCTURES DIVISI0:\1

The year 1967 was one of important achievements
for :\.vco Aerostructures Division, as it became a major
subcontractor on The Boeing Company's supersonic
jet transport and delivered the first wing sections for
the Lockheed C-5A Galaxy military jet transport. It
also expanded other areas of both its commercial
and military business.
Boeing s~lected A vco to build the center wing for
its SST. This is the section of the aircraft to which
movable outer wings will be attached. Titanium alloys
will be employed in constmction of this aircraft because of their high strength, heat resistance and light
weight. The largest titanium forgings ever made have
been ordered for Avco to use in the center wing.
Avco makes the center, inner and outer wing sections for the C-5A. The 3 stmctures have a total
length of 220 feet.
The division also signed a contract to produce more
wings for the Gmmman II business jet transport. Another contract was signed with the Globe-\Vernicke
Company, a subsidiary of the Sheller-Globe Corporation, to continue producing metal office furniture.
The division continued production of tail sections
for the C-130 Hercules turboprop transport; tail boom

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION
AMPHENOL CORPORATION
Amphenol Connector Division, a long-established
leader in complex aerospace system development, was
involved in several key aerospace projects during
1967. Division engineers worked closely with major
aerospace contractors in developing special cable
assembly systems and umbilical and interstage connectors.
Of particular interest was the interstage connector
developed for Minuteman. A pyrotechnic actuated
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pita! and Ha!:vard ~ledical Sc~wol: Con~•nonly eal~t:<~
the "balloon pump. the dcnee 1s de'>I!.!;Ilt'd t1! !.!1' t
immediate aid to patients sufferin!.!; fro••• heart failure
after a heart attack. It is inserted into ~lw ·~•-ain arter~·.
the aorta, through an incision in the tlugh. _I he lahi.Jratorv also contimwd its development of the 1\:antro\\'I.tz/
Av~o auxiliary ventric.:le, which is a pt•rJII<IIIe_ntly ••••plantahle heart assist device. and researeh Ill blood
flow.
In the important area of ~!liD lmagn~·toh:'·.dr~ldvnamic) power general ion. where the lab<~ I a to•.~. ~1.~ts
J·lavcd a prominent role, it began de'.'elopu•g st' t l ,ti
~v ;es of ~HID generators for the :\n· I·orcc .. ~Ill])
.elnerators produce electrie power h~· forctn~ .an
~tontzec
·. , 1 g·•.1s thrmwh
field at h1gh\. ,·cloeJttcs.
,.., a m<wnctic
n
r
The lahoratorv also delivered to t 1le : II" . oJ"Cl' a
· g.eneru.rv-storagc svstem and developed
superconcI uc tl 11 .
...... ·
· ·
11 1
.a new fanu"J Y I Jf COll1}JOSitc
Sll}Jerconductors ca
l'<
·
.
.
.
.
Mttlticore
which
offer
maxtmum
Avco Supergemc 1
•
•
•
•
1·
A' "I Tty in superconducting em! destgn. 1 he muttext )J I k . n 'ldvance in a technique dc,·eloped hy
cores mar. a JC)t:'6
'
·t · , CC1•
\Vhich made Sli!JCI"COll c1 UCJ\e
AVCO d unng · l>
vices practicable.
I· 1 ..
·
. Id f ras laser research, the ,l JOt ,ttor~
In t h e f1e
o g ·
·
1 1 't ·
developed and placed on the market a pu sec nt I o-

and cabin roof assemblies for the Bell Helicopter Hueys,
used extensively by the U.S. military services in Vietnam; and thermal conditioning panels for delicate.
temperature-sensitive instruments used aboard rocket
space boosters and spacecraft.
Late in the year work began on structural part!>
for the Bell HueyCobra.
Employment at the division, located in Nashville,
Tennessee, was at about 4,000 at year-end.
AVCO ELECTRONICS DIVISIO:'\

The Electronics Division continued its leadership
in high frequency (HF) communications technology
for both ground and airborne applications. In 19(:>7, it
received add-on contracts for the AN I ALR-23 infrared
system and the AN I ARC-123 high frequency transceiver for the F -111A fighter aircraft. It also got orders
for antennas, advanced radio receivers, and forward
looking infrared (FLIR) sensors.
Avco designed and built command and receiving
equipment was being produced for a variety of military and space programs. Its Digital Uplink Assembly, built under several contracts in 1967, will update
the Apollo Lunar Module guidance computer for moon
landing, and will also provide backup communication
for the whole LM system.
The division's work in radar technology resulted in
an Air Force contract for design, production and installation of a missile-warning display subsystem to
be used with a large sea-launched ballistic missile
warning system. The warning system, too, was under
development by Avco.
Avco's Tulsa, Oklahoma, plant continued to operate
one of the country's 3 mass spectrometer laboratories
certified by the Atomic Energy Commission. The
laboratory offers complete isotopic analysis of gases
and solids by electric bombardment. The Tulsa facility
also designs and builds mass spectrometers to special
order.
In field engineering, the division developed a method, undergoing patent at year-end, to determine the
optimum emplacement of sites for microwave terminal
and relay station equipment.
At the Huntsville, Alabama, operation, an information systems group was formed to manufacture and market computer-controlled data processing equipment.
The division's commercial operation, which designs
and produces home intercom systems under subcontract, expanded into the field of educational aids.
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engines for helicopters and e wm
k '
d .
"breakthroughs " both in terms of new mar edts dan . In
'
urmg
research and development,
were a1so achieve
1967.
d th
Engine production, which was centere~ aroun h ~
division's newly introduced T53-L-13 engme, reac e
new all-time proportions and employment cli~~~d t;>
'
d"mg1.Y· the .divisiOn
.
ds
a recor d 9,300 persons. Correspon
new plant in Charleston South Carolina, accelerate
its growth and at year-~nd more than 1, 700 perso~s
were actively engaged in the modern 400,000 squm e
foot facility.
The T53-L-13 engine, rated at 1,400 shaft_ horsepower, was placed in volume production dunng the
second half of 1967, replacing the lower rated T53L-11. The newer model is used to power the new B~ll
AH-1G HueyCobra, which made its combat debut ~~
Vietnam in the fall. The HueyCobra is the world s
first helicopter designed from the outset as an armed

AVCO EVERETT RESEARCH LABORATORY

During 1967, the Avco Everett Research Laboratory
widened even further its research and development
in advanced technologies.
From the National Institutes of Health, the laboratory received a contract to perfect the Avco Intraaortic Pump. It had developed the heart assist device
in collaboration with the Massachusetts General Hos62
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heli("(>ptt:r. and when deployed in full strength will
tah· on·r tht' t•scort missions prt.'viow;ly performed hy
Bt·ll l'll-1 B hdkopters.
Tlw t·n~ine also powers the Bell CH-IlL latest version of the famed Huey family. and will power the new
15 plan• l'Oillllll'rda1 Bdl ~0.').-\ helicopter to he availahlt· l'arlv in HJH'-..
.\lso r)lal·l·d into production during HJ67 were ~
otlwr advo.meed models of go.L" turbine engines. tlw
T.Y3- L-1.') turboprop engim• and the T55-L-lt helicopter cngi ne. ·nw T.'J:3- L- 15. <.·ountt·rpart of the L-13
lwl il·opter modeL will power the ach·o.meed n·rsion of
the Army's high speed observation airtTaft. the Cmmman 0\"-1 D \lohawk.
The T.':>.'J-L-1 I engine. rated at :2550 shaft horsepower. entl•red prodll(:tion in the latter months of
19ff7 o.md will power the Boeing CH-!IC Chinook
helicopter. the latest version of the :\nn~··s prime
transport helicopter. Tite additional power pro,·idcd
by the higher rated Lycoming en~ines provides a :25
percent incrco.Lse in the Chinook ·s payload.
:\ V(;o Lycoming continued the production of recipr.ocating engines for fixed wing and helicopter use.
\Vhlle the total engines shipped in 1967 was somewhat less than in 1~)(i6. the vear 1967 stood out as the
second best sales vear in th~ dh·ision ·s historv . .-\ new
major aircraft mm~ufacturer joined the :\ vco i.vcomin<r
family of customers during ·the vear: and at ~·ear-end
:\v~o Lycoming numberecl amm~g its custom~rs every
maJor domestic aircraft manufacturer in the rreneral
aviation field using reciprocating engines, as ~veil as
many other aircraft manufacturers throughout the
world.
'
t\nticipating an increased demand for reciprocating
engmes, 86,000 square feet of manufachtring space was
ad~ed during the year, together with new machinery
t~ mcrease production capabilities. Several new eng.me models, provided with turbocharging and provision for cabin pressurization, were added during the
ye~r to take care of the increased demand for high
altitude operation. A new 470 horsepower, 8 cylinder,
turbocharged engine was also added to the line as
bei~g especially adaptable for commuter type airlines.
He~1~opter engine production continued for use in
~rammg and utility helicopters. ~:lanufacture of landmg gears also continued during 1967.
A vco Lycoming entered into an agreement with
Bernard Moteurs, Europe's second largest manufacturer of industrial engines, to market lightweight
diesel engines in the 4 to 40 horsepower range and
gasoline engines in the 1lh to 10 horsepower range in
the United States, Canada, and Mexico. These engines
are applicable for auxiliary powerplants with possible
use at mobile missile sites.
Avco Lycoming scored its first major successes in
the marine and industrial areas with the selection of
Lycoming turbines for several new applications with
high volume potential.
The first of these, with a dollar value of approximately $1,200,000 for prototype m1its only, calls for

:\vco Lycoming to pro,ide the complete prime propulsion system for a new 50 foot shallow draft boat
for the F.S. :\Tavy. Known as the Assault Transport
Craft (A TC), it will utilize a Lycoming TF -12 marine
engine, a controllable pitch propeller and a hydrodrive. :\ second version of this same vehicle, called
Command and Communications Boat (CCB). will use
the same propulsion system.
Prototvpe
. units for both vehicles were beina delivered at year-end with initial test programs scheduled
to begin in Febmary.
.-\ third program also selected Avco Lycoming propulsion systems as its prime propulsion source. This
one, called the Inshore Undersea \Varfare boat (IU\V),
will be 65 feet long and will use the Lvcominrr
de.
signed COD:\G (Combined Diesel and Gas Turbine)
svstem which incorporates the more powerful TF-20
~ngine for high "dash" speed and a smaller diesel
enrrine for economical cntise speed.
All 3 contracts are with Seward Seacraft. of New
Orlemts. Louisi<ma, m1der contract with the U.S. Navy.
In the industrial field, Avco Lycoming also record~d
its first sale-this to Delta Projects Limited, for a aas
burning TF-25 engine for use as a power source for
a gas pumping unit in 'Winnipeg, Canada. Delivery
of this first unit was scheduled for late 1968.
The market potential for the application of both
marine and industrial gas turbines appeared extremely
brirrht. Prime among the potentials was the oil industrv for use in drilling, water flooding and as the main
p~wer source for portable drill rigs. Other fields included 0rrenerator sets, air cushion vehicles and
atLxiliary power in large naval vessels.
Other Avco Lycoming activities also increased during 1967, notably the production of constant-speed
drives. The LD6-10A model, which had already accumulated more than 750,000 hours of flight experience by year-end, was to be delivered at an even
more accelerated rate during 1968 and used on the
Navy's Douglas A-4E, A-4F and TA-4F aircraft. Other
versions are being used by the Marine Corps and by
the Australian, Israeli and British navies.
In addition, an experimental constant-speed drive
was being evaluated on the tri-service XC-142 aircraft developed by Ling-Temco-Vought.
In the missile area Lycoming continued production
of the Mark 11 series of reentry vehicles as well as on
the Mark 1 penetration aids program for the Minuteman II and III intercontinental ballistic missiles.
The division also continued its highly sophisticated
subcontract manufacturing efforts and included among
its programs was the main rotor hub for the Sikorsky
CH-53 helicopter. This particular unit represents the
largest titanium forging used on any helicopter in the
world.
Lycoming was also employing its extensive 3-dimensional milling equipment to produce the main
cabin fittings for the CH-53. This particular component, of aluminum, would be virhtally impossible to
produce through conventional machining methods.
~

~

~
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reentrv vehicles, end products of :\ n:o "s long as.,oeiation \\;ith the :\ ir Force in the devclopmt•nt of mis.,iJe
technology.
:\vco received a ccmtraet during the year to produe(~ the ~lark I/. an advaneed recut ry ,·chide.
In eooperation with :\ vco Spal'C Sy:-.tcn!s Di,·isi~lll.
the ~lissile S\'stems Di\'ision was engaged 111 matcnals
teehnology r~scareh. l'sing the space di\'ision_'s JHO~·c.,s
by whieh eomposite materials are woven :3-l~mu. •nstmlally (.'3-D), the missile division developed an u_ttegn_ttl·~l
wall eoncept for reentry vehicle struetu~cs wlm:h c.ltmtnatcs the need to hond ablative heat-slucld matenal to
reentry vehieles.
The' division designed a test facility to simulate
hallistie reentrv heating in the laboratory more aceurately than had l>een previously possible. It will
be built under :\ir Foree funds. The division also h~gan
operating a test apparatus whieh me<L'iur~s the eff~cts
of simulated wind and rain on pellets fn·cd _at !ugh
speed. Its purpose is to determine the eff~et ol ehanging weather on high-speed vehieles entermg or traveling through the earth's atmosphere.
.
.
The division's advaneed programs offtce n_K'reas~d
its activities in the study of strategic and taettcal nHssile svstems and advaneed reentry vehieles and penctratic;n aids. The staff was also working with the Air
Force 011 aspeets of the proposed anti-ballistic missile
system.

Under contract with the Sun Shipbuilding Company,
Avco Lycoming was engaged in the Deep Submergence
Rescue Vehicle Program, producing steel hemispheres
which when welded together form the main operational cabin of the vehicle. These 90 ineh units ;u·e
among the largest of their type <mel heeause the vehicle must be capable of submerging to a depth of
6,000 feet, the machining must he accomplished with
a tolerance of plus or minus .002 inches, unheard of
for components of this size.
Other subcontract programs include a .54 ineh
transfer tank for the same deep submergence program, and rotor pylons for Kaman 1-11-1-43 helicopters.
Avco Lycoming also continued its research <md development efforts, the major one being the AGT-1500
gas turbine engine for use in t<mks <md other large
surface vehicles. Under this contract, won by the division in 1965 over 1.5 competitors, Lycoming was
required to install 2 prototype engines in 2 t<mks for
test purposes. Installation of the first unit was commencing as the year closed and the test program, to
be conducted on a special test track constructed in
Stratford, was scheduled to begin early in January.
Other development efforts centered around both the
aircraft and marine versions of the division's 2 main
facilities of engines, including the continued development of turbofan versions of both families and increased
power.
The testing of a company developed mechanical
servo actuator on an F-100 flight simulator wa<> completed during the year and proved the feasibility of
the system for an all-mechanical flight control system.
The Charleston plant, in addition to producing approximately 20 percent of the manufactured parts for
the T.53 engine, was slated to produce about 40 percent of the parts for the T55 engine. It also established a final assembly line where it was assembling
new commercial engines as well as overhauled engines.
Its growth also continued in ground support equipment
activity, including water dynamometers, complete
mobile test trailers and engine test stands. Development of new ground support equipment also began
at the new facility.

A VCO ORD~A~CE DIVISIO:'\

. · .·
- chievcd a breakTh e A vco 0 r d nance D IVJSJOil
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t roug m ordnance tee no ogy utm
·
. .the
acceptance by the U.S. armed forees of the pnncil~le
of rocket-boosted ammunition, developed by 1~ ':'co.
Avco Ordnance had been working on the ammumtwn,
called Avroc, for about 5 years, and had co~duzt~_5l
numerous test firings and demonstrations. Late m 1.)6 1 •
the division received 3 contracts for further development of Avroc, which will be used by Army ground
forces with the M-79 grenade launcher, as well as
in helicopter weapons. Avroc gives increased range,
accuracy, shorter time to the target and ~ .flatter
t~ajectory. It was being made in the 40 nulhmeter
SIZe.

The bulk of the division's business continued to be
the manufacture of bomb and rocket fuzes, bomb parts,
mortar shells, and other non-nuclear weapons. The
division received new orders and extensions of exist~ng
contracts on these materials the demand for whiCh
generally reflects the requir~ments of the U.S. forces
in Vietnam.
Arr?ing and fuzing the Navy's Polaris missile ~nd
the Au Force Minuteman missile continued as an Important division activity.

AVCO MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION

The Missile Systems Division's leadership in the
field of penetration aids-extremely complex devices
that help intercontinental ballistic missiles reach their
targets-led to its selection by the Air Force to develop
and flight-test the country's first penetration aids
system, the Mark I. Hardware will be produced by the
Avco Lycoming Division, Stratford, and other components by the Avco Electronics and Avco Ordnance
Divisions.
An important milestone in the development of the
country's missile defense system took place in 1967
with the installation of the full complement of 1,000
Minuteman II ICBMs along the North American
perimeter. All of these missiles carried Avco-produced

AVCO SPACE SYSTEMS DIVISION

As a result of its work in designing and producing
the thermal protective system, or "heat shield," for
the Apollo spacecraft, the division last year developed
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;t Itl'W lm\ detl'.it\- ablator with les.-. than half the
\H·i'.!ht of tlu.· pr<.'"t:nt .-\polio <>hield. Ileal shield manufaduritl!.; for the .\polio project continued on 1:3 moonmi-.-;tort -.pace<.·raft in the :\".\S_\ lunar landing program.
The la-.t of '-! cap-.ule-. ,<.·hedul{'d to orbit the earth
wert· deliH·red during the vear to :\"orth :\merican
Ho('hn·ll Corporation. pri-me contractor for the
"l>acecra ft.
The di,·i-.ion d<.·,·oted con.,iderahk effort to the
study of .,mall. tllllllanm·d -.cientific ..atellites. Durint!
t_he ~ear it receiH·d -.eH·ral important -;tud~- contract's
lor thi-. t~-pe of -.pacecraft. The di,·i-;ion wa~ .. elected
h~- Jet Propulsion Lahorator~· to study sending a spacecraft to probe the \'enusian atmosphere. It also de-.igued an Orbiting :\-.tronomical E\plorer satellite.
ull(ler contract to the F-.:itt Peak :\"ational Observaton·.
~he di,·ision's Hesistojet propulsion system, a ligh.twerght unit dcsit!lled to maneuver scientific satellites in
orbit. was flight-qualified in HJ6-:-.
:\n:o supen·is<.•d and designed at JPL's facilit\· in
Pasadena a full-scale Steriliz:ttion .-\ssembly Dev~lop
lllcnt Laboratory. Its purpose is to define procedures
to sterilize spacecraft of possible extra-terrestrial life.
This laboratory is the onh· one of its kind in the country .. !he_ division was ,;Jso conducting other space
stenlrzat10n work.
The division increased its efforts in the \'Otlll!! and
fast-growing field of composite materials. ,~·host-:-high
~trength-to-weight properties han:- special significance
111 the aerospace and defense fields. Resides continuing
to produce boron filament for the :\ir Force, th~
division
was conductin<r research on other hi<Th-stren<Tth
.
b
b
hlament materials and processes. The division's im·olvement in composite materials technology now embraces
non-destructive testing of materials. It has been able,
for instance, to pione~r techniques for testing graphite
to enhance its present use as a heat-protective liner
for rocket nozzles and nozzle throats.
In another area, the division in 1967 delivered to
NASA an electronic: framing camera able to take 8
separate pictures in a single._ shutter action as fast as
one-hundred millionth of a second.
Other work by the division from outside and intracompany contracts included the fields of infrared
technology, ferrohydrodvnamics. coal conversion and
air pollution.
·
·

\lusketeer Sport III to the pressurized, turbine-powered
King .-\ir .-\90 corporate transport, and including the
new :'290 mile per hour Turbo Baron.
Introduced in October 1961 were the new 1968
models. :\"ewest additions to the line were the allnew pressurized \lode! 60 Duke. a medium twin, and
the turbine-powered 17 -place Beech craft 99 Airliner.
The product line of 19 models was the largest in the
history of the company.
Acceleration of activity in the commuter airline
field resulted in further advances in both sales and
new product development. The Queen Airliner, in
operation for more than a year. was in the service
of 6 United States and 7 foreign commuter airlines in
15 countries.
The Beechcraft 99 Airliner was scheduled for production in spring 1968, and it was to be supported
bv an Airline ~larketing Department. .-\s the first
u;1it neared completion on the final assembly line,
adnmce orders for the new airliner. largest airplane
yet to be marketed by Beech, approached 835,000,000.
With a total of 31-1 deliveries scheduled bv the end
of fiscal 1967 on September 30. the Beechc"raft King
:\ir continued as the sales leader among all corporate
turbine-powered aircraft. Figures compiled by the
.-\erospace Industries Association indicated that the
f..:ing .-\ir accounted for more than 80 percent of all
turbine aircraft sales in its class since its introduction
in 196-1.
Accumulative King Air sales exceeded $10LOOO,OOO
\\·ith multiple owners-some operating as many as
6 f..:ing Airs-including 23 leading United States and
European corporations and government agencies.
The ordering of 7 tri-gear Beechcraft Super Hl8s
by Japan Air Lines in 1967, for use as a basic multiengine training airplane, extended production of the
Model 18 series into its 31st year-the longest continuous production span in aviation history.
In recognition of its foreign sales expansion, Beech
Aircraft received President Johnson's Export "E"
award in September. Presentation of the award was
made to Beech officials in the office of the Secretary
of Commerce at a ceremony attended by Kansas congressmen and representatives of the FAA and the
Department of Transportation.
The Beech export program spanned a network of
nearly 100 distributors and dealers in 100 countries.
Beech export sales in the last 5 years increased 168
percent, totaling more than $2-1,500,000 during fiscal
year 1967.
Production and first delivery of the U.S. Army
U-21A turbine-powered utility transport highlighted
Beech military aircraft activity in 1967. The Army
increased orders for the U-21:\ to a total of 129. Total
contracts extended U-21A deliveries through the spring
of 1968, and, with spares and training of pilots and
mechanics, amounted to more than $35,000,000.
The Army accepted delivery of the first U-21:\ at a
special ceremony at the Beech factory, and production

~...,

BEECH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Observing its 35th anniversary vear, Beech Aircraft
Corporation in 1967 marked th~ s-econd successive alltime high in fiscal year sales. The more than $174,000,000 total included approximately $104,000,000
in commercial product sales, which was a new company record, and more than $70,000,000 in military
and aerospace sales, representing a 10 percent increase
over fiscal 1966.
During the year, Beech delivered 17 commercial
models, ranging from the single-engine, 2-place
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continued during the year at the rate of 10 a month.
Just .3 months after delivery of the first airplane,
the U-21A was introduced to combat zone flying in
Vietnam. With the first group of U-21As to arrive at
an Army airfield in South Vietnam were Beech training
specialists and a team of pilot and mechanic instructors.
The Beech family of missile targets was expanded
in 1967 with development of the Sandpiper, a highperformance, rocket-powered target missile, for the
U.S. Air Force Armament Laboratory. The Sandpiper
testbed vehicle combines the airframe of the Beechdesigned AQM-.37 A supersonic target missile and the
newly-developed engine which uses both solid and
liquid propellants. The Sandpiper is designed to reach
speeds to Mach 4 and altitudes to 90,000 feet to
simulate a wide variety of aircraft and missile threats
of the next decade.
Production of the AQM-37 A missile target in 1967
continued under contract to the U.S. Navy and with
the first sale to a foreign government. The Defense
Ministry of the United Kingdom purchased an export
version of the AQM-37 A, designated the Model 1072.
The U.S. Army Missile Command extended a contract for an additional quantity of Beech Model 1025
Cardinal target missiles. Nearly 2,.500 of the versatile
Cardinal targets, designated MQM-61A by the military, have been delivered to the Army and the Navy
over the past 7 years.
Subcontract production was highlighted in 1967
with the awarding of $2,600,000 contract for fabrication of the complete airframe for the Model 206
JetRanger helicopter manufactured by Textron's Bell
Helicopter Company. The 5-place, turbine-powered
JetRanger is to be produced primarily for air taxi
operation.
Production was continued on assemblies for the
McDonnell Douglas F -4 Phantom II and for the Bell
~elicopter UH-1 Huey series helicopter. For exceptional quality in the production of panels for the UH-1,
Beech received Bell's "Gold Rotor Award."
During 1967, Beech completed delivery of 285
ship sets of major assemblies and spares for the Air
Force/Lockheed C-141 StarLifter under contracts
which totaled approximately $44,000,000.
. Continuing its support of the nation's space exploration program, in which it has designed, developed and
prod~c.ed ground support and on-board systems for the
Gemmi and Apollo projects, Beech Aircraft also delivered the last of 5 conditioning assembly units under
a $4,.500,000 contract for the Apollo Lunar Module
(LM) program.
The Beech-built ground support units are used in
the filling of helium tanks in the Lunar Module. Beech
Aircraft's Boulder Division shipped the units to the
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation.
Overall employment at corporate headquarters in
Wichita and at the Liberal, Boulder and Salina divisions during 1967 reached 10,429, the highest figure
since Korean war production in 195.3.

BELL

AEHOSYSTE~IS CO~II'A:\'Y

:\ TEXTHO:'\ C0\11'.\:'\Y

.\·larkin,L?; its :2.'5th anniversary as the t'0111pauy that
built the natiou's first jet airplane. Bell .-\erosystems
Company produced several in1portanl illiHi\"ations
in HJfi7.
The world's first :\ir Cushion LandinL?; Cear 1:\CU; 1
was flowu on :\ugust -t. I Hfi7. at :\'iagara Falls , :\'t•\\·
York) International Airport adjacent to Bell's lllain
plant.
Patented In- Bell. the :\CLC looks sou1l'lhiuL?; likt• a
fat black dm.lghnut ringing the airplauc"s uu~lerside.
It provides an air cushion ou which the airplane rides
during landing. take-off and taxiing. \\'hen airborne.
the ACLG hugs tightly and aerodynamically to the
airplane's underside.
'
Another important development at Bell during 1Hfi7
was the 2-man Pogo rocket flyiug device. The company successfully test flew this craft, pro,·ing its potential as a lunar or earthly small lift device.
Earlier, Bell developed tl1e Flying Chair and a oneman version of the Pogo rocket. All arc patterned
after the famed Bell Rocket Belt, which has proved
itself 100 percent reliable in more than :3,000 flights
·
since H)(H.
The one-man Pogo was flown successfully under
lunar gravity conditions at the Langley Research
Center, Virginia, in 19fi7, proving the craft's potential
as a lunar flying device.
Progress continued to he made during 1~)67 toward
devel?pment of the Bell Jet Belt, a one-man flying
machme that will have far greater range than the
rocket-powered devices.
A leader in Air Cushion Vehicles (ACVs), Bell
starte? quantity production of these speedy amphibious
~raft I~ 196~. The initial production effort involved
65 vehicles, mcluding 7-, 10- and 25-ton craft.
The 7-ton craft, known as the SK-5, returned to
combat in Vietnam. The U.S. Navy, which operated
3 Bell SK-5s in Vietnam during 1966, had them modified an? _refurbished by Bell for another tour of duty.
In addition, Bell expected to receive other military
contracts for combat SK-5s.
In a related effort, Bell received a $125,000 contract from the federal Joint Surface Effect Ship Progra~ Office to perform conceptual and parametric
design studies of a high-speed surface effect ship test
craft weighing about 100 tons.
Also in 1967, Bell took steps to further advance its
ACV technology. It built a large Air Cushion Vehicle
T~c~mology Laboratory at its main plant, and started
testmg ACV models in 2 model test basins.
In the field of vertical! short take-off and landing
(V/STOL) aircraft, Bell's X-22A continued to fulfill
the ~ontractual requirements set for it under the TriServiCe V/STOL research program.
The company also continued its important role in
th~ l.!.S. effort to get a man on the moon. Bell was
hmldmg propulsion systems, positive expulsion tanks
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• October 14, the 20th a.nn.iversar of the date the
Bell X-1 carried man past the speed of sotmd for the
first time.
BELL HELICOPTER COMPANY
A TEXTRON CO!v!PA N'Y

The ear 196"' was one of outstanding accomplishment for Textron 's BeU Helicopter Compan. : . It was
marked b~ continuing on-time fulfillment of government contracts and impressive gains in commercial
sales.
The compan '-developed HueyCobra, world's first
strike helicopter, was delivered to the Arm in late
spring. B. early fall it was in action in Vietnam. The
Arm alread has ordered 744 of the high-speed,
tandem-seat gtmships.
luch of the compan 's effort during the year was
devoted to the progression from pro tot) pe through
production to achml deployment of the HueyCobra.
But Bell also was buS) filling demands from the U.S.
and other free world govenunents for its UH-1
Iroquois series.
Large quantities of the troop-carrying UH-1H and
heavily-armed UH-1C were delivered to the U.S.
Arm . The UH-1H is an upgraded version of the
UH-1D, being powered by a 1,400 shaft horsepower
engine. The UH-1C, equipped with the Bell 540
door-hinge rotor system, updated the B model. The
UH-1C was being phased out by the HueyCobra .
. Bell continued to produce the UH-1E in larue
numbers for the Marines. During the year the co~
pany fulfilled its contract with the Air Force for the
UH-1F and a training version, the TH-1F.
All of the above, plus the Army OH-13S light observation aircraft, were operational in Vietnam except
the Air Force helicopters.
Besides long-lead-time orders for the UH-1E, UH1H, AH-1G HueyCobra and OH-13S, Bell received
orders during 1967 for additional models of the 2place TH-13T instrument trainer from the Army.
A co-production contract between Bell and the
Federal Republic of Germany was designed to provide
more than 380 UH-1Ds to the armed forces of that
nation by the end of 1970. Under terms of the overlapping, 3-phase program, Bell was supplying several
completely assembled ships, additional aircraft up to
the point of final assembly, and finally, sets of dynamic components. Prime contractor in West Germany is Dornier, GmbH.
Canadian Forces (Army, Navy, Air Force) selected
the Bell Iroquois as the first helicopter to be used
in all-around ground support operations. In October,
the forces announced signing of a contract for 10 of
the utility-tactical transports.
Canada joined more than 20 nations arm.md the globe
whose armed forces were using versions of the UH -1
helicopter. Among those taking deliveries during 1967

NASA accepted th e fi rst of 3 Lunar Landing Train ing \ ehicles huilt by Bell \ eros y tems.

In avionics, Bell's All-weather Carrier Landing
System (ACLS) played an important rol e in Vietnam
through use of the system in landing ai rcraft w1der
adverse weather conditions.
Bell received contracts to suppl · 3 additional ACLS
systems for the Navy. \Vhen installed, these will bring
to 15 the number of ACLS systems being operated
by the Navy ashore and at sea.
Bell 's BGM-2 gravity meter \Vent into quantity
production during 1967. The Navy \ Vill use the BGM2 for preparing nautical maps, and oil com panies
plan to use it for oil exploration work.
Headed by William G. Gisel, Bell is one of the
diversified manufacturing subsidiaries of Textron Inc.,
Providence, Rhode Island. Besides the main plant,
Bell operates an avionics instrument laboratory in
C leveland, Ohio, and electronic research facilities in
Tucson and Fort Huachuca, Arizona.
Employment at year's end exceeded 7,500, an increase of more than 1,500 over 1966, and Bell expected
to hire additional employees to match its rise in new
business.
Bell celebrated two important anniversaries in 1967:
• October 2, the 25th anniversary of the first flight
of the Bell P-59, America's first jet airplane;
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an increase in ra te of clim b , add iti ona l tak -off powe r
and lo\ve r specific fue l co nswnption.
Othe r com m e rc ia l models in produc ti on a t yea rend were the 3-place 47G-4A tttilit mode l and the
47G-5, a 3 -pl ace utility he li cop t r a lso ava il ab le a a
2-sea ter for aerial ap plicati on use.
Bell he licop te rs we re be in a built unde r li ·ense by
Mitsui & Co. Ltd . of T o kyo, Japa n, and CostnJZion i
Ae ronauti che G iovann i Ag us ta of Mil an, Ita! . · crusta
like Bell, enjoyed :rreat suc c ss during J967 in sa les of
the JetR an rer a lonrr w ith the res t of its product lin e .
Mitsui's Kawasaki plant was pro«ressing w ith production of th e model 47 KH-4 ;m el th e com p any w as also
producing a version of th e UH -1 for th e Jap anese Self
D efe nse Forces.
A far-reachin g fac ility expa.nsio n prog ram , desig ned
to make Bell unsurp assed in ro tary -wing resea rch a.nd
developme nt capabiliti es, was a.nno un ced in th e sprin a .
Included in th e prog ram a re :
.
A new, modern fli g ht tes t faci lity a t nearby Arlmgton, Texas . This will co ntain , in add iti o n to sho ps,
hangars and offices, a computer data re duction area
with a telem e try link for direct read-out of Hi ght tes t
data. Bell will move its fli ght test activities from Greater Southwest International Airport in Fort Worth
to the 54-a.cre leased tract, wh ere th e project will
cover a.pprox.ima.tely 80,000 square fee t.
,
.
A 93,600-square-foot office structure at Be ll s m am
facility at Hurst, which was completed in July .
In addition, Bell purchased 74 acres adjoining th e
Arlington tract. This land was expected to be used
for a new experimental manufacturing building: a
structure for testing large a.nd sma.ll rotors, a wmd
tunnel and a resea.rch laboratory.
The company's research and development prog rams
continued at a high level during the year.
Bell President E. J. Ducayet noted that during a
15-month period, Bell's contract equivalent level of
effort of proprotor design and development was approximately $5,000,000. Fifty percent of this total was
company sponsored.
In March, Bell was named one of 2 finalists in the
Army's composite aircraft design competition and was
awarded a $1,900,000 contract for advanced studies
and other activity. Bell's entry was its low disc loading, tilt-rotor Model 266. Army evaluation of this latest data was completed during the year.
The company developed and successfully demonstrated a helicopter-borne fire suppression system with
widespread military and civilian applications. It combines the helicopter's hover and propwash capabilities and use of light water concentrate to enable rapid
rescue of persons from crashed, burning aircraft.
Bell was engaged in numerous other new or continuing research and development programs during
the year. Included were several of classified nature.
Keeping pace with these a.ccomplishments, employment all during the year was at or near its record
high of more than 10,000.

were the Royal Au stralian Air Force and the Brazilian
Air Force.
On the commercial market, the 5-place, turbin epowered JetRanger more than lived up to company
predictions that it would generate the g reatest demand
for a new model in Bell's 21-year commercial history .
First customer deliveries were made in Janu ary and
9 months later the company had built more than
100 of the sleek JetRangers to meet the dem and. But
the flow of new and repeat orders continued at such
a high level that Bell again stepped up its production schedule. It was anticipated that by March 1968,
deliveries of this machine would reach the rate of
20 per month.

Bell Helicopter expanded production of its new 5-place
]etRanger and completed deliveries of more than 100 of the
craft.

Two new commercial models were announced for
delivery early in 1968 as Bell continued to offer a
widely diversified family of helicopters.
The turbine-powered, 15-place 205A will be the
largest commercial helicopter ever manufactured by
Bell. It is a civilian version of the military UH-1D
utility transports. This business/utility jet is expected
to receive widespread acceptance from corporations
and fixed-wing air taxi operators as well as from helicopter charter operators. Its large cabin can be adapted
for numerous uses. Several floor plans are offered, ranging from deluxe to cargo or high-density seating.
The 205A replaces the workhorse 204B, another
commercial adaptation of a Vietnam-proved turbine
ship, which had been on the market for 4 years,
displaying tremendous reliability on jobs on every
continent.
Compared with the 204B, the 205A is larger,
roomier, has a more powerful engine and greater
cargo and external load lift capabilities:
Also new for 1968 is the turbosupercharged model
47G-3B-2. It is an improved model of the 3B-1, a
machine that flies more missions than any other 3place helicopte r in the world. The 3B-2 represents
68
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:\ 'ii!,!nificant production milestone wa.s reached in
1967. On :\o,·emlwr .~. in c·eremonies at the Bell
pLu•L the l'.S. :\nny officiall~- accepted the .5.000th
turhJJit·-powered l"ll-1 helicopter produced by Bell.

Bolstering the division's general aviation AFCS
program, the PB-60 won F:\.A approval for use on the
Lockheed JetStar. Aero Commander's Jet Commander
and the DeHavilland DH-1.25 aircraft. In addition. the
Pan .\merican Jet Falcon won FA.\ certification for
hmding in obscure weather conditions classified as
Categon· II.
Pr~gr~ss in the field of automatic landing systems
continued when the giant Boeing 707 jet transport
equipped with the Boeing-Bendix Preeision .\pproach
;md Lmding System (P.\LS) was also certified for
fullv automatic l;muings under Category II weather
anci visual flirrht
mle conditions. Later, on Julv 7,
b
1967. a PALS-equipped Pm1 Americ;m 707 flew from
:\ew York to London where it made the first automatic landing for a -!-engine jet commercial aircraft
on a regular passenger-carrying scheduled flight.
The ~licro\'ision all-weather landing aiel, which permits a pilot to "see" the nmway through obscure
weather and visually monitor his approach, began tmdercroincr FA.-\ tests m1d evaluations under actual operaUon<J conditions. 'Vhen the system is granted FAA
approval for comm~r~ial use, it is expecte~ t~ reduce
considerabh· the mJ!hons of dollars that aulmes lose
each vear l;ecause of obscure weather conditions. To
condt;ct the tests, the FA.\ installed ,\licrovision nmwav beacons at its Atlantic City, Ne\V Jersey, testing
ce 1;ter <Uld installed ;\licrovision airborne equipment
in ,m FAA DC-7.
Navigation systems and equipment were ordered
for USAF's F--!J <Ulcl the Navy's F--lD fighter aircraft
and for :\'avv's EKA-3B and EA-6A all-weather, lowlevel strike ~ircraft.
Follow-on contracts were awarded for vertical scale
flicrht instruments for USAF's F-lll/FB-111 aircraft.
Tl~e division also won follow-on contracts to supply
the variable-sweep wing, supersonic fighters with air
data computers which provide precise atmospheric
information needed by various aircraft subsystems.
Contracts were received for the Bendix weapons
release system for the U.S. Navy's A-4C, A-4E and
A-7E attack aircraft and USAF's F-100 fighter aircraft. 'Vith this aircraft-mounted system, the pilot
can program the automatic release of stores from the
weapons stations in whatever qmmtity, mode and drop
intervals he desires.
In a new application, a dual-control version of the
system with individual controls for pilot and gunner
\~as ordered for the U.S. Army's 2-man AH-56A Advanced Aerial Fire Support System (AAFSS) helicopter. Also ordered for AAFSS were computer control
panels which control and display readout information
generated by the helicopter's central digital computers.
In the field of automatic checkout equipment, the
AN /GSM-133 general-purpose progn.unmer comparator was ordered by the military as the checkout
system for both USAF's C-141 tnmsport and the
350-ton C-5A heavy logistics transport. Other "l33s''
were ordered to check out 17 systems on the F-4
fighter aircraft, including the stabilized camera <mel
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The DeHavilland Company selected the I)B-GO

A1 _~CS for installation on their DHC-5 transport. Ad-

c II·tiona! PB-60 s were contractet1 1)y t11e NI.110n AeroPane Mmmfacturing Company of Japan for their
YS~ 11 short/medium-nmge commercial transport,
':lule the British Aircraft Corporation ordered additional PB-20 AFCSs for their BAC 1-11 short-haul
commercial transport.
The U. S. Navy contracted AFCSs for their T I A--lE
attack trainer and their P-3A antisubmarine patrol
aireraft.
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radar mapping systems, and to check out various sys's new air-to-surface, short-range attack
terns on USAF ·
·
'a
·1
missile (SRAM). The versatile, compact a~ . eas1 ycan check out aircraft, missile and
11 e "133"
movaJ
··
. systems at all levels of test-factory, depot _or
space
h
1 ·1·t· f r
flight line-and provide future growt capa ll 1 1es o
handling test checkout requirements throughout the
next decade.
In the space field Navigation ~ ?ontrol !10t only
was named a key member of NASA s plannm_g tc<~m
for Apollo missions but also entered_ th~ gro\;JI~g European space program as well, wlule Its missile activities included a range of devices for land-, se~- and
air-launched missiles that form the free world s defense system.
During the summer the Martin Marietta Corporation, with whom the division is teamed <L'i principle
subcontractor, won NASA's Apollo Applications Program (AAP) competition. The contract involves the extension of man's capabilities for working and exploring in space, using technology and vehicles under
development in the Apollo lunar landing program.
The program includes mission planning, integrating
payload experiments, and launch operations support.
The division is responsible for communications, displays and controls, and portions of experiments analysis and other electronics.
The European Space Research Organization awarded
a contract to the division for reaction wheels to control and stabilize TD-Satellites. TD-Satellites will he
used for experiments in space ac;tronomy and radiation and in solar and atmospheric phenomena. Reaction wheels had been previously contracted for the U.S.
Nuclear Detection Satellite, Orbiting Geophysical Observatory and Orbiting Astronomical Observatory.
NASA awarded a contract for control moment
gyros to provide accurate and continuous attitude
control and stabilization for the Apollo Telescope
Mount (ATM). One of NASA's slated Apollo Applications missions will use the A TM during a 56-day
experiment to study the sun in its most active stage.
NASA's Saturn program brought follow-on contracts for the rocket's inertial guidance platform. The
platform generates velocity and acceleration information for accurate pitch programming and final insertion of the payload into orbit. Bendix platforms have
successfully helped direct all previous inertially-guided
Saturn I and IB flights and are scheduled for all future Saturn IB and V flights, culminating with man's
landing on the moon.
Continuing into its lOth year of supplying inertial
guidance systems for the Pershing missile program,
the division was awarded contracts by the Martin
Marietta Corporation and U.S. Army for engineering
studies and evaluation of improvements to inertial
guidance systems.
Contracts were received from North American
Rockwell Corporation for additional liquid-floated
pendulous integrating gyro accelero~e~ers (PICA)
for USAF's advanced Minuteman II miSSile program.
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ca ted control compon ents. One of tl1ese co mponents
i a uniqu annunciator which checks out all parts of
th
_\'Ste m and '' hich can be activated b - simply
pre ina a button.
The ini tia l contrac t a'' ard for the elecb·ic system
was S6,000,000. FoliO\\ -on orders and support equipment o ·er th next several ) ears should exceed this
amount.
Bendix continued to suppl electric power S) stems
for otl1er co mm ercial applications dming th e ear. For
th Grumman Culfstream II aircraft a complete syst m capabl of proclucina 70,000 "atts of botl1 AC
a nd DC power was being supplied.
For th e militar , Electric Power Division continued
to supply e lectri c S) stems for such applications as tl1e
F-4 Pha ntoms and A-4D Sk hawks. These s stems,
des irrned to withstand tourrh, nwaed environments,
have had an extreme!) -successful performance record in actual sen ice.
Durino1967 the division introduced a portable,
0
e ncrin e-d.ri ·en crenerator set designed for use in combat areas. In addition to supplying DC electric power
for co mmunications, these portable tmits provide
power for starting helicopter engines. Also introduced
in 196~ \\as a lightweight brushless generator capable
of producinrr 1,200 '' atts per poLmd. This Lmit, ,;.. eighin cr onlv 25 powKis, will produce 30,000 '' atts of
el~ctric power for Lockheed's new AH-56A Cheyetme
" Rigid-Rotor" Aircraft.

r rm an · -.
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Tlln
March , th e division unveil ed its new airborne
1
e nnal Mapping a nd Infrared Im acre rv vst m . This
sys te 111 · . l 1.
o - .
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e
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c:onsists of 4 basic components: a scan
l
11
e ac ' control console, verticle re fe re nce and a power
suf_p~ly · It can be installed and serviced in a ,,, ide range
o a]'trc: r aft - Tl1e system is simple to operate; it uses
reac~ ly avai lable 70-millime ter, TRI-X film . The only
;ovmg parts are the scanning shaft and film drive.
o w e r consumption is low, as th e system operates on
l 0-amperes
_
, ~98 vo 1ts d.trect current a.tt·-c t·aft
c
powet-C oohncr is by 1· ·c1 ·
·
d
·
tl
o
tqlll mtrocren contame 111 1e scanne1head.
b
Two systems, va lued at approximatel y $115,000,
w e re purc hased-one by the University of Michigan ,
Ann _A rbor, and one by Geo tech Division of T eledyne,
Aus~m , Texas. Negotiations were under way for the
leasmg of the syst'em to otl1er customers.

Test engin eer handles n ew compact b-rushless generator
developed by Bendix Electric Powe-r Division for the Lockheed AI-l-56A hel-icop ter. Generator ·is compa-red with conventional design (far left) of simi.lm output.

Some of the major programs under way at the division include the development of a small, lightweight
DC generator for the general aviation market. Completely brushless, the tmit will provide about 2,000
watts of DC power. It will incorporate its own " excitation system" and will not require an external povler
source to start power generation.
Other development programs include expansion
of a family of environmental-free generators, design

ELECTIUC POWEH DIVISION

During 1967 the Electric Power Division won the
award to supply the electric system for the Boeing
350-490 passenger 747 Superjet. The electri_c system,
~apabl e of producing 360,000 watts of e lectnc pow~r,
IS one of the most modern systems available m1d_ n~
cludes brushless-type generators and highly soplusti71
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Production of wheels and brakes for Hoein~ -;-:r;and /27-200 aircraft W;L~ COIIIIIIt'IICCd duri II~ ] ~)()-;- to
st1pport Boeing product ion sdll'dttles. Both aircraft
are now in the final phases of F:\:\ certification fli~ht
test progra111S and are expected to ren•in· airworthiness certifications before the l'nd of the \"l'ar_ This
expanded production capahilit~· will also he etnplo~·ed
to support the planned replacelltl'nt of wheels and
brakes on smile /21-100 aircraft ,,·ith Hl'ndix equiptllent.
Volume production of wheels and brakes for the
Douglas DC-H-fi I, ():2, and (J:J airplanes was under ,,·a~·
to support aircraft product ion schedt des.
The fabrication of aircraft landing g1•ar \\·as nJaintained at high voluntc to support production of \lcDonnell F--4 fi.t;hters of Vietnant fante and other continlling progran1s.
One of the largest and lllOSt sophisticated landing
gear test laboratories in the world was completed
by the division during H)(-;7. The test laboratory's
J.500 cubic yards of concrete and .500 tons of soaring
steel structure dwarf the world's largest drop test
facility now located at this division. :\ massive block
containing over 2,.'300,000 pounds of concrete absorbs
earth-tremhl ing impacts of simulated landings by
multi-million pound aircraft. The JlC\\. facility will
provide the division with greater capability for the
development, testing and production of landing gear
for the new generation of aircraft.
A 140-ton numerically controlled milling machine,
which can shape the intricate contours of aircraft
landing gear components weighing up to 10 tons with
an accuracy of 0.0001 inch, is typical of the new
machine tools acquired during 1967 to produce massive landing gear for the giant aircraft now being
designed.
The largest and most advanced heat treating facility possessed by any aircraft landing gear manufacturer
-and one of the few such facilities in the world-went
into operation during 1967. The towering gantry-type
furnace rolls on rails to straddle 7 immense immersion
~hamhers in a deep pit below to heat treat huge lanclmg gear parts for the new generation of gigantic aircr~t. The electrically heated furnace will ensure the
der;rgn of minimum weight landing gear by providing
a neut:ai-gas atmosphere to permit attainment of
ultra-high material strength combined with maximum
toughness.
Other facilities improvements included addition
~~he largest cadmium-titanium plating facility in the
~Ited States to permit plating landing gear parts
With cadmium con t ammg
· ·
·
Th.
a percentage o f ti·t amum.
· IS electro-plating process will provide landing gear
parts
.
.
.
. surfaces· WI'th supenor
protectiOn
agamst
corrosiOn.
Research and d eve1opment programs were active
· 1y
pursued during the year to advance the state-of-the:'"t ~{. aircraft wheel and brake design. The use of
~cry mm and other exotic materials for brake heat
smk comrJonents W"'S
. . mtensive
.
u. receivmg
study. Wheels

of new "library-quiet" static inverters for commercial
aircraft, and design of complete check-out and support
equipment for electric systems.
During 1967, Electric Power Division installed
automated manufacturing equipment to speed up
production operations. New equipment included
a~tomatic lathes, milling machines, brazing machines,
Wire-forming and insulation-wrapping machines. These
new automated machines arc part of an overall costreduction program initiated by the division several
years ago to increase production efficiency and pass
the savings on to customers.
A new 6,~0-foot bake shop facility wa5 added to
the plant dunng the year and additional cngineerincr
and production facilities were being planned for ] ~J6H
and 1969.
Total employees at the division at year-end numbered 1,400 with about 2.5 percent working in cncrineering and other technical a<>signments.
b
ENERGY CONTHOLS DIVISION

The Energy Controls Division of The Bendix Corat ~outh Bend, Indiana, experienced a year
of raprd busmess growth and facilities expansion during 1967.
A multi-million dollar program to furnish wheels
and bra~es for the gian.t 490-par;senger Boeing 747,
largest arrplane ever designed for commercial service
was launched following an intensive competition. Eacl~
of the gigantic aircraft will have a total of 16 brakes
and 18 ~heels. To~al airplane production, extending
at least mto the mid-1970s, is planned to be well in
excess of .300 aircraft, and service repair and replacement of wheels and brakes was expected to extend
the Bendix program far beyond this date.
Fabrication to watch-like tolerances of the landing
ge::_r for the world's largest airplane, the Lockheed
C-~A, was well under way at the division. The 4
main landing gears, along with a nose gear, will support the 700,000 pound aircraft on a total of 28
wheels. Photoelastic stress determination technology
ha.s b~en sign~ficantly advanced as a result of its apphc~twn dunng the development of these massive
landmg gear components.
Extensive material properties studies of unprecedented thoroughness are being conducted with the
new .300M :>teel being used as a primary structural
ma~erial i.n the hi?hly-stressed C-5A landing gear.
Thrs special steel IS produced by the vacuum-arcmelt method and then heat-treated to 280,000 to
.300,000 pounds per square inch ultimate tensile
strength. Fatigue characteristics, effects of surface
~oughness, adv~tages of peening surfaces, comparison of decarbunzed surfaces and surfaces with decarburization removed, and plain versus notched
?eometries ~re so~e of the properties investigated
m these studies whiCh have already utilized over 600
test specimens.
porati~n
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and otlwr Iandin~ ~ear components fahrkated of titanium allo~·o; wt•rt• showi11~ ~rt.·at promise ;t'i possible
an·nul·s towards reduc·l·d Iandin~ ~ear wt'i~ht. The
illlJHO\'t'Jllt•nt of brake friction materials and surfaces
was also tht' subject of umt·t·ntratt.•d t·ont·erted effort.
~·hl· di\·ision t·ontinued to develop t·omposite matenal structural memlwrs for use in ain:raft Iandin•"
~ear "~·stems. Test and <malysis effort during the ,·e;~;
demonstrated the fe·to;ihilitv
· 1anc·,.111«
-·
. cJt· t··tllr·
, 1c:a t.111~
~ear st1~ul'tural memlwrs with end attachm.ents fro1;~
t·ontposlte materials. These o;tudit.·s also showed that
such
t"lll h.,
· Ie 1·1~ 11t er Wit
· 11 c:ompos1te
· ma·. J>arts
.
• . ._ nl.lc
~en,tls ~han Wtth the eonventional metals emplo,·ed
m landmg gear manufaeture.
·
~uer!..'Y c:ontrols Division. in <.·onjunction with :\a,·igattmt & Control Division. W<L'i awarded a contract
to de,·dop and manufacture mic:roelec:tronit' enll'ine
eontrol systems for the Pratt and \\"hitne,· :\ir<.-:-;.aft
~\dv<mt·ed ~tanned Strategic :\irc·raft 1:\.\lS.\) demonstrator en gme.

Oi! well drilling rigs were dewloped which are
powered by Caterpillar gas turbines equipped with
Bendix fuel control systems.
.-\n exp:mding line of multiple-wire-strand helicopter
hlade tie bars capable of withstcmding the metaltearing centrifugal forces of whirling rotor bladeswhile 'constant!~~ twisting as blade pitch changes during each rotation-was being furnished bv the division
fa~ more production helicopters than e:m~· other single
type of blade attachment. The Bell Huey helicopters
are equipped with Bendix tie bars. In addition to the
incre<L-;ing demand for hovering aircraft, each year
sees a widening share of the market being supplied
with Bendix helicopter blade tie bars.
In the rapidly expanding spacecraft landing systems
field, several major accomplishments by this division
are worthy of note: :\n experimentally verified. :3dimensional, :\polio Command .\lodule hmding dynamics computer program was completed for the
:\.-\S.\ .\'lmmed Spacecraft Center. This computer program permits studying the earth landing characteristics of the command module when landing on either
hard or soft (earth soil) surfaces.
:\ highly sophisticated landing dynamics computer
simulation of the Surveyor Spacecraft was developed
for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This simulation was
used extensivelv in the analvsis of telemetered data
from Survevors. I. III, V ancl' VI which were successfull\· landeci on the moon.
The development of a semi-emperical footpad-soil
interaction model was commenced for incorporation
in a Lunar l\lodule landing dymunics computer analysis. The computer analysis will permit the shtdy :md
predietion of Lunar Module landing performance on
the lunar soil surface, once the soil characteristics are
established.
Lmding dynrunics analyses and preliminary design
studies of landing systems for the proposed unmanned
Mars soft-landing Voyager spacecraft were commenced during 1967.
Energy Controls Division assisted Bell Aerosystems
with both ru1alytical and e:\:perimental studies in the
selection and design of landing gear for the Manned
Flying System. The 2-man lunar spacecraft experimental studies utilized a specially designed one-third
scale dynamic drop-test model to evaluate the effects
of fuel "slosh" on the craft's lru1ding characteristics.
As a result of both design and experimental shtdies,
considerable progress has also been made towards the
design of a repeatable energy absorbing lru1ding gem·
strut for the spacecraft.
Additional quantities of shock-absorbing lm1ding
stmts were furnished in 1967 for the Bell Aerosystems/NASA Lunar Landing Training Vehicle. The effect of the astronaut free-flight training vehicle's structural flexibility on its lru1ding dynmnics had been
shtdied by the division for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center using analytical techniques developed
earlier for the NASA Flight Research Center.

T;roduct~on of ~·ngine control components for the

. 30 engme whtch powers the F-Ill :tircraft contullted at the division.
Tl~c Fl~·gmotor R.\t-8 turbojet engine with full afterI mnttn<,.
11
S . 1 • 1
.
'
"Vi"'' :"' .. 1 '.~' ec ens <~test fighter aircraft. the Saah
. ~Men, "til he equtpped with a fuel control de' e 1oped ll\· tl . 1· ,· .·
.
.
.I f
· le c '' tston. :\ hcensm(l' arran<•ement proVIces or m·
f t
·
_.,.
.:-1 , S. .
.um ac nre of the Bendix control in Sweden
J~ \' venska Fh·gmotor
:\ktiehol·t<"et
• '
<.,.. •
-'
l1HUl~tal
control
was
develop~d for Allison TF-HAI
. turbojet
en<•i
. · \ -D atrcraft
.
·
th
.1
b nes m • -1
whi<:h permits
e pt ot to maintain control of enll'ine power in the
~~e.nt that the main fuel control is d-;mall'ed lw enenw
actton
· ten
. d ered moperative.
·
~
·
•
F . or, oth en\.·tse
c ucl contr~l systems for the Hughes OH-6A heliopters were m production.
A new
p ropu 1··
.
.
Sion C ontrols Encrmeerinll'
L·1bontorv
provides
Uilcl
·
·
1
~
b
'
'
•
.
·
ei a smg e roof a full ranae of aas
turbine
engme c t I
.
;:::.
b
on ro ennronmental and developmental test
cai)al)il't'
·
1 tes unexeelled in the industn·
A ~nidic eompressor bleed controi for possible use
0 ~ 1 ac vaneed Pratt & \Vhitnev Aircraft ll'as h1rhine engmes
.:-- shows prom.
f was
b • · un d er d evelopment.• This de"ice
eing the forenumer of other fluidie components
o;,h ture aircraft e:md industrial power phmts.
e general aviation business potential of Energy
C ontrols
D'v·
·
·
I ISIOn
was increased as a result of having
~een selected by AiResearch Division of The Garrett
or~ora~ion to supply fuel systems for commercial
apphcatwns of the TPE 33 tmbine engine. This engine
powers such aircraft as the Mooney MU-2B, the TurboCommander, and the Helio Stallion.
~uel injection systems for Lycoming tmbo-charged
recipt:o?~ting engines were also being furnished by
t?e diVISIOn. The Mooney MK-22 Mustang is the first
smgle-engine airplane of the light or business aireraft
category with a pressurized passenger compartment,
the Beeeh Turbo-Baron and the Piper Navajo are
amon_g aircraft in this growing market equipped with
Bendix fuel injection systems.
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unive rsal sur viva l kit. F o r o v ' r-wat e r Hy ing , th e kit
wil l fe ature a life ra Ft that will infi a te whil e th e e re \\'
m e mbe r is be in <T lo w e red b) p a rac hut . Th e ra ft is
d esig ned so that th e c re w m e mb r is ac tu a ll v in id
th e n Jt b e fo re hittin g th e w ate r.

FUZING DEVICES DlVlSION

The Fuzing Devices Division continued to broaden
its activities with first production dming the ye ar of
2 mechanical fuzing devices for artillery use.
Special emphasis was placed on 2 product areasprinted circuit boards and aluminum dip brazed assemblies. The division is a supplier of custom design ed
printed circuit boards for military and commercial
use. Facilities for fabrication were expanded with th e
addition of new equipment for art work layout, tape
drilling, flushing and plating of complex circuit boards.
Additional applications were found for aluminum dip
brazing, with the increased demand resulting in an
enlargement of production facilities.
The division was also engaged in analysis, development and production of fuzing systems, fabrication of
microwave relay lines, R. F. striplines, special test and
checkout equipment, and electromechanical assemblies
and subassemblies.

THE BOEING COMPA NY
T e n th ousa nd p eo p le w e re add ed to Th e Bo c i ng
Company's p ay ro ll in 1967, expandin g to t.a l co mp a n:'
p e rsonn e l to more th a n 1-10,000 hi g hest In Lh e co mpany's histo ry .
_
Unfill ed orde rs at Se pte mb e r .3 0, 196 I , re p o rt ed at
$5,794,000,000, c ompa red with $5 ,283 ,000 ,000 at
Dece mbe r 31 , 1966. Include d in th e Se pte mb e r bac klo(T w as $422,000,000 for m ilitary aircraft and S375 ,
000,000 applicabl e to missi le <.ll1d space programs.
Comm e rcial orde rs total ed $4,997,000,000. Sa les fo r
the first 9 months of the year w e re $2,092 ,868,000
compared with 1966 fi gures of $1 ,729,165,000 for th e
sam e tim e p e riod.
_
.. .
Boeing committed $250,000,000 doll a rs for faci~Iti es
where planes wi ll b e produced to kee p pace With a
magnifying d e m<:U'Id. Included was $200,000,000 .for
747 Superjet faciliti es. Design, d e ve lopme nt, testmg
and tooling costs for the prog ram will b e $500 ,000,000..:
In te rms of commitm e nt, d e ve lopm e nt of th e 74 I
jetliner program is without parallel at Boeing. On
January 3, 1967, 70 perso~1s beg an work at t~1 e" ne w
facility at Everett, Washmgton. By Octobe1, 0,200
were working at the plant and the figure was projected to rise to 1.5,000 in 1969.
.
,
Included in the Everett complex IS the worlds
largest volume building, containing 160,000,000 cubic
feet. From that vast interior will emerge the 747itself 231 feet, 4 inches long, with a 195-foot, 8-inch
wingspread, its tail standing 63 feet above the ground
-taller than most 5-story buildings. First rollout was
scheduled for the fall of 1968.

INSTRUMENTS & LIFE SUPPORT DIVISION

During 1967, the Bendix Instruments & Life Support Division made significant state-of-the art advances
in such product lines as aerospace flight instrumentation, cryogenic storage and control, life support and
fluid measmement.
In the area of flight instrumentation, the year saw
considerable development and production of automatic
altitude reporting equipment by the division, in addi. tion to an increased demand for its line of standard
flight instruments. To meet this demand, the division
established a production facility in Denver which supplements its manufacturing facilities in Davenport,
Iowa.
Advancements made by the division in cryogenic
storage and control systems for use aboard spacecraft
included the development of a liquid-shrouded system.
The technique permits storage of a cryogen for an
extended period of time by surrouniling it with a second cryogenic fluid. The system is especially suited
for hard-to-store helium. By using liquid hydrogen as
the shroud coolant , high-pressure gaseous helium can
be stored at nearly 15 times its density at ambient
temperature. The shrouded system is also lighter than
a comparable liquid helium system and it greatly reduces loading problems because the storage vessel
can be filled from a high-pressme gaseous helium
source.
Study and development programs were carried
out on various fluid measurement techniques. These
include force-screen type cryogenic flowmeters, optical point sensors, liquid-level capacitance type sensors and a technique for measming fluid mass under
zero "g" conilitions. In addition, the ilivision developed
an integrated-circuit version of its high-performance
analog capacitance servo and an integrated-circuit
digital servo was expected to go into production.
In the area of life support equipment, the division
made significant strides toward the development of a

By year-end, Boeing had more than 3,200 employees in its
new 747 facility at Everett, Washington.
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( :,,n:_::rt'S' approved the l"nitt'd States go,·crnmcnt's
share in htmling 2 ~ltpersonic tr;msport 1SSTI prototype..; and first metal W<Ls orden,d in :\u~'l.tst. The first
Boeirtg protot\-pe \\·as to fl~· in the late 1960s. Productioll SSTs. to cruise at l.SOO mile~ an hour or
match subsonic speeds of toda~··s _jetliners. will he
capable of c·;u-r~·ing :).')() p<t'>.sengers. SSTs are scheduled to enter scn·ice in the mid-1970s.
The first -;-;r; short-to-medium range t"·in jet Hew
in .\pril and h~· ntid-Octoher ,,·hen F.\:\ Ct'rtification
test work was begun. (i 7:37s had logged more than
800 homs in test tlights.
··
Sntallest of the l~oeing jetliner f:unih·. the 737 is
designed to sern· short-to-medium range ;tirline routes.
Three n•rsions were in production at the Seattle
Bran<"h of the C:ommen:ial :\irplane Division. with
major hock construction at \\"ichita , 1\:ansas\ Division.
Th~~ :-:3'7 -lOO. ~)~ feet long. will he able to carry up
to 10 I passengers, while the -:ZOO. 100 feet long,
"·ill he able to carry up to 11:3 p<L'isengers. The third
modeL the -:ZOOC. is a convertible cargoipassenger
version of the -:ZOO. :\ militan· 7:37\1 ,,.,ts under studv
and a business 7:)7 model was· also being offered. Fus~
lage of the 7:37 is the same wide boch'= as that of the
/07. 7:20 and 7:27 jetliners-I:Z feet. -l. inches. One or
:Z deliveries of /.37s were scheduled for late 196/.
First flight of the 7:27-200. a 20-foot longer-bodied
version of the versatile 7:27 trijet. W<L'i made July 27
to begin a 5 month F:\:\ flight- test certification program. The -:200 can carry 16:3 passengers at a lower
seat-mile cost. The new model ofl:"ers flexibilitv of a
variety of mixed-class arrangements ;md pro~ides a
total of I ,-l50 feet of cargo space. It c:m operate from
the same shorter-runway airports used by the smaller
727-100.
During the first D months of 196/. 86 model 707s
and 720s were delivered to customers. as well as
116 Model 727s. Those included one 707 and 11
727s under lease arrangements. The company expects
to meet its projected goal of delivering 118 707/720
models and 1-l9 727s during the year.
Boeing signed a letter contract \vith the NASA for
technical integration <mel evaluation support for the
United States' Apollo/Saturu Moon program.
Late in 19(i7, a final report on Boeing's entry for
the Voyager spacecraft was submitted to Marshall
Space Flight Center. Voyager is to undertake unmanned
scientific exploration of the planets.
A studv series and demonstration continued on Solar
ARRAY . for hardware to improve solar panels for
power sources in space. Panels were increased in size
and efficiency over earlier p<mels by Boeing in the
series being done for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Burner II, <:m upper stage rocket, designed, built
and tested by Boeing, carried 2 satellites into earth
orbit in June.
Boeing's missile activity saw the second full wing
of Minuteman II take its place in the nation's deterrent force October 19 at Whitemm1 AFB, Missouri.

On that date, the wing of 150 improved ICB:\Is (refined versions of \linuteman Is). was turned o\·er to
Strategic .-\ir Command by Boeing. \\'ing VI, Grand
Forks AFB, :\"orth Dakota, was the first h1lly equipped
wing.
\Vork continued in field assemblv, checkout and svstems integration of .\linutenum II hy Boeing to upd~te
the Minutem;m I missiles. The system is deployed over
:m area of 15,000 to 25,000 square miles across the
nation. Range of i\linuteman II is increased to more
than 7.000 miles, along with greater accuracy and it
c;m carry a larger payload because of its larger secondstage engine. with 3-l percent more solid propellent.
Stud~· and development continued on an even more
sophisticated Minuteman III.
Lunar Orbiter V completed the last of a 5-flight
year-long series, photographing the surface of the
moon in August. The Ltmar Orbiter quintet took more
than 2,000 photographs covering almost the entire
moon's surface (about 14,000,000 square miles) provicling detail at least 10 times better than earth-based
telescopes. Some areas never had been seen before
from clirectly above.
In the fall. the U.S. Air Force short-ranae
attack
I:>
missile, called SRAM, was movina
throuah
desiQ"ll
I:>
I:>
I:> '
de,·elopment and evaluation phases at the company's
Space Center near Kent, vV ashington. Boeing was developing SR:\.M under management of the Air Force
Systems Command's Aeronautical Systems Division.
It is to be used
aboard the FB-ll1 strateaic
fi I:>ahter•
I:>
bomber ;mel IS adaptable for use on the Boeina-built
I:>
B-;::>2
bomber.
On July 15, the Tucumcari, newest United States
Navy hydrofoil, the PGH-2 (Patrol Gunboat Hydrofoil) was launched by Boeing. In autumn, foilborne
testing began. Having no conventional propeller, the
boat design incorporates a unique system of waterjet
propulsion. Foils function as underwater "wings," to
lift the hull above water, to achieve high speeds and
great maneuverability in almost <:my type of sea. The
first of its kind in U.S. Navy history, the PGH-2 may
be forerunner of a fleet of swift special-mission craft.
The Tucumcari displaces 57 tons, has a 20-foot beam.
In foilborne operations it skims over the water, its
water jet pumps driven by a 23,300 horsepower gas
turbine engine. A smaller diesel driven engine-powered
water jet propeller system is used for hullborne maneuvers. Armed, the Tucumcari will carry a 240 millimeter gun, an 81 millimeter mortar and 2 sets of
50-caliber machine guns.
Proposal stage was reached in 1967 for Boeing competition to begin in early 1968 for integration and
electronic design on conceptual Airborne \V arning
and Control System (A vVACS) for the U.S. Air Force.
The company's largest 707-series jetliner, the 707-320
Intercontinental was used as the baseline in the
AWACS studies.
At a combined rate of 30 per month, the V ertol
Division in Pennsylvania delivered CH-47 Chinooks
to the U.S. Marine Corps and Navy for use in Viet75
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nam. Since 1960, facilities have been expanded at
Vertol by more than 400 percent. Employment in that
period increased from 2,000 to more t~1an 12.000:. ,
First production model of the hea_v~er, faster C.
Model Chinook was scheduled for dehvcry to the U.S.
Army in March 1968. The improved version of the
Chinook has more powerful engines and an updated
transmission. Design of the "B" models allows future
conversion to "C" models. Test flights of the "C"
confirm that installation of higher-powered engines
bring a 25 percent increase in payload, making it
possible to transport up to 23,400 pounds at speeds
increased 12 miles an hour-from 172 to 184.
One change not affecting employment ww; absorption of the Boeing Turbine Division into the Commercial Airplane Division, for which it produces gear
boxes and other commercial jet airliner parts. The division had worked more than 2 decades in the field
of small gas turbine power.
While The Boeing Company was in its .52ml year,
the Wichita Division reached the age of 40 in September. Formed on September 27, 1927, as the Stearman Aircraft Company, it became a Boeing division
in 1934. The 18,000-plus employees at Boeing-Wichita
figure in the Saturn V moon rocket and the Model
747 superjet, as well as a bit of the SST and SRAM.
They have a hand in Vertol helicopter production and
build the body section for the 737 twinjet. Other Boeing jetliner assemblies are produced in Wichita and
it is a certificated modification station for the company's entire Model700 series. Improvement and maintenance programs for the B-.52 bomber and related
projects in big-jet research and testing are conducted
there.

CESSNA AIRCRAFT COMPANY
The year 1967 was one of continued growth for
Cessna Aircraft Company. Aircraft production during
the year gave Cessna the lead in total unit production
over any other manufacturer, the company's commercial aircraft line expanded and several models were
"drafted" for military duties.
Unit production during the year enabled the company to make aviation history by becoming the
world's top producer of aircraft. Cessna celebrated
the milestone in July with the delivery of its 75,000th
aircraft, a Super Skymaster delivered to the Alcoholic
Beverage Commission of Tennessee. During each of
the past 12 years, Cessna has led the general aviation industry in unit sales and at year-end there were
more Cessnas active than any other make.
New models introduced during 1967 brought Cessna's line of commercial aircraft to 30 different models,
including 22 single-engine and 8 twins. Growth of
the product line has reflected the company's philosophy
of offering a wide range of models to meet customer
need'> in the growing training, personal, utility and
business aircraft markets.
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were the second highest in the company's history.
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include 255 T-41Bs, which were being used as primary
trainers b the U.S. Army, and 45 T-41Cs, delivered
to the .S. Air Force Academy for the first cadet
flight training program. An additional34 T-41As were
produced during the year and they joined the USAF
fleet.
Cessna's expanded business resulted in a total worldwide ernplo) ment of over 12,000 people. In addition
to aircraft manufacturing, this included Cessna's operations at the Aircraft Radio Corporation, National
Aero Finance Corporation, the lcCauley Division,
the Industrial Produc ts Division, and Cessna Industrial
Products, Ltd. , in Scotland.

Du rin fl' th
m ore th a n doubl d .

CHA.NDLER EVANS CONTROL SYSTEMS
DIVISION OF COLT INDUSTRIES INC.
Chandler Evans continued during 1967 the expansion in volwne and diversification of product which
had been e\ idenced over several previous years. In
addition to accelerated production of unitized controls
for the Lycoming T53 powerplant utilized in the Bell
Iroquois and HueyCobra helicopters, a unit exchange
overhaul program was initiated for the Army Aviation
Command. This program provided for 48-hour delivery
of zero time units on receipt of controls returned from
the field.
Production of controls, pwnps and other components for all major engine manufacturers placed
Chandler Evans products on virtually all American
military and commercial aircraft. By year-end, almost
25,000 -positive displacement fuel pumps had accunmlated more than 35,000,000 service hours on Pratt &
vVhitney Aircraft and General Electric gas turbine
engines for such notable commercial and military aircraft as Boeing 707 commercial transports, B-52 bombers and KC-135 tankers, jet StarLifter commercial
cargo jets, and Northrop F-5 Freedom Fighters. Chandler· Evans MFP-90 pumps also were on the Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft jet engines that power the General
Dynamics' Fort Worth Division F-Ill variable-sweep
wing fighter aircraft.
The Continental J69 turbojet engines on the Ryan
Firebee drone aircraft for Air Force, Army and Navy
use the division produced MC series fuel controls. A
supersonic drone being developed by Ryan also incorporated an advanced version of the MC control.
In the regenerative engine field the division also
developed and produced the IC-14 fuel control for a
Ford gas turbine truck engine. Like other Chandler
Evans fuel controls, it integrates fuel pumping, metering, filtering, pressure regulation and turbine speed
governing in a unitized package. Activities of its
licensees, Dowty Ltd. of Canada and Dowty Fuel
Systems in England are providing Chandler Evans designs for use by engine manufacturers in those countries.
Major developments initiated in 1967 included the
main fuel pump for the GE4 engine being developed
by General Electric for the Boeing supersonic trcms-

Cessn a st-arted product-ion on. an. order fo r 39 A -3~A attack
airc·r aft and a later order f or 127 A -37Bs. The cn~ft are
m odified vm·s ions of th e T-37 train er.

In addition to the A-37, C essna continued production on the T-37 jet traine r to fill both U.S. and foreig n military orders. Orders for more than 200 T-37s
were received during the year. Almost 1,000 of the
diminutive jets have been produced. They are the
first jet aircraft used during fli ght training in the U.S.
Air Force. Other countries operating T-37 aircraft
include Germany, Peru, Chile, Brazil, Cambodia,
P o rtugal, Pakistan, Thailand, Turkey and Greece.
The company received several additional contracts
for subassembly work on the Bell HU-lD Huey helicopter and the McDonnell Douglas F -4B Phantom
jet fighter and production of ordnance dispensers -for
the military at the company's Military and Twin
Division.
Cessna also continued production of the T-41 trainer, a version of the commercial Model 172. Contracts
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schedule. ~md the aircraft \\"<L<; expected to he certified
in the sprint'; of I ~)()K. ContiiiL'IJ~al \lotors abo had
ell!.!)nes in other prototype airnalt expected In lw HIt n;d 11 ccd i 11 H)(jK.
Continental colltilllll'd to iiJ\'t•sti!..';alt' lit'\\' aircraft
e 1winc developll!ents a11d dcsi!.!;IJ<; \\'hich offer Si:.!nilica;~t advances in the statt·-of-tlw-arl. These dcn·lopJilents, when perfected and illlplclll_t'Iiled .. should oller
considerable advantages to the airfraiJJt' Jll(ltlstr~·.
Continental \lotors· .. Zero Tin1e" rt'Ill<lllllfactured
aircraft engi11L' progra111 \\"<L'i well und~·r ,,·a~· _at tlw
companv's \lol>ilc. :\lal>allla. facility. l nder tlw, pro«ralii o\~'ners of Continental-po\\'l'l'l'd aircraft can l'.\~han•re their ori!.!;inal engine for a like 1nodcl ofl-theshclf'facton· ren;<lllllfactured powerplanl th~tl h<~S l>ce11
·
·t· (l·t ·(]S I;·tt·h
Contuwntal
restore(I to· neW Cll,!!;llle
S ell! < 1 • •
''
factory remanufactured cngiiiC has virttwlly all lit'\\.

port. Of major significance, also, was the hybrid control for the STH engine being developed by Pratt &
\Vhitney Aircraft. This concept is ~m extension of
several years of research and development carried on
by Chandler Evans in hybrid electronic configurations.
A substantial commitment in the field of aircraft
components and controls resulted in significant new
applications for Chandler Evans products in hydraulic, fuel and pneumatic systems. Components were being produced for the Lockheed C-.SA, Boeing 747 a.nd
Douglas DC-9 in addition to earlier applications on
other commercial aircraft.
The greater part of Chandler Evans work in the
missile control field was of a classified nature. In addition to the production of actuators and control systems, active development and technology programs
were providing marked advancement in hydraulic and
high energy stored gas systems.
The Chandler Evans facilities located at West Hartford, Connecticut, consist of a modern industrial plant
of uni-level construction, occupying approximately
.310,000 square feet and employing, at year-end, more
than 1,800 people. Field offices were maintained in
Dayton, Ohio; Reseda, California; Seattle, Washington; and Munich, Germany.

wearing parts.
.
All Continental Zero Tin1c IT!llaillifadtlrt:d _etign_ws
are certified bv the Federal Aviation :\dmm_lstratiOII
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CONTINENTAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Continental Motors Corporation continued to maintain its clear dominance in the general aviation marketplace by again delivering well over half of all
engines installed in this type aircraft during fiscal
1967.
Continental's major customers in the general aviation field continued to be Cessna Aircraft Company
and Beech Aircraft Corporation, with the company
also supplying engines for certain models of aircraft
built by Aero Commander, Bellanca, Maule Aircraft
Corpora~ion, Mooney Aircraft Corporation and others.
These a1rcraft ranged from single-seat agricultural
models through a wide variety of aircraft used for
personal transportation, air taxi, commuter airlines,
cargo, business and corporate travel, patrol and similar activities.
Of major significance during 1967 was introduction
by Cessna of its new pressurized twin engine Model
421. Initial deliveries on the Cessna 421, which utilizes
2 37.5-horsepower turbocharged Continental engines,
started during the year. The demand in 1967 for 2
models of the Beechcraft Baron was also noteworthy.
Both of these twin-engine Beech aircraft are Continental-powered.
The Bellanca Viking 300 was also announced during
the 1H67 fiscal year, and it appeared to be enjoying
increasing acceptance. This airplane is powered by
a Continental engine with take-off rating of .300
horsepower.
Development work by Filper Research on its new
Continental-powered helicopter was progressing on

free world.
1 1. ·
Many Continental engines were delivc~e(. t unng
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ic advantages to
thereby extending numero~Is econon1
our nation's defense establishment.
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together With ItS
.
Continental Motors Corpora t wn,
,
.
subsidiaries continued as one of the world ~ for~modst
, engine prod ucers, m·anufaetunng
independent
, '. In .a . clition to commercial aircraft powerplants, engme~ m
.
. for a .wide va.nety
many different horsepower c 1asses
. r .·
.
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.
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::md
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gines for military land and air vehicles. The ~om~~m~
and its subsidiaries had manufacturing, engmeeim~,
tl evelopment and product support f aci·1·t·
I Ies· in
. Detrmt
and Muskegon, Michigan; Toledo, Ohio: ~rlwaukee,
Wisconsin; Mobile, Alabama; Chicago, Ilhnms; ~alte:
boro, South Carolina; and Panama City, Floncla, m
addition to a network of strategic brcmch plant locations.
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overhauls for the powerplant can be increased subst;mtial h'.
The .\lode! :217-10B shaft turbine is the single engine
version of the above described .\lode! T67-T-1 twin.
Rated at 800 shaft horsepower and 0.55 specific fuel
consumption, the Model :217-10B is adaptable for helicopter or turboprop applications.
:hailable <l'> a fully qualified engine is the i\'lodel
TS.3:25-l ~military designation T65-T-1). a free htrbine.
shaft power engine, rated at 310 horsepower <mel
,,·eighing only 135 pounds. The engine completed all
military ;mel F:\:\ requirements, and was awarded FAA
type certificate :\o. E6CE. The military rating of the
T6.5-T-l ~TS:3:25-1). built in limited production, is 250
horsepower: the F.-\.\ rating is 310 horsepower.
Growth of the T65 engine from the latter rating cw
be readily accomplished. In addition, :2 T65 engines
can be joined into a combining gearbox ,,·ith the Continental power sharing system for use in either shaft
or turboprop applications.
The .Model 14:2 is a mgged, low cost. lightweight
combination air compressor and shaft horsepower hlrbine engine. At 60 degrees Fahrenheit and sea level,
it provides 150 pounds of compressed air per minute,
<mel 100 shaft horsepower. This engine is based on the
Continental ~lode! 141 air compressor, of which over
1.000 ha\'e been manufachtred. The Model 142 is suitable for grmmd or airborne applications.

( :OHI'< >It\ TIO'\

Continental continued to de,·elop and produce the
J69 series ict engine. which has powered the T-:3-; Air
Force twin jet trainer that h<L'> operated succes.sfullv
for more th;m .5.(HXl.OOO Hying hours ~md the Q-:2C
target drone ,,·ith !nore than S.OOO Hights. The J69-T-:2.5
at_ratecl thrust ot 1.0:2.5 pouml'> ;md the J69-T-29 at
J.,OO pouncl-; were in production for these respective
~·chicles. The J6~)- "!'--t 1. at rated thntst of 1.9:20 poumb.
IS <UJ uprated v~rston of the T -:29: it was approaching
volum~ ~lroductton for an adv;mced drone application.
In adclttwn. the Jfi9-T-6 rated at I.S-tO pounds thntst
W<L'i under development for a supersonic drone requirement.
SAE .-'~o~el 3.5~~8.:\. a modification of tht? YJ69T-.'3J. re,l( heel the 1111 ttal production stage for the Air
Force.
·
CAE had under clcvclopment shaft htrbines from
180 to _1.600 shaft horsepower ratings. The TS-1:20
was hemg. c_levelopccl under contract with the U.S.
Ar,my .\·~~~~tltty Equipment Research and Development
Center ,L<; a Hat rated 1:20 horsepower ( 180 horsepower
at sea level standard conditions) industrial eras htrbine
f~>r generator and pump applications. Feah~red in this
stmp~ cycl~. '.na_~·hine is a specific fuel consumption
~f 0. '0. It Is . .t smgle shaft turbine with <m integral
6.000 revolutiOns per minute reduction gear withL alternate
"' 1u t'IOns per
·
.output
. . . shaft ·.speed<; of 1'J~, 000 revo
nunute. <iVai 1,tble. :\ ·sm<Tle
C""l co 111 l1t st
· d est!!Tlec
·
1
o
""'
1 or IS
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e
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f d
.
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C
omp etJon o evelopment and qualification was target~d before 1970 with 60 <mel 90 horsepower versions
proJected.

CCRTISS-WRIGHT CORPORATION
Curtiss-\Vriaht
Corporation is a first-tier supplier
b
of a wide varietv of aerospace components. Corporate
headquarters a;e in the ·wood-Ridge. New Jersey,
Facility at One Passaic Street.
Oth~r divisions include the Curtiss Facility in Caldwell, New Jersey; the Electronics Facility in East
Paterson, New Jersey, and l\'Ietals Processing Facility
in Buffalo. New York.
Subsidiaries include: The Marquette Metal Products
Company, of Cleveland, Ohio; the Zarkin Machine
Comp<my, Long Island City, New York; Target Rock
Corporation, Hempstead, Long lsla.I1d, New York; and
C<madian Curtiss-·wright, Ltd., of Toronto, Cwada.
During 1967, the Wood-Ridge Facility continued to
manufach1re a wide variety of aerospace components
for advanced jet engines, includina
diffuser cases ,
0
spacers wd carrier assemblies. Also produced at the
Wood-Ridge Facility were tnmsmission components
for Boeing Vertol CH-47 A Chinook helicopters, widely
used by the military in Vietnam and throughout the
world .
Rese<uch a11d development on advanced technology
projects covering gas turbine compressors, combustors,
htrbines and nozzles and other power generation and
conversion systems was also being carried on at the
Wood-Ridge Facility.
Development of the Curtiss-\Vright Rotating Combustion engine
continued. Over 35,000 hours of enaine
'
b

The Mo_del T67-T-1 shaft hrrbine powerplant (CAE

Mod~l 21 1 A-2A), rated at 1,600 horsepower and 0.55
specific fuel consumption, consists of :2 800 horsepower f~ee turbine Model 217-10B gas h1rbines joined
mto a smgle powerplcmt with a combinin<r ae<rrbox.
Each of the 2 engine segments has an <mm~lc~ air inlet, a 2-stage transonic axial compressor a sinale-staae
'f
l
,
0
0
centn u$a compressor, <m <mnular combustor <md a 2stage axial flow turbine directly coupled to the com~ressor. The f~ee turbine power section consists of a
smgle-stage. a:'Ial turbine connected to the output shaft.
The combm.mg gearbox incorporates overrunning
c!utches, ":hiCh permits either single or twin operation as desired, or automatic single engine operation
should one engine fail for wy reason.
. Usc of the twin turbine concept results in twin engme safety and reliability with no penalty in weight
or cost. Economical operation results since at lower
cnlise power levels, one engine of the powerphmt can
be used at higher fuel efficiency compared to a larger
engine being operated at part power. By alternating
the engines used during single operation, time between
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operators in troubleshooting. It was lllaking boiler procedure trainers used <L<; a training de\'ice for operatin!.!
nuclear and steam power generating statious.
Instrumentation and rod controlequiplllent requin.·d
for :~uclcar power plants used in 11uclear-powercd ships
W<L<; also being produced hy this facility.
Eledroni<:s was mmlllfa<:turing au H-bit. up-down
counter digital logic card which incorporates a total
of Hi integrated circuits in 011e (i hy 3 inch package
with ()40 discrete clements.
The ~letals Processin,g Facility conti1111ed to spct'ializc in extrusions. forgings, C<L<;tings ami precision Cllginccred products. Extruded titanium (superior in
strength to steel at half the weight) intcgrall.\·-stiffcued
wing panel sections were being developed in conjunction with the USAF and Lockheed for usc in Lockheed's C-.5A aircraft.
The facility was also producing extruded pipes and
extruded shapes for nuclear, structural <Uld industrial
use; forged compressor, stator and turbine. blad~s for
jet engine and industrial turbines <Uld a vanety of precision engineered products for military, commercial
and industrial applications .
.\1arqnettc Metal Products Company continued to
produce compact precision spring clutches f?r appliances, marine, office equipment, and a vancty of
other applications. Marquette, a wholly-owned subsidiary, ww; also mmmfacturing textile spindles, governors, aircraft and marine use windshield wipers, automatic speed control devices, swench wrenches, and
miscellaneous components for the aerospace and automotive industries.
The Zarkin Machine Comp<my, a new C- \V acquisition, is a leader in the production of airfrru.ne parts by
profile milling. For the F -4 aircraft, Zarkm wac; producing arresting gear, a hogged out bulkh~ad ac;s~mhl?',
an aileron actuator fitting, a center section wmg nb
and numerous other parts.
Zarkin was also turning out an inboard flap assembly
track for the Boeing 737, an aileron fit~ing hing~ ~or
the F-101, a housing assembly for the Titan II missile
and an inboard and outboard track slat for the F-Ill.
Target Rock Corporation continued to pr~duce specialized valves and fittings for nuclear manne petrochemical and industrial applications.
Canadian Curtiss-Wright, Ltd., continued to produce
air compressors and automotive service equipment,
generator sets, pumping units and industrial vehicle
propulsion engines.

operation had been accumulated by year-end in test
and evaluation programs.
Two types of engines were being developed, the
RC2-60 and the YRC180-2. The RC2-60 is a 18.5 horsepower liquid-cooled engine for vehicular, marine,
ground support and other military and commercial applications. The air-cooled YRCI80-2, being developed
under a U.S. Navy contract, weighing 27H pounds, is
designed to produce .310 horsepower-more than one
horsepower for each pound of weight-at 6000 revolutions per minute.
The RC engine provides more horsepower in a
smaller, lightweight unit, which displaces 'I.J less
volume and is 'I.J lighter in weight than any standard
automotive engine, and is suited to a wide variety of
transportation and industrial applications.
By year-end, the engine had already undergone tests
in a sports car, U.S. Army truck and a high-speed boat.
A prototype of the engine was being used to power
Westinghouse portable 60 kilowatt generator sets.
Aerospace components being manufactured at the
Curtiss Facility during 1967 included a rotary hydraulic
mechanical actuator and power hinge used for the
weapons bay door on the USAF F-Ill and a rotor
fold actuator for Boeing Vertol CH-46A Sea Knight
USMC helicopter.
In addition, the Facility was working on a servo
actuator for the fin steering control system of the U.S.
Navy's Condor air-to-surface missile; a variable exhaust
nozzle control unit used on the jet engine of the
USAF T-.38 and a flap transmission gear box of the
type used in the Boeing 737 wing flap drive system.
The Curtiss Facility was also manufacturing sonic
anal~z~rs used to determine mechanical operating
conditiOns of turbine engines, accessories and transrmssions. These analyzers were in use by the U.S.
Army, U.S. Navy and 2 leading commercial airlines.
The Electro~ics Facility was producing flight simulators, radar mamtenance trainers and components for
?-uclea.r-p?wered naval vessels. Having been involved
10 designmg and manufacturing flight simulators for
mor~ than 20 years, the facility in 1967 was working
on simulators for the USAF C-l4l glob 1 t
t
The C-141 is
.
.
a ranspor .
an Air Force Jet cargo aircraft being
..
utlhzed
asd a troop and cargo tr anspor t , a paratroop
.
earner an as a medical evacuation plane
. The. C-14~ simulator has 3 basic parts: ~ enclosed
cockpit section set on a 3-motion circuit-roll pitch
and heave;. a comp~ter/power section; and the 'in uti
output cabm~ts wh~ch carry data fed into the com!uter
to the cockpit sectiOn. Reactions of the pilot to given
problems ba.re then ch·arried back through the input/
output ca mets to t e computer section where they
are recorded for future reference.
The facility also produced flight simulators for the
Douglas DC-7, ~- 1.33 Globemaster, and A-4D Skyhawk~ Lockheed s C-1.30 Hercules, Electra and P-3V
Orion; and Boeing's B-.52 Stratofortress and 707.
The Electronics Facility was also producing an
RMT -100 Radar Maintenance trainer used to train radar

FAIRCHILD HILLER CORPORATION
Continued growth underscored the performance of
Fairchild Hiller Corporation in 1967. The company
recorded a new high in sales, embarked on several
programs of importance to wide segments of the
~erospace industry and to the nation, and added to
Its range of capabilities.
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ran o-i na from IRAN (Inspect and Repair as . eeded)
to reh abilitation and modification. Among its capabiHties are metal parts manufacture, fuel cell reconditionina electronks repair, and co rrosion control.
Amono- the 15 ty pes of aircraft worked on b · the
division durinP" 1967 were the C-119, the C-123, the
C-130, the KC-135, the H -16, the P-5, and the
DC-9.
REP BLIC AVIATIO N DI\ 1510 .

Manufactw-er of the P-47 Thunderbolt, the F-84
Thu.nclerjet, and the F-105 Thtmderchief, Republic
A\ iation- Division was working on a variety of projects that ranged far afield from military aircraft.
Io civil aviation, the division began tooling up in
1967 for the manufacture of wing-control surfaces of
the 747 and a large section of the fuselage of the
SST. The supersonic transport will be made largelv
of titanium· Republic, a pioneer in working with this
metal, can fabricate it in as large quantities as any
.S. airframe maoufachu·er.
L1 space technology, Republic completed a Ltmar
foclule crew station for the Apollo clocking trainer;
began to develop thermionic energy converters to
transform heat from a nuclear reactor into electric
power for spacecraft use; and continued sh1dies of
extra-vehicular activity, electric propulsion, and experimental structures.
In "down-to-earth" programs, Republic completed
the- design of a prototype "safety car" for New York
State and expanded its progran1s in the life sciences,
including biomedical engineering.

it inc reas d dim e nsio n. th
a sets of Bw-n A ro
<t
Inc. , and Air Carrie r En crin
rvi . Inc.
Burns i a leadin o- m anufac turer of qualit) ai;·craft
seats; S. J. In lustries produ
I r · ll a.rray · and
Air Carrie r E ng ine Service is an o erh aul facilit ·
spec ia lizin a in Pratt & Whitney Air raft mrines. All
3 became wholly owned subsidiaries.
AIRC RAFT DI\ I ION

Hom e and first facility of th oricrinal Fairchild
Airplane and Engine Company, the Airc raft Division
in 1967 was invol ved in more pro ar an1s th an ever in
its 40-ye ar-old history. Producer ~f th e C-119 Flying Boxcar and th e C-123 Pro icier. both of which
were still seeing heavy service arow1d th e world, the
division was manufacturing th e FH-22~ and F-27
propjet passenger airliners; the STOL ex cutive and
utility Heli-Porter; and the turbin e-powered FH-1100
heli co pter. It was preparing for an important role in
the manufacture of the 747 and the SST airliners.
(Its _80,000 square foot bonding facility is unique in
the mdustry. ) Production of the Fairchild 228 the first
jet transport designed for the stop-and-go flying that
is the hallmark of the regional air lines , beo-an
in the
b
summer.
During 1967, the division stepped up its modification of some 120 C-123s. The big change to the aircraft, called the C-123K was the addition of 2 am.:iliary GE-J85 jet engine~. Placed beside the original
pair of piston engines, they give the C-123 exceptional
STOL capabilities that enable it to carry out vital
troop and cargo missions.

Fairchild Hiller's Republic Aviation Division developed the
Safety Car, incorporating many of the safety f eatuTes found
in the cockpits of fighter aircraft, for the State of New York.

AIRCRAFT SERVICE DIVISION

Fairchild Hiller has in Florida complete maintenance, repair, modification, and redesign centers for
aircraft. Capable of handling anything that flies are 3
facilities at St. Augustine, St. Petersburg, and Crestview. Air Carrier Engine Service, Inc., operates at
Miami International Airport w1der the direction of the
Aircraft Service Division. The Division offers services

Military aircraft retained prominence as a major
area of effort. The program for the manufacture of
aft sections of the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom
fighter completed its third year and \-vas to continue
into 1968. Awaiting approval by the D epartm ent of
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Defense to proceed to the prototy1)e stage
'
was· thef
ro ram concerning tlJe U.S./ Federal . Hepuhl~c o
V/STOL tactical fighter. The
"mdd
combine the lift characteristics of the heiJc~>pteJ \\ Jth
the hi rh performance characteristics of a figl.lter.
To ffeep pace with tlwse programs, Hepui>JI(: add<'<!
ITIOre tlJCU,' ~v()() encrineers
,....,
. ' increased the amount
,
,of
•
k . cr room for its eiwineering personnel by 1H pvlwor m....,
...,
,
. . . 1 -oo 000
cent, ~nd relmrbished large are<~S ol 1ts ••') : ••
1
square feet of plant space at Fanmngdale, New ) OJ k.

ber~Jany

"'~·craft

SPACE AND ELECTHOI\:ICS SYSTE~IS DIVISIO:'\

From its ba<;es at the new Sherman Fairchild Technology Center in Germantown, Maryland, and at
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, the Space and El~~
tronics Systems Division won contracts on such_ disparate projects a<; the Spacecraft Support Umt of
SERT II, seaborne search radar, continuous pho~o
graph enlargers, tubular extendible elements, aviomcs
systems (including that for the F-111) and deployable
solar arrays.
The Technical Service Division wa<; awarded a
third-year option on its support services contract with
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. The group h<t<;
been providing scientific and engineering assistance
to the Center's Spacecraft Integration and Sounding
Rocket Division. Similar services are offered to
industry.

. .
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The Advanced Optronics Laboratory, a small research organization formed early in 1967, completed a
number of projects in the photo-reconnaissance field.
S. J. Industries, manufacturer of solar cell arrays
and automatic processing equipment for the food industry, is located. in
Virginia, and it operates
under
the
directwn
of
the
Space
and Electronics
Systems Division.
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Stratos-Bay Shore STRATOS GROUp
Bay Shore manufactures aerospace compressors,
heat exchangers, and high-speed turbo machinery.
During 1967, the division won awards for: the design,
development and systems integration of mobile shelters
for photographic equipment and personnel for the
TIPI Total Environmental Facility; ground-support
air conditioners for the Air Force; ground air conditioners for the Marine Corps' Semi-Automatic Checkout Equipment for A-6 aircraft; heli-rotor compressors for NATO's Hawk missiles; turbine drives for
Lockheed C-1.30s; air-turbine drives for Boeing 747
hydraulic pumps; ground air conditioners for the
Short Airfield Tactical Support System; and the design, development and manufacture of a compact compressor system for field and mobile dental facilities.
Carried over from 1966 were contracts for a family
of low-silhouette air conditioners for use in Army
mechanized equipment; vapor cycle cooling systems
for the Navy's E-2A early warning systems; and air

Burns Aero Seat Co.

.
h lly owned
b
1966 thiS W 0
Purchased in Decem er
di' ction of the Stratos
subsidiary, operating under .the d ;ie ner and manufacGroup, continued as a maJor. e garketed under the
turer of modern airliner seatmg m
name of Airest.

THE GARRETT CORPORATION
. 1967 maintained its
The Garrett
position
as one Corporation,
of the worl di!ls Iead:111g suppliers of
sop h Ishcate
. . .
. .
d systems f or t h e aerospace industry.
0 peratmg
t
roug
7
VIsiOns
an
d
.
h
h
di . .
, d 2 subsidianes,
the company surpassed its record sales of 1966 an
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otahJi..,Jwd lit'\\' k\·d:-. of production backlo~ and ship-

the future. These engines are designed to propel aircraft at speeds between ~lach 3.0 and 8.0 {:2,000.5.000 miles per hour). The engine technology developed \\·ill be useful for hypersonic transport aircraft, boosters, <mel for spacecraft flying within the
atmosphere.
In other propulsion projects .-\iResearch began development of a radically different electric motor for
the l._i .S. Department of Transportation "s office of high
speed ground transportation. This device, called the
linear induction motor, is expected to produce speeds
up to :250 miles per hour for ground \·chides. \Vhen
perfected, the new motor could propel tracked air
cushion vehicles between cities at speeds competitive
to air transportation.
Development of related ground tnmsportation
equipment also was significm1t in other .-\.iResearch
product lines . .-\ir conditioning, brakes, actuation systems and electric propulsion for rapid tnmsit trains
\\·ere being tested during the year.
J\lilitan~ ;mel commercial airframe builders continued to b~ the major customers for A..iResearch. Virhlallv e\·en· aircraft in production relies on .-\.iResearch
sv;tems ,~ncl components.
· Commercial tnmsports such as the Douglas DC-8
and DC-9, Boeing 707, 720, 727, 737 and giant 747,
Grumman Gulfstremn I and II m1d numerous other
airliners incorporate AiResearch systems. The division
\\"as also heavily engaged in building systems for militm·v aircraft including the Lockheed C-5A, C-141 and
F-lO-!. the \lcDonnell F-4 series. Northrop F-5 and
General Dvnmnics F-111.
During the yem· AiResearch was awarded contracts
to build the environmental systems and central air
data computers for the Ling-Temco-Vought A-7 Corsair. The Canadian-built Northrop CF-5 and the Italian
Fiat G 91Y will also be equipped with AiResearch
central air data computers.
Another product, the Aircraft Integrated Data System (AIDS) went into full production during 1967.
American Airlines announced it would equip its Astrojet fleet of BAC One Elevens with the system.
Alitalia also ordered AiResearch AIDS for its fleet
of DC-9s. DC-8s and 747s. By year-end these systems
were alre~cly compiling extensive data on reb'Lilm· commercial flights.
The AIDS concept, which evolved from similar
military systems built by AiResearch, automatically
monitors and records performance of critical aircraft
systems during flight. This data, rapidly analyzed by
ground computers, affords airlines with <U1 invaluable
maintenance tool for assessing systems performance
and physical condition.
Other notable highlights of 1967 for AiResearch
Los Angeles included delivery of the first digital central air data computer for the Navy's ILAAS program;
the application of AiResearch turbogenerators to offshore oil production platforms; development and introduction of an all electronic cabin pressurization

JJH'I•h.

Emplo~ nJt•nt rt'mained stable throu~hout the vear
near the 1:3.000 le\·d.
.
The ou_t look for I Hf>') appeared l'<Jilall~- bright. The
com pa11~· s COli II nercial I lllsi ness was expected to equal
or smpaso,; ih \UJrk for the 111ilita:·\·. Traditionalh·.
( ;arrett"s_ sales re\"l'lllle h<L' been ai)proximatel~- fin
JWrccnt from the militan· with tlw remainder derived
from tht· t'OJJIJJit'rcial a\.-iation industn·.
Carrctt"s <H:ti\·itics and produd ar~as continued to
ht' wideh- diversified with more than -!.000 items comprisin~ its HJ(-;-;- product list. From this broad operat111!.!; base new non-aerospace pro~rams were activeh·
p11rsued. II i!.!;h speed gro11ncl transportation. on-sit.e
p~nw·r ge11eratinn. and cmllplc;•tel~- transportable hospitals were a few of the pro~rams in which Garrett
was actively applying its aerospace knowledge.

G:\RHElT-:\iHESE.\HCH LOS :\...'\CELES

.-\ contract award to build the em·ironmental control
system for the l..'.S. supersonic transport culminated
a :2-year research program in :\iResearch \lanufacturing Division. Los .-\ngeles. and further established the
company's leadership in the field it has pioneered for
nearly :3 decades.
Development of the SST environmental svstem will
continue into 19f·m when the first s\·stems \~·ill be delivered to The Boeing Companv for ·prototvpe aircraft.
. Other traditional product li~1es. such a~ heat transfer equipment. electronics. electromechanical <mel
electrie·tl
syst
,
· ·1 e svstems and turbomachinery
' ·.
· ems,
llliSSI
eontinucd '·tt I·e,·o
·
I
· 1· ·
I
1 1
1
1·
'" I ( p1 oc uct10n eve s t 1rou!.!; 10ut t 1e
\·ear.
c

AiReseareh contributions to the nation "s space programs were highlighted in 1~)67 \\"ith the suecessful
launch and recovery of the Apollo/Saturn V in November. The A.iResearch environmental control systen_1 performed perfectly keeping the spacecraft intenor at a comfortable 70 degrees while outside
temperatures ranged from 150 d~arees below zero in
sl?ace to 4,500 degrees during re0entry. The perfect
fh_ght .paved ~he way for manned Apollo missions when
~IResearch hfe support systems will play an even more
Important role-keeping the astronauts alive and comfortable during e;u-th o~·bital and lumu· flights.
In addition to Apollo, other m~umecl' space programs played an important role in AiResem-ch's developmental work.
The division was under contract to 1\rleDonnell to
huil_d the life support systems for the Gemini ''B,"
an mtegral part of the Air Force Manned Orbiting
Laboratory, ;mel Airloek, a NASA 3-nHm space experiment. Early in the year an AiResearch-built helium
cryogenic storage system qualified for its role in the
lunar landing mission.
Under NASA contract AiResearch continued development of a hypersonic research ramjet engine,
termed by many as the aircraft propulsion engine of
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control and development of a new cryogenic: refrigeration system for commercial airliners.

!-,"Ust, AiHcsearch o\·erhaul facilities <><.Tupied a new
3.5,000 square feet addition. \\'hieh tripled the area
of the previous overhaul faeilit~· . .-\n·as vacated as a
result of these IIIOVCS were used to expand the eo•••pany's 111achining production facilities.
MUST hospital development work t·ontinued at
AiHcsearc:h Phoenix during the year and additional
MUST units were deployed to Victna111. where they
served both :\rmy and ~·I arinc units. One Ill'\\' .-\n ··~·
contra<.:t eallcd for converting a \ll'ST hospital ward
container into another building of the ~lUST complex.
Similar work was undertaken to develop field kitl'hl'n
and bakery units, and wa.o;te ntana.~entcnt ami disposal
systems. A new lightweight ~·lUST utility pack progressed during the year to the hardware stage.

GARRETT-AiRESEARCH PIIOE:\'IX

The second largest division of The Garrett Corporation, AiResearc:h Manufacturing Company of Arizona.
Phoenix, continued in 1967 to contribute significantly
to the corporation's overall success.
Traditional major product lines, small gas turbine
engines, air turbine starters and motors, ami pneumatic
valves and controls, were at record breaking production levels, while the TPE.'331 turboprop engine family was expanded to 4 to offer customers a horsepower
range from .57.5 to 71.5 shaft horsepower.
AiResearch space power programs were marked
during 1967 by the successful completion of initial
testing of a compact, high-speed closed Brayton cycle
space power demonstration system operating on gao;
(argon) lubricated bearings. A Garrett-AiResearch
Brayton cycle demonstrator wa'> consigned to NASA's
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, for evaluation
and operational familiarization runs by NASA personnel. The Brayton cycle power system is a strong
contender for application to future space missions
starting in the mid-70s. The demonstrator system produces 3 kilowatts of AC electrical power.
During 1967, a number of new customers for the
TPE331 turboprop aircraft engine was added. At
year-end, AiResearch turboprops powered 10 manufacturers' aircraft. These include Aero Commander's
Turbo II· the Moonev/Mitsubishi MU-2B; Pilatus
(Swiss) and Fairchild P~rters, STOL aircraft; Volpar's
Beech Super Turbo 18 and Turbo liner; Carstedt' s Dove
Jetline 600; Short Brothers & Harland Ltd.'s Skyvan,
produced in Northern Ireland; and North American's
OV-lOA (Bronco) military aircraft. In August, Swearingen announced that it had selected the TPE.331 for
the Merlin liB.
Airborne auxiliary power units continued in 1967
to be a major product line with development and testing of APUs for the Boeing 747 and Lockheed C-5A
pointing the way to the future. Early in the year
Douglas contracted for an additional $.3,000,000 worth
of APUs for its twin jet DC-9s, boosting the total
number on order to 500 through 1968. Delivery also
was made of the first AiResearch APUs for the Army's
new AH-56A winged helicopter, marking the first
such airborne application for AiResearch APUs.
In the field of aircraft jet engine starters, AiResearch Phoenix was awarded an Air Force contract
with a multimillion dollar potential for its newly developed jet fuel starter. The small unit is a compact
free turbine engine that mounts directly on and uses
the same fuel as the main engine.
To accommodate the continuing growth cycle at
AiResearch Phoenix, significant expansion of plant
facilities was undertaken in 1967. In February, 60,000
square feet of office space was added to house gas
turbine and secondary power systems groups. In Au-

AiHESI~:\HCII

:\VIATIO:\ DIVJSIO:\

AiHesearch Aviation started the year by opening
its new Los Angeles customer service fa<:ilitv, considered to be one of the most comprehensive i;1 business
aviation. The new 2-story terminal provides a complete variety of scrviees for the business executive,
pilot and crew, <md aircraft. Adjoining the \Vest Co<L<;t
completion center on LAX. the new terminal also
houses AiHesearch Aviation's business offiees.
During the year AiHesean:h Aviation expanded its
national marketing effort to provide more "in depth"
coverage of the growing business aircraft market. The
expansim~ progran~ included: a reorganization of the
company s rnarketmg staff, with the addition of new
personnel; opening a new sales office in Chicago; and
moving the Los Angeles and New York sales offices to
more complete facilities.
The most important new activity AiResearch Aviation entered in 1967 was the agreement to become the
exclusive national distributor of Swearingen's Merlin
IIA. AiResearch Aviation has total marketing responsibilities for the entire United States. The Merlin IIA
is a fully pressurized, 8-plaee turboprop that boasts
features such as a separate flight deck, a private lavatory and an in-flight dressing room. The addition of
the Merlin broadened AiResearch Aviation's line of
new aircraft sales. AiResearch Aviation is also a sales
and service distributor for the Grumman Gulfstream
I and II and the Hawker Siddeley DH125.
Aircraft custom interior completions and avionics
installations reached a new high in 1967. With both
the Long Island and Los Angeles completion centers
working to capacity, AiResearch's completion volume
surpassed all previous years. To establish this record
year AiResearch Aviation obtained the largest share
of the Lockheed JetStar completion business, won unprecedented contracts such as 5 Fan Jet Falcon completions on a single order, plus the normal DH125
and Gulfstream completions.
AiResearch Aviation was awarded a major contract
for 89 shipsets of lounge enclosures to outfit the entire American Airline 707 fleet. This 4-person compartment is located in the first class seating area. A
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bed ~lUST field hospital, deployed in Vietnam, provided care for its first combat casualtv 20 minutes
after opening. Customer acceptance ~f the MUST
concept was high and it pointed toward increasing
production in 1968.
Air Cmisers participated in keen competition on
the inflatable survival gear for the new Air Force
giant troop carrier, the C-5A. Every contract awarded
through 1967 for this type of equipment of the C-5A,
including life rafts and inflatable escape slides, was
won bv the division.
Customized floatation for the F -111 forward capsule. which was designed and developed by Air Cruisers, resulted in production contracts from General
Dvnmnics, the F-111 prime contractor. Production of
th.ese tmits was to extend through 1969.
Air Cmisers' expanded engineering department gave
high priority to development of inflatable products
for new model aircraft. Some of these included the
Boeing 7-!7, the Douglas stretched DC-8 and DC-10,
the supersonic transport and other new commercial
aircraft.
Another of Air Cruisers traditional product lines,
inflatable life preservers, continued in volume production through the year. Contract awards from the military services assured high production during 1968.

lllllllhl·r of other programs were completed for other
major tmuklines durin!.! tlw vear.
thl· division "s Bellanca f.u.:ility was selected to provide a lar!_!l' quantity of ground support l'nclosures
for the :'\a,·y. It was also producing all the 7:37 :\PlY
endosures for Boeing.
<;.\HHETT \1.\:'\ l"F:\CTl"IU:'\G 1.1\IITED

Carrett"s Canm.li~m suhsidiarv. Garrett ~lanufactur
in!.! Limikd in Hexdale. Ont;trio. experienced continued growth in 1Hfi7. Sales and backlog continued
to increase. and employment ex<.·eeded th'e 500 point
earlv iu the vear.
B~· mid ye~tr. the huildin!.! l·xpansion program which
was start~d in late IHoH w~Ls completed~ to provide
a to~al ol HO.OOO .square feet of facility. G~IL is primar~l~· engaged Ill development <utd production of
tradtttonal product areas of airborne l'lectronics. aircraft temperature control systems. pneumatic signal
genera~?rs: ~tatic inverters. and radio emergency beac_ons. Stgmhcant ach-<mces were made in pneumatic
stgnal generato_r state-of-the-art. parti<."ularly by the
development ot a computer programmable unit. New
developm~nt of significance in the temperature control area mduded a solid state proportional window
heat control system. Expansion of radio emerrrencv
beacons into downed aircraft locater configur~tiot~s
was also completed in 1!)67.
'
The Garrett Manufacturing mm·ine activitY cont~nued_ to expanc! hy desi_gn, d~~·elopment and productiOn of new eqmpment for the Roval Cmmdian Navy.
Tl~ese included a self-propelled ~ehicle for betwe~n
ship provisioning at sea, and a stabilized horizon bar
system as <~1 aid to helicopter landing. The program
for production of gas turbine-powered main electrical
generating systems for the new Canaclim1 destroyer,
DDH-280 class, proceeded on schedule.
~~1 additi?I~,. Garrett .Manufacturing completed the
design and nulla] development for a mesometeorological data collection svstem. Volume of diversified overhaul activity in m~st of The Gm-rett Corporation's
manufactured products also increased.

AiRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL DIVISION

AiResearch Industrial Division, leading producer
of exhaust-driven turbochargers for reciprocating engines continued to maintain its position in the face of
stiff competition.
Sales and production for the year showed marked
increases particularly in the light aircraft field where
turbocharged engines have proved highly successful.
Aircraft manufacturers such as Beech, Piper, Cessna
and Mooney introduced new models incorporating
the performance boosting AiResearch unit. On some
models such as the Cessna 421, Mooney Mark 22
Mustang, and Beech Model 60 Duke the turbocharger
also provides pressurization for the cabin.
In addition, during the year, a new system of supplying remanufactured components was inaugurated
to provide faster more economical service for aircraft
users.
As a result of increased business, the division's new
test facility and additional manufacturing space completed in 1966 operated at full capacity.

AIH CHUISEHS

During 1967, Garrett's Air Cruisers Division experienced a sharp incre<L'ie in production volume implemented by new facilities, equipment <rnd manufactu~·ing methods. Employment for the same period
remamed at a stable level.
~ales and backlog surpassed all previous years despite a rapid increase in competition within the industry. Air Cruisers is primarily engaged in design and
mam~facture of inflatable designs for military and comn~ercial customers. Forecast for 1968 included planmug for an additional growth in excess of 30 percent.
Production of inflatable shelters for the MUST
(Medical Unit Self-Contained Transportable) Hospital program continued at an accelerated pace. A 100-

GARRETT SUPPLY

Garrett Supply Division, which has been serving
industry in Southern California and Arizona for more
than 30 years, continued its expansion program started
in 1966.
New industrial customers and exp<mding markets
contributed to growing sales. In Los Angeles, an additional 30,000 feet of warehouse space was added
to handle more than 70,000 industrial items stocked
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990 , 240 /340 /44 0 tra nsp o rts a nd 1 w 600 / o-4 0 turbopro p co nve rsio ns).
In sp ac e, G e ne ra l D y nam ics · Atl as S t;.LI1 d a rd La u nc h
Vehi c le-3 (SL V-3 ) c o ntinu e d a.n o utstan d ing re co rd o f
suc cessful Ri g hts. Co up le d w ith ./\ge na a nd Ge ne ra l
D y nam ics' C e nta ur upp e r st <.w es , 1\tlas S L -.3 had
b oos te d m o re th a n 5 0 NASA <.m d SA F ve hi c les f ro m
th e p ad by th e fall of 1967 . Manufactu re o f th SL -3
w as co nc lud e d in 1967, a.nd th e I ooste r was re pl aced
o n G e ne ra l D y na mi cs' pro du c ti o n lin es by th mo re
p owe r ful SL V-3A a nd SL V-.3C, d e ve lo p e d fo r mo re
de m a nding futur e mi ssio ns.
In missil e ry , G e ne ra l D y na mi cs e a rn e d a S l 20 ,000,000 contrac t to produc e th e . a vy's ne w S tand a rd shipboa rd surface-to-a ir mi ssil e . An ad a pta ti o n o f th e
Standard missil e, the a ir-l a un ch e d Sta nd a rd ARM

by the firm. The Phoenix branch a lso w as physically
expanded to better service g rowin cr ae rosp ace, industrial, agricultural and mining industries.
The firm continued to stock more than " 100 Famous
Brands" of industrial tools and suppli es rang ing fr o m
g rinding wheels to power transmi ssion equipm e nt and
office furniture .
As an added service to custom ers th e djvision initiated in 1967 a complete Norton Grinding Se rvi c e
Center which makes factory-typ e servi ce ava ilabl e to
customers. Also, added late in th e y ear w as th e fa mo us
Rockwell line of industrial tool s to G arre tt Supply's
inventory.
AIRSUPPLY DIVISIO N

The company's Airsupply Division , a na tionwide
sales and engineering agency, is tradition a lly eng aged
in representation for suppliers of aircraft and ae rospace equipment. However, during 1967 it entered
the warehousing and distribution fi e ld. It was expected
that this new endeavor would contribute substanti ally
to the division 's sales objectives during 1968. With
headquarters in Santa Monica, California, Airsupply
maintained branch offices in 20 major aerospace ce nters throughout the country.

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
A growing General Dynamics Corporation in 1967
marked passage of milestones in several major aerospace programs critical to the defense of the free
world. Advances of equal importance were achieved
in a variety of technologies from oceanographic research to deep space exploration.
Early in the year, the Department of Defense announced definitization of a $1.8 billion fixed-price incentive contract with General Dynamics for production of 49.3 F-Ill variable-sweep-wing, supersonic
jet aircraft for the U.S. Air Force and Navy, the
United Kingdom and Australia. (Editor's Note: The
United Kingdom order was later cancelled.)
By October, the first F-lllAs were accepted by
USAF and placed in combat crew training at Nellis
Air Force Base, Nevada.
Another unique aircraft, the tilt-wing, V/STOL
Canadair CL-84 was flown extensively in 1967, and
was evaluated by the United States, United Kingdom
and Canada. The Canadian government announced
that ~t would purchase 3 of the aircraft. Quantity productiOn of the Can adair CF -5 jet fighter got under
way for the Can.adian Defense Forces, and the Netherlands revealed that it would order more than 100
C:F-5s from the General Dynamics subsidiary. Canadair produces the CF-5 under license from the Northrop Corporation.
General Dynamics' older, proven aircraft continued
front line service with the U.S. armed forc es (F-102,
F-106 and B-58) and with commercial carriers (880,

The F-111 production line at Gen eral Dynamics ' Fort Worth
division geared up to turn out 443 variable-sweep tact'ical
and strategic aircraft for the U. S. AiT FoTce, U.S. Na v y,
and Australia.

(anti-radiation missile), also went into production.
The company continued to build Terrier and Tartar
shipboard air defense missiles for the Navy and Redeye shoulder-launched, antiaircraft missiles for the
U.S. Army, Marine Corps, and Royal Swedish Army.
For NASA's Project Apollo, General Dynamics
completed outfitting the 3 electronic instmmentation
ships, U~NS Redstone, Mercw·y and Vanguard. When
Ap~llo l~fts off to the moon, the .3 ships will be on
statiOns m the Indian, Pacific and Atlantic Oceans to
tr~ck and_communicate with the spacecraft. The ships
will provide the mid-ocean links in a round-the-world
monitoring network.
A pioneer in marine technology and construction,
General Dynamics in 1967 led the aerospace industry
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deeper into the sea. :\ dozen nuclear-p<)\H'rt'd attack
suhmarim·s. II lar~l· surface \·essels and :1 new research ~uhmersihles were under constn1ction at General l~\-J_Jan~ic< ~·ards duri11~ the ~·ear. In :\pril, the
COilllliiSSIOIIIll!! ot the c·ss \\"ill R(l<'crs hrotwht the
:'\;l\·y"s h,dlistic missile -;uhmarine llcetto it:-; authorized
strl'n~th of-t I ships. The \\"ill Ro!!_crs was the seventeenth Fleet Ballistic \lissile submarine built !)\· the
c<Hllpan~·.
·

speeds. including more than :200 in which .\lach 2
and higher speeds were demonstrated. The F-111 was
Hown <mel evaluated throughout the largest speed and
altitude em·elope ever achie,·ed in a tactical fighter.
Within .'3 vears of its first flight, the F-Ill hadestablished an· outstanding record of achievements, ineluding flight at .\lach 2..5 at altih1de. flight at .\lach
1.:2 "o;1 th~ deck" for sustained periods, missile firings
at supersonic speeds, flight abo,·e 60,000 feet. launch
of the :'\aV\··s air-to-air Phoenix missile, take-offs <md
hmclin~s \\:ith rolls of less than 3,000 feet. in-flight
refueli~1gs. touchdowns at speeds comparable to a
propell~r-clriven tr<msport, weapons delivery accuracy
that lTS:\F has described as "outstcmdingly amazing."
and establishment of a new level of crew safety with
a unique, self-contained "shirt-sleeve'' environment
crew module.
The first F-11 L\s arrived at Nellis AFB in July and
were assi!!;ned to the -!520th Combat Crew Training
\Vin~. In..._. the first weeks of ere\\. training, F-llL\.s
loaa~d <LS mmw as 55 flight hours per aircraft per
m~~th. a recorci of utilization tmprecedented in a new
airphme. F-Jlls have demonstrated hirn-~rom:d time
of .50 minutes. including post and pre-fl1ght mspections, maintemmce <mel refueling.
In October. the F -11 L\. was formally accepted by
USAF Tactical Air Command and turned over to
the -!-!80th Tactical Fighter Wing, the first unit to be
equipped with the new ai~-craft. The_ first operatio_nally
eonfiQl.tred production mrcraft arnved at Nelhs on
October 16 after an automatic 1,0-!7-mile flight from
Fort \Vorth that demonstrated the aircraft's low-level
penetration capability.
After take-off, the F-IllA's terrain-following radar
was set for automatic operation, causing climb-dive
sianals to be fed into the aircraft's autopilot by an
01~-boarcl analog computer. ~he autopilot then flew
the aircraft at a constant altitude of 1,000 feet followina the contour of the terrain.
In l967 the F-Ill also was employed as a testbed in de;elopment of a new family of super-strong,
stiff and lightweight stmctural mat:rials called boronepoxy composites .. The new mate~1als are formed by
embedding hair-thm boron fibers m an epoxy-plastic
matrix. The resulting composite material is potentially
stronger and stiffer than steel and 25 percent lighter
than aluminum. During the year, the first air worthiness tests were conducted on F-Ill wing panel surfaces and landing gear doors.
More than 100 other rese<uch and development contracts in progress at Fort Worth during the year included shidies relating to <m advanced manned strategic bomber, development of equipment for B-58
supersonic bomber flight controls and a Jupiter fly-by
study contract.
Honors also went to F-Ill pilots in 1967. Forth
Worth division Director of Flight and Quality Assurance Richard L. Johnson earned the coveted Iven
C. Kincheloe Award for his F-Ill test flights durin"
I966 and I967.
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In ~id-summer, General Dynamics logged in the
first fhght of the developmental FB-lllA strategic
bomber. The 45-minute flight included a supersonic
run and inaugurated a series of tests to evaluate subs~stems incorporated into the FB-lllA for long-nmge,
high-payload strategic missions.
By fall, more than 30 F-lllAs and F-lllBs had
flown almost 3,000 test flights totaling more than
5,200 hours. Almost 900 flights were at supersonic

L
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The award is presented annually hy the Society of
Experimental Test Pilots for "outstanding test pilot"
performance. Johnson was cited for "consistently flying
F-Ill aircraft on their most demanding missions, those
requiring the highest skills of the professional test
pilot."

The first enlpell!Ja.!!;t' for the l'S:\F C-S:\ tllilitan·
transport, the world's lar!!;est airplat•e. ,,·a~ delin·n·~l
bv the Com·air division to the LockiH'ed-Ceor"ia
Comp;my phmt. Delivery w;L~ llJadc i11 :2 t?;iant r;~l
road cars after a 3.000-tllile cross l'Oillltn· jotli"IH'\"
from Sa11 Diego. Cal ifomia. to \I arid ta. C~·01:gia. .
General Dvnamics had a contract in exl·ess of .<:;.J0.000,000 with. Lockheed for production pf the vertical
and horizontal stabilizers, rll(lder a11d elevator whil'h
make up the C-.'5A tail section.
Contracts for production of in-flight relueling lllodifi<:ation kits for F-JO(i jet in!l'rceptor airnaft a1Jd for
improved tactical air navigation (T:\C:\:'\) syste1n kits
for the F-JO(i were awarded to the Convair di\'ision
hv USAF. The T:\C:\N s\·stem is the first to use
n;icroelectronic circuitry :md pro\·idcs pilots with
range and hearing frotn ground stations ami range hetween aircraft similarly equipped.
USAF also awarded General Dvnamics a contract
for preliminary design work 011 th~ proposed AX specialized close support aircraft. The 4-month study hy
the Convair division was part of the aircraft's concept
formulation phase of development.
Production of MX-HJ aluminum landing mats COJJtinued at Convair under contract to Kaiser Aluminum.
The mats are made of <m aluminum honeycomb core
sandwiched between 2 aluminum sheets and framed
by aluminum extrusions. The 4-foot-square. mat.s interlock, making it possible to construct landmg fields of
desired size in a short time.
General Dynamics engineers completed a study for
NASA aimed at determining the feasibility of a liquid
hydrogen-fueled, air-breathing hypersonic pas~enger
aircraft. The engineers chose a double delta wmg ;L<;
the most promising configuration for a 200-passenger.
nickel alloy construction aircraft intended to fly at
speeds from Mach .3 to Mach 12 during the 1985-2000
time period.

CONVAIH DIVISION

The Convair division's Centaur 2-burn upper stage
proved highly successful during the year. Among its
missions were 4 launches of Surveyor spacecraft toward the moon. Early in 1967, NASA chose Atlas/
Cen~aur to launch 1968 missions of Orbiting AstronomiCal Observatory (OAO) and Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) vehicles.
In addition to boosting Centaur upper stages, Convair division's Atlas vehicles continued to launch other
payloads with a high degree of reliability. Through
mid-October there were 26 launches, all successful.
On October 11, with the Advanced Ballistic Re-Entry
System (ABRES) launch of Atlas 69-D from Vandenberg AFB, the division chalked up a full year with a
perfect record-.34 consecutive successful Atlas <md
Centaur launches. Atlas 69-D was the .342nd Atlas
launched.
In combination with Agena upper stages, Atlas
Standard Launch Vehides-.3 (SLV-.3) boosted .3 NASA
Lunar Orbiters, an ATS, a Mariner Venus fly-by,
a?~ a variety of USAF payloads, among them 2 PreCISIOn Re-Entry Including Maneuverable Re-Entry
(PRIM~) m.issions. In addition, USAF used re-cycled
Strategic Arr Command (SAC) Atlas missiles as boosters ~o.launch ~everal ABRES and a General Dynamics
Orbitmg Vehicle 1 (OV-1) scientific satellite.
~ major milestone was passed in the Atlas program
dur.mg th~ ye~r. In August 1967, General Dynamics
delrvered rts final production model SLV-.3. Over the
last 3 years, 56 SL V-.3 vehicles were delivered for
USAF and NASA missions. By early November, .54
~L~-~s had been launched, 52 successfully, for a relrabrlrty score of more than 96 percent.
The uprated, more powerful Atlas SLV-.3A and .3C
replaced the SLV-3 on the C
. d' . .
d
tion line in 1967 The SLV 3oAnva~r brvrsrodn p~ohuc
A
·
-.
can e use Wit an
gena upper stage and the .3C with a Centaur upper
stage. The first SLV-.3C assignm en t was t h e At I as/
Centaur boost in September of th S
V f
lunar landing spacecraft. The firs: SLurVve3yAor . ~o t
·n b e t h e 1aunch of the Orbiting Geo -h sical
mrsswn
WI
Observatory E (0~0-E) ~cheduled for earl[ 1~ 68 .
The SL V-.3A IS 117 mches longer th an 1'ts pre d ecessor an d can carry an additional 48 OOO
ds f
11
·
'
poun o prope ant. Wrth an Agena upper stage, it can boost 1 4.50
pounds to escape v~~o...cit~ or a 98.5-pound payload to
Mars. T~e SLV-.3C rs .-:>lmches longer than the SLV-.3
and carnes an extra 21,000 pounds of propellant. Under a Centaur second stage, it can launch a 2 900pound payload to escape velocity or a 2,200 ~und
payload to Venus or Mars.
p

POMONA DIVISION

Award of a $120,000,000 Standard missile contract
to General Dynamics initiated a 6-ye~r procluctio~
program at the Pomona division to re~h~e the Navy s
concept of a standardized shipboard mrssrle system ~or
defense of the Fleet against both surface and aenal
threats. Initially, the Standard missile will be used by
the Navy for testing and to equip newly-constructed
ships. Later, the Navy will equip ships now armed
with Terrier and Tartar missiles. The all-electronic,
homing Standard missile will eventually protect some
50 destroyers, frigates and escorts.
Two versions of the Standard missile-extended
range and medium range-have been developed. Interchangeability of hardware between the 2 models
is a key feature of the missile system, with the principal difference in the propulsion systems. The extended range Standard has a separable booster and a
sustainer rocket motor. The medium range missile has
an integral dual-thrust rocket motor. All missile fi.mc88
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major electronic systems aboard each ship and provided trainina in operation and maintenance for 22
subsvstems.
The l'.S. :\'avv in 1967 awarded the company a
contract to cove~ modifications to Eastern Test Range
Instnnnentation Ships ..Modifications to be made by
the Electronics division included increased radar capabilil\· for obtaining trajectory e:md signature data on
multiple reentry <md orbiting targets. :\.lso included
is equipment for control and monitoring. such as closed
circuit television, plotting board, control consoles and
a computer facility.
:\ progrmn was under way t? extend the operati.n~
range of :\:\S:\'s Space Trackmg e:md Data Acqmsttim;- :\etwork to more than 1,000,000 miles and to
permit use of the systems on a much broader base.
Improvements include provision for 10,000 frequency
ch<umels, centralized and automated system control
and addition of hybrid ranging codes to resolve ambi<Tuities in transmi~sion ru1d reception in the 1,000,000~lile range.
:\. new hydroacoustics laboratory was completed
bv the division in 1967. The new lab complements
the 500,000 gallon sonar tank facility in Rochester,
~ew York. and the Seneca Underwater Test and
Evaluation· Center on nearby Seneca Lake. All 3 facilities were involved in the division's antisubmarine
warfare progran1s.
Durina 1967, thick-film and thin-film hybrid cir'ts '
thin-film multi-chip circuits
,
CUI
di . .were. developed
and produced by the Electronics .vts~on m quantit~es
for inclusion in new conunumcatlons/ electromcs
equipment. Plans were forn~~l~ted to expand the di. ·on's microelectronics facdttles to meet corporateVJSI
b 'd .
I
.
wide requirements for hy n mtcroe ectromcs.
During the year, fundamental work was carried
· the desim
and fabrication
of
passive
microwave
ou t 111
.=>
•
•
•
h.
components utilizing ceramt.c miCrostnp t.e~ mques.
s· "ficant gains were made 111 the use of digital com:~~ techniques for the design of filters, directional
~ouplers and oth.er .components in both microstrip and
conventional stnphne .
New techniques and processes were also under way
to produce complete I?icrowave systems in a single;
compact assembly. A s111gle assembly would supplant
conventional waveguide components currently utilized
in radar and tracking systems.
Also in 1967, development of a smaller, lighter and
more effective Miniature Sonobuoy Receiver System
earned an initial contract from Lockheed for 25 tmits
for its new P-3C aircraft. The new MSRS has 31 fixedtune channels and maintains the division's place as
sole producer of these units.
The U.S. Army signed a contract with the Electronics division for radio-teletypewriters that fit into a
shelter mounted on %-ton tmcks. The division will
supply the AN/GRC-106 radio e:md the MD-522
modulator-demodulator for teletypewriter and voice
operation.

tious arc powered directly hy the missile battery.
and no hnlraulic. pneumatic or hot-ga.-; systems are
required.
Tlw Standard :\H~t. also in production at the Pomona division. is an air-launched. anti-radiation ~'ltidcd
missile system. It will he deployed hy the l'.S. :\avy
and l'S:\F to locate <md destrov hostile ~round-based
radar installations. The s\·stem. <.·onsists ~f a modified
medium-ran~c Standard ~uissilc delivered h,· existing
high-pcrfon~lancc aircraft equipped for the cletectiOJ~.
identifi<.·ation and acquisition of the radar target. System operation is initiated on receipt by the aircraft
of hostile radar transmissions. The re<.·eivcd si~nal
is processed to identiC\· threat data. and a missife is
launched to home on the source of radar transmission.
General Dvnamics also earned a l".S. :\rmv con~ract for pr~dudion at Pomona of long lea~! time
ttems for the Redeve missile svstem. The world's smallest guided missile: Hedeye w·as developed by General
Dynamics to give combat troops protection against
attack from low-flvin«
cnemv
.
. aircraft. Durin<• the
year, the shoulder-fired missile was supplied to the
Army for troop training at Fort Bliss, Texas, ;md to
the. \Iarine Corps for training at Twentynine Palms,
Cahfornia.
The Swedish government also signed an 88,000,000
c?ntract for the purchase of the -l-foot-long, 29-pound
atr defense system. Sweden e:mnotmcecl that it planned
to deploy Redeve in its :\rnw ;mtiaircraft units as a
replacement fo'r existing 26 millimeter automatic
weapons.
c
Early in 1967, General Dynamics announced receipt
of a major award from the U.S. Navv for systems
integration, test e:md training on its ·Terrier' Fleet
~odernization Program. The program calls for the
mstallation and test of uprated elements of the shipboard antiaircraft missile system, e:md the training of
operational personnel. Terrier and Tartar antiaircraft
~issile~ ~t year-end armed 70 ships of the U.S. Navy,
111 addition to navies of France, Italy, Australia, the
Netherlands and Japan. A Tartar repair facility was
opened in Australia in the strmmer of 1967.
. In addition to missile systems work, Pomona diviSIOn announced development of several electronic
systems, including an airborne bullet detector tmit and
a ground-based mortar detector.
Pomona division employment rose to an all-time
high of 7,800 in 1967.
~

~

~

·md

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

~rime contractor for the Apollo Instrumentation
S.h1ps pr~gram, General Dynamics' Electronics division contmued work on schedule in 1967 with USNS
Var~guard completing all final tests. When placed on
station, Vanguard and her sister ships, Mercury and
Redstone, will be floating electronic platforms equivalent in communications and control capabilities to
the Houston Space Center. In addition to its role as
prime contractor, the division furnished 8 of the 12
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revolutionary aircraft's potential military role in search
and rescue operations.
Twenty Canadair CL-2J.5s in fire-fighting water
bomber configuration were sold. to the Forestry Department of Canada's Province of (,>uel>ec and I 0 were
sold to the French <rovernment. :\s a water l>omher.
the CL-215 load-; up hy opening its hull tan_ks as it
skims the surface of a lake or other body of water.
Several other configurations of the amphibian _have
been developed, enabling it to serve a.'i a1~ :u_r~sea
rescue or cargo carrier, crop duster, forest tertll•zer
or in general agricultural work. The CL-2_1 .S wa:' in
production and the first aircraft flew its m;uden flight
in October.
Work continued in 1967 on production of 20 CL41G tactical-trainer aircraft for the Hoyal ~talaysian
Air Force. Fourteen had been delivered by the end
of October. This aircraft is a multipurpose jet based
on the side-to-side crew seating configuration that is
the standard jet trainer of the Hoyal Canadian ~\ir
Force. The Malaysian version can carry up to 3.::>00
pounds of standard ordmmce, including bombs, rockets,
air-to-surface missiles and extra fuel t:mks.
The company was also producing components for
the USAF C-5A heavy logistics transport. Orders 111
excess of $50,000,000 were received for the manufacture of 58 ship sets of main hmding gear fairings
and doors, ailerons, aft cargo doors, wing tips and
leading edges and slats. Work on these subcontracts
will extend through 1970.
During the year, the Federal Republic of Germany
became a full partner with Canada and the United
Kingdom in the development of the CL-89 shortrange reconnaissance drone system. Known officially
as the AN/USD-501, the drone completed a series
of test flights at the Yuma, Arizona, proving ground
of the U.S. Army. Personnel from the armies of Canada, United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of
Germany began service engineering flight trials during the year, and planned to follow up with flights
under tactical conditions.
The CL-89 is a rocket take-off, jet-powered surveillance vehicle that flies near Mach 1. The 8-foot,
200-pound, missile-shaped drone has twin 70 millimeter camera<; mounted in its belly. On completion
of a preset flight into enemy territory, the CL-89 returns to a preselected location and lands by parachute.
The drone also has the capability for automatically
processing its own film in flight.
On the ground in 1967, Canadair completed 41
prefabricated airport traffic control tower cabs for
the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration. The company revealed continued interest in both the cabs and
its transportable control tower, which can be used
a<; a permanent traffic control center at secondary airfields or as a temporary center at smaller airfields.
In July 1967, Canadair received a $600,000 contract from Northern Electric Company Ltd. for the
construction of a satellite ground station antenna.

Divisional activity in ground surveillance radar was
expanded in 1967 by receipt of a contract from t~e
Army for a highly reliable, lightweight microelectromc
ground surveillance radar capable of detecting and
identifying moving targets on or near the ground under all weather conditions.
A mobile, low-angle tactical radar tracker was also
being produced for the Army to provide precision
tracking of an airborne target to ground horizon.
STROMBERG-CARLSON

During 1967, the Military Systems Group of Stromberg-Carlson's Data Products Division wa'i active in
development on several avionics programs for the
U.S. Navy.
Most critical among these was the airborne antisubmarine warfare program designated A-NEW. By
late 1967, Stromberg-Carlson had completed the design and fabrication of the A-NEW VSX (MOD 4)
display console. This unit will be delivered to th_e
Navy's Avionics Development Laboratory where It
will be utilized as a development tool in the service's
continuing ASW programs.
Stromberg-Carlson also completed the design, development and fabrication of 4 AEW-C airborne early
warning avionics display consoles for use as development tools by the Navy.
During the year, Stromberg-Carlson designed the
Navy's A-NEW P-3C displays, and ~nder another c?ntract development of 2 airborne displays for the first
VSX avionics flight test (A-NEW MOD 5).
CANADAIR LIMITED

Canadair continued its emphasis on diversification
during 1967, with work progressing on production of
military and civilian aircraft, aircraft components: a
reconnaissance drone, air traffic control and satellite
ground station equipment and military vehicles.
The Netherlands announced it will order 105 CF-5
fighter aircraft from Canadair for the Royal Netherlands Air Force. Production of 115 CF-5s for the
Canadian Defense Forces was well under way.
The Canadian Government said that it will purchase 3 CL-84 tilt-wing V/STOL aircraft for delivery
in 1968 and 1969. By mid-October the CL-84 prototype aircraft had made a total of 305 flights and had
been flown by pilots of the Canadian Defense Forces,
the Royal Air Force, the U.S. Navy, Army, USAF,
Marine Corps and NASA. It had successfully demonstrated vertical and short take-offs and landings, hover,
transitions to and from conventional flight and cruising speeds of approximately 300 miles per hour. Simulated land and water rescues also were conducted by
the aircraft.
In September, a U.S. tri-service team concluded a
4-month evaluation of the CL-84. The team was preparing an evaluation report, specifically regarding the
90
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Durin!.! the \·ear. Canadair brought in advanced
production l'll!,!ineering work from the l'.S. :\rmv on
the X\1-.'Ji J C:L-H I Dynatr,te 1• <Ul all-purpose: allterrain articulated tracked vehicle: suh:L\sembh· work
for ellTt ron ic con 111111nicat ions svstems. with ·manufacture of components and modules to follow: and
fabrication work 011 hall valves for C.S. :\'avv subrnarines. The company's research and de,·eloi)l]lent
lacilit~· ,,.,L._ engaged in su<:h projects <L<; escape systerus tor tli!,!hl vehicles. operations research survivability and ,·ulnerahilit~· studies <mel medical research
on a venous blood pressure recording system.

strated continued strength in this area during 1967
while showing increased evidence of its determination to become a major supplier in the international
commercial aircraft engine market.
One of the company's largest divisions. FPD employed a total of 28,000 at 2 major plant locations
(Cincinnati. Ohio and Lynn, Massachusetts) and at
satellite phmts at Hooksett. New Hampshire; Rutland
<md Ludlow. Vermont; A.lbuquerque, New Mexico:
and Everett, Massachusetts.
In a move designed to strengthen its commercial
aviation business. the division consolidated all of its
commercial powerplant programs in September and
formed a single commercial engine org;mization which
reports directly to Gerhard Neumann, vice president
and division general manager.
Concurrent with the organizational change, the division tmveiled plans for a new commercial, subsonic
engine, the CF6/34, for "airbus" type aircraft. The
35,000 pound thrust class turbofan is a new generation. high bypass engine designed for low noise, long
parts life and a high degree of maintainability. It
will be ready for commercial airline service in 1972.
A large measure of the division's commercial jet
engine activity during the year focused on the development and testing programs of the more than
60,000 pormd thrust GE4 turbojet, a program which
gained momentum following the December 31, 1966,
mmotmcement that the engine had been selected in
the U.S. supersonic transport powerplant design competition.
The division's testing program on Phase III engine
hardware begm1 in December. The first group of Phase
III GE4 engines was released for manufacture in
April. Phase III includes the manufacture of 16 flight
test engines, the first of which was progranuned for
December 1969 with subsequent shipments of 2 GE4
engines each month through July 1970.
Testing and component development work on the
GE4 in 1967 included full-scale combustor testina
b'
augmentor testing at GE's remote test sight at Peebles,
Ohio, and engine control system and component
testing.
A total of 1300 thrust reverser cycles were nm, as
well as a number of sotmd suppression tests. The division also installed the Phase III GE4 full-scale compressor in its compressor test tank at its Lynn facility.
As part of its SST program investment, the division
began construction of a $12,000,000 advanced Altitude Test Facility in Cincinnati. Expected to be ready
for service by mid-1968, it will simulate atmospheric
conditions at extremely high altitudes. It will be capable of testing virtually every jet engine in GE's production and development inventory, including the
GE4 and TF39.
The Altitude Test Facility is part of the division's
3-year $100,000,000 improvement and plant modernization program.
Other SST-related activities in 1967 included: (1)
an intensive engineering coordination program with

GE:\EH:\.L ELECTRIC CO:\tP:\.I\Y
Editor's :\nte: :\s the 1H6S :\EROSP:\CE YE:\R BOOK
was closin!_!, General Electric announced the format~on of :2 new groups in the aerospace industry. effectr ve January 1. 1H6H. to replace the :\erospace & Defense Group: the Aircraft Engine Group formed from
the Flight Propulsion Division: and the A.erospace
Group formed from the \lissile & Space Division.
Defense Electronics Division and Defense Programs
Division.
.\EHOSP:\CE

~

DEFE:\SE GHOl:P

General Electric's :\erospace ;md Defense Group
consists of -l divisions which employ a total of more
than 55,()00. Annual aerospace and defense sales account for about 18 percent of the company's worldwide sales.
Based ou Department of Defense awards for the
previous fiscal vear, General Electric entered 1967
as the nation's ~econd largest defense contractor <mel
the fifth largest NASA pdme contractor.
Of the Group's 4 divisions. 3 are operating divisions.
They are: the Flight Propulsion Division which has
major plant locations in Ohio and Massachusetts, plus
satellite plants in Vermont, l\"ew 1-Lunpshire and New
Mexico; the Defense Electronics Division which has 6
product departments and one laboratory operation
located in 6 New York State and New England cities;
and the Missile and Space Division which has principal research and development facilities at Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania, and other installations at Philadelphia, Daytona Beach, Florida, Huntsville, Alabama,
Houston, Texas and Bay St. l ...ouis. Mississippi.
The Group's fourth division, the Defense Programs
Division, is headquartered in \Vashington, D.C., and
serves primarily as the sales arm for the 3 operating
divisions.
The following is a breakdown of the major events
during 1967 within each of the 3 operating divisions.
Flight Propulsion Division
A longtime leader in military jet engine technology,
General Electric's Flight Propulsion Division demon91
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fro nt fan , prov iding si rnif1cant w irrht re d u ·ti o n <:tn l
g rea te r stre n a th in thi s v ita l s c:t ion f th · ng in .
Produc ti o n co ntinu ed o n th e d ivis i n ' mall m il ita ry turboj t, th e J85, as . o rthrop T-3< tr ai n rs fo r
the T ac ti cal Air Co mm an d an d F -5 F r edom F ig ht r.
fo r th e U.S. , a nada a nd vari ous M ilita ry \ s i tan·
Progra m na ti o ns w e re shipp ed to m an ne w a r as f
th e w o rld.
At C inc inn a ti , a n ad vanced ve rsio n o f th }79 htrb oje t (th e J79 -19) w as deve lo p e d fo r th Ita li an . ir
F o rce's L oc kh eed F-l04S Starfig hte r . It d e li ve rs 17 900
p o unds o f thrust, resulting in hi g he r sp eeds a nd im proved take -o ff a nd accele ra ti o n pow e r. The g ro w th
m o d e l a lso provides lo w e r fu e l co nsu mpti o n un de r
m ost Hi g ht co nditi o ns, includ ing a n 11 p e rcent redu ction in c rui se sp ecific fu e l co nsum p ti o n.
The divi sio n d e m o nstrate d prog ress o n m an y V I
STOL pro pulsio n fronts durin g th e yea r, incluclin a
tuTbosh a fts, turboprops, lift! c mise fa ns, direc t thrust
a nd d e fl ec te d thrust e ng ines. F o r exa mpl e, d eve lo pm e nt continue d o n th e ve rsa til e a nd hi (.rhly e ffi c ie nt
d e fl ec ted thrust e ng ine for th e U. S./Fed e r a] Re publi c
of G e rm a ny a dvance d V/STOL fi g hte r co mp e titi o n.
At th e P aris A ir Show in May, th e divi sio n w 1ve ile d 2 n e w m e mbe rs of its GE l co re-e ng ine-c once pt
family-th e GEl/10, a 40,000 pound thrust cl ass turbofan with afte rbuTne r a ug m e nta tion pro posed for
the U.S./Fe d e ral Re public of G e rm a ny Adv anced
V/STOL fi ghte r, and, th e GEl!Jl Al , a 7 ,000 p ound
thrust supersonic turboje t with aft e rbmner proposed
for new supe rsonic fi ghter a nd inte rce pte r a irc raft.
Both jets use a core engine based on the GEl
turbojet, a highly flexible engine which can be transformed into a turbojet, turbofan, tuTboshaft or tmboprop engine for a broad range of propulsion requirements by the addition of components.
The T58 turboshaft engine, powerplant for 11 U.S .
military helicopters and 3 commercial versions, passed
the 2,000,000 flight hour mark in 1967. In addition

Boeing to refine the many inte rfaces between airc raft
and powerplant, (2) establishm ent o f a lo ng -ra nge c ommumcations prog ram and working re la tionship program with U.S. and other airlines having delivery positions for the Boeing 2707 and (3 ) a program of
comprehensive indoctrination for airline personnel on
support needs for the SST engine.
On another commercial front , th e division counted
more than 350 GE-powered business je t airc raft fly ing
in 1967. The total constitutes more th an 50 p e rcent
of the worldwide tmbojetlturbofan busin ess je t aircraft fleet. The GE business jet engine family includes
the CJ610 turbojet series (Jet Comm ande r, L ear Je t ,
and HFB Hansa 320) a nd the CF700 turbofan seri es
(Fan Jet Falcon).
By year-end, more than 500,000 eng ine fli ght hours
had been logged by the GE business je ts since first
entering service in 1964, with more than half of th e
flight hom total being flown in 1967. Time b etween
overhauls jumped to 1,400 homs in 1967, nearly double the previous TBO of 800 hours.
The year saw 2 growth models added to the company's CJ610/CF700 family. The CJ610-8/-9 and
CF700-2D offer 3 to 4 percent improveme nt in climb
and cruise thrusts over preceding models, plus 2 to 4
p.ercent improvement in cruise specific fuel consumptions.
Delivery of CT58 commercial helicopter engines
c?ntinued in 1967 to Sikorsky for its S-61 and S-62
a1rcraft and to Boeing /Vertol for its V-107. In March,
the FAA certified GE's CT64-820 commercial turboprop engine, latest in the division's comme rcially certifi~d T64 turboprop/turboshaft engine group . GE engmes power all scheduled U.S. commercial helicopter
aircraft.
GE commercial airline engines, the CJ805 series,
added to the more than 5,000,000 flight homs logged
by them through 1966. The series was in service with
more than a dozen international and domestic airlines
operating Convair 880 and 990 airliners.
Headlining the division's military activities dming
1~67 was ~e TF39 program. Designed for the U.S.
Au. ~orce s Lockheed-built C-5A "Galaxy" heavy
log1st1cs transport, destined to be the world's largest
aircraft, th~ 41,000 pound thrust class TF39 prototype made 1ts first test flight aboard a USAF B-52 at
Edwards Air Force Base
The first TF39 ground. test engine was dei ivered to
Lockheed in October. It also underwent climatic tests
at Eglin Air Force Base and high altitude testing at
Arnold Engineering Development Center, Tullahoma,
Tennessee.
During 1967, a large crosswind test facility for the
TF39 and other engines was completed and put into
operation by the division. Located at Peebles, Ohio,
the new facility is the largest of its kind, creating
hurricane-like winds of up to 120 knots.
Details of a new TF39 fan were disclosed. Called
a " £lade " and machined from a titanium forging, it
is b eing used in the second stage of the engine's

GE opened a new crosswind facility at Peebles, Ohio, which
can genemte hurricane-like winds up to 120 knots for engine testing.
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to :\"avy. :\ir Foree, ~brine Corps and Coast Guard
applications, the T58 W<L'i powering helicopters used
hy 6 c.·ommcrcial airline operators.
In ~lay. T5R turhosha.fts powered the first flight
of the X-22:\ Tri-Servi<.-e V/STOL research aircraft
built hy Textron's Bell :\crosystems Company.
The di\·ision's TfH-12 turboshaft. for the V.S. Marine/Sikorsky CH-5.'3 heavy assault helicopter. successfull~· completed its preliminary flight rating test in
June with its model qualification tests scheduled for
c01nplction in December.
In :\Ia\·. the division's first YTo..t-16 turboshafts were
shipped .to the l'.S. :\rnw for the Lockheed AH-56A
helicopter program. Th~y powered the Cheyenne's
first Hight in October.
GE jet engines modified for hmd and sea uses included Ll\ll 00 gao; turbines (T58 engines) used as
powerplants for hvdrofoils, air cushion vehicles and
off-highway vehid~s.
Operating as the powerplant for a 100-ton orehauling vehicle in a :\"ew :Mexico copper mine, the
division's Ll\1100 successfully completed nearly 3,000
hours of rugged testing in Fehmary. GE engineers
reported the engine met all expectations. The proto demonstrate ;.mel evaluate the
g ram was desi<med
/""I
turbine's ability to reduce overall hauling costs in
off-highway ve"hicles. In addition to the LMlOO engine, the ore-hauler's propulsion system included a
reduction gear :mel an electrical motorized wheel
system developed by GE.
The LM1500 gm; turbine (a derivative of the }79
engine) powers marine craft, such as the high-speed
Asheville-class patrol boats (PGM). and is used to drive
military aircraft catapult systems ;.mel electrical power
generation systems.
Research and development progress during 1967
included a new high-strenoth
diffusion bonding proc
cess and a new fluidic jet engine control system.
The diffusion bonding process for making hollow
bonded titanium compressor blades of considerably
lower weight thm current production blades was unveiled by the division's Materials Development Laboratory. GE tests revealed that diffusion bonded joints
of titauium are as strong or stronger than the parent
metal. To be used in the GE4 SST engine, the blades
offer savings of up to 50 percent in blade weight,
plus weight reductions in the compressor discs which
hold the blades.
The practicality of the division's new fluidic engine
control system was demonstrated on the }79-15 engine
where fluidic controls were used in the engine's start
circuit, the acceleration and deceleration circuit, and
the speed and overspeed governors.
A milestone of the division's year was October 2,
the 25th anniversary of the clay in 1942 when 2 revolutionary GE I-A turbojets powered the Bell XP-59
across a California sky on the first U.S. jet aircraft
flight. The technology leading to the development of
these powerplants was pioneered by Dr. Sanford Moss,

a GE scientist, who in 1903 operated the first gas
driven turbine wheel in the U.S.
Defense Electronics Division

During 1967 General Electric's Defense Electronics
Division reflected continued leadership as a supplier
of electronic systems and components to the defense
and aerospace market, while strengthening its position as a major research and development organization.
Some of the major programs during the year included guidance and fire control systems for the Polaris and Poseidon fleet ballistic missiles, F-4 and F-111
flight controls, the swiveling gunner's station for the
:\.H-56:\. Cheyenne attack helicopter, advanced radar
and sonar detection equipment, Guidance and Control Group for the Chaparral grOtmd-to-air missile.
rapid fire weapons and a variety of advanced computers.
'Vith headquarters in Utica, New York, the division
employs approximately 21,000 and includes the Heavy
Military Electronics Department, and the Special Information Products Department in Syracuse, New
York; the Aerospace Electronics Department in Utica;
Armament Department in Burlington, Vermont; the
Ordnance Department in Pittsfield, Massachusetts;
and the Avionic Controls Department in Binghamton,
New York.
In addition there is a satellite facility in Springfield,
Massachusetts, which is aligned with the Arman1ent
Department and a laboratory operation, the Electronics Laboratory, in Syracuse.
The appointment of Charles W. George as division
general manager in January prefaced a number of
major organizational changes aimed at improving the
division's total military electronics and weapons control competence.
In November, an Advanced Systems and Requirements Operation was established by the division to
strengthen its ability to contribute to total system defense contracts. Headquartered in Syracuse, the new
operation has international responsibility for the marketing of GE defense electronic systems and equipment, plus the management of the division's expanding engineering effort associated with designing and
planning advanced defense electronics systems.
Earlier in the year, a new department (the Armament Department) was added and the Avionic Controls Operation became the Avionic Controls Department. The Arman1ent Department was formerly the
Missile and Space Division's Missile and Arman1ent
Department.
The year also saw the division's Light Military
Electronics Department renamed the Aerospace Electronics Department.
A milestone in microminiaturization was achieved
by the division when it delivered the first Microelectronic Indicator for Radar Ground Equipment
(MIRAGE) to the U.S. Air Force.

~
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\Vork continued on a persowtt•l detl'dor ,,·hich dt·tects concealed humans In· eledroJJicalh- st•JJsin!!; their
effluents. De,·elopment <;f elednlllic 1;ropulsion s~·s
tems for underwater ordnance n·hicles also continued.
To meet the demands of tht· \'idnalll <:OJdlict. production ww; stepped up 011 the 20 JllillinJeter \'ulca11
cannon ami 7Ji2 .\linigtul, llll'lllhers of the di,·isioll·s
family
ra))id-fire aircraft and
. of hiah-)JerfonnaJJ('l'.
. ...
ground vehicle armament s_vstems. These Catling ~un
type weapons utilize a cluster of rotating barrels to
deliver <L-; nwm· <L-; (i,OOO shots per minute.
Production ~ontracts were received for armament
systems for Ling-Temco- Vou~ht 's new :\-7 series of
liahtweiaht
aircraft. \\'ork on adapting weapons
,....,
,..., ficrhter
,....,
to caseless ammunition was begun as the result of
study contracts.
Other weapon research and development activities
included new rapid fire gtul couccpts, singlc-harrcl
vehicular cannons, machine guns, llexihle helicopll'r
turrets, and antiaircraft vehicular systems and fuses.
A munher of I 967 developments at the Aerospace
Electronics Department highlighted the division's
activity in the area of lightweight electronic systems
and equipment which GE develops and manufactures
for a wide variety of mission requirements covering
detection, guidance and data processing.
Additional production orders for its F-I J 1 attack
radar were received, in addition to new attack radar
orders for the FB-111 fighter bomber version. The
revolutionary variable-sweep-wing aircraf~ was being
readied for an active role in Southeast Asw.
Designated the AN I APQ- I 1.3, the attack radar is
the latest in a long line of radars developed and manufactured by the division. It enables the crew of the
2-man aircraft to fire at targets they cannot actually
see. The system also updates the information utilized
in the aircraft's navigation subsystem.
Microelectronics and solid-state circuitry were used
extensively in the new radar which wa:' built to conform to stringent size and weight reqmrements.
Production began on the Guidance a~1d Co~1h:ol
Group for the Army's new Chaparral ~mded mis~Ile
which will defend forward areas agamst attackmg
enemy aircraft. The division's sophisticate? ~eat-seek
ing sensor automatically guides the ~Issile~ after
launch to the point of interception. T~Is eqmpment
contains some of the most advanced mfrared techniques available for production today.
Significant electronic warfare hardware of the barrage and deception type continued to flo~ from. t.he
division to the Air Force in 1967. Other high activity
programs were satellite command systems, E~2A airborne early warning radar, and data processmg systems for antisubmarine warfare.
In conjunction with GE's work on milit~r.Y. applic_ations of low light level television, the divlSlo? bmlt
2 1,000-line resolution TV cameras for NASA s Marshall Space Flight Center. NASA will evaluate them for
possible use in the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM).
Designated UVR-700 Focus Projection Scanning vidi-

Designated the ANIUPA-.'56, MII~AGE represents
a reduction of nearly 90 percent in power requirements, space and weight over current operational
radar indicators. On a per unit basis, it is estimated
that MIRAGE will operate 16 times longer between
repairs and result in savings of approximately $10,000
per unit per year in operation and maintenance costs
alone.
Sonar development maintained a steady pace. rvtajor
contracts were received for research and development
of advanced submarine detection sonar and for development, fabrication and test of 2 advanced development models of a receiver system for a pw;sive sonar
array.
Production continued on the ANISQQ-14 mine detecting and ela<>sifying sonar, as well as on the AN I
SQS-26, the U.S. Navy's most advanced surface ship
sonar.
The division's ANIMPQ-4A mobile mortar locating
radar and AN ITPQ-10 radar course directing central
were operating in Vietnam during the year.
The AN ITPQ-10 is used for all-weather guidance
and control of aircraft on close air support missions;
the. ~NIMPQ4A, for pinpointing enemy mortar
positions.
~~~duction continued on the mobile high power acqmsition radar (HIPAR) for the Nike-Hercules System.
Another major activity was over-the-horizon radar,
as the division continued its studies of high-frequency
radio propagation.
A contract was received for operation and main~en~ce of _satellite tracking radars developed in conJunction With the Air Force for such SP ACETRACK
sites as Shemya, Alaska.
_A major contributor to the Navy's Polaris and Poseid~n Fleet ~allistic Missile programs, the division
contmued
s_ work on the design and development
pha:'es of mertial guidance, fire control and support
eqmpment for Poseidon.
~e first production award (Phase IliA) on the
Poseidon program was received by the division which
als 0 sh'Ipped t h e first major piece of Poseidon' hardwa~e-the Mark 492 Automatic Guidance Test Set
whiCh tests and calibrates all Mark .3 Poseidon guidance systems.
Other _ordnance programs included (1) solid-state
power drives for the single gun aboard the Navy's new
PGM
patrol gunboats • (2 ) a d ap t a t'IOn o f th e
M k ~Class
.
ar ·:J 6 g~ fire contr~l system for the Navy's ANI
SP A-82 helicopter landing aid program, and (3 ) attitude reference systems for the Air F
' R
Measurement Program.
orce s e-entry

?E

Also under development during the yea
. h
line stabilizer for the Swiveling Gunne/ wSats t~ sig ts a IOn on
th Ar '
AH 56 A
e
m~ s_ ~ew
~·
Cheyenne helicopter.
The division Optimum Ratio Stabilizati·o dr'
h' h
·
k
n
IVe
w ~c permits a tan commander to fire accuratel '
while on the move was developed and tested
y
M-60 tank at Aberdeen Proving Ground wher~n t~
system met or exceeded all design objectives.
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(·on eameras, each weighs onh· slighth· more than 5
pounds and is at least, :30 pe~cent' sn{aller tlum any
pre,·ious miniature camera with equal high-resolution
(',tpal lility.
\\"ith the t•stablishment of the Avionic Controls
Department in 1967. General Electric consolidated
its tcdmologies. capabilities ;mel facilities for the de,·elopment, desi~n. and production of commercial and
rnilitary avionic control systems. The product scope
of the new Department included flight controls. en~ine <"Ontrols. display weapon control systems. lead
computing sight systems. control moment gyros and
adaptive logic systems for spacecraft attitude control
and stabilization. solid-state rate sensors, laser systems.
distributed logic microelectronic digital computers.
and high temperature liquid metals research for flight
control svstems.
The ii{-IlOusc production programs during the year
iucluded automatic flight control s\·stems for the F-4
and F-111, weapon c01\trols system~ for the F-4, F-105
and F-111. a lead-computing sight for the Vulcan
:\ir Defense System. control moment gyros for spacecraft attitude stabilization. engine nozzle controls,
and the swiveling b'l.mner's st:;tion for the Army's
AH-5():\ Chevenne combat rotocraft.
GE's aut01~1atic fliCYht control svstem aboard the
F -111 variable-wing ~ircraft provides triple redundancy with median selection majority logic voting.
This triplex system provides a major improvement
in reliability and fail-operational conb·ol after the
first fault occurs. Microelectronic integrated circuits
(.\1.1C) are used to provide the optimum in reliability,
low cost and ease of maintenance. The experience
gained in the technology and design of the F-111 automatic flight control system is being applied to commercial supersonic aircraft.
The swivelincr CYunner's station provides the AH-56A
o o
high-speed compow1d
rigid-rotor he Iicopter WI'th a
dynamically stabilized line of sight to insure accurate
weapons delivery. It provides gunners with a 360degree zone of coverage in train, enabling them. to
continuously engage and fire upon targets dunng
fly-by without the pilot being required to veer from
course. Integrated elements of the gwmer's station
include: a periscope sight, direct sight, laser rangefinder, missile guidance sensors, controls, displays,
and provisions for night vision operation.
The 1967 R&D avionic contracts included a multiweapon fire control system for the next generation
of armed helicopters, digital computers for commercial and military flight control applications, and automatic flight control system study for the Army's
Advanced helicopters, XV-4B VTOL automatic flight
control systems study, liquid metals research study,
terrain following displays, solid-state rate sensor
and self-optimizing adaptive control systems for spacecraft attitude control and stabilization.
The microelectronic digital computer rmderwent
operational testing with a SST aircraft simulated on
an analogue computer. The solid-state rate sensor

w1derwent flight, operational and evaluation testing
at Boeing on a B-707 for application on the commercial supersonic transport.
The XV-4B VTOL automatic flight control study
produced a triple redundant fly-by-wire system design
with instantaneous switching to a mechanical bad,-up
system. This design also may be applicable to other
VTOL-type aircraft.
The multiweapon fire control system
proQ"Tam
en•
0
compassed design and development of analogue and
microelectronic digital computers, manufacture of
engineering prototypes and their installation on the
UH-1B helicopters.
The Electronics Laboratory in 1967 continued its
work in applied research, advanced development and
support activities in electronics and related fields for
the division, as well as for the General Electric Company at large and its customers.
Investigation during the year at the laboratorv included development of advanced, high-speed cir~uits
and memories, control and instnunentation, data recording, and display and signal detection.
Other areas included optoelectronic and microwave
devic~s, solid-state materials, guidance techniques,
che1~ucal and biological detection, information processmg and optical engineering.
The laboratory continued to advance the state-ofthe-art in. computer displays. These displays accept
speed, attitude and altitude information from vehicle
simulators and convert them into a video display of
a scene as it would appear through the windshield
of an aircr_aft or spacecraft. The video display is updated 30 tunes a second so a smooth and continuous
picture is displayed.
In late 1967 the laboratory delivered its second
computer display to NASA's Manned Spaceflight
Center in Houston, Texas. The first was delivered in
1966 for use in pilot information study. NASA will
use both displays for engineering evaluation of proposed spacecraft control systems and, to some degree,
for astronaut training.
The laboratory also was concerned with techniques
for detecting chemical and biological agents. As a
follow-up to work in 1966 which resulted in the development of a method that permits bacteria to be
detected and ide~ti~ed by their metabolic products
by means of a hqmd-gas chromatographic process,
research continued in 1967 in applying the new techniques to detection and identification of viruses and
to the problems of identifying bacteria in mixed cultures.
Adaptive processing techniques developed by the
laboratory continued to be applied to detection of
malfunctions in jet engines and other mechanical devices. Similar adaptive techniques were being applied
to classification of radar and sonar signals to permit
accurate and automatic target identification.
Work continued on the laboratory's long-range progran1 to develop automatic techniques for design of
advanced computers and other electronic equipment
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too complex to be accomplished by mmmal design
techniques.
Progress also was registered in the laboratory's continuing investigations in the area of microelectronics,
resulting in the development of a broad spectrum of
devices and applications ranging from advanced highspeed computer circuits to new solid-state microwave
sources.
The division's radio guidance systems were used
in previous U.S. space programs inc:luding Gemini,
Ranger, Mariner and Mercury. Follow-on work in
this area during 1967 resulted in programs aimed at
the development of more precise radio tracking techniques. Range safety and instrumentation systems
were supplied for classified Air Force programs, the
Nike and ABRES test launches, and NASA's Orbiting Geophysical Observatory and Applications Technology Satellite.
A new ruggedized computer for mobile and fixed
installations, the GE 60.5, was unveiled hy the division. A member of the Compatibles/600 family, the
605 is compatible with the commercial GE 600 series.
It is well suited for command and control, message
switching and other high-performance, real-time data
processing. The GE 60S's dual-level processor also
permits time-sharing with background batch processing. Development continued on the GE64.5, a largescale, time-sharing computer system.
Work also progressed on the development of survivable radio guidance systems, very low frequency
land and shipboard communication systems, S-hand
telemetry transmitters and radiation effects studies.

NASA; with a small percentage coming from the
Atomic Energy Commission and other organizations.
In the field of reentrv vehicles, GE h<L'i built or is
building reentry vehic:les for all :\ir Force balli-;tic
missile weapon systems- Thor, Atlas, Titan and .\linuteman. The division was also building target reentry vehic:lcs used in the :\ike X anti-ICB.\1 program
and a number of advanced reentry vehicle projects.
The division has pioneered the development of
satellite control and stabilization systems. The active
control system developed for the complex :\'i111hus
weather satellite is one of the most successful ever
operated in orbit. \Vhile N :\S:\ and DOD have ordered 22 passive control systems, 15 have been fror 11
MSD. These simple gravity-stabilized control systems
have proved highly reliable, long-lived, and ideal for
satellites not requiring extremely accurate pointing.
A power plant for operation on the moon's surface
was being developed under contract from th~ AEC.
This system, a nuclear powerplant called SN :\P-27,
eonsists primarily of a radioisotope, thennoeleetric
generator with a plutonium heat source. It will provide 64 watts of electrical energy to power the experiments left behind on the moon by the Apollo
astronauts when they return to earth. The system \\·ill
operate continuously, throughout the lunar clay and
night for years without maintenance.
In the area of scientific satellites, the division is a
major contractor for the Biosatellite, which permits
basic biological investigation of space; the Geodetic
Satellite, which helps scientists learn more about the
earth's characteristics, and Orbiting Astronomical
Observatory, which will give astronomers their first
look at the stars unhindered by pollution of the Earth's
atmosphere.
In the field of application satellites, the Missil~ and
Space Division is the prime contracto~ for th~ highly
successful Nimbus. The division also IS a maJOr participant in NASA's Application Technology Satellite
program.
,
As a major contractor in the Apollo program, MSD s
work is primarily in the areas of ground support and
test, including system reliability assessment and system integration assignments for NASA on the Apollo
program.
At: NASA's Mississippi Test Facility, the booster
stages for the Apollo Saturn V launch vehicle were
being tested in 1967. GE/MSD provided technical
and test support, facilities management, equipment
design, and laboratory design and operation.
The division's Mississippi Test Support Department,
a company operation since 1963, reached full stature
and maturity during 1967 with the routine testing of
giant rocket stages becoming a reality. Formed in
1963 when NASA determined that private industry
support would be acquired for the operation of the
Mississippi Test Facility (MTF), the department attained full operational status in January 1967 by sending the first flight version of the Saturn V launch vehicle's second stage to the launch pad at Cape Kennedy.

Missile and Space Division
Research and development remained a major trade~ark of the Missile and Space Division which marked
Its lOth anniversary in 1967.
During this first decade, the division's employment
rose f~om 3,500 to 19,000, approximately 30 percent
of :-:h_ICh are engineers and scientists. The division's
facilities were expected to top the 5,000,000 square
f~et ~ark with the completion of additional construction m Valley Forge.
Although Valley Forge is division headquarters
development
and test
· · are conducted at all'
· ac t"IVIhes
.
pnmary U.S. missile and space operation
.
centers and
at some overseas locations.
.The hValley Forge Space Te c h no 1ogy C enter contams. t e largest
concentration o f space simu
.
I atwn
.
.
eqmpment m the world. Simul t
.
· 1· d
a ors are m use for
specia Ize development work in ·I di
f
vacuum chamber With "d '
c u ng a 54- oot
.
·
WI e acceptance of the reqmrement
for pre-launch testing
·
on th e ground to
.
h
ac 1eve long life reliability in space th ·h b ,
.l.
·
. b
, e c am er s
u t 1 Izahon IS ecoming more critical.
·
Although most of the division's business ori rinated
from the U.S. Air Force in 19.57 • in 1967
thg
·
ere was
nearly an equal split with both the AI"r F orce an d.
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stage stands were capable of accepting and testing
and certifying each for fughtworth.iness.
W ith a growing number of successful rocket firings
under its belt, MTSD reduced personnel by some 300.
This newest realignment brought the department
strength to roughly 1,250 operational personnel by
year-end. ~; hen compared with department totals
as high as 1,800 people in mid-1965, the 1967 cutback reflected the fully activated and operational
status of the company operation at MTF.
Meanwhile, test firings continued on a somewhat
routine basis. By August, the fifth Hight version of the
first stage booster of the Apollo/Saturn V space vehicle was successfully static fired. By year-end, full
duration, full thrust captive firings of rocket stages
were b eing conducted regularly.
The ye ar also saw the contract between NASA and
the General Electric Company for operation, maintenance and support services at MTF exi:ended for an
additional 15 months, through September 1969.
The division's Re-entry Systems Department, headquartered in Philadelphia, employs about 6,000 people, of which nearly 2,500 are engineers, scientists or
technicians.
The department in 1967 continued to maintain
GE's responsibilities for the research, development,
and production of vehicles and systems that survive
re-entry into the earth's atmosphere or entry into the
atmosphere of other planets to perform specialized
space missions; support equipment and services for
such re-entry systems and the development and applicatio~ of advanced technologies necessary to produce such systems.
These product categories include such strategic
re-entry systems as the Mark 12 for Minuteman III
and the Mark 6 for Titan II; re-entry research and
te.s t vehicles such as the Re-entry Vehicle Test and
Observables Program, the Re-entry F Program, and
the family of Nike target vehicles; scientific recoverable satellites such as the Biosatellite; arid lifting entry
and planetary entry system progran1s. The department
also continued studies of non-defense applications of
aerospace technology in areas such as· oceanics, water
management, and operations research of educational
and medical requirements.
·
The Re-entry Systems Department is headquartered
at the Re-entry Systems Center adjacent to the University of Pennsylvania campus. It has other facilities
located in Philadelphia as . well as at Valley Forge.
Total floor ·space of all the department's facilities
grew to over 1,500,000 square feet, and included ·
unique manufacturing areas, testing equipment, research laboratories, and data processing facilities.
Special · chambers and test- devices are capable of
subjecting re-entr-y vehicles to virtually · every condition found in space and on earth.
As General Electric's center for basic research and
exploratory development in space-related sciences
and technologies, the Spac'e Sciences Laboratory con-

·to ne was a cuLuination of tasks .fi r t asan xteo ion of it Apoln ral E lectr·i c
lo ·up[ ort ·ontr·act. Tbe com pan_ moved wiftl in
19 . to for·m th d pa.rtm nt ' hi ·h .is headquartered
at Ba ' t. Lo ui . A fa ijjt ' of NA \.
1arsh all Space
F liuht
nte r in Hun t ill , MTF is located on a
13 000 -a r pine fore ~t an d marshland in out.b western
M i ·i ippi.
n er al
tr·i
prim e ontractor to NASA at
MTF, h a m i ·i n to pro ide acti ation and op er ati nal support iJ 2 ' ita\ areas: plant md te t pport
o p ra tions and t chni cal s t m upport. TI1 di ision i prin ipalJ respo nsibl for
r i
uch as
h·ansportation, food rnedica.l ,
ttrity fir and plant
prot cti on, mail custodial services insect and veaetati on control as w ll as t t upport functions ·uch as
data a q u.isiti on , h andlin a and tor a . It al o handles
pro p ll ants and high p r sure aas , and b.iah pressm e v. ater fac ilities a.mona its techn.i al int rfaces
wit\1 state con tTac tors on sit .
M ajor 196"" h.iuhliahts, in a ldition t o op ni na the
year v.ith the shipm ent of th .first A.ight ro ket sta<7 e,
included G eneral Electr·i c support t o
A A in a
.S. Corps of EnF amily Appreciation D ay fo r th
g ineers in Janu ary and th e arrival in Februar of the
second Hight stage of the Apollo/Saturn V (S-ll-12)
to be tested at th e fac ility .
In March , the dep artment assisted i11 th e debut of
th e h uae new S- I C test stand wh en a crrotmd test
version of tl1e fi rst st age of tl1e Satuxn
w1derwent
a successful captive firing. This m:uk ed the full_ operational status of MTF, since both first and second

Saturn V ji1·st stage is lifted into test stand at the Mississippi
Test Facility. GE provides NASA with operational support
at the f ac-ility.
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tinued work in environmental phenomena and interactions; plasma physics; high-temperature, high-performance materials and stmctures; and shock wave
and superpressure phenomena.
Environmental phenomena and interactions are
i?ve_s~igated experimentally and theoretically. Two
sigmficant advances made earlier by the staff in the
physics of fluid<> were the first solution of the complete tii_ne-dependent equations for macroscopi<.: Huicl
mechanics, namely the Navier-Stokes equations, and
the first solution of the fundamental equation for
microscopic fluid physics, the non-linear Boltzmann
equation. Further applications were made of the new
electron beam technique for flow visualization and
diagnostics.

Tlw Spacecraft Departmerrt continued its work on
unmanned satellites with several Sll(Tessful lwrformances of its systems or suhsysterns in space.
Nimbus II, the mt'leorolo~ical obscrvatorv satellite.
was launched in I ~J(ifi. attainin~ its design. ~oal of (i
months of successful opcratior1 irr orbit. :\ftcr more
than I H months in orbit, the spacecraft cor1tinued to
perform well. :\imlms B, scheduled for launch ir1 early
H)(-)8, passed through the design. manufactming. arrd
assembly stages at the Space TechnoloL,'Y Center dming HJ(i7.
The flight of the first Orbiting :\strorlo!llical Observatory (OAO), launched in April HJ(i(i, ww; ll'nninated after 2 days because of a power failure; ho\\'ever, the GE-supplied stabilization and control system
successfully achieved the required pointing accuracy
under star-tracker control. The third 0:\0 flight stabilization and control system delivered to the 0:\0
prime contractor met the increased pointing accuracy
requirements of the Princeton experiment. 1I I 0 second of arc.
The Air Force's Gravity Gradient Test Satellite
(GGTS), designed and fabricated at the Spacecraft
Department and launched in HJ(i(i into a near-synchronous orbit as part of a multiple payload on board
a Titan 111-C launch vehicle, proved the feasibility
of gravity gradient stabilization at synchronous and
near-synchronous altitudes. Its pointing accuracy,
however, wa.c; off 1.5 degrees in a cross plane, apparently due to mab1Jletic particle vis?ous dampers
failure to lock. In 1967, GE was developmg a new version of the magnetically anchored rate damper that is
not subject to this failure mode.
The Spacecraft Department continued its devel~~
ment of gravity gradient attitude con~rol and_ sta~nh
zation systems for several of NASA s Apphcatwns
Technology Satellites.
During 1967, the Apollo Systems J?epartme~1t, headquartered in Daytona Beach, Flon~a, c?ntmued to
support NASA on project Apollo chwfly m the areas
of engineering services and checkout.
The department's major effort shifted to N~S~'s
Kennedy Space Center where ASD w~ pr?vidmg
support to the Director of Design Engmeermg for
electrical/ electronic design management .. The department is responsible for conducting design revwws,
providing design changes for compatibility between
equ~pments and acting as the electrical launch support
eqmpment design manager for KSC.
As a direct result of experience in such programs
as A~tomatic Checkout Equipment, Electrical Supp?rt
Eqmpment and Electrical Launch Support EqmpI~ent, ASD developed major data management serVI~es and engineering services for the United States
Au Force Computer Integrated Test Equipment
(CITE), Airborne Integrated Data Systems (AIDS),
and related work for the Apollo Applications Program, Voyager, Minuteman III, and the Atlantic

E~tensive theoretical and experimental research
contmued on re-entry observables, with data on vehicle radiation signatures obtained through instm~ented_ re-entry vehicle flights and through observations With ground-based and aircraft-borne instrument
systems at the White Sands Missile Range and the
Eastern and Western Test Ranges.
Elect:ic propulsion, ma6Tfletohydrodynamic power
?enerati_on, plasma diagnostics, and plasma-microwave
mterac~wns were the subject of experimental and
theoretical research. Nonequilibrium MHD devices
were being developed for operation at temperatures
compatibl~ wit~ gas-cooled nuclear energy sources.
A late ~967 achievement was the first demonstration
of contmuous electric power output, at a steadv level
of several watts, from a nonequilibrium MHD generator.

In space and ~lanetary physics, studies proceeded
on the space envuonment, the measurement of highen~rgy space radiations, molecule and surface interactiOns, and the polarization and reflection of light
from earth and planetary surfaces and atmospheres.
In_ ad~anced materials and structures for aerospace
app~ICatw~s, emphasis was placed on the development
of _fiber-re~fo_rced metal and plastic composite matenals, ra~atlon-resistant polymers, dry film lubricants for high vacuum, electronic materials, and structural ceramics.
. M~chanics inve~tigations continued on hypervelocity Impact;_ th_e fa_Ilure modes of composites; the control and_ optnmzatwn of directional, specific, and bulk
properties of composites; and the effect of parametric
variations on their performance.
. Shock waves in solids and hypervelocity particle
Impact phenomena were investigated theoretically
and experimentally.
One of the high-pressure, high-temperature techniques developed uses a high-explosive blast tube that
produces pulses that closely simulate those of maximum interest in missile vulnerability studies. Small
high-explosive projectors accelerated metal, plastic,
and cer~~ic particles with masses up to 0.05 gram
to velocities of the order of 60,000 feet per second.
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Cndersea Test Evaluation Center l:\VTEC). This
\\·ork induded various company developments in pattern recognition. data compression. transmission,
storage. retrie\·al and display. and hardware packaging.
:\SD W<L" working with the :\tomic Power Equipmeut Department on the design <mel development of
a reactor-simulator to he used for training operators
of a new nuclear power plant station near Chicago.
Illinois. This s\·stem \viii electronicallv simulate the
entire operati<;n of a nuclear power i)lant and represent :\SO's first major "spin off" into a growing
non-aerospace and defense customer area.
The dep<lrtmcnt also had a contract \\·ith the \\'rightPatterson :\ir Force B<L"e ·s :\yionics Laboratorv to
study the feasibility <Uld design parameters fo~ the
development of an electro-magnetic guidance systems
evaluator. a new type of flight research simulator.

During 1967, countries in Europe <Uld A.sia were
providing an expanding market for these products m1d
services, including navigation m1d simulation equipment for aircraft, and communications, computers
and control equipment for a wide range of applications.
KEARFOTT GROUP

The acquisition of several major equipment contracts for navigation, guidm1ce <mel airborne data processing received by the Kearfott Group in the latter
part of 1966 was brought to a climax in 1967 when
during the fourth quarter of the vear 3 di\isions of
Kearfott Group received contract~ for the A-7 Corsair II progrmn. Kearfott Svstems and GPL Divisions
were awarded contracts fo~ inertial m1d Doppler systems respectively by LTV Aerospace m1d Kearfott
Products received m1 award from IBM Federal Svstems
for a solid state microelectronic m1alorr-to-diait~:tl
cono
b
verter subsystem.
In mid-1967 Kearfott Systems Division was awarded
a prime contract by Picatinny Arsenal (Army Munitions Command) for research and fabrication of a
super caliber rocket-assisted projectile, including the
responsibility for the liquid propellant, rocket engine
m1d associated directional controls. Initially the company will produce 12 complete units for test firing
and evaluation.
Prior to the A-7 award, the Kearfott Group had
acquired contracts to build Doppler/inertial systems
for the Lockheed P-3C. Kearfott Systems Division
was also producing inertial equipment for the SRAM
(Short Range Attack Missile), for the F-105 and for
certain other general aircraft applications. Application of these concepts to the AMSA Program were
also under study.
The Doppler radar developments of GPL Division
complement the low-cost inertial accomplishments of
the Kearfott Systems Division. Elements of the GPL
lightweight HELIPATH Doppler set were combined
with the HEREFLEX and VEREFLEX heading and
vertical reference subsystems to provide the Doppler
Heading Attitude Reference System for the AH-56A
(Advanced Aerial Fire Support System) advanced
helicopter. GPL Division was also producing a modified version of the HELIP ATH Doppler radar for use
in the huge C-5A transport, and a modified version
of the APN-153 Doppler radar for use in the FB-111
variable geometry fighter bomber.
All of these efforts were supported by the development and production of navigation computers, analogto-digital and digital-to-m1alog interface devices, servo
components, indicators and control! display panels
by Kearfott Products Division.
During 1967, Kem·fott Products shipped engineering models of its advanced microelectronic <malog-todigital converters to NAR Autonetics for the F-1110,
F-111K mKl FB-111 advanced avionics system. This
contract m1d that for the A-7 Corsair II A to D con-

GENERAL PRECISION SYSTK\lS I:\'C.
(fom1erly General Precision, Inc.)
General Precision Svstems Im:. continued during
1967 to establish itsel{ as a major producer of electronic, electromechanicaL optical and other precisionmade products for the military. government and industry. The company consists of the Kearfott Group
in Little Falls. I\ew Jersey: Librascope Group, Glendale, California: Link Group, Binghamton, New York;
and Tele-Signal Corporation, \Voodbury, New York.
General Precision employed at year-end more than
15,000 people in plant space of about 3,000,000 square
feet.
General Precision Systems has won worldwide recognition for compm1y ~chievements in Doppler, stellar
and inertial naviaation
and bQuidance; m1alog and
b
digital computation; simulation m1d training; weapons
control and <maloa
and digital
commtmications. Its
b
'
products rm1ge from large ground-based, con~~uterized svstems m1d simulators ;mel airborne digital
comput~rs to tiny gyroscopes and instmments us_ed
in interplm1etary space vehicles. Virtually every maJOr
aircraft, missile, space vehicle and antisubmarine warfare vessel in operation or under development uses
a General Precision product.
The wide rm1ge of products offered by General
Precision Systems Inc. to the overseas markets requires a large degree of flexibility to achieve the most
effective mem1s of meeting the various requirements
of the many separate and distinct markets and satisfying the national interests of individual countries.
The products and services of General Precision
Systems Inc. m·e made available in international markets through direct sales from the United States, joint
operations with affiliated companies, and licensing of
major overseas companies to produce and market
General Precision Systems products. This flexible
operation allows the company to support the U.S.
government overseas sales program.
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vehielcs, lahoraton·. land allll sea applicatioll!'>. Tlw
center designed w;d fabricated tlw sextant and ll'lescopc 11avigatiou-si1111dation <L'iSl'lnhlil'S for the :\polio
mission simulator, which is hciu~ ••sed to trai11 the
nation's first 1110011 w;tronauts.
Other products nlallllfactured duri11~ 1Hfi7 were
pilot sights for jet aircraft. pholo-navi!.!ational dewfinders for reco1111aissance aircraft. airhoruc periscopes
that display radar iumges of the tar~el area, sll'reoranging systems to deten nine the range of nlissi les or
airhome targets. digital celestial trackers for hi~h
pcrfonnam:e aircraft navigation. large screen 111ilitar~·
intelligence display· systems, and aul01natic 70-nlillimeter copy camera systems.
The Advanced Technology Center is maintained hy
Lihr<L'icope Group to :t'isure that Lihrascope continues
to he a leader in designing and producing con1pull'r
components ami peripheral equipment for land. sea.
and aerospace applications. In Wfi7. the center had
research projects on h:L'iic material strudure. electroluminescence, woven thin-memory planes, infrared
ru1d visible-light detection devices; neuron reactions
and biochemistry, and acoustic-processing systems.

verters marked Kearfott's emergence as a dominant
producer of airborne conversion equipment.
Two very promising digital computers-the GPK-10
and GPK-20 were produced during the year. The
GPK-10 low cost, compact general-purpose digital
computer is an improved miniaturized version of the
ANI ASN-24(V) computer employed in C-1 41 StarLifter aircraft. The GPK-20 computer is a digital,
solid-state computer used with Kearfott's inertial system in the P-.3C.
Also under contract to the Autonetics Division of
North American Rockwell Corporation, Kcarfott Products Division designed and was producing control!
display panels for the Mark II avionics system used in
F-Ill and FB-lll aircraft. Unique electroluminescent
displays were produced for the Apollo spacecraft.
Another Kearfott Products Division accomplishment
for the year was the compact-when-packed and lowsilhouette radio communications <mtenna'i. Under
Army and Marine Corps contracts, Kearfott developed
an extremely efficient, tunnel-diode, ferrite-rod antenna
for manpack radio use and a variety of inflatable illltennas for use in a jungle environment.
On the Lunar Orbiters of 1967, 2 Kearfott thmstvec:tor-engine control actuators helped provide precision control of the spacecraft, and Kearfott products
participated in the series of successful Surveyor missions from launch to lunar landing. Three floated rate
integrating gyros helped stabilize the Atlas booster,
a digital computer performed the guidance calculations on the Centaur second stage and a strapdown
triad of floated rate integrating systems provided precise attitude reference on the Surveyor craft.

Ll:'\:K GHOUP

At the Link Group, the H)()7 emphasis w:t'i on simulation of military aircraft, conunercial aircraft and
space missions, and the less glamorous but equally
important automobile driver simulators. These systems
duplicate on the ground, ru1d in a safe environment,
the events that occur in actual Hight or on the road.
At Link's Systems Division, the famous .. Blue Box"
of World War II has been succeeded by highly sophisticated digital computerized simulators for the Apollolunar missions, ru1d for the new high-speed military
and commercial jet aircraft.
During the year Link produced a substantial number of simulators including those for the DC-9, 707,
727, stretched DC-8 illld other aircraft. New orders
were received from commercial airlines for additional
simulators for these aircraft and for the new 747 jet
trru1sport.

LIBRASCOPE GROUP

Librascope Group is composed of the Products Division, Systems Division, and System's subsidiaries:
Optics Technology Center and the Advanced Technology Center.
Systems Division designs and manufactures various
size disc-memory systems for military, industrial, aerospace, and other computer manufacturers; wovenplated-wire memories for military and aerospace applications; encoders, integrators, flow computers,
mechanical computing components, and other products for computing, data processing and communication systems.
Systems Division is the leading manufacturer of
computing and data processing systems for shipborne
antisubmarine warfare weapon-control systems; makes
the largest mass memory systems for data processing
used in industry, science, and governmental applications; various types of optical systems for aerospace,
military and industrial uses; aircraft pilot sights and
the Lihra-;cope L-19.3 head-up display flight-control
system for military and transport aircraft.
Optics Technology Center produces sophisticated
optical systems ru1d instrumentation for aircraft, space

A new visual system for flight simulator training
of day illld night take-offs and landings in all types
of weather was also developed. This new system,
called VAMP or Variable Anamorphic Motion Picture, utilizes a 70 millimeter color movie of perfect
aircraft landings.
Through the use of a unique optical system and a
computer-drive servo system, VAMP faithfully presents the out-the-window scene as viewed by the pilot
a'i he makes his landing. His variilllces from a perfect
landing are immediately evident as the picture changes
perspective relative to his position. Picture quality is
maintained at all altitudes illld the film itself Cilll be
treated to add fog of varying densities to simulate
various weather conditions.
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to provide power, speed and accuracy_ for the steelmaking process. Controls are also supphed to the nonmetallic material manufacturers including producers
of packaging and printing materials, paper, plastic
fiber. and textiles.
The Link School Trainer Division sells and services
the new Link Driving Simulator widely used in the
Allstate Good Driver Trainer Program. The division
also produces other educati_onal pr?ducts such as the
computer oriented electromc learnmg systems.
Link's Transportation Products Division produces
a complete line of traffic control devices.

The first \':\~tP system will he used with a weaponsvsll'ms trainer that General Precision/ Link is buildi;l"... for the militarv.
.
The <.·omp<my also produ<.·ed a substantial number
of simulators for various military aircraft progr<uns
includin~ the F--1. F-111 and :\-7 programs.
The <.·ompany's contribution to the general aviation
field included the development of the Link G:\T-1,
the first in a series of low-<.·ost creneral aviation trainers. The G :\ T- 1 t rai ncr was d~:igtwd sped fie ally for
use hy fixed hasc operators and in high schools and
colleges.
~ :\S:\ 's <Lstronauts will take their first "flight" to
the moon Ion~ before their actual hlast-off fr01;1 Cape
Kennedy. In fact, the :\polio <md Lunar ~todule Mission Simulat?rs will permit them to take the trip
safely. ami wtth remarkable realism. manv times without ever leaving the ground.
·
The Group developed a growinrr business in information storage m1el rct~i~var devic:s. <md. is supplying
high-~<.·<.·urac:y: prcctstOJ_l measurement equipment
used 111 mappu~g _operations and determining missile
flight charactensltcs.
Other Link equipment was used by :\1.-\S:\. to produce lunar and Mars photographs 4md bv the \Veather
Bureau to ~cproduce da.ta acquired by ·spacecraft for
meteorologtcal observation.
:\ television ground data handling svstem built by
the comp<my was used to produce the. television pi~
turc and photographs of the moon's surface that were
received as el~ctronic _signals from Surveyor spacecraft. TI1ese ptctures dtsproved the "15-feet-of-lunardust" theory which had been claimed as a deterrent
to a manned lunar landin"
The Link Ordn:mce Division attained new prominence in the fields of systems analysis, explosive systems, and the production of sophisticated electroordnance ~omponents. A number of components <u·e
emp~oyed m the Saturn, LM and Apollo Command/
Servtce Module and are but a few of the many Link
systems used throughout the ordmmce, missile and
aerospace industries.
The company's new Link Information Sciences Divisio~l is a computer applications organization that
provides an array of software services to the military
and other governmental agencies, as well as educational institutions, industries <mel businesses. The new
division offers skills required for. effective problem
solution in areas concerning systems research and development, mathematical analysis, computer systems
and applications programming, and facility management.
Link was also engaged in the production of industrial products and systems to control material on the
move. The Industrial Controls Division is the world's
largest supplier of safety-pressure gauges <md controls
and conservation fittings and gauges for tank farms and
fluid blending facilities.
Similarly, there is hardly a blast furnace or steel
mill that is not equipped with the company's controls

TELE-SIGI"AL CORPORA TIOI"

Tele-Signal is an engineering oriented, highly skilled
electronics development and manufacturing firm capable of applications, original design, development and
production engineering, practical design for prototype
and long run, large quantity production of component
tmits as well as complete systems for all phases of
voice frequency telecommunications transmission including telephone, telegraph, data transmission, timing
recoverv, and remote supervisory control, monitoring
and tel~metering. Tele-Signal serves world wide markets either through company owned and staffed office; or engineering sales representatives. The expanded
Data Systems Division, headquartered in a separate
facility on Long Island, provides a total system manacrement for major communications programs. The
s~rvices offered by this division include planning and
erection of plant facilities as well as the design, manufacture, installation, personnel training and in the field
m~intenance and service.

~:-·

T~le-Signal was founded in 1957 to produce fully
transistorized solid state voice frequency telecommunication. and data systems and modular equipment for
use by common carriers, the military, private com1mmications systems, and public utilities for transmission over wire lines, radio and satellite relay media.
Products that Tele-Signal produced in 1967 for its
domestic and international markets included modular
transmission apparatus and systems that provide for
many simultaneous telephone, telegraph and/ or data
information signals. over single transmission circuits,
speech privacy systems; encoding and decoding systems for remote selection, monitoring, alarm reporting, control and metering used by public utilities distributing water, gas, petroleum and power as well
as by sewage treatment plants, timing recovery systems, signal conditioning apparatus and specialized
test and measuring equipment.

Tele-Signal grew during the year to more than 900
engineering production and administrative personnel.
It occupied over 100,000 square feet in several plants
located in the heart of Long Island, in close proximity
to the source of ample production personnel and materials and rapid transportation facilities.
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B. F. GOODRICH
AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE PRODUCTS

th e dom e with mm 1mu m distortion fo r cl ea r pi ckup
by so nar equipment.
" 1 ·ofoul " rubb e r was d eveloped to keep unde rwa t r
surfaces fr ee of barnac les a nd o th e r marin e o rfra nism
and to prevent e rosio n a nd damage from cavitation.
T es ts co ndu cted by B. F. Good ri ch , in coope ra ti on
with the U.S. Coast G ua rd , in '' ate rs off Key \i
t,
Florida, showed tl1 at th e sp ec ia l! com p ounded rubb r
mate rial rem ains e ffec tive four tim es lonuer than other
ty pes of anti-fouling mate rial s.
Advanced p erformance testin u of ''run-Aa t' ' a ircraft tires was continued in 1967 with simul a ted hi uhspeed test la ndings co nducted in cooperatio n witl1 th e
U.S. Air Force.
Award of contracts to B. F. Goodri ch were announc ed for tires, wheels a nd brak es for th e Lockh eed
YF-12A, a sup e rsonic, hig h-a ltitude inte rce pto r a nd
for the North American OV -lOA , an observation andreconnai ssance aircraft for use in limited warfare and
counterinsurgency operations.
Special lig htweight disk brakes and hi uh-Aotation,
low pressure tires were also d eve loped for use on th e
OV-l.OA for landings on remote semi-finished runways
in Vietnam and in othe r jtmg le and inaccessib le ar eas.
Liquid-cooled brakes (LCB), manufactured a nd
tested in 1966 by B. F. Goodrich, w ere put into continued testing operations on a Unite d Air Lines je t
aircraft used for pilot training. These brakes e mploy
Awd to absorb and transfer heat from the bra ke lining and wheel assembly, making possible heat reductions up to 1,500 d egrees on the brake lining surfaces.
The heat exchange apparatus is m ade by Harrison
Radiator Division of General Motors, Lockport, New
York.

B. F. Goodrich Aerospace and Defe nse Products,
for the second consecutive year, in 1967, expanded
capacity of its Troy, Ohjo, plant for d esig n, d eve lopment, testing and manufachrre of wheels and brakes.
The new expansion, a large one-story addition, was
part of a prog ram to double the company's capacity
in this field. In 1966, a 50 perce nt expansion w as
completed.
In addition, rustribution and service centers for aircraft tires and other aviation products were co nstructed
near airports in Los Angeles, Kansas City and New
York.
Work continued on production and testing on tires,
wheels and beryllium brakes for the g iant C-SA transport plane being bwlt for the U.S. Air Force by
Lockheed-Georgia.
In 1967, the company produced inflatable or retractable "seals" (for the Boeing 7.3 7 commercial jet
airliner) that fill the gaps around retracted tires when
the plane is in Hight. Use of the seals inside each of
the 2 wheel-wells saves about 150 pounds over commonly used wheel-well doors. Development and production of the seals marked the first time any American plane has been so equipped.
The company, working under a subcontract from
Sperry Gyroscope, produced the largest rubber product ever molded in one piece-a keel-mounted rubber dome to house and protect advanced sonar equipment in U.S. Navy destroyers.

GOODYEAR AEROSPACE CORPORATION
Significant scientific and technological advances in
space, military and commercial activities, plus continuing diversification, were accomplished by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation in 1967.
As the space and defense arm of The Goody~ar
Tire & Rubber Company, Goodyear Aerospace mcreased production levels at its headquarters plant
in Akron, Ohio, and at its Arizona Division at Litchfield Park . Production got into full swing at its newest
facility, a reinforced plastics plant at Jackson, Ohio.
As the war in Southeast Asia intensified, so did the
company's contributions to the nation's defense efforts.
Still at the top of the production list was the Subroc
antisubmarine missile, for which Goodyear is prime
contractor. Now deployed in the U.S. Navy's fleet of
nuclear-powered attack submarines, the missile gives
the nation a weapon capable of striking hostile submarines with a nuclear punch at long range.
Also in the area of undersea warfare, the company
produced tankage systems for the Mark 48, the newest Navy torpedo under development.

B. F. Goodrich Aerospace and Def ense Products made the
largest rubber pmduct ever molded in one piece, a 34-foot
sonar dome for the Nav y.

The sonar dome-34 feet long, l l feet wide and 8
feet high-weighs more than 8 tons. It is made of specially developed "sound transparent" rubbe r which
possesses acoustical properties similar to sea w a ter,
enabling water-borne sound waves to pass through
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G d
r A ro pa · a] o de\ eloped and unveiled
a n >V mod ul ar int Ili a nc y tem wb.icb was speeding ur th h a:ndun cr of air r conoaissance information
on ai r trip thr u bout the ,,·orl d and especiall in
outh ·i tnam. Kn own a \\ -430B, the 22 interconnec t d units pr v ide the primar functio n of processpri nti.n cr a nd inte rpr tin D" tb
nsor r cords from
n na i a nc ai rcraft. In addition the s_ stem proth e upp ort hmction of cb mica] mixi.Iw maint :nance film toraa btlin , editin and inspection.
Tb Lm i ts an b airlifted iJl a matter of bow-s to
c o wh ere. E ach
f f\\ ard airstrips in ombat ar
Jabo r a t01 or sh Ite r full
q wpp d, can be transport d b a C -13 0 typ ali raft c rri db he licopter,
tow d ov r roads or transport d b) hip.
A
m e rica' ne cl to aiTLift mor and more material
to
ie tnam .m creased , th e produ tion schedttle was
acce le ra te d durina th e eaT for air caTao pallets. These
aTe made of a liahtweiaht a1umimulJ and balsa wood
andwi ch material c alled Bondolite. The pallets,
w eicrhi n a 300 p ounds each are apable of handlmg
5 -ton loads and are part of th
.S. Air Force's standardized car uo ha.ndl.ing s ste m. Tb y were commg
off Goo dyear production lines at th e rate of 2,000 per
month b y the e nd of 1967, double the rate at the begimlli1g of th e year.
Also dming 1967, Goodye ar el'Ospace was selected
b y The Boeing Company for its " prototype build and
qualification program" for the 747 lowe r deck baggage
and c argo containers.
The d eliv ery of ce nte r w ing sections for the Boeing
707 and 720 series jets mov ed on schedule in the
Arizona plant as tooling and faci l.ity preparation was
completed for assembly of the center wing sections
and main landi.I1g gear doors for the 747.
I nstallation of a two-story tall, highly automated
vertica1 stretch machine for producing tbrn-gauge
stretched acryl.ic plastic sheets at its Akron facility
enabled Goodyear Aerospace t o strengthen its position as a major supplier of aircTaft canopies, windshields and windows.
In Ahon, the company produced canopies for the
F-4, A-6A, and EA-6B aircraft and windshields or
wrndshield sections for the 747, P -3 and F -228. From
Arizona pi"oduction lines came canopies for the A-7 A,
F-5A, AT-37D and A -37B aircraft, windshields for the
UH-1 helicopter, and windows for the 707, 720, 727
and 737 jet airliners.
The company continued to produce lightweight,
nonmetallic armor plate which has been providing
protection for crews of helicopters, reconnaissance
aircraft and patrol boats in Vietnam.
Goodyear continued to develop and manufacture
sophisticated weapons systems and flight simulators
to train military pilots. Most notable of these was an
Aircraft Carrier Landing Trainer to teach Navy pilots
to land their jets on the rolling decks of an aircraft
carrier. Scheduled for delivery to the Navy in March
1968, the trainer has been described as the latest
state-of-the-art in visual presentations. Other simulators

in production in Akron included an emergency ship
handlmg trainer and a carrier control approach trainer.
Highlights ill the field of space included Goodyear 's
role in the successful mid-air retrieval of the maneuverable reenb·y PRIME SV-5D lifting body near Kwajalei.n Island. The company developed a sophisticated
recovery system which rncluded a supersonic Ballute
(balloon-parachute) for high-speed, high altitude stabilization, which was followed by a special! designed
lightweight parachute. The aeria1 retrieval worked
flawlessly, so a backup floatation system proved unnecessary.
More than 30 successful recoveries utilizing the
Ballute were made of the ALARR rocket, the highaltihtde Air Force system for sampling radioactive
debris. Also, ultra-light meteorological Ba.llutes were
used in more than 100 high-altitude probes which
recorded \ovind velocity, wind direction and other data
in the upper abnosphere.
A successful test was made at NASA's ·wallops Island test facility of a 30-foot Ballute to determine its
feasibility as a space brake to decelerate a spacecraft
entering the thin atmosphere of Mars.

NASA tested this Goodyear-built 30-foot Ballute, an ai1·filled fabric bag with potential for slowing a spacec-raft.

Goodyear Aerospace began constl'uction of a 30foot structural model of a space-erectable antenna
reflector for the F and G versions of the NASA's
Applications Technology Satellite. It was to be available for testing in mid-1968.
The company was building 4 expandable airlocks
for evaluation in the Apollo Applications Progran1.
Built for the Air Force, the airlock was designed to
eliminate repeated compression and decompression
of an orbiting laboratory each time an astronaut enters or leaves the orbital workshop.
At its Arizona Division, the company continued to
deliver the cotmtry's most advanced side-lookinG"
radar
b
system with Air Force improvement programs in process to upgrade the system. Two major radar develop103
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ment programs also were received for highly advanced
future systems.
.
Minuteman II missile transporters, c_ompleted . Ill
1966 were returned to the Arizona DivisiOn for rna~or
modiflcation to carry the heavier and improved ~·lmuteman III.
.
.
.
A new plastic laminate entered productiOn Ill Anzona as crash resiste:mt fuel tank backing hoar~! for the
F-10.5 aircraft while other reinforced plastic ~tmc
tures for aircraft and aerospace applications contmued
in production.
In July, F. Vincent Prus hccan~c gcJl(.•J:~!. manage':
of the Arizona Division succcedmg M01' JS B. Johc
who advanced to corporate vice president at the Akron
headquarters.
GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
In 1967, Grumman entered its 38th year with continued growth, record sales, and further expansion
of its facilities. Research and development played an
increasingly important part in the company's growth
and Grumman continued work on several new aircraft
programs.
At year-end, Grumman employed 34,000 people
in over 30 plants. During 1967, about 5,000 new employees joined the company. The Savannah, Georgia,
and Garden City, New York, facilities, for production
of the corporate Gulfstream II and the F-lll, respectively, added more than 500,000 square feet of workspace. A test facility at West Palm Beach, Florida,
was constructed for testing of ocean vehicles.
The corporation produced a variety of military and
civilian aircraft, Apollo Lunar Module flight and test
spacecraft_, an Orbitin? Astronomical Observatory,
and remamed very active in ocean technology. Five
model types of aircraft were in production and in
service in Southeast Asia.
The A-6A Intruder established a formidable record
with units of the Navy and the Marine Corps. This
attack bomber wa'i the only all-weather aircraft iu
serv~ce in Viet_nam; it features exceptional strike potential due to Its large payload capacity and sophisticated electronic capability. By the end of 1967 more
than 250 of these planes had been manufactured.
The last of the unique E-2A Hawkeyes was delivered
to the Navy in 1967. This early warning aircraft continued to prove its effectiveness in Vietnam, performing a great variety of missions. In the meantime, the
research and development effort on the E-2B continued.
The Army's Mohawk surveillance aircraft continued
in production and a modification program paralleled
the effort. In addition, work on the OV-1D was in
progress. All 3 versions of the OV -1 were in service
in Vietnam as the "eyes in the skies" of the Army.
The S-2 Tracker, an antisubmarine warfare aircraft,
has been in production since 1952 and ha'> undergone
4 modifications, the latest of which is designated

the S-2E. :\ total of 1..'500 Trackers has. he en hui_l t.
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objective of the llllSSJon is tu Shld:· underwater phenomena <md to conduct scientific experiments.
The militar:· hydrofoil gunboat. the CSS Flagstaff.
W<L<; expected to he launched earlv in H)fi8. The 88passengcr. .SO-knot com mercia! i1ydrofoi I. Dolph i 11,
also huilt by Grumman. \\"<L'i in active service between
LL'i Palm:L'> and Tenerife in the C<mary Islancl-;.

explorations . .-\t year-end the comp<my held varying
vested interests in more than 200 producing gas ~d
oil wells.
One program was the Rulison Project in which the
company held a 16 percent interest. The Rulison
field located in Colorado is estimated to contain one
of the world's largest deposits of natural gas. Future
plans call for the Atomic Energy Commission and
pri\·ate enterprises to endeavor to economically release
this g<L'i via an underground chimney created by means
of u~1clerrrround nuclear e~.:plosions.
Flowe~elcl Properties Inc .. ;mother \\·holly owned
suhsidian·. was continuing participation in the development ~f a large eitms grove in Florida.

GYHODY:\E CO\IP.-\:\Y OF .\\IERIC:\. 1:\C.
During HW7. G:·rodync Comp<my of .-\merica continued to produce QI 1-.')0D pilotless helicopters and
supportin~ equipment for the l'.S. :\a\"\··s D:\SH
\\"capon S:·stem. The all-weather fiber~hL'iS ;.otor blade
developed hy Gyrodyne hecame standard equipment
on this helicopter. This Ill'\\" blade weighs approximateh·
40 percent less than the \\"OOd laminated blade fOJ:mally used <md represents a cost reduction of approximately :10 percent.
During the vcar further adv:mces were made in the
utilizati~n of the drone for militar:· applications other
th:m ~mtisuhmarine warfare. for \\'hich it had oricrinallv
b
,,'
been designed. Successful flight demonstrations were
made to the U.S. \Lu·ine Corps and the U.S. Arm,·.
Day and night television surveillance and reconnai~<;
S<U1ce. ni!.!ht
illumination. smoke screenintJ:.
carcro
cle..._:1
..._---,
b
liveries and air-sea rescue missions were performed.
Additional tests to he conducted in the near fuh1re
include the installation and use of a minicrun
and
/:0
other weaponry to show the complete versatility of
this pilotless vehicle. ~lilitary jeeps equipped with
remote control instrumentation. TV monitor <mel video
tape recorders were utilized to provide a mobile
ground station. Similar control equipment installed in
piloted helicopters resulted in the availability of a
multi-service system whereby these drones c<m be
launched at sea or on hmcl and the remote control of
all flight regimes can be tr<msferred from one station
to another. AtLxiliary fuel tanks were installed to increase the normal flight range of the QH-50D from
1..5 up to 6 hours depencling upon the payload tradeoff between \veapons and fuel.
In April 1967 the initial deliveries of QH-50 helicopters, supporting equipment <mel training aids was
made to the Japanese Defense Agency. Additional
production orders were received later in the year and
deliveries, in limited quantities, were to be continued
through 1968.
Peaceful applications of the QH-50 were successfully tested. The Atomic Energy Commission utilized
the drone, equipped with a television camera and
sensing devices, to hover over the underground nuclear
detonations, "Greeley" and "Mercury" sites, to collect
"real-time" scientific data ;mel record the ground zero
effects on video tape. Further AEC tests were planned.
The company continued to forge ahead in other
important areas. Gyroclyne Petroleum Inc., a wholly
owned subsidiary, continued to invest in oil and gas

HARVEY ALUMINUM
During 1967 progress at Harvey Alumimm1 was impressive:._ a rolling mill in_ production at ~ewisport,
Kentuckv; start of operatwns at the alumma pl~t,
U.S. Virgin Ishmcls; commencement of production at
.\!nor. Karmov, Non,·ay; adv~ces in the mining operation at the Republic of Guinea, Mrica; and the
construction of a petroleum coke mill on the Pacific
Coast. A location for a new reduction plant in the
Northwest was being negotiated.
At the corporate Research ~d Development Center,
Harvey enaineers and supporting personnel continued
work in th~ development of various alloys ~d product applications. The comp~y's research activities in
the field of metallic-matrix composites accelerated
rapidly during the year. The words "~omposite metal"
promise to become com~1onplace m the decade of
space exploration ahead, smce future space age travel
by jumbo jet transports and other sophisticated space
vehicles ,~ill demand superstrength lightweight materials.
The company remaine~ i~ the forefro~t in the development of these _soplustica~ed matenals _~d w~s
selected as a principle suppher of metalhc-matnx
composites for use in both airframe ~d engine applications. Harvey techniques will allow production of
composites in the form of sheet, clad wire and plate.
Comp~y processes for producing metallic-matrix
composites were well adv~ced ~d the metals produced were consistently superior to those made by
other means.
Working with the Special Metals ~d Aluminum
Divisions, the comp~y continued its program of developing a method of cold drawing titanium shapes.
The result of this effort will be the production of
thin titanitm1 shapes hitherto unavailable for commercial use. This program has great application in
the supersonic '70s.
The year was highlighted by increased participation
in major aerospace programs, notably the C-5A transport and the 747 commercial jet. Each of these represents the largest aircraft of its type ever built, <mel
105

the company is a substantial supplier to both programs.
Working on the development of the C-5A, the company produced considerable tonnage of extremely
close tolerance extmded shapes.

one of the most vhallenging assignments ever undertaken by Hervules scientists.

HERCULES INCORPORATED

Honevwcl I' s diverse vapabil it ies in research. den·lopment ·and produdion contributed to the _<H~\·atH_T
ment of tlllllterous United Stall's space. tntsstle a11d
aircraft prcwrams in H)(j/.
Highlight~ of the :vear in spav:· !nel~tde~l a continuation of the vom pany s broad partt<.:tpat 1011 111 allm<mm~d
and most unmanned spa<.:e projeds through leaderslnp
in cruidan<.:e and vontrol systems, or systems integratin;~. Notable among them were :\polio, C:entau.r. S~·;_m
ner and Orbital Scmmer, ~·lariner. :\polio :\ ppltcat tons
and several ci<L'isified programs.
_
Key aircraft activities induded the de\:elopment ~>I
new con<.:epts in air-delivered weapons. Ill re~onnats
s<mce systems, in automatic flight vontr~>ls and 111 ~ate.l
lite navigation tedmiques. Production of several avtom<.:
products, especially air data compu~ers and radar
altimeters, rose to meet incre<L'ied defense and commercial orders.
Honeywell's 2 aerospace-oriented divisions are p~trt
of the company's Aerospace ;_md Defense Group, whtch
grew substantially in 1967 to 19,.'300 persons. Pl~n~
space increased as well,. by 4~0,000 sc!~tare feet, most!)
at group headquarters 111 Mmneapohs.
A detailed look at major aerospace activities, hv
division, follows:

HO~EYWELL I~C.

Major milestones in the development of Poseidon
took place in 1967 as the first and second stages were
successfully static test-fired at Hercules Incorporated's
Bacchus Works near Salt Lake City. The Poseidon
propulsion development effort wa'i being managed by
Hercules; Hercules was working alone on the second
stage and with Thiokol Chemical Corporation on the
first stage.
A number of successful firings of the launch eject
system for Poseidon also were accomplished at Hunter's Point, California. The launch gas generator was
developed by the Chemical Propulsion Division of
Hercules and Westinghouse Missile Launching and
Handling Department, Sunnyvale, California.
During the year, Hercules was selected as one of
2 propulsion contractors to perform development work
on the propulsion system for Sparrow, the air-to-air
tactical missile used by Air Force, Navy and Marines.
Work on the contract began in late 1967 at Allegany
Ballistics Laboratory, Cumberland, Maryland, utilizing the new composite solid propellant facility there.
The company's highly advanced composite solid propellant, Hercopel, will be used for the project. The
development of Hercopel was announced in 1967 after
6 years of work by company scientists.
Hercules continued its research and development
activities with caseless ammunition at Kenvil, New
Jersey, where a specially-built lab was set up and
equipped, and at Bacchus. The company was doing
work on one government contract, completed work
on a project for one industrial firm and began a development contract with another firm. The company
anticipated a good future for caseless ammunition and
expected it to make inroads in the ammunition industry. Much of the success in this area depends
on the development of suitable weapons to fire the
ammunition.
Hercules efforts in filament winding continued
strong with good results in the use of boron and other
advanced materials for application in a number of
new composite items.
During 1967 the company provided propulsion
units for Polaris, Honest John, Minuteman, and other
defense missiles as well as motors for many and varied
space applications. This included precision motors
used to place communication satellites into orbit.
Hercules-produced motor chambers also were involved
in the Athena Program.
Research and Development activities on the propulsion system for the Sprint vehicle continued at
Allegany Ballistics Laboratory. Performance requirements of Sprint, part of the Sentinel System, proved

AEROSPACE DIVISIO:\T

Minneapolis engineers of the Aerospace Division
designed the stabilization and control system that performed successfully on the spectacular flight of the
Apollo 4 spacecraft atop the first Saturn V launch
vehicle from Cape Kennedy in November.
The plant also built the fuel probes. for th: Douglas S-IVB rocket that makes up the third stage of the
giant Saturn V, and the second stage of the Saturi~ l.
The Minneapolis facility furnishes a large proportion
of the cockpit instruments, switches and meters f?r
the Apollo Lunar Module, which was scheduled for Its
first test flight in early 1968. At mid-year, more than
$1,000,000 in new orders was received ~ro~ the National Aeronautics and Space Administrah~n s Marshall
Space Flight Center for meters and switches to be
used in the Apollo Telescope Mount, a scientific experiment to be conducted on Apollo missions after the
lunar landing.
Development continued throughout the year on the
attitude control and experiment platform scan control
~ubsystems for 2 Mariner spacecraft to be launched
m 1969 towards Mars. The work is being done under
a $6,000,000 contract with Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California.
Inertial guidance systems built at St. Petersburg,
Florida, for the Atlas-Centaur launch vehicle contin106
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The Aerospace Division won a contract to produce
fuel measu.re ment systems for the Boeing 747. An
aareement was signed with Smiths Industries of London to jointly pmsue the marketing and production
of automatic flight conb·ols for fuhrre commercial
jets, such as the Lockheed lOll, McDmmell Douglas
DC-10 and British Aircraft Corporation BAC TwoEleven.
In the militar aircraft business, the company continued development of the automatic pilot, fuel gauges
and engine pressure ratio instruments for the giant Air
Force C-5A GalaA')' being built by Lockheed-Georgia.
The 5-axis autopilot and pilot's helmet sight for the
Army AH-56A Cheyenne helicopter moved into limited production. Radar altimeters were sold for the
first time for the Navy SH-3D antisubmarine helicopter
and the Air Force B-58 Hustler.
It was disclosed dming the year that many ke ·
avionic systems of the Air Force's Mach 3 bighaltihicle SR-71 and YF-12A aircraft were provided by
Honeywell, including autopilot, air data computer,
fuel gauges and the inertial navigator (for the YF-12).
Overseas, the Swedish SAAB J37 Viggen fighter,
equipped \Vith a Honey-..vell-designed autopilot, entered the flight-test stage. Preliminary design began on
th e Fl04S autopilot for the Italian Air Force.
The Air Force successfully fught tested a highly accurate prototype inertial navigator using electrically
suspended gyros aboard a C-124 at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, and began testing a new concept in
in-flight maintenance of recom1aissance equipment
aboard an RF-4C at Shaw Air Force Base.
Company engineers undertook a study of direct lift
control for the Air Force, looking into the possibility
of changing the attitude of an aircraft in fught without
changing the pitch. The concept is considered applicable to many futme commercial and military flight
controls.
Technology was advanced in several other aerospace
areas dming the year, including communications devices, plated-wire computer memories and microminiaturized electronic circuits, for the immediate
needs of government and commercial customers.
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nter , Houston , T xas, unci r a '5- ,00 award. 111e
syste m c onsisted of a sp ecial sen or block emplo ing
gy r cop
st rapped-down ra tJ1 r th·a.n a imballed to
th e bo dy and a Eon J·well I N-III cliai tal om puter.
nde r a noth e r a\\ ard, fr m th e Appu d Ph sics
Labora tm· at Johns Hopkin · niv rsit an airborne
system was deve loped to enabl acc urate position information to be deriv e I from ! avy na iaation satellites. The new navi ga tion aid. suit d for shipboard
as vlell as a irc raft us , co nsists f a Doppler signal
receive r, lig htweight co mputer and conb'ol-display
unit.
In th e commercial aircraft fi Id, Hone ·well booked
record orders for air data computers, mostly from

SYSTEMS AND RESEARCH DIVISION

Longer-range requirements of the military and space
agencies were studied for solutions-and eventually
new products-by the Systems and Research Center in
Milmeapolis and the Honeywell Radiation Center in
Boston.
During 1967, the Minneapolis technical center completed an intensive sh.Idy of the earth's horizon and
recommended to NASA the implementation of a new
satellite program to define globally a potentially more
reliable space reference . The Orbital Scanner project
calls for the law1chil1g of 2 precision-instrw11ented
satellites in the early 1970s to map an infrared layer
of the horizon for up to one year. Six companies w ere

Honeywell 's Aerospace Division started volume production
of air data computers, such as the one displayed by field
semice engineer, designed for the Boeing 700 se1·ies tra.nsp01ts.

Boeing for use on 707s, 727s, ::mel for the first time,
737s. The instrument helps reduce the pilot's \YOrkload by automatically converting air temperature and
pressure data into form used by many other cockpit
systems.
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As remarkable as th e soft-landin gs th e mselves w e re
the performances of the scientific ex p e rim e nts carri ed
by the 1967 Surveyo r spacec raft.
..
Surveyor 3 carried aboard a " lunar bac k- sc ra tch e r
-a claw-lik e scoop that scra tched, furrowed a nd dug
into the moon 's c rust to inc rease man 's kn o,vledge o f
the lunar soil. The scoop, called a surface sampl e r,
reached out 5 fee t from th e spacecraft a nd du g as
deep as 18 inches into th e m oo n over a 24-squar ~ 
foot area, gathering samples of th e soil for Surveyo r s
TV camera to scrutinize.
In July, Surveyor 4 suddenl y lost co ntac t onl y 2 1 _
minutes from touchdown.
Surveyor 5 made a hair-raising landing Septembe r
10 against 1,000-to-1 odds after a team of Hug hes a nd
Jet Propulsion Laboratory engin ee rs aba ndon ed co mputers and whipped out p e ncils for a 40-hour skull
session of calculation to save th e sp acec raft fro m impending disaster clue to a helium leak. The diffe re nce
between catastrophe and success a t one point w as
only 2/10 of a second, but th ey reprogramm ed th e
mission to bring off an tmorthoclox landing that was a
complete success.
No. 5 carried a miniature analytical labora tory, a
gold-plated box the size of a jewel case called an
alpha scattering device. Its 6 Curium-242 radioactive
sources bombarded 4 square inches of the moon with
streams of alpha particles to analyze moon soil elements. The device proved to scientists that the moon
contains basalt, similar to the composition of many
areas of Earth, indicating a formation caused by volcanic eruption.

named to Honeywell's team for the prime award
competition.
Several significant projects in the expanding aerial
and grotmd reconnaissance field were begtm or completed by Honeywell scientists and engineers, while
research continued in infrared detection materials
and arrays.
Among programs won were an airborne visual target
acquisition and reporting system em ploy~ng the Honeywell helmet sight, an advanced mappmg subsystem,
a helicopter real-time display and a tank-mounted infrared night vision system. Work was completed on a
2 year experiment for the Air Force that investigated
the effects of weather on the resolution of obliquelyaimed aerial reconnaissance camera photographs.
Initial success of the laser gyroscope in 1966 was
exploited in 1967 with the receipt of contracts for
navigator-type laser gyros. Laboratory testing began
on small laser rate sensors for advanced missile autopilots. A technique for stabilizing 2 carbon dioxide
lasers was evolved in the laboratory as a step toward
deep-space communications devices.
Research and development of fluidic (no-movingpart) devices and systems moved forward on a number
of fronts. As one example, a fluidic temperature probe
was successfully flown aboard the X-15 that set a world
speed record of 4,534 miles an hour in October, measuring temperatures of up to 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit.
Contracts were received from the Navy for a pneumatic helicopter autopilot and from the Army for a
hydraulic-fluidic helicopter yaw damper. Both systems,
first of their kind, were to be flight-tested in 1968.
Other work for jet engine control and natural gas
pipeline control applications progressed well.
Electro-optical research and development performed
in Boston continued to expand. A $1,200,000 contract
was received from NASA for fine sun sensors for the
Apollo telescope mount. Magnetometers for the Apollo
lunar surface experiment package (ALSEP) were delivered to NASA's Ames Research Center.
A new laboratory of 85,000 square feet was begun
in Lexington, Massachusetts, to bring together all of
the Radiation Center's radar, laser, infrared and ultraviolet research work under one roof late in 1968.

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
To the employees of Hughes Aircraft Company,
1967 was the Year of Surveyor. At least in the glamour part of Hughes activities-space-Surveyor dominated the scene with 3 successful soft-landings out of
4 attempts.
As in 1966 when Surveyor 1 electrified the world
by making a perfect soft-landing on the moon on the
first attempt of the U.S. space program and made
11,500 photographs of the lunar surface, 1967 also
became a "Surveyor year" when Surveyor 3 landed
in April, Surveyor 5 in September and Surveyor 6 in
November.

Hughes technician checks alpha-scattering device carried
aboard the successful Surve yors 5 and 6, built by the company for NASA .

This feat was termed by NASA as the most important contribution of the Surveyor program with the
possible exception of the soft-landings themselves.
Surveyor 6 made a perfect mission to soft-land
November 9, also carrying the alpha scattering instrument and the magnet, and began almost immedi108
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ately to transmit qnalit~- photos from its hmding spot
in tht• ( :cntral Bav re!.,rion. Onlv a few hours after
this sun·ess. a ~- A.SA ~>fficial said that .. it c:m trulv
he said that the Sur\"t'\"Ors have served as the unmannecl
pathf!.nders that hav~ built a bridge to the moon for
man.
Hughes built I Surveyors for :\AS:\ under direction of JPL to explore the moon w; a forenmner to
the Apollo manned landings. The seventh and last
Survc\·or W<L<; scheduled for launch carlv in 1968.
But. dramatic :L<; the Survcvors were ..thev were far
from being the only major ,;chievements e,;f Hl61 for
the Hughes Aerospace Group.
The Space S~·stcms Division provided 3 more Intclsat 2 svnchronous-orhiting communications satellites to the Communications Satellite Corporation
(CO!\,IS:\ T), serving as manager for a 56-nation consortium. Two were launched to positions over the
Pacific in January and September, :md one over the
Atlantic in :\'larch. The new ..space switchboards"
went to work to provide communications between
the U.S. mainland and Hawaii, Japan ;md :\ustralia,
and between the U.S. and Europe. They also will support the ::\1:\S:\ Apollo ao;tronaut program and provide communications between the CS. :md Southeast
Asia for the Department of Defense.
In l\lay Hughes ,,·as awarded a 8300,000 feasibility
sh1dv contract for the design of a multipurpose commm~ications satellite that would be used in 1969 for
intercontinental :md regional service by the International Telecommunications Satellite (INTELSAT)
Consortium. The lntelsat 4 multipurpose satellite
would have about 10 times the capacity of the Intelsat 3 generation planned for 1968 latmch.
Within the Hughes space labs, possibly the most
exciting satellite project to come along since the birth
of the space age is the ATS-Applications Technology
Satellite. The first ATS of 5 which Hughes was building for NASA was launched in December 1966, but
1967 saw 2 more put up, one in April :md another
in November.
During the April ATS launch, the satellite was tmable to achieve a synchronous orbit, because the second stage rocket failed to restart. However, the ATS
spacecraft are virtual "smorgasbords" of science, carrying a payload of many different experiments, so this
ATS still was able to complete many parts of its mission and return valuable data to Earth.
In November, the third ATS in the series enjoyed
a perfect launch and quickly went into it~ synchronous orbit over the mouth of the Amazon nver above
Brazil. It carried 18 experiments including me~ms to
warn man of storms, flood and drought, to find downed
astronauts, and even to track migrating game through
forest or jungle.
The ATS orbiters are designed to improve m:m's
ability to cope with his environment. Someday, Hughes
scientists predict, they will result in better comnnmications, better air navigation methods, more accurate

long-range weather forecasting, :md avoidance of crop
losses and flood damage.
Hughes also was building the biggest communications satellite ever to be constructed. The giant experimental tactical communications spacecraft, being
built under direction of the U.S. Air Force, will contain a 5-element antenna array consisting of UHF
antennas, each nearly 8 feet long.
Another development in the satellite field-one
which may affect many future satellites-was revealed
in October at the annual AIAA meeting, when a
Hughes engineer demonstrated a new working Gyrostat concept that presages giant satellites never before
considered possible.
· Because Anthony J. Iorillo said "it ain't necessarily so" to a long-held theory of satellite design, he
began studies that apparently rendered the old theory
obsolete, paving the way for future satellites to spin
about their minor axes with never a wobble while
some parts spin and others remain stationary.
Major performance advantages cited are:
• Satellites can be made much larger, more powerful, longer lasting and efficient.
• While a portion is spinning for stabilization, import:mt payloads, such as antennas, lasers or telescopes,
can remain stationary or be moved to point them precisely in any direction.
• Pointing accuracy could be so great that one antenna could be pointed at New York and another at
Los Angeles, for exan1ple, to provide point-to-point
satellite communications for the first time.
• Such satellites could continuously track and relay
signals from other satellites or manned space capsules.
• The new satellites can be of elongated configuration, virtually unlimited in size. Because they no longer must be of squat shape, they can use the full volume of the booster shroud for the first time.
In the company's work on the Phoenix missile program for the U.S. Navy, a major milestone was reached
in March when the first launch of a guided Phoenix
missile from an F -111B interceptor scored a hit. In
the test conducted off the California coast near the
Naval Missile Center at Point Mugu, the Phoenix system located a small jet target drone on radar, lockedon at long range and scored the hit. The significance
lay in the fact that the hit demonstrated the successful integration of the Phoenix with the F-111B aircraft into a complete working weapon system. In previous firings the Phoenix missile had been launched
from an A-3A Skywarrior equipped as a Phoenix testbed.
Another Hughes missile, TOW (for Tube-launched,
Optically-tracked, Wire-guided missile) was successfully fired from a UH-1B Army helicopter, scoring hits
on moving and stationary targets more than a mile
away during tests at the Army Missile Command, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. The accuracy was partly the
result of a Hughes-developed stabilized gun-sight
which permits the gunner to hold a bead on a tar109

Pacific !vi issile Hange Facility. called Barking S;u_Ids
Tactical Underwater Hancre (B:\HSTCHl. 11w -;tation
was being built on the isl:nd of Kauai i_n llawaii and
wa-; expected to become full~· operatiOnal earlv in

get even while the pilot is taking evasive maneuvers
to avoid ground fire.
In another 1967 development, Hughes and ASAF
scientists reported that space "blow-outs" would no
longer be a problem because of a new self-sealent
that could plug the punctures caused by micro-meteoroids colliding with spacecraft during lunar or interplanetary journeys. The sealant consists of fast-reacting chemical materials that could be used in multiwalled honeycomb structures mounted in the walls
of spacecraft. Hughes scientists said the sealant shows
great promise for possible use in space-suits and expandable space structures, such as lunar shelters and
escape capsules, as an important life-saving device.
At Hughes Aircraft's Ground Systems Group in
Fullerton, California, the group's new "Missile Mentor" electronic air defense system made news in 1967
when it was unveiled in January by the U.S. Army.
The system coordinates the firing of surface-to-air
missiles in the defense of American cities faster, more
reliably and less expensively than the Army's older
missile master systems, which the new complexes
replaced. The new Missile Mentors were placed in 24hour operation during the early part of 1967 at strategic U.S. sites to protect the major population centers of New York-Philadelphia, Detroit-Cleveland,
Washington-Baltimore, Chicago-Milwaukee, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Boston and Miami.
In May, 10 250,000-watt radio transmitter units
were sh~pped to_ a site in the Philippines, where they
were bemg readied to start beaming Voice of America
br?adcasts for the first time through the bamboo curta~n of Communist Asia in January 1969. The transmitters were built at Hughes-Fullerton under a .3year, $2,400,000 U.S. Information Agency contract.
~ughes-F~llerton achieved 2 significant milestones
duri?g 1967 m the production of its Manpack Combat
Radio. In March the company delivered the first of
its new 16,000-channel models to the armed services·
they were improved models of the earlier 10 000~
channel versions. In October, the firm's 2,000th Manpack was tu:ned over to the U.S. Army. The manportable radios were being used throughout Vietnam
and elsewhere.
Another of the company's Mark 1B satellite communications ground link terminals-the ninth-w
dedicated in Okinawa in October ceremonies. Th~
latest ground station was built for the Army's Satellite Communications Agency (SA TCOM) for sending
and receiving voice and teletype messages through
any of the 19 Orbiting Department of Defense satellite relays that circle the earth above the equator.
In September, Hughes-Fullerton disclosed design
and per~o~mance details for a "big eye" the company
was bwlding for the Navy-the only air-searching,
automatically-tracking radar-computer system to be
used in what has been described as the most sophisticated antisubmarine warfare training station in the
world. The system will locate and track automatically
surface and airborne targets within part of the Navy's
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In March, Hughes-Fullerton launched an int~nsivc
recruitment drive to hire :3.30 additional cngmcers
and scientists and more than 1,.500 technical and ad:
ministrative personnel to meet the la:gest backlog ot
new and follow-on business in its history. The new
personnel were for current programs and to help the
company meet long-term commitments un~le~. the
$.300,000,000 NATO Air Defense Ground F~mironNADGE) I)roc·''ram and a $70,000,000 Air Force
men t (
n
II
f
I .
contract for produc.:tion of transporta l e tac Ica <ur
operations centers designated 407 -L.
In June, Hughes Aircraft's wholly-o~vr_ICd ~l~ctr_ical
contracting subsidiary, Meva Corpor,ttion, ,t~<pur~d
the Forster Design Agency of Long Beach, ~alrfon~I<~,
to strengthen marine shipboard custom desi_gn _actiVIties of Meva's Marine Division, based at \~IImmgton,
California. The acquisition parti~ularl~ .\~Ill ~omp~e
ment and reinforce the divisions actiVIties I_n slupboard electrical and electronic systems and eqmpment.
In what wa'> described as "the largest collection of
operating military laser hardware ev~r ~lssemhl.ed,"
in March, Hughes aerospace laser experts demonstr<lted
,5 tank and airborne laser ranging systems an~ a laser
illuminator to representatives of military and mdustry.
The display wa'> designed to show how the laser had
·
f r om the status of a laboratory novelty
nsen
. l _to the
ranks of hardened military equipment 111 t 1 e ' ye_ars
since its discovery at Hughes Research Laboratones.
Hughes has built tank rangefinders u~der contracts
with the U.S., Japan, Germany, Switzerland and
Sweden.
One of the airborne rangefinders displayed was a
helicopter laser-ranging subsystem for V ATLS (Vis~1~l
Airborne Target Location System), a ,~oT?pletel7, militarized rangefinder that is th~ first. Mil-Spec laser
equipment produced by Amencan mdustry.
In November the U.S. Navy awarded Hughes a
$16 000 000 contract for production of the Walleye
mis~ile ~t the firm's Tucson, Arizona, plant. The initial
contract was to cover work beginning in 1968 and
carry the production into early 1969 . . . .
The company's Microwave T~be ~I~I~IOn changed
its name to the Electron Dynamics DIVISIO~ to reflect
its expanding product lines and in the spnng _mov~d
to new expanded quarters in Torra?ce, Cahforma.
The division is one of the nation's maJOr research and
development organizations in the area of mic_rowave
tubes, supplying traveling-wave tubes for _maJor U.S.
space programs. Among the missions on whiCh Hughes
tubes are playing a key role are Pioneer, Mariner,
Lunar Orbiter, Apollo, Syncom, Early Bird, ATS and
Surveyor.
The Santa Barbara Research Center, a Hughes subsidiary, was awarded a $500,000 contract by Jet Pro-
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pulsion Laboratory for the design, development and
fabrication of a prototype :2-channel infrared radiometer to measure the surface temperature of \Iars
on future \lariner fly-h~- spacecraft. SBRC also recein·d a contract from the Department of Commerce
to build 111ajor components of an improved infrared
spectrometer for use aboard the l~J()9 :\imbus D satellite for weather forecasting.
Twelve air-transportable .. mini labs .. were built
b~- the company's field service and support di,·ision
under a S 1500.000 contract with the C.S ..:\rmv Electronic Comn~and at Fort \lon_mouth, :\.J. The ·unique
shelters. no hig_e;er than a ,·acation camper. are desi£Tned
for on-the-spot maintenance of militan· comnm~ica
tion support c~1u~pment. \Yeighing -t,OOO pounds each,
they can he <uriifted by the lluey helicopter n 0 ,,. in
use in Vietnam.
Lawrence :\. Hyland, vice president and <Tener·!\

m~mager ~f Hugh~s _.-~ircraft C~m~~:my,

W<L'i

HUGHES TOOL COMPAI\ry
:\IRCR:\FT Dl\lSIO.'J

Hughes Tool Company continued to manufachrre
helicopters for commercial and military programs
as well <L'i military gun ordnance systems.
Activities at the company's main plant in Culver
Citv, California, was dominated by the production
of the :\rmv's OH-6.:\ Cavuse light observation helicopter, of '~·hich a substan'tial mm1ber were in service
in Vietnam.
:\ total of 1071 of the turbine-powered helicopters
were to be delivered to the Anny through December
1968, reaching a peak production of 90 ships per
month.
Hughes was competing for a follow-on contract to
build 2,680 helicopters with options to bring prod~c
tion to a total of 3.870 over a period of 5 years with
delivery beginning in spring of 1969.
.
Hughes received 2 awards at the annual meeting
of the American Helicopter Society in May.
.
For developing the high-performance ?H-6A h,?ht
observation helicopter, which was descnbed as 10
years ahead of its time," the company was honore~
1with the Iaor
I. Sikorskv
International Trophy. Spec
c
"
.
ficallv, the award cited the ship's record-shatterm?
flight 2,213 miles, nonstop from Culver City, California. to Ormond Beach, Florida.
Robert Ferry. Huahes chief engineering test pilot,
won the Frederick L~ Feinberg Award for piloting the
craft on its 15 hour, 18 minute flight.
.
In July, Rea E. Hopper, the firm's vice pr~s1den~
and general manager, announced the promotiOn °f
Thomas R. Stuelpnagel to the newly created post 0
vice president and assistant to the general manager.
Mr. Stuelpnagel was formerly director of ordnance
engineering.
.
Hughes annotmced completion of negotiations With
2 foreian firms licensing Nardi S. A. Construzioni per
Aeron:utiche ~f Milano, Italy and Kawasaki Aircraft
Company of Japan to manufachrre and market versions of Hughes OH-6A military and Model 500 commercial helicopters.
.
Under the marketing terms of the agreement with
Nardi the Italian firm will sell the helicopters in the
Euro~em1 Common Market and in some North AfriC<U1 countries pending State Department approval.
A similar pact with Kawasaki, approved by the State
Department in mid-October, authorized the Japanes~
manufachtrer to build and market the turbine-powere
helicopter in southeast Asia.
ed
e
Hughes Tool Company at year-en d emplo)'h Inor
o
65
than 4,200 workers, as compared to fewer t an

pr~ent~d

with th~ Industnah:~t of_ the ) ear award in Januan·
by the Southern Cahforma Industry-Educatim; Com~
cil for outs_tandi_ng _serv_ice to education. The finn was
a pioneer m hnngmg mdustry and education leaders
together for mutual benefit.
In August, Hyland W<L'> honored by the \\'estern
Electronics Manufacturers .Association t\\'E"·I \) ·h· 1
.
.I .
\
·' -~ \\ IC 1
Presented hun \VIt 1 Its annual Med·<1] of ••·\-·h·
-: IeVeinent
"for significant contributions to the advm1cement of
electronics in the \Vest."
The year b_eg<m with the appointment of Dr. Nicholas A. Begovich, a compm1y vice president, as ou
executive of the Hughes Grotmcl Svstems G gr _P
.. -~t
.\ t h e same . time Edroup
Fullerton, C a. l'f
I orma.
,. Hat
.
.
'd
\\In
.
Mewr, a VIce pres1 ent, was named assist t
m1 group
.
D B
. h
executive to r. egovic , :md Dr. Malcolm R c" .
.
'd t
d
. urne,
vice presi en , was name to succeed Meier as manager of the Hughes
. . . Aerospace Group's· Re search an d
Development DIVISIOn at Culver Citv·
·
, , Califonua.
Other importm1t appointments durina th
.
d d I . ·
t
·
.
c
e year 111clu e e evatwn f o hvice presidencies of Dr. Leonm·d
GrdosDs, mWan~1g1 _er o Ht eChA:ronautical Systems Division
an
r.
I Iam. .
nstoffers, executive of the
,
dustrial Electromcs Group.
InJohn D. Couturie, Hughes vice president and
surer, was elected to the board of dire t
f treaPrompTer Corporation. TelePrompT c or~ 0 Teleare partners in Theta Communications fer. mt·h1 dHughes
· 1 distribution of °I
e evelop ment an d commercia
1
.
.
d
e
ectronic
co mmumcatwns pro ucts and systems m d .
1
111
systems in New York and Los Angel
cable TV
,
es.
The compm1y s gross income which h d
$400,000,000 for the 9 years thr~ugh 1965a exceeded
$500,000,000 in 1966, rose to more th
$ 5and topped
in 1967.
an 50,000,000

in 1965.
.
. a administraStructural facilities for the engmeermc,
.
f tmc t'JOns· now occupY
more
tive and manufactunng
•
than 1,000,000 square f~et.
ear San Diego, where
At Palomar County Airport_n ..
.
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e
k
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Total employment increased slightl t b
at the 11 Hughes facilities in Culv y C~ a out 31,500
Malibu, El Segundo, Cm1aga Par~r S Ity, Fullerton,
Los Angeles, Torrance, Oceanside m Nanta Barbara,
in California, and Tucson, Arizona. 1
ewport Beach
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number of advanced military aircraft. It will h<mdle
such critical tasks as navigation, target identification
and weapons delivery. Aniong the airplanes in _which
System/4 Pi will fly are the Air Force verswn of
the swing-wing F-Ill and the Navy's :\-6. :\-7 and
EA-6B tactical aircraft.
Though it fits in a suitcase, System/ 4 Pi is powerful and rugged enough to meet the rigorous c~em:mds
of aircraft, space and ground-combat apphcat•m.Is.
For example, it can withstand 50 g's of shock wlulc
operating at temperatures nmging from 6.5 degrees
below zero to 185 degrees above.
In Huntsville, Alabama, near the t\tarshall Space
Flight Center, IBM continued lmi_Iding the 3_-fo~~~
high instrument stages for the Natwnal :\eronLmt1cs
and Space Administration's Saturn V moon rockets.
More than 60 electrical and electronic units integn~ted
into each Instrument Unit stage provide the vehicle
guidance, control and data handling systems.
At the Cape Kennedy, Florida, launch ~ite, IBM
specialists checked out the Instrument _Umt . for the
Saturn V's first qualification flight, and ass~sted 111 operating the launch support complex. IBM will han~l~ the
critical assignment for every Apollo/Saturn missiOn.
At NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center in Hot~ston,
Texas, control tower for all mmmed space flights,
IBM installed its System/360 Model 75 data processors. The powerful computers, which replaced the
IBM 7094s used during Project Gemini and early
Apollo flights, can perform up to 80 billion calculations a day during an Apollo/Saturn mission.
Installation of System/360s also began at NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryl~nd.
The new computers will test tracking and commumcations equipment in the Manned Space Flight Network,
and will support the flights of unmanned scientific
satellites.
During 1967, IBM computers at Goddard and at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California,
supported a series of successful unmanned scientific
space probes. They included the Surveyor series of
soft lunar landings; Biosatellite II, which was recovered
after orbiting the earth with living plant and animal
samples; and Orbiters IV and V. IBM's role included
using computers to enhance moon pictures transmitted
from space.
While IBM people prepare for man's journey to
the moon, others focused on travel closer to earth.
At ~~e Federal Aviation Administration's experimental
facility near Atlantic City, New Jersey, IBM programmers neared completion of the 165,000 computer instructions required for a semi-automatic air traffic
control system.
The programs, and a network of special computing
systems developed by IBM for the FAA, will help air
tra£?c ,controllers manage en route flights through the
nation s air space. The first system was scheduled to
become operational in 1968 at the Jacksonville Florida, air route traffic control center.
'

on a 33,000-square-foot hangar and administrative
building. The need for this flight test center away
from the Culver City plant was perceived when the
sale of helicopters and production projections made
it evident that more than 100 aircraft per month
would have to be given a final checkout before customer delivery. The facility is on a 10-acre site adjacent to the airport.
Assembly of the Hughes 300 and TH-55A helicopters, and fabrication of major subassemblies for the
OH-6A was expanded at Rose Canyon near San Diego.
The entire 100,000 square feet of available space was
committed to helicopter fabrication, an increase of
40 percent over 1966.
More than 700 persons are employed at the 2 San
Diego facilities.
Production of 396 TH-55A 2-place primary trainer
helicopters was begun at Rose Canyon in response to
an Army contract received in June. On December 1,
Hughes was able to deliver 10 of the craft 8 months
ahead of the required schedule.
The contract for the primary trainer carried an
option clause for 198 additional ships which would
raise the Hughes trainer fleet to 990 at the Army's
Primary Helicopter School, Ft. Wolters, Texas.
Interest in Project Sky Knight, the first day-night
patrol of a city by helicopter, attracted the attention
of law enforcement officials all over the world.
Hughes supplied 3 of its Model 300 Helicopters at
cost to the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department
to patrol Lakewood, California. Financial aid came
from the President's Office of Law Enforcement
Assistance.
Two major developments in the experimental program were the expansion of the helicopter patrol to
cover 5 additional cities adjacent to Lakewood, and
a 6-month extension of the project running through
December 31, 1967.
Although final evaluation of the Sky Knight program will not be completed until after the test period
has expired, officials noted that the crime rate in Lakewood dropped a startling 17.5 percent from November
1966, to April 1967, while it was still rising in other
Southern California cities with comparable socioeconomic characteristics.
Los Angeles County Sheriff Peter J. Pitchess called
the helicopter "the first significant new dimension
for police patrol work since the patrol car replaced
officers on foot and horseback 40 years ago."

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION
FEDERAL SYSTEMS DIVISION

IBM people and advanced information systems were
actively involved in the nation's space and defense
efforts during 1967.
IBM System/ 4 Pi, a new family of computers introduced a year earlier, was selected in 1967 for a
112
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ln I~Jfi-;". IB\1 ,,·on a l".S. :\nn~· contract to develop
a data processing and comnnmications system on
wheels for armies in the field. Called the Combat
Sen·ice Support System, it will store logistic and personnel records in mobile System/360s to keep track
of ever~·thin!_! from manpower to menu.:; to munitions.
Each s\·stem will be installed in -4 :35-foot trailers
built f~r rough terrain. The :\nny planned to make
the Combat Service Support S~·stem operational in

installed at sites around the world bv the end of 1967.
During 1967 the Avionics DiYision's Hydro-Acoustic
Laboratory became operational. The facility, a research and development laboratory constmctecl above
a ~00.000-gallon above-ground \\·ater tm1k. was being
used to test <md e\·aluate advanced designs of underwater instruments.
The (Uvision was prime contractor for the C.S .
.'\avy's Barking Sands Tactical Underwater R<mge, an
underwater tracking facility installed off the coast of
Kau<ti in the Hawaiian Islands. This facility, completed
in 1967, will pro,·ide the ~avy with the capability of
evaluating the tactical performance, under actual
sea conditions. of antisubmarine warfare weapon systems and operations.

19fi~.

Soh·iug special systems problems of the governnJcnt is the business of IB\I's Federal Systems Division. headquartered at Gaithersburg. \laryland. Employing I ~ ..'500 people, the di,·ision h<L' -4 operating
centers. including its Center for Exploratory Studies
estahl ished in HJf)(i to help meet the advanced technolo<>'\' JJt•eds of the federal .government.

-.

ITT Defense Communications Division
ITT Defense Communications Division continued
to design, develop and produce message- <md circuitswitching systems. satellite communication relavs
and terminals. m1d tropospheric-scatter and line-~f
sight radio communication systems.
The division was buildina
b ~omnnmication telemetrv
and commm1d subsvstems for the Intelsat III series
commercial comnn;nication satellites scheduled to he
launched by Comsat. the Communications Satellite
Corporation, in 1968. (TR\V Systems, Inc., is program
manager for the Intelsat III satellites.) In mid- HJ67
an 85-foot-diameter commercial satellite communication earth terminal built for Spain by ITT Defense
Communications Division neared completion 40 miles
north of ~ladrid. Also in 1967 a dual satellite communication earth terminal built by the division began
operating at its site in the Canary Islands, relaying
spacecraft tracking network communications across
the Atlantic to NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center in
Houston, Texas. Indonesia ordered a satellite communication earth terminal from the division so it too will
be able to participate in the global satellite communication network.
Under contract to the U.S. Air Force, ITT Defense
Communications Division was building a major computer-based message-switching system (497L) to be
integrated into military communications networks in
the United States and abroad. Under the contract the
division will design and furnish store-<md-forwarcl automatic digital switches and integrate them into switching centers and communication links which are part
of the United States' worldwide government communications network.
In 1967 a message switching communication center
built by the division for the Department of State completed acceptance testing. Called the Automated
Terminal Station, the new communication center is
located on the fifth floor of the new State Department
building in \Vashington, D.C.
In mid-1967 the division was awarded contracts bv
the U.S. Army Electronics Command for tactic<{l
tropospheric scatter radio sets and antennas. The 12/
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ITT Defense-Space Croup. headquartered in :\'utlev. l\ew Jersev, includes ITT Avionics Division <mel
riT Defc;!Se Communications Di,·ision, both of .'\utlev: Federal Electric Corporation, P<tramus, 1\ew Jerse.v: ITT Industrial Laboratories and ITT Federal
L;t!)()ratories, both of Fort \Vaync. Indiana, and San
Fernando, California: ITT Gilfillan, Van .'\uys, California; ITT Industrial Products Division. Sm1 Fernando, California; ITT Electron Tube Di\·ision, Easton,
Pennsylvania. and Roanoke, Virginia: and ITT ElectroPhysics Laboratories, H vattsville, Marylm1d.
The mission of the rrT Defense-Space Group is to
aggressively pursue new marketing opportunities that
arise as sweeping technological advances are made in
the aerospace and military fields.
ITT Avionics Division
ITT Avionics Division \\·as engaged during 1967,
as in previous years, in engineering m1d manufacturing of products and systems including Tac<m and other
point-source navigation, hyperbolic navigation, electronic defense and antisubm<uine warfare.
Tacan systems included airborne and ground antenna svstems, indicators, data links and test equipment. I-iyperbolic systems included Loran ground stations, Omega and Loran C/D shipboard and airborne
receivers, and support equipment to provide navigation capability to aircraft <U1d ships for long-range,
worldwide coverage. Electronic defense and AS\V
systems included reconnaissm1ee, electronic countermeasures, direction finders, radar trainer systems, underwater instnunentation and sonar training devices.
ITT Avionics Division has the distinction of having
designed every Tacan antenna that has ever become
operational. Some 2,000 of these antennas had been
113
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port services hc~th ashore at~d afloat i~ 1 .19(-i-;-. Tl~l·~·
were involved m such services <L'i missile track mg
and instrumentation. communications, timing control.
data storage and retrieval. logistics suppl~· and qualit~·
control.
Federal Electric personnel also operated and mai 11tained instrumentation and conuntttlications facilities
at Vandenberg Air Force Base and Pillar Point. California, as well <L'i at Hawaii <Utd Eniwctok in the
Marshall Islands. Federal Electric specialists also
manned radar, optical and telemetry equipment
aboard 10 ocean-,going range ships operating out of
Hawaii and Port Hueneme, California.
Besides providing range safety and instnuncntation
data in the launch area, Federal Electric also handled
in-flight and trajectory information and provid:d impact scoring, recovery data, and data reductiOn on
all missile and space shots launched during the vear
from Vandenberg.
At the Kennedy Space Center, Federal Electric
was the prime contractor for commtmications and
instrumentation support services. Nearly 1.700 Federal Electric engineers and technicians maintained.
calibrated, repaired and operated a wide range of
communications and instrumentation equipment. Timing continued to he a vital functi.on of \ccleral Electric's activities at the Kennedy Space Center. From
one central source time references were being sent
to more than one hundred local stations to guarantee
split-second synchronization for operations throughout the Kennedy Space Center.
In addition, ITT's service associate also provided
computer programming and data reduction services
for NASA at the center. Federal Electric also functioned in the fields of administrative and operational
intercom, public address and paging, fire reporting,
point-to-point telephone, mobile radio and television,
countdown, timing and data transmission, test and
switching centers, communications centers and cable
systems.
Throughout 1967, Federal Electric Corporation
continued to serve the Marshall Space Flight Center
as prime contractor for reliability support services.
The company performed reliability research and development, analysis and documentation for NASA in
support of the Saturn/ Apollo lunar program. Federal
Electric specialists also monitored other NASA contractors to assure the highest levels of reliability in
the manufacture and assembly of the Saturn launch
vehicle and associated systems.
Federal Electric's third major area of 1967 NASA
support services was the Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas, where the company served as prime
contractor for technical information and logistics
support services. Federal Electric engineering and
technical specialists aided NASA scientists in documenting the results of a vast research and development program to expand the fund of knowledge on
space technology. The ITT company provided technical writing, editing, report preparation and reproduc-

24-channel pulse code modulation AN/GRC-14.3 sets
will be packaged in mobile shelters.
And in 1967 the U.S. Air Force conducted preliminary field tests of an ITT Defense Communicationsdesigned manpack microwave radio system at Eglin
Air Force Base, Florida. Developed for Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, New
York, the terminal is a miniaturized F!vi microwave
radio system which provides quick-reaction line-ofsight communication under varied field conditions. It
is completely solid-state and makes extensive use of
microelectronic integrated circuits, thick film and
monolithic techniques.
Federal Electric Corporation
During 1967 Federal Electric Corporation, worldwide service subsidiary of International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation and one of the largest
and most active members of ITT's Defense-Space
Group, continued to devote a major share of its activities to aerospace.
Federal Electric was particularly active in .S major
project areas: (I) systems implementation; (2) missile
range services; (.3) NASA space programs; (4) operation and maintenance services and (5) base support
services.
Federal Electric's systems implementation engineers provide systems design and planning as well as
procurement, installation, test and checkout of communications and radar systems. These systems cover
tropospheric scatter, microwave link, digital data
transmission and display, and submarine cable systems. All systems feature high volume of traffic, high
speed transmission and high reliability of operation
in communications. FEC also operates a vast radar
network with full radar capability for search, acquisition and tracking.
In 1967, Federal Electric's outstanding systems implementation achievement was the completion of a
7,600-mile submarine cable communications system
linking Cape Kennedy and Grand Turk Island in the
Bahamas.
Employing the latest technological advances in
submerged repeater and lightweight armorless cable
to permit transmission of high-speed broad-band data,
the system provides real-time information from downrange tracking and telemetry stations for all Cape
Kennedy-launched space and missile flights.
ARother systems implementation accomplishment
in 1967 by Federal Electric Corporation was Project
Fast Race. This involved the installation for the United
States of a tropo communications system between the
United Kingdom and Germany. Federal Electric completed the project within the required time schedule.
Federal Electric continued as prime contractor for
the Air Force Western Test Range which extends from
California across the Pacific to the Indian Ocean.
More than 1,800 Federal Electric engineers and technicians performed operational maintenance and sup-
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tim 1. test procedure documentation. data storage :mel
rd rie\·a I. m i<:rofilm in g. graphic arts and logistics support.
Since I H.'5(i. Federal Ele<:trk Corporation has operalt•d and maintained the Distant Earlv \\':rrning
Line , DE\\'Linel across .-\Iaska. Canada ;mel Gree1;~
land. The :3.(i00-mile DE\\'Line is the world's largest
radar snrveillance t·ommlmieations network.
For the fonrth straight vear. Federal Eledrie Corporation. through its ·s,•h~idiary ITT Technical Ser\·ices. Inc .. performed a wide \·ariety of base support
services for the l'nited States :\ir Force in its Flight
Test Installation in Palmdale. California. Its responsibilities co\·cred runwav maintenance. service :mel
repair: cr:L-;h and rcscu~ operations on the ground
augmented by helicopter search :mel resc:ue operation
in the air: operation and maintenance of all commtmications s~·stcms. not only ground telephone and
teleprinter units hut also ground-to-air high frequency
radio comnnmications: and grmmd control operations
in the control tower. directing and controlling all
aircraft on the ground. both prior to take-off"' and
after landing. The company also h:mdled the procurement of all needed supplies :mel materials, :mel furnishing of all utilities such as electricity. gas, potable
water and a variety of st:mdard and special fuels for
aircraft and ground vehicles.
ITT's Federal Electric Corporation was one of a
score of aerospace companies running Job Corps Centers for the Office of Economic Opportunity. The systems management approach developed by the aerospace industry was being applied to the solution of
complex social problems.
Federal Electric employed such <m approach in
developing a total program for the Kilmer Job Corps
Center which the company has operated and maintained since Febmarv 1965.
Under the ITT ;ervice org:mization's banner, a
multi-discipline team consisting of sociologists, psychologists, educators, operations analysts <mel civil,
mechanical and electrical engineers researched the
problem from every angle, analyzed it into relevant
factors and integrated thousands of operations into
the organized pursuit of definite results. The endproduct was a program custom-designed to meet the
educational, occupational and citizenship needs of the
Kilmer corpsmen.

The unique eombination of sensor and equipment
capabilities in one organization has led to significant
contributions by ITT Industrial Laboratories to the
aerospaee field, both directly through accomplishments in satellite instmmentation design and indirectly
through the exclusive line of phototubes which are
ineorporated in stabilization, mapping, and other
electro-optical subsystems needed for almost every
importcmt U.S. space experiment or mission.
Scientists :mel meteorologists around the world were
utilizing information gathered by the ITT ILD-deYeloped infrared nighttime camera aboard i\"ASA's
.:\imbus I and II weather satellites, and presented as
strip maps extending from pole to pole. Previous
picture tnmsmission from satellites had been limited
to daytime patch photography of sunlit portions of
the earth requiring considerable work to construct a
photographic mosaic to study a significant earth area.
On the basis of nighttime photos taken by the ITT
ILD-built camera without the interference of reflected
sunlight, the U.S. Geological Survey has repositioned
Mt. Siple, a 10,000-foot high mmmtain in Antarctica,
used by pilots as a navigational aid. Its location, based
on earlier charting e:xpeditions, was found to be 45
miles too far east. Future relief maps will show the
corrected location.
The Nimbus-B also will include a daytime camera
to be designed and developed by ITT ILD. Another
daytime space camera was developed for NASA's
Applications Technology Satellite (ATS) scheduled
for launch in early 1968.
It is significant that both the Nimbus B satellite
and ATS daytime can1eras will utilize a unique can1era
tube also developed by ITT ILD. This tube, called
a Vidissector, the modem version of Dr. Philo T.
Famsworth's original television camera tube, will
receive optical images and translate them into electronic information for transmission to gratmd stations
and reproduction as pictures.
ITT ILD also contributed to NASA's Orbiting Geophysical Observatory (OGO) satellite project. In an
effort to aid scientists trying to learn the source and
nature of a mysterious light reflection in space, ITT
ILD developed a photoelectric camera to photograph
this mysterious phenomenon in 3 colors. This equipment was a pioneering effort in transmitting color
photographs from a space satellite.
.
ITT ILD-developed electro-optical sensors, including photodiodes, multiplier photohtbes, but fixed and
scannable, and image converters, continued to make
important contributions to the U.S. space effort both
in orbit and on the ground. Many of these applications are described in the text of ITT Aerospace Division activities. For example, the moon-traveling
Lunar Orbiters I, II, III, IV, and V were guided on
their trans-lunar path from their earth parking orbit
to the moon with the aid of "eyes in space" developed
by ITT ILD, highly sensitive photomultiplier tubes
which sought out the star C<mopus and used it as a

ITT Industrial Laboratories Division
ITT Industrial Laboratories Division activities during the year embraced applied research, design, development and fabrication of electro-optical sensor
devices and equipment, aerospace instrumentation for
missiles and space vehicles, and related apparah1s in
the physical sciences. Special emphasis was placed
on components <mel equipment that operate in the
infrared, visible and ultraviolet portions of the electromagnetic spectmm, and on specialized television, including associated major components.
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fixed reference point for orientation and accurate
guidance of the space vehicles.
Direct-view storage tubes, originated by ITT Industrial Laboratories, also found broad application
in aircraft and space vehicle cockpit displays as well
as in the myriad of ground equipments necessary to
assure flight crew safety. Typical of such applications
was the Weather Bureau's new weather radar remoting system (WB/RATTS-66) being installed at maj~r
commercial airfields throughout the country and FAA s
tower cab bright display.
In addition, ITT ILD started work late in the year
on an infrared filter wedge spectrometer for the Nimbus D program. This device is intended to determine
the moisture content in the earth's cloud cover by
analyzing its spectral radiation.
Scientists and engineers at ITT Industrial Laboratories continued to build on their pioneering efforts
in the research and development field, particularly
in the area of special purpose tubes, image handling
equipment, and in the new and growing field of space
technology.
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liT Federal Laboratories
ITT Aerospace Division

ITT Gilfillan

ITT Federal Laboratories' ITT Aerospace Division
continued to be one of the world's foremost laboratories engaged in the development of advanced space
products and systems.
In 1967, key technical contributions were made in
the areas of rendezvous and docking; missile guidance
and fuzing; reconnaissance, surveillance and detection; space guidance, navigation and communications;
position location equipment; low light-level TV and
night vision; small scientific satellites; and undersea
technology.
ITT Aerospace continued development of its laser
space rendezvous and docking system for use in postApollo missions. Prototype equipment was successfully
demonstrated in 1967 and contracts were under way
with NASA to define flight hardware and also study
advanced versions of this electro-optical equipment.
Tests proved its superiority over RF systems designed
for the same mission.
Also under development and preliminary production at ITT Aerospace was the Navy's satellite navigation receiving system, AN/SRN-9. Equipment provides position location accuracies for ships to 50 feet
on a worldwide coverage basis with all-weather capability. Applications engineering for commercial uses
is also under way, including land and airborne environments. In addition to the SRN-9 equipment, ITT
Aerospace provided several tracking receivers for
use in comsat stations located around the world.
Electro-optical developments were continued in
both optical communications and night vision. A laboratory version of a deep space optical communications link wa'i developed for NASA with current empha'iis on acquisitions and tracking techniques. A
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trolled approach radars used hy the military forces
of the l'.S. and more than }.') forei~1 countries.
Corporate- and 1-!0vernment-sponsored research and
den'lopment in advanced radar techniques and systems im:rea.o;ed substantially over prior years. Among
future products toward which this activity '''<L'i directed are air traffic control radars of ~rcatly improved
pcrlonnatl<:l' and reliability. Development of an advam:ed model of a precision approach radar which
was demonstrated to Department of Defense officials
in HJ(i(i progressed in 1967.
:\t year-end the majority of ITI Gilfillan's manufacturing and test activities were being consolidated
in Ill'\\" facilities in Van :\"uys. California. to provide
for im:re;Lo;cd efficiency and anticipated growth.

are used in pulse modulators for radar and linear accelerator systems.
The gas h.tbe operations continued to e:x-pand, \\ith
development aimed at producing a device which holds
off 80 kilovolts and passes 30 amperes of average current. This followed the development of the world's
first multigrid hydrogen thyratron capable of holding
off IOO kilovolts. New devices added to the line are
triggered and two element spark gaps used to protect expensive components in high power equipment.
The Electron Tube Division has long been an important source for microwave htbes used in such applications as point-to-point voice and TV conuntmications,
radar. electronic cotmterrneasures, and radar augmentors. The line includes medium power C\V, T\VTs,
<mel 1 kilowatt to -! kilowatt pulse h.tbes. a line of
hackward-waYe oscillator tubes, millimeter wave reflex klystrons, noise sources and gas discharge tubes
having a precise level of white-noise output to measure receiver sensitivity or h.me crystal detectors.
The Roanoke facilitv continued as a leader in the
development and mcu1tifach.rre of Electro Optic Tubes,
such as direct view storage h.tbes, image converter
tubes, and image intensifiers. These tubes were being
manufach.tred for use in airborne weather radar svstems, high brightness cockpit displays for milit~y
terrain-following cu1d fire control radar, star trackers,
la'ier detectors, TV pickups for terminal guidance
missile systems, and weather satellites.
Development and production activities were being
carried forward in the area of passive "night vision"
image tubes, requiring only ambient light as a source
of illumination. The latron storage tubes developed
at the plant have a storage time of a few seconds
to several minutes. The fast erase capability of some
recently developed tubes allow display of TV images
at standard frcune rates without dunking of the storage mesh during the fly-back period. This is unique
in the industry.
In addition to display tubes, Roanoke was also making a line of recording storage tubes which accept
CRT deflection scanning patterns, store them for up
to 6 hours, cu1d read them out as often as required.
These devices may be used for pattern and frequency
conversion, data storage, or to activate a number of
different monitors.

ITT Electron Tube Division
ITT Electron Tube Division is responsible for managing ITT's special-purpose electron tube business
in the United States. The division is a completely intecrrated
organization
which develops, mmmfactures
~
'
and markets a broad line of produets-high-vacuum
tubes, hydrogen thyratrons, traveling wave tubes,
klystrons, spark gaps, noise sources. direct \'iew storage
tubes and light sensing ;md emitting devices.
The division's HJ67 activities w~re carried on at
2 modern plants in Easton, Pennsylvania ;mel Roanoke.
Virginia. These unique facilities were specially designed and built for the sole purpose of engineering
and manufacturing special-purpose quality tube products. Both plants have complete machine shop installations, glass working shops, chemical cleaning operations, specialized metal heat-treating equipment,
clean room assembly areas, exhaust-process stations,
and a full range of allied equipment utilized in the
specialized testing of a variety of h.tbes.
The Communications, IndustriaL and Microwave
Operations-power tubes, traveling wave tubes, gas
discharge devices-were centered at the Easton plant.
For a broad range of applications in communications
systems, navigational gear, pulse modulation, ;mel
industrial heating equipment, the power h.tbe line
offers a variety of high vacuum h.tbes-water, air, or
vapor cooled diodes, triodes, and tetrodes. Output
power of these h.tbes ranges from 1 to 600 kilowatts.
Research was being carried on to develop power tubes
having increased reliability and higher output, along
with maximum efficiency. Typically, 1967 achievements in the power tube area included the development of type F1086, a switch tube in which current
reversal has been completely eliminated from the
operating range. This tube is the heart of many of
the world's primary navigational aids.
In the gas discharge tube line, the world's largest
glass and ceramic hydrogen thyratrons were being
manufactured at Easton. More than 60 different types
of tubes were being produced, ranging in operating
voltage from 300 to 100,000 volts and in peak power
capability from .05 to 100 megawatts. These tubes

KAISER AEROSPACE & ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
The business of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics
Corporation continued during 1967 to consist primarily of the production of solid fuel rocket motor
nozzles, machined aircraft structural components, aircraft precision gears and gear assemblies, and the design <mel production of the airborne Kaiser Flite-Path
(registered) navigational aid and community cu1tenna
television (CATV) equipment.
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control surfaces for the ~'vlcDonnell Dougl<L'i DC-k and
DC-~); wings <mel tail empennage for the Cmmman
OV-lA Moha\\·k: <md rudders, doors and access panels
for the Grumman :\-(i:\.
Kam<m also entered the production of aircraft equipment, principally with a contract for _galleys fr~m1
Eastern Airlines, <mel <Umounced plans for expan~1un
of its sales in the field.
In addition to these major prograllls, the comp<my
had important \\"ork forGE (Cincinnati_ and Pl~iladcl
phia), Perkin-Elmer, Avco, Itek, DeHavdlaml Canada.
Fleet, Raytheon, Boeing, Beeeh, and LockheedCalifornia.
In the helicopter field the most sigi~i.fiea~ll deve!opment was the start of retrofit and nHKIIhealiOII of :\avy
SeaSprite reseue helicopters from sin~le .to t\\"in T5H
turbine eonfiguration. The ch<mgc. will unprove the
engine reliability, hot day <mel altitude perfo~·manec
of the Navy rescue/utility helicopter, enahh~1g the
SeaSprite to continue critical missio~1s evei.l With on~
engine out. First deliveries of the t_wm turbme UH-:2C
joined the fleet in the China Sea In November.
Kaman HH-4.3 Huskie helicopters continued to he the
rescue workhorse of the Air Force in Vietnam, being
credited with nearly two-thirds of tl~e ~aves by Aei~o
space Rescue and Recovery Service m Southe~tst As1a.
The company also received a small productiOn contract for additional Huskies.
Research work in the Aircraft Division of Kaman
Corporation concentrated on me<ms of improvin¥ t~e
performance and reliability of helicopters <md p~nod1c
reviews of the potential for new types and desiw1s of
VTOL aircraft, including rotorcraft. Kanum ei:gme:rs
had specialized mechanical components <md vibration
control devices and had a study contract for a new
concept called "controllable twist" rotor, o.ne which
would vary its pitch or angle of attack over Its .length,
offering potential for increased lift and speed m pure
helicopters and compound aircraft.
During the year Kaman announced formation of a
new division-KAcarb Products-to produce <mel market
a new type of self-lubricating bearing develop~d by
Kaman engineers. It was in use on the UH-2 senes of
helicopter at year-end and was expected to be mad.e
standard in other models of Army and Navy helicopters in 1968.
Kaman's Instruments Division in Austin, Texas, has
among its programs work on the Apollo biomedical
instrumentation. Their cardiac output computer and
cardiac tachometer, developed for NASA, are used
in test work and as "on board" equipment.
Kaman's Nuclear Division in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, emphasizes studies on weapons effectiveness
on vulnerability and countermeasures for the Department of Defense. In addition to work in commercial
application of activation analysis, Kaman is active in
investigation of application of nuclear energy to recovery of natural resources and power plants.

The corporation had a backlog of orders totaling
$44,431,000 as of September 30, 1967, compared with
$40,277,000 as of September .30, 1966, and the volume of sales during 1967 substantially increased.
At San Leandro, California, Kaiser was operating
one of the most modern numerically controlled machining facilities in the United States, performing
work on the Grumman F-Ill program and the Boeing commercial 747, 727 and 707/.320 aircraft. The
San Leandro Plant, winner of the USAF Zero Defects
Achievement Award, was one of the nation's leading
producers of nozzles for major military missile programs, such as Poseidon, Polaris, Minuteman and
others.
At Palo Alto, California, continued manufacture
of the Kaiser Flite-Path system and the ao;sociated
Kaiser Radar Data Converter for use by the Navy
in the Grumman A-6A aircraft proceeded at high rate.
In addition, there was limited production of new integrated display systems for use in both military and
civilian light aircraft.
The Embe Gear Plant at Glendale, California, acquired in 1966, continued the manufacture of precision gears and hydraulic and electro-mechanical
systems for the aircraft and aerospace industry.
In Phoenix, Arizona, the company was designing
and manufacturing military electronics support equipment. Kaiser CATV Corporation, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation, and also located at Phoenix, continued production of CATV equipment for sale throughout the
United States. Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Kaiser Industries Corporation.

KAMAN CORPORATION
Developments in Kaman's growth/diversification
program continued to extend the company's activities
in new fields of endeavor and carry Kaman's business
and backlog to new highs.
During 1967 the company shortened its name from
Kaman Aircraft Corporation to Kaman Corporation
and reorganized its 9 divisions into 4 market-oriented
business groups: Aerospace, Science and Technology,
Special Products, and Fixed Base Operations.
Kaman's growth in its first score of years was substantially through internal development, but in 1967
the company broadened its financial structure to be
ready to take advantage of growth by acquisition
opportunities.
In the aerospace field Kaman's Aircraft Division
continued major airframe component production contracts for tactical, strategic and commercial aircraft.
These included Haps and spoilers for the Lockheed
C-.5A; thrust reversers for the C-.5A's GE TF.39 engines; cargo door shrouds, trailing edge panels and
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infrared receiver and an integrated sighting telescope
was initiated for a mobile weapons system. The division's lightweight, reliable, high-accuracy star tracking system was utilized for an Air Force manned space
svstem.
Continued acceptance of space qualified flyable
systems associated with the Apollo program, the Goddard Experiment package and star trackers for the
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory reflected the success of a long and well planned effort to develop
capabilities in this technology. In addition, the division's hand-held space navigation instrument produced
for 1\ASA was selected for the Apollo mission.
Extensive investigation into the figuring and polishing of optics led to the technique of ION Beam Erosion. Through the use of controlled erosion of surfaces
by ION beams, a practical solution to the problem of
manufach1ring aspheric lenses has been obtained.
Continued development of the technique will also
provide a solution to the precise machining of h1rbine
blades <md ball bearings.
Development continued in the Advanced Optical
technology field. Under NASA sponsorship, the division provided a visual flight reference system to be
used as a research tool for evaluation of visual presentations in color TV, black and white TV, fiber
optics and direct viewing. This device will be used
to determine the astronauts' visual reference system
for Apollo.
Participation in NASA's Orbiting Astronomical
Support Facility (OASF) and the Optical Technology
Apollo Extension System (OT AES) programs provided
for the development of a sophisticated capability in
the field of large optics. This technology was being
developed for utilization in the fields of scientific experimentation, earth resources identification and
scientific ell:ploration.
Through a Navy-sponsored development, the division diversified into the data retrieval and viewing
field with a compact system that can be used wherever "instant access" is desired for pictorial or printed
data.

Proc!n<:ts of the J..:ollsman Instnunent Corporation
n:<.Tived wide-spread eustomer accept<UH;e durina
HHi7. :\II di,·isions exhibited continuin~ ~rowth.
~
.\ \'10'-.'ICS DI\'ISIO'-.'

The demand for aireraft instrumentation 1)\- the commercial airlines. operators of business aircr;tft and bv
the armed forces, continued to crrow in 1967 and th~
product icH 1 volume of the :\ vicm,~·s Division expanded
accordint!:ly.
Orders from Boeing. \tcDonnell Dougla.~ and British .-\i rcraft Corporation exceeded thc)se placed in
previous years. Important Ill'\\' orders were received
for instrumentation to be incorporated on the new
Boeing -;- -t 7 jumbo jet. J..:ollsman ·s integrated Hight
instrument system was selected for the new stretched
version of the Dough-; DC-8 aircraft . .\lany of the
major commercial airlines throughout the free world
also placed initial orders for J..:ollsman altitude reporting equipment to he incorporated in their jet
fleet. The J..:ollsman KS-200 air data computer was
certificated for the Douglas DC-8 aircraft and beg;m
certification Hights on the Boeing 737 twin jet. Orders
for these new air data computers greatly exceeded
previous levels, reaffirming the company's position
in the air data systems market for commercial aircraft.
In the militarv avionics area, first contracts were
received for serv; pneumatic altimeters, type AAU-19.
These instruments, which have become the standard
altimeters to be used hv all branches of the service,
represent a future busin~ss opporhmity the volume of
which was expected to exceed that for all instrument
types previously manufach1red. Also associated with
the altitude reporting program instituted by the Department of Defense, contracts were received for the
TTU-229 test set, which will be used extensively by
the services for the test and checkout of altimeters
and air data computers.
The company support of military aircraft in almost
all areas continued at levels above the previous year.
Important efforts involved the depot overhaul and
repair of sextants, C2A computers, and astro tracker
systems for B-52 and B-58 aircraft. Very large production commenced on the vertical velocitv indicators
used on practically all Navy and Air Fo~ce aircraft.
Contracts were also received for Toris Combiner
Lenses which are incorporated in the Mark II Avionics system Heads Up Display.

SYSTEMS DIVISION

The principal program in Kollsman's System Division in 1967 continued to be the USQ-28 Aerial Mapping System for the Air Force. Category II flight testing and preparation for operational deployment of
the USQ-28 received accelerated emphasis in 1967
when the RC-135A aircraft which serve as the USQ-28
aerial platforms were transferred from Wright-Patterson Air Force Base to the headquarters of the usina
command, the 1370th Mapping 'Ving at Forbes Ai~
Force Base, Kansas. Concomitant with the transfer
Kollsm;m's Systems Division \Vas given added majo;
responsibilities for engineering and management support of the intensified flight test program. Test mapping missions were flown throughout the continental
United States, preparatory to deployment of the RC-

ELECTRO-OPTICS DIVISION

While still maintaining a position as a developer
of state-of-the-art techniques and processes, the Electro-Optics Division, in 1967, began to realize significant return on the research <md development investments initiated in prior years. Production of an
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tion beyond the electromech<mical ~isplay, 1\:ollsman
developed a solid-state display dencc under government contract.

135As overseas in 1968 to map other friendly countries of the world.
Embodied in the USQ-28 System are some of the
most advanced equipments in the western world. Some
of these equipments were built by Kollsman, others
by carefully selected subcontractors who are foremost
in their product lines and technological disciplines.
Characteristic of the USQ-28 subsystems are its inertial platform, the most precise inertial navigator
flown to date; its computer, the largest airborne digital
computer extant; its Geocon IV lens, the world's most
advanced mapping lens.
Closely paralleling the Systems Division's work in
developing the USQ-28, the nation's fastest and most
accurate means of acquiring data for mapping, was
a contract with the U.S. Army Engineering Topographical Laboratory for automated reduction of data
for incorporation in the maps.

CORPORATE ORD:\:\:\CE

The backlog of Corporate Ordnance Ope~·ati?ns
increased 60 1;ercent during H)()7 ..The orgamza_twn
was engaged in the production of anti-personnel m~ncs,
test sets and firing devices at Bridgepor~, <:=onncclicut;
mechanical artillery fuzes and sophisticated ele(.:tronic/infrared influence fuzes at Melrose Park, Illinois; complex influence fuzes and K~lls~~1ai1-.~ev~l~pe~l
Laser Weapon Fire Simulators at Syosse~, \e,\\. '_or~.
Ordnance Group headquarters at Eh~1hurst, Ne\\ 't ork,
was engaged in design and product unprovement ~ro'ety of mechanical electro-mechamcal
grams on a van
.'
I, . . .
and opto-mecha~1 ical fuzes and. flfe cont~ol c ev1~e~.
Corporate Ordnance Ot~eratwns con~I~m~d exp,m.
and were established forswn o f ac t'IVI't'1e s dtiri'ng 1967
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CORPORATE TECHNOLOGY CENTER

The Corporate Technology Center was actively engaged during 1967 in areas of rapidly changing technologies, preparing the ground work for future Kollsman programs.
The center was engaged in the exploration of new
laser concepts involving meteorology, simulation,
communications, and oceanography. The successful
optical laser system for underwater use led to several
Navy contracts on underwater TV systems. The Underwater TV system was successfully tested at the
David Taylor Model Basin, and it produced highresolution pictures over a significantly greater range
than heretofore possible. Kollsman's patented laser
weapon fire simulator, an aid in the training of tank
gunners, was produced in quantity, and additional
production orders for Kollsman's Ordnance Division
were anticipated. The company also developed a
laser optical alignment system which has an extremely
accurate long-range, all-weather laser theodolite with
an unprecedented capability in precision meteorology.
A ~avy contract was initiated to develop a light~eight .l~~r range estimator for use in weapons trainmg activities. New developments of a solid-state air
data computer and solid-state pressure transducer
wi~l permit. Kollsman to provide high-performance
reh~ble eqmp~ent that will be required in new generatiOns of mihtary and commercial aircraft, including the supersonic transport. Under contract from
~he National. I~~titutes of Health, Kollsman was study~ng the ~ossibihty of .transmitting power through the
mtact skm for powenng electronic devices implanted
in the human body.
The Delp.hic II data ~splay system, previously used
by C~lumbm Broadcastmg Syst.em in a unique presentatiOn for telecasts of the entire Gemini series, was
being evaluated for even wider use in the Apollo telecasts. This display equipment was demonstrated to
professional educational groups, and shows considerable promise for use as a teaching aid. In diversifica-

LEAR JET CORPORATION
Acquisition of controlling interest in Lear Jet Industries, Inc., by the Gates Rubber Comp~~y, Denver,
Colorado in April added financial stabihty as well
as management depth to the 5-year-old company in
1967.
Charles C. Gates, Jr., Gates Rubber presiden~ who
subsequently became president of Lear Jet, said the
acquisition was a step in Gates~ l?ng-~ange plan to
materially serve the general aviatiOn mdustry., Previously, a substantial portion of Gates Rubbers activities had been directed toward surface transportation. The .55-year-old firm grossed approximately
$260,000,000 in sales in 1966.
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r main d
board chairman
d ncrin r iocr pro~ITam and

recently as senior vice president of the Hughes Tool
Company Aircraft Division.
At mid-year, Gates Aviation Corporation, a subsidiary of The Gates Rubber Company, was appointed
distributor for Lear Jet aircraft. Dming a 3-month
startup organizational period, during which regional
and area sales offices were established, the Denverbased marketing organization announced sale of 11
Lear Jets valued in excess of $7,000,000.

ionics
D-ivision in Dein 196- . Addiot r '~as

AVIO "ICS DIVISIO .
AJH RAFT OT\

Further diversification into military and commercial fields keynoted 1967 activities for the Lear Jet
Avi onics Division.
Well over $1 ,000,000 in work was assigned by the
U.S. Navy, in production of standby attitude gyro indicators for light attack aircraft of a type operating
in Southeast Asia.
The U.S. Air Force awarded the Avionics Division
2 conb·acts relating to electronics equipment installed
in more than a half-dozen varied types of aircraft.

I t\

Buildin from its positi on as a worl d 1 ad r in manufa c tur o f business jet a.ircraft in 1965 and 1966 the
nd of 196 had mainL ea r J t Airc raft Di ision b
tained its lead in total deli e ri e of rporat j t aiTcraft, with so me 160 ha vin cr entered servi e.
Co llectively, the Lear Je t fl et had accumulated
\Ve il ove r 150,000 fl_i aht hom , q ui\ al nt t 5 000,000
mil es of travel.
A surv ey of Lear Jet owners indicated mo re than
· replacing
h alf tran sitioned to tmbojet op ration
Ught twin piston-powered mod I confumincr the
broad m arke t appeal of th e aircraft.
Enhanc ing interest in the entir busioes jet industry w as a tmique je t fli ght familiarization course
in augurated in 1967 by Lear Jet. The con nb·ated
2-day program is open to all pilots, and includes 10
hou rs of g rotmd school, plus one hom " left seat ' pilot
tim e in a Lear Jet. It is designed to assist in ultimately supply ing jet-rated pilots required to crew
th e g rowing number of non-military aircraft forecast
for the next decade.
In addition to numerous deliveries to United States
and foreign -ba5ed corporate owner dming 1967 for
routine business operations, 2 Lear Jet deliveries during the year established " firsts" within the industry.
Buker Airways, Inc. , of North Springfield, Vermont,
began operating a Lear Jet Model 24 on a 5-nightp er-week mail nm between New York C ity, Cincinnati, and Pittsbmgh. This marked the first time a
business jet had been utilized in continued regular
air mail service.
Later in the year, Sun Airlines, of St. Louis, inaugurated Lear Jet service as the world's first thirdlevel air carrier using pure jet equipment on scheduled flights.
In October, the Lear Jet Model 25 received FAA
T ype Certification w1der FAR 25 regulations governing the air transport category. The Model 25 is 4
fee t 4 inches longer than the Model 24 and carries
a total of 10 persons. It claims the same basic performance qualifications, utilizing higher thrust General
Electric CJ6l0-6 engines.
In Se ptember, Malcolm S. Hamed was elected Lear
Jet executive vice president and Aircraft Division general manager. Harned has 20 years management exp erience in aircraft engineering and marketing, most

Lear let's Model 24 became the first business jet to be used
in regular air maU service when Buker Airways started
opemting a 5-night-a-week run.

Late in the year, King Radio Corporation commissioned Lear Jet to supply a quantity of directional
gyros for a new heading system the firm developed
for the 1968 business aircraft market. This represented
the Avionics Division's first commercial production
contract.
By mid-1968 it was anticipated some 80 percent
of the division's production will be "outside company" work, with the balance representing deliveries
of instmmentation to the Lear Jet Aircraft Division.
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BRANTLY HELICOPTER

placed on the commercial aircraft instnmwnt market
in 1968. The self-contained encoder altimeter is an
advancement to the state-of-the-art in altimetn·. Providing automatic reporting of aircraft altitucie to a
ground station, the :\stek instrument. \\·hich w~L<; dc~eloped in conjunc.:tion with the U.S. ~avy. combines
an optical encoder with a standard altimeter to provide an instrument with minimum potential radio
frequency interference problems. and ~'cry little or no
changes to existing aircraft ccmhguratJon.

Relocation of all Brantly B2B and Model .30.5 manufacturing from Frederick, Oklahoma, to \Vichita was
completed early in 1967. In October the company
was awarded a production certificate for both aircraft, permitting company personnel, rather than FAA
staff: to conduct production inspections. A production
certificate ~ttests to a _company's high standards of
workmanship and effective quality assurance program.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT FACILITY

Astronics Division
LSI's leadership in the field of aircraft automatic
flight controls was enhanced with the dev.elopment
and delivery of an integrated VTOL (vertical takeoff and landing) flight control systen~ under a contract
from the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. at
Wright Patterson Air Force Bw;e. The ~ystcm, which
·111<.: 1'u<.1es. a VTOL intecrrated
control-<.hsplav
,..,
.
· svstcm.
·
..
·
·t·
lied
in
a
Sikorsky
CH-.3C
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and
\V<L<;
was 1ns a
f
.
.
.
1ator or mvcstJgatJOn
·1n fl"1g11 t t es·t ,'lS· '·1n in-fli,rht
simu
~
,
of low visibility operatiOns. .
..
Paralleling Astronics' work 111 the VTOL fhght confor
. . .::;-ax ·s miniaturized control system
tro I area was ,1 ., 1· '
•
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.
I
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·
·
'
.
.
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'
.
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Always having been a research and development
oriented company, Lear Jet in 1967 organized a research and development facility on Orange County
Airport, near Santa Ana, California. There a staff of
technical specialists was concentrating on new product research and development of advanced features
for Lear Jet products.

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
conti" nue d to d emonstrate supenonty
. .
. Lear Siegler
.
m progressive technical
d
.
.6 .
.
during 1967 while .
_an . scient! c mnovatwns
systems and
mcreasmg Its output of aerospace
components unde
b
d
f
duction contracts Not
r a roa range o probroadened and · k only was the product spectrum
mar eth penetr
·
new-order booking
l
a t"Ion d eepene d , b ut m
between advance; a ea thy balance Wa'i maintained
and follow-on contr::e;.-product development work
In addition, LSI further
.
acquisition of aerospace ;xp1anded Its activities via
ly before the close of ~ ~e ated operations. Shortthe assets of the Tele~::r~ ar ~9?~, LSI purchased
Measurements Corporat·
cs Diviston of Technical
nical capabilities of LSI~onElto complement the techD IVlSion.
· · ·
During the sa s ectroni
.
c I nstrumentation
Corporation, a manufacturme pefnod, Astek Instrument
. au
. data-inst er o pneum a t"Ic and electropneumatic
owned by Lear Siegler ~ents that was partially
company.
' came a full division of the

Astek Division

LSI AVIONICS GROUp

To provide a more effective
.
. . ' s expandi ng operatio
envuonme
new diVISIOn
A
n t for the
a new facility in Armonk, New y:~ dste~ occupied
quarter of 1967. The new buildin~ 'd u~mg the first
fically for the manufacture of precisio estgned speciallow for considerable growth beforenfuprthoducts, will
. d
r er exp
sion is reqmre .
anDuring the year, the division introdu d
ne umatic digital altimeter (counter dru~e lt"a new
p
d d
a Imeter)
and complete
eve1opment o f a self-contained
en
coder altimeter. The counte_r drum ~ltimeter, which
"d I·mproved presentatiOn of altitude was t b
provi es
'
o e

Instrument Division
To keep pace with increasing product~o.n volume,
construction of a 92,000-square-foot additiOn to the
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which has a projected bmsh life of 20,000 hours and
efficiency of 70-75 percent.
Product development and continuing programs,
primarily for aerospace applications, covered a wide
range of power <md power control requirements. Electrical systems and components for all models of the
DC-8 Series 10 through 60 were in production, as
was similar equipment for numerous other makes and
types of aircraft. In addition, a new generator and
static voltage regulator package was developed for
use on a military helicopter emplovincr
. a "nicrht vision"
concept, ~1d development wa_s started on a new type
of generatmg system to provide AC and DC power
from the same generator.
In the area of power control, the division developed
th~ott~e control actuators for 2 important, classified applications and yaw damper control servo actuators for
the new OV-10A light-armed reconnaissance aircraft.

Instrument Di\·ision "s nwre than -158,000-square-foot,
:3-lmildin!.! complex was started in mid-September <mel
was scheduled for completion in :\pril 1968.
.\ de\·elopment of major significance during the
\·ear was an a\\·ard to the Instnunent Division for
im)(luction of the DIYIC 1 Digital Variable Increment
Co111puter1. an airhomc computer which culminated
o year!> of rl·sean:h and development jointly funded
by the company and various government contracts.
Employing the most advanced microcircuitry, DIVIC
forms the heart of <m airborne navigation system that
has demonstrated that the circular error probability
of such s\·stems was a mere 0.-l nautical mile. or in
terms of ~elative position, 100 feet or less.
Increased gyro perfonmmcc and life, smaller size.
li"hter. and better reliahilitv
. and maintainabilitv were
achieved through the division's development of the
Series 9000 gyro. The new gyro, which incorporates
the best features of two other gyros produced for
more than -tO different military aircraft. e<m be adapted
for use in missiles, drones. tanks <mel many other applications in addition to aircraft stabilization requirements.
Also introduced during the year was ''Mini Par,"
a new addition to the Instmment Division's precision
aircraft reference system line. Basically, the new system is a miniaturized 2-gyro reference, weighing just
20 pounds and occupying only 556 cubic inches of
space. The ~-lini Par c<m be used as primary reference
or as a backup for a more sophisticated system such
as other members of LSI's precision aircraft reference
family.
The division's attitude director indicator and dual
flight director computer, key units in the new C-141
all-weather landing system, contributed to the certification of the StarLifter for Category II operations.
This was the first certification of a military aircraft
to make fully automatic landings.
Major continuing production programs at the Instmment Division involved the AN!AJB-3 and 7 bombing
systems and ASN-50 and 70 reference systems.
~

~

~

~

Romec Division
Rom~c Division, a leader in the field of aerospace
hydrauhc. and pnemnatic systems and components,
rec?rded Impressive achievements over the past year.
MaJOr programs in-work at the division included a
jet pump for the AAFSS (Advanced Aerial Fire Support
System) fuel transfer system and the hydraulic pump
for the 'Valleye air-to-surface missile. Fluid handling
~ompo~1ents for the Agena space booster, J85 and J79
jet engmes, Apollo program, and a variety of fixed and
rotary winged, private, commercial and military aircraft were also in production at the division. In addition to lube and scavenge pumps and fuel booster
pumps, these products included pneumatic units,
pressurization sets, cooling equipment units, check
valves couplings, and hydraulic power packages.
Among the division's major research and development programs was the development of the lubrication
and scavenge pump for the supersonic transport engine,
the largest known unit of its type.

Transport Dynamics, Inc., A Wholly-Owned
Subsidiary of LSI

LSI POWER EQUIPMENT GROUP

Assigned to LSI's Power Equipment Group following
the merger of American Metal Products Company
into Lear Siegler, Transport Dynamics is a leader in
the field of self-lubricated bearings. The company
had produced or was in production on bearings for
the F-111 multi-service fighter, the SST, the Mark 46
torpedo, the Saturn booster, and the unmanned Mariner and Surveyor spacecraft.
In addition, during the year, the company supplied
bearings to Boeing for the commercial 707, 720, 727,
and 737 and will also supply bearings for the huge
747. On the 727, for example, LSI provided bearings
for the landing gear, wing attach points, horizontal
stabilizers, nose gear, and flap system. Similar LSI
bearings are being used in the Douglas DC-8 and
DC-9, in other civil aircraft, and in commercial and
government helicopters.

Power Equipment Division
The already broad range of Power Equipment Division's products which produce or harness power and
include motors, generators, starters, clutch/brakes,
and servo actuators, was expanded during the year
through technological development in many related
areas.
Among the significant products introduced by the
division were the world's fastest industrial clutch and
brake and a DC electric motor designed specifically for
deep submergence applications. Designated "Fastep,"
this clutch/brake is a highly versatile motion-control
module that was judged one of the most significant
new products of the year by a national publication.
The electric motor, developed for deep submergence
propulsion equipment, is an oil filled or "wet" motor
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circuitry, the division developed a group of miniaturized
multiple power processors. These devices are used
with the advanced Loran-D and 111:\S (Integrated
Helicopter Avionics System) systems.

The company was selected to provide all bearings
for the nose and main landing gears of the C-5A military
cargo transport and it continued as a supplier to other
major government aircraft, including the Boeing B-52,
Lockheed C-141, McDonnell F-4 Phantom, LingTemco-Vought A-7, and North American XB-70.
Overseas, LSI became the largest supplier of bearings for the new Anglo-French Concorde supersonic
transport.

Electronic Instrumentation Division
The Electronic Instrumentation Division successfully entered an entirely new market during t~w year
with the receipt of more than $10,000,000 111 contracts for the manufacture of fuzes and fuze booster
assemblies for the U.S. Army. The division_ \\:as also
loping IJrototY})es of a new optical proxumty fuze
c1eve
,
1· 1
under a contract from the U.S. Air Force, w 11~· 1 W<L"
awarded on the h<L<.;is of results of a company funded
development program.
.
Shortly before the start of I H6!, L~l _a~·qmred the
business and a<;sets of the Telemetncs DIVISI~n of T~ch
nical Measurements Corporation, a leader 111 the field
of telemetry equipment. This operation . \~'<.tS phased
into the complementary technical capabilities of the
LSI division.
With the delivery of systems to the Naval Ordnance
Test Station, White Sands Missile R<mge, and Vancl~n
l erg Air Force Ba'>e, the Electronics Instrumentation
~ivision completed its initial entry i~1to the digital
data systems field. All .'3 systems contamed advanced,
newly developed equipment.
. ..
In the field of airborne video systems, the diVISion
achieved success with the television system supplied
for the Advanced Technology Satellite whicl~ W<L'i used
to provide visual information on the _behaviOr _of the
extendable booms during a gravity gradtent expenment.

SYSTEMS AND SERVICE GROUPS

Cimron Division
During the past year, the Cimron Division enlarged
its product line into a broad spectrum of test instrumentation and data systems related to a variety of
aerospace programs. Primarily a manufacturer of
digital voltmeters and instrumentation products, the
division introduced new lines of 3- and 4-digit instruments to augment its 5-digit unit. Cimron instruments
were being used on the Grumman EA-6B and A-6A
and the General Dynamics F -111.
Development of 2 new models of the HydroSqueegee solder leveling machine, developed by Cimron and used by a large number of circuit-board manufacturers, was completed and production on both units
was scheduled to begin near the end of the year. One
of the new machines, the Model 1000, incorporates
functional improvements with completely automated
operation.
Component Services Division
LSI's Component Services Division with facilities in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania; Oklahoma City, Oklahoma;
and Los Angeles, California, performs instrument and
equipment overhaul and repair on a wide variety of
government, commercial and private aircraft systems
and components.
To complement and further diversify its product
repair and overhaul capabilities, the division acquired
facilities and personnel to provide service for a variety
of communications and photographic equipment.

C. G. Hokanson Division
While extending its leadership as a manufacturer of
ground support air conditioning equipment for commercial and military aircraft, missiles, and spacecraft,
the C. G. Hokanson Division entered another area of
specialization within the aircraft industry during the
year. Applying new construction techniques which
utilize honeycomb material, epoxies and special extrusions, Hokanson entered the aircraft galley and interior
furnishings field. Manufacturing facilities were established and production on galleys for leading air
carriers of 3 continents was started during the first
half of 1967. Later in the year, the division also received an award to provide this type of equipment
for the passenger compartment of aeromedical evacuation transport aircraft of the U.S. Air Force.
For the vital role that a Hokanson mobile air conditioner played in the success of the Surveyor moon
landing, the division received its second commendation
from the program's prime contractor. The LSI unit
keeps the temperature of the spacecraft's electronic
equipment at optimum levels during the long hours
of checkout prior to lift-off.
During the year, 2 model H-65 mobile air-conditioning units were ordered by Sud Aviation and British Air-

Data And Controls Division
In addition to being recognized as the leading U.S.
manufacturer of weather radar, the Data and Controls Division of LSI achieved prominence in other
areas of ground-based and avionic equipment through
its product capability. The division contributed to
the success of the Lunar Orbiter mission by providing
2 precision voltage units for the spacecraft. Both the
precision voltage unit for the "line scan tube" and
the programmable precision voltage supply for the
"photo multiplier" were integral components of the
photo transmission system.
To meet the need for power supplies that are compatible in size, weight and ratings with miniaturized
airborne electronic equipment utilizing integrated
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-raft Co rpora tio n for t tin rr pr toty p of th Concorde S U J e rsoni c tran port. t y ar-end 4- airlines in
5.'3 cou ntri . u tili zed th d ivi i n' equipme nt to maintain cabin com fo rt for p a.< en r durina airpor t stopv 1 • . Thi. li ne f <T round upp rt air conditi oo.iJ1
equ ipm -nt '' as exp a nded durin O" th e a.r w ith 2 ne\\
mod I of airc raft h ati n cart u t"iUz in u tb was t h a t p rin ·ip le whi ch e\ im inat · nox:io u fum es an d
th ext losive haza rd of urr nt combus tion-typ
h ea te rs.

in Braniff Airlines and extensi ve holdings in the banking and insurance industries. In ~ ovember the Civil
Aeronautics Board put its stamp of approval on the
acquisition; CAB approval was mandatory because one
segment of LTV was involved in aircraft manufactme.
\ ith CAB approval granted, acquisition of Greatam erica Corporation was scheduled to be finalized
"as soon as practical. "
Also in th e year 's picture, in addition to the parent
company's acquisition of ·wilson & Co., Inc. , were 5
otl1er acquisitions by subsidiaries.
Mem cor, headquartered in Huntington, Indiana,
and a quality manufachuer of tactical radio equipment
a11d guidance components, was acquired b y LTV
Electrosystems, Inc. , as a division; Pye-Ling, Ltd.,
English manufachuer and Emopean distributor of
electronic vibration environmental test equipment,
microwave power supply units and other product
lines, became a wholly-owned subsidiary of LTV Ling
Altec, Inc. ; Ling Altec also acquired Allied Radio
Corporation of Chicago ; the Jefferson Wire and Cable
Corporation of Worcester, Massachusetts, was merged
into The Okonite Company, and Goldschmidt Chemical Corporation of New York City was acquired b y
Wilson Pharmaceutical and Chemical Corporation.
In the aerospace field , it was an outstanding year of
advancement for LTV Aerospace Corporation, headquartered along with the parent company in Dallas,
Texas.
W ith its A-7 A Corsair II light attack Navy aircraft
operating from carriers positioned off the coast of
Vi etnam, the subsidiary's Vought Aeronautics Division
hu·ned its attention to follow-on versions of the versatile aircraft. The A-7B, also built for the Navy and
equipped with a more powerful engine, went into

L SI Se rvices Di vision

Sicr nifi ca nt g row th was achieved dw-ina the ear i o
tl1 e a.rea o f se rv ices, whe r th ro t r of t chnical peronn el a pprox.im a t ~ l y do ubl l. Amona tb major serv ice con tracts received by tl1 e
rvic Divi ion " as
a .'3-ye a r "call contract'' witl1 an
tim at d alue of
$30 , 000,000 to prov ide airc raft an] a ro pa
stems
m a inte na nce fo r th e Air F orce. This •vas th t hi rd such
3 -yea r contrac t co nsec utiv ely won b L I. \. similar
3-year contrac t w ith an estim at d annual alue of
$7,000,000 w as rece.i eel from th e Arm .
The LSI Se rvices Di vision was also s lected to pro vide on-site support fo r modifi cation of the 1 lcD onn ell
D oug las F -4 C Phanto m, a program ' hich involves the
install ati on of AIMS equipm e nt. Thi. program , recently develo ped in a joint venture b tl1 e DOD and tl1e
F AA, is to improve the identifi ca tion and orienta tion
of ai rcraft operating in congested areas.
LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT, INC.
L ing-T e mco-Vought, Inc ., exp anded dm ing 1967 to
7 di ve rsified and highly successful subsidiaries employing a total of more than 60,000 p ersons and expected
sales of more than $1.8 billion.
The company, headquarte red in D allas, Texas, began
the year with only th e parent compan y a11d 4 subsidiaries: LTV Aerospace Corporation, LTV Electrosystems, Inc ., The Okonite Company and LTV Ling
Altec, Inc. Acquisition of Wilson & Co., Inc., homebased in Chicago, Illinois, was finali zed in Jtme.
Employing much tl1e same solid b usiness techniques
as that used in forming the parent corporation, LTV
redeployed Wilson & Co. into 3 subsidiaries- \ Nilson &
Co., Inc., processed and fresh meat, poultry, shortening,
institutional foods and freeze-dried fo ods; Wilson
Sporting Goods Co. , sports and athleti c equipment,
athletic clothing and plastic products; and Wilson
Pharmaceutical & Chemical Corporation, gelatin,
pharmaceuticals, polyeste r resins, organic chemical
derivatives and sulfuric acid.
Ling-Temco-Vought securities are listed on the New
York Stock Exchange; the securities of each of tl1e
subsidiaries are listed on the American Stock Exchange.
In addition, LTV proposed a tender offer for any
and all stock of Greatamerica Corporation, a Dallasbased holding company with an 80 percent interest

LTV Tower, Dallas headquarters of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
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operate like a one-man space vehicle for assembling
and servicing spacecraft in orbit. The di\'ision al'in
performed engineering design work on larger extravehicular units, including an open ~lancuvcring \\"ork
Platform described as a space-going tonlshop ami an
enclosed version equipped with remotely-controlled
manipulators for space tasks.
The Missiles & Space Division received new orders
for the huge fuel and oxidizer containers used in. the
first stage of the uprated Saturn I launch \'chicle.
Nine of these containers, each more than (i2 feet long,
are clustered in each rocket to provide 850,000
pounds of fuel for the first stage motc~rs.
. . . .
In missile activities, the ~,lissiles & Space Divisions
Michigan facility near Det~oit, pr.in~e contra.ctor for
the Army's Lance hattlef1eld missile, recei\'ed an
$11,000,000 contract calling for the first industrial
buy. The contract calls for supplying Lance ground
support equipment and training missile_s .to support
engineering service tests and troop tram~ng and to
equip initially the first Lance troop ha~tahon.
LTV Aerospace Corporation and Kaiser Jeep Corporation entered a joint hid in the U.S. Army competition for quantity production of the M-5fi1 11/.1-ton
truck, also known as the Gama Goat, developed hy the
company's Missiles and Space Division.
Development of an Extended Range ~a.nce (XRL)
also was approved by the Army. In addition, an exploratory development contract ':as awarded. by the
Navy for a ship-launched Landmg Force Support
Weapon version called Sea Lance.
Two other segments of LTV Aer~space-Range
Systems Division and Kentron Hawan, Ltd., made
extensive business gains.
Range Systems Division, winner of a NASA contract in September to provide facilities support services to the Houston Manned Spacecraft Center, moved
into an exceedingly strong position to compete in
nearly all services required by N~SA:
.
Range Systems, a service orgamzat~o~ holding contracts for services at White Sands Missile Range and
Kennedy Space Center as well as at the Houston f~
cility, was furnishing a broad spectrum ~f electromc
engineering and technical support ~e.r':Ices for ~ey
space and defense projects. Also, the divisiOn was pnme
contractor for 2 range instrumentation ship conversions
for the Navy and, under another contract, holds prime
electronics systems responsibility and performs in the
same capacity on one of the Navy's two major communications relay vessels.
In the Pacific, Kentron Hawaii, Ltd., provided extended services to the area from Honolulu, including
range operations and maintenance, electronic equipment repair and calibration, telecommunications, engineering, installation and operations, and oceanology.
Earlier in the year Kentron Hawaii won an Army
Materiel Command contract for maintenance, operation and development of the Nike-X test site range
technical facilities at Kwajalein Atoll, Marshall
Islands.

production during the closing months of 1967.
Meanwhile, Vought Aeronautics geared for production of 2 more advanced versions of the aircraft, the
A-7E for the Navy and the A-7D for the Air Force.
Both aircraft will incorporate much improved avionics
systems, providing more accurate navigation and
weapons delivery systems in all weather conditions,
and more powerful engines.
In all, the subsidiary expected to produce more than
1,600 of the aircraft during the life of the contract.
A continuing program for the modification and remanufacture of the F -8 Crusader series gained new
momentum during 1967. A total of .395 of the supersonic fighters were programmed for modification and
remanufacture, extending the aircraft's service life into
the mid-1970s and increasing its combat capabilities.
Test work continued on the subsidiary's XC-142A triservice transport aircraft, the world's largest vertical
short take-off and landing aircraft and, in the commercial field, the company teamed with The Boeing Company as a major subcontractor on the 490-passenger
747 transport and the SST (supersonic transport). LTV
Aerospace was to produce the complete tail section
of the 747 and was also named body structure subcontractor on the SST.
In the field of research, work was started on a new
$2,500,000, 97,000-square-foot Corporate Research
Center near Grand Prairie, Texas, midway between
Dallas and Fort Worth, with completion scheduled
for early 1968. The Research Center also had divisions
in Anaheim, California, and Honolulu, Hawaii, as well
as in Dallas.
Along with construction of the new research center,
LTV Aerospace embarked on a program of enlargement of facilities to accommodate its expanding business. Heading a list of construction projects was a new
$15,000,000, 1,000,000-square-foot manufacturing,
office and laboratory complex for the company's Missiles & Space Division. Additional construction at the
main Dallas plant occupied by the Vought Aeronautics
Division included a new $3,000,000 machine shop and
special projects building, a $1,200,000 engineering
building and new warehouse facilities. A $4,000,000
satellite machine shop also is being constructed at
the Gregg County Airport near Longview, Texas.
In the space field, the Missiles & Space Division's
4-stage Scout continued a busy launch schedule for
NASA, the Department of Defense and a number of
foreign nations, including the United Kingdom, Italy,
West Germany, France and members of the 10-nation
European Space Research Organization (ESRO).
As part of Italy's San Marco program, the vehicle
participated in the first orbital launch along the
equator and the first launch from a sea-based mobile
launch platform, anchored to the sea bottom off the
east coast of Africa.
Studies continued toward possible use in the Apollo
program of the division's Astronaut Maneuvering
Unit, the self-propelled, stabilized back pack unit
designed to permit an astronaut in a pressure suit to
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It also was a vear of ad\·ancement for LTV Elect ros\·stems. Inc .. a major electronics corporation producing a great ,·ariety of components. products. systems
ami sen·in·s for ~o,·emmcnt and industrial markets.
\\'ith I :2 major facilitie~ in .') states. the subsidiary is
<.:o111posecl of -l operating units-Greem·ille Division,
Carland Di,·ision. \lemcor Di,·ision and Continental
Electronics subsidiaries.
CreeiJ\·ille Di,·ision. the largest operating segment,
he~an ,,·ork on an :\ir Force contract to produce one
of the most a<h·anced airborne weapons control systems
to date durin~ 19(i7 . .-\lthou~h unable in many instances
to amtoum·e specific contracts clue to securit~· restrictions. the cli,·ision recei,·ed numerous contracts for both
classified elect ronic:s svstems and aircraft modifications.
In a relati\'t:lv ne~,- field. airborne illumination of
large ground a1:eas, the division developed a small,
1-licrht illumination S\"Stem similar to the :28-light
svst~m developed last ·,·ear. Called :\GIL II (airbo;:ne
c;eneral illumination light). the new svstem can be
mounted in helicopters or light aircraft.
The unit is capable of providing a surface circle
of light :3,.500 feet in diameter-6 times brighter than
full moon light-with the aircraft at an altitude of
1,000 feet. In comparison. the :\GIL I 28-light system
prototype, mounted in a C-1:2:3 transport provides a
circle of light one mile in diameter-5 times brighter
than full moon light-with the aircraft at 5.000 feet.
An advanced version of the :28-light system was developed under an Air Force contract for installation
in C-130 cargo aircraft.
The Greenville Division moved its computer sciences and contract administration operations into a
new 65,000-square-foot building, part of a $:2,000,000
expansion program, during the year. Also completed
was a :380-foot extension to the main production area,
providing a free-span production area more than
1Jj()0 feet long and 175 feet wide, with a 52-foot
vertical clearance.
The Garland Division began production of the
advanced AN I AYA-7 Digital Communications System,
developed by the division, in 1967. Significant contract for digital core storage tmits further increased
the division's digital systems activity. The division's
leadership position in automatic controls continued to
grow with a contract for the Boeing 737.
Another significant contract for Boeing 7 47 controls
and a technical assistance contract on the supersonic
transport added further impetus to the automatic controls line. The division's work included large precision
parabolic antennas for satellite communications, electronic warfare system developments and programs,
guidance systems, displays and other electronic activities vital to the nation's defense and space programs.
Programs in which the Garland Division participated
during 1967 included the A-7A, F-8, 727, 737, 747,
Minuteman, Titan, Apollo and others.
The Garland Division's work force increased by
500 employees during the first 10 months of 1967 with
the expansion continuing.
~

L

\lemcor Division. Electrosystems' newest operating
unit, was acquired in March 1967. Headquarters and
\Hdwest Operation and Components Operation were
located at Htmtington, Indiana. Courter Operation was
located in Boyne City, :\lichigan, and the i\lontek
Operation in Salt Lake City, Utah.
The division's major product line included systems,
replacement components and accessories for a number
of tactical communications requirements. i\lemcorbuilt radios were being utilized by both combat and
front-line service branches of the Armv and the annies
of many friendly and foreign nations.
Shortly after Electrosystems' acquisition of Memcor,
the new division-to-be received the largest award ever
\\'On by Memcor, an Army contract to produce the 3
major components of the A :\I /VRC-12 series of
vehicular-motmted communications systems. This
lightweight, modular system is install~d in trucks,
tanks and armored vehicles and is much smaller and
less complex than preceding systems.
Memcor's production of the AN/PRC-25, the latest
version of the Am1y's famous "walkie-talkie," reached
peak production during the year of more than 4,000
units per month. The transistorized, self-contained
PRC-25 is both portable or vehicular-monnted and is
used for short-range, line-of-sight communications.
The Montek Operation received an Air Force contract for TMC-212 TACAN test monitor and control
units with multi-year options and potential follow-on
business.
In 1967 Memcor completed construction of new
facilities at its Courter Operation, including a "clean
room" production area of highest industry standards
and double the size of previous accommodations. The
Walleye and Bullpup gyro production was in the new
facility and space was available for additional product
lines.
Continental Electronics, a subsidiary of LTV Electrosystems, continued to lead the company in the fields
of super-power radar and radio transmission systems.
In 1967 Continental began deliveries of the first
super-power transmitters to come "off the line" in its
new high-volume transmitter production facility,
establishing an industry "first" for volume production
of such equipment.
The new facility is located in a 76,000-square-foot
building; the facility and test areas are, in reality,
transmitter "production lines" capable of delivering
a variety of high-power transmitter designs in quantity
to a predetermined schedule.
Continental received contracts for a multi-year
purchase of high frequency 40 and 200 kilowatt ISB
transmitters for the Naval Electronics System Command (NESC), a continuing operation and maintenance
contract for RAM/STALLION radar systems at the
White Sands Missile Range, a contract from the Research and Development Command (RADC) for VHF
radar, a contract for the OTH (over the horizon) radar
transmitter, and a contract from the Navy Research
Laboratory (NRL) for a VHF radar.

•
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In addition, a contract was received for a onemegawatt broadcast transmitter for the Broadcast
Corporation of China. Still in progress was a contract for construction of a VLF radio station in Norway for NATO, and a contract from the U.S. Information Agency for 10 350,000-watt high frequency
transmitters.
Continental previously produced the Ballistic Missile Early Warning System transmitters, the world's
most powerful radio installation, and the Voice of
America's systems penetrating Eastern European Asia.
LTV Ling Altec, Inc., formed an Ordnance Division
at its Anaheim, California, headquarters to manufacture and market certain proprietary equipment and
the subsidiary's Ling Electronics Division opened a
new manufacturing facility at Wilmington, Massachusetts, where the company's shakers, electropneumatic transducers and micro-gee oscillating and linear
rate tables were being manufactured.
In addition, Du Mont Mobile Communications
Division broadened its line of mobile radio transmitters and radio-telephone equipment and added a new
hand-held 5-channel FM receiver.
Product development and evaluation programs
continued at an accelerated pace at The Okonite
Company, headquartered at Passaic, New Jersey. In
addition, the merger of Jefferson Wire and Cable
Company with The Okonite Company became effective in October of 1967.

• On-schedule manufacturing progress on the first
C-5A Galaxy heavy logistics transport, world's largest
airplane, under a $1.4 billion Air Force contract for
the Military Airlift Command. The 72S,OOO pound
giant was ~cheduled to roll out in February I ~)(:i8
and have its first flight in June.
• By year-end, MAC's entire 14 squadrons of C-1-ll
StarLifters had become operational. Playing key roles
in cargo carrying and medical evacuation m_issions
between the U.S. mainland and Southeast :\s1a, the
C-14ls had a total capacity of .'5H5,000,000 ton mile~
a month.
• Deliveries of militarv C-130s neared the I ,000
mark. These rugged turh~prop airlifters were in service with the U.S. and 14 foreign nations.
• Lockheed's 2,000 mile-an-hour titanium SR-71
strategic reconnaissance aircraft, How_n by t~~ Stra~egic
Air Command, carried on supcrsomc trammg fhghts
over much of the U.S. at altitudes up to 15 miles.
Early development studies of its sister ship, the F-12
interceptor, continued.
.
• P-3 Orion antisubmarine patrol plane productwn
for the Navy moved at a steady pace, with more than
250 in Atlantic and Pacific fleet service. The advanced
P-3C was scheduled for Heet introduction in 1969.
Both Australia and New Zealand added P-.3Bs to their
patrol forces.
.
.
• A test program demonstrated m-fhght perf?rmance
of the prototype F-104S Starfighter armed w1th radar
guided Sparrow missiles. Italian firms w~re to build
165 under license, equipped with new, h1gher thrust
engines.
• A day ahead of schedule, Lockheed's first AH-5~A
Cheyenne winged helicopter for the A~m~ had. tts
successful first flight in September, begmnmg fltght
tests and proving stability of its ~igid r~t?r. design
concept. Among other vertical hft acttvthes, the
XV-4B Hummingbird direct lift, diverted thmst experimental craft for the Air Force was scheduled for
June 1968 first flight.
. .
• The new Dash 8 version of the JetStar executive Jet
transport with more powerful e?gi_nes and _o~er i_mprovements received Federal A vtatwn Admtmstrahon
certification in May. Lockheed delivered 18 JetStars
during 1967's first 10 months.
In aerospace trajectory, Lockheed was ~anaging
2 Navy fleet ballistic missile programs. An tmproved
Polaris A3 incorporated developments from the PolarisAntelope project. Poseidon, eventual successor to
Polaris, with double the payload and twice the accuracy of the A3, was in development stages and
nearing first test firing. In related rocket propulsion
work, important programs included development of a
family of very small solid rocket motors under subcontract to Avco Corporation, a follow-on contract
from North American Rockwell Corporation, for
Apollo launch escape motors, and a subcontract from
The Boeing Company to develop and produce the
propulsion system for the Air Force's new air-to-ground
short range attack missile (SRAM).

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
Strengthening its position among the most broadly
based of top U.S. aerospace firms, Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation during 1967 carried on a wide range of
research, development, and manufacturing programs
in 7 major fields for military and commercial customers.
Principal areas of activity ranged from Lockheed's
traditional market, air vehicles and support, to aerospace trajectory (missile and propulsion) systems, orbital
and planetary vehicles and missions, ocean surface and
undersea research and vehicles, land and underground
programs, electronics including communications and
information systems, and overseas operations and
investments.
In air vehicles, 1967 milestones included:
• Announcement in the fall that Lockheed was offering world airlines an advanced technology tri-jet
transport, the L-1011. The new, flexible range, jumbo
jetliner was designed to carry from 227 to over 300
passengers in greater comfort than earlier jets to meet
mushrooming air travel requirements of the 1970s.
• Decision to offer to cargo carriers a larger, growth
version of the Lockheed 100 Hercules commercial
airfreighter, in service with 6 airlines at year-end. A
cargo compartment stretched 100 inches can carry an
extra 640 cubic foot cargo pallet, increasing productivity .30 percent.
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Lockheed's military and <.:i,·ilian space efforts centered around its :\gena satellite and second stage
booster. :\gena's militar:· work ,,·as classified. For
:'\:\S:\ . .-\genas during HJo-;- participated in :3 Lunar
Orbiter launches. put .\tariner \' in the long trajector:·
that carried it ,,·ithin :2,-tOOmiles of \'enus in October,
teamed with a Thor first stage booster to launch the
fourth Orbiting Geophysical 'obsen:ator:· (0C0l. and
played a booster role in the third :\pplications Technology Satellite launch. \'ice President Humphre\·
described :\gena as "in a ver:· real sense the pow~r
behind our unmanned space efforts .... the work horse
of the space program."
Lockheed also ,,·as stmh·ing
an ad\·anced orhitincr
'
communications spacecraft for Communications Satellite Corporation and held a range of :'\:\S.-\ study
contracts in fields related to manned space travel,
orbital refueling techniques, cargo deliven· svstems,
and hiomedic:al research.
~
· ·
Significant progress was recorded in ocean work.
Loc:kheed's researc:h submarine Deep Quest, built with
company funcb, made its successful first clive in September and continued a test series that will carrv it
ultimately to 8,000 feet below the surface. Experi~nce
gained with Deep Quest helped Lockheed win :\avy
contracts to design, develop, and build :2 full scale
deep submergence rescue vehicles. Lockheed and
another contractor also ,,·ere selected to develop
competitive preliminary designs for a deep submergence searc:h vehicle capable of operating at
depths to 20,000 feet.
Operations at Lockheed's Seattle shipyards were
hampered in 1967's early months by a strike of electrical workers against 12 \Vest Coast yards. :\ settlement was reached in July. During the year Lockheed
completed and delivered the 21,700 ton Sea Lift vehicular transport ship, largest it has yet constructed,
and the guided missile destroyer escort USS Ramsey.
It launched the fifth of 7 16.500 ton Navv
hmdincr
-'
b
platform docks, began sea trials of the Plainview,
world's largest hydrofoil vessel, and had 11 ships in
various construction stages as 1967 ended.
Anti-corrosion protection was another phase of
Lockheed's marine work. Its patented lead platinum
Cathanode systems protect navy and commercial vessels, docks, canal locks, offshore oil rigs, undersea
craft, and underwater sections of San Francisco's new
Bay Area Rapid Transit. Under field test was a new
anti-corrosion coating applied through a heat flash
process.
Among Lockheed's land-oriented interests were special purpose ground vehicles, low cost housing, and
heavy construction including clams and tunnels. Its
prototype TerraStar amphibious vehicle, employing a
unique multi-wheel drive system, passed all phases of
rigorous tests and was accepted by the Army late in
1967. Also under development was Twister, <m advanced off-road ground vehicle applicable to military
use.
~

Lockheed was making significant progress with its
patented Panel Lock low cost housing system, using
wall and roof panels that can be quickly fom1ed and
erected by low skill labor at building sites. Homes
using this system were built in Guam, Puerto Rico,
California, and .-\ustralia, and Lockheed held a substantial equity interest in a finn formed in the Philippines that planned to build up to 1,500 houses a year.
Under constmction were dams in Colorado and Oregon. <mel Lockheed was participating in a joint venture
to build a twmel near Los Angeles as part of a system
to earn· water from northern to southern California.
Car;o pallets and containers compatible with air,
rail. n~itime. <md tmck shipping requirements \vere
among Lockheed's product areas, as was a fan1ily of
custom designed shipboard and industrial cranes and
other materials-handling equipment.
Electronics continued to be a major field of Lockheed activity. Centered in one of its 9 operating companies was ·a wide range of electronic products and
services, including Army and Navy gunfire control
systems. a Navy ship-to-shore "moon bounce" communications system. computer memory systems and circuit
boarcls. a fmnily of recorders, and development of a
helicopter rada~ system. Another Lockheed operating
compmw is a leading producer of airborne flight and
mainten-ance recorders and a specialist in aircraft
electronic modifications and installations.
Lockheed's information system work, involving systems and applications for computer and communications technology, was taking on national scope. Late
in 1967 it received a U.S. Public Health Service award
to study reporting requireme_nts of representative hospitals. The states of California, Alaska, Massachusetts,
m1d \Vest VirQinia all contracted for development of
statewide info~mation systems, and Lockheed carried
on similar work for medical, educational, and government agencies.
.
.
Lockheed had customer service m1d marketmg representatives in many parts of the world. International
activities included joint venture developments and
licensed m<mufachiring programs.
Principal numagement changes during 1967 included
election of Daniel J. Haughton as chairman, succeedincr Courtlandt S. Gross, m1d A. Carl Kotchian as preside~1t, succeeding Haughton. Gross remained as a
director and chairman of the finance committee. Group
Vice President M. Carl Haddon was elected executive
vice president, succeeding Kotchim1. Taking over Haddon's post was \V. A. Pulver, succeeded as LockheedGeorgia Company president by T. R. May, also elected
a corporate vice president. Haddon also became a
member of the board, succeeding Robert Proctor, who
did not stand for re-election. Proctor died some months
later. Others named as corporate vice presidents were
Robert I. Mitchell, with responsibility for commercial
aircraft programs, and T. F. Morrow, assistm1t to
Kotchian.
In 1967's first 9 months, Lockheed reported sales
of $1.55 billion, net earnings of $38,200,000 and a rec-

~
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ord high backlog of $2.6 billion, compared respectively
with $1.6 billion, $41,000,000 and $2 ..3 billion for the
same 1966 9-month period. Employment at the end
of September totaled 94,600, compared with 89,.500
a year earlier.

offices in \V<L'ihington, D.C.; Davton, Ohio; and at
Van Nuys, California.

MARTI:\ \1:\IUETIA COHPOH:\ TIO:\
B:\LTI\IOHE Dl\"!SIO:\

THE MARQUARDT CORPORATION
The Marquardt Corporation established significant
milestones in precision rocket technology during 19()7
as the result of its rocket performance on the highly
successful NASA Lunar Orbiter program.
Marquardt's R4-D 100 pound thmst rocket served
as the velocity control engine on each of the .S Lunar
Orbiter missions. Produced by Marquardt's Rocket
Systems Division under contract to The Boeing Company, the rockets executed a total of 28 command
firings (as of October 20, 1967) for midcourse corrections, orbit adjustments, photo orbit injections, and
planned crash landing maneuvers. Each of the critical
maneuvers was accomplished with precision accuracy
and 100 percent reliability.
R-4D rockets were also used for attitude control on
NASA's Project Apollo Service and Lunar Modules,
each module being equipped with shipsets of 16 engines. Marquardt was also supplying rocket engines
for a classified Air Force program. Since the development of the R-4D engine, the Rocket Systems Division has developed a broad line of bipropellant and
monopropellant rockets, with thmsts ranging from 0.1
to 2,000 patmd<;.
Marquardt's activities during 1967 were further
characterized by a broadening of product lines and
manufacturing services, particularly in the ordnance
field. At its Ogden, Utah, manufacturing facility, Marquardt continued production of fin-and-nozzle assemblies for the 2.7.5-inch rocket. Other Ogden production
programs include engine stator blades for the Air
Force C-.5A program, fuse adapters for the Army T-46
bomb, and ram air turbines for emergency and auxiliary electrical and hydraulic power for various military and commercial aircraft.
Also during 1967, following transfer of ram air turbine production from Van Nuys to its Ogden manufacturing facilities, Marquardt established a Systems
Engineering Division (SED) at Van Nuys. The new
division is actively engaged in development and production of controls and accessories, and tactical warfare
ordnance, and munitions systems.
'
M_arquardt's airbreathing technology activity continued to progress in the area of advanced composite
propulsion systems development. Significant technical
achievements were being made in Ejector Ramjet
development (a rocket-ramjet composite engine) and
in supersonic combustion ramjets (Scramjet).
At year-end 1967, Marquardt employed approximately 2,.500 personnel. The company maintained
operations at Van Nuys and Pomona, California; Ogden, Utah; and Westbury, New York; and district

In HJGI. the Baltimore Di\·ision continued to mow·
ahead in areas of advanced manufacturing tcchuolog~·
production of a variety of ae~-<~Sp<~ce p~·oducts and
components and in aircraft nH>(hficatiOn. 1 he year also
saw the conclusion of Baltimore's PHI\lE lifting body
spacecraft program which successfully demonstrated
a maneuvering reentry at orbital speed.:\ larger, manned
lifting body research vehicle, the :\.-:2.-l:\, also was delivered to the Air Force.
The PRil'viE vehicles were developed for the :\ir
Force Systems Command's Space and Missiles Systems
Organization as part of its Spacecr_aft Technolog?· <~nd
Advanced Heentrv Test Program (STAHT). All miSSion
objectives were n;ct on just :3 flights within a -1-month
period. The last vehicle was flown April l H, one (.lay
from the contract date scheduled :2.8 months earlier.
A fourth flight vehicle, awaiting launch at Vandenberg
Air Force Base, was cancelled as unnecessary.
PRIME claimed several "firsts." It was the first lifting body spacecraft to maneuver hundreds of n~iles in
crossrange, the first flight of a st_rapdo~vn gmdance
svstem and it demonstrated the mtegnty of a new
r.::tartin' Marietta-developed elastomeric silicone ~eat
shield which was wrapped completely around the fhght
vehicle.
The X-24A, also a project of the START Progr~m,
was designed and built for the Air Force. Aeronautic~l
Systems Command. At rollout ceremOI?Ies July 11 111
Baltimore, when the wingless rocket vehicle was turned
over to the Air Force, Lt. Gen. Charles H. Terhune,
vice commander Air Force Systems Command, called
the X-24 "a vital' link between the fields of aeronautics
and astronautics (which) will help to dev~lop the technology needed for a possible futur~ reqmrement for a
manned, lifting body reentry vehicle ~apable ~f returning from space and landing at a. design~ ted site of
the pilot's choice, much as conventiOnal aucraft land
today."
The X-24, a larger, piloted version of the. PRIME
configuration, was delivered to Edwards Au. Force
Base in August. After a ground test program, mcluding wind tunnel tests at NASA's Ames Research Center,
the X-24 will be carried aloft by a B-52, dropped at
about 4.5,000 feet, then rocket under its own power to
supersonic speeds of about Mach 2 at 10~,000 feet.
From this altitude-where the PRIME vehicle ended
its flight profile-the X-24 will maneuver like an airplane to a landing at conventional aircraft speeds. On
completion of the X-24 flight program, scheduled to
begin in 1968, data will have been obtained on the
same lifting body configuration throughout the speed
regime-from hypersonic orbital speeds down through
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stqwrsonic. transonic. and subsonic-to a tangential
Iandin!_!.
llw corporation "s maneuverable. lifting body spacecraft technolog\·. gro,,·in!! out of the PRD.IE and
X-:2-t projects. ~,:as t'o he c<~nccntrated with other space
acth·itics in the Dem·er di,·ision whic-h also has responsihilit~· for adnmced design <md future requirements in this area.
l"ndcr contract to :'\:\5:\. a sprayable version of the
elasto111cric silicone ablator used on PRD.IE was de'-·eloped at Baltimore as an ahlator for the X-15-:2.
The ahlator-coatccl rocket plane made its first flight
in October. reaching a speed of -L):3-t miles per hom.
During the Hight. temperatmcson leading edges reached
:3.000 degrees Fahrenheit. This was 1.000 degrees over
the prc-fiight estimation. :\ second flight was scheduled for 1Hfi8 in an attempt to reach ~lach 8 speeds.
:\lso for :\:\S:\. the Baltimore division delivered the
first :\polio Lunar Service Drill t:\LSD) test unit. It
performed flawlessly during field testing in Death Vallev. The lunar drill is designed for obtaining core
sa.mples of the lunar surface. Thermal sensors for
measuring lunar heat How will be implanted in the
holes. The drill is a rotary-percussion type using a
tungsten carbide bit, thus eliminating the need for
water as a coolant and flushing agent.
Martin Marietta's Modification Center at Baltimore
was busily engaged in preparing a number of aircraft
for new missions. Electronic modifications were performed on such aircraft as the B-57, EC-121, RC-135
and the Navy's P-2.
One of the more technologically significant programs
in the Modification Center was the conversion of 2
F-106B jet fighters into Variable Stability Trainers
(VST) for use by the Aerospace Research Pilot School
at Edv.:ards Air Force Base. The VST will be able to
duplicate the flight characteristics of the F-105, F-Ill,
X-15 and X-24A. The F-106/VST marks the first time
a variable stability aircraft has been developed for
routine training operation. Prior craft of this type
have been used exclusively for research. ·Martin Marietta was investigating a variety of applications of its
VST concept. One of these was the use of VSTs by
commercial airlines for pilot training. Its versatility
would permit airlines to use the same trainer for a
number of different aircraft, eliminating the need
for diverting revenue-earning planes from normal
operations.
Aircraft manufacturing work included continuing
production of niajor assemblies of the Bell UH-1 Huey
helicopter, Boeing Vertol CH-47 A Chinook helicopter,
and horizontal stabilizers for McDonnell Douglas
DC-8 jet transports.
Major tooling work was being performed under a
number of contracts. Expendable plaster/plastic tools
were being made for the F-Ill for both the USAF
and Navy versions. The largest plaster stretch blocks
ever produced by the Baltimore division were made
in 1967 for Lockheed's C-5A.

DE:'\VER Dl\"ISIO:'\

The scope of operations at the Denver division
broadened considerably during 1967 with concentration of much of the corporation's space-related activities there and receipt of several new space contracts.
In July. the diYision was selected by the :\ational
Aeronautics and Space Administration (:\"ASA) to
negotiate a major contract for payload integration of
experiments and experiments support equipment in
space vehicles for the manned Apollo Applications
Program (AAP). The assignment also included missions analysis and systems engineering associated with
AAP flights.
Tasks under AAP will be performed by i\lartin
~larietta for :3 :\TASA manned space flight centers:
~brshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, .\labama,
for work on the orbital workshop and Apollo telescope motmt; Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas, work on meteorological and earth resources
payloads; and Kennedy Space Center, Florida, for
post-integration planning and support for launch
operations.
In Jtme, the division was selected by NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, as one
of 2 major contractors to conduct parallel, competitive
studies for feasibility and preliminary design of a
planetary entry capsule weighing 5,000 to 7,000 pounds
for the Voyager mission to Mars.
~lission design parameters include launch aboard a
Saturn V rocket, separation from a Mars-orbiting bus.
and a soft landing on the planet's surface. The entry
capsule design includes an munanned, automated surface laboratory. The lander capsule would operate
with the orbiting bus as a spacecraft team, providing
reconnaissance from orbit as well as simultaneous
surface measurements.
On October 17, the last in a series of 13 test flights
for the Planetary Entry Parachute Program (PEPP)
was conducted 30 miles above \Vhite Sands Missile
Range, New Mexico. The last 9 tests in this series
were conducted during 1967 m1der the direction of
the Denver division, for NASA's Langley Research
Center, Hampton, Virginia. Four other program flights
during 1966 were conducted by NASA. Two additional flights were cancelled because sufficient data was
acquired from other scheduled flights during 1967.
PEPP's objective was to choose a parachute design
that would be suitable as an aerodynamic braking
device to help decelerate unmanned, instrumented
spacecraft as they approach soft landings on planets
surrounded by low-density atmospheres. The atmospheric density of earth in the test region of about 30
statute miles (about 130,000 feet) altitude, combined
with the velocities at which the parachutes were
deployed, resemble the conditions which scientists
expect to encounter during entry through the target
planets' atmospheres.
The division also completed for Langley Research
Center during 1967 a contractual study investigating
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Titan III g rowth also was und er vigo rous study,
e nco mpassing enl a rged ve rsio ns, w ith in c reased p e rfonn ance, re li ability an d cost e ffec ti veness receiving
partic ula r a ttenti o n.
As p a rt of th e co ntinuing sup po rt fo r ! ASA 's interest in Titan Ill, th e co rpora ti o n studi e d fo r Le wi s
Research Cente r th e feasibility of co m b ining a Titan
III with a hi gh-e ne rgy Ce ntaur upp e r stage. E mph asis
was on th e vehi cle's utili ty fo r pl ane tary m ission ·
a nd dee p space probes.
Improve me nts during th e yea r, prov iding g rea te r
re li ability at redu ced cost, as well as inc reased pe rformance, included : a m ono prop e ll a nt a ttitud e co ntrol system ; co nv e rsio n to di g ita l Hi g ht contro ls; a nd
ado ption of a di gita l re m o te multiplex instrum enta ti on syste m.
Sh1dies, desig ned to examine options fo r oth e r m a jo r performance increases, include d: extension o f onorbit operating life time; conversion to hi gh e ffi c ie ncy,
pump-fed fli g ht e ng ines; inc reased pro p e ll a nt ca p ac ity
for use on la rge r b ooste rs; and lightwe ight, hi gh e refficiency batte ries and fu e l cells.
Multipl e pay loads continued as th e h a llma rk of
Titan III in the nation's space program. A t the begin-

the feasibility of using buoyant stations for missions
up to 100 days and longer about the Venusian a tmosphere. Instruments aboard th e stations, weighing
from 200 to 2,000 pow1ds, would take readings of th e
planet's atmospheric and surface conditions, then relay
this information back to earth.
Another spacecraft-related activity at the division
was Meteoroid Penetration Detector D evelopm ent,
an 18-month program beg un in 1967 under contrac t
with Langley Research Center.
Work under this contract includes design, development, fabrication and test of various types of de tectors
which could be used to provide data about th e characteristics of the meteoroid environment and me te oroid penetration in space. The data is critical to th e
design of manned and unmanned spacecraft, particularly those that would travel into deep space.
All of the corporation's man euverable spacecraft
technology, growing out of its experience with the
U.S. Air Force's PHIME lifting body and X-24 supersonic manned research vehicle, was concentrated
during the year in Denver along with responsibility
for advanced design and future requirements. Entry
materials research functions also were centered a t
Denver.
Other advanced technological studies under way at
Denver during the year included:
• Investigation and demonstration of non-contaminating insertion techniques for launch-pad repair of
sterilized planetary vehicles, analysis of contaminating
factors in the manufacturing cycle of sterilized spacecraft, effects of sterilization on spacecraft batteries,
and construction and test firing of a sterilizable
prototype propulsion module for planetary vehicles;
• Studying effects of in-space contamination on the
accuracy and operation of optical experimental equipment such as the Apollo telescope mount;
• A variety of live simulation studies into the effects
of zero-gravity conditions on extra- and intra-vehicular
activity, special maneuvering units such as backpacks
and jet shoes, crew activity as affecting ~e att~tude
control of in-space hardware and problems m attitude
control while conducting orbital tracking operations.
Activity increased during 1967 on construction of
about $10,000,000 worth of scheduled n e w facilitie s
for assembly, test and checkout of spacecraft and their
systems.
Acceptance testing was completed at mid-year for
a new $5,000,000 Space Simulation Laboratory, outfitted with a 24 by .36 foot thermal vacuum chamber
that accommodates completely-assembled spacecraft.
Construction of a new 80,000-square-foot electronics
manufacturing facility, for manufacture, assembly and
test of e lectronic components used in aerospace vehicles and spacecraft systems, was nearly c omplete.
The year ope ned with orders for 30 Air Force Titan
III lau nch vehicles on h a nd. By year's end, orders
had incre ased the count to more than 50 vehicles,
involving all 4 versions available: Titan 111-B, C, D,
and M.

Martin Marietta-Denver had a year-end backlog of more than
50 orders for Titan III v ehicles. Titan III-C and ·i ts Transtage (shown) lofted multiple payloads twice in 1967.

ning of the year, Titan 111-C during its early research
and development test flights had lofted 41.8 percent of
the total weight placed in synchronous or near- ·
synchronous orbit and 61.5 percent of the total nwnber of satellites.
The Titan III-C at the end of 1967 had placed
61.8 percent of all satellites in the synchronous corridor and 73.3 percent, or 2, 7 48 pounds, of the total
weight in orbit at that altitude.
By the end of the year, Titan III flights included
3 by Titan 111-C from Cape Kennedy. The .3 flights
were:
• On January 18,8 Department of Defense communication satellites were carried by Titan 111-C into a
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I•t·ar-'~ uchrOJHIII". equatorial orhit :11.000 miles abo\·e
the c·arth as part of the Initial Defcmt• Communicatiou Satdlite Program '· IDC:SP'.
• Ou .\ pri I :1~. taudem \ ·da nudear detection satcllitt•, were .. tatirmed in a :-o.OOO h,- 5.:370-mile orbit
aloug \\·ith :3 small Octahedral l{esearch Satellites
·OHS•.
• ( )u July I. a fi-sall'llite pa~·load. t·onsisting of:)
IDC:SI' satellites. a Department of Defense gravity
Pxperimcnt t DOJ)(;EI. Despuu .-\ntenna Test Satellite :D.-\ TSl. and Lincoln Experimental Satellite
1 LES-.')' was stat imwd prcciseh· in near-svnchronous
orbit of :11.000 milt'"·
·
·

ing the year under a contract with the Bell Telephone
Laboratories. After 4 years of the development effort,
the Orlando division had received a total of $:30:1,:352,000
for research and de\·elopment acti\·ities, and s:3,.514,171
for production planning activities under its incentive
contracts with BTL and the \\'estern Electric Company. Flight tests of the missile continued during the
year at the White Sands \Hssile Range: ;mel the transporter/loader, developed for handling all loading and
maintenance operations on the missile at the launch
site, successfullv
. t)assed its incentive tests. The hucre
,:,
vehicle, a .5:3-foot-long tractor-trailer rig with a 25
foot vertical tower, was developed for :\lartin \larietta by the \Vestinghouse Electric Corporation.
Further test firings of the missile were conducted
at \Vhite Sands during the year, and later tests ,,·ere
scheduled for Kwajalein Atoll in the Pacific, where
the Sprint missile will be integrated with other elements of the :\B~l system .
Work accelerated during 1967 on the Shillelarrh
antitank missile project with successful firings of the
first .Martin .Marietta-produced missile in June and
the award of a 85.800,000 production contract. :\lartin
Marietta is a second production source for the missile.
In September. the project moved into a facilitv
devoted exclusively to Shillelagh production at Hen~
don Airport. \Vork under the original educational
contract, which has grown to nearlv $2.000,000 since
its award in March 1966, was cm~1pleted there and
the facility was ready for mass production of Shillelagh missiles by mid-December. Deliveries of missiles
under the production contract were expected to begin early in 1968.
Shillelagh is a lightweight, surface-to-surface guided
missile system which is designed as main armament
for armored combat vehicles. A direct fire missile
which is launched from a combination 1:>
QUU-launcher ,
Shillelagh will be effective against tanks, troops and
field fortification. Its 152 millimeter gun-launcher can
fire either missiles or conventional ammunition, and it
provides high accuracy against moving or stationary
targets.
·
Production of the \Valleye glide bomb continued
for the second year at the Orlando division, almw
with transmitting and launching equipment for th~
Bullpup air-to-surface missile. Bullpup was operational with both Navy and Air Force fighter aircraft
as well as aircraft of the NATO nations. \Valleve, a
highly accurate weapon with no propulsio;1, is
television-guided to the target. Developed by the
Navy, it was slated to become operational with both
Navy and Air Force fighter units.
In mid-1967 the Orlando division took on responsibility for its fifth tactical missile when it \Vas selected
as principal subcontractor to Raytheon for the advanced development phase of the Army's SA~l-D air
defense missile system. Under this contract, Orlando
will have responsibility for the missile and its shippinglaunching container.

0111..\:\DO Dl\"ISIO:\

In HJfi-;'. \!arlin \larietta's Orlando di\·ision contimu. ·d work on its -l major tactical mi.,sile s\'Stcmsthe :\nn~·'s Pershing. Shillelagh. and the Sp~int mis.,iJcs. ami the :'\an·'s \\'allen· crlide bomb. and entered
a uc\\. phase of. the dev~lo1~nent program on the
H:\D.-\ comn11mications s\·stem for the .-\rmv. Three
siguificant developments ,;ffecting tlw divisim;·s future
workload occurred during the ,-ear. These were: the
winning of the compctiti~m for. the S.-\\1-D development program. in which \lartin \larietta teamed with
Haytheon Company: the winning of:) important studies
for the :\rmy's \lallard communications svstem: and
the Department of Defense decision to .deploy an
:\B\1 defense system. which will mean a production
go-ahead for the Sprint antimissile missile.
. The Orlando di\·ision also continued to suppl~· system
components and logistic field support for the Na,·y's
air-to-surface Bullpup missile system. and the Army's
BIRDiE electronic fire control s\·stern.
Improved ground support equipment for the Pershing system was in full development during IHG7, and
a production go-ahead was anticipated for the new
concept. Under the Pershing 1-:\. system, as the proaram is known, several changes were hein(T made to
n
the ground support equipment used in counting down
and launching the missile. The biggest outward change
was the switch from tracked to wlweled vehicles for
transporting the firing unit. Increased mobility and
reliability, less vibration, and lower maintenance costs
are expected to result from this change. Other major
Pershing 1-A system improvements centered in a new
programmer test station and a new erector-launcher.
A series of annual practice test firings from offrange sites in southeastern Ctah into \Vhite Sands
Missile Range, New Mexico, continued during 19()7.
These exercises, designed to maintain troop proficiency
in handling the 400-mile-range Pershing missile, ineluded firings by American and German units stationed
in Europe as well a~ those U.S. units headquartered
here, since there are no suitable range facilities in
Europe.
Development work on the Sprint antimissile missile, slated to be one of the major components of the
Anti-Ballistic Missile Defense System, continued dur~
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Maryland, the Institute's professional staff conducts fundamental studies in hiosciences, materials science.
physics and fluid sciences. Kenneth Jarmalow is Director.
Although BIAS discoveries could result in marketable new products, the Institute is nut oriented primarily in that direction. Research programs are chosen
by the scientists themselves, expressing both their own
intellectual interests and a relevance to current technological problems affecting defense, space exploration
and other major areas of national importance.
As a result, many of the Institute's investigations
are sponsored by the Air Force, Army, ~av~, Advanced Research Projects Agency, Atomic Energy
Commission, Department of the Interior, Charles F.
Kettering Foundation, National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, and U.S. Public Health Service. The
product-oriented divisions of Martin Marietta, othei~
industrial firms, and academic institutions consult RIAS
for advice on experiments or research problems.
During HJ67, RIAS had 90 professional staff men~
bers about half of whom held doctorate degrees. This
staff' included prominent scientists from many foreign
countries as well as the United States and was augmented by visitors from universit~es and othe: ~1asic
research centers who present semmars or participate
in regular RIAS programs for periods of a few m~nths
to a year. Results of RIAS research ar~ pubhsh~d
freely in the leading science journals and m symposia
papers.
The fluid sciences group, the newest department
at RIAS was formed in March 1967 and was headed
by Asso~iate Director Stephen H. Maslen. Thi~ group
was performing basic studies in aerodyn~miCs ~nd
structural dynamics affecting aerospace ve~ICles, high
performance aircraft and boosters. Its specific areas of
interest included viscous interaction in rarefied gas
How, interaction of jet flows with solid surfaces, 3dimensional laminar boundary layers, and control
surface instability in lifting bodies during hypersonic
and transonic flight.
Maslen's staff also was engaged in developing new
techniques for calculating non-equilibrium flow and
was examining the aeroelastic behavior of long slender
vehicles, vibrations of toroidal rocket propellant tanks,
nonlinear damping effects, and the propagation of
impacting shock waves.
The RIAS biosciences group, directed by Dr. B~s
sel Kok, continued experiments in photosynthes~s,
chemosynthesis and exobiology. In photosynthesis,
RIAS scientists sought a better understanding of the
light conversion mechanism and related biochemical
transformations in living plants.
Studies also were investigating the role played by
manganese in the evolution of oxygen in green plants.
Chemosynthesis efforts focused on the biochemical
processes of hydrogen bacteria. These microbes use
hydrogen instead of sunlight as their energy source
and may be useful in spacecraft life support systems.

In the commtmications field the division continued
its progress toward development of the radically-new
RADA communications system for the Army. A goahead on Phase III, the prototype-building and fieldtesting phase of the development effort, was expected
by early 1968. This will be a 12 month program.
In October, Martin Marietta was selected by the
Army to perform 3 extensive studies in support of the
Mallard communication system development program.
These studies will be conducted at Orlando. RADA
is expected to be a part of the Mallard system. Mallard is an automatically switched digital information
handling system, with security provisions, being developed for ultimate tactical use by the armies of the
United States, Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom. Project Mallard is part of the U.S. Army's complete program to study, develop, and produce modem
tactical communications for the 1975-1977 time period.
With more than $8,000,000 invested in advanced
research facilities during the past 4 years, the Orlando
division continued to push a strong research program
aimed at increasing its over-all capability in tactical
missile systems and communications. Newest facility
in the division's growing research center was the
$2,000,000 Guidance Development Center dedicated
in 1966, which is the most advanced facility in the
country for the development testing of both optical
and RF guidance systems.
Areas of major research interest at Orlando during
1967 included guidance and control, ablative and protective coatings, structures, and new materials. Extensive research continued in lasers and their applications, inertial reference systems, millimeter and
submillimeter wave investigations, and advanced warhead fabrication. During the year, Orlando made major
strides in the practical application of fluidics, ranging
from industrial machine controls to a spacecraft attitude control system. Quantity production of commercial fluidic devices, the completion of a feasibility
model for a solar probe attitude control, work on a
digital fluidic readout for a manned spacecraft, and
extensive research into the characteristics of fluid flow
are among the highlights of current accomplishment.
In the millimeter wave area, an engineering prototype of an earth-space communications link was built
for the NASA Applications Technology Satellite. This
equipment was to be used in propagation experiments
with the synchronous satellite scheduled for flight in
1968.
In addition, considerable work was being done in
improved versions of the Bullpup missile, with advanced guidance and control equipment and new types
of payloads.
RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDIES (RIAS)

Martin Marietta's Research Institute for Advanced
Studies (RIAS) is the corporation's basic research division. Situated among the farmland~ west of Baltimore,
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the ~lH-lA, a floating nuclear power station capable
of producing 10.000 kilowatts of power, and housed
in a jumboized World War II Liberty ship. Built for
the Corps of Engineers, it can be towed anyplace in
the world for use as an am:iliary power source in
disaster or combat areas.
Two Snap-19 generators were fueled and readied
for shipment. The pair of generators will provide 70
watts of power for :"'AS A's i'\imbus B weather satellite. scheduled for launch in 1968.
Design and development efforts continued. under
contract to AEC. on Snap-29, a modular fueled generator capable of delivering electrical power in 200
watt units. It is the most powerful nuclear generator
yet designed. Depending on mission requirements.
it can produce 200, -!00, 600 or 800 watts of electrical power for use on manned and unmanned missions. meeting both NASA and DOD requirements for
long duration missions.
The 1\'uclear Division also added to its inventory
of commercial generators in 1967. It was producing
the ~·1\V-3000 and LCG 50 along with the LCG-25.
The line of generators offered users a choice of power
in 3, 25, and 50 watt units for a \Vide varietv of uses,
·
terrestrial or undersea.
Two ~1\\'-3000 generators are the sole power source
for an undersea wellhead control system. The system
was designed for off shore oil wells. Implanted on the
ocean floor, it allows topside operators to control oil
flow through acoustics. The compact wellhead control
system supplies pO\ver at the source, eliminating the
need for interconnecting electrical cables and the
associated maintenance problems.
An LCG-25 was adapted for underwater use for the
Naval Facilities Research Laboratories as part of
NASA's Nimbus B Interrogation, Recovery, Location
System (IRLS). The generator, attached to a buoy
floating about 200 feet beneath the ocean surface, will
supply power to an experiments package floating on
the surface. As the weather satellite passes overhead
it will receive scientific data such as wind velocity
and water temperature transmitted by the experiments
package.
During 1967 the Nuclear Division continued to examine the potential of applying nuclear electrical
power to a variety of other uses where remote location or rough environment make conventional power
difficult to maintain or nearly impossible to obtain.

Dr. Kok was pursuing a new experimental technique
for detecting life in space. His exobiology experiment
t•mplo\·s a relati,·ely simple technique that uses a
light\\eight mass spectrometer to trace the .. life indnced·· transfer of an isotope of oxygen from common
chemical compounds to water.
The H.l:\S materials seien<.:e group expanded its
science .~taff during HJ()";" to purslle a broadening scope
of ceramics studies. Titanium carbide. \·anadium carhide and their alloys ,,·ere being im·estigated in a
comhi11t.~d theoretical and experimental program that
encompasses electron microscopy. mechanical behavior. hand structure and bonding studies. This program. started h~· .-\ssociate Director .-\.R.C. \\'est\\·oocl
in I~)().'), \\·as intended to provide struch1ral materials
with improved ductility and high temperature strength
surpassing any materials used toda~·.
\leam\·hile, the materials group \\·as continuing
original work dealing with surface-sensitin· environmental effects on material structure. This area examines many structurally important metals. such as
titanium, aluminum, copper and their allo~·s, which
max embrittle and fracture under relativeh· low
str~sses in salt or methanol environments. Obj~ctives
included both elucidation of the mech;mism ·of this
type of failure as well as the means for preventing
em britt lement.
Studies of the chemical and metallurgical factors
involved when solid metals ~e.g .. berylium, zinc,
aluminum and copper) are emhrittled by liquid metals
(e.g .. mercury and gallium) have revealed problems
that mav he encountered in advanced nuclear reactors
using li~1uid metals as coolants. RI:\S materials specialists were seeking to pre\·ent this t~·pe of failure
by formulating appropriate alloying additions to the
solid metal or its liquid metal environment.
Dr. Louis \Vitten's physics group was performing
promising research in metastable compounds. charge
transport in semiconductors, quantum chemistry and
ion transport. Research dealing with the physical
mechanisms involved in the decomposition of highenergy crystals resulted in techniques for modifying
and controlling the burning rate of these compounds,
which are used as explosives and solid rocket oxidizers.
Quantum chemistry studies of high-energy compounds were centered on techniques for predicting
chemical and physical properties. such as bonding,
reactive behavior and stability, before such compounds
are synthesized in the laboratory. Research on ion
transport was aimed at understanding how electrically
charged particles flow through membranes, promising
fundamental information that mav contribute to new
water desalting processes.
·

McDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION
lVlcDonnell Douglas Corporation made many notable
advances in both its commercial and militarv aircraft
programs during 1967. In fact, the merger of McDonnell Company and Douglas Aircraft Company, consummated on April 28, was itself one of the year's
biggest business stories in the aerospace industry. The
merger brought together 2 pioneering companies with

NUCLEAR DIVISION

Martin Marietta's nuclear operation, housed in the
Baltimore plant, was given divisional status in 1967.
The largest power source delivered by the Nuclear
Division in 1967 was the S.S. Sturgis, also known as
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advanced jet tTainer, and the delive ry of th e first 2
of lO Skyhawks to the Royal Aust ralian ! ·avy.
Initial deliveries of 4 new models of D C -8 and
DC-9 jetliners by Douglas Aircraft Company were
achieved during the yea r. Three versions of th e D C-8
Super Sixty Series were introduced into airline se rvice, signaling the beginning of th e e ra of the g iant
jetliner in commercial aviation. The fourth Douglas
transport to make its debut was the D C -9 Series 30,
an extended fuselage version of th e popular sho rtto-medium range tvvinjet.
The Super SLxty Series, consisting of the Super 61 ,
Super 62 and Super 63 DC-8s, provides air ca rri e rs
with the expanded seating capacity and g rea te r ra nge
required to meet the growing demand for jet speed
and comfort.
The world's largest commercial jetliners in operation, the Super 61 and Super 63 each carry a maximum of 259 passengers in 187 -foot-long fuselages.
The Super 61 , first of the 4-engin~ Super Sixty _Series
DC-8s to enter commercial service, was de hve red
January 26. Designed for transcontinental service on
high density routes, the Super 61 by year-end had
been ordered by lO airlines in both passenger and
convertible passenger-cargo versions.
On May 3 Douglas delivered the first of its DC-8
Super 62s, longest range commercial jet transport
flying. Capable of carrying up to 189 passengers and
their baggage 6,000 statute miles nonstol?, the Super
62 had been ordered by 8 airlines for service on transoceanic routes.
Range increase of Super 62 over t~e s~andard Series
50 DC-8 resulted from aerodynamic Improvements
to pods and pylons, larger fuel capacity and greater
wingspan.
The Super 63, third of the DC-8 Super Sixty Series
to be introduced on commercial air routes, was delivered July 15. Combining the range advances of the
Super 62 with the extended fuselage of the Super 61,
the Super 63 was designed to transport up to 259
passengers over intercontinental distances.
Fourteen United States and overseas airlines placed
orders for the Super 63. The big transport, available
in a convertible passenger-cargo version, a~ well as
the all-passenger model, will haul a maximum of
115,400 pounds of bulk freight when converted to
an all-cargo configuration.
First delivery of the Series 30 DC-9, o~ Jan~a.ry
27, was a major milestone in the co_mpa~y s twm]et
transport program. The Series 30, whtch will carry up
to 115 passengers compared to a maximum of 90 for the
earlier Series lO DC-9, had been ordered by 25 domestic and overseas airlines and the Series 10 by 19
carriers through the end of 1967.
Another milestone in the DC-9 program in 1967
was the rollout of the Series 40, largest version of
the twinjet. The Series 40, with a maximum capacity
of 125 passengers in its 125-foot-long fuselage, was
scheduled for initial airline delivery in 1968.

long traditions of success in the fields of aeronautics
and astronautics.

Donald W. Douglas (second from right), chairman of Douglas Aircraft Company, accepts check for $68,700,000 from
]ames S. McDonnell, chaimwn of McDonnell Company,
while McDonnell president DavidS. L ewis (left) and Douglas president Donald W. Douglas, ]r. (right) look on. The
stock transaction was part of the merger of the 2 firms into
McDonnell Douglas Corporation.

The record of the several models of the McDonnell
Phantom used in Vietnam by the Air Force, Navy and
· Marines was outstanding. F-4C Phantoms clearly
demonstrated their superiority over the best operational communist fighters by shooting down 9 Mig-2ls
over North Vietnam the first week in January. By
year's end the total of Mig fighters downed by the
F -4 in Southeast Asia had risen to more than 50.
The F-4M Phantom for the Royal Air Force was
flown for the first time on February 24, and the F-4E
latest Air Force model of the Phantom with added
air-to-air superiority provided by a multi-barrel cannon in its nose, made its first flight on June 30. The
first F -4E delivery to an operational squadron was
made on October 3.
The 2,000th Phantom, an F-4D model, was delivered by McDonnell to the Air Force on March 12,
and this total had climbed to over 2,500 by year's
end.
Douglas, likewise, reached several program milestones in the famed Skyhawk family of A-4 attack
bombers for the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps and
T A-4 trainers for the Navy.
On June 30, Douglas delivered the first A-4F, newest member of the versatile attack bomber series
to an operational Navy squadron. Sixth version of th~
Skyhawk to be developed by Douglas, the A-4F has
a more powerful jet engine than its predecessors.
Other advances include nose wheel steering, winglift spoilers and a zero speed-zero altitude ejection
system.
Other Skyhawk highlights during the year included
the delivery of the 2,000th Skyhawk, a 2-place T A-4F
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.·\ fomth version of the
hines the fuselage of the
the Series :30. Scheduled
the Serie., 20 was designed

DC-9, the Series 20. comSeries 10 and the wing of
for first delivery in 1969,
for take-off from very short

system was prompted by the existence of technological gaps which prevent terminal heat sterilization of
spacecraft components. The ~lcDonnell concept can
be utilized with a high level of confidence in the
sterility of spacecraft components.
James S. ~lcDonnell, board chairman of McDonnell
Douglas Corporation was recipient of the Robert J.
Collier trophy for significant achievement in aeronautics and astronautics for 1966. The trophy was
presented to .\lcDonnell on .May 2-1, 1967, by Vice
President Hubert H. Hmnphrey at the National Air
and Space ~luseum of the Smithsonian Instih1tion in
Washington, D.C.
Development work continued throughout the year
on the McDonnell Company collision avoidance system known as EROS (Eliminate Range Zero System).
~lcDonnell Douglas was cited as developer of the
first collision avoidance system by the Air Transport
Association of America on July 12. By year's end,
more than 6,000 operational flights of the EROS
system had been achieved on the F -4 Phantom flight
test progran1.
Engineering development work on the Dragon
antitank missile which McDonnell Astronautics Company is developing for the U.S. Anny Missile Command continued at a steady pace. Several test milestones were achieved and the program progressed
steadily toward production status.
Douglas continued production of the giant S-IVB
rocket stage, with the seventh of the liquid hydrogen, liquid oxygen-powered vehicles delivered to NASA
and the. eighth and ninth scheduled for delivery by
the end of the year.
The S-IVB is the uppermost stage of both the
Uprated Sahim I, which will place manned Apollo
spacecraft into orbit about the earth, and of the
powerful Saturn V, the rocket which will propel the
astronauts to the moon. In 3 latmches through 1967,
the S-IVB performed flawlessly for NASA.
Newest assignment for the S-IVB was to serve as
an orbital workshop as part of the Apollo Applications Program. Launched into orbit as part of an
Uprated Saturn I, the S-IVB will provide shelter and
working space for 3 astronauts inside its empty liquid
hydrogen tank. Astronauts in an Apollo will rendezvous
and dock with the S-IVB and enter it through an
airlock built by the McDonnell Astronautics Company. The airlock provides a "shirtsleeve" environment inside the huge tank, and makes docking between
the Apollo and S-IVB possible.
Modifications necessary to permit conversion of
the S-IVB to the orbital workshop are perforn1ed by
Douglas for NASA. These include the installation of
floors and partitions of metal grating to serve as
"rooms" when the fuel is depleted.
In October NASA announced the signing of a followon contract for $146,500,000 for 9 S-IVBs for Saturn
V vehicles, increasing to 27 the number of S-IVBs
for which the company has received contracts.

rtlll\\·a \·s.

In addition. Douglas announced its first sale of the
))( :-q as a business jet. The order, for a Series 30
version which will serve as an airborne office for a
corporation "·ith international interests. was expected
to he followed hy se,·eral others.
Orders from airlines for the various ,·ersions of the
DC-h and DC-~) continued at a steady pace during
~he \·ear. As of October :31. Douglas had received
ordc~s from .'3--t airlines for a total 'Or --189 DC-8s. including l 9--t Super Sixty Series jetliners. Thirt~·-five
carriers and the Air Force had purcha:.;ed -1H2 DC-9s.
The Air Force orders were for the production of
8 C-9:\ aeromedical evacuation transports for a domestic airlift of sick and injured l:nited States servicemen. l11e $:28,700.000 contract was announced
in August.
Designed to transport 30 litter patients or -10 mnbulatory patients. or a combination of both. the C-9:\.
essentially an adaption of the DC-9 Series 30 commercial t\\·injet. will cmise at 5:20 miles per hour
over a range of up to 2,000 miles.
Major government projects of \kDonnell Douglas
Corporation involved the development of spacecraft
and launch vehicles for use in the nation's program
for exploring and investigating space.
In l'vlay the Air Force announced the signing of
contracts with t-.lcDonnell Douglas totaling $855,172,(){)0 for work on the Manned Orbiting Laboratory
(MOL). Douglas, contractor for the MOL vehicle, received 8674,703,744 for engineering development
work. McDonnell, contractor for the Gemini B spacecraft, was awarded a $180,469.000 definitized fixed
price incentive contract.
McDonnell Astronautics Compm1y also received a
$500,000 study contract during ,\lay from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for a
Mars landing capsule study.
In 1965, McDonnell initiated its own study program designed to provide the technical background
required for design specifications for a Mars landing
vehicle. The company's Space System Laboratories
have been studying the atmosphere on Mars, and in
particular, the sand and dust storms believed to exist
on the planet's surface. To investigate this and other
areas of the Mars environment, a Martian Environmental Simulation Facility, capable of simulating that
planet's surface characteristics of pressure, temperature, atmospheric composition, wind velocity, sand
and dust storms, was developed.
Techniques of fabricating sterile components for
interplanetary spacecraft were also under development
at McDonnell. Laboratory engineers and technicians
were working under a study contract with NASA to
develop a sterile assembly challenge concept. TI1is
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tion. The firm operates reactor and nuclear f11el fabri,..,,
cation facilities under contract to the Atomic Encr"V
Commission at the :\EC's Hanford, \\'ashington. plant.
At Astropower, Douglas engineers and scientists
were producing long-life, heat-resistant batteries for
space applications and were conducting investigations
in desalination of sea water, artificial intelligence
svstems and materials.
· Employment on a consolidated basis on September
:30, HJ(i7, was 137,000.

Production of 2 other launch vehicles, the Air Force
Thor and the NASA Delta, continued at Douglas,
prime contractor for both rockets.
Newest version of the Thor in production is the
Long Tank Thor. It provides additional propellant
tankage, substantially increasing the vehicle's payload
capability.
The dependable Thor, which recorded its IOOth consecutive successful launch on March 29, serves as the
first stage of several United States launch vehicles,
including NASA's reliable 3-stage Delta.
Through October I the Delta had placed 9 spacecraft into orbit about the earth during 1967, increasing its record of successful orbits in a row to 19 and
its overall performance as America's prime booster
of research satellites to 49 successes in 52 launches.
Payloads placed in orbit by the Delta in 1967 included 3 Intelsat communications satellites, 2 ESSA
weather satellites, Orbiting Solar Observatory III,
BIOS II and 2 IMP satellites, designated Explorers
XXXIV and XXXV.
Another Douglas space program was the development and manufacture of payload fairings for the Air
Forc_e and for NASA. Newest contract was for productiOn of a 3-part fairing for use on a Titan III
rocket.
Douglas' chief missile program was the developm~n~ of the Spartan missile of the Army's anti-ballistic
~msslle sy~tem. The Spartan is designed for long-ran e
mterceptwn of attacking ballistic missiles. As airfra!e
developer of the Spartan, Douglas is a major subcontractor to Bell Telephone Laboratories and t th
0
Western Electric Company.
e
. The company was also producing the Genie air-toau ·rocket
t · for
di use by the Air Force as a d e fense
agams mva ng_ aircraft. Other major missile and
spa~e. progra~ns mcluded investigations in such fields
as Jffhng bodies, reentry, biotechnology, solar physics
an astronomy from space platforms.
Sci_entists at the Douglas Advanced Research Labora~ones concentrated on mathematical sciences l'f
sciences, ~aterial sciences and environmental scie~c~:.
areas' whiCh
· afsupply the basic foundati'on f or th e company s au~r t, space and missile programs.
Emphasis at the Donald W. Douglas Laboratories
was placed on . research in the fields of n uc 1ear an d •
ener?~ c_onverswn_ technology for space and terrestrial
apphcatwns. Dedicated
March 29· , the f aci.1I.ty h ouses
b
36
1
separat~ a oratories on a 117-acre site in Richland, Washmgton.
Projects under
way there included study o f a con.
ceptua1 d ~sign for a radioisotope power source which
could be .Implanted
in the human body to power a
.
h eart assist deviCe and development of I·m
d
di ·
h
prove
ra msotope eat sources containing promethiumtungsten metal ceramic combinations.
Douglas activities in the nuclear field also included
its ~a~ticipation in Douglas United Nuclear, a joint
subsidiary of Douglas and United Nuclear Corpora-

MENASCO MANUFACTURING COl\.IPA~Y
Menasco continued during I ~)67 to capt nrc an everincreasing share of the U.S. aircraft landing gear
market, including an award in late October of a
$10,000,000 contract from the Lockheed-Georgia
Company for production of welded steel axles for the
C-.5A Galaxy transport. As the Lockheed-Georgia contract was received, Menasco announced a total of
$20,000,000 in new business which included, along
with the C-5A, follow-on orders for landing gear on
other programs which brought the company's backlog
to a record $7.3,000,000.
Lockheed officials, in announcing the award, said
the Menasco welded axles for the plane's -l sets of
6-wheel main landing gear will save approximately
600 pounds per airplane over a mechanical joint
design.
Menasco has been a leader for 25 years in producing welded assemblies by its unique "Uniwelding"
process.
The company's Texas Division was recipient of a
major award in April when The Boeing Company
gave a contract for production of main landing gear
for the new 737 transport. Potential involvement extends into the 1970s, with initial deliveries to begin
in April 1968.
Menasco was participating in the Bell UH-IB helicopter program; Boeing Minuteman Shock Isolation
program; Boeing 707-120, 707-320, 720, 727 aircraft
and CH-46A helicopter programs; General Electric
reentry program; General Dynamics-Grumman F -IliA,
F -IIIB and B-111 programs; General Dynamics F -102,
F-106, B-58 and Atlas programs; LTV F-8 and A-7
programs; Lockheed C-141, P-3 and JetStar programs;
McDonnell Douglas F -4K and Saturn programs;
Lockheed-Georgia and U.S. Air Force C-130 transport;
U.S. Air Force Boeing KC-135 jet tanker and Convair
F-106 interceptor.
All-time records were achieved by Menasco in its
1967 fiscal year which ended June 30. Shipments were
$37,799,337 compared with $27,273,538 a year earlier.
A $1,000,000 building program for the company's
~alifomia Division in Burbank was scheduled to begin
m late 1967 and be completed in October 1968. The
first phase, costing in excess of $700,000, was to add a
57,~0? square foot building and represented the largest
addition to the division since 1941.
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Plans ,,·ere being developed for a 68.000 square
foot expansion of the Texas Division in Fort \Vorth,
which would inerease the size of the division bv 30
percent and cost in excess of Sl.OOO,OOO. An ;tdditional .') acres of land was added to the site of the
division. bringing it to a total of -!6 acres.
Durin!.! fiscal HJ(i7, :\lcnasco invested or committed
$2.500.000 in new plant and equipment. During the
same time. the government provided or committed
to provide :\lcnasco with new and used equipment
of approximately the same value.
Plans to acquire S 1,000.000 in new equipment for
the California Division during 1968 were announced
in October. This will be primarily 6-spindle profiling
and large deep-hole boring machinery for C-5:\
production.
During HJ(i7. :\lenasco was cited by The Boeing
Company for successful on-schedule completion of
liquid springs for the :\linuteman shock isolation
program. This production, from 1963 through 1967.
provided 1H6 shock isolators for the Minuteman base
hardening system.
Menasco received a "Project Sterling"" Supplier-OfThe-i\lonth award from Gnunman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation for designing and producing the main
and nose landing gear for the FB-111, bomber version
of the F-111. :\lenasco designed. manufactured and
delivered the first gear in onlv I-t months.
Relationships with organiz~d labor were excellent
during 1967 in both divisions. An extensive training
program under the Manpower Development and
Training Act, plus on-the-job training for employees,
helped to meet the need for an addition of 25 percent
in skilled personnel over 1966. Employee turnover
was the lowest since 196-t.
\Vhile Menasco continued its leadership in the field
of aircraft landing gear, becoming during 1967 the
largest manufacturer by volume in the United States,
new related products in its acknowledged area of
competence were being given intensive study. An
accelerated research and development program was
instituted during 1967 to apply Menasco's specialized
technological competence to new areas of shock
mitigation. Research into application for marine and
automotive use continued to be a major effort of
Menasco's engineering force. A Special Products
section to study needs of the aerospace industry was
established.

cultural <md industrial equipment, textile machinery,
and fiberglass yachts. A dynamic force in the nation's
industrial comnumity, it ranked in the top 20, with
$2.-t billion in total sales, for the fiscal year ending
September 1. 1967.
1\et earnings totaled $68,261,000 for the year, which
ended with a backlog of unfilled orders totalling $:3.6
billion. The large backlog represented an increase of
38.3 percent over the previous year.
To meet predicted demands for company products
in the years ahead, a continuing program of capital
expenditures for new plants and equipment was carried out during the year and it was continued at an
even higher rate in 1968.
In the electronics complex at Anaheim, California,
a new company-owned building was completed in
1967 and 2 others were to be finished in 1968. One
of these is a $5,000,000 engineering and laboratory
facility for advanced work on the Minuteman program, while the other is for production of secondand third-generation microelectronic elements. In
addition, 1,300 acres of choice property were purchased or optioned in Orange County, California, for
the company's electronic production in the fields of
data systems and information systems. Construction
of a manufacturing complex covering 1,000,000 square
feet was to begin in the summer of 1968.
In rounding out its e:xtensive capabilities in the
engineering and production of space systems, the company completed a $16,000,000 launch vehicle complex
at Seal Beach, California, in 1967.
The company's aircraft and missile facilities were
also expanded in 1967. At Homestead, Florida, the
first unit of what will ultin1ately be a $6,000,000 aircnift sales <md service complex was under construction. At the Los Angeles International Airport, the
company's capabilities in large air transport subcontracting were being furthered by additions to the
struchtral machining center scheduled for completion
in 1968. Also scheduled for 1968 completions were
2 buildings in Tulsa totaling 240,000 square feet to
manufacture sections for large air transports.
Through these and other facilities being constructed
or planned, North American Rockwell can meet expanded demands for company products.
Throughout the year, the Minuteman I intercontinental ballistic missiles were being replaced as planned
by second-generation Minuteman lis. The company
provided the guidance and control systems and the
automatic checkout equipment for both these Air
Force missiles.
Employing microelectronics for the first time in
the operational system, the Minuteman ll's guidance
unit can steer to a preselected point a quarter of the
way <~rom~d the wor~d .. Improvement in the reliability
of tlus highly sophisticated and effective guidance
system continued throughout the year.
The company also began delivering test versions
of the advanced guidance system for Minuteman III,
which incorporates further innovations :md capabilities.

NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL
CORPORATION
In 1967 2 large industrial firms were merged to
form North American Rockwell Corporation. The new
corporation combined the complementary strengths
of North American Aviation, Inc., <md RockwellStandard Corporation. Its product line includes aircraft, atomic energy, missiles, electronics, space vehicles, rocket propulsion, automotive products, agri139
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Production continued on . avy orde rs for the T-2B
twin-jet trainer. Navy and Marine pil ots we re using
this aircraft for more than half o f all a nnual tr aining
flights. D eliveri es were scheduled through D ece mb e r
1968, and th e D ep a rtm e nt of D e fense approved avy
plans for additional procuremen t whi ch would exte nd
deliv eries into 1971.
The T-39 Sabre liner, described in Air Force documents as " th e most e ffi cien t non-combatant vehicl e
in the USAF inve ntory," was in use at more th an 50
bases throughout th e world. Because its co ntrols and
cockpit are like those of big je t aircraft, even thoug h
it is smaller, it is used in training multi-ent,rine pil ots,
instrument pilot instructors, rad a r ope rators, a nd
navigators-thus cutting training costs. The Navy was
also using it for training pilots to use weapon-control
equipment. In addition, th e T-39s were serving th e
Air Force as a mission support vehicl e, airliftinrr hi ghpriority mate rials and key personnel. In fi scal 1967 , th e
company beg::U1 modifying Air Force T -39s from a 6place to a 9-place configuration.

The company was also developing a family of
microelectronic computers for the aircraft that will
carry the Air Force's SRAM (Short Range Attack Missile) and the Navy's Condor air-to-surface missile, as
well as for the guidance systems of the F-1llD and
FB-ll1 aircraft.
Work progressed on the avionics system, believed
to be the nation's most advanced, for the F-1llD
tactical fighter and the FB-ll1 strategic bomber.
North American Rockwell developed a new family
of airborne radars using microelectronic circuits, in
which off-the-shelf modules can be combined to produce low-cost systems for all types of aircraft.
The company, which had built the guidance system
for the Polaris submarines, continued fabrication of
the prototype guidance system for the Navy's nuclear
submarines to be armed with the Poseidon ballistic
missile. This is an advanced version of the Polaris
ballistic missile that can rise from underwater and
find its way to far-distant targets. The Navy requested
a proposal on additional Ships Inertial Navigation
Systems to be delivered in 1969.
North American Rockwell was producing microminiaturized electronic systems that check automatically and rapidly on the operational readiness of various aircraft, missiles, and space systems. During the
year, a contract was received for manufacture of
microelectronic BACE (basic automatic checkout
equipment) units to be used with the A-6A Navy
aircraft.
In addition to the use of microelectronic circuits
on Minuteman guidance, computers, and F -111 avionics, the company was pioneering in the design and
production of much more advanced microelectronic
circuits called MOS (metal oxide semiconductor) and
SOS (silicon-on-sapphire) devices. These have from 10
to 500 times as many circuit elements on a single
device as the circuits used in Minuteman guidance,
F-1ll avionics, and production computers. They are
also more reliable and less expensive.
During 1967 North American Rockwell received
important new orders for military aircraft, expanded
its line of commercial aircraft, won new subcontracts
for large aircraft assemblies, and furthered its competitive position in tactical missiles.
Go-ahead was authorized for long-leadtime items on
additional RA-5C tactical reconnaissance aircraft, the
Navy's largest operational jet airplanes. Capable of
flying at twice the speed of sound, these twin-jet aircraft operate at altitudes from treetop level up to more
than 8 miles high. They carry a variety of advanced
sensing equipment, including unique cameras that
photograph territory distant from their flight path in
any weather, day or night. Data gathered by an RA5C can be processed by computerized intelligence
systems (also developed by the company) and placed
quickly in the hands of strike pilots. These operations
have proven so effective that RA-5C deliveries were
scheduled into the 1970s.

North American Rockwell's Los Angeles Division placed in
production 2 new models of the Sabreliner: the Series 60,
left, with a 25 percent increase in cabin space, and the
Series 40, with somewhat less capacity.

The company began deliveries of the_ OV-10A
Bronco, a light-armed reconnaissance aircraft and the
first specifically designed for a combination of groundsupport missions in limited warfare. It burns a wide
variety of fuels, including standard gasolines used in
ground vehicles, so it can refuel from supply lines of
ground forces. Besides the initial order of 185 units
for the Air Force and Marine Corps, an additional
38 were fully funded in the 1967 fiscal year and longleadtime items have been authorized for 48 more.
Several proposals were made for growth versions, including a close-support attack aircraft.
The X-15 aerospacecraft entered the ninth year of
its flight research program. It set speed and altitude
records in nearly 200 flights for the Air Force and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. Modi140
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ficd for higher speed-;, the X-15:\-2 set a new tmoffieial world speed record of ~fach 6.72 (4,534 miles
per houri. C~ntinued high-speed flights were planned
up to about ;J.OOO miles per hour.
Other c:-.veriments eontinued with the XB-70. whose
size and performanec charaderistic..-s make it invaluable for supersonic tr<msport research. The :\ir Force
fli1!ht test progrmn. whieh included a series of flights
to gather sonie boom data for the SST progrmn. was
completed during the \·ear. <Uld a new 15-month
Hight rese~t~·ch pro~rram ~vao;; begun hy :\:\S:\ to support the SST and other large aircraft developments.
In the program to develop the Condor air-to-surface
missile, aerodvnamic models were delivered to the
:\avy for dror) tests. The Condor will be guided bv a
company-desi~1ed-and-lmilt guidance sv~tem wl{ich
brings a new dimension in missile aceur~tcv.
In addition lo several existing contracts to maintain
~uul modify :\G.\l-28 Hound Dog missiles. whieh are
<L<;sodated with the Strategic .-\ir Comn~mJCI's B-52
bomber force, the company won a new contract to
inspec.:t and overhaul the missiles where necess<UY to
insure their operational reliabilitv. This was an· example of continuing sales emanati~1g from a relativelv
old (first deliveries in 1957) prodm.:t line.
·
~?rth :\meric<m Rockwell at yeLU"-end was producing
12 mrcraft types for the general aviation market. The
Aero Commander Divisions were building 10 executive. business, training, and agricultural ~aircraft. In
addition, the companv's
Sahreli~ner offered the loncrest
•
::>
warrant!' of :my business jet <md represented experiem:e gcuned m a total of more than 20.000.000 flight
miles. In 1967 the Federal Aviation Administration
certified a higher-thmst engine and approved the new
10-passenger Series 60 model.
During fiscal 1967, the Aero Conun<mder Division
delivered 330 airplanes, an increase of 50 percent
over fiscal 1966. In order for North Americ~m Aviation and Rockwell-Standard to merge without any
objection from the Department of Justice, the Jet
Commander program wm; sold to Israel Aircraft Industries, Ltd. Facilities at Bethany, Oklalwma, continued
to produce twin engine models of the Aero Comnumder
line, including the new Turbo II Commander introduced
in August of 1967.
Designed to operate from short nmways, the pressurized Turbo II Comm<mder cmises at 280 miles an
hour. With its versatile electronics equipment, pressurized co~fort at high altih1des, and relatively low
cost and h1gh speed, it is finding wide acceptance for
corporate use.
Due to its extensive facilities for mannfach1ring
large structural sections and its advanced capabilities
in tooling and machining, the company continued to
add major subcontract work to its regular aircraft
production. Aircraft programs in which the comp<my
was subcontractor for key assemblies, components, or
tooling during 1967 included the Douglas DC-9 and
the Boeing 727, 737, <md 747 commercial transports,
the Lockheed C-5A military transport, the Bell Huey-

Cobra helicopter, the Boeing CH -47 A Chinook helicopter, the Pratt & \Vhitney
Aircraft turbofan encrine
b
afterburners for the F-Ill series aircraft and several
others.
North American Rockwell was making assemblies
or entire aircraft svstems in the fields of trainers
various combat typ~s, research aircraft, militarv and
commercial transports, and both jet and propellerdriven private aircraft.
On November 9, 1967, the world acclaimed the
spectacular success of the complex 3-stage space mission that tested the whole U.S. concept for sending
men to the moon: the first launch of the colossal
Saturn V launch vehicle, carrying an unmanned Apollo
spacecraft.
North American Rod"Well's
..
role in this event was
considerably larger than that of any other company.
It included design, development, construction, and
test of the spacecraft itself, consisting of the Command Module and the Service Module; the launch
escape system; the adapter (sheath) for a 2-man vehicle that will later descend to the moon from an Apollo
in lrn1ar orbit; the hydrogen-powered second or middle
stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle; the rocket engines propelling all 3 stages; and a number of smaller
engines for maneuvering and other purposes located
in various parts of the Saturn VI Apollo stack.
In what must rank with the outstanding technolocrical achievements of modern times, the 8-hour missi~n
beg<m by lifting the heaviest weight ever to leave the
earth. It continued by sending around the earth the
greatest tonnage ever in orbit. After the planned 2
orbits, the third-stage engine was ignited again for the
first demonstration of the critical restart that will be
essential in moon trips, shooting Apollo to a peak altihide of 11,232 miles for a fiery return through the
earth's air blanket at faster speeds than a spacecraft
intended for human crews had ever flown before. The
successful mission ended by parachuting Apollo to a
bull's-eye landing within sight of its prime recovery
ship, and within the precise time schedule.
One key objective of the flight was to test the
Apollo Command Module's ablative heat shield under
the actual conditions of returning from the lunar mission and reentering the earth's atmosphere at nearly
25,000 miles per hour. Previous spacecraft had reentered the atmosphere at the normal earth-orbiting
speed of more than 17,000 miles per hour. Although
the Command Module had to survive temperatures
twice as hot as molten lava, its heat shield was only 2'1!
inches at the thickest point. Another "first" was the
separation of the Launch Escape System from the
spacecraft under actual lunar-mission flight conditions.
The test also marked the first launch of the Saturn
S-II, second stage of the Saturn V vehicle. In all,
Apollo 4 accomplished about 200 firsts in man's exploration and use of space. As NASA reported, Apollo
4 had to perform about 12 times better than Mercury
or Gemini just to get off the launching pad.
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its qualification tests. Production he~<m on the ullage
motors for the S-11 second stage of the Saturn V
vehicle.
Also approaching completion was the dcvelopme1~t
of the storable liquid roeket engine for the :\rmy s
Lance surface-to-surface missile.
A pioneer in the first roeket engines that powered
the nation's large ballistic: missiles, North Amcrieau
Rockwell Corporation h<L'> since extended its leadership into most areas of rocket propulsion.
North Americ<m Rockwell approached the markets
of the future along 3 principal avenues aimed at
growth and increa.o;ed profitability. First, it intended
to enhance its position in its regular markets by continuing to make better products at a competitive cost
and to explore new product lines that satisfy commercial or Government needs. Seeond, it phmned to continue entering additional mm·kets throu~h further
diversification. Third, by wider application of both
its technical and marketing capabilities, it expeeted
to help create new markets that did not exi~t be~or~.
In fulfilling these objectives, the company s. pnncipal instruments are its extensive and often umque ~a
cilities, its versatile and seasoned m<magement, Its
financial strength, m1d the diversified skills-mnning
into hundreds of technical specialties-of the 115,000
people of North American Rockwell.

Although the November 9 flight was the most difficult space mission ever attempted, the huge combination of superpower engines and new rocket stages
performed precisely as planned, signaling the fact that
the moon is only 60 hours away.
As the nation's principal designer and builder of
large liquid rocket engines, the company supplied propulsion for several of the nation's large ballistic
missiles and for 800 U.S. military and civilian space
launches, comprising about 80 percent of all American
space vehicles launched.
Generating 1,522,000 pounds of thrust, the F-1 is
the most powerful liquid propellant rocket engine in
the free world. It is clustered in a group of 5 to provide 7,610,000 pounds of thrust, or 160,000,000 horsepower, for the first stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle. The F-1 passed all qualification tests and at
year-end was in regular production for current and
future flights of the Apollo/Saturn V program.
With the initial Saturn V boost already provided by
the F-1s in the first stage, the second stage is powered
by five J-2 engines. Each generating up to 225,000
pounds of thrust, they achieve high efficiency by using liquid hydrogen as fuel. A single J-2 powering the
Saturn V's third stage must be turned off and on during the mission-a complex technical feat demonstrated
successfully in the first Saturn V flight. The J-2 engines
are the nation's largest operational liquid hydrogen
engines and were also in continuing production at
year-end.
Eight H-1 engines, each generating 200,000 pounds
of thrust, provided the first-stage power for the Uprated Saturn I 2-stage vehicles used in space flights
preceding the Saturn V missions. The H-1 clusters
powered successful missions in all 13 Saturn I flights.
During 1967 NASA contracted with the company for
additional H-1s.
The small reaction control engines for reentry
maneuvering of the Apollo spacecraft worked well on
initial test flights and contracts were received for production of 36 more units. The company also successfully test-fired a new injector for the ascent engine
of the Lunar Module that will lift 2 astronauts from
the moon to start their return to earth. NASA ordered
20 liquid propellant ullage motors (to aid the flow of
fuel in the absence of gravity) for the S-IVB third
stage of the Saturn V vehicle.
The company was to build the propellant tanks for
the Air Force's Manned Orbiting Laboratory which
will test various human capabilities in space.
During the year the company's plant at McGregor,
Texas, delivered solid propellant rocket motors under
accelerated schedules for the Navy's air-to-air Sparrow
and air-to-ground Shrike missiles, while gas generators
were provided for the Navy's Tartar and Terrier
surface-to-air missiles. A new contract was received
for production of gas generators for the Army's Shillelagh missile. The solid propellant motor for the
Phoenix air-to-air missile, which will be used on the
Navy's new F-1llB fleet defense fighter, was nearing

NORTHROP CORPORATION
For the second consecutive year Northrop Corporation posted new records in sales, earnings, and backlog.
Total employment of the company r~s.e to nearly
24,000 in 1967, and a long-range recruiting program
called for the hiring of approximately 5,000 more
employees by 1970. The comp~~y remain~d acti·v·e.in
more than 50 countries in addition to maJOr facilities
at home in 9 states and the District of Columbia.
Nearly 6,000,000 square feet of aclmin~stration, engineering and manufacturing space was m use at yearend.
The year 1967 was one of gro~th a~~ a ~e~r in
which the company strengthened Its p~sitl?n m Its 5
major product areas: aircraft, commumcatlons, electronics, advanced weaponry, and space.
Northrop was a major participant i~ 3 of the m.ost
important projects in air transportatiOn: the Boemg
747, the USAF/Lockheed C-5A and the supersonic
transport. Deliveries of fuselage sections for the 7 4 7
were to begin early in 1968. Most of 1967 was spent
in designing and fabricating the largest assembly fixtures in the history of aircraft. The company also
completed and occupied in 1967 one of the largest
and most advanced facilities in the aerospace industry for handling, processing and assembling large
aircraft structural components.
Northrop was selected by The Boeing Company to
manufacture a 40-foot titanium fuselage section of the
supersonic transport. Northrop has been engaged con142
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tinu ou 1:· ove r a 10-;.' ar pe ri od in tb produc tion of
I x titan ium alloy· a embli and bas conducted
an ext n iv inc! p ndent r sear ch and d \ elopment
pro ~Y ra m to acl va nc
a pal ilit:' in al.l asp t of fabrica ti ng n w r a llo. s. A numbe r of titanium test sections we re built and deli ve red to Boeing.

and Space Administration for maintaining astronaut
fught proficiency.
Also in 1967 the company was one of 4 contractors
selected by the U.S. Air Force from 17 participating
companies to conduct funded studies of a new tactical
a.ircraft (AX) specifically designed for close support of
troops in limited warfare operations.
Development work continued in 1967 on a new jet
target drone, the NV-105. It was announced in April
that the U.S. . avy awarded the company a contract
for development and initial production of 200 of the
targets, designated MQM-74.A..
Fiscal1967 sa\\ Northrop's communications business
surpass the $100,000,000 level, with indications that
communications will match the growth of air transportation in the 1970s. The bulk of Northrop's communications business was at Page Communications
Engineers, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary based in
Washington, D.C. In addition to beginning work on a
major progran1 to engineer, install and operate an
integrated wideband communications system (IWCS)
in Southeast Asia, Page continued to expand its involvement in the satellite communications area.
The IWCS includes 250,000 miles of communications links connecting more than 50 key U.S. Army
and allied military stations in Southeast Asia. Working
with U.S. Underseas Cable Corporation, a Northrop
affiliate, Page completed also the laying of 1,567 miles
of underwater cable linking 6 coastal cities in South
Vietnam and Thailand.
In the field of satellite communications, Northrop
Page received a contract in 1967 to install a companydeveloped transportable earth station in Panama, the
first equipment of this type to be planned for Latin
America. Previous earth stations, which feature large
receiving antennas for detecting and relaying signals
from satellites, have been installed in the continental
United States, Hawaii, The Philippines, Australia,
and Thailand. Other types of Page activities included
extensive civil communications projects, such as a
complete telecommunications system completed for
the government of the Bahamas.
To ~plarge its activity in the communications field
and acquire a manufacturing capability, Northrop
acquired in late 1966 The Hallicrafters Company,
Chicago, Illinois. Hallicrafters makes a variety of
consumer, industrial and military communications
products.
Northrop's activities in its third major product area,
electronics, was highlighted in 1967 by the first disclosure that the company had developed and built
an astroinertial navigation and guidance system for
the U.S. Air Force SR-71 long-range reconnaissance
plane. The system enables the Lockheed-built aircraft
to navigate with high standards of accuracy at speeds
of more than 2,000 miles per hour at altitudes of
80,000 feet. Northrop's navigation and guidance activities are headquartered at the company's Nortronics
Division which operates a number of facilities in
Southern California and Massachusetts.

(;01111

Northrop Corporation started fabri cation of 153-foot passenger sect·ions of the Boein g 747 jetlin er.

The bulk of the company's aircraft activities howe ver, continued to center around th e F-5 Freedom
Fighter and the T-38 supersonic trainer. The F-5 was
serving in the armed forces of more than a dozen nations and additionally was being produced under
license agreements in Canada and Spain. The company expected F -5 production at its Ha\>vthorne,
California, facility to continue through 1971 and perhaps beyond. Of significance among F-5 activities
in 1967 was the conclusion, amid commendations
from the Defense Department, of a combat evaluation
program for the F75 in Vietnam and the subsequent
turnover of a squadron of Freedom Fighters to the
South Vietnam Air Force.
The T-38 Talon, the world's only supersonic, twinengined jet designed specifically for pilot training,
passed a historic milestone in 1967 when it flew its
1,000,000th hour of pilot training. This record was
compiled by the U.S. Air Force Air Training Command while maintaining the lowest accident rate of
any aircraft in the Air Force jet inventory. Before the
end of 1967 the 1,000th T-38 was to roll off the assembly line at Hawthorne, California. In addition
to the USAF, the T-38 was being used by the Federal
Republic of Germany Air Force for pilot training at
Sheppard AFB, Texas, and by the National Aeronautics
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signed during the year to accommodate a heavier
payload, the result of additional safety requirements
instituted by NASA. For post-Apollo programs, :\:\SA
selected Northrop's Ventura Division to perform research flight tests of an all-flexible parawing. :\orthrop
also built the first :2 lifting body vehicles, the \1:2-F:2
and HL-10, which completed 17 manned experimental
flights.
Northrop's Nortronics Division W<L'i designing and
building the spacecraft structure and several mechanical subsystems for the ~vlariner-l\lars 19fi9 flight. :\
Northrop-built instrument package, called Flare Activated Radiological Observatory (FARO), was orbited
in July from Vandenberg Air Force B<L<;C. An earlier
radiation detection satellite (FESS), launched under
the same OV1 series, was still sending data to earth
after 2 years in space. Another satellite, the OV:2-5.
was completed and awaiting a 19()8 launch date. All
of the OV (Orbiting Vehicle) satellites were built
under contract to the U.S. Air Force Office of Aerospace Research. Numerous space r~sear~h pr~grams
were in progress, ranging from studies of man s physical capabilities on the moon to self-sealing techniques
for spacecraft structures subjected to meteoroid penetration.
While Northrop classified its programs and products
into 5 major categories, there were other 1967 activities which had the potential of significant growth.
In the field of marine science, Northrop continued to
work with the Navy as prime support contractor for
engineering and management phas_es _of the Deep Submergence Systems Project. In Apnl, It wa<; announced
that Northrop had received a pioneering U.S. Navy
contract to develop and produce unmanned underwater
target vehicles for ASW proficiency training.
..
The company developed an important new capability
in the manufacture of stringers, long metal bars that
give strength and rigidity to the skins. of larg~ aircraft structures. About 800 153-foot alummum stnngers
were to be produced for each Boeing 747 fuselage.
Northrop Architectural Systems~ a_ ~holly-~wn~d
subsidiary in Los Angeles, made sigmficant gams m
1967 despite a declining construction m~rket. A producer of sliding doors, windows, curtamwalls, store
entrances, and so forth, the subsidiary opened a new
facility near Chicago during 1967 to enable additional
penetration of eastern markets.
Northrop Corporate Laboratories was formed in
1967 to conduct applied research in areas expected
to affect the company's product spread several years
in the future. Initial activities included funded studies
of the effects of nuclear radiation on electronic equipment and research in basic electromagnetics.

In 1967 the company delivered its first components
developed for the U.S. Air Force/Lockheed C-5A
inertial-Doppler navigation system. The navigation
system for this huge jet transport being built by
Lockheed-Georgia Company will be completely self
contained and will have an accuracy better than
one nautical mile per hour. The system includes a
Northrop-developed Floated Lightweight Inertial
Platform (FLIP) and a Northrop-developed computational system including a primary and an auxiliary
digital computer. Northrop Nortronics' Precision
Products Department, Norwood, Massachusetts, was
producing gyroscopes for the inertial measurement
unit. Small enough to fit into an average coffee cup,
the gyros use ceramic gas bearings to replace the more
conventional bearings. As one of the nation's leading
producers of inertial sensing equipment, Nortronics
PPD has provided gyros and accelerometers for scores
of military and space programs.
Northrop Nortronics received an additional contract from Lockheed in 1967 to develop and produce
computers to be used in a malfunction analysis detection and recording (MADAR) system that will monitor
all major aircraft systems on the Lockheed C-5A.
Another major product line in the electronics category was automatic checkout equipment. One of the
first major Northrop developments in this area was for
the Polaris missile. When the U.S. Navy decided to
supplement its Polaris fleet with a more advanced
missile system, the Poseidon, Northrop was awarded
the contra~t to develop check~ut equipment. Delivery
of these first systems began m 1967. Another automatic checkout system is TEAMS (Tactical Evaluation
and Monitoring System), which will be installed aboard
a new fleet of antisubmarine warfare destroyer escorts.
Northrop was also engaged in production of large
screen display systems, ultra-precision test laboratories
for testing advanced inertial components, electronic
centers for rapid identification of undersea objects,
electro-optical systems, and electronic countermeasures.
Northrop's advanced weaponry business was mostly
of the long-range development type and was expected
to continue at its level of the past few years regardless of any significant changes in world conditions.
Work continued during 1967 on the first fully controllable, solid propellant rocket motor at Northrop
Carolina, a wholly-owned subsidiary near Asheville,
North Carolina, under contract to the U.S. Air Force.
Development continued also on television-aided target
seekers, elec_tro-~ptical systems originally developed
under the direction of the U.S. Army Missile Command. Other work in weaponry included advanced
pyrotechnic devices, underwater demolition kits battlefield fla:es, warheads, bomb and rocket disp,enser
pods for aircraft, and loaders, launchers and airframe
components for Hawk surface-to-air missiles.
In the nation's space program, Northrop is probably
best known for spacecraft recovery and landing systems. The three-parachute Apollo system was rede-

PACIFIC AIRMOTIVE CORPORATION
On August 4, 1967, the final approval required to
complete the transaction by which Pacific Airmotive
Corporation was acquired by Purex Corporation, Ltd.,
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wa r an ted I ~ PAC toc kJw ld r at a p ecial meeting
held in Emban k. Pu.rex, headquarte r cl in Lakewood
CaJ iJorni a, is th e fo mtb lar ue t producer of household
cl an in u p rod uc t . It also ma:nufa tures industrial and
in titutio na l c leanin o- produc ts and machin er ) dmo-s
0
an d to il e tri es, pia tic products and machinery for
thermofo rmin u pi ~ ti c .
The m ra r of th e 2 ompani fo U wed P a if)c
Airm oti e 's 6-month re port of sal and profits th at
es tab lished anothe r r cord hir.rh fo r an similar p eriod
in th e comp<lm 's 39-year h.i sto r). P acific Ain notive
was b ing ope ra ted as a whol.ly-ov roed subsidiar of
PUJ·ex with no c h ange in man a ement.
Durina th e ,ear , an agr em nt ' as si!!lled with
Inte rnation a l Je tstream Corporation, St. Louis, under
whi ch P ac ific Ai1·mo ti ve ' ill act a ale- arrent for
th e new Handl ey P aae Je tstream h rrboprop manufacture d in Britain. T y p e ce rtification of th 300 mile
p e r hom, 18 -passenr.rer aircr aft vl as exp cted in Febru ary 1968, w ith first customer deli eri soon after.
P AC will perform p ost-fac to r inst allation of interiors
and e lectro ni cs and provide Jetstream maintenan ce and
spares support in this country.

as for other business/ executive type aircraft, were
available at the Burbank, Long Beach and vVestchester
County Airport (White Plains, New York) facilities.
A new agreement \Vas signed with the Business Jets
Division of Pan American World Airways for a continuation of the contract whereby PAC functions as
sales agent for the Fan Jet Falcon in the United
States. The agreement, specifying sales, lease, repair
and maintenance, is effective through December 1969.
Other major overhaul, interior and conversion work
was being handled at PAC's Santa Monica (California)
Branch, including the conversion of DC-6 type aircraft to cargo-passenger con£gura'tion tmder license
to Douglas Aircraft Company.
The P AC-designed Rainboe Rain Repellent system
was installed on the North Central Airlines and Air
Canada fleets. Additional aircraft for which the windshield rain repellent system received FAA certification
during 1967 included the F-27, Van guard and Caravelle,
totalling 18 aircraft types certificated through 1967.
Manufachrrers signing contracts in 1967 with Pacific
Airmotive for the distribution of their products to airlines and general aviation customers included Aircraft
Radio Corporation, manufachuers of a new line of
flight instruments; General Electric Company's Instrun1ent Division, which produces a variety of indi cators, amplifiers, u·ansmitters, etc.; the WestonGarwin Carruth Division of Weston Instmment Company whose instmments are widely used on general
aviation aircraft; and Aero Products Research , Inc.,
producers of a major line of pilot supplies.
· In October, the headquarters of the Aviation Products
Division was moved to a larger facility in North Hollywood, California. The division's North Hollywood and
Pacair Branches shared the new 20,000 square foot
building.
Western and United Airlines ordered initial provisioning of spare parts for their fleets of Boeing
737s and Pacific Southwest Airways ordered provisioning for its 7 Boeing 727s. A purchasing contract was
signed with Pakistan Airlines providing for the purchase of products by PAC for the carrier.
PAC developed a kit for the conversion of the
Hughes 269-A helicopter carburetion system to fuel
injection and received FAA certification in May. The
conversion replaces the PS pressuTe carburetor with
the Bendix RS fuel injection system.
North Central Airlines awarded an exclusive longterm engine service contract to PAC in April, one of
8 carriers to sign exclusive JT8D contracts with the
company in a period of 12 months. The contract included complete overhaul and repair of engines and
accessories; parts and accessory exchange; engine leasing for emergency transitional periods; and a line and
base maintenance plan providing for parts, repair kits
and necessary technical support. Other exclusive JT8D
service contracts were signed with Alaska Airlines and
Allegheny Airlines during 1967. Braniff International,
Overseas National Airways and Trans Texas Airways

Pacific Airmotive Corporation signed a. 1967 agreement
whereby the co·m pany will a.ct as sales agent joT the Handle y Page Jetstream tu.Tbopmp (shown) m.anufa.ctifred in
England.

PAC's Allison-Convair program, one of the company's major efforts, was accelerated at the beginning
of the year to accomplish the completion of 3 Convair
580s per . month instead of the 2 aircraft completed
formerly. PAC, under exclusive contract to the Allison
Division of General Motors Corporation, converts
Convair 340/440 aircraft to Allison turboprop power
for domestic and foreign airlines, and corporate and
government customers.
The company's Fan Jet Falcon program continued
at a high level and was moved to larger quarters at
Long Beach (California) Mw1icipal Airport where all
post -factory installations on the Falcon were performed.
Servicing and spares support for the Falcon, as well
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Plant-where automatic weapons such as the X\11 :29
grenade launcher and X\-1140 automatic cannon. as
well as other ordnance and electromechanical devices
were under development and in production. Engineering buildings totalling 7.3,000 square feet were located
nearby in Anaheim in support of the Anaheim production programs.
Aeronutronic's Radar and Intelligence Operation \\"~L'>
housed in separate facilities in Santa Ana, California.
During 1967, Dr. Samuel J. Rabinowitz, former. Department of Defense official, joined Aeronutrome to
head the Radar and Intelligenee Operation.
During 1967, the divisim; also opened a new facility
in Anniston, Alabama, and a new field office in Bettendorf, Iowa. The Anniston Repair Depot, loeated at
the U.S. Army's Anniston Army Depot. was opened
to support the division's Shillelagh guided missile
program, and the new office opened at Bettendorf,
Iowa, will have jurisdiction over contractual eommitments Aeronutronic has with the U.S. Army \Veapons Command at the Rock Island Arsenal, Rock
Island, Illinois.
Shillelagh continued as Aeronutronic's largest program, and during the year the weapon. system entered
active service with the U.S. Army. Frrst deployment
of the system was with a tank bat.talion at F~rt
Riley, Kansas. Also, during 196~, _Shrllelagh ~ot rts
first foreign assignment, when mrssrles were s~rpped,
with the General Sheridan armored reconnarss:mce
airborne assault vehicle, to the Australian government
for operational evaluation. The Australi~ a..'isignm~nt
was part of the American, British, Canadran, Austr~han
(ABCA) Standardization Loan Pro~ra.m. Two She.ndan
vehicles and20 Shillelagh guided mrssrles were assrgned
to the Australian Army for evaluation.
In October, the Chaparral Air Defense System, for
which Aeronutronic is prime contractor, was put on
public display for the first time at .the annual meeting of the Association of the Umted States Army
(AUSA) in Washington, D.C.
In early 1967, Chaparral conclud~d a highly. s~c
cessful guided flight program at Whrte Sands Mrssrle
Range, New Mexico, as part of the development
flight test program. During the tests, Chaparral su~
cessfully attacked several aerial targets. Chaparral rs
one of two systems selected by the ~.S. AriJ_lY to provide field commanders with low altitude arr defense
as part of newly-organized Air Defense Battalions.
In addition to the Chaparral system, the U.S. Army
introduced publicly for the first time at the October
AUSA meeting the new Main Battle Tank (MBT-70)
being jointly developed by the United States and the
Federal Republic of Germany. The main armament
for the MBT-70 is the Aeronutronic-developed Shillelagh guided missile system. In addition to the General
Sheridan armored reconnaissance airborne assault
vehicle and the MBT -70, Shillelagh was also being
adapted to the M60 AIEl battle tank.
Late in the year, with the first public flight of the
U.S. Army/Lockheed Cheyenne AH-56A Advanced

signed standby agreements with PAC for engine service.
In addition to the new JT8 program, the company
continued overhaul and service of many other jet and
piston engine types.
An in-flight monitoring program was implemented
by Pacific Airmotive which provides airline customers
with daily performance information on each engine,
denoting deviations from the normal engine characteristics with probable causes and suggested corrections.
The program offers documentary evidence of each
engine's past and present performance, and identifies
problem areas in engines and instrumentation, resulting in a reduction of unscheduled shut-downs.
PAC's Light Aircraft Division, distributor of Cessna
aircraft in California, Arizona and western Nevada,
expanded its facilities during 1967. Business Aircraft
Distributors, the Cessna wholesaler for northern California and Nevada moved to a new and larger building
on Oakland International Airport. A parts warehouse
was added to the Long Beach facility occupied by
Airfiite, Inc., the distributor for southern California
and Baja California. Pacific Airmotive-Palm Springs,
one of 4 company operated dealerships, enlarged its
capabilities with the addition of an engine overhaul
shop providing complete overhaul and maintenance
service for light aircraft at this location.

PHILCO-FORD CORPORATION
AERONUTRONIC DIVISION

Personnel growth, facilities expansion, and record
sales marked the year 1967 at Philco-Ford Corporation's Aeronutronic Division.
At 7 locations in southern California, Aeronutronic
was actively engaged in research, development, test
and production of tactical missiles, missile weapon
systems, automatic weapons, stabilized fire control
systems, air defense systems, advanced radars, reconnaissance and intelligence systems, propulsion products,
high-strength armor, and missile and bomb fuzes.
During 1967 employment climbed to a peak of more
than 6,200, a new high for the nearly 12-year-old
aerospace/ defense firm.
Aeronutronic continued to maintain its headquarters
at Newport Beach, California, on a 200 acre site, including more than 750,000 square feet of floor space.
In addition, major facilities were located at Lawndale, California, where the Shillelagh guided missile
system was being manufactured for the Army in a
200,000 square foot plant.
At Anaheim, California, the division had more than
300,000 square feet of manufacturing and engineering
buildings. The Anaheim Air Defense Manufacturing
Plant, occupying 1.30,000 square feet, was the site of
production of the Chaparral air defense system.
Also, opened during 1967, was a new 1.30,000 square
foot plant-the Anaheim Ordnance Manufacturing
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and private aircraft that sunnmmts restrictive financial <mel political conditions in international markets.
Increased pilot training programs built around the
Cherokee 1-lO were a significant factor in Piper's increased share of the domestic market. Also contributing to Piper's industry position were new programs in
the marketing and sales organizations.
Corporate sales teams were being employed successfully in the Navajo program in cooperation \\·ith
the Piper distributor and dealer organization. These
sales te<uns proved to he an effective means of concentration upon specific markets for the Navajo. During the year market studies were completed on the
commuter airline business to determine the course
Piper Aircraft should take in this e-'--p<mding field.
International Sales continued a program to strengthen
its distribution orgm1ization through the development
of finm1eially strong and independent businessmen to
provide outlets for Piper products. At year-end, Piper
had -ll7 domestic dealers and 176 foreign distribution
outlets.
Leading all Piper models in w1it sales was the Cherokee 140 which enjoyed an increasing demand as a
trainer and builder of new pilots. Highest in dollar
volume was the popular Aztec series, long a favorite
with the air taxi and cargo business. The new Navajo,
Cherokee Arrow and Cherokee D series, all in volume
production, were expected to make new sales gains
for Piper. The Cherokee Six, offered in 260 and 300
horsepower versions, continued to enjoy a strong
market.
Piper announced plans to occupy production facilities at 2 new locations in central Pennsylvania, thus
providing nearly 300,000 square feet of additional
floor space for expansion. The larger of the 2 sites
is located at Quehanna, 58 miles northwest of Lock
Haven, and formerly occupied by Curtiss-\Vright Corporation. The other manufacturing facility is in South
Renovo, 25 miles up the Susquehanna River from
Lock Haven.
The company's decision to acquire the new property was based on a desire to expand in the Lock
Haven area for the present time rather than establish
new production facilities in another state. Initially
Piper's new plants will employ a relatively small
number of people, but should be expected to increase
as production is stepped up.
The Quehanna plant, which consists of 2 large factory buildings and 3 small buildings, will eventually
be equipped to fabricate aircraft components. Piper
Aircraft planned to manufacture plastic <mel fiberglass
parts at the Renovo facility when remodeling work is
completed. With the greatly increased use of fiberglass
aircraft parts, the Lock Haven plant was pressed for
adequate space m1d the 36,000 square foot Renovo
facility will accommodate this growing operation.
At its main location in Lock Haven, Piper had over
750,000 squm·e feet under roof and more than 2,150
employees. At Vero Beach, where Piper was producing its popular Cherokee series, facilities totaled nearly

:\erial Fire Support System. it was disclosed that the
Cheyenne ,,-ould carry the :\eronutronic X\11 29 grenade launcher and the _-\eronutronic X:\11-!0 automatic
cannon. :\eronutronic is a prime producer of automatic
weapons designed to fire -'30 millimeter <mel -!0 millimeter ammunition, and is heavilY involved in research
and cJc,·elopment of advanced \veapons in the 20 to
60 millimeter class for advanced military applications.
_-\eronutronic continued to he an orrranization with
diversified. hut related business inter;sts, ;md maintained a prime role as a producer of systems and subsystems for the Department of Defense.

PIPEH AIRCR-\..FT CORPORA TIO:\

Piper :\ircraft's gross sales in the fiscal year ending
September :30, H)fi7, amounted to S80.-!00,000, a
slight reduction from the record high of S8L'300.000
in 19fifi.
'
·
·
\\'bile the results for I ~)fi7 \\·ere not up to expectations. in either sales or profits. in several other ways
the year proved to be a hi<rhlv
satisfactorv.. one durin<rb
b
.
which much was accomplished.
Start-up costs of the :\avajo production were largely
behind the company as it started 1968. <mel the new
retractable geared Cherokee Arrow was in production
at Vero Beach at the rate of -l dailv. Efficiency in the
manufacturing operation at Vero Beach "·as markedly
improved <mel several of the company's org;mizations,
principally Sales and Service. Engineering and Production ~lanagement were materiallv strengthened.
The reduced demand for the small~r gene~al aviation type airphmes in 1967 was e.\.-peri~nced by the
entire industry, which delivered <ill estimated 13.000
airplanes, totaling approximateh' $270.000.000 as compared to 14,667 airplanes in i966 valued at $305,000,000. By comparison Piper's unit sales increased
a few tmits and its dollar volume decreased by only
one percent. As a result, Piper's percentage of the
industry's unit sales for aircraft selling under $200,000
increased from an estimated 29 percent to 33 percent,
and its share of the dollar market went up from 26.7
percent to 29.8 percent.
Export deliveries were the best in the history of the
company, with the dollar volume to all part~ of the
world outside of continental United States increasing
from $19,000,000 to nearly $23,000,000. This represented 28 percent of the company's 1967 business, <mel
the sale of aircraft to foreign countries gives every
indicatiOI? of becoming a larger percentage of the
company s overall sales in future years.
During 1967 Piper sold $5,600,000 in spare p<uts
and accessories throughout the world, an increase of
16 percent over 1966. The sale of these products to
domestic outlets increased slightly from $3,300,000
in 1966 to $3,500,000 in 1967, while international
sales rose 37 percent, from $1,600,000 to $2,200,000.
The continued growth of Piper's exports was attributed in part to an intensified demand for business
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est aggregate of airc raft shipp ed ove rseas by a ny .S.
airc raft manufacture r.
The Pe ruvi an Air Ministry bo ught 30 C he rokees.
The contract w as nego ti ated follow ing a se ri es o f
fli ght e valuati ons by P e ruvia n pilo ts. The plan es we re
fe rri ed to Pe ru for c ivili an fli crht training and pl easure
flying by 10 aero clubs.
Sheila Scott, w inne r of 1967 H a rm on Aw ar d, w as
na med outstanding Avi a trix for he r round-the-wo rl d
fli ght in a Pipe r Co ma nch e in whi ch she es tab lished a
new sp eed record on h e r 28,633 mil e g lobal trip.
W est C oast Airlines pic ked Pipe r in se rving th e
Pac ific Northwest , by initia tin g a " Mini Li ne r" air
se rvice with 4 new turb ocha rg ed Navajo twins on
daily schedul ed routes.
Nearly 20,000 p e rsons toured Pipe r Airc raft facilities throughout the ye ar. Vacatione rs comprised a la rge
portion of the vi sitors during the summe r months.

525,000 square feet and employment w as 2,250. Piper
has produced well over 75,000 aircraft since the first
Piper Cub was flown in 1930.

PNEUMO DYNAMICS CORPORATION
Piper had more than 520,000 square f eet of plant area and
2,200 people at its Vera Beach, Florida, f acilit y.

Pneumo Dynamics' 2 aerospace facilities, Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company (CPT) and the N ational '"-'ater Lift (NWL) division, continued in 1967
the production increases and facilities expansion which
had characterized the previous year.
Aircraft landing gears at CPT and flight control
mechanisms at NWL accounted for the major share of
Pneuma's aircraft business. Systems and components
for space vehicles and missile prog rams _contributed a
small but technologically significant portiOn of production.

Piper's new Cherokee Arrow, introduced last summer, was named Plane of the Year for 1968 by Plane
and Pilot Magazine. It is a 4-place aircraft with retractable landing gear that lowers itself if the pilot
forgets. The automatic extension feature of the Arrow's landing gear has been hailed as a major safety
feature device to prevent inadvertent wheels-up
landings.
Piper expected to fly its new 18-place commuter
airliner, the PA-35, early in 1968. The first prototype
was under construction at the Research and Development Center in Vero Beach.
This new aircraft is a significant addition to Piper's
large and diversified lineup of models now serving the
commuter airline, air taxi and air freight business
around the world. The plane measures 39.25 feet in
length and has a wing span of 51 feet.
Piper's completely new design concept incorporates
numerous ideas and design features developed through
years of manufacturing experience for the general
aviation industry. During the PA-35's development,
special emphasis was placed on the particular needs
of various air transport groups, and the ruggedizing of
the complete airplane to insure economical operations.
Powered by 2 470 horsepower turbocharged TI0720 Lycoming engines, the P A-35's general performance characteristics will be similar to the Aztec C
widely known for its handling ease, short field capa~
bilities and lower maintenance costs. Cruise speed will
range fr om 200 miles per hour at sea level to 230
m iles p er hour at 17,000 feet.
Th e lO,OOOth Cherokee was built in 1967 and a
C herokee Six was the lO,OOOth Piper airplane to be
delivered overseas when it reach ed Kenya, Africa.
According to industry figures, this represents the larg-

CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC TOOL

Highlights of the year at Cleveland_Pneumatic w~re
the start of production on the Boemg 7 4 7 landing
gear program and the on-sc~edule pr?gress of the
$14,000,000 expansion of CPT s productiOn, assembly,
and engineering test facilitie~.
Heart of the expansion proJeCt w~s the new 1?~,~00
square foot "big gear" manufactunng plant a?Jom~ng
the existing assembly buildings_ and the. Engmeenng
Test Center. Building constructiOn was virtually complete at year-end. The plant's 30- and 40-~oot he_ights,
with complete overhead crane coverage, will effici~ntly
accommodate the largest landing gear part_s. hkely
to be required in the foreseeable future. Facihty use
was to be inaugurated in 1968 with the. transfer of
747 landing gear production from the m~I~ plant. .
The expansion project, including additiOnal engineering warehouse and office facilities, was to increase t~tal floor spa~e by nearly 50 percent, permitting
rearrangement of the 500,000 square foot main manufacturing plant, increasing its capacity and efficiency
for the whole range of more conventional size landing gears and other Cleveland Pneumatic products.
The first few of approximately 100 large machine
tools which will equip the new plant were on the
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for various models of General Electric's J79, }85115,
TF39 and Pratt and Whitney A.ircraft's TF30.
Other commercial jet engines for which N\VL furnished components included the GE-1/4 SST engine.
Quantity production of Pneuma's aircraft weight
<md balance system (STO\V) was continued at 1\\VL's
Instrumentation and Control Operation in Grand
Rapids. STOW, which was being installed on all
TAC C-130 aircraft, measures the aircraft's gross
weight and center of gravity. N\VL was also producing a roll gyro for the \Valleye missile, and pursuing
future weight and balance systems for commercial aircraft, helicopters and shipboard weighing systems
(SA \VSS) for aircraft carriers.
NWL was participating in the Apollo, Surveyor,
and Lunar Orbiter programs, the Apollo program
utilizing over 35 NvVL components. Landing gear
shock absorbers for the Surveyor moon probe were
designed and manufactured by NWL, and systems
and components were supplied for AIM-47A, AQM37A, Gemini-Titan, Transtage and Polaris.

floor in :\"ovemher. Of the .'3:3 verY larcre new machine
tools to he installed in the .. big ge:r·· plant. most
were being specially designed ..\n additional 63 large
machine tools located in the main plant were to be
moved to the new production area.
~he adjacent Engineering Test Center features <m
8.'5-toot high drop test tower, providing the greatest
capacity of any such test rig in the free world. The
tower is designed to accommodate landing gears up
to :3:2 feet extended length. with a 6 foot allow;mce
for fixturing and free dr,op. It will ha,·e capacity for
gears for aircraft twice <L<; heav\' as an\' on the dra,,·_
ing hoards today. In addition, the Test Center houses
three smaller drop test rigs, a 101-ton static test
frame, and a full r;mcre of in~tnunented hvdraulic ~mel
mech;mical test equi,~ment.
Production in I 967. on the commercial side of
CPT' s aircraft business. included landing gears ~mel
components for the .\kDonnell Doug!~ DC-8 and
DC-9, maintaining Clevehmd Pneumatic's record of
supplying landing gear for every model of the Douglas
transport series since the DC--t A large qwmtity of
landing gears W<L<; produced for nearlv all versions of
the Boeing 707 transport series, and. for the Boeing
737. Production continued on spares for the Convair
880 and 990, <mel lanclina
aears for the twin-encrine
b
b
Grumman Gulfstream II.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

The Radio Corporation of America in 1967 maintained its position as one of the world's largest and
most broadly based enterprises devoted primarily to
electronics. RCA continued to pioneer in many areas
of electronics, communications, and space sciences,
from microminiaturized electronic components to
enormous space surveillance systems. The Defense
Electronic Products organization of RCA during 1967
embodied 5 semi-autonomous operating divisions, a
stmcture chosen on the basis of providing the government with the most efficient combination of skills,
facilities and resources.

~

In military a~rcraft. CPT was supplying hmding
gear and other mrcraft components, or complete landing gears, for more than 30 separate programs. Included were the Boeing B-52 and KC-135; BoeingVertol's CH-46A and H-21:\; Gnunm<m's A-6A, C-iA
and TC-4C; the Lockheed C-141; :McDonnell-Douglas
F-4; North American's XB-70, F-100, OV-IOA and
T-2B; and Kam<m's H-43B and HU2K-l.
vVork performed on missile <mel space programs indueled nozzles for Minuteman II and safety ventilation
valves for that system's undergrmmd lat~nch control
centers, and components for the Saturn V, Scout and
Poseidon programs.

Defense Engineering
The position of Chief Defense Engineer was established to assure the government that the total engineering resources of RCA Defense Electronic Products would be brought to bear where required.
Four highly skilled operating activities reporting
directly to the Chief Defense Engineer provided the
various DEP Divisions with additional required resources. The 4 activities, described in some detail
below, were Advanced Technology, Central Engineering, Defense Microelectronics, and Systems Engineering, Evaluation and Research. These organizations work
closely with the RCA David Sarnoff Research Center,
perform tasks for the various Defense Electronic
Product divisions and, in highly selected areas, perform on techniques contracts for the Government.
These 3 areas of established contact help assure awareness of the latest available results from basic research, realistic understanding of the Government's
needs <mel effective communication with the Defense
Electronic Product divisions.

i'\ATIONAL WATER LIFT

Production of aerospace systems and components
was up substantially at National \Vater Lift's plants
in Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids, Michigan; El Segundo,
California; and Palm Beach Gardens, Florida.
Production of aileron flight control servo actuators
for the Boeing 727, 737 and DC-~) continued throughout 1967. NWL was also producing the elevator flight
control servo actuator for the 737. Deliveries of the
rudder flight control servo actuator for the Boeing 747
were scheduled to begin. In addition, NWL was designing the aileron flight control servo actuators for the
Boeing supersonic transport. Flight controls were being
supplied for the Lockheed C-130 aircraft. All McDonnell Douglas F -4 aircraft were to be retrofitted with
NWL's aileron flight control servo actuator. Production
continued on high temperature engine components
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Advanced Technology

Aerospace Systems Division

Advanced Technology is the central organization in
RCA Defense Electronic Products responsible for the
development of advanced techniques critical to the
new product needs of the Government and the DEP
Divisions. It works closely with the David Sarnoff
Research Center in identifying new physical phenomena
and devices with potential for the Divisions. In addition, Advanced Technology works with each of the
DEP Divisions to understand the pressing needs of
the Government and to marry new technical approaches
to both new and old problems.
Advanced Technology successfully advanced the
state of art in many basic fields, such as: (a) neural
network voice recognition, (b) laser communication
devices, (c) masers, (d) thermoelectric air conditioners
and infrared coolers, (e) wide-band magnetic recorders,
and (f) electro-optical and solid-state displays.

The Aerospace Systems Division at Burlington,
Massachusetts, through its diversified talents and comprehensive systems engineering capabilities, has contributed significantly to the state of the art by means
of government- and company-sponsored studies and
field support of major aerospace systems and reliable
products. Its major accomplishments have been in
electronics for manned space systems, automated test
equipment and tactical products <mel systems employing electro-optical and radio frequency technology.
ASD provided assistance on overall. systems and
hardware engineering for the electromc subsystems
to support Grumman's successful proposal for the
Lunar Module portion of the Apollo Program. ASD
in 1967 was under contract to supply to Grumman
the Rendezvous Radar, Transponder, and Landing
Radar for the Lunar Module vehicle. ASD was also
building under contract to Grumman the Attitude
Translation and Control Assembly (ATCA) and the
Descent Engine Control Assem~ly (~ECA). AT~A
provides the timing and sequencmg stgnals for firmg
the jets for attitude and translation control, as well
as the automatic turn signals for the gimballed descent
engine. DECA will control the descent engine of ~M
throughout the power descent to th.e moon •. turn~g
the engine on and off and cont.ro~lmg the mtens~ty
and direction of its thrust. Its mtsston complete wtth
the touchdown on the moon, the DECA will be left
behind with the remainder of the LM descent stage.
ASD was under contract to the U.S. Army Missile
Command for the Land Combat Support System
(LCSS) program. This includes all studies, investigations, design, engineering fabric~tion, a?d modifications of test equipment which will provtde complete
field maintenance capability for the TOW, Lance,
and Shillelagh Missile Systems. Depot Installation
Maintenance Automatic Test Equipment (DIMA TE),
developed by RCA for the Army Electronics. Command, and installed at Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania, and
Sacramento, California, has proven the capability
of automatic test systems to troubleshoot assemblies
of Army electronic systems. It has reduced conventional electronic testing time by as much as 75 percent.
ASD built and delivered the AN/TSQ-47 system
for the U.S. Air Force. The AN/TSQ-47 is an Air
Traffic Control/Communications System designed for
use by the Air Force Communications Service Mobile Squadrons to support advanced air bases in a
tactical employment, newly acquired air bases under combat conditions, temporary replacement or
supplement to a fixed facility, and training and mobility exercises.
The AN/ APN-155 Low Level Altimeter was developed under contract for McDonnell Douglas Corporation and qualified for use in the F -4 high-performance jet aircraft. It has been a highly successful
solid-state equipment which was put into production

Central Engineering
Central Engineering plays a vital role in practically
applying the capabilities of newly evolving technology
to manufacturing processes invoked in producing reliable defense and aerospace products. Its objectives
are: to contribute to reduced cost and better products
by promoting a more common usage of known materials, parts, design techniques, and processes; to provide specialty skills and costly facilities that are uneconomical to duplicate in each division; and to develop
new or to improve existing techniques and processes
to meet current and future manufacturing needs.
Defense Microelectronics
With a clear understanding of the impact of microelectronics on electronic equipment, the Defense Microelectronics Activity was established to spearhead
microelectronics developments within DEP. In addition, DME both actively participates in and provides
technical guidance to microelectronics programs undertaken by each product division of DEP. DME
specializes in the design and development of the critical high performance circuits and circuit arrays required to more fully integrate RCA's key electronic
equipments.
Systems Engineering, Evaluation, and Research
SEER (Systems Engineering, Evaluation, and Research) is the Defense Electronic Products staff systems engineering organization that provides a focal
point within DEP for the synthesis, development
and technical direction of new system concepts, proposals and programs. SEER personnel represent some
of the most competent and imaginative specialists
within RCA. These creative, highly qualified engineers, scientists and managers are individually selected
for their demonstrated competence in the concept
initiation, planning and evolution of major systems
efforts undertaken by RCA.
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in I Hfi.'J. <md its excellent acceptm1ce resulted in 1967
hllcm·-on orders for additional units.
The :\erospace Systems Division was conducting
research l)rot..rrams
and W<L'i deJi,·erincr=" products' usincr
'
b
iaser de,·icl.'s. :\SD performed a Laser Design Concept Study for the C.S. ~avy. In this study. a highencn..,~·. short-pulse laser s~·stem emplo~ing fmstrated
total internal reflection isolators was investigated. This
resulted in a high-power missile-tracking h~er system.
:\SD was awarded a contract hv the l'.S. :\rnw for
the desi~n. fabrication ;mel testin•.,. of a quanti.tv of
Laser H'•mgefinder svs~ems. Linde~ contract to. the
~aval :\ir Developn.lent Center, :\SO developed a
Blue-Green Laser Transceiver Unit for use under
water.
:\SO was doing additional development work for
the :\ir Force on the :\~/FSH-:2 Optical Tracking
System to further refine this space tracker, part of
the SPADA TS svstem.
\Vith partial 'support by the :\ir Force :hionics
Laboratory, :\SD developed a highly sophisticated.
general purpose aerospace computer, the VIC.
In the field of electronic warfare wstems. :\SO was
engaged in exploiting recent techn~lol,rical advances
in integrated micro-circuits by applying them to the
desi!-,'11 of such systems, under certain :\ir Force :\vionics Laboratory contracts.

providing 2 different television subystems, video and
infrared tape recorders, solar cell power supplies, and
video grotmd station equipment. All of the :\imbus
spacecraft subsystems built by .\ED operated successfully on the first 2 satellites.
Two Relay communications satellites, built at the
RC.\ Space Center, were operational for more than
5 years. The division in 1967 was engaged in several
studies for both the Communications Satellite Corporation <mel NASA. These include advanced communications satellites, voice broadcast satellites. and
deep space communications satellites.
Development activities of the division during the
year covered a wide variety of spacecraft and spacecraft systems. These included unmanned earth natural
resources satellites, ultra-high resolution television
sensors, infrared sensors, dielectric tape cameras, adv;mced data storage and processing systems for spacecraft, spacecraft stabilization systems, spacecraft antennas, solar and other power supplies and system
requirements for a world weather watch.
AED has made contributions to the manned spaceflight program. A miniahrre, lightweight television
camera was designed and built for use in the Apollo
Command Module. The -!'h pow1d camera was the
first to make extensive use of integrated circuits. The
division also built a TV scan-converter for use with its
Apollo camera and performed sh1dies and subsystem
testing for RCA's portion of the Lunar Module. In
addition, AED undertook studies for the manned spaceflight program in the areas of color television and 2
types of power supplies.
Five ESSA operational weather satellites, built by
AED for NASA and the Environmental Science Services Administration, were successfully placed in orbit on Febmary 3 and 28, 1966, October 2, 1966, and
January 26 and April 20 in 1967. The ESSA 1 and 2
operational weather satellites represented the world's
first global operational satellite system. The ESSA 1
satellite carried 2 half-inch vidicon cameras. Automatic Picture Transmission cameras aboard ESSA 2,
as well as ESSA 4, transmitted on a real-time basis
cloud cover pictures to APT ground stations around
the world. ESSA 3 carries a pair of RCA Advanced
Vidicon Cameras used for an operational mission for
the first time. ESSA 5 carries the A VCS equipment
which has been sending pictures to Command and Data
Acquisition Stations in the United States.
Five Lunar Orbiter spacecraft were latmched and
successfully placed in orbit around the moon, providing high-resolution pictures of potential lunar
landing sites. Each spacecraft carried RCA commwlications and power supply subsystems. Lunar Orbiters
1 through 5 were latmched on August 10 and November 6, 1966, and Febmary 4, May 4 and August
1 in 1967.
The Astra-Electronics Division planned to pay increased attention to developing those spaeecraft and
space systems which return practical benefits to the
nation. Continued development and improvement in

Astro-Eiectronics Division
The Astro-Electronies Division. also known as the
RCA SJ?aee Center, has achieved an unexcelled reputation for the design <md fabrication of long-life unmanned spacecraft and spacecraft s\·stems. Located
near Princeton, New Jersey. this div.ision is a leader
in the development of weather satellites. communications satellites, scientific satellites. ltmar ;mel interplanetary space systems and subsvstems. AED has set
outstanding records for spacecraft perfonmmce in orhit. The aetuallives of more than 30 AED-built spacecraft all exeeeclecl mission requirements. Spacecraft
built by AED include TIROS weather satellites. a
SERT (Space Electric Rocket Test) space platform,
ESSA operational weather satellites. Relav eommunications satellites, Navy Navigation Sateilites, and a
number of classified spacecraft.
For the Lunar Orbiter Program, AED built the
communications and power s~1pply systems, under
contract to The Boeing Company. These systems
were 100 percent successful on board all 5 Lunar
Orbiters launched in 1966 and 1967. AED also assisted Boeing in spacecraft design, systems engineering, environmental testing, and onsite technical support.
The division also supplied major subsystems for the
Nimbus weather satellites. This program, with NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center acting as manager and
prime contractor, is concerned with the sceond-generation of experimental weather satellites. AED is
responsible for a major part of the Nimbus hardware,
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weather, natural resources, and communications satellites were planned along with new technology that
will lead to greater scientific knowledge of the earth,
planets, and stars.

CSD is responsible for numerous large-scale military programs involving diverse skills and capabilities.
t\lanagement competence has been proved both in
their planning and scheduling and in the judicious
combination of engineering and specialized facilities
to produce, implement and maintain fully integrated
communications systems. A salient example of production competence h~L'i been demonstrated by the delivery of over ."3,000 racks of equipment for the \linuteman Sensitive Command Network and Support
Information Network. This prime equipment and associated spares were delivered on or ahead of schedule.
CSD had under way programs for the design, development, and production of com1mmications for
government applications including communications
techniques investigation and conceptual studies. This
large and diversified area encompasses the development and production of communications transmission
and terminal equipment and systems for submarine,
shipboard, manpack, vehicular, fixed phmt, aircraft,
missile, space-ground, and space vehicle applications.
RCA has long been a leader in advanced tactical
military communications. CSD was carrying on this
tradition in HJ67 with a number of very significant
development and production programs, including:
ANIPRC-2.5, ANIPRC-77. The ANIPRC-25 radio
set is a prime operational equipment in Vietnam,
well-known to the military for its performance and
dependability. This FM manpack set weighs 2--t pounds
including receiver-transmitter unit with rechargeable
battery, antenna and headset, and provides 2-way voice
communications up to 10 miles. More than 2.5,000
sets had been delivered through 1967. The AN IPRC-77
is an improved version with several added capabilities.
Ultra-Reliable UHF Radio Set. These microelectronic radio sets, under development for the Air Force
to replace the widely-used ARC-34 and similar equipments, will provide significant improvements in size,
weight, and performance along with a 5-fold increase
in reliability.
P-.3C UHF and HF Transceivers. Being developed
for application to the Lockheed P-3C antisubmarine
warfare aircraft, these radio sets have potential application in a number of advanced aircraft. Principal
features include high power, high performance, low
size and weight, advanced self-test capabilities, and
1,200 hours guaranteed mean time between failures.
AN I PRC-62. This advanced microelectronic radio
set is a single sideband high frequency unit designed
for use by combat and combat support units. It is
capable of being transported and operated by a single
man, and consists of a receiver-transmitter unit with
a lightweight rechargeable battery power source, antenna and headset.
. ANI ARC-104. This microelectronics high frequency
s~ngle sideband radio set is a long-range communications set developed under contract to the U.S. Navy.
The design of this advanced integrated electronics set
features maximum use of the most advanced microcircuits and techniques.

Communications Systems Division
The ~ri~~ipal facilities of the Communications Systems DivisiOn (CSD) are located in Camden, New
Jersey; New York City, and Tucson, Arizona. These
~omprehe_nsi~e facilities house a complete engineermg orgamzatwn capable of effective project managemen~ and comprehensive systems and product engineenng through all phases of design, development,
and manufacturing.
The headquarters facilities of CSD in Camden employing over 7, 700 engineers, scientists, techni~ians,
~anufacturing _and administrative personnel, is a fullymtegrated design, development, and fabrication facility devoted to handling a wide variety of defense
and space electronics work. Located on the Delaware
River _in the Port of ~hiladelphia, it is immediately
accessible to trucks, rail, or sea transportation. Housed
in ~everal buildings with a combined floor space of
1,.3.::>0,000 square feet, these facilities contain the engineering, manufacturing, support and administrative
activities. of the Di~ision. Spe~ialized engineering
laboratones of CSD m Camden mclude: Light Communications Equipment, Heavy Communications
Equipment, Digital Communications Equipment, Hecordmg and Television Equipment, Command and
Control, Advanced Communications Technology and
Communications Systems.
CSD's Camden Manufacturing Plant has several
unique production facilities for space age electronics.
Among the most important of these is the CSD "White
Room" which is utilized for the production of ultrareliable electronic equipment for such programs a 5
Minuteman. This facility consists of a 20,000 square
foot area where temperature and humidity are rigidly
controlled and where the dust content is kept at an
extremely low level. Another unique Camden manufacturing capability is the Multilayer Printed Circuit
facility which is one of the most advanced in the industry. The Camden Plant was being further advanced
in 1967 through the increasing use of the tape control fabrication equipment.
The Communications Systems Laboratory located
at
Varic~ St~eet in ~ew York City employed in
1967 12.5 scientists, engmeers and technicians. Total
floor space was .50,000 square feet. Charged with the
responsibility of devising new concepts in communication techniques and systems, the laboratory's function wa<; to provide additional technical strength supporting the general operations of CSD.
The Tucson Plant facility is located on a 100 acre
site in Vail, Arizona, near Tucson. At year-end, over
17,.500 square feet of floor space was devoted to manufacturing and engineering support operations.

y.s
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CSD was also very active in supplying heavy communications equipment for the militan·. Som(; of the
important 1961 programs were:
·
:\:\/TRC-97 /97:\. This operational equipment is
being supplied to both the C.S ..\Iarine Corps and the
Air Force. It is a complete tactical communications
facility suitable for multichannel voice. teletype or
data traffic with high reliability ;mel performance. This
is designed for unattended operation. and utilizes
solid-state circuitry throughout for high reliability ;md
e<L<;~· maintenance. The system can he set up for operation in one hour hv 2 men. Over 100 A:\ /TRC-9/s
were in use in Vietn~m.
A:\/GRC-50. A tactical microwave radio rela\· set
designed and produced for the tT.S. Anny to provide
line-of-sight communications in intermediate or forward area military operations.
Digital communications <mel switching systems <md
equipment were an important part of the CSD product; 3 programs of interest were:
Ship's Interior Communications Svstem tiCS). This
will be a centralized circuit switchi;1g system for the
control of interior shipboard communications. Two
switching centers will serve up to 2.500 subscribers.
The ICS represents the first attempt at modernizing
and completely overhauling shipboard comnumications. It will he a stored program system with sufficient redundancv
for hiuh
reliabilit\· and survivabilitv
"
b
•
under battle conditions.
Minuteman Sensitive Command Network (SCN).
CSD, under subcontract to The Boeing Company,
designed, developed, and produced the SCN which interconnects the various Minuteman tmmanned launch
and manned latmch control facilities in a complex
cable network to provide command-control status reporting. The command system's Di¢tal Data Processing Equipment (DDPE), developed by CSD, handles
secure launch or inhibit latmch command messages,
and processes digital messacres
for automatic system
b
•
and network checkout. The operational equipment has
far surpassed the ultra-hicrh
o reliability
.. btroals. CSD continned to provide engineering services and equipment modification on the Minuteman Force Modernization Program.
Automatic Digital Network (AlTTODIN). A vital
link in the Air Force world-wide logistics-data communications network, this is the world's largest and
most advanced operational data con1111tmications system. Under contract to Western Union, CSD designed,
developed, produced, programmed, and installed these
equipments. The initial network included 5 large automatic switching centers capable of terminating 550
lines. Completed in 1967, the AUTODIN Expansion
Program increased to 9 centers capable of terminating 2, 700 lines.
CSD was also responsible for major space commwlications programs:
SHF TACSATCOM Terminals. The SHF Tactical
Satellite Commtmication Terminals will provide extremely reliable tactical communications together

with high mobility for battlefield and airborne use.
Five configurations are to be supplied: airborne, 1-1,4
ton truck shelter, jeep-mounted, teampack, and manpack terminals. Delivery was scheduled to begin in
mid-1968. The tactical stations will be tested with an
e:\:perimental satellite by all3 branches of the military.
Apollo Communications. CSD was responsible for
the design, development and manufacture of the VHF
:\.~1 Transceivers for the Apollo Command Module
(CM) and Ltmar Module (LM). These equipments
will provide voice and data communications link between the LM, the C.M, and the astronaut on the
lunar surface.
Lunar :\lodule Communications Subsystem. CSD,
under contract to Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation, is responsible for the complete Lunar Module
Commw1ications Subsystem consisting of S-hand transceivers, S-hand power amplifiers, VHF transceivers, a
signal processor, and the S-hand steerable antenna.
Major effort was being devoted to interface definition
and control and to detailed testing and performance
evaluation of the communications equipments when
operated as an integrated subsystem.
Space Suit Communications (SSC). CSD was developing for NASA a space suit radio set that will
permit 2 astronauts on the lunar surface to communicate with each other and with mission controllers on
earth through the Lunar Module. Each SSC will have
full duplex transmit-receive capability, will weigh
about 5.5 pounds, and will be no larger than a cigar
box.
Miniature Spacecraft Video Recorder. A miniature
battery operated television recorder designed specifically for space applications has been developed for
NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston. This
recorder, occupying 850 cubic inches and weighing
only 30 potmcls, has record and playback capability
for a full 4 megacycle video bandwidth.
Gemini Telemetry Transmitter and Recorder. CSD
provided the telemetry transmitters and recorders
used in the Gemini missions.
Missile and Surface Radar Division
The Missile and Surface Radar Division (M&SRD)
is located at Moorestown, New Jersey. Here is where
the highly advanced radar net, BME\VS, was designed,
developed and manufactured for installation at 3
widely separated sites in the Western Hemisphere.
Also, in 1966, M&SRD built and installed for the Air
Force a large tracking radar at the Clear, Alaska, site.
From the installation of the first precision monopulse tracking radar, the XN-1 at Patrick Air Force
Base in 1957, M&SRD has designed and produced a
family of 71 such radars of ever-increasing sophistication and capability. At year-end they were installed
at locations around the globe, both on land and at
sea. The standard RCA AN/FPS-16 ;md its transportable version, the AN/MPS-25, are precision C-hand
instnunentation radars standardized for the Air Force,
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A 2-part program for advancing the effectiveness
of air defense cover for tactical naval units W<L" under
way at 1\l&SRD. In one of these, a far-reaching evaluation of existing equipment W<LS made and a significant
program of improvements ineluding new systems integration eoncepts and hardware W<LS put into effect.
The other, a long-range study, recommend'i state-ofthe-art improvements in both components and system
integration to provide increased effectiveness for
ASMS, (Advanced Surface .Missile Systems) the naval
air defense system of the future.
To enable astronauts on the moon to comunmicate
with earth, a 1<)-foot parabolic antenna W<L'i needed.
It eould weigh only a few pounds. To meet this specifieation, a completely eollapsihle self-ereeting stnleture of metallized doth W<L'i developed. It paeks into
a eylinder only 3 feet long and 10 inches in diameter
and erects automatieally with no assistanee from the
operator, yet its eontours are within the very fine toleranees needed to direet a beam of energy cffieiently
from the moon to the earth.

Army, Navy and NASA, and are ideally suited for
assuring range safety and for tracking rockets, missiles, nosecones, boosters, tankage assemblies, instmment packages, debris, earth orbiting satellites, and
space vehicles. The AN/FPQ-6 instmmentation radar
and its air transportable version, the AN/TPQ-18,
represent a major forward stride in the detection, acquisition and precise continuous measurement of the
position of missiles and space vehicles in flight.
M&SRD, from 1958 through 1967, has observed
test launchings of all U.S. missiles, and analyzed data
obtained from many thousands of observations of
bodies reentering the atmosphere. This installation
has also been a leader in space object identification
since the day it made the first such measurements on
Sputnik II, using an FPS-16 at Patrick Air Force Base,
Florida.
RCA also developed a high performance tactical
radar, UPS-1, for use by the Marine Corps, Air Force,
Army and Navy. It is packaged in lightweight units,
suitable for transportation and operation in the assault
phases of amphibious operations.
Under the Apollo Re-Entry Ship Program, M&SRD
developed the first precision tracking radar to use
integrated circuits for all essential electronic functions-CAPRI. This instrument will have the general
capability of the AN /FPS-16 radar, except that the
user will have a number of options in the pedestal
and antenna subsystems. The resultant savings in space,
weight and power make it easily adaptable for installation on board ship, in a trailer or in small one-story
buildings.
M&SRD's newest major effort in the radar field was
to design, engineer and build the AN/FPS-95 for the
Air Force. The division in 1967 was awarded the contract to develop this advanced instrument.
The first major real-time ground support system for
space missions to use integrated circuits was installed
on the Eastern Test Range by M&SRD. It consists of
4 ground stations at Antigua Island, Ascension Island,
Grand Bahama Island and Pretoria, South Africa, and
a control station at Merritt Island Launch Annex near
Cape Kennedy. Ship-borne stations will also be deployed. The system will enable flight scientists to select and call up various telemetry data from space
vehicles while they are in flight down the Eastern
Test Range.
M&SRD developed the first truly lightweight hand
held radar for use by combat infantrymen in detecting
moving targets and directing small arms fire in all
weather and visibility conditions. It weighs as little
as 2 pounds in its lightest version. It can detect mansized targets at ranges up to 1,500 meters, defining
range within a few meters and angle within a few degrees. A communication mode is also provided, enabling 2 units to set up a secure voice link. The RCA
Hand Held Tactical Radar is an all solid state system,
using the latest in integrated circuits and miniature
electronics.

West Coast Division
The West Coast Division maintained two facilities
during 1967, one in Van Nuys, the other, the Aviation Equipment Department, in West Los Angeles,
California.
The Van Nuys faeility of WCD h<L'i been a leader
in the development of spedal purpose computers,
random aecess memories, displays, eleetronie countermeasure equipment, and secure eommunieation systems since 1960.
One of the major products of the Van Nuys facility
is the Saturn Ground Computer System for NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center. This system provides
real-time control, checkout, and monitoring of digital
and analog data from the Saturn systems. Major equipments in the data processing system are the Saturn
computer and the Saturn IODC display, which provides a visual presentation of alphanumeric and symbolic data in tabular and graphic formats.
Other major special purpose data processing programs at WCD have included automatic checkout and
launch control equipments for the first operational
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile and data processors
and displays for the Ballistic Missile Early Warning
System.
The division was engaged during 1967 in 2 other
data processing fields: message switching systems and
radar data processing. United Airline's Electronic
Switching System, installed in 1965, accommodates
the .airline's total teletype message traffic. It automatically processes and distributes all received teletype message traffic, including "interline" messages
exchanged with other airlines. It distributes flight plan
~essages and forwards output traffic of the reservation system.
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.-\similar s~·stem. :\IHCO.'\. is installed at RC:\ Communications. Inc .. facility in .'\ew York Cit~·.

ROHR CORPORATION

The -4 I 00 Series computers. key equipments in the
message switching system. were also used for processing radar data on the :\tlantic and other missile ranges.

For Rohr Corporation 1967 \Vas a year of record
growth in several respects. During the fiscal year ended
on July 31 the company increased its manufacturing
Aoor area by -!02,933 square feet, or 17 percent, to
accommodate rapiclly increasing business volume. Sales
for the san1e period were 26 percent above those for
the previous year.
In addition to plant e)l:pansion to provide space for
new aircraft progran1s, Rohr developed and put into
service automated hanclling, storage and parts control
systems to speed operations on the increasing volume
of production. Computer control of parts flow was
expected to improve both schedule and cost performmlce.
To facilitate research efforts on thrust reversal systems, jet engine acoustics and associated studies, a test
range was established in a remote area near the Chula
Vista plant. This facility includes engine test stands,
supporting equipment and instrumentation for sotmcl
studies, thrust reversal tests and other "hot end" study
programs. The test range operates in support of inphmt research laboratory facilities that also were expaneled during the year to meet requirements generated by anticipated advanced aircraft programs.
One of the earliest test programs conducted at this
new facility involved design substantiation shtdies on
the thrust reverser for North American Rockwell Corporation's Sabreliner executive jet. Rohr received a
contract in April for design and production of thrust
reversers for the very successful North American business jet.
One of the major milestones for the company during the year was the announcement by The Boeing
Compm1y that Rohr had been selected to build the
propulsion pods for the United States supersonic transport. The initial contract called for production of pods
for the 2 prototype aircraft.
Another milestone later in the year was delivery of
the first strut and nacelle assemblies for the C-5A to
the Lockheed-Georgia Company. These assemblies
were delivered to Lockheed for use in engine ground
tests.
Meanwhile, fabrication of tooling for the pods and
struts for Boeing's 747 got tmcler way at the Chula
Vista plant. Rohr engineers worked with Boeing through
the year on design of the pods, pylons and thrust reversers for the giant airliner.
These <mel other new aircraft programs led to the
major plant expm1sion effort conducted during the year.
Hot forming and sizing facilities for titanium were
ex-pm1clecl substantially to accommodate the supersonic
transport and other new aircraft with greater titanitm1
structure requirements. Similarly, the company's adhesive bonding facility at the Riverside plm1t was increased by 70,000 square feet as a result of increased
demand for bonded structures on new aircraft.
New refinements in adhesive bonding techniques
resulted in additional applications for bonded struc-

Other major den·lopments in the Information SystenlS field were displays <mel r<mdom access memories.
The ~duclel :3-488 and \loclel 70/568 \lass \lemories
store approximately .'5 billion bits of data. These mass
memories are the lar~est and most economical on the
market. in terms of ~ost-per-bit. Design m1Cl development of third generation r<mdom access memories are
in progress. These third generation systems will provide faster access time and crreater capacitv at lower
cost-per-bit.
~
·
\ VCD W<L" the major supplier of displays to RCA's
Electronic Data Processing Division. The displays. used
for communicating with computer systems. utilize
standard 11 OV -GO cps power and c<m be connected to
the computers by standard telephone lines. Therefore,
they can be situated at anv convenient location. The
latest displays employ inte-grated circuits.
Paralleling the division's work in information storage. retrievaL and processing have been its outstanding efforts in Electronic Countermeasures. The division has been a major developer and supplier of
deception-jamming equipments to the Navy. The Electronic \Varfare group was en<Ta<Ted
durina
1967 in
M b
b
engineering <m? manufacturing programs for Hadio
Frequency Oscrllators and Amplifiers.
In addition, the Electronic \Varfare and .\dvm1eed
Systems group was having considerable success in
study programs on high density power supplies, the
utilization of integrated circuits in ECM programmers and new electronic warfare concepts. The division was merging its capabilities in EC!vl and Information Systems to provide full electronic warfare
system capability.
The division was also active in design and development of ordnance systems and such avionics equipments as navigation control panels and distance measuring equipment.
The Aviation Equipment Department of \VCD is
devoted exclusively to the design, development and
manufacture of airborne electronic equipment for civil
aircraft. It is the world's leading supplier of weather
radar, having produced almost 6,000 of these vital
instruments for aircraft ranging from the largest jet
airliners to the smallest twin-engine private airphmes.
At year-end, RCA Aviation Equipment Depmtment
electronic systems, including Distance Measuring
Equipment (DME) and Air Traffic Control Transponders as well as radar, were installed in aircraft of more
than 90 of the world's air carriers. The department
counted among its customers some 20 airframe manufacturers, and its equipment was being sold and serviced by more than 90 domestic and foreign dealers.
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tures, such as in the sharply contoured bonded ducts
for the high-bypass ratio turbofan engines on the Douglas DC-8 Super 62 and 63.
Other new programs contributing to the company's
increased sales volume and facilities requirements were
the pods and thrust reversers for Boeing's 737 shortrange jetliner and the pods, pylons and thrust reversers
for Grumman's Gulfstream II business jet.
During the year the Rohr Antenna Division started
overseas field erection on 3 more communications satellite ground station antennas in the 85 to 97 -foot diameter range and continued volume production of
microwave relay antennas for civilian communications
in the United States and Canada.
The division also started construction on a series of
aluminum hulls for Navy workboats and on rudders
for destroyer escorts, marking an increased effort in
the marine products field.
One of the major accomplishments of the company's
Space Products Division was fabrication of a highly
advanced ablative nozzle for the largest solid fuel
rocket motor developed in the Air Force's solid rocket
motor feasibility program. Delivered to Aerojet-General Corporation, this nozzle performed according to
specifications in a test firing that developed 5, 700,000
pounds of thrust.

RYAN AERONAUTICAL COMPANY
Production of landing radar systems for the actual
flight hardware Lunar Module that will carry the first
Apollo astronauts to the moon was well under way at
Ryan Aeronautical Company at year's end while engineers envisioned new applications of the firm's longestablished airframe projects.
From among 13 radar units scheduled for delivery
by mid-1968, systems were to be selected for installation on the vehicles which will make the actual moon
landings. The Ryan landing radar, spectacularly proved
during 1966 and 1967 in the Surveyor unmanned lunar
exploration program, makes possible a soft touchdown
by feeding altitude and velocity measurements into a
guidance computer and into the astronauts' cockpit displays. As the pivotal element in the automatic "closed
loop" landing control system, the Ryan radar will help
brake the Lunar Module to a near zero velocity hover
above the landing site before settling the vehicle gently
on the lunar surface.
Proof of Ryan landing radar's reliability was afforded
in 1966 when Surveyor 1 made the first lunar soft
landing of an unmanned spacecraft, and in 1967 by
similar performances of Surveyor 3, Surveyor 5, and
Surveyor 6. Trouble-plagued Surveyor 5 was "rescued"
in a remarkable operation during which the Ryan radar
demonstrated its ability to adjust to an unexpected
situation arising from a leaky pressure valve designed
to force fuel to the 3 rocket engines that brake the
descent in the final stage. The Ryan radar had to take
control of the spacecraft only 4,400 feet above the

lunar surface, rather than the normal 35,000 to -!0,000
feet. In a landing sequence condensed from the usual
2 minutes to less than 60 second'>, the radar functioned
perfectly.
The military services were offered, during 1967, innovations in the V/STOL and jet target drone fields.
To meet the vital need for a fast plane to retrieve
downed pilots in the jungle and mountainous terrain
of Vietnam, Ryan proposed a Combat Aircrew H.ccovery Aircraft (CAH.A), a larger growth version of its
high performance, high speed XV-5A Vertifan fan-inwing V/STOL.
Designated H.yan Model 230, CAH.A is a jet-powered,
high subsonic (Mach .8), extremely maneuverable plane
(ultimate load factor 11.0) which combines the performance and survivability of a jet fighter-bomber
with a vertical take-off and landing aircraft. It would
be capable of accompanying strike forces from land
bases or aircraft carriers to strike zones, loiter at safe
altitudes during a strike and provide instant response
to a rescue mission as it develops.
The Ryan XV-SA Vertifan, which during 2 1h years
of flight test experience demonstrated its complete
flight profile including an ability to land on a~1d tak;
off from any surface that would support the aircraft s
weight, including unprepared desert, was transferred
during 1967 to NASA. After modifications are completed, an extensive additional flight resear~h program
at Ames Research Center near San Francisco was to
begin in 1968.
In the drone field, H.yan proposed a smaller version
if its famed jet-powered Firebee, the free world's most
widely used remote-controlled aerial target. Tailormade for U.S. Army missile and automatic weapons
training requirements, the new target, code-named
the Army Training Target Systems (ATTS), waul? perform in the 175-600 knot speed range and at altitudes
of 400 to 40,000 feet.
Meanwhile, the newest Ryan target, the supersonic
Firebee II, began flight tests at Point ~ugu ~aval
Missile Center after successfully completmg an mtensive series of functional checks of engine, airframe,
flight control and electronics systems, and tests of the
recovery parachute system. Fourteen prototype Firebee lis, the first high performance jet targets to be produced which exceed the speed of sound, were being
built for the Navy flight test program to extend through
1968.
New production and performance records continued
to be set by the subsonic Firebee, a standard target
of the Air Force, Army and Navy for nearly 20 years.
The 2,000th such Firebee was delivered, and one of the
numerous bases utilizing these targets, Roosevelt Roads
Naval Air Station, Puerto Rico, celebrated its 1,000th
operational mission in 1967. During one stretch, a record 87 consecutive flights without a loss were completed. At Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida, a Ryan
field service crew took over complete Firebee target
flight, control and maintenance from the Air Force
while achieving 100 percent flight reliability over a
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tion system to demonstrate measurement of forward
and drift velocity for such surface craft.
To meet its production commitments, Ryan completed a $1,700,000 government-funded machine tool
ex-pansion program and brought the work force at its
3 San Diego plants up to 4,700 during the year, c.omparecl with less than 1,600 two years earlier and 4,100
at ilie end of 1966.

3 -m onth period, a reco rd fo r a new contractor seryjce
fa ·i litv.
R ~n solar panels bamessed th e sun's energy for the
lec tr ic powe r req Ltire men ts of 1ariner - as it fl ew
b · \ nus in mid-Octob r. Th ru a d structures were
also aboard larine r I \ e nus and Mar iner IV lars
space probes, and sbo'' eel the ir n..1 ocred haracteristics
I y co ntinuing to provicl p O\· er to 1a.riner I after
3 ea.rs in sp ace.
It was re\ eal ecl durin a 196- that R 1a_o ola.r panels
h ave also bee n carri ed 1: th e Na y ea.rth-orbitino
Transit navirration al sa tellite , < \\ lJ as b DODGE
(D e pcutme nt of D efe nse G ra.v it E,"P rim ot) hicrh£1yin rr sateWte, first to photocrrapb th
otire circle
of th e earth.
A ne' · gene ra ti on of solar panel tructures ,, as develop ed and was being tes ted at R an . The panels are
lig hte r and lcu·rre r, to mee t tlJ e ne cls of deep ·pa ·e
probes of tl1 e futur e, and unlike th e rifl icl Mariner
pcu1els, th e ne \\ a rrays roll out and awa from the
sp acec raft, exposing more panel area to generate more
electric power ilian ever before.

I
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SOLAR DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER COMPANY
Critical high-temperature jet-engine components,
fli ght hardware for every stage of the Saturn/ Apollo
vehicle, ducting for jet fighters, and gas turbine auxiliary power units for helicopters and business jets were
the main elements of Solar's aerospace work in 1967.
Largest single aerospace production items were vaneand-shroud assemblies for ilie Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30 engine to be used on ilie F-Ill and other
aircraft. Other engines for which Solar was manufachrring similar parts included ilie J52, JTll, JT8D,
JT3D, and the GE4 supersonic transport engine.
Solar contributions to the Saturn/ Apollo progrcun
included, for the first stage, dueling for fuel, pressurization, and hydraulic systems, plus heat exchangers;
for the second stage, propellcu1t feed, pressru·ization
and vent lines, plus flexible metal hose and bimetallic,
joints for engine controls; for the third stage, furilier
bimetallic joints; for the instrument unit, coolant
manifolds, accumulators, and heat exchangers; for the
lunar module,. main communication antenna structures
and the SNAP-27 lunar nuclear power plant structures;
and, for ilie Apollo spacecraft, main communication
antenna struchrres.
The IH Division continued to fabricate ilie stabilator
slotted leading edge and boundary-layer-control ducting for the McDoru1ell Douglas F-4 Phantom jet fighter.
The other side of Solar's business, the development
and manufachrre of gas turbine engines, continued in
1967 to make contributions to the aerospace industry.
Solar's Titan gas hrrbine auxiliary power units were
being used in every major U.S. military cargo helicopter program. Helicopters in Vietnam were relying on
the 80- to !50-horsepower Titan engines to restart main
engines and operate all hydraulic and electrical systems. This enabled the b·oop and equipment ccu-riers
to operate wholly independent of ground-support installations when necessary. Titcu1 APUs also were on
board ilie F-27, FH-227, Fan Jet Falcon, cu1d JetStar
aircraft. The commercial Solar auxiliary system provides self-contained electrical power in addition to
grmmd air-conditioning, again freeing the aircraft
from reliance on ground-support facilities.
In addition to iliese progrmns, ilie Titcu1 gas tmbine
found further applications as a source for electrical
power in a vaTiety of special military airborne progrcuns, inclucling air-to-grmmd illwnination systems.

l'

'L

Ryan Aeronautical Company developed a deployable solar
array for Jet Propulsion Laboratory 's 1969 MaTs probe.

Evaluated during the year were a Ryan aircraft
"sink rate" Doppler radcu- system that can detect structural damage resulting from hard landings on aircraft
carrier decks; a small, 8-pound short pulse radar sensor capable of extremely accurate altitude measurements while in low-level, high speed flight at times of
restricted visibility; and a velocity sensor designed for
use aboard air cushion vehicles, ilie first radar naviga157
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Solar in 1967 stepped up its capability for working
with the unusual new metals of the space age with
the construction and outfitting of a surgery-clean advanced development fabrication center at its plant on
the San Diego harbor-front. The new facility was es-

microscopy, infrared analysis, and gas chromatog raphy.
Solar's employ ment continued to c:limb in 1967 at
its 2 San Diego-area plants, passing 3 ,900 by year's
end. An extensive professional recruiting drive remained under way as production volum e continued
to expand in both aerospace and turbomachin e ry .

SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
SPACE SUPPOHT DIVISIO N

The Space Support Division continued in 1967 to
provide technical and engineering support to th e rvlarshall Space Flight C enter's astrionics laboratory and
to be responsible for development and integration of
missile system guidance and control equipment, instrumentation, communication and tracking equjpment associated with the Saturn/ Apollo Prog ram. The
division's $12,695,727 cost-plus-incentive-award-fee
conb·act was renewed in April.
An expanded effort wa'i being undertaken to gain
greater participation in the area of advanced study
programs and the development of a series of aerospace product lines. A Marketing Department was
added to the division with the Marketing Manager directing all marketing functions within the division and
responsible for the national and international marketing of telemetry and communications system and subsystem design and development, as well as engineering
support.
Continued growth of the division necessitated an
expansion of 3,000 square feet in March with an
option on a second area of the same size. Facilities
at year-end comprised 3 separate buildings contaimng
a total of 43,000 square feet of floor space.
Work force increased during the year from 800 in
January to 900 at year-end, with 40 percent of the
work force comprised of engineers.

Solar Division of International Harvester constructed and
outfitted a new surgery-clean advanced development fabrication center at its main San Diego plant.

tablished in order to provide Solar with full capability
to make prototype, development, and limited-production quantities of newly developed components and
subsystems, usually requiring an advance of the fabrication art. A variety of advanced machine tools and
forming equipment was operating in a dust-free controlled atmosphere, enabling Solar to handle such
metals as beryllium, titanium, the refractory metals,
dispersion-strengthened metals, and the family of stainless steels and super-alloys.
A new brazing furnace, described as "the biggest
all-metallic cold-wall vacuum furnace west of the Mississippi," was installed by Solar for work on aerospace
contracts. The working compartment is 48 inches in
diameter and 54 inches high and is capable of a 10-6
Torr vacuum. The high-temperature brazing operation
is controlled by a digital computer.
Solar announced the design and development of a
blast valve whose purpose is to protect hardened structures from nuclear explosions and contamination. A
24-inch valve was thoroughly tested under conditions
simulating nuclear explosions and other sizes were expected to complete qualification in 1968.
Solar completed development of several compositematerial systems for electromagnetic shielding, successfully tested in actual nuclear explosions.
In Solar research laboratories, new advanced work
was pushed in the fields of composite materials, hightemperature sensors, titanium joining methods and
high-temperature plastics, in addition to fundamental
investigations into materials both metallic and nonmetallic. Diagnostic equipment and techniques were
expanded to include electron microprobe, electron

SPERRY FLIGHT SYSTEMS DIVISION

In continmng production at Sperry Flight Systems
Division were automatic flight controls and inshument
systems for the Boeing 727 and 737, Douglas DC-8,
and DC-9, Grumman A6-A Intruder, Lockheed JetStar and Grumman Gulfstream II.
Among the division's major new programs was the
SPZ-1 combined autopilot-flight rurector system for
the Boeing 747. The initial $14,000,000 award was
made to Sperry on April 4. Value of the contract
could exceed $40,000,000 over the course of the 747
program. Under an adrutional Boeing contract, recei:ed in August, Sperry was also to produce magnetic compass systems for the 747. Total value of this
contract was about $2,000,000.
Slated for initial deliveries to Boeing in mid-1968,
~?e. SPZ-1 will have triple computer channels for
fall operational" automatic lanrungs. Some control
panel elements and computer channels are common
to both the autopilot and the flight rurector, simplify158
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in~ '!w pilot ·s job b~· making it possible for him to set
autopilot all() fli!.!:ht director controls simultaneouslv.
Thi:-. confi.!.!:uration also makes the electronic design
mon- efficient h~· eliminating duplication of circuits
that ma~· he used by both the autopilot <md flight
director.

Department of Defense annatmcement late in 1967
that it would be deployed as part of the Sentinel
anti-ICB\1 system.
The Sperry design consists of a 4-gimballed stable
platform which uses 2 fluid sphere gyroscopes for
sensing changes in the missile's attitude. The unit was
designed to withstand ex.-tremely high g forces during
launch and acceleration and to operate in a nuclear
environment. The Sperry ARUs will be used in the
flight test program of the Spartan. Production contracts have yet to be awarded.
Early in the year, Sperry Gyroscope received additional ftmds from the Navy's Ships Systems Command
to continue work on a new advanced submarine sonar
system. The system was expected to be deployed with
the Navy's nuclear submarine fleet.
Sperry's work under this contract calls for design
analysis and covers system integration, transducer and
array designs, self-noise and baffling materials, signal
processing, reliability, fault monitoring and repair,
human factors and interface studies.
The company was also at work on a surface ship
sonar system, called PAIR, which can detect, track and
classify undersea targets simultaneously and continuously. The PAIR system can automatically supply the
necessary fire control data for launching weapons
against enemy targets. Microcircuitry is used extensively throughout PAIR system components, providing
lighter weight, more compact equipment, with the
added features of higher reliability and ease of
maintenance.
The division was also producing precision Ship's
Inertial Navigation Systems (SINS) for Navy attack
submarines and surface ships, including 6 major carriers. And work was continuing on a fixed-site, mobile
and shipboard electronically-scarmed radar system in
which a computer-controlled radar beam provides
extremely rapid scanning rather than using a mechanically-driven radar "dish" to direct microwave energy.
Earlier work on this new radar technology is embodied in Sperry Gyroscope's HAPDAR (Hard Point
Defense Array Radar), in operation at White Sands
Missile Range, New Mexico.
Winding up the year, Sperry Gyroscope delivered
the first transportable Loran-D radio navigation transmitter complex to the U.S. Air Force. The entire system was undergoing test at Eglin AFB, Florida.

Sperry's dual-channel SP-.50 autopilot was used to
make the first fulh· automatie landincr of a C.S. ~tir
liner in routine p<L~senger sen·ice. The~tircraft. a Boeing 1:27 flown hv Pan :\meric<m. touched down at \"ew
Y ~rk "s John F. kennedy International :\irport on FebruarY :27, HJfil, controlled all the wa\· to the m-ound
by the Sperr~' s~·stem.
·
""'
In another program, ~lcDonnell Dough~ Corporation W<L'i using a Sperry SP-50:\L autopilot in developing a fully automatic landing system for the DC-9
twin-jet. Planned for eventual Catecrorv
o . III operation. the system was used in more thm1 :200 automatic
landings during a flight-test pro.gram conducted by
Dougi<L'i in mid-19fil.
During HJGI, Flight Systems Division expm1ded its
facilities from 37.5,000 to -!00,000 square feet <mel increased the work force from ::UJOO to 3.:WO. The breakdown of the business mix W<L'> maintained at about the
previous year's level of 70 percent commercial <mel
:30 percent military customers.
SPERRY GYROSCOPE Dl\1510.:\

. During 1967, Sperry Gyroscope Division highlights
mcluded the successful completion of Inertial Reference Unit (IRU) production for the Ltmar Orbiter
project, the start of work on the fleet modernization
of the Terrier missile fire control svstem. a new contract for development of a new submarine sonar system, an_d continued testing on Sperry's Loran-0 tactical radiO navigation system for ground .u1d air units.
The Navy, w1der a $17,200,000 contract, authorized
the modernization of the Mark 76 fire control system
for the Terrier surface-to-air missile system during
1967. Sperry, serving as systems manager for the project, was improving some 14 systems for 4 Navy DLGclass ships. The program, designed for rapid ship hlm~~ound, involves improving the system to provide
mcreased performance, serviceability and reliability,"
and adapting the system to accommodate the new
Standard missile system under development for the
Navy.
To carry out full systems tests on land of the improved Mark 76 system, a new· 42,000 square foot
facility was opened by Sperry at its MacArthur Field,
Long Island, site. At MacArthur, final assembly and
tests were being conducted prior to shipment to the
shipyards for installation aboard ship.
While Sperry completed work on the inertial reference system for the highly-successful Lunar Orbiter
spacecraft program, development work on the Attitude Reference Unit (ARU) for the Spartan missile
progressed. The Spartan moved a step forward with the

The transmitter complex is part of a tactical navigation system that will enable combat forces-both
ground and air elements-to operate under all-weather
conditions from the same precise position information.
The airborne portion of the system is an outgrowth
of Sperry's development of the first microcircuit loran
receiver system, and can be carried in a wide variety
of aircraft, from transports to fighters to helicopters.
Installations can also be made in jeeps and light trucks
for use by ground units. Sperry also developed a lightweight, man-cmTied w1it as well.
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SPERRY MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS DIVISION

Major aerospace production at the Sperry Microwave
Electronics Division included semi-automatic checkout
equipment for flight-line and depot maintenance programs of A-7 A, F-Ill A, B-52 and B-.58 .rad~trs. !~lC
equipments are designed to meet the mamtamabihty
and turnaround-time standards necessary for maximum
aircraft utilization.
Production of card, module and component testers
for the Navy SINS program and development of automatic testers for ILAAS circuit cards represented a
major step toward the improvement of maintenance
programming. This type of checkout equipment was
expected to become even more significant as prime
equipments become more complex and are further
miniaturized with LSI techniques. A majority of
Sperry's development effort on checkout equipment
was being devoted to this activity.
Various standard radar test sets, such as the AN I
UPM-29 and AN /UPM-32, were also being produced.
For the Navy's Versatile Avionics Shop Testers
(VAST), the division developed and produced a series
of computer-programmable microwave signal generators. These units are capable of synthesizing the
RF signals needed for trouble shooting 8.5 percent of
the Navy's carrier-based avionic systems now operating or projected for the future.
In the microwave component area, the division continued development and production of discrete ferrite
isolators, circulators, and phase shifters for prime
microwave systems. New projects were begun to miniaturize components and integrate them in printed
microwave circuits. During 1968, this work was expected to result in a capability to produce complete
microwave circuit functions on chips similar to those
available at low frequencies.

The Sperry Systems Management _Division w;L-;
involved in projects for another environment, the
ocean's depths. The instrumentation and control
system for an advanced deep submergenc_e resea~ch
vehicle wa<; completed and was ready for u_1stalh~t10n
in the vessel. The division developed 2 tramer Simulators for the Navy's Deep Submergence Syste_m_s Pro<rram, and these were being used in the trammg of
hydronauts to operate the deep-diving vehicles. Surface vessels, too, were ;m object of systems mana~~
ment interest. The Sperry Systems Management _DI~I
sion was teamed with Todd Shipyards CorporatiOn 1!1
the competition for developing and building the OXclass destroyers for the Navy.

UNIVAC DIVISION

The unusually successful activit~ of the Spe~TY Rand
UNIVAC Division attracted national attention during 1967. Deliveries began of the n~w ~)()00 series of
low-cost computers which substantially :educe dat_a
processing time for general business ~mc_ti?ns. The divisions real-time systems were revolutiomz111g the hm1dling of airline reservations, contributing vit~lly .~o t~~
nation's defense and space programs, and fi~d111g sigmficant new applications in i~dustry and ~c~~~1.ce., ..
Systems being delivered 111 the 9000 senes \~ei e the
UNIVAC 9200, for use with punched card eqmpmen_t,
and the 9.'300, used with either cards or magnetic
tape. Featuring an exclusive plated-wire :1~e1~10r~ ~nd
integrated circuits, the new computers :'e1 e 111 \\midwide demand for such applications as mventory control and payroll processing. Customers i_ncluded the
U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce (which was employing a 9300 at its national headqu~rters. for handling data on its 250,000 members), hospitals, msurance
firms, and businesses ranging from a molasses manufacturer to a sporting goods company.
.
.
During 1967, the division installed a maJOr _porti0~1
of a computerized information system for Un~ted Au·
Lines. To be operating in 1968, the systei_n mcludes
passenger reservations and aircraft schedul111g. It employs 3 UNIVAC ll08 Multi-Processor Systems and
over 2 800 cathode ray readout screens for use by
agents.' The $56,000,000 system was to link ll6 cities
served by the airline.
Northwest Airlines ordered a UNIVAC 494 for handling data from 29 cities. The Air France com~uterize~
reservation system, which uses 2 1108s to lmk Pans
and 5 countries neared its 1968 operation. Both Scandinavian Airlin~s and Eastern Airlines improved their
existing systems with 494s.
Sperry Rand was a major supplier of computer equipment for the initial anti-ballistic missile system under
development. This work was taking place at the
UNIVAC Federal Systems Division.
.
UNIVAC continued to make important contnbutions to the nation's space effort. It delivered its first
Titan III aerospace computer in May. The SO-pound

SPERRY SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT DIVISION

The Sperry Systems Management Division, brought
to full divisional status by the Sperry Rand Corporation in June 1967, reflects the evolution taking place
in the aerospace industry in the conception and development of electronic systems of ever increasing
complexity and sophistication. The division in 1967
was active in systems development and management
for advanced military aircraft, control and instrumentation for deep submergence vehicles, and the Poseidon
fleet ballistic missile submarine program.
The division, which grew out of a group formed
to develop the revolutionary Polaris navigation subsystem, was upgrading the subsystem for the new
Poseidon missile submarines to achieve accuracy goals
4 times higher than those of the Polaris A-3 missile
weapons system. ILAAS, the Integrated Light Attack
Avionics System for an advanced Navy aircraft, was
ready to be flight tested. A study also was under way
for the Navy on advanced avionics requirements for
aircraft of the 1980s.
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i ! \ AC 1 24s were to be used to assist in pre-launch
c hec kout a nd to com pute st e r:incr ommands durina

second 418 system for handling seat reservations for
express tra.ins and tourist buses.
In 1967 the division unveiled a visual communication termi nal, the UNISCOPE 300, for instantaneous
viewing of computer-stored information. Applications
include faster customer service at tellers' windows in
banks.
The accent \vas on expansion. UNIVAC at yeaT-end
was employing about 23,500 people. The former
Sperry-Utah Division in Salt Lake City was realigned
in 1967 to become UNIVAC Salt Lake City . Including about 2,000 employees and 2 plants totalling
369,000 squaTe feet, it will be used for producing
co mputer baTdware. Also transferred to UNIVAC was
the former Sperry FaTragut Division in Bristol, Tennessee. The Federal Systems Division began operating
a new 280,000-square foot plant in Eagan Township
near the Twin Cities. UNIVAC's ~'orld Headquarters
in suburban Philadelphia completed occupancy of a
47,000-squaTe foot addition to its administration wing.
UNIVAC's d)man1ic growth during 1967 was expected to continue as the computer market expands.
New systems in the 9000 series were to be inh·oduced
and large real-time computers will meet ever more
diverse needs, often being operated as a service for
many people on a time shared basis. Data will frequently be displayed visually as man learns to work
more smootlliy with computers. The division planned
to continue its aggressive reseaTch and development
program concentrated on new computer systems, improvement of peripheral equipment and reseaTch into
advanced electronic circuitry and memory storage
components.

Ai a ht.
In tallabo n o f 2 dual 110

·tems " as co mpleted
a t th e Na ti onal Aeronauti cs <mel pac Administration 's Manned Spacecraft Center in Houston. They

NASA's advanced computing capability for mann d space
missions was beef ed up clu.ring 1967 w ith th e com.pl tion
of a. UNIVAC 1108 1·eal- ti·m e computer comple:~: a.t the
Mann ed Spacecraft Center in Houston.

a re being used for advanced research and engineering projects and as a scientific co mputing bad:up to
the center's Real-Time Computing Complex.
At the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center, UNIVAC began replacing existing computers with a totally
integrated 1108 system linking all buildings requiring
computing capability.
Dming 1967, the division compl et ed delivery, in stallation, and network checkout of new UNIVAC
1230 systems in NASA's Manned Space F light Tracking Network. The 1230s, .used at 14 gratmd sites and
on 3 tracking ships, will process and relay t elemeh-y
and command information between the Mission Control Center and the Apollo spacecraft.
A UNIVAC 418 began operating during the year
at NASA 's Electronics Research C enter in CambTidge,
Massachusetts. It was being used in conjtmction with
the 1108 complex in Houston for remote batch processing.
The maTket for UNIVAC products continued to
grow rapidly. The Louisiana State Police headquarters
began operating a 418 system whose memory includes
a list of all stolen cars in the nation. Police throughout the state can query it to receive vital information. The computer also switches messages behveen
police regions. Banks in the U.S. and abroad continued to install real-time systems for processing accatmts.
The National Bureau of Stcmdards ordered an 1108
for processing data from over 200 Federal agencies,
including the Bureau of the Budget. Kinki Nippon
Railway Co., Ltd., Japan's largest railroad, installed a

VICKERS INCORPORATED DIVISION

Major production for 1967 at the Vickers Incorporated Division included Minuteman Flight Control
System components for both stages; hydraulic systems
and components for the Douglas DC-9 and the 60
Series DC-8 and Boeing 700 series. In addition, the
Division pro'duced hydraulic engine staTters and substantial amounts of other hydraulic equipment for the
Bell UH-1 and Sikorsky CH-46, CH-47, and CH-53
helicopters. Due to escalation of tl1e Vietnan1 conflict, these particular planes brought about a considerable increase in Vickers production dw·ing the year.
A major program continued for tl1e A-7 A.
Programs in prototype production stages included:
a major part of the hydraulic components for the
Lockheed C-5A, the largest militaTy transport to be
built, which may use more hydraulic horsepower than
any plane except the XB-70; Vickers hydraulics for
elevation and azimuth control on the launcher to aim
the Chaparral heat-seeking missile to protect front
battle areas from aircraft; a contract to supply the
hydraulic engine starter and hydraulic power packages
for Lockheed's combat helicopter, the Cheyenne
AH-56A.
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draulic, or combined electro/hydraulic power sources
providing energy for missile-horne equipment. Outstanding in this area was the award of a contract for
hydraulic power units to provide the Poseidon missile
with thmst vector control.
In other space and missile activity, Sundstr<md research teams continued work on organic rankine cycle
technology under contract from the Atomic Energy
Commission and the U.S. Air Force. Included in this
area is a 1.50 kilowatt orgm1ic power study program.
Development of the lightweight, high-speed. half
head hydraulic pumps and motors, continued under
contracts for evaluation units for the SST, Mystere
20 TS, and the Mystere 20 PD.
Constant Speed Drives (CSD) continued as a major
product area in 1967. The Axial Gear Differential (AGD)
CSD continued to establish remarkably high reliability
records on various aircraft applications. New contract
award'i included the Boeing 747, Grumman EA-6B,
Fairchild Hiller F-228, and the Genmm VFW 614.
Proposals outstanding at year-end offered equipment
for high-density, short field, commercial jets, business
aircraft, and an assortment of military aircraft.

SUNDSTRAND AVIATION
DIVISION OF SUNDSTRAND CORPORATION
The Sundstrand Corporation experienced unprecedented growth in 1967, nearly doubling its number of
employees. Sundstrand Aviation contributed substantially to this growth with the opening of its new headquarters and Research and Development Center in
Rockford, Illinois. Another facility, the Turbine Systems Research Laboratory, is a 20,000 square-foot
facility equipped for the research, development and
production testing of advanced hot-gas, turbo-machinery systems. This building wa'i completed earlier
in the year and dedicated in November.
Several business acquisitions were made by the
Sundstrand Corporation during the year. Howard
Foundry of Chicago, Illinois, and United Control of
Redmond, Washington, were 2 to be allied with the
Aviation Division. Howard Foundry is the largest
foundry of its kind in the U.S. and has casting production capabilities ranging from grey iron through the
exotic metals. United Control designs and manufactures
electronic components, systems, and instrumentation
for the aerospace industry.
Continuing as a leader in aircraft secondary power
systems, Sundstrand Aviation introduced several new
product lines designed to serve in military and commercial applications.
A natural extension of technological and manufacturing capabilities, mechanical actuation systems were
added to the family of aviation products. By year-end,
Sundstrand had been selected by Boeing to participate
in the design of the supersonic transport wing-sweep
actuation system. In addition, several proposals for
secondary control actuation systems were made to
other airframe manufacturers.
The Integrated Drive Generator (IDG), an advanced
electrical generating system, was well advanced in
Phase I testing when it was publicly introduced during
the summer. By the end of the year, Phase II development of a production prototype was under way with
the cooperative efforts of 4 of the country's largest
generator manufacturers. Because the IDG combines
the reliability-proven Axial Gear Differential (AGD)
constant-speed drive with a constant frequency AC
generator in a single package, it shows a weight reduction of 20 to 30 percent, a similar decrease in size,
and an increase in reliability over the separately-housed
AGO/generator combination.
Development of the production prototype Mark 48
torpedo engine was completed during the year and
several units were delivered. The Mark 48 torpedo is
an advanced ASW weapon.
Production continued on accessory drive gearboxes.
Formal proposals for additional units were presented
to several airframe manufacturers including Boeing
for the SST.
Sundstrand continued to make progress in the development of missile power units (MPU) during the
year. MPU's are small turbine driven, electrical, hy-

THIOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Thiokol Chemical Corporation moved ahead in several area'i of rocket propulsion technology in 19fi7.
Its Wasatch Division successfully test-fired, in late
May, a 156-inch diameter, monolithic ro~ke~. The ~est
incorporated a full-sized submerged, on~maxial flexible
seal nozzle. In August, a 120-inch d1am~ter motor
with hot gas thrust vector control, was static tested a<>
part of another program to develop large space boosters. Both motors were developed under contract to
the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory.
Wasatch continued work on the first stage of the
Poseidon fleet ballistic missile in its joint venture with
Hercules Incorporated. Under the arrangement, Thiokol lines the motor chambers, casts, cures and X-rays
the propellant, and returns loaded motors to Her~u~es
for final assembly. A contract with Lockheed Missile
and Space Company was signed during the year by
executives of Thiokol and Hercules.
In other solid propellant rocket motor developments, Wasatch successfully static-tested 3 full-scale
pulse motors, also under contract to the Air Force
Rocket Propulsion Laboratory. Purpose of the program
was to demonstrate the technology applicable to future air launch missiles, including the capability of the
grain retention system to withstand severe environmental conditions. The motors contained 2 formulations of a composite propellant with different burning
rates.
Wasatch also successfully static tested a single-chamber controllable solid propellant rocket motor in a
program conducted with the Aeronutronic Division
of Philco-Ford. The motor was tested through 4 operating cycles; the unique propellant developed by
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Thiokol was successfulh· extint,'1.1ished :3 times at ambient conditions. This \\.;IS the Sl:cond test for the motor.
Beginning in mid- H.l6fi. rocket propulsion systems
from :2 Thiokol divisions successfullv soft-landed Surveyor spacecraft numbers I, 3. 5 an~l 6 to assist in the
study of the lunar surface for the planned :\polio
manned landing. The main braking retro rocket was
provided by the Elkton Di,·ision of Thiokol. the :3
attitude and ,·elocity control liquid ,·ernier engines by
the Heaction \lotors Division.
In other space motor acti,·ities. the Reaction \to tors
Division formally completed qualification of the C-1
Hadiamic engine under a development program sponsored by :\ :\S:\ 's George C. .\larshall Space Flight
Center. Hated at 100 pouncl-; nominal thrnst. the C-1
engine was developed to meet the space vehic:le maneuvering and velocity control requirements of tvpical
:'\ :\S:\ missions.
·
:\n earlier R.\ID engine. the LR\:-11. used in the
19-!7 flights of the X- 1 aircraft. <md 10 \'Cars later <L'>
the interim propulsion for the earh· X-15 aircraft.
found renewed application possibilit-ies during 1967.
NASA planned to use the LRX-11 in powered flights
of the .\·1-2 and HL-10 m<mned lifting bodies.
Reaction i'vlotors also received a ~·ontract bv the
~aval Systems Command for the i1westigation ~f liquid air-augmented rocket primary combustors. The
engine in this concept utilizes the principle of 2-stage
combustion, the primary or gas generator stage-yielding fuel-rich products that are burned with air in the
secondary stage to produce thrnst. Use of atmospheric
oxygen_ results in substantially higher specific impulse
or performance.
Reaction Motors produced its 50,000th packaged
liquid motor for the Bullpup air-to-surface missile. In
another area of technology, the division developed a
new nitroso rnbber material combinincr various desirable properties, includincr
non-flamm~iliilitv. in a 100
b
percent pure oxygen atmosphere.
In other space motor applications, Thiokol's Elkton
Division provided 13 solid propellant motors for the
Apollo/Saturn 4 vehicle. Eight were used to separate
the first and second stages; 4 to separate the second
and third. The 13th motor was used to jettison the
escape tower immediately after latmch.
Elkton also provided the decelerating rocket power
for the AIMP mission, which placed a satellite in orbit around the moon. A modified version of its successful Surveyor main retro rocket was employed in the
Burner II mission, conducted under contract to Boeing for the Air Force. The motor was qualified as the
third stage for a version of the improved Delta vehicle.
In propellant technology Elkton applied its "Q"
series of advanced propellants to power gas generators.
The Poseidon missile under development will carry
auxiliary power tmits using these propellants. They
were also being used in the Mark 46, Mod 1 torpedo.
They ignite smoothly, operate at low flame temperatures and produce relatively clean exhaust gases.

Thiokol's Htmtsville Division continued its program
work on the ~ike X research and development program. It also was announced that Htmtsville was selected to develop rocket motors for the U.S. Army's
SA~I-D missile.
Castor motors produced by Huntsville fmmd increasing application, including international areas.
The orbiting of a San .\Iarco payload for Italy and
the UK-3 satellite for Great Britain utilized Castor
rocket motors. Some better known satellites law1ched
by augmented Thor and Delta vehicles included :3
comsats, the IMP-F and IMP-E Interplanetary Monitoring platforms, the OGO III Orbiting Geographical
Observatory, and the ESSA-4 and ESSA-5 \Veather
Satellites. Castors also contributed to advanced knowledge by boosting the first Scran1jet vehicle and 28
Athena vehicles.
Huntsville was also the first defense contractor to
receive the Department of Defense Zero Defects Participation Award from the Army.
Thiokol's Longhorn Division continued to produce
pyrotechnic devices for the Army. During the year
it celebrated the 25th Anniversary of the Longhorn
Armv :\mmunition Plant, and observed its own 15th
anni~ersary of the establishment of the Longhorn
Division. It also received funding for the Nike Hercules
program, and the U.S. Arn1y Materiel Commands Participation Award for its outstanding Zero Defects
Program.
During the year, Thiokol acquired the property and
assets of Hy-Tel, Incorporated. Thiokol's Astra-Met
Division, developer and producer of sounding rocket
systems, was assigned responsibility for the manufacture
of Hy-Tel's electronic equipment, which is used primarily to monitor water and snow conditions in remote watershed areas.
In the sounding rocket area, Astra-Met continued
to provide systems for the exploration of the earth's
atmosphere. One spectacular in the sky was the launching of barium clouds 200 miles over Wallops Island
in a NASA experiment to help measure winds and
electric fields. The resulting glow was visible for
hundreds of miles along the Eastern seaboard.
The year completed Thiokol's 26th year of progress
in rocketry. It continued to provide the opportunities
to develop and build the technology required for the
propulsion needs of the future.

TRW INC.

In 1967, Cleveland-headquartered TRW Inc. broadened its support of the nation's scientific, military and
commercial space programs; expanded its systems
engineering efforts in missile and other major defense
activities; accelerated its use of advanced technology
in non-space, non-defense projects; made deeper inroads in the Europe<m space programs; and further
penetrated the U.S. _jet aircraft engine market with
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be used to soft-land 2 U.S. astronauts on th e moon.
In addition, TRW was awarded a contract during th e
year to build the midcourse correction e ng ine for
JPL's pair of Mariner probes to be launched towaTd
Mars in 1969.
Long-term endw·ance testing continued throucrhout 1967 on an advanced Mercury Rankin e Powe r
Conversion unit, formerly a part of AEC's S iAP-2
program. The units are the most fully developed
dynamic power conversion devices for extended manned
or unmanned space missions in the nation. Completion
of 2 10,000 hour endurance tests was scheduled for
mid-1968. Upon completion of these tests, th e 4kilowatt turbo-alternator units will have demonstrated
an operational life of considerably more than one yea r.
In the electronics area, TRW produced the central
computer and sequencer, and th~rmal louvers for
JPL's successful Venus probe, Ma~mer V; work continued on an abort guidance sectwn for the Apollo
Lunar Module; additional flight tests of USAF's Space
Grotmd Link Subsystem were conducted; a portable
alignment gyrocompass was delivered t.o NASA; and a
study of guidance and navigation reqmrements for an
advanced SST was completed for the same agency.
TRW's systems engineering support of I~ajor defense
and space programs, initiated in 1954 w~th the Atlas
ICBM program, continued and expanded m 1967. Pr~
grams included USAF's Minuteman ICBM, the Navy,s
ASW program, NASA's Apollo program, and the Army s
Cheyenne helicopter and Sparta reentry test programs.
In addition, hardware for a Reentry Measurement Instrumentation Program was produced for the Army
under a Bell Telephone Laboratories sub~ontract ..
The application of advanced technol,~We.s to socw,~
economic problems-a new field called CIVIl systems
by TRW-accelerated in 1967. Under a Depar.tmen~ of
Transportation contract, TRW was evaluatmg high
speed ground transportation systems for the Northeast
Corridor. For the Province of Alberta, Canada, the
company was helping design a $10?,?00,000 healt~
sciences center in Edmonton. Other ciVIl systems proJects ranged from the study of an automated auto~obile
inspection system to flood plain control techmques.
In the commercial sector, TRW's long-term laser
research program not only produced new advances in
laser holography during 1967 but also brought a pulsed
ion laser to market.
In an effort to expand its commercial activities,
TRW announced plans to acquire Mission Manufacturing (and its subsidiary, International Controls ~orpora
tion), a Houston oil field equipment and serv1C~S ~n_n,
and Hazleton Laboratories, a Falls Church, Vugmia,
commercial research laboratory specializing in biosciences.
The company also expanded its international space
activities during the year. With Engins Matra of
France, TRW established a new firm in Paris, Matrel,
to provide systems analysis services for European space
programs. Working agreements were also signed with
Sweden's SAAB and Germany's ERNO. In addition,

new orders for parts for the new generation of "jumbo
jets."
Highlighting the company's space activities in 1967
was the first successful launch of a pair of USAF advanced Vela nuclear detection satellites with .3 piggybacking Environmental Research Satellites on a single
booster. Each Vela weighed 510 pounds and was put

TRW was working on an advanced series of Vela nuclear
detection satellites.

in a 60,000 mile circular orbit on opposite sides of
the globe. Each carried instrumentation designed to
detect nuclear events near the earth's surface or deep
in space. The 20-pound ERS spacecraft that rode
piggyback on the Titan III-C were injected into elliptical orbits. Two of them were on radiation missions, while the third investigated the effects of space
environment on metals.
A second long-term TRW spacecraft program,
NASA's Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, produced
another successful launch in July-OGO IV. The 1,240pound OGO carried 20 experiments for the study of
the relationship between the environments of the sun
and the earth.
TRW participated in USAF's Initial Defense Communication Satellite Program, which was completed
in 1967 with 2 launches that provided the final link
in the global system. Each of the 18 communication
satellites in the network contain 6 major subsystems
built by TRW.
Work continued throughout the year on Comsat
Corporation's initial system of Intelsat III commercial
communication satellites. First delivery of the TRW
designed and built satellites was to be made in 1968.
Each of the 250-pound satellites will provide 1,200
2-way voice channels or 4 television channels. Following production of the first 4 of these satellites, TRW's
contract called for increasing participation in the program by 9 subcontractors in Europe and Japan.
In propulsion subsystem work, the company continued to progress in its development of the variablethrust Apollo Lunar Module descent engine that will
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(•xtensin~

conversion equipment as well. In 1967, more than
100 static converters were delivered or placed on
order for international customers. This equipment
will provide standby power to computers and instruments controlling the operation of power plants, oil
refineries, chemical plants and highway tunnel lighting
systems.
· The company's ordnance program proceded during
the year as TR\V's new 25 millimeter multipurpose
automatic cannon was purchased for field evaluation
tests by a number of European governments. The
lightweight dual-feed weapon was primarily designed by
TR\V ordnance consultant Eugene Stoner to give
U.S. vehicles "standoff ability" against 23 millimeter
weapons carried by Soviet vehicles. The TR\V weapon
was considered a prime candidate for use in the Army's
Vehicle Rapid Fire \Veapon System.

support W<L<; provided the ESRO 2 satellite
projt:ct under an agreement with Britain's Hawker
Siddcley Dynamics.
In Japan. a joint venture with ~litsubishi Electric
produced a new firm, ~ITR\\', to desi<rn and build
ground stations. The company's first ~ontract was
awarded for the antenna portion of the first :\lexican
,ground station. which will he used to tr:msmit television coverage of the 1968 Olympic Games throughout
the world via Intelsat III satellites.
Business growth durin" 1961 resulted in <m increase
in cmployi~lent to 17,olxl at the company's Systems
Croup and required <m expanded facilities comtmction
program. Three buildings-a research building, a manufacturing building, and an 11-storv administration
building-were completed at the Group's Redondo
Beach. California, headquarters. The 13th and final
building for the Redondo Beach site was nearing
completion at the end of 1967. To provide space for
~dditional expansion, adjacent property was acquired
111 ~'lanhattan Beach. Ground was broken in October
for the first buildings on the new site.
In aircraft <mel related industries. TR\V continued
to play a leadership role in 1967. ~ew components
were shipped for the giant C-5A aircraft, the largest
phme yet developed. Capability in this area was expected to lead to major contributions in the supersonic
transport program.
In addition, signific<mt manufacturinG
procYrams
O"Ot
b
b
b
under way at TR\V for components to be used in
the JT8 gas turbine for the 727, 737, and DC-9 airliners; the JT3 engine in the "extended" versions of
the 707 and DC-8; and the TF30 engine used in the
F-Ill. Volume production also continued on parts
for the Lycoming T53 engine and for the United Aircraft PT6 which has applications rancYincY
from the
/:'
b
Beech
King
Air
executive
aircraft
to
the
O'as
turbine
.
b
racmg car entry in the 1967 Incli<mapolis 500 race.
TRW forged ahead during the year on development
of manufacturing processes for prototype gas turbine
engine components for the large aircraft production
programs for the late '60s, including work on shafts
and discs for the new GE T64 bcYas turbine engine
for
c
the Advanced Aerial Fire Support System to be used
in the Army's new, revolutionary helicopter. Research
and development also advanced in 1967 on state-ofthe-art sophisticated turbine blades which maximize
air cooling for high performance engines. This work
was to be applied to production for the JT9 engine
which will power the big Boeing 747, and to other
advanced designs for the next generation of aircraft
engines.
'
TRW static inverters were being manufactured for
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's TARGET program, which
involves the development of a natural gas fuel cell
power plant for on-site total energy systems. The
TRW static inverter will convert direct current power
of the fuel cell to the alternating current required
for the total power applications planned. TRW was
increasing its overseas market for industrial static power

TWIN INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
(DIVISION OF THE \VHEELABRATOR
CORPORATION)
The year 1967 was one of the most active in the
22-year history of Twin Industries Corporation. New
business raised the company's backlog to the highest
it had been in a decade. Employment increased substantially, and an expansion program was implemented
to provide additional manufacturing area, modem
facilities and new equipment for present growth.
During 1967 significant changes were made in the
management and capabilities of Twin Industries. A
new generation moved into management as J. J. Lee
retired from the position of president after 50 years
in the aircraft industry. R. F. Hurt, formerly president
of Lockheed Propulsion Company and vice president
of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, assumed the presidency of Twin Industries. Other management changes
were made and new executives added to Twin's capable staff.
An extensive modernization and expansion program
was inaugurated. Under this program new construction
for additional manufacturing space was completed by
year-end. An environmentally controlled building of
over 24,000 square feet augmented the modem bonding facilities. Within this building the temperature,
humidity, dust, pressure, etc., are carefully controlled
to meet, or exceed, requirements of latest bonding
specifications. A new adhesive spray room increased
capacity by 50 percent and an additional chemical
processing tank line, with tanks 10 feet deep and 30
feet long, expanded Twin's capabilities for handling
large panels. New equipment, which included a 225ton stretch press capable of forming sheets and extruded
shapes up to 36 feet long and a 24-foot roll, were installed in another new addition.
A large heat treat bottom quench furnace, numerically controlled machine tools, and other equipment
were also added tmder the exp<msion program.
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At the same time. its program of research ami development was intensified in such arc<L~ <L~ power
conversion, metallurgy, lasers. advanced helicopters,
and communications.
United Aircraft incre<Lsed its office and manufacturing space by about J,000,000 square feet during 1Hfi7,
including a large, new office building at Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft and a new electronics plant at
Hamilton Standard. Employment was about 80,000
persons.
United Aircraft realigned its divisional structure in
a move designed to improve overall operating eHiciency
and to strengthen the corporation's total effectiveness.
Sikorsky Aircraft was reorganized into 2 main subdivisions: Air Transportation Systems and Surface
Transportation Systems.
United Aircraft Corporate Systems Center W<L'i discontinued as a division of the corporation, effective
December 31, 1967.
Corporate Systems Center's high-speed train program war; ar;signed to Sikorsky's new Surface Transportation Systems. The electronics, !:,'1Iiclance, and
information systems work carried out . at C?rporate
Systems Center was transferred to Hmmlton Standard
division, which also took over management of the esc
facilities in Farmington, Connecticut.
To accelerate United Aircraft's participation in
microelectronics, Electronic Components division was
formed in Trevose, Pennsylvania, and the Vector division there was discontinued.
Electronic Components took over all microelectronics activities performed by the Hamilton St_andard,
Norden and Vector divisions. The telemetenng and
commu~ications programs of the Vector divisi~n wer:
transferred to the Norden division and Vectors medical telemetry operations were shifted to Hamilton
Standard.
To broaden and strengthen the corporate management stmcture and give it flexibility in directing the
increased growth of United Aircraft, the company
created 2 group vice president positions. <:>ne gr~u?
vice president is responsible for all_ propul~wn activities as carried out by Pratt & Whitney Au-craf~ m1d
United Technology Center divisions. The other IS responsible for the activities of Hamilton Standard,
Norden, and Electronic Components divisions.
United Aircraft Research Laboratories, the company's central research organization, concentrated on
a series of basic and applied programs in 1967.
The laboratories continued production and delivery
of 2,000 pounds of continuous boron filament to the
Air Force under the largest single boron contract ever
awarded. Its scientists also developed a silicon carbidecoated boron filament called BORSIC (trademark).
Unlike uncoated boron filament, BORSIC retains its
strength at high temperatures when embedded in light
metals such as aluminum or titanium.
Research scientists continued fluid mechanics and
materials studies related to gaseous core nuclear rockets
suitable for flight in and beyond the earth's atmosphere.

Production continued on the vertical fin, mdder,
and spoilers which Twin manufactures for the Boeing
707/720 commercial transport. Also continued was
the production of the ground spoilers and flight spoilers
for the Boeing 727.
Wing leading edges and trailing edge panels produced for the Lockheed C-141 Starlifter continued
during 1967 and phased out during the fourth quarter
to complete a very successful program. Twin was
manufacturing the complete empennage for the Gmmman Gulfstream II, and delivery schedules gradually
increased during the year as this new airplane received certification from the FAA and deliveries to
customers commenced. Also in production for Gmmman were the outer wings, flaps, ailerons, and spoilers
for the S-2 Tracker and major bonded assemblies for
the E-2A Hawkeye and Gulfstream I business aircraft.
Initial deliveries were made to the General Electric
Company of splitter assemblies used on the C-.5A engine
thrust reverser. Deliveries continued to be made to
the Raytheon Company for electronic equipment consoles used on the Hawk missile system.
Highlights of 1967 included the receipt of 2 major
subcontracts on the Boeing 747. These contracts
covered the tooling and manufacture of window panel
assemblies, fuselage frames, and floor panels. Twin
also received a new contract from Cornell Aeronautical
Laboratory for the manufacture of the cabin, cockpit
stmcture, nose section, flaps, and vanes which will be
installed on a Convair 240 in order to simulate SST
flight and landing problems.
Initial deliveries were made to Northrop Norair
for bonded honeycomb door assemblies used on the
F-5 Freedom Fighter.
During the year employment increased by 18 percent, reflecting the growth of activities at Twin Industries. The receipt of new orders and follow-on
orders increased the backlog from $30,369,000 as of
January 1, 1967, to approximately $47,000,000 at
year-end.

UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
United Aircraft continued to expand its manufacturing capability in 1967 to meet accelerated customer
requirements in the military and commercial fields.
The company strengthened its position as a leading
supplier of jet engines, helicopters, propellers, envir-onmental control systems, advanced airborne radar,
and other tools of flight.
United Aircraft's solid propellant boosters and liquid
propellant rocket engines operated successfully in such
programs as Titan 111-C and Centaur/Surveyor.
During the year, the company continued to deliver
equipment for Project Apollo. It also further directed
its aerospace capability to non-aerospace areas, including electrical power generation, high-speed rail transportation, marine technology, and hiomedics.
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Engin es of this type offer the possibility of single
. tage-to-orbit o r near-pl ane t capabilit . Pmsuing its
int res t in rockeb.·y an d hvper oo.ic air-breathing prop uision , the labo rato ri e contin u d '' or.k in th e superson ic co mbusti on ra mje t con pt for th e Air Force.
He ear ch Labo ratori es inten ified major programs
in lase r resear ch in an effort to ad anc technology
a nd disco ·er possible new appli ation . In one proa ram, scientists generated and m asu:red laser pulses
4 tri IJ ionths of a second in I noth '' ith peak pO\·\ ers
of 100 billion watts. As a r suJt it ' ill 110\· be possibl e to measure reaction rat and the sb·ucture of
matte r to a deg ree neve r befo r p ossible.
Un ited Airc raft continued to carr out product developm ent and man ufac ttu·in u th:rouab
6 autonomous
0
divisions. Because each has its o n product li.nes and
techni cal interes ts, detail ed acti ·iti s of the corporati on are reported sep arately in the fo l.lov,;ing columns
unde r the names of th e divi ions. The ' are: Pratt &
Vvhitney Aircra.ft, jet and roc ket ena ines, marine and
industrial gas b.trbines, fuel cells; Hamilton Standard,
pro pellers, accesso ri es for sp acecraft and aircraft,
conb·ols, electroni cs; Sikorsk) Air craft, helicopters
and other advanced verti cal-lift aircraft high-speed,
turbine-po'vvered trains; . orden, guidance, navigation,
radar, teleme try, and other elec tronic systems; Electroni ~ Compo_
n ents, microelectroni cs, high power
transistors, semi-conductor devices; nited T echnology
Center, solid-propellant boosters and a dv~mced space
propulsion systems.

to exercise the option it held since Jwle 1966 for the
European JT9D manu.facture under license.
Both versions of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft's TF30
engine entered service with the military. Navy squadrons on both the East and West Coasts began operations with LTV Aerospace Corporation's A-7A Corsair
Il, a subsonic, multipurpose attack plane powered by
the non-afterburning TF30 in the 10,000-pouncl-thmst
class. By October 15, over 25,000 flight hours had
been accwnulated on the more than 120 A-7 As accepted by the Navy. In late swnmer, the plane passed
a maintenance and reliability evaluation, the first of
its type ever written into a production contract by
the Navy. Qualification tests of the TF30-P-8 , latest
model of the powerplant for the A-7 A, were completed
and deliveries to the Navy were started in July.
The afterbu:rning TF30, the first a.fterburning rurbofan in the world, is the powerplant for General D ynamics' Air Force F-1llA, FB-111 and Navy F-1llB.
Air Force pilots of the Tactical Air Command began
training in the F-1llA at Nellis AFB in Nevada. The
TF30 with afterburner is in the 20,000-pound-thmst
class.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
DIVlSION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATIO N

Pratt & \i\1hib1ey Aircra.ft revised the development
schedule of its JT9D b.rrbofan for the Boeing 747 in
1967, a year that also saw the division's TF30 military
engine enter service with Air Force and Navy w1its,
an expansion of industrial and marine uses of its gas
turbines and additional applications of its fuel cell
powerplants.
The JT9D's initial thrust ratina0 was increased from
42,000 potmds to 43,500 potmcls. The more powerful
JT9D-3 engine model will be available for initial 747
airplane deliveries. The JT9D-3 has the same external
configuration as the 42,000-pow1d-thrust JT9D-l. It
has an 8-foot inlet-almost twice that of the 18,000pound-thrust JT3D htrbofan, workhorse of the longrange
Boeing 707 and Doualas
DC-8 commercial
.
0
Jet fleets-yet it is only 125 inches long, 9 inches
shorter than the JT3D.
By early October, testing of the JT9D had passed
the 400-hour mark. Four engines were being tested,
with a fifth scheduled to join the program before
month's encl. Deliveries of ground-test JT9Ds were
set to begin in the spring of 1968 with pre-production
engine deliveries to commence during the summer.
Societe N ationale cl'Etucle et de Construction de
Moteurs cl' Aviation (SNECMA), France's largest aircraft engine manufacturer, announced that it intended

A Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30 afterbuming turbofan,
powe·1plant far the USAF and Navy F-lll and FB-111 and
the first of its type, is reacli.ed joT delivery.

A basic version of the afterburning TF30, the TF306,
was being developed by SNECMA for use in 2 models
of the French Dassault Mirage, the F2 and the G.
The F2 made over 100 flights. The G, a variable
geometry aircra.ft, was scheduled for its first flight
late in 1967.
Development of the J58 h1rbojet for the Air Force's
Mach 3 YF-12A and SR-71 aircraft built by Lockheed
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continued at the Florida Research and Development
Center. The YF-12A, powered by 2 J58s, each in the
30,000-pound-thrust class, is the holder of 9 speed
records.
The Lockheed C-141 StarLifter, a jet transport
powered by 4 TF33 (JT3D) engines, each developing
21,000 pounds of thrust, continued to set records, including those for speed and daily operational flying
time, in logistics flights to Vietnam and other parts
of the world.
Other TF3.3 models, delivering slightly less thrust,
were powering the Boeing C-1.35B and B-52H, 2 of a
w~de variety _of aircraft powered by Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft engmes. The J57 was powering the B-52
bomber, the KC-1.35 tanker-transport and the C-1.35
transport, all produced by Boeing, the North American
F-100, the McDonnell F-101, the Convair F-102, LTV
Aerospace Corporation's F-8 and the Douglas A-.3.
The larger J75 was the powerplant for the Republic
F-1~5 and Convair F-106. The J.52 served to power
versiOns of the Douglas A-4 and Grumman's highly
sophisticated A-6.
The J60 (JT12) was powering the North American
T-39, known commercially as the Sabreliner, the North
American T-2B and the Lockheed C-140, commercially
known as the JetStar. A free turbine version of this
engine, the JFTD 12, was power plant for the Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane helicopter. The JT12 develops up
to 3,300 pounds of thrust; the free turbine version up
to 4,500 shaft horsepower.
. In the field_ of comm~rcial aviation, Pratt & Whitney
Aucraft engmes contmued to see extensive service
throughout the free world. As of October 1, 114 airlines either had ordered or were operating aircraft
with Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engines. Between
January 1 and October 1, .369 P&WA-powered planes
were ordered, including 70 by United Air Lines, the
largest single airline order in dollar value ever made.
Orders for Pratt & Whitney Aircraft-powered transports in the first 9 months of 1967 included 48 Boeing
747s with JT9D engines, 54 Douglas Super Sixty Series
DC-8s, powered by 4 JT.3Ds, and 51 Boeing 707 Intercontinentals, also JT.3D powered. Four of the 707s
were ordered by the Federal Republic of Germany for
use by the West German Air Force.
A ~otal_ of 23? Boeing 727s, 737s (flown for the
first time m Apnl), Douglas DC-9s and Sud Aviation
of France Super Caravelles, all powered by the JT8D
turbofan developing up to 14,500 pounds of thrust,
were purcha'ied m the 9-month period. Included among
the ?rders was an Air Force contract for 8 DC-9s for
use m transporting the sick and wounded and the first
announce? sale of a business version of the plane. An
afterburmng model of the JT8D, built under license
by Svenska Flygmotor of Sweden , w as power p 1an t
for t h e SAAB .37 or Viggen Th1"s mult"
·
1purpose comb~t. a~rcraft, c~pab~e of_ speeds in the Mach 2.5 'range,
was m test status pnor to delivery to th R . I
Swedish Air Force.
e oya

Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft commercial engines had
accumulated over 57,000,000 operating hours h\·
October 1. In July, 4 JT3Ds were rem;ved from ~
Tnms \Vorld Airlines' Boeing 707 for a routine inspection after flying 2,.500,000 miles, a distance equivalent to 100 trips around the world. In what wm; believed to he a record, these engines had remained in
the plane for 16 months, since it was built, tested and
delivered to TWA. The JT3D enjoys the longest time
between overhaul (TBO) ever given an aircraft engine
-12,000 hours. TBO for the JT 4, commercial version
of the J75 turbojet used in some Iongrange versions
of the Boeing 707 <md Douglas DC-8, is I 0,500 hours;
for the JT8D, it is 7,800 hours.
Production of fuel cell powerplants for the Apollo
program continued, as did development of those for
the Manned Orbiting Laboratory. The PC:H.-2 fuel
cell powerplant, designated Powercel as a registered
trademark, will provide on-hoard electrical power
and drinking water for the Apollo astronauts. At the
end of October, PC3A-2 fuel cell powerplants stood
ready for their second flight test, an unmanned launch
of the Apollo system. These units produce between
56.3 and 1,420 watts of electricity.
In February, a team of 26 comp<mies in the gas
industry selected Pratt & Whitney Aircraft to carry
out a large-scale, 3-year research program to develop
a fuel cell powerplant, operating on natural gas.
A month later, it was announced that a portable
fuel cell powerplant had been successfully operated
in the field in tests conducted by the U.S. Army's
Electronics Command. The powerplant, designed as m1
improved means of providing electricity for field use,
proved up to six times more efficient than a conventional, small engine-driven generator.
Development under a 2-year Army contract was begun at the Florida Research and Development Center
on a small, 1,500-horsepower turboshaft engine suitable for vertical and short take-off and landing aircraft and helicopters. Designated the ST9, the engine
combines improved performance characteristics with
rugged simplicity. Testing of a lightweight water jet
propulsion system capable of powering a 55-foot
marine craft at speeds of more than 50 knots, without
propeller or rudder, was begun for the Navy. The
water jet, powered by a modified P&WA engine, takes
water from inlet ducts in the hull of a vessel and
pumps it at high velocity out the rear to provide
thrust.
Work on the 15,000 pound thmst RLIO liquid hyd~ogen rocket engine and other advanced rocket engmes continued at the West Palm Beach, Florida
faci!ity. The RLIO maintained its perfect flight record
dunng the year in the launch of 3 Surveyor spacecraft
to the moon. On 2 of the missions, the engines were
shut down and restarted in space. As of October 31,
58 RLIOs had operated in space without a failure.
More non-aviation applications for jet engines were
developed by the division's Turbo-Power m1d Marine
Department.
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.\ ()9-t-foot. .. roll-on. roll-o~r· cargo ship. the first
of its type in the free world to be powered by large
aircraft-type gas turbine engines. was launched by its
builder. the Sun Shiphuilcli~1g and Dry Dock Company. Powered by 2 FT-ts, marine versions of the JT -t
turbojet, the vessel has a top speed of 25 knots, making it one of the f<L<;test cargo vessels on the high seas.
It can carry up to 7.000 tons of cargo-t:mks. trucks
and other vehicles that can he driven on board-over
a range of 6,000 miles.
These same engines, rated at 20.000 horsepower,
were supplying boost power for a new cho.;s of Coast
Guard cutters. 2,800-ton high-speed vessels built by
the:\ vondale Shipyards. The first of these. the .-\lcxmuler
Hamilton, was scheduled for speed trials in late October. l11e second, the Dallas. was commissioned :mel
a third completed preliminarv sea trials. Four others
were launched :mel a seventh ~vas set for laum:hincr
hv•
b
year's end. Another version of the powerplant. the
GG4, was being used to boost the speed of a pair of
Royal Danish l\avy frigates. the Pedar Skram and the
Herluf Trolle. These engines were equipped with free
turbines manufactured by Stal-Laval. of Sweden.
Both vessels were in naval service.
.
Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft marine powerplants also
were being used to power a pair of Royal Canadian
Navy helicopter-destrovers under construction. the
first of their type to u~e all gas turbine power, and
a hydrofoil built for the Roval Cmacli:m Navy by
deHavilland of Canada.
In the industrial field, Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft
gas turbines were servin£' the electrical. ·gas transmission and petro-chemic~~l industries. The~ were in
use throughout the United States and in Eur~pe, Latin
America and the Far East.
In June, The Philadelphia Electric Company purchased 13 FT4-powered electrical .:::-creneratin«
units,
b
the largest sale to a single power company. Earlier,
Northeast Utilities, a holdincr company with subsicliaries
b
"
in Connecticut <md Western Massachusetts, ordered 7
units, each powered by a single FT-t The Florida
Power Corporation purchased 5 units from the Worthington Corporation, each with 2 FT.Js. A GG4 was
sold to Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. of Jap<m, for use
by the K<msai Electric Power Company.
Pratt & \Vhitney Aircraft-powered generating units
played a key role in limiting the summer's electrical
power failure in New Jersey, Delaware, Pennsylvm1ia
and Maryland. Six of 8 FT4-powered tmits owned by
utilities in these states went into operation \Vhen the
blackout began. The other 2 were held in reserve <mel
placed into full operation later, as restoration of electrical service began. At year's end field service operating experience on the installed industrial and marine
units had passed 600,000 hours.
In January, constmction was completed on 2 new
office buildings at the division's East Hartford, Connecticut, main plant, giving Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
a total of 283,000 square feet more office space. One
month later, a 220,000-squ:u-e-foot manufacturing

facility was acquired in Rocky Hill, Connecticut. In
~lay, plans were announced for a 800,000-square-foot
addition to the division's Middletown, Connecticut,
plant. The building, scheduled for completion in 1968,
\vas to house machinery for the manufacture and assembly of jet engines, including the JT9D.
HA~ULTON STA:\DARD
DIVISI0:\1 OF U:\TITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATIO:\

Increased production of jet aircraft equipment and
continued growth of its newer product lines highlighted Hamilton Standard's activities in 1967.
Fuel controls in quantity were supplied for General
Electric, Lycoming and Pratt & Whitney Aircraft gas
h1rbines which power more than 20 commercial and
military aircraft. These jets include all Boeing and
Douglas airline models, military planes like the Lockheed C-141 transport, Douglas A-4E and Grumman
A-6A attack craft, McDonnell F-4 fighter as well as
military and civilian versions of Sikorsky and Vertol
helicopters.
Experimental models of the new fuel control for
the Boeing 747 giant transport were built and delivered
for engine test. This control, although the san1e in size
and weight as those built for the 707 and DC8, automatically meters twice the fuel flows, up to 3,500
gallons an hour. It also performs additional functions
like enriching fuel flow during cold weather startup
and regulating reverse thn1st.
Air inlet controls, hydraulic computers like the
engine devices, were manufactured for the U.S. Air
Force and Navy versions of the F-Ill sweep-wing
supersonic fighter.
Development work progressed on the cabin air conditioning, temperature and pressure regulating systems
for the 747 aircraft. Contracts were received to supply
air conditioning packages for the U.S. Army's Beech
U-21A utility aircraft and to continue making preproduction heat exchangers for the Anglo-French Concorde supersonic transport.
The Boeing 737 became the first airliner to be
equipped with a fully automatic cabin pressure control. The system was built by Han1ilton Standard. In
production was environmental control equipment for
the Northrop F-5, Douglas A-4E and their trainer
versions, Ling-Temco-Vought A-7 carrier-based jet
and Lockheed JetStar executive plane.
A shoe-box sized gas management assembly controlled the atmosphere aboard the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's Biosatellite during its 48hour earth orbit in September. Flight hardware of the
Apollo lunar module's environmental control system
was shipped. Development of the life-support backpack designed to be worn by the moon-exploring
Apollo astronauts moved closer toward flight qualification.
Significant advances were made in the development
of a highly mobile pressure suit for future manned
space missions. In addition, the Air Force selected
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the division to design an extravehicular space suit
with a self-contained life-support system, hard-shell
torso and fabric arms and legs.
Hydrazine-fueled rocket engines, representing another new Hamilton Standard space product, were built
for several programs, including the Interim Defense
Communications and Application Technology (ATS-C)
satellites. The division pressed forward with development of regenerative life-support systems for longduration space flights. A laboratory model of an
oxygen-producing molten salt cell was delivered to
NASA for evaluation, and a prototype atmosphere
regeneration unit was built for the Air Force.
Space and life systems operations were reorganized
into 2 autonomous departments-space systems and
biomedical systems. The move allowed the division to
strengthen its growing activities in the medical and
health field while maintaining its leadership in space
life-support.
Circulatory-assist pumps designed for treating heart
patients were sold to clinics, hospitals and medical
schools. The Telamedic transmitter-receiver set, which
relays by telephone a patient's electrocardiogram to
the physician's office from the home or hospital, was
i~tro~uced.. Advanced circulatory-as_sist and kidney
dialysis deviCes were among the proJects initiated as
a result of several contracts received from the National
Institutes of Health.
The Lockheed AH-56A armed helicopter and Bell
Aerosystems X-22A research transport, both equipped
with advanced propellers, successfully made their
first flights. These lightweight propellers have fiberglass blades and integral gear boxes. Propellers were
manufactured for the Handley Page Jetstream executive aircraft, North American OV-10A counter-insurgency aircraft, Lockheed C-130 transport, P-3
antisubmarine patrol plane, Grumman OV-1 reconnaissance craft, and de Havilland CV -7 Buffalo cargo
carrier. Modified aircraft propellers also were supplied
for the Bell Aerosystems SK-5 air cushion vehicle.
In electronics, a flight path control that guides a
helicopter through complete submarine-search missions, including sonar dunks, successfully passed flight
test at ~e Patuxent River Naval Air Station, Maryland. Sohd state power supplies, flight controls and
engine controls were among the electronics equipment
in production.
Electron beam welding continued to expand into
the aerospace and mass production fields. The Ford
Motor Company put into its production line a machi~e des_ign~d to weld flywheels at high rates, and
Umted Arr Lmes became the first airline to use electron beam welding for engine and other maintenance
work.
Near the end of the year Hamilton Standard added
composite materials to its diversified product line
Using technology developed by United Aircraft Re~
search Laboratories, it began working on improved
methods for making boron and other coated filaments.

\Vith the discontinuance of United Aircraft Corporate Systems Center, Hamilton Standard took over
that division's activities in electronics, guidance, and
information and environmental systems. These included development of the inertial sensor assemblies
for the Apollo Lunar Module's abort guidance system and projects to automate the bibliographical operations of the Library of Congress. It also took over
management of the former Corporate Systems Center
facilities in Farmington, Connecticut.
A 200,000 square foot electronics plant was occupied by Hamilton Standard at mid-year, bringing
the total engineering, manufacturing and office facilities to more than 2,000,000 square feet.
SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAIT CORPORATIO:\

Sikorsky Aircraft in 1967 continued a steady increase
in production that had begun the year before. Two
new helicopters, the U.S. Air Force HH-53B and the
U.S. Coast Guard HH-3F, flew for the first time.
Sikorsky was reorganized late in 1967 into 2 main
subdivisions: Air Transportation Systems and Surface
Transportation Systems. The latter subdivision took
over the high-speed TurboTrain program of United
Aircraft Corporate Systems Center, which was discontinued as a division of the corporation.
Two Sikorsky-produced aircraft, U.S. Air Force
HH-3Es, made helicopter history with a nonstop Hight
from New York to London and Paris. The 2 were refueled by HC-130 tanker planes during the 4,270
mile crossing. The HH-3Es landed at LeBourget Airfield in Paris after nearly 30 hours in the air. An aerial
refueling probe, designed by the Air Force and Sikorsky, proved itself dramatically on this flight and was
added to operational HH-3E and HH-53B helicopters
for long-range rescue work.
Variety was the key to Sikorsky production figures.
Five basic helicopters-the S-58, S-61, S-62, S-64, and
S-65-were built in at least 15 different configurations.
The S-61 series, for instance, included the U.S. Navy
SH-3D, the U.S. Air Force HH-3E and CH-3E, the
U.S. Coast Guard HH-3F, the Malaysian Air Force
S-6!A, and the commercial S-61L and S-61N. Sikorsky
h~hcopters were delivered to all U.S. military serVIces, many foreign military services, and commercial
operators in the United States and abroad.
~H-3Es, called "Jolly Green Giants" because of
their camouflage paint, continued to distinguish themselve~ as rescue helicopters in Vietnam. The 2 ocean~_Ppmg HH-3Es, after a brief interval in Paris, were
s Ipped to the combat area. The 3rd Aerospace Rescue
:md !l-ecovery Group, credited with 597 combat saves
m VIetnam-many by HH-3Es-was awarded the Presi?ential Unit Citation in 1967 for "exceptional gallantry
s.u~port of operations against an opposing armed
orce. HH-3Es flew deep into North Vietnam to resc_ue downed airmen. CH-3E and CH-3C transport verSIOns of the HH-3E were used as utility vehicles, mixing

t
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sp ot resc ue and counter-insm o-eoc · missions with cargo
a irrnments, carr i1w ever thino- fro m 105 millimeter
how itzers to dovvn ed aircraft.
CH -54A Sk cranes (S-64s) were used b the Army's
1st Ca ah- Di vision to carry troop fu el, encrineeriog
equip ment, vehicles, g uns, othe r aircraft, and supplies.
Th e first CH-54As of a sizable Arm re-order (followino- an initial order in 1964 for 6 k_ cranes) were deli ve red to Vietnam and to Fort Rucker Alabam a.
T hese seco nd- o-enera tion cranes arried improvements
sugo-es ted b fi eld reports, including en!!ine air p article
sep arators to protec t th e twin turbine po,verplants
fr om sand and other deb ri s. Separators also ' ere devised by Sikorsky engineers for Marin CH-53A helicopte rs. vVith the Arm y o rde.r for additional CH-54As...
came an order for portable aos. The vans will be
used as combat hospitals, command posts maintenance
qwu-ters, and communications cent ers. CH-54As will
deli ver th e vans to areas wh ere the are needed most.
SH-3As and SH-3Ds (the latte r powered by growth
engines) continued as Navy antisubmarine warfare
helicopte rs. SH-3As operating from carriers in Vietnam
w aters also w ere used as seaTch and rescue helicopters,
braving storm and darkness, refu eling from smface vessels, and evading both enemy terrain and guns to pick
up downed airmen. RH-3 As, the first op erational mine
countermeastues helicopters in U.S.
avy history,
joined the U.S.S. Ozark, first m ine cow1termeasures
support ship in Nav y history , for a test cruise to Europe. At the same time, in 1967 , Ma1ine CH-53As
were fitt ed with mine countermeasu.res kits for evaluation.
The HH-3F, another S-61 model, fust flew in late
1967, carrying the most sophisticated navigation, communication, and instnunent systems ever devised for a
search and rescue helicopter. A 6-month test period
will precede first deliveries to the Coast Gua1·d in 1968.
The Coast Guard flew HH-52As (S-62s), with single
trnbine engines, wherever floods, hurricanes, ship collisions, or other emergencies decreed the need in 1967.
HH-52As, assigned to land bases in Puerto Rico, Alaska, and the Hawaiian Islands as well as bases encircling the continental U.S., als~ were used to complement Coast Guard cutters fitted with helicopter landing
platforms and Coast Guard ice-breakers equipped
with hangars.
Foreign military deliveries were significa11t. The
first of a number of S-61A-4 helicopters went to the
Malaysian Air Force for use as b·oop and cargo tTansports. An SH-3D went to Gruppo Fratelli Agusta,
Sikorsky licensee in Italy, as the prototype for an
Italian navy antisubmarine warfare helicopter. S-62As
were delivered to the Nationalist Chinese government
in Taiwan and to Thailand. S-58s were delivered abroad
under the U.S. government's military assistance program.
Sikorsky continued license agreements with Westland Aircraft Ltd. of England, where SH-3Ds were
being produced for the British Navy, and with Sud
Aviations of Fra11ce a11d Mitsubishi Heavy Industries

Ltd. of Japan. Technical assistance agreements continued with Vereinigte Flugteclmisch Werke G.m.b.H.
of Germany, and Royal Netherlands Aircraft Factories
Fokker.
Although most helicopters produced by Sikorsky in
1967 were delivered to the military services, commercial sales remained steady. Helicopter airlines
in 5 different countries were using Sikorsky helicopters as passenger and cargo carriers. In the U.S., Los
Angeles Airways and San Francisco and Oakland Helicopter Airlines established new passenger records with
S-61Ls and S-61Ns, respectively. Sikorsky helicopters
also were used in construction and offshore oil rig
work.
The S-58 helicopter, a single-piston-engine model
first flo·wn in 1954, still rolled off the production line
in limited quantities. More than 1,800 had been produced by Sikorsky in the 13 years through the end
of 1967.
The 4 turbine-powered models produced were the
S-61, S-62, S-64, and S-65, twin-trnbine aircraft except for the S-62.
The S-65, called the CH-53A by the Marine Corps
a11d the HH-53B by the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service of the Air Force, was produced on an
accelerated schedule. The big assault transport saw

Siko-rsky employees put finishing touches on Mm"ine Corps
CH-53A helicopte-rs.

action for the first time in Vietnan1 in both Marine
and Air Force markings. Marine CH-53As flew men,
arms, and supplies to fill crucial battle needs. At Sikorsky's main plant in Stratford, Connecticut, other
CH-53As were test flown with growth engines and
a11 integrated helicopter avionics system (IHAS) expected to improve instmment capability. In one test
flight, a CH-53A carried 20,000 pounds both externally and internally at a gross weight of 46,000 pounds.
Air Force HH-53Bs lost little time between first flight
a11d initial delivery. This new, long-range rescue h elicopter quickly passed aerial refueling tests a11d w as
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tern provides high-resolution ground mapping, automatic low-level terrain following, terrain avoidance,
weather warning and beacon operation. It will help
the Air Force to deliver the heaviest Army equipment
direct from the United States to locations anywhere
in the world and land on relatively unprepared airfields. The C-.5A will become operational in HJfin.
The division also shipped to Teledyne Systems Corporation the first terrain-following radar for Teledyne's
integrated helicopter avionics system (11-IAS), which
will provide the Marine Corps CH-.5.3A helicopter
with low-level capability, night or day in adverse
weather. The II-lAS radar, like other Norden radars,
employs the phase interferometer technique, whi_ch
provides the high data rate necessary to a~comph~h
simultaneous mapping, navigation, automatic terram
following and terrain avoidance modes. ~light testing
was conducted during HJ67 and the IHAS system \\'~L-;
scheduled to become operational in 1968.
Late in the year, Norden delivered to the LockheedCalifornia Company the first radar system for the
AAFSS (advanced aerial fire support system), for the
Army's AH-56A armed helicopter, the Cheyenne. The
Norden radar will give all-weather, low-level capability to the Cheyenne.
Production continued on search and track radar
systems for the Grumman A-6A Intru~er, which saw
increasing service in Vietnam wi~h earner-based N<~vy
squadrons and land-based Manne squadrons. Usmg
Norden radar, the aircraft's 2-man crew can seek out
targets obscured by niaht or weather conditions. Taro
l ''
,, b
gets and geographical features ca~1 )e see~1 Y m~<ms
of cockpit viewing screens whwh ~roviCle a vtsu~l
representation of the ground a~1d mr below a11d m
front of the aircraft. Accompanymg Norden computer
equipment provides the crew with continuous fli~ht
data. Norden was also producing ground test eqmpment to support these radar systems.
In the video field, Norden delivered to Teledyne
the first cockpit display system for IH~~- The viewing
screen presents in both analog and cligit~l form~t all
critical flight information-course, he~ding, altitude
and speed-and, as well, a representatiOn of the terrain in the path of the helicopter. Similar equipment
will be installed in the Cheyenne. Development continued on the integrated cockpit displays fo_r th~ Mark
II avionics system for the General Dynamics F -lllD
tactical fighter. The F-Ill will be equipped with a
vertical situation display, multi-sensor displa?', and a
head-up, or see-through display. The F-lll, With Mark
II improvements, will be able to penetrate more safely, and find and destroy targets more easily.
Norden during 1967 set up a separate facility in
Bridgeport, Connecticut, to produce its electronic and
electro-mechanical components. The division won
contracts from The Boeing Company to provide pressure ratio transmitters and N 1 tachometer transmitters
for the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft JT9-D engines
that will power the Boeing 747 transport. Procluc-

equipped with the same refueling probe as the smaller HH-3E.
Sikorsky maintained and expanded its leadership
in the medium helicopter commercial field. A sixth
S-61L was delivered to Los Angeles Airways. An
S-61A was turned over to an Oregon operator for
power line construction. S-62As went to offshore rig
suppliers in Alaska and the Gulf of Mexico.
The S-64 Skycrane was demonstrated as a prime
mover in the commercial field. The S-64 showed its
ability to quickly unload a container ship and thus
avoid lengthy delays in crowded or inadequate ports.
Oil producers studied the S-64 as a potential heavy
lifter. The S-64 was considered, too, for a Skylounge
system in the Los Angeles area, the helicopter lifting
mobile vans from downtown Los Angeles to the airport.
Commercial, as well as military, helicopters went
to foreign users. An S-61N was produced for Brunei
Shell in the Malaysian chain. Another S-61N went to
Greenlandair. Two S-62As were delivered to AnsettAN A of Australia for use in offshore oil work.
A complete study of the vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft's position in the transportation
complex of the future was undertaken by Sikorsky in
1967. Beyond the present S-61L and S-61N, the study
indicated, were the compound S-6.5, available in .3 to
5 years, and the stowed rotor, available in 10.
Research continued at Sikorsky, covering these and
other designs. Growth versions of existing aircraft
were developed on drawing board and flight simulator.
Included was the CH-54B, with .3 engines and the
ability to lift nearly 18 tons. The S-61F, a streamlined S-61 helicopter fitted with wings and forwardthrust engine more than 2 years earlier, continued to
fly over Long Island Sound, collecting data that will
help shape the final design of future compounds. Titanium rotor blades were ordered for testing in connection with the design for an advancing blade concept (ABC) helicopter, carrying 2 counter-rotating
main lifting rotors on a single axis and an optional
pusher-propeller in the rear. Refinements were added
to a stowed-rotor concept long studied at Sikorsky.
The stowed-rotor would be able to take off and land
as a helicopter and, rotor blades stopped and retracted,
would be able to fly as a fixed-wing plane.
NORDEN
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

During 1967, Norden division of United Aircraft
Corporation stepped up its production of advanced
airborne radar and cockpit display systems, broadened
its components business, and expanded its electronic
activity into the communications field.
First delivery of a Norden multi-mode radar system
was made to Lockheed-Georgia Company for the Air
Force C-.5A jet transport, the world's largest aircraft.
Flight-testing of the radar system began in anticipation of the first flight of the C-.SA in 1968. The sys172
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tion of analo.g-to-digital converters for aerospace and
industrial application increased during the year.
~arden added telecommunications to its capabilities late in the vear when it took over the telemetrv
operations of ti1e former Vector division of United
Aircraft in Trevose. Pennsvlvania. The new ~orden
Communications Products Department was furnished
with in-house resources for the de,·elopment, production, integration and support of systems operating over
the VHF, l'HF and microwave spectrum. The ~orden
equipment was selected for such important programs
as Gemini, :\polio. Saturn and Shrike.

ment Center. This was the largest rocket of its kind
ever fired, and it confirmed that the performance of
booster size hybrids can be accurately predetermined.
This was a major objective of the program.
Another important and highly successful research
firing by UTC involved the static test of a solid propellant motor capable of meeting the stringent demands
for an advanced surface-to-air missile. The test, carried out mid-year at the Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake, California, was flawless, and instmmentation confirmed that a special propellant additive
developed by UTC substantially reduced radar interference by the rocket's exhaust plume without affecting motor performance.
During 1967, UTC gave a good deal of attention
to the development of more efficient and economical
methods of fabricating the large steel rocket cases
used in its 120-inch rocket motor program. \Vorking
under contract to the Air Force, UTC achieved several milestones.
One, accomplished in conjunction with NT\V Missile Engineering of Los Angeles, California, was
reached in March, when a 120-inch rocket segment
case was successfully fabricated by the internal roll
extrusion process. The result was a case of 42 Rc
hardness, with a controlled wall variation of .007
inch and an as-extmded finish of 2-3 rms overall.
Another, reached with the cooperation of the J. \V.
Rex Company of Lansdale, Pennsylvania, was the
shear spinning of a 120-inch rocket case. The shear
spinning process involves extrusion of a one-piece cylindrical preform over a full-length mandrel by a pair
of diametrically opposed rollers. The technique affords
reduced production time as well as a more reliable
and economical product.
UTC researchers were also responsible for two other
important advances in 1967, one in the materials area,
the other in propellants.
In October, it was revealed that a new composite
material had been developed which could withstand
the extremely hot exhaust gases of advanced rockets.
Called wire-wound, plasma-spray-bonded tungsten, it
was used in rocket nozzles and withstood temperatures well above tungsten's normal melting point of
6,170 degrees for over 60 seconds. Developed under
a contract from the Air Force Rocket Propulsion Laboratory, the new material is believed to have many
other possible applications, such as high-temperature
furnaces and hot gas generators, X-ray and linear
accelerator targets, leading edges of supersonic aircraft control surfaces, and heat shields for space
reentry vehicles.
For some years, scientists planning space missions
to other planets were faced with a problem: how to
insure that no living organisms from earth would inadvertently contaminate a foreign body when a space
vehicle landed on it. In subjecting space vehicles and
their numerous components to heat sterilization processes, it was found that the high temperatures in-
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Reliable performance of hardware prodm;ed by
United Technology Center for use in the nation's space
programs <mel advm1ces lw the division in the research
and development of new. processes, materials, propellants and rocket propulsion systems took place during
1967.
In Jmmary, April and July, the Air Force Titan
111-C was boosted from its launch pad at Cape Kennedy by UTC's 120-inch solid propelhmt rockets working in tandem with a combined thrust of dose to
2,.500,000 pounds. During these 3 flights alone, the
versatile space launch vehicle placed 19 satellites into
orbit while carrying out some of the most intricate
space maneuvers yet attempted. Since the maiden
flight of the Titan 111-C on June 18, 1965, the multimillion pound thmst booster stage of the vehicle performed perfectly in 9 straight launches.
UTC's high-performance F\V--! upper stage solid
rocket has performed just as well. Of the 20 flown
aboard Scout, Delta and Thor space latmch vehicles,
19 have performed reliably, m1d in 1967, FW-4s placed
3 communications satellites on station, as well as an
Italian San Marco scientific satellite, launched from a
site in the Indian Ocean off the east coast of Africa.
An additional 25 of these versatile solid rockets have
been earmarked for a variety of space missions.
Still in a solid vein, smaller and less powerful UTC
rockets performed a variety of tasks as retrorockets
for both the Titan II ICBM and the Titan III-C. Sixteen of these rockets are used during each Titan III-C
launch to separate the booster stage from the core
vehicle when the 86-foot tall stage-0 rockets reach
burnout.
Hybrid rocketry, so-called because both solid and
liquid propellant rocket technology are applied in
this type of propulsion, made significant strides during
the year.
UTC successfully developed and flight-tested the
nation's first hybrid rocket propulsion system destined
for operational use as the power plant for the Air
Force Sandpiper advanced target missile. In addition,
the division fabricated and successfully ground-tested
a 38-inch diameter, 40,000-pound-thrust hybrid rocket
for the Air Force at its Coyote, California, Develop173
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the target. however. they may have as much energy
as signals reflected from the target.
Clutter is especially bothersome when airborne
radar is used to look for penetrating aircraft. Such
aircraft would fly at low altitudes, and radar signals
reflected from them might be lost in side-lobe signals
reflected from the ground.
The new <mtenna is a 2-dimensional, wave-guide
slot array unit.
In another development, airborne mapping radars
were used to supply data to NASA's earth science resources program. The mapping, or side-look radar c~m
cover large areas in a single pass in almost any kind
of weather both day and night.
By varying the radar signal characteristics and the
processing methods, these airborne radar systems c<m
be used for large-scale topographic mapping, agronomy
investigations and making profile studies of geological
formations. Other possible applications include sea ice
mapping, sea state determination, polar ice cap profiling, subsurface profiling, and soil moistme content
analysis. All these phenomena can be studied using
high-quality radar imaging techniques.
In another project carried out for NASA, Aerospace
Division engineers designed and built the second in a
family of solid-state image converters. The new converter is part of a long-range program to develop a
solid-state television camera with imaging characteristics equivalent to those of a conventional vidicon
camera.
The heart of the system is a monolithic 100 by 128
element array of phototransistors fabricated on a lhinch-by-lh-inch silicon substrate. The 12,800 phototransistors of the mosaic can "see" 6 shades of gray with
a resolution of 100 lines at speeds up to 60 frames
per second. The solid-state system is inherently sma~
ler, lighter and more rugged, uses l~ss ~ower and .Is
more compatible with integrated cucmtry than Its
vidicon counterpart.
A NASA-Aerospace Division product was sent to
the moon in 1967. The Anchored Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (AIMP) was launched on July 19 to
orbit the moon. The AIMP satellite was measming
the characteristics of interplanetary space including
dust particle distribution, solar and galactic cosmic
rays, and the magnetohydrodynamic wake of the earth
in the interplanetary medium.

volved were detrimental to rocket propellant performance.
UTC announced during 1967 that it had produced
a solid rocket propellant that could successfully withstand the rigors of dry heat sterilization. In fact, the
new propellant was able to more than stand the heat
sterilization requirements set by Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which demand 6 53-hour cycles at 275 degrees
Fahrenheit.
By way of diversification, UTC continued to produce Techite pipe at its pilot plant in Sunnyvale, California, and to install it in test projects throughout the
state. Techite, a plastic mortar pipe designed for use
in fluid conveyance systems, was developed from knowledge gained in research and development of glass fiber
rocket motor cases.
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

During 1967, United Aircraft formed the Electronic
Components division at Trevose, Pennsylvania. With
this consolidation of United Aircraft's microelectronics
capabilities, the Vector division was discontinued.
The new Electronic Components division became
~e mic~oelectronic center of the corporation, producmg s~miConduct~r devices, hybrid circuit components,
an.d u~tegrated cucuits for use in communications apphcatwn.s. ~e transistor devices were being supplied
for special h1gh power/high frequency communications, guidance and control, high-reliability satellites,
~~ te~emetry systems. Special environmental capability mcludes radiation hardening for operation in
environments to 1014nvt.
. Hybrid circuit components for similar applications
mcluded microminiature voltage controlled oscillators,
lo"':-level diff~ren~al amplifiers, video amplifiers, digital mterface cucmts, and functional blocks. Electronic
Components division expanded its integrated circuit
caJ?abi~ty to . include high frequency /high power
~Itchmg devices, dielectrically isolated master dice,
B1FET Gates, MOS Multiplexers and large-scale integrated circuits.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
AEROSPACE DIVISION
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The first site in the 487L low-frequency survivablecommunications system was tmned over to the Air
Force in April 1967. The communications eq~pment
for the system was being built for the U.S. Air Force
by the Smface Division of the Westinghouse Defense
and Space Center.
.
A large number of receivers were to be d1spe~sed
throughout North America, but only a few t~ansm1tter
sites will be needed because of the effectiveness of
very low frequency (VLF) for long-range communica-

the mam beam and usually of much smaller intensity.
When reflected from the ground or objects other than
174
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port, transducer and optics laboratories, and a digitalanalog hybrid computer facility.
One of the key laboratories at the center is its
"man-rated" pressure facility. The heart of this facility is 3 pressure chambers which are capable of being
pressurized independent of each other. The entry
chamber is a sphere about 6 feet in diameter. It will
be connected by a pressure-tight hatch to a second
chamber which is about 9 feet in diameter and 11
feet long. Divers and researchers can live for days or
weeks at a time in this chamber, a necessary characteristic for saturation diving work. A third chamber, a
sphere about 9 feet in diameter, is positioned below
and toward the end of the second chamber. This chamber is also connected to the second by a pressuretight hatch. This last chamber can be partly filled
with water to provide realistic conditions for testing
equipment and techniques.
One of the first research programs being carried
out in the new pressure facility consisted of experiments in saturation, or prolonged submergence, diving
to depths of 1,000 feet. These experiments were to be
used as the basis for diving tables and techniques used
with the division's Cachalot-850 saturation diving system. This is a 2-chamber system in which crews of 4
to 6 divers are kept under working-depth pressure
for periods ranging from a few days to 2 weeks in a
pressure chamber on the surface. This chamber, usually monnted on a barge, has facilities to permit the
divers to live, sleep and eat between their shifts in
the water.
The other chamber of the system is the submersible
or diving chamber. Pairs of divers are transported from
the surface chamber to the work site in this chamber.
The pressure in it is the same as that in the surface
chamber and the same as the pressure of the water at
the working depth.
When a 2-diver team goes to work, the men go
through a pressurized transfer lock in the end of the
surface chamber which has been mated to a similar
lock in the side of the diving chamber. They close
the lock hatches, and the support crew separates the
diving chamber from the surface chamber. The diving
chamber, which is 10 feet in height and 5 feet in
diameter, is lifted from its pad, swung out over the
water and lowered in the water to the work site by a
crane. While the chamber is being lowered, the divers
put on their special diving suits and breathing apparatus. The diving suit, developed by Westinghouse,
is called the Diurene wet suit and has internal tubes
through which warm water is circulated, keeping the
diver warm. The breathing apparatus consists of a
breathing vest, 2 canisters of carbon dioxide absorbent,
and a face mask with an internal oral-nasal mask.
A special breathing mixture is necessary in deep
diving for two reasons. Nitrogen in air gives divers
nnder pressure nitrogen narcosis, the "rapture of the
deep," and must be replaced by another inert gas. A
special mixture is needed also because o::\:ygen tmder
pressure becomes compressed and higher in density;

tions. Airborne equipment will also be used to augment
the ground equipment.
The first transmitter, located at the Hawes site near
Barstow. California, can transmit several kilowatts of
power from its antenna tower, which is over 1,000
feet tall.
The transmitter site consists of 3 major elements:
the control-receiver subsvstem. the transmitter subsvstem, and the antenna subsystem. The control-recei~er
subsystem includes the necessarv svstem controls and 7
receivers and high-frequency a~d· ultrahigh-frequency
communications equipment associated with the VLF
system. The VLF transmitter subsvstem consists of the
transmitter and the associated co~ecting equipment.
The antenna includes a coupling network to accept
the high power from the transmitter.
This is the first transmitter of such high power in
which all the components are solid state. The total
output power is generated by 22 identical amplifiers.
\Vith this modular approach, the number of spare modules that need to be stocked is substantially reduced.
As solid-state devices are very efficient converters of
regular AC power into RF energy, the transmitter's
conversion efficiency is in excess of 80 percent.
To insure meeting the transmitter reliability requirements, 2 extra modules are built into the transmitter.
In the event of a failure in any one of the 22 modules,
that module and another that constitute a pair are
automatically cut out of the circuit: the transmitter
will continue to operate at a full power output. The
failed tmit can then be removed, repaired and put
back in the transmitter.
I~ another development, Westinghouse splash detection radars, supplied by the Surface Division, were
installed on Kwajalein Atoll in the Pacific Ocean. The
atoll, located more than 4,000 miles southwest of the
United States, is near the end of the Western Test
Range and is being used by the U.S. Army to test its
Nike-X antimissile system. The splash detection radars
can detect and locate a landing missile with sufficient
accuracy to assure positive scoring and rapid recovery.
UNDERSEAS DIVISION

Highlighting Underseas Division news of 1967 was
the September 26 dedication of the new Ocean Research and Engineering Center, one of the most modem
oceanographic and ocean engineering facilities in the
country. The center is located on the shore of the
Chesapeake Bay, 7 miles east of Annapolis, Maryland.
Marine operations, deep submergence and oceanic
resources are the 3 main groups in the center's organization. Some of the work these groups were engaged
in included a study contract in the Navy's deep submergence search vehicle program, the Deepstar manned
submersible program, diver life-support systems, search
and measurement acoustic systems, and tmderwater
optical systems. Scientists and engineers engaged in the
Center's work utilized engineering, materials, life sup175
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too high a concentration of oxygen is toxic to humans.
Helium, although costly, is the most common inert
gas and is, therefore, used most widely in deep diving.
When the diving chamber reaches the working
depth, the hatch in its bottom is opened by the divers
who go out through it and connect the long hoses
that supply their breathing mixture. Attached to the
gas hoses are a telephone line by which the divers
can talk to and hear the surface support crew, electric
power line for lights, an instrumentation cable, and
the warm water hose for their Diurene suit. After
working their shift, the divers are brought back to the
surface in the diving chamber which is remated to the
surface chamber. Another team takes their place and
descends to work.
Prolonged submergence diving is economically advantageous at depths beyond about 150 feet. A diver
using conventional decompression diving spends most
of his useful time in decompression and relatively little (30 minutes to an hour) at work. Using prolonged
submergence techniques with the Cachalot-850's pre-

of vehicles capable of descending to depths of 20,000
feet to perform search and recovery operations.
Construction was undertaken in 1967 of DS-2000,
the second in th e division 's famil y of Deepstar manned
submersibles, which will be used as a working tool for
scientific tmderwater operations at depths to 2,000
feet. The pressure hull of the DS-2000 is cylindrical
to provide more internal volume per unit strength
than is found in the spherical shape of most smaller
deep-diving vehicles. It is 10 fee t long and 5 feet in
diameter and is composed of 2 hemispherical heads
and a cylindrical mid-section. For maximum safety,
the hull is pressure-resistant and positive-buoyant,
thus not requiring power to return to the surface.
The DS-2000 also has a system for accurately controlling altitude, velocity and depth.
In June 1967, Westinghouse purchased the assets
of the 7 Sanford Brothers corporations which specialize in conventional diving services and in salvage,
construction and maintenance for the p etroleum industry. The companies were being operated as a wholly
owned Westinghouse subsidiary under the name of
Sanford Marine Services, Inc., and were being directed
by the Underseas Division.
An underwater station where men could live and
work for a month at a time beneath the sea was conceived in 1967 by the division as part of a study for
the U.S. Naval Engineering Laboratory at Port Hueneme, California. This station would house a 5-man
crew and be linked to a guide cable anchored to the
oce<'.n's floor. Several of these doughnut-shaped stations could be stacked to accommodate an undersea
community of scientists. The living space in the underwater station would include all life support equipment, with emphasis on the safety, comfort and recreational features for the crew. All equipment, lighting and utilities will probably be powered by a nuclear
isotope power source.
During the year the Underseas Division also undertook a study for the National Science Foundation in
Washington, D.C. , of an Arctic research drift vessel
which would enable scientists to conduct longer and
better research expeditions in the future. Design specifications call for quarters to house 45 men and space
for several years' food supply in addition to several
laboratories medical and recreational facilities, an
electronic ~quipment repair and machine shop, a
hangar for snow-removing equipment and aircraft,
and a small nuclear reactor for internal power.

The Cachalot-850 prolonged submergence or saturation
diving system is outfitted at Westinghouse Underseas Division's Ocean R esearch and Engineering Center for dives
to depths of 1,000 feet.

decessor, the Cachalot-450, the Underseas Division
has been able to keep divers working for periods up
to 6 hours at a time. Six divers also demonstrated for
the first time in mid-June of 1967 that man can work
effectively in the open sea at depths to 600 feet. Operating in teams of 2, they made the dives in the
Gulf of Mexico off the Louisiana coast working on
underwater oil well equipment that had been placed
on the bottom for the demonstration. With Cachalot850, engineers expected to achieve working depths of
850 feet by early 1968 and 1,000 feet within a year
if needed.
Other activities during the year found the Underseas Division becoming involved in a study program
to develop a preliminary prototype design for the U.S.
Navy's Deep Submergence Search Vehicle (DSSV).
This is the first of a sophisticated, maneuverable class

ASTRONUCLEAR LABORATORY

The first laboratory model of an electron-beam weldof joining metals together tmder space cond~hons was designed and constructed in 1967 by engmeers at the Westinghouse Astronuclear Laboratory
f?r ~he National Aeronautics and Space Administration s Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,
Alabama. This model was not intended for flight but
was a prototype which incorporated the basic struc-

e~ ~apable
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lure and perfonn<UH:e considered essential for space
application.
Electron-beam welding is among the newest techniques for metal joining and is the most desirable
method in many wa~·s. The welding is so rapid that
tlte heat in the \\-eld has no cll<Ulce to spread to the
surroundin!.! metal to make it brittle and susceptible
to cracking. The process also produces exceptionally
deep. strong. uniform welds ;md it can he applied to
a varict ,- of metals and allovs.
A tmi~Iue feature of the ne~v \\'estinghouse welder is
that it is completely self-contained. Csing a 500 watthour batten· of silver-zinc cells, the welder produces
a :20,000-v~lt, 100-milliampere, tightly focused electron beam for more than 5 minutes. Separate silverzinc cells are used to heat the ttmgsten fihunent that
generates the beam. Both battery packs, the welder's
hi<rh-voltacre crenerator and its control circuitrv are
h~~1sed in ba ~aled vessel which is pressurized. with
inert sulfur hexafluoride gas. The electron gun which
produces the beam used in ,,·elcling is an integral
part of the pressure vessel, although the brtm itself
operates in a pressure of less than one-millionth of <ill
atmosphere. In the laboratory, the gun and the material to be welded are located inside a vacuum chamber to simulate space conditions ..-\n advanced version
of this unit for use by NASA in an in-orbit welding
experiment was being built.
A new program started at the laboratory was a
power-producing unit which um operate for a decade
in the frozen, inaccessible reaches of the Arctic, producinrr
from self-rreneratecl
heat. The unit
b electricitv
~
b
is called a radioisotopic generator. It will use a radioisotope-strontium 90 to produce heat ;mel convert it
directly into electricity by means of a thermoelectric
converter to be developed by ~linnesota ~lini~1g_ &
Manufacturing. The U.S. Atomic Energy Conumsswn
selected the Astronuclear Laboratorv for negotiation
of a contract to develop the radioisot~pe power system
called SNAP-23A. The contract called for development and testing of 7 prototype models.
Scientists at Astronuclear also berran
work during
b
the year on a miniahtre atomic-powered steam engine
that one clay may provide the pumping power for an
artificial human heart. A radioactive isotope would
provide heat to turn distilled water into steam to operate a tiny 4-cylinder engine. The engine in turn
would operate a 3-cylinder hydraulic pump to supply
power to the blood pump for the circulatory system.
The power source nnit, weighing about 7 pounds.
would be implanted in the user's abdominal cavity
and probably be anchored to the pelvis. Tubes will
connect the unit to the artificial heart itself.
The year also found the Astronuclear Laboratory,
in conjunction with the company's Research Laboratories, developing a solid-state ultraviolet light detector to detect fires and incipient explosions. This
work W<L'> done under a contract to the Air Force
Aero Propulsion Laboratory at \Vright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio. Within microseconds after detec-

tion, the device produces a photovoltage which can
be used to operate a system that extinguishes the fire
or explosion. The device is fabricated from ~ single
crystal of silicon carbide and is operable to ;)00 degrees Centigrade. It is nearly blind to polar ultraviolet radiation and cannot be triggered by sunlight.
The detector is unique in its sensitive response to
ultraviolet and its ability to operate at high temperatures.
Consulting services to aiel small businesses in becoming established in the aerospace and defense industry became available in 1967 from the laboratory.
These services included proposal preparation, contract negotiation <mel administration, manufacturing
engineering, purchasing and subcontracting, planning
and scheduling, quality control and reliability.
AEROSPACE ELECTRIC.-\L DIVISION

During 1967, the Aerospace Electrical Division
made available a new tester that enables faster, more
accurate testing for faults in \vindings of motors, generators and many types of transformers and electromagnetic coils. The surge comparison tester is for
use in manufacturing maintenance and repair of rotating electrical equipment. It indicates the presence of
faults (shorts, grounds, or dissimilarity in nnn1ber of
turns) by comparing the impedance in two identical
windings. Its sensitivity is such that it will show a
single difference in a number of turns, or a short between turns even in large windings with hundreds
of htrns.
The tester delivers a low-energy, high-voltage transient to the test winding, alternating the direction of
the voltage 60 times per second. Each cycle is shown
on a cathode ray tube. Only one trace appears on the
tube if no fault is present while 2 different wave
forms appear if some fault causes the impedance between 2 windings to be different. Parts under test are
protected from nnwantecl transients by protective
circuitry.
In another 1967 development, the Aerospace Electrical Division made available a compact gtm achtator
motor for use w1der extreme environmental conditions
and very high shock loads. These motors operate from
a 28-volt direct current power supply for both airborne and ground-based applications <md are designed
to resist rain, salt spray and fungus. They can operate
in temperatures from minus 65 degrees to 160 degrees
Fahrenheit at altitudes from 0 to 50,000 feet. One
motor configuration was successfully tested by the
U,S. Army on a gun with recoil shock loads estimated
in excess of 100 g's. Some of the new motors \Vere
in service on the M-5 helicopter grenade launcher
used on the armed UH-1B Iroquois and the armored
CH-47 Chinook helicopters.

~

MARINE Dl\'ISION

The major event of the year at the Marine Division was the receipt of a $51,700,000 contract to de177
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the semi-conductor surface with a pressure of 1,500,000 pounds per square inch. This pressure is applied
through a combination air-mechanical system to minimize probe and surface damage.
Once a measurement is made, the probe lifts and
the sample automatically steps a few thousandths of
an inch to the next reading location, where another
resistance value is taken. The stepping action is accurate to within 1/lO,OOOth of an inch.
Work supported by the metallurgy section of the
Naval Air Systems Command brought about the use
of high-frequency sound waves by Westinghouse research scientists to make metal rolling an easier task.
Using ultrasonic vibrations, the atomic arrangement
of the metal is rearranged 20,000 times a second during the rolling process. High-frequen~y vibrations
are introduced into the metal by placmg an ultrasonic transducer inside the rolls of an 8-inch by 8inch, 2-high, laboratory-type rolling m_ill. The pur~ose
of the transducer is to convert electncal energy mto
mechanical motion of high frequency. Several theories
were being tested regarding th~ ultrason~c vibration
of a metal during rolling including such 1deas as: (1)
less work or energy is required to deform the metal,
(2) a metal's rolling temperature can be lowered, and
(3) thinner gauges can be rolled.
In 1967, Westinghouse research engineers also began tackling the problem of air pollution from furnace
smokestacks with a unique, high-temperature-type
fuel cell. This cell offers promise for monitoring the
furnace fire by sniffing out the amount of unused
oxygen that escapes up the stack. The job of the fuel
cell is to keep the oxygen content at the correct level
for the hottest, cleanest fire possible. Normally, the
cell generates electric power when oxygen and a gaseous fuel, such as hydrogen, are fed into it. When
operated without this supply of fuel, the cell becomes
one of the fastest and most sensitive oxygen detectors
known.
In this system, a sample of the flue gases in the
furnace stack is fed continuously to the detector. The
sensing fuel cell responds only to the fr~e o">:gen present in the gas mixture, giving an elect~Ical s~gnal that
indicates any amount of excess or deficiencr m oxygen
level. This information is fed to an electncal control
system that automatically adjusts the ~eed rate o~ air
and/ or fuel entering the furnace until the specified
oxygen content of the flue gases is. maintaine~l. '!_'he
system can be made to provide contmuo~s mom.tormg
of the combustion process while responding rapidly to
departures from optimum conditions.
Another development of 1967 at Research ~as the
discovery of ultrahigh speed phosphors that hght up
and dim in less than one ten-billionth of a second.
Phosphors are materials that glow when exposed to
radiation or other forms of energy as a TV does when
cathode rays strike a phosphor coating on the inside.
The new phosphors are faster than any known previously.

velop a launching and handling system for Poseidon,
the U.S. Navy's large and powerful fleet ballistic missile. Since original work began in 1956, the Sunnyvale,
California, plant has been the prime contractor for
launching and handling the Polaris fleet ballistic missile. Since then, launchers for all 41 Polaris-equipped
U.S. nuclear submarines, each carrying 16 Polaris missiles, have been produced at the plant.
The new contract released initial funds for design,
development and manufacture of Poseidon launchers
on a pilot production basis. Advanced systems planning will make it possible to change over the launching facilities of most existing Polaris submarines to
Poseidon with relative ease and the capacity of the
steam eject system for Polaris missiles can be increased
to launch the Poseidon missile.
The development contract is step 2 in a 3-phase
program leading ultimately to equipping the United
States' underwater nuclear fleet with the Poseidon
missile deterrent weapon twice as accurate as the
Polaris and carrying double the payload. The first
was termed the project definition phase. The third
phase will be the actual production contract.
"Operation Skycatch" was a launcher test performed
in 1967 at the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard in
which a dummy of the Poseidon missile was launched
as it would be from a submarine except that a giant
crane overhead caught it in midair. A series of test
launchings showed that the Westinghouse shipyard
facility in San Francisco was ready to proceed with
the intensive testing needed to develop Poseidon
launchers.

RESEARCH LABORATORIES

In May 1967, a Westinghouse research scientist
disclosed the development of an automated system
for measuring the electrical resistance on a microscopic scale of the "junctions" of semiconductor devices, where 2 electrically opposite semiconductor
materials merge into one another. With this new system _the wh?le job is done 'automatically and more
precisely, _with 1,000 times _greater resolution and at
least 10 trmes faster. The new technique is so exacting that i~ ~akes its measurements on only a billionth
of a cubic mch of material. At the same time the
system plots the measured data c~mtinuously ~n a
gragh and punches out .a paper tape that feeds the
information into a computer for calculation. When
done. conventionally by hand, these measurements require at least a ,m~hute each, but the new system cuts
this time to 6 seconds.
The resistance measurements are made by lowering
a precision probe into contact with the semiconductor surface and applying to the probe a voltage of
about 5 millivolts. The resistance reads out directly
on a meter ... The contact is flat and circular (about
31 10,000th of an inch in diameter) and presses against
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visibility. So you see more
outside. See better inside.
The Turbo II's longer, sleeker
new nose provides more room
for radar, too.
Send for the new Turbo II

catalog: Aero CommaJ.?-der
Division North Amencan
Rockw~ll, Suite 1700,
North American Rockwell
Bldg.,Pittsburgh,~a.15222.

Ground- breaking ceremonies will be held at 20,000
feet.

Turbo ll Commander
A tough bird from North American Rockwell

AEROSPACE PROCEEDINGS 1966
THE 5th OONGRESS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF
THE PIERONAUTICAL SCIENCES, LONDON, SEPTEMBER,
1966 (ANEl) THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SOCIETY
CENTENARY CONGRESS

Edited by J. Bradbrooke, J. Bruce and Robert R. Dexter

Aeronautics, the most rapidly advancing area of
twentieth-century technology, is one of the few truly
international scientific activities remaining. These
volumes present technical studies and critical reviews in 50 papers by 79 international authorities.
Following the Papers are discussions, references,
photographs and diagrams. Each volume is separately indexed:
Subject content includes: Fluid dynamics/Hypersonic and aemspace flight/Problems of propulsion/
Problems of re-entry/Structures and materials/Manmachine relationships/Problems of air transportation.
Aerospace Proceedings 1966 contain, in addition,
the Royal Aeronautical Society Centenary Lecturres.
Topics covered include Anglo-French collaboration
and a review of British aeronautical research.
1210 pages
Order. Ne. 9151

Profusely illustrated
2-Vol. Set, $65.00

THE U.S. AIR FORCE
A PICTORIAL HISTORY

By James J. Haggerty and Warren Reiland Smith

From Kitty Hawk to Cape Kennedy, here is a vivid
and authoritative biography of the USAF-the men,
the planes and the battles-magnificently illustrated
in full color.
Contents: The Fledgling Years/The Adolescent
Years/The War Against Germany/The War Agai
Japan/The ~ost-War Years/The Global Air Force.
BY2 x 11 inches
272 pages
Large type
Order No. 9068

145 officisl USAF
143 in full rzalor
Opaque pebbled paper.
$14.95

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 4TH ICAS
CONGRESS 1964, Paris
Edited by Robert R. Dexter, Executive Secretary of the /CAS

Subject content: Supersonic aircraft/VTOL/STOL/
Simulation of flight dynamics/Reliability/Flight of
winged space vehicles.
1150 pages
Order No. 9059

11/ustrated
$34.50

PROCEEDINGS OF THE 3RD ICAS
CONGRESS 1962, Stockholm
Edited by Theodore von Karman,
Honorary President of the /CAS

Subject content: Spacecraft control systems/ Magnetohydrodynamics/Speed and safety in civil aviation/Full-scale fatigue testing/Problems of supersonic and hypersonic flight.
1188 pages
Order No. 9020

11/ustrated
$48.00

THE 1967 AEROSPACE YEAR BOOK
The 45th Edition contains descriptions, specifications, performance data, and photographs of every
type of aircraft, missile, spacecraft, launch vehicle,
· and engine now in production in the United States.
Completely indexed and ~ ully illustrated.
The Aerospace Year Book, now the standard reference of the U.S. aerospace industry, will be of interest to all-from the experts to the armchair enthusiasts- engineers, scientists and executives;
government officials and military men; aerospace
cont ractors; and techn ical, scientific or business
students.
·
SV2 x 11 iAd1es

Over 509 pages
More than 700 illustrations
Order No. 9139
$J'l.OO

THE 1966 AEROSPACE YEAR BOOK
O r-der. No. 907()

In addition to aerospace, Spartan Books publishes texts and
references in computer technology, mathematics, physical
sciences, engineering, electronics, and computer - oriented
management and economics. Our complete descriptive catalog
w ill be sent on request from :
SPARTAN BOOKS/ A Subsidiary of Publishers Company, Inc.
432 Park Avenue South, New York, N.Y. 10016

$70.00

We learned it just like this youngste r is learning it .. . only we have a 50-year jump on him.
Take one of our hottest new assignments:
Develop and manage the Navy ' s Integ r ated
Light Attack Avionics System (ILAAS) . It's
the first integrated system approach to fi xedwing aircraft avionics . Our responsibility: Define system requirements. Develop the technology. Establish specs . Award subcontracts.
Integrate and test completed systems. Deliver
the prototype this year.
It's taken a lot of innovative systems engineering. And a lot of pioneering work in program management techniques.
The result: Sperry Systems Management
Division has the know-how and know-where
to develop and deliver systems or sub-systems that can integrate a variety of key electronic functions for tactical , strategic and
ASW aircraft or supersonic transports. Functions like weapons delivery, navigation, flight
control, displays , communications.
If this is the kind of demonstrated systems management skill your program requires, seek out the group that can deliver
reliable, maintainable equipment, on time,
within c_ost and performance specs. Just
write: Marketing Manager, Advanced Avionics. Or phone: (516) 574-2216.

~Er-«Y
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT DIVISION
GREAT NECK, NEW YORK 11020

Know how Sperry learned about
advanced avionics systems management?
From the ground up.

CURTISS
WRIGHT
Curtiss-Wright Corporation· Wood-Ridge· New Jersey

Facilities located in:
Caldwell, New Jersey
East Poterson, New Jersey
Wood-Ridge, New Jersey
Buffalo, New York
Hempstead, New York
Long Island City, New York
Cleveland, Ohio

Toronto, Canada

PHI LCD
PHILCO-FORO CdRPORATION
Aeronutronic Division
Newport Beach, Calif. • 92663

During the fiscal year 1968, ending June 30, 1968,
government funding for all types of research and development work was expected to mn to about $16
billion, roughly the same as the previous ye ar, exclusive of Vieb1an1 support R&D. By far the major portion of the funds was to be allocated to aerospace progran1s, although a direct dollar breakdown is not
possible because some agencies were involved in both
aerospace and non-aerospace research and development and the budget lists only totals without regard
to type of program. The enormous range of government research and development projects precludes
even a catalog listing herein, but this section contains
the highlights of 1967 in those agencies prin1arily concerned with aerospace research and development. Additional detail on unclassified projects is contained in
the individual company resumes in the Aerospace Industry section and in the Reference Section.
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ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

vanced converter reactors to improve the economics
m1el the use of nuclear fuels; <md intensive development
and later demonstration of breeder reactors to fill the
long-r<mge needs of using fertile as well as fissionable
fuels.
The report suggested .3 plmo;es of application for
nuclear power, with related development effort. It
was expected in 1962 that light water reactors (phase
1) would soon become economical in high power cost
areas and in accordm1ce with industry response to that
prospect, the Commission's research and development
programs on light water reactors have been limited in
scope and size. Several advanced converters (phase 2)
were being developed, in accordance with the 1962
report recommendations, to provide better use of nuclear resources pending full development of breeders.
Intensive development of the high gain breeder (plm'>e
3) over the long term was undertaken as recommended
by the 1962 report.
.
Work continued during the year on the No. 1 pnority program: the development of safe, reliable, economic liquid metal-cooled, fast breeder nuclear power
reactors.
The AEC selected Richlm1d, Washington, as the site
for its Fast Flux Test Facility, the major fuels and
materials test irradiation facility in the fast breeder
reactor development program.
In another action related to the fast breeder program, the Atomic Energy Commission executed a contract with the Atomics International division of North
American Rockwell Corporation for operation of a
newly established Liquid Metal Engineering Center
in the Santa Susana Mountains near Los Angeles,
California.
Three nuclear power plants started up and a fourth
operated at full power, all for the first time, during
the year.
The 50 megawatt LaCrosse (Wisconsin) Boiling
Water Reactor, owned by the AEC and operated for
it by the Dairyland Power Cooperative, operated for
the first time in July. The other 2 reactors were those
in the Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power plant of the
Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company at Haddam Neck, Connecticut, (462 megawatts) and in the
San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station of the Southern California Edison and San Diego Gas and Electric
Companies at San Clemente, California (430 megawatts).
The 40 megawatt Peach Bottom (Pennsylvania)
Atomic Power Station operated for the first time at
full power in May. The station, owned and operated
by the Philadelphia Electric Company is a forerunner
for commercial high temperature gas-cooled reactors.
A ~ontract between the government and the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California for a
dual-purpose nuclear power and desalting project in
California was transmitted to the Congress for approval. The $444,000,000 project, to be located on a
43-acre man-made island offshore of Bolsa Chica State
Park in Huntington Beach, will include 2 nuclear

The year 1967 was a year of progress (more nuclear power plants were being built and ordered than
ever before); a year of predictions (scientists and statesmen were looking to a future made richer by the hundreds of peaceful applications of nuclear energy); and
a year for looking back to the beginnings. It marked
man's 25th year of partnership with the atom.
On December 2, 1967, President Johnson, AEC
Chairman Glenn T. Seaborg and Italian President
Saragat participated in an international program via
communications satellite commemorating the first sustained controlled nuclear chain reaction. It had taken
place, exactly 25 years before, in secret, beneath the
stands of the University of Chicago's football stadium.
To honor the occasion, the University was host to a
2-day symposium of more than 250 scientific leaders;
it placed an especially commissioned sculpture by
Henry Moore on the site of the experiment. President
Johnson's remarks included an offer to open all U.S.
nuclear facilities, excluding only those with direct national security significance, to international inspection
as part of a non-proliferation treaty.
The surge of new private nuclear power plant announcements continued unabated in 1967. The continuing trend by electric utilities towards "going nuclear" resulted in another forecast by the AEC of
generating capacity.
. .
The AEC in 1967 anticipated that nuclear power
plants would have a generating capacity of between
120,000 and 170,000 net electrical megawatts by the
end of 1980, representing about 36 percent of the
total national output. The forecast is a revision of
one prepared by the AEC in 1966, which estimated
an installed capacity at the end of 1980 of between
80,000 and 110,000 megawatts, representing about
25 percent of the national output.
As of November 1, electric utilities had made known
plans for 30 nuclear power plants. Utility organizations ordered 28 reactors (21 for plants announced in
1967 and 7 for plants previously announced) with a
total capacity of about 23,110,000 kilowatts.
The utility nuclear activity was greater than the
pace set in 1966 when 28 plants with a capacity of
about .2.'3,000,000 kilowatts were announced. Twentyone reactors were ordered in 1966.
As of November 1, 1967, there were 16 operable
nuclear power plants; 17 being built; 42 planned for
which reactors had been ordered, and 12 additional
plants in planning status.
The AEC in 1967 issued a supplement to a 1962
report to the President on the status of U.S. civilian
nuclear power. The ~upplem~nt covered the changes
that occurred in the mtervernng years and considered
the 1967 AEC program in relation to the recommendations of the earlier report.
The 1962 report recomme~~ed early construction
of plants of the most. competitive reactor types; development, constructiOn and demonstration of ad188
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The first nuclear power generator in space marked
its sixth anniversary in June. At that time, the generator had operated one year beyond its 5-year design
life. The historic generator, developed by the Atomic
Energy Commission, had traveled by year-end about
944,2-86,000 miles (over 32,600 times around the earth)
and it continued to provide power aboard the Navy's
e}.-perimental nav igational satellite 4-A . The grapefruit-sized, 5-pound, 3-watt nuclear generator was installed to supplement solar power on the 175-pound
drum-shaped satellite which at year-end was still signaling intermittentJy to tracking stations around the
world.
Looking ahead to fuhrre use of nuclear generators,
plans were proceeding for the launch of a weather
satellite with SNAP generators. The Nin1bus B weather
satellite, scheduled for launch by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 1968, was to have
2 SNAP generators. Each provides about 30 watts of
electrical power to the ex-periments on board. Solar
cells provide another 200 watts.
The Atomic Energy Commission was testing the
first model of a cardiac pacemaker designed to be
powered eventually by nuclear energy. The device,
an electrical pulse generator, was being developed for
the medical treatment of "heart block," a relatively
common cardiac disease that causes interruption of
the normal stimulus to the heart.
The model was electrically powered and was being
tested to evaluate the design and to gain information
to improve fabrication and assembly methods. Test
results indicated that the basic design was satisfactory.
The test was to be followed by tests early in 1968 of
several nuclear-powered devices and then b y extensive testina with animals before the pacemaker is considered suitable for human use, possibly in the early
1970s.
Four firms were selected by AEC to conduct design
studies of a radioisotope engine to power pumps which
would assist or replace functions of a diseased or damaged heart.
.
Other new radioisotope systems mcluded2 sediment
density aauges employing radioisotope techniques: an
ocean-b~ttom gauge using cesium-137 and a gauge for
measuring sediment in moving waters in reservoirs and
waterways which uses the radioisotope cadmium-109.
The AEC and the Air Force successfully ground
tested a plutonium-238 powered water recovery system for use aboard space vehicles in extended manned
flights. The device converts human fluid wastes into
potable water. A swimsu.it heater for divers, also powered by plutonitm1-238, was developed by AEC and
delivered to the U.S. Navy for deep-sea feasibility tests.
A promethium-147 powered heater designed to eliminate errors in aircraft guidance systems caused by
temperature changes was soon to be delivered to the
Air Force.
An agreement for the nation's first experiment using
a nuclear explosion to stimulate natural gas production was signed on January 31 by the Department of

reacto r st a m suppl y s 'stems ca pable of produc ing
1, 00 m aa, att of el c tric i and a s ·stem for de• aJ tin a wa te r at th e ra te of i50,000 000 aall ons p e r
da).
P a rti cipa nts in th e proj c t d sianated Balsa Island
lucl aT Powe r and D esaltin a Pla nt, besides tJ1 e Metropolitan \\ ate r District , are tJ1 D e parbn ent of tJ1 e
inte ri or, .\tom ic En r a Comm i ion t11e Citv of Los
Ana les D e p artm e nt of \ Vate r and Power, tJ1e Southe rn California Edison Compan and the San Diego Gas
and E lectri c Company.
In ano tJ1er developmen t, tJ1e AEC received from tJ1e
3 utiliti es applications for pe rmi ts to consb-uct t11e 2
nucl ea r reac tors for tJ1 e dual-purpose p1ant. The appli ca tions will be reviewed by the AEC Regulatory
Staff and t11 e AEC's Advisor Committee on Reactor
Safe !!ua rds.
During th e first 3 quarte rs of 1967, elec tric utilities
h ad applied to th e AEC for li censes to construct 21
nucl ea r power reactors to be scatte red throughout
t11 e nati on.
During 1967 2 states- Lou.isiana and Arizona-were
g ran ted autJ1ority to govern th e uses of radioactive
mate rials wit11in t11eir borders. The numbe r of states
sh aring tJ1i s autJ1ority with tJ1 e AEC was 17 at year-end.
The Space . uclear Propulsion Office a t Jac kass
Flats, Nevada-ope rated by t11 e AEC and NASA-continued testing reactors for nuclear-powered ro ckets.
In F ebruary, a Phoebus 1B reac tor was operated at the
design power of 1,500 megawatts for 30 minutes, the

In February, a Phoebus lB react01· was operated at design
power of 1,500 m egawatts for 30 minutes as pmt of the
AEC!NASA Rover pmgram for the development of nuclearpowered space rockets.

maximum time planned. In July, the more powerful
Phoebus 2 successfully underwent a "cold flow" test
series; that is, a thorough test of the equipment witho~It nuclear fuel in the reactor. These tests were part
of the Rover program to develop nuclear-powered
rockets for deep space flights.
189
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peaceful uses of atomic energy with foreign countries
and international org<mizations.
The United States again demonstrated its strong support of the International Atomic Energy Agency by
providing funds to the Agency, equipment grants. fellowships, special nuclear materials, technical infonnation and consultants. For the seventh vear, Dr. Glenn
T. Seahorg, Chairmm1 of the AEC, l;eaded the l 1.S.
delegation to the Agency's General Conference in
Vienna in September. It was the 11th annual conference of the IAEA, which now hw; 9R member states.
In May, the Commission revised its organization in
the area of safef,'l.Iards in order to carry_ out more effectively its responsibilities for safegwu·ding special
nuclear materials under the Atomic Energy Act. It
established an Office of Safeguards and Materials M~m
agement to have overall responsibility for national
and international safef,'l.Iards and inspections programs.
It also set up a new Division of Nucle<u Materials
Safeguards to administer safeh'l.mrds fm: special_ nuclear
materials held by AEC licensees. And It established an
Advisory Committee on Nuclear Materials Safeb'l.tards
to advise the Commission on safeguards matters.

the Interior, the Atomic Energy Commission, and the
El Paso Natural Gas Company. The nuclear test portion of the experiment, "Project Gasbuggy," was conducted on December 10 in New Mexico.
In August, Columbia Gas System Service Corporation proposed a joint experiment, "Ketch," to confirm
the technical feasibility of using contained underground nuc~ar explosions to create underground storage for natur-al gas.
In October,, Kennecott Copper Corporation proposed an expedment, "Sloop," to study the use of
nuclear explosions to fracture low-grade copper ore
deposits for copper recovery by in-place leaching
techniques.
CER Geonuclear, representing a group of 18 oil
companies and related industrial firms, proposed to
the AEC and the Department of the Interior an experiment to study the feasibility of using an underground nuclear explosion to fracture oil shale and to
recover the oil by an in-place retorting (heating) process.
Early in the year, the Commission announced the
establishment of an Advisory Panel on High Energy
Physics, headed by Professor Victor F. Weisskopf,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
A new advanced zonal centrifuge was developed
as a result of a joint effort of the AEC's Oak Ridge
National Laboratory and the National Institutes of
Health's National Cancer Institute. The centrifuge can
produce sufficient purified vaccine for inoculating millions of people. It was developed to help study the
role played by viruses in the production of human
cancer.
Chairman Seaborg, on September 9, announced the
discovery of the heaviest atom definitely identified by
man-an isotope of element 101 (mendelevium). The
isotope has a half-life of 2 months, which may make
it possible to produce it in sufficient quantity for investigation of its chemical and other characteristics.
The study of elements heavier than uranium (element
92) is important in understanding the common elements on earth as well as cosmology.
The Stanford Linear Accelerator Center was dedicated on September 9. The 2-mile long building houses
the world's longest research instrument and is one of
the most complex and precise machines ever built. Its
energy is higher by a factor of 10 than any other
linear accelerator in the world, and prior to its dedication had exceeded its design goal by producing more
than 20 billion electron volts.
The AEC received Congressional authorization to
perform design work on the proposed 200 BEV Accelerator Laboratory at Weston, Illinois. A contract
was signed with the Universities Research Association
to do the preliminary design work and to arrive at
definitive project cost estimates necessary for the next
step of requesting construction funds for the facility.
The AEC's "Atoms for Peace" program, in its 13th
year, continued to broaden its development of the

In August, the first international safeguards inspection of reprocessing of spent fuel from a power reactor
was held at the Nuclear Fuel Services, Inc., pl<mt near
West Valley, New York. The inspection was conducted
by a team from the International Atomic Energy
Agency in Vienna, Austria.
In response to the increasing uranium requ~rements
for the rapidly developing nuclear pow~r mdustry,
U.S. uranium mining interests sharply revised upward
their plans for exploration and development drilling.
As a result of a survey announced in August by the
AEC's Grand Junction (Colorado) office, plans of 49
companies called for approximately 53,800,000 feet
of drilling in the years 1967 through 1970. In comparison, during the entire decade of 1951 through 1960
a total of 52,800,000 feet of drilling was recorded.
Approximately 250,000 tons of U30R w~uld be required through calendar year 1980 to provide fuel for
the projected installed capacity of 120,000 to 170,000
electrical megawatts of nuclear power by 1980.
In relation to this projected requirement, the estimate of known reserves capable of being produced for
$8 per pound of U30B was about 140,000 tons as of
January 1, 1967.
A fourth plutonium production reactor at the Hanford plant was placed in standby in July, reducing the
number of AEC operating production reactors to 95 at Hanford and 4 at the Savannah River plant near
Aiken, South Carolina. The curtailment in plutonium
production was expected to result in fiscal year 1968
cost savings of $6,000,000.
The AEC announced on March 21 that, after carefully weighing all factors, it had concluded that national security interests would best be served if privately sponsored work on the gas centrifuge process
for separation of isotopes were discontinued.
190
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.\!so in ~larch, the Commission a~reed to cooperate
with the Atomic Industrial Forum in its studv of the
feasihilit;; and desirabilit~· of transferring to. private
industry one or more of the :\EC's gaseous diffusion
plants.
In June the :\EC made public previously classified
information on the capacity of its gaseous diffusion
plants to produce enrichvd tmmium. This will permit
the nuclear power industry in the United States and
other countries to make judgments concerning the
adequacy of the Commission's 3 g<tseous diffusion
plants to meet worldwide nuclear fuel requirements for
power reactors.
Surface ships of the nuclear navy were becoming
hattie-hardened in Vietnam. The aircraft carrier Enterprise and the guided-missile f1igate Bainbridge completed their second assignments and the guided missile
cruiser Long Beach completed her first assignment during the year.
Bv vear-end. Concrress had authorized 107 nuclear
pO\\;e,:ed suhmarinetinduding one deep submergence
research vehicle, <mel S nuc:lear-powered surface ships.
Of these, 7-l submarines and -l smface ships had been
placed in operation. Thev had steamed over 9,660,000
miles \\·ithout ever havi1~g to abort a mission because
of reactor plant failure. ~
The Vnited States continued its underground nuclear
test program, as allowed under the terms of the limited
test hm1 treaty. As of December l, the AEC had <U1nounced 2-l weapons-related underground explosions
at its Nevada Test Site.
The AEC also continued to investigate <mel develop
possible supplemental test sites in the Hot Creek Valley of central Nevada <mel Amchitka Ishmd, Alaska,
remote areas which mav be suitable for tests of higher
power. A calibration t~st to help determine the suitability of the central Nevada area was tentatively
planned for early 1968.
From mid-September to mid-October, the AEC and
Department of Defense jointly conducted a nonnuclear exercise in the Pacific Ocean area to maintain
facilities and personnel in a state of readiness for atmospheric testing, if ever required.

bulk of all DoD research and development funding
involved aerospace projects, but no breakdown was
a\·ailable. Highlights of the major DoD research and
development progran1S are contained in the resumes
of the individual services \\·hich follow.

AIR FORCE
Military needs continued to pace the nation's science
and technology programs and the Air Force Systems
Command, responsible for about 31 percent of the
Air Force budget, continued to have an important
portion of this effort.
General J<mles Ferguson, Commander, Air Force
Systems Command summed up the command's role
when he said: "Traditionally, the mission of research
and development has been futuristic. It remains so.
But the future is any point ahead of us in time. It
can be 10 seconds, 10 minutes, or 10 years away."
Throughout 1967, command efforts were gen~rally
directed in 5 major areas. These were limited war support for Southeast Asia (SEA) operations, manaaement of Air Force scientific and technical resourc0es.
the national space effort, new aeronautical develop~
ments, and technological advancements.
Virtually every new system, weapon, or item of aerospace equipment entering the Air Force's operational
inventory is a product of Systems Command's research,
development, modification, and acquisition competence. These front lines of technological ability e;-.:tend
to the combat areas of Southeast Asia where a Systems Command liaison office team of research and development personnel identifies needs technolo2Y
can
0.<
help solve.
Announcement was made in April of a new, compact 7.62 millimeter Gatling-type minigtm for use in
South Vietnam, which had an electrically powered
reloading system and larger ammunition capacity than
the original guns they replaced. Three of the 6-barrelled miniguns firing through gtmports in the side of
the modified C-47 "Dragon Ship" transports have a
combined rate of fire of 18,000 rounds per minute.
A new stick-on patch, devised by engineers at the
command's Air Force Materials Laboratory, \VrightPatterson AFB, Ohio, made possible the rapid repair
of small holes in airplanes caused by enemy small
arms fire in Vietnam. It comes in convenient, ready-tomix kits, including an epoxy resin and curing agent,
and costs only about a dollar per kit.
In September, the Aeronautical Systems Division
mmounced the successful adaptation of a polyurethane
fom11-originally used in racing cars at the Indianapolis "500" -for use in aircraft fuel tanks. Installed in
the fuel tm1ks of comLat aircraft in Vietmun, the new
material will greatly reduce fire <mel explosion hazards
in the event of a direct hit on the tank bv machine
gtm tracer bullets or other incendiaries, as \~·ell a .<> suppress slosh in the tanks during flight.
A new type body <mnor and special helmet decreased
the vulnerability of Air Force crewmen to small <mns

L

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
For the fiscal year 1968, the Department of Defense
wa'> expected to obligate close to $8 billion for research and development projects. This figure included
a supplemental funding request which allocated $135,000,000 for research <mel development directly related
to the Vietnam conflict. Also included, aside from the
service budgets, was some $200,000,000 for exploratory
development projects administered by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency. Foremost among these was
Defender, a broad program of research and exploratory development in the field of ballistic missile defense, penetration aids <mel defense against satellites.
For Defender, ARPA was allocated $118,000,000. The
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programs and activities, thus providing bette r coordination and response in mee ting th e needs of th e
command.
The Command's Ballistic Systems a nd Space Sys tems
Divisions, located at Norton AFB, Califomja, a nd Los
Angeles AFS, California, respec tiv ely, were rea li crned
on July 1 to form a new Space and Missil e Sys tems
Organization (SAMSO), with headqua rte rs a t th e Los
Angeles AFS. SAMSO is the major D epartmen t of
Defense development agency for this nation 's present
and future space and ballistic missile prog rams.
The year marked th e end of 10 years since th e orbiting of the first man-made satellite. During th e year,
Systems Command continued to push back th e frontiers of the new environment of space.
In January, Major William Knight, assigned to the
Air Force Flight Test Center, Edwards AFB, California, set an unofficial speed record when he fl ew the
X-15A-2 at 4,534 miles per hour.
Aeromedical Research Laboratory scientists of the
Aerospace Medical Division, Brooks AFB, Texas, conducted experiments using chimpanzees to study effects
of rapid decompression to a near vacuum. The chimpanzees were exposed for periods of u~ to 3 minutes
to the near vacuum of 150,000 feet altitude and smvived without noticeable effects. The tests were annotmced in February.
The Air Force Western Test Range acquired a 2man submarine in March to help locate reentry vehicles fired from Vandenberg AFB, California, into the
Eniwetok Atoll.
The third PRIME (Precision Recovery Including
Maneuvering Entry) launch occurred in April. PRIME
is part of an Air Force researc~1 program to explore
the feasibility of maneuverable hftmg body spacecraft.
Launched on a ballistic trajectory down the Western
Test Range by an Atlas booster, the s~ace_craft was
recovered in mid-air. Since all test objectives were
completed in 3 launches, a planned fomth and final
launch was cancelled.
A cluster of 4 small experimental solar conversion
cells rode into a 60,000 nautical-mile orbit in early
May to seek possible solutions to threats on the life
of solar cells. They were lifted aboard a Vela Nuclear
Detection Satellite. The devices, known as Lithium
Drift Solar Cells, show promise of long life since they
are designed to heal themselves after bombardment
by solar particles.
.
. .
Announcement was made in June of 4 additiOnal
research pilots assigned to the Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL) Program, bringing the total to 16.
Direct long-haul communications ~alfway around
the world, using high-orbiting satelhtes, became a
reality in July when the Initial Defense <?ommw1ications Satellite System was declared operatiOnal for the
Pacific area. Almost immediately, traffic over the
Hawaii-Saigon segment exceeded1,000 calls per week.
Army developed ground terminals located in Hawaii,
the Philippines, and in Vietnam, were linked to United

ground fire dw·ing rescue, defoliation, and grotmd support missions. Its use was revealed in October. TI1e
body armor, covering the back and chest, is made of
a ceramic material backed with nylon. The helme t
quickly proved its merit under fire when a pararescue
man was hit in the head by shrapnel while his helicopter was engaged in a dangerous rescue mission.
He was knocked down but the ballistic heLnet stopped
the fragments, leaving him unharmed.

USAF Systems Command developed a new body armor and
special helmet for use by crewmen in rescue, defoliation
and ground support missions. A2C Duane Hackney exhibits
helmet which saved his life (note shrapnel strike).

In December, the command announced Operation
Shed Light, a program to devise more reliable and
accurate means of tactical weapons delivery in any
weather, around the clock, in limited war actions such
as that in Vietnam. The concerted Air Force effort
was being carried out largely through research and
development resources of Systems Command.
In the o:anagement area, several major actions were
taken to mcrease the. command's ability to respond
needs
of the Air Fo rce. supP romptly to the changmg
.
.
port for the fightmg forces m SEA received addit"
1
.
. h th
.
10na
emph as1s w1t . e appomtrnent of Brigadier General
William S. Chmrse~l as the newly created assistant for
SEA. General Cha1rsell, whose office is located t th
command's headquarters, Andrews AFB, Mar;l
reports directly to General Ferguson.
an '
The Director of Laboratories (DOL), a new command headquarters staff furlction, was established in
March under the leadership of Brigadier General Raymond A. Gilbert. The DOL provides policy and technical direction to all phases of the laboratories
'

J
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to check continuously on its own operation and, if
something went wrong, to automatically direct the
aircraft to a higher altitude.
·
A reconnaissance version of the F-IllA made its
first flight in mid-December. It was the fourth version
of the versatile variable sweep-wing craft to enter
flight testing. The RF-llL\ houses can1eras, radar. and
infrared sensors in the weapons bay which are operated
through a specially designed digital computer reconnaissance control system.
A major effort of the command is continued expansion of the technological base from which today's and
tomorrow's military needs are forged. Accor~1plish
ments in the field of electronics and communications
are inclicative of these efforts.
Development of hollow steel spheres for use in
aerospace ball bearing assemblies were announced
during April. They were expected to reduce the weight
of space and aircraft, •yet were stroncrer
than solid
b
spheres.
In early May, the Electronic Systems Division was
given a key role in the development of the first tactical satellite communications system for the Department of Defense. The new comnumications system
will be capable of handling a large number of calls
or messages at one time by providina a sinale point
relay directly to and from a command~r and his tactical_ units in the field. Although separated from their
tmrts by thousands of miles, commanders would not be
faced with communications delays currently associated
with multiple interconnecting terminals.
Seed Tree, an underwater communications cable
armmd the Indo-China peninsula, was completed in
May, 6 weeks ahead of schedule. Developed by the
Electronic Systems Division, it marked the third such
system installed in Southeast Asia. The Defense Communications System will put military field commanders
in direct communication with top clecisionmakers in
the United States.
In Jtme, the command revealed a new, transportable,
"fold-away" radar which can be set up or taken down
in ?nly 20 _minutes. Know? as the TPS-44, the lightwerght eqmpment was desrgnecl for use in the forward
control post of the 407-L Tactical Air Control Center.
A new type space communications recordina and
optics tracking _system, known as the Apollo Range
Instrumented Aircraft (ARIA), made its debut earlv
in 1967. It was a modified C-135A jet transport
strumented to meet support requirements for Apollo
and other military and civilian space procrrams. ARIA
is a joint development effort by Air Fo~ce Logistics
Command, Systems Command and McDonnell Dourrlas Corporation.
b
At Systems Conummd's Air Force Avionics Laboratory, \Vright- Patterson AFB, Ohio, engineers succeeded
in transmitting voice conversations over a six-milelong laser beam. It worked by aiming the beam from
the pistol-shaped transmitter of one laser unit at the
receiver and talking into a lapel microphone. Sound

States conm1unications centers bv means of 25 orbitin!,! satellites.
·
An all-metal payload shroud for .\ir Force Titan
III booster ,-chicles W<L'i announced in September. The
shroud protects sensitin.· instmmentation of scientific
payloads during launch <mel flight through the earth's
atmosphere. Once through the atmosphere, it separates into .3 sections and is jettisoned.
In the field of aeronauti~·s. the first contingent of
the new .\ir Force 0-:2 aircraft. a militarv w~sion of
the commercial Cessna :3.37 Super Skym~ter, m-rived
in South Vietnam in June for use b,- forward air controllers and psychological warfare .pilots. It replaced
the older 0-IE Birddog.
July sa\\" the nation's. newest flight research vehicle.
the X-:2-l:\, rolled out <mel pres~nted to the public.
The piloted, flat-iron shaped. wingless lifting body is
powered by a rocket engine and will c:'l.plore the flight
envelope and S)Jeed reaimes
of rocket-powereclliftina
0
b
bodies from orbital speed to Lmding speeck The :\hu·tin-built X-2-L\ ,,·ill he flight tested at Edwards :\FB,
California, as part of a joint .\ir Foree/1\:.-\SA lifting
hocly program.
A $28,000,000 contract for 8 C-9A twin-jet aircraft,
to be used for aeromedical evacuation. was aw<u-cled
during August to :\kDonneli-Douglas Corporation.
Deliveries were e:'l.pected during late summer 1968.
The completion of the turbof7m engine moch.·-up for
the Air Force A-7D tactical fighter 6 ~10nths ahead of
time was announced in Oct~ber. The single-engine
A-7D will have a maximum speed of more than 650
miles per hour <mel will carry more than 15,000 pounds
of ordnance. The encrine
\\-<lS beina
built by Rolls
b
b
Royce, Ltd., of the United Kingdom. Airframe contractor was Ling-Temco- Vought~ of Dalhts, Texas.
A new, all-weather landing system (A\VLS) for the
Air Force C-141 was certified bv the Federal Aviation
Administration in October. A \VLS increases the capability of the big fanjet carrro-troop carriers to make
"pinpoint" landings during \ad "·eather. The system
~an bring in the 145-foot long, 316,000-pound Stcu-hfter for a landing within 12 feet of either side of
the runway center line and within 300 feet of either
side of a determined touchdown point.
Also in October, the world's largest aircraft began
to take shape at Lockheed's Marietta, Georgia, plant,
when .3 main sections of the Air Force's C-5A Galaxy's
fuselage were joined for the first time. The aircraft
was scheduled for completion early in I968.
The first production model of the F-Ill made its
initial flight during February. On October I6, the first
operationally configured production model F -lilA
supersonic tactical fighter aircraft was delivered to the
Tactical Air Command (T AC). It landed at Nellis
AFB, Nevada, after a 1,000-mile "automatic" lowlevel flight from the General Dynamics plant at Fort
Worth, Texas. Once airborne, the F-IllA's terrainfollowing radar caused climb-dive signals to be feel
into the aircraft's autopilot by an on-board analog
computer. A built-in safety factor caused the system
~

u;_
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copter. Production contrac ts w e re award ed. D e ployment of the AH-1G to Southeast As ia began in August
1967.
In its part of a tri-se rvi ce program , the Army continued active exp erimentation and study of a variety
of V/STOL aircraft including the Bell X-22, th e LTV
XC-142, and the Canadair CL-84. The Army was a lso
looking at other answers to th e vertical lift requirement, notably the compound or composite ty p e winged
aircraft.
The Army's Lockheed XH-51A compotmd aircraft
set an tmofficial world's rotorcra ft speed reco rd in Jtm e
by flying 302.6 miles per hour off the South e :1~ California coast near Oxnard. The XH-51 also participated
in Army tests during October to determine the effect
that high-speed nap-of-the-ea rth fli ght has on th e pilots
of helicopters.
The Army placed priority on the dev elop~11 ent of
helicopter weapons systems and methods to mcrease
the battlefield survivability of both aircraft and crews.
Improvement in weapons systems lethality received
major emphasis through the developme.n~ of larger
warheads and airburst fuzes for ammtu11tion. In the
realm of aircraft survivability, developments in armor
protection, crash resistant fuel cell materi~l ~d mocHfied fuels were expected to lead to definite mcreases
in the survivability of Army aircraft in the future.
On September 18, 1967, the Secr~tary ~f Defense
annotmced the decision to deploy Nike-X m an area
defense of the United States (inclucHng Alaska and
Hawaii) against the ICBM threat fro~ the Chinese
Peoples Republic. In adcHtion, some Mmuteman fields
will also be defended by a second level of defense.
The deployed system was renamed the "Sentinel." The
name Nike-X was retained to denote the advanced
development of the Army's ballistic missile defense
system. Research and developmer:t on both the Sei~tin~l
and Nike-X systems was to contmu~ at the Kwaplem
Test Site. The Sentinel system cons1sts of the Spartan
and Sprint missiles, the Perimeter Acquisition. Radar
(PAR) and the Missile Site Radar (MSR). The h1gh ~c
celeration Sprint missile has been un~er ~est at W~1te
Sands Missile Range since 1965. Kwajalem was bemg
reacHed for full-scale intercept tests of both the McDonnell Douglas-built Spartan and the Martin Company's Sprint. ICBM missiles will be used as targets.
They will be fired from Vandenberg AFB toward
Kwajalein.
In advanced development, the Chaparral missile,
built by Aeronutronic Division of Philco-Ford, was
undergoing extensive firing tests at White Sands Missile
Range as part of the Engineer and Service Test Program that is designed to exercise a new missile system
to its maximum capability. During these tests, Chaparral, a Sidewinder IC moclified for ground-to-air use,
repeatedly demonstrated its capability to intercept
high performance target drones. The Chaparral will
provide the U.S. Army a highly mobile air defense
system for use in the forward areas of the field army.

was transmitted on the beam, collected by the receiver's lens focused on a detector, and then amplified.
Air Force engineers tested commm1ications between
two airborne aircraft by way of a satellite as part of
a tri-service test conducted during August. The new
system allows messages to be sent between terminals
up to 10,000 miles apart. The satellite was in an earth
orbit 20,000 miles above the equator. Working together on the project were the command's Space and
Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO), Los Angeles,
California, and Aeronautical Systems Division (ASD),
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.

ARMY
As in previous years, a large part of the Army's 1967
research and development effort was concentrated on
the versatile helicopter and associated V/STOL types
of aircraft.
A major development program under way was the
Advanced Aerial Fire Support System (AAFSS),
designated by the Army the AH-56A Cheyenne. This
compound helicopter, being developed by Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation, is the first armed helicopter designed from its inception to integrate the aerial vehicle, avionics, weapons, and fire control into an
advanced state of the art aerial weapon system. The
program was progressing at a rapid pace. Following

The Army's major aircraft
the AH-56A Che yenne, the
from inception to integrate
fire

development program involved
first armed helicopter designed
vehicle, avionics, weapons and
control.

roll-out of the first vehicle in April 1967, 3 more prototypes of the 10 ordered were completed by yearend. First flight occurred in September 1967 and flight
testing was highly satisfactory. It was anticipated that
the Cheyenne would approach its top speed of 220
knots by the end of calendar year 1967. Army tests
were to begin in the summer of 1968.
In another major program, the Army continued development of the AH-1G/HueyCobra attack heli194
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After b years of development and exhaustive testing
of Redeye. the :\rmy produced an air defense system
ca1Jablc of dealing
a knock-out hlow to low-flyinu
'
•
.'::>
enemy aircraft over the forward combat area. Service
tests were completed and traininu was beinu conducted
at Ft. Bliss. Texas. Built hv th; Pomona Division of
General Dynamics Corp~ration. the shoulder-fired
antiaircraft missile system h~L<; been a joint :\rmv.\tarine Corps program from its inceptim1.
·
Ling Temco Vought's Lance missile svstem was in
advcu1~cd stages or' development. :\ltha'ugh research
culCI dc,·elopment was continuing on the missile, the
brround support equipment, consisting of the selfpropelled launcher, the transporter loader, the lightweight launcher and miscelhmeous ancillary equipment, w~L<; committed to production in June 1967.
A significant event in the Lm1ce program in 1967
was the authorization to proceed with the development work which would increase the range capability
of Lance. This decision followed the successful test demonstration of a concept which revealed that the Lance
rm1ge could be greatly e:xtended by minimum modification to the basic Lmce missile. The improved missile, when successfully developed. will be latmched
from the standard Lance ground support equipment.
In l\-lay 1967, the Secretary of Defense approved
the SAM-D Program for advanced development and a
letter order contract was signed with Raytheon Company. In November 1967, after definitization. a contract for advanced development was executed. S:\M-D
is the latest generation of air defense systems designed
for battlefield and continental defense roles in the 1970s.
In early I967, Hughes completed delivery of the
Missile Mentor air defense command posts to the U.S.
Army Air Defense Command. The :Mentor systems
replaced the Missile Master and some of the BIRDiE
(Battery _Integration ,and Radar Display Equipment)
Systems m the Army s inventorv.
Litton Industries was award~d a contract for .Air
Defense Battery Terminal Equipment. The Battery
Terminal Equipment is designated the Data Converter,
Coordinated Air Defense System Al\"/GSA-77. It was
designed to replace the Fire Unit Integration Facility
and the Coder-Decoder Group performing the integration function. This system will represent the first application of micro-electronics technology to this type
of equipment. The application of this technology enabled the Army to reduce the weight of the Fire Unit
Integration Facility from 5300 pounds to I28 pounds
and its size from 700 cubic feet to less than 4 cubic
feet.
The Pershing missile system was undergoing a ground
support equipment improvement prognun. Major
features of this program included improvements to
the erector launcher and the programmer test station,
and the addition of a Battery Control Center to improve command and control. The improved system
will be mounted on wheeled vehicles, M656 type, instead of the tracked vehicle mounts earlier deployed.

The wheeled version will have in1proved road mobility
and will reduce vibration during travel.
In the space research area, the Army continued its
highly successful SECOR geodetic satellite program,
being used by the Corps of Engineers to locate the
positions of islands and the North American datunl.
Objective of the program is to in1prove knowledge of
the earth's diameter and to connect all major geodetic
datums. The SECOR system was producing accuracies
of one part in 200,000. In June, the Army launched
another SECOR, the ninth of the series, and at yearend SECOR IO was being prepared for early I968
launch.
In the field of tactical communications, the first research and development satellite, LES-5 (Lincoln Experimental Satellite) was successfully launched on July
1, 1967. Tests were conducted with Army ground terminals and airborne and seaborne terminals proviced
bv the Air Force <mel Navv. Additional research and
d~velopment tests, both technical and operational, were
planned with satellites to be launched late in I968.

NAVY

With its "cradle to grave" responsibility for aircraft
<mel airborne weapons, the Naval Air Systems Command's research and development activities for I967
included continued test efforts of both aircraft, weapons
systems, and aeronautical targets.
Highlighting the year's activities was the deployment
of the A-7 A Corsair II with the operating forces at
sea. The A-7A completed the final phases of its Board
of Inspection and Survey trials in early I967. In excess
of 30,000 flight hours of fleet training were accomplished at east and west coast naval air stations. The
first A-7 A squadron deployed to combat operations in
Southeast Asia in November and at year-end was engaged in daily light attack missions from USS Ranger
in the South China Sea. The compressed development
schedule of approximately 2 years from initial flight
to combat deployment was unparalleled in recent
Navy aircraft history.
Development efforts continued on the A-7E and the
U.S. Air Force A-7D scheduled for initial deliveries
in late I968. These aircraft incorporate a head-up display (HUD), inertial platform, digital computer,
improved ground mapping radar, and the M-6I gtm
system.
Testing of the General Dynamics F-Ill Fighter
continued during I967. The F-Ill is the first production aircraft that incorporates a variable sweep wing
and an afterburning htrbofan engine. By December
1967, the 5 F-1l1Bs delivered to the Navy had accumulated in excess of 700 flight hours.
Five Navy pilots participated in Navy Preliminary
Evaluation (NPE) during the period I9 March I967
to 29 June I967. The test aircraft was the first Super
Weight Improvement Prognun (SWIP) F-1llB. The
I95
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were in progress to determine iuture action.
Under the E-2 project. Grumman .-\ircraft Engineering Corporation completed contract definition of the
E-2:\1 APS-1 1] interim follow-on airborne tactical
data svstcm (ATDS) aircraft in the fall of J!.J(i7. This
effort included successful development, fabrication and
demonstration of the APS- 1 1 1 radar in the E-2:\.
Litton Data Systems Division completed production
on 4 of .S prototype models of the L-:30-l microelectronic general-purpose computer. Concurrent with acceptance of the fourth prototype. a letter contract
was awarded to GAEC for the E-2:\ MOD AX program, which includes replacement of the present computer programmer with the L-.304 in 52 E-2:\ aircraft.
The F-8D/E modification program to F-81-I!J configuration made its initial delivery in August HJ67 of
<Ul F-8H at the contractor's plant in Dallas, Texas.
After testing of radar improvements and the newly
installed Sidewinder Expanded-Acquisition Mode
(SEAM) ch<mge, the airplane was delivered to the
Naval Air Test Center at Patuxent River, .Maryland,
for Navy tests. The second F-8H was also delivered in
August 1967 to the Carrier Suitability Branch of Flight
Test Division for instmmentation, field catapult and
arrested landing trials, and at-sea trials in USS Enterpriseon December 11-16, 1967. The airplane performed
satisfactorily at its new 24,000 pound carrier landing
weight. As a result of these trials, it was recommended
that the elevator position input change should be incorporated into the Approach Power Compensator to
improve the F-8's performance under pitching deck
and/or high, gusty wind conditions.
Successful testing of the Naval Air Systems Command's project A-NEW, a Navy in-house continuing
effort to refine Anti-Submarine Warfare (AS\V) techniques and equipment by emphasizing human factors,
reliability, and maintainability, resulted in a decision
to incorporate the A-NEW system in the P-.3 Orion aircraft. This ASW system, utilizing an airborne generalpurpose digital computer to integrate improved navigation, sensor, and armament systems is known as the
P-3C Weapon System. The P-3C developmental activity schedule during 1967 included the following:
• The A-NEW developmental system, flying a modified P-3A airframe, successfully completed 150 flights
including a concurrent evaluation in a fleet environment operating in competition with fleet P-3B aircraft
against submarine targets. The A-NEW aircraft was
substantially superior to the P-3B in this competition.
The human factors improvements were identified in
detail for incorporation in the P-3C. ASW equipment
advances and problem areas were noted and corrective
actions determined.
• The selection of manufacturers for the P-3C ASW
electronics equipment was made and pre-production
quantities were placed on order for delivery in early
1968.
• Construction and evaluation of a full scale "space
arrangement aid" for determination of P-3C equipment
and crew station locations was completed.

aircraft also incorporated aerodynamic changes to reduce drag and increase lift.
A Glide Slope Evaluation was conducted by a selected team of 5 Navy pilots during July 19()7. The
program was conducted to further define carrier suitability deficiencies reported during the NPE. The
Glide Slope Evaluation team recommended incorporation of an Approach Power Compensator (APC) and
Direct Lift Control (DLC) on the F-1llB. Flight testing of an F-1llB with APC and DLC commenced in
late 1967 in preparation for carrier suitability trials
in 1968.
At year-end, the research and development configured F-lllB #5 was undergoing catapult and arrestment tests at the Naval Air Systems Command's Patuxent River Air Test Center. In the spring, an F-111B
was expected to be tested on a Kitty Hawk-class carrier.
Two of the F-lUBs were assigned to Hughes Aircraft Corporation for development testing of the Airborne Missile Control System (AMCS) and Phoenix
missile. The first guided launch of a Phoenix Missile
from the F-1llB occurred in March 1967 and the first
supersonic separation of an unguided Phoenix from
the F-111B occurred in July 1967.
In the F-4 Phantom program, the F-4J, which incorporates i~pr~wed radar and uprated engines, entered BIS tnals m 1967 at the Naval Air Test Center
Patuxent River; Naval Missile Center, Pt. Mugu; ancl
Naval ':"eapons ~valuation Facility, Albuquerque. The
3 locations are field activities of the Naval Air Systems Command. Four of 5 scheduled phases were completed, with the fifth phase scheduled for completion
early in 1968.
Navy Preliminary Evaluations were conducted on the
F-4K for the Royal Navy and the F-4M for the RAF.
!hese :Urcraft incorporate the Rolls Royce Spey fan
Je~ ~ngme an~ UK produced avionics equipment. Both
ubh~e a ~erSI_?? of the radar introduced in the F-4J.
Carner smtabihty demonstrations were in progress and
Navy Acceptance Trials were to begin at NATC Patuxent River in 1968.
. Tests were completed on a modification to the Martm_ Baker seat in the F-4 to give it a zero speed, zero
altitude. The modification also includes a command
sequence feature to enable either crewman to eject the
other.
. Tests
f were conducted at ground l evel a t spee ds
var?'mg rom. zero to 600 knots with various size/
weight dummies. Test results we b ·
1 d
d
certification for full 0-0 operat· re emg ana yz~ a~
in 1968. Initial deliveries to thieonflwast expected ear y
·
II .
ee were rna e and
retro fi t msta atwns were in pro gress.
The F -4 spin test aircraft was 1 t h
.
· f
h' h
os w en It entered
a fl at spm rom w IC recovery co ld
1
Film coverage of the
u not )e effected.
program was being tT d t
produce a training mov·
F
.
u I Ize o
d
h .
Ie on -4 spm characteristics
an. finrecoveryllteNc mques. The project pilots conducted
b
ne gs at .a
avy
.
d' and. Marine Corps F -4 stations
to
ensureh maXImum Isse_~I~ation of all spin information
and t ey were also VISitmg USAF F -4 b ases.
.
Stu d'Ies
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to both the farine Corps and Air Force was expected
in early 1968.
. .
Under a Naval Air Systems Conunand-adnumstered
contract in the Tri-Service V/STOL pwg ram , a vertical take-off and la ndincr airplane, designed b y Bell
Aerosp ace, was tested d~ing the year. First ilig ht for
the X-22A was in January and in D ecember the lOOth
successful test fugbt was recorded. Total fly ing time

• !\..i rfram cons tr·uction of th e YP-3C proto pe aircraft \Vas comple ted . Installation of\ ·iriocr, equipment
r a k , and coc kpit in trum ntation" i.n process. Tile
Y P-3C v. as c h edul ed to B · in Jul 196 .
• Final! · a full scale P-3C avio ni te ts facili t used
to p rfo rm P-.3 C s. ·ste m int crration \ as in tailed in
a labora tor loca ted a t th airfram antra tor's p lan t.
Pr -productio n equipm e nt \ ill b i nspe ted t ted,
i.nstall ed and operate d to d e t rmi.n e · t m ff ctive1 es and to pro vide data for r U abi U t~ anal i .
Th e P-3 B air c r aft .in produ ·tion for fl t A V use
d of 196 . The
will phase out of production a t th e
P-3C \ Vea pon S ste m \\ith it siQ'11.i6 ·anti hicrher
AS v\ kill I d e tec ti on rat io w ill b produc d ~d i11corp o rated into Aee t use in 1969.
At th e Na a! Air T es t Cen ter P ahLX nt, fi.i abt valuation of two innovation in th e automati fiicrh t cont1·ol
of h elicopters was comple ted. Fir t v as a Fl.iaht Path
Con trol Sys te m for AS\ h Hco pter . This . st m is
cap able of comple te conb·ol of h l.i co pter in luding
point-to-point nav ig ation , tTansition from ruise to
hover to c ~·uise conditi ons, and point-to -point co ntrol
of th e vehicl e over a pre-programm d AS \ dipping
pattern. The syste
m uses a di!Tital
omputer to baenerate
b
the co nb·ol sig nals which a re fed into th e vehicle
Automatic Stabilization Equipm ent.
Th e second new system dev eloped was a Hover
Aug mentation System (H AS ). Tllis s st em provides a
m a rked reduction (4 to 1) in pilot effort required to
maintain a h elicopter in a precise! , ontroUed hover.
l11 e system feahiTes an acceleration sensina means to
generate control signals required to m ain tain a n accu~at e hover. The test pilots gave this system a <:ooper
ratmg of 1.5, an W1Usually good rating for a helicopter
in a hover.
The development of an airborne fire fighting system
which dispenses " light water" from a h elicopter was
completed. " Light water" is a new fir e extinguishing
agent developed by the Naval Research Laboratory.
Its superior fire killing properties, coupl ed with the
high mobility of the helicopter, provides a significant advancement in the capability of quelli ng large aircraft
fires and rescuing p ersonnel from crash ed aiTcraft.
The North Ame rican OV-10A production airplane
which differed from the early prototype YOV-lOA airplane in wingspan (40 fee t vice 30 feet), engine shaft
horsepowe r (715 vice 660) and booms moved outboard
six inches on each side, made its first fii bcrht in ..July 1967.
Two preliminary evaluations were conducted by the
Naval Air T est Center, Patuxent River , on the produ ction OV-10A, and the contractor continued the envelope expansion to 430 knots, 8g and rough fi eld development tests. The All Services Evaluation Group at
Patuxent received 3 YOV-10A airplanes and conducted
an operational evaluation including cargo and paratroop drops, unprepared surface landing and take-off
operations, and tactics development, demonstrating
the capabilities of the airplane by conducting _joint
operations at Eglin AFB, Florida, and the Marine
Corps Air Facility New River, North Carolina. D elivery
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The Bell X-22A , b e in g tested unde r a. Naval Ai-r Systems
Comma:nd-a.dministemd contract, made 100 successful flights
du-ring the y ea.T. The exp e-ri·m e nta.l V I STOL logged 40.9
hou-rs.

logged eluTing the y ear was 4 0.9 bom·s. All tests were
conducted at the Niagara Falls, New York International Airport adjacent to Bell's main plant. The X-22A
development program was to continue through 1968.
A new look in mission training aircraft will be in
evidence in fleet training centers soon. The first 2
Grumman TC-4C airplanes were accepted in October
and December 1967 respectively. Eventually, a total
of 9 of these aircraft will be in service with the Navy
and Marine Corps.
The TC-4C is a Grmnman Gulfstream I, modified for
use as an A-6 bombardier/navigator trainer. Powered
by 2 Rolls-Royce Dart turbopwp engines, its performance features are quite similar to commercial versions of the airplane. Navy modifications consist of
installation of the A-6A avionics system in a new nose
and in the interior cabin. Besides the conventional
Gulfstream cod.'}Jit, cabin space is pwvided for 4
trainee consoles, a 2-seat side-by-side cockpit simulator,
and one instructor to conduct the training of the 6
shtdents aboard.
Contractor avionics demonstration :flight t ests and
the Navy Preliminary Evaluation were conducted in
November 1967. Grumman's structural demonstration
Bights were performed in December. The 2 airplanes
were delive red to Naval Air Test C enter, Patuxent
River, a field activity of the Naval Air Systems COinmaud, in early January 1968 for Board of Inspection
and Survey service acceptance trials, which were to
be completed dming February 1968. Delive ry of the
197
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third airplane, which will be the first one for the fleet,
was scheduled to occur in late January or early February.
Flight and ground tests of the Navy's Phoenix Missile System continued in 1967. This system consists of
the missile (XAIM-54A), the Aircraft Missile Control
System (A WG-9) and the Missile Launcher (l'vlAU8.3A/84A). XAIM-54A is a long range, high performance weapon with all-weather capability. Data from
the AWG-9 radar is processed by a solid state, high
speed digital computer and displayed on a 10-inch
cathode ray tube and a 5-inch multimode storage h1he.
The first guided missile (Phoenix G-9) to be launched
from an F-111B aircraft was fired in March 1967. This
launch accomplished the first test of the aircraft, the
AWG-9 and Phoenix missile working as a system. An
inert Phoenix missile was used in the first supersonic
missile separation from an F -111B, which occurred. in
July 1967. "Veapons bay environmental tests with
Phoenix missile T-20 in an F-1llB were completed
satisfactorily in August 1967. By the end of 1967, a
total of 5 successful, and one partially successful,
Phoenix missile launchings had taken place since the
inception of live missile firings in May 1966. The
Phoenix Flight Test program was entering the period
of more intensive missile firings.
The MK 47 Mod 0 rocket motor, which propels the
XAIM-54A, successfully completed qualifications testing in December 1967, after having experienced difficulties early in the program. All development tests
on an alternate rocket motor, MK60 Mod 0, were completed and the contract option for the qualification
phase was exercised in December 1967:
.
The A WG-9 entered the pilot productiOn phase With
the award of a pilot line contract in April 1967.
The Anti-Radiation Missiles, Shrike and Standard
ARM, were in full production. Advanced versions of
both systems progressed through research and development in order to improve the total capability of the
Navy and Air Force. Associated aircraft of the Navy
and Air Force were configured to launch these missiles.
The XBQM-34E Firebee II supersonic target for
air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles entered the captive
flight phase in December at the Naval Air Systems Command's Missile Center, Point Mugu, California. The
growth-version target, successor to the subsonic BQM34A, is capable of supersonic flight (Mach 1.5) at
60,000 feet and Mach 1.1 during low level runs. Designed as an air-launched target from the DP-2E aircraft with an alternate ground launch capability, the
target is equipped with passive radar reflectors such
as the Luneberg lens, active traveling wave tube augmentation devices and will carry and operate electronic countermeasures equipment.
The QT-3.3A drone target aircraft entered manned
flight testing at the Naval Air Development Center,
Johnsville on 20 November 1967. Due to the continuing
requirement for drone target aircraft to be utilized in
RDT&E and operational evaluation of surface-to-air
and air-to-air missile firings, this program commenced

in January 1967 to provide a follow-on for the QF9G!J. No Live Operator (NOLO) flight testing was to
he conducted at the Pacific :'vlissile Hange.
The Contract Definition Phase (CDP) for an Automatic Formation Drone Control (AFDC) system was
completed in November 19G7. The AFDC system will
he capable of controlling up to --! targets in a precise
maneuvering formation from 50 to 50,000 feet with a
target separation of 200 to 2,000 feet. Evaluation of
the CDP reports will result in :m Engineering Development contract for prototype equipment to he evaluated
at the Naval "Veapons Center, China Lake.
In support of avionics, the Naval Air Systems Command's rework facility at the Naval Air Station, Alameda, California, continued work in Hl67 on the "Van"
program. Vans are unsophisticated containers-which
look like moving vans without wheels-that house the
sophisticated equipment required to maintain complex
avionics systems on Navy aircraft in forward area.<;.
Capable of being air transported, these self-contained
units are completely air conditioned, and the work
shelves that line the inside walls are engineered specifically to accommodate test equipment needed to rework, rebuild, and recalibrate aircraft avionic systems.
A complex (depending on the type aircraft) of 3 to
6 vans can he air transported to remote air bases,
manually unloaded onto detachable running gear,
transported to a parking area, and then lowered to the
ground using built-in jacking facilities. The van complex can be off-loaded, set up, and made fully operational in approximately 8 hours, or moved to an entirely different base in a matter of days. The vans were
in successful operation at remote Atlantic and Pacific
bases.
With the increased complexity of modern aircraft
structures and the need to ensure safety throughout
a long life, the Naval Air Systems Command continued
shldies in 1967 on Non-Destructive Testing (NDT)
and Non-Destructive Inspection (NDI), a program designed to reduce the risk of airframe failure.
For many years the aerospace industry has been
plagued by an inability to predict accurately either
the fatigue life or the fatigue strength of individual
structural components. The accompanying structural
fatigue failures have resulted in regrettable loss of life
and aircraft, but the major operational impact has
been unscheduled "down-time" with resultant deterioration in combat readiness.
The complete destructive testing of an aircraft or
individual component is becoming more costly with
each successive new model produced. The advent of
~he space and nuclear age brought this problem sharply
mto focus. No less important however, is the ever increasing cost of manned aircraft. Ten years ago the
cost of a static destructive test for a bomber type airframe was approximately $3,500,000. Today, a similar
test for a supersonic transport costs about $25,500,000.
To supplement the destructive tests it is necessary
~o check periodically every similar aircraft throughout
Its working life. This is done by thorough visual in198
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sp ctio n or "sampling " of critica1 areas. If the struchrre
i inaccess ibl e for visual "sa.mpli1w· " or where the
>u p c ted defect miuht be too sm all to b e seen with
th e n aked e ·e, o n-D estructive T estinu (. 'DT) or NanD tru c tiv e Inspection (N 01) techniques are then used.
The No n-D estru cti e In pec tion ( iDJ) techniques
most reaclily recognized in the Aerospace industry are
m ao-netic particl e insp ec tion and liquid penetrant
insp ction.
The re ma ining Non-Destructive T stina (NDT techniques becom e more specialized and require trained
tec hnic ians to inte rpreJ the results of the tests. The
NDT me thods include radiography , ultrasonic testing,
and e ddy current testing .
All of th e techniques of NDT I DI were either a)read) being effectively utilized or \\ere under conside ration and evaluation for possible bene ficial application to aval av iation .

search and Development Service. SRDS has the responsibility for performing or arranging for the research,
development and engineering required to plan and
design equipment needed to provide a high degree of
automation for control of air traffic within the Nationa1
Airspace System. During 1967, SRDS engineers completed the specifications for automation of the nation's
62 busiest Termina1 Radar Control (TRACON) rooms.
Automation of TRACON rooms and a plan developed
by the agency's National Airspace System Program
Office (NASPO) to automate the Air Route Traffic
Control Centers in the National Airspace System is
part of an overall plan to modernize air traffic control facilities.

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
The Federa1 Aviation Administration relies upon
research and development projects to support its efforts to improve air safety and advance civil aviation.
Responsibility for most of the FAA's research and development projects is delegated to the Systems Research and Development Service (SRDS), the Aircraft
Development Service (DS), the Office of Aviation
Meclicine and the Civil Aeromeclical Institute at the
agency's Aeronautica1 Center, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
To acquaint the aviation community with FAA
sponsored research an:d development projects under
way, the agency held its first aruma! "Report To Industry" meeting at its Washington, D. C., headquarters
in June 1967. Among topics cliscussed were: Development and Implementation of Nationa1 Airspace System
Airport, En Route and Communication Programs;
V ISTOL (vertical and short take-off and landing)
Transportation; Air Navigation; Safety Programs; and
Aeromeclical Research.
In December, FAA joined with other governmenta1
agencies and industry I government groups to sponsor
a symposium to en_courage industry to develop a Pilbt
Warning Instrument capable of a1erting pilots of a
potentially hazardous traffic situation in the air.
Unlike the more complex and costly computerdriven Collision Avoidance System, under development
for use by the airlines, the lower priced system would
provide a pilot only with the essentia1 information
needed to locate other aircraft in the immecliate area.
The more sophisticated CAS evaluates a potentia1
hazard in the air and suggests evasive maneuvers for
use by the pilot. FAA research demonstrated that development of a CAS was possible and could work effectively. The agency was cooperating with indusb·y
in development of a CAS.
The greatest number of research and development
programs were managed by the agency's Systems Re-

At its National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center, FAA
testi.ng 9- by 12-foot la:rge screen pro;ection displays
wh-ich provide a composite pictu-re of rada-r/ beacon video
and computer-processed alphanumeric flight data fo-r ai-r
traffic controlle-rs.

~ was

The new system of semiautomated termina1 and en route facilities will provide automated radar display
of aircraft identification, a1titude and ground speed
marked with alphanumeric (letters and numbers) tags.
The a1phanumerics will appear as a lun1inous block of
coded information on a controller's radar display. The
data blocks will be electronically attached to the correct radar blip, and automatically follow the blip
across the screen. In addition to providing the identity,
altitude, tracking and grotmd speed, the system can
be equipped to report an aircraft's attitude (whether
climbing, descending or in level flight).
By contrast, without the benefit of the new system
the controller must memorize the identity of each blip
on the radar screen or write coded information by hand
on small clear plastic markers (shrimp boats) and
manually move the markers across the radar screen as
the blip moves indicating the new position of the plane.
Controllers view a 2-dimensional (range and bearing)
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radar of each plane even though a plane may be
equipped with an altih1de transponder. The third dimension, altitude, must be radioed by the pilot to the
ground-based controller.
The semiautomatecl system also will perform other
necessary functions such as: automatic coordination
and transfer of flight control of an aircraft between
controllers working adjacent sectors within an air traffic control facility and between facilities, automatic
updating of flight information, automatic printing and
distribution of flight data to control sectors, error
checking of a pilot's and controller's actions, automatic
processing of flight plans and electronic display of
significant in-flight weather conditions. Eventually,
when the system becomes fully automated, the equipment will perform additional air traffic control functions, such as predicting impending traffic conflicts and
suggesting ways of resolving them, flow control advice
in congested traffic situations and pre-planning the
sequence of arrivals at airports.
FAA's predecessor, the Civil Aeronautics Aclminist~ation, first began research and development work in
au traffic control automation in 1951 and these efforts
led ~o va_rious improvements in the system. After a
Presidential Task Force issued the Project Beacon
~eport in 1961, urging expanded use of automation in
air traffic control including use of alphanumeric tags,
the FAA stepped up experimental work.
By 1964, the F AA-developecl Advanced Radar Traffic Control System was being field tested at the Atlanta Airport, and the Stored Program Alpha-Numerics
at the Indianapolis ARTCC. In 1967, the latter system, renamed the Beacon Alpha-Numerics (BAN) was
transferred to the New York Air Route Traffic Control
Center for operational use. Eventually, all FAA Centers
-there were 21 in the continental U.S. air traffic control system during 1967-and the more than 300 FAA
airport control towers will be integrated into the auto~ated system. As implementation of the semiautomat~on of. the air traffic control system proceeds, the design Wil~ be continually updated to take advantage
of techmcal advances and changing needs.

Alf~r SRDS pro~rams included development of an
din eather Landing System to permit automatic
gs under
zero VISI
· ·b·1·
1 1ty we ath er conditions. Many
.
s~c~l~di~s .already were completed in 1967 tests
a
s atiOnal Aviation Facilities Experimental
C
enter near Atlantic City, N ew Jersey.
SRDS personnel began t t•
.
eli
.
es mg very h1gh frequency
ra o vmce co~munication via satellite between a
ground-based air traffic controlle . AI k
. h
.
r m
as a and an
F AA fl Ig
t crew m an agency aircraft fi .
sections of the United States and th p .fi~mg over
e ac1 c Ocean
Messages .were sent and received successfully by wa ·
of the. Natwnal
Aeronautics and Space Ad mimstrahon
· ·
. {s
.
App I ICatwns .Technology Satellite-hover·mg m
· synchronous orbit above C:hristmas Island in the Pacific
Ocean. VHF channels VIa satellite provided static- and
fade-free communication in the successful FAA t es·t s.
l

an
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The FAA hoped to test satellite capabilities in areas
of communication, data acquisition <mel navigation.
Other arew; of SRDS research included wake turbulence, clear air turbulence, coutrol of birds on and
around airports, cost/benefits analvsis of televised radar for general aviation, comparis~n of manually prepared and computer generated techniques for weather
forecasting, evaluation of a high-gain VHF /UHF communication facility, radioisotope t<LXi guidance system
feasibility study, and separation of aircraft in the 1\orth
Atlai1tic area.
FAA's Aircraft Development Service pursued continuing prognuns of aircraft safety development in
civil aviation. The service continued its research and
development investigations of methods of fuel containment following crashes. Investigations of aircraft accidents showed that many passengers who survived the
initial impact of a crash died in post-crash fires feel by
materials on the interior of aircraft <mel fuel spilling
from tanks. DS was developing fire resistance st<mclard<>
for materials used on aircraft interiors and was testing
thickened fuels, which do not ignite as readily or burn
as rapidly as liquid fuel.
In ai1 effort to provide more rapid ways of emergency evacuation following a crash, DS was working
on a design of an emergency exit system using an
explosive technique to open doors. Methods of rating
flammability characteristics of gelled fuels also were
under development. Studies of ways to eliminate deadly
smoke and toxic gases spewing from the burning of
plane interiors were under way.
A project by DS proved that grooved runways provide increased traction for aircraft, particularly during
periods of heavy rain when the hard surface becomes
wet and slippery. Various airports, including Washington National which is operated by FAA, later grooved
one or more runways.
A series of projects was undertaken to determine
how lightning strikes may affect an aircraft in flight
and develop lightning protection measures for aircraft
fuel systems. Another project on determination of
flame propagation hazards to an aircraft fuel system
was initiated during 1967.
DS studied the reaction of 120 pilots operating a
transport aircraft under simulated severe turbulence
conditions. Development of an optimum stall warning
method for light aircraft pilots was the object of another DS project. A program to test the fatigue and
fracture toughness of high strength aircraft steel was
initiated.
The Aeromedical Applications Division of the Office
of Aviation Medicine plans, administers, coordinates
and evaluates research work conducted at the Civil
Aeromedical Institute. The division also has the responsibility of human factor data gathering, processing
and analysis with relation to aircraft accident investigations and bioengineering-application of life sciences
information for aircraft desit,:rn.
An important development of the Institute during
1967 was the antismoke hood, a device designed to
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protect passengers' eyes and respiratory tract from
smoke. noxious fumes and heat, and provide an extra
3 to 5 minutes of breathable air in event of emergency
e\·acuation of an aircraft. The hood is made of fireproof material and protects a passenger from burn
damage to his face, ears. head and neck.
In another project the Institute was responsible for
the initiation of designs for a universal simulator for
advanced aircraft such as the supersonic tr<msport <Uld
large jets. The unit will be used in smoke and lighting
studies. to evaluate escape de,•ices <md exit features
during evacuation. Other studies were concerned with
impact survi\·al research, proper installation of shoulder harnesses, effects of alcohol on flying, side facing
seats and proper torso restraint, executive jet decompressions and small window size in aircraft. cockpit
noise levels, pilot rehabilitati~n relative to heart disease, and inflight physiological monitoring of student
pilots.
The FA A-managed supersonic transport development program moved in 1967 from the competitive
design phase into the prototype constmction phase.
On May 1, 1967, contracts were signed with Boeing
and General Electric for constmction of 2 SST prototypes.
The prototypes will be built by The Boeing Company and a nationwide team of subcontractors and
suppliers and will be assembled at the Boeing Developmental Center in Seattle, Washington. General
Electric Company will build the engines, each of
which will produce more than 60,000 pounds of thmst.
With its newest design refinements, the U.S. SST
is a 318 foot long titaniwn airplane with variablesweep wings. With wings set at 30 degrees. fully loaded
take-offs will be made at about the san1e speed and
using less TWlway than 1967 jetliners. Landing approach speeds at the same wing sweep setting will
also be about the same as big jets.
During subsonic flight the SST prototype's wings
will be swept to an intermediate position of 42 degrees. With the wings at this setting the airplane will
cruise efficiently at speeds equal to those of subsonic
jetliners. For supersonic flight, the SST's wings, pivoting on giant bearings, will sweep back to 72 degrees,
mate with the horizontal tail into a single lifting surface, and reduce drag for cruising at Mach 2.7 (1,800
miles per hour), almost 3 times the speed of sotmd.
Slotted trailing-edge flaps and leading-edge slats
bordering 85 percent of the SST's wing will provide
added lift for take-off and landing. The super jet prototype will climb rapidly after take-off and will approach for landing at low engine power setting. This
will mean lower sound level in communities under the
take-off and landing flight path of the SST. Additional
sound-reduction features will be built into the engines.
The SST will have a canard surface, like a small
wing, near the forward end of the fuselage. The canard
provides the primary longitudinal control in flight,
but is assisted by the tip elevons and elevators on the
horizontal tail for landing and take-off. Wing-spoilers

are used for direct-lift control to help vary the landing approach path by increasing or decreasing wing lift.
The U.S. SST prototype airplanes will be fitted out
for Hight tests. The forward cabin will contain Hight
test instriunentation and recorders, with positions for
flight-test engineers. The aircraft will contain tanks for
the water ballast used to vary the airplane's center
of gravity and payload for testing. Just forward of the
wing, a section of the fuselage will be fitted with an
airliner passenger interior including 52 seats, a galley
and a lavatory. The entire upper deck will be pressurized and air-conditioned, as will the baggage compartment in the forward lower deck.
The first SST prototype was scheduled to fly by
the end of 1971 with the second one not far behind. The initial flight test phase should be completed
by the middle of 1972, and this experience will provide the technical basis for proceeding into the certification and production phases of the SST. If all goes
well, the production model could be certificated and
ready for airline service by 1975.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION
The nearly flawless Hight of NASA's Saturn V rocket
on November 9 was a major achievement for the space
agency in 1967. It was, furthermore, a tribute to the
large number of industrial contractors and university
research teams whose skills and knowledge in science
and technology made Saturn V possible.
Destined to launch American astronauts on a ronndtrip journey to the moon, the 36-story-high Saturn V
collected enough data on its first Hight to fill a standard encyclopedia during each minute of its 8-hour,
36-minute mission. By way of comparison, in Project
Mercury flights, first in the manned space vehicle program, data obtained was equivalent to a standard
printed page produced every second.
Driven by engines producing 7,500,000 pounds of
thrust, plus second and third stages, and with more
than 1,000,000 moving parts, the great rocket lofted
Apollo 4 some 11,234 miles into space. From there,
the lunar vehicle was propelled in a 25,000-mile-perhour dive back to a planned splash-down in the Pacific
north of Hawaii. Heat that developed in the dive
reached temperatures of around 5,100 degrees Fahrenheit.
The flight proved the Saturn V booster and the
Apollo heat shield for their designed functions. It also
retrieved in some measure the Apollo program from
its low point suffered in the flash fire during a test
on the latmch pad at Cape Kennedy on January 27.
The fire, which killed Astronauts Virgil!. Grissom, Edward H. White II, and Roger B. Chaffee, necessitated
major changes in the Apollo Command Module. Most
of the combustible materials were eliminated and the
spacecraft's hatch, through which the crew enters and
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upw~u·d <md to the sides instead of do\\"n. Pepper plant
leaves folded down ;md turned under.
A biologist in charge of the bacteria experiment
said there were indications that ''stuff in space 1-,>TC\\'
better and to a greater density th<m the same stuff on
earth."
Experiments on other life fon11s, such as insects and
tadpoles, were still undergoing study at year-end.
Three more vehic:les in the Lunar Orbiter series
carried out Apollo support photographic missions in
1967, looking for suitable landing sites for <L'itronauts
to lcmd on the moon.
All .5 Orbiters, from the first launched in August
19(i(:i to the last in Au,!.,TtiSt H)(:i7, were highly suc:cessful. The wealth of photographic: detail gained from
the series stands as the definitive source of lunar surface data to date. Both front and hack faces of the
moon were mapped in their entirety.
The largest part of Orbiter .5's mission was a'isigned
to photo!,rraphic targets of primary scientific: interest to
permit more detailed interpretation of lunar surface
phenomena than was possible before.
International communications via satellite were
augmented in 1967 by .3 launches by NASA for the
Communications Satellite Corporation.
Intelsat II-B was positioned over the equator in the
Pacific near the international dateline. Telephone, TV
and teletype messages were relayed through its circuits by ground stations on the U:S. ma~nla~1d, H~w~ii,
Japan and Australia. It also will ~L'iSISt m fulfdlmg
Project Apollo communications reqmrements, <m~l provide military commtmications between Hawa11 and
Japan, and Thailand and the P~ilippines.
. .
Intelsat II-C, called Canary Bird, was placed m h1gh
Atlantic synchronous orbit to serve as a switcl~board
for 4 continents. It also will be a key relay pomt between earth controllers and the Apollo lunar mission.
Intelsat II-D, final launch of communications satellites for the year, went into stationary orbit over the
equator southwest of Hawaii. It will act as insurance
in case of failure of Intelsat II-B whose only spare
transmitting tube failed. Meanwhile, the 2 Pacific:
satellites doubled the capacity of spac:eborne commercial communications traffic relaying between North
America, Hawaii and Asia.
These satellites were launched by NASA for Comsat
Corporation on a reimbursable launch support basis.
The vehicles were developed from experimental spacecraft pioneered by the space agency.
Two more weather satellites were launched by NASA
during the year for the Commerce Department's Environmental Science Service Administration.
ESSA IV (NASA's TIROS-B), an advanced version
of "cartwheel" configuration, which turns in orbit so
that its instruments and camera always aim toward the
earth, was placed in a nearly polar sun-synchronous
orbit on January 26.
ESSA V, carrying an advanced Vidicon Camera
System: was launched into sun-synchronous polar orbit
on Apnl 20 from the Western Test Range, California.

exits, was redesigned so that it could he opened very
quickly in case of emergency.
Another major NASA effort during the year was
the Surveyor lunar soft-lander series, in a continuing
mission to explore possible landing sites for the Apollo
program.
Surveyor .3, after a rough, bouncing landing on the
moon April 19 due to failure of its dosed-loop radar,
televised over 6,000 pictures. A surface sampler experiment also found that 6-inch pebbles had a bearing
strength of 10 pounds per square inch.
Surveyor 4, sent aloft in July, stopped si!,rnalling seconds before its scheduled landing, and was presumed
to have crashed or blown up.
Surveyor 5, despite a fuel system leak requiring
ground controllers to change the landing plan as it
sped toward the moon, dropped safely in the target
area on the southwest edge of the Sea of Tranquillity.
Highlight of its mission was the first on-site analysis
of the composition of a heavenly body. A 6-inc:h
square metal box sensor was lowered to the lunar surface on command from earth. Detection devices measured _the rebound _of atomic: particles striking lunar
matenal. The readings, translated into radio pulses,
were transmitted to scientists on earth. Much of the
material examined was found to be basalt, common to
our world. The 600-pound spacecraft returned more
than 18,000 pictures before being shut down for the
2-week lunar night.
Wi0 Surveyor 6 carne a new achievement in spacemanship. The spacecraft, which landed on the moon
early in November in the Central Bay, wa<; relaunched
by remote control from Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California, to land about 8 feet fro
·t'·
··al
·
Th
miS
ongm restmg spot.
e craft's small vernier rocketsone on each of its 3 legs-were fired simultaneously
for 21;2 seconds for a 6lh-second flight.
. Immediately aft~r touchdown, the Surveyor trained
It~ TV camera on Its old landing position. Spectacular
picnu:es showed. clearly where the landing pads had
sunk mto the sml, and also revealed the area bum d
by the vernier
engines when the craft took off Bey
h
paumg t e new pictures of the surface with those
taken before the moon hop, scientists will be able to
get a stereoscopic view of the moonscape.
Important data on how life forms might develop ·
a weightless condi~ion ~ccompanied by radiation, a~~
how such effects mi_ght mflu~nce life forms, was gained
from the 4.5-hour JOUrney m orbit of Biosatellite II.
Launched from Kennedy Space Center on September
7, the spacecra~ was returned to earth after 17 orbits,
somewhat earher than planned because of a massive
tropical storm mov_ing into the recovery area.
The :apsul~ earned hun~eds of thousands of plant
and ~Imal life forms: ~rehminary findings of space
con~twn effects on hvmg forms and their progeny
could be made in the first few months following the
capsule's return.
Wheat seedlings were found to grow faster in
space than on earth. Their roots, moreover, curved
0

0

0
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Th e ESSA program is the world's fi rst operational
sate Uite s ste m providing practical weather data covering the entire earth on a continuing daily basis.
ESSA VI, launched . · ovember 10, carried 2 TV systems used for the Automatic Picture Transmission
(APT) ground stations. The cameras photograph the
earth's cloud cover every 6 minutes. The pichues are
sent automatically to an · properl equipped grotmd
station within a 2,150 mile rancre of the spacecraft.
Ea h photo covers an area of 4 500 000 squar e miles.
Following ESSA IV 's launch in January APT receiving stations inc reased from 180 to 305, 2 16 in the
U.S. and 89 in other nations.

May 24 and the second in July. IMP-E, renamed Explorer XXXV, went into lunar orbit July 22 for detailed
study of the earth's magnetosphere. IMP-F, Explorer
XXXIV, was investigating the region between the
magnetosphere and the shock front created when the
sun's particles meet the magnetosphere.
Meanwhile, NASA's fourth Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory, launched in July, was studying earth-sun
relationships during a period of mounting solar activity
to complement near solar minimum activity data previously gathered.
···
An unplanned " race" developed when Russia's Venus
4 space probe, !aunched on a 4-month flight on June
12 to our nearest, most mysterious sister planet, was .
followed 2 days later by Mariner 5 on a similar mission: to probe the cloud-shrouded Venerian atmosphere
and collect data on its radiation and magnetic environment.
Mariner V flew within 2,500 miles of its target
planet on October 19, while the Soviet spacecraft
parachuted recording instruments toward the surface
2 days earlier. Data radioed back by the NASA vehicle
revealed that Venus is a "psychedelic hell-hole" where
optical images are so distorted by the dense, largely
carbon dioxide atmosphere that a visitor might see the
back of his own head. The heavy atmosphere bends
light in such a way that the horizon would appear to
a visitor to curve upward, giving him the impression
of being in a hole.
Mariner V also fotmd that Venus, in addition to being
very hot, has only a weak magnetic field.
While the Mariner V Venus mission was in progress,
space engineers sent commands to the Mariner IV
Mars spacecraft to check its camera and data storage
system for the first time since the spacecraft transmitted
its historic close-up pictures of the Red Planet in 1965.
The vehicle, in operation 4 years after launch, had
traveled more than 1.5 billion miles in solar orbit, and
engineers were interested in the condition of the camera and the ability of the data storage system to r~
cord on magnetic tape after long exposure to space
conditions. The equipment responded normally, but its
nitrogen gas supply was expected to nm out within a
few weeks.

NA SA was readying Nimbus B, second generation weather
satellite, for 1968 launch. Here engineering model of the
spacecraft undergoes radio frequency interference tests.

The third Orbiting Solar Observatory to be lofted
by NASA was launched in early March. It carried
small telescopes and optical sensors to study the sun's
radiation. Other instnrments were examining solar '
radiation effects on the earth's atmosphere and ionosphere.
·
Two successful launches in the Interplanetary Monitoring ·Platform (IMP) program were made, the first on

As NASA entered into its tenth year, the crew for
the first manned Apollo flight pla~med for the summer
of 1968 was selected. They are Astronauts Walter
Schirra, Don Eisele, and Walter Cunningham.
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THE AIRLINES
R fleet ing th eir co ntinu.in <r in v tm nt in ne\\ fli abt
equ.ipm nt. the schedul ed airlin
f th
o.ited tates
achi ' d reco rd hi O"hs in ·en ic during 1 9 6~.
The: ca rri ed app rox ima te]_ 13-!,000:0oo passenO"ers
nearl y 100 1 ill ion passe nger m ile . an i.ncreas of more
th a n 2:2 an d 24 pe rce nt , res p ctiv ly, o r 1966, and
inc reased the ir cargo ser ice (mai l, fr icrh t and express) by 21 pe rce nt, to mo re tl1 an "' .5 1 illion ar<.ro
ton mil es.
T o help provide tl1is adclitio nal s r i ·e the ai r)jnes
took d li ve ry of 387 ne w airc raft durina 1967 alued
a t $2.1 billion. lnclud.in cr t11 1967 d liv ri
th e 5year (1967-1971) airline equipm nt pr09Tam added
up to 1,124 aircraft valued a t $ .3 billi o.
The fo llowing tabulati on show a breakclovm of aircraft received and scheduled for delivery dming tl1e
1967-1 968 pe riod:
Jets and
Turboprops
Rece ived in 1967
387
Scheduled for delive ry :
1968
444
1969
200
1970
69
1971
24
TOTAL
1,124

Valued at
$2.1 billion
2.7
1.4
1.5
.6
$8.3

billion
billion
billion
billion
billion

At year-e nd, the airline industry "vas among the
top 7 U.S. industries in annual capital investm ent. In
1959, at ilie b eginning of the jet er a, apital expenditures to taled nearly $700,000,000. In 1966, capital
expenditures topped the $1 billion level for the first
time in airline history, reaching a total of $1.5 billion. In 1967, the $2 billion mark was passed and
d uring 1968 the airlines anticipated delivery of about
444 airc raft at a cost of $2.7 billion.
The operating efficiency of new aircraft and related
equipment has enabled the airlin es to provide a better
buy for the public. In 1962, it cost domestic passengers 6.45 ce nts to fly a mile. By 1966, tl1 e cost had
been reduced to 5.83 cents. For th e first 9 months of
1967, it was down furth er to 5.60 cents. This 13.2
p e rcent d!·op in average airline fares since 1962 gains
point wh~~ m ~asured against
a cost of h vmg mcrease of over
7 percent during the same
period. In the 4-year p eriod as a whole, it
represented a total saving to th e b·aveling
public of over a half billion clolhus.
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To l~elp mak e certain that ilie nation's airport system will b~ adequate to mee t the future needs of air
transportatiOn, the airlines established in 1966 a new
Airport Facilities D epartment within the Air Transport Association (ATA). The department embm·ked
upon a program to assist all airline airports in the
orderly and timely development of their facilities to
serve the increasing volume of air passengers and air
cargo, as well as the new family of high capacity aircraft that will be introduced within the next few years.
Under this program, every airport used by the airlines
will be <m alyzed to determine its future requirements.
In this way it is hoped that not only will realistic
ail-port facility planning be accomplished, but that
such planning will be turned into steel a11d concrete
realities in time to meet the public demm1d for improved and efficient airport services.
Growin? public demand f_o r air travel has not only
L:h
ad1ts affect on the kmd of equipment the airlines are buying, the kind of airports that must
a?~?mmodat~ this equipme~1t, but also on
aulme techmques for hancllmg p assengers.
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communications tests over the Pacific using a satellite
of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
known as ATS-1 (Applications Technology Satellite).
The airlines did this believing that VHF (very high
frequency) satellite relay would result in reliable,
static-free comnnmications over oceans and ultimately
over uninhabited portions of the world as well.

Through 1967, the airlines had invested more than
$150,000,000 in new computerized reservations systems. As to tickets, they are in the process of developing an automatic ticketing system which passengers
can operate themselves and which promises to provide
tickets and confirmed reservations in 80 percent less
time than it takes today.
By way of solving the baggage problem, industry
invested $100,000 in an automatic baggage-delivery
system ( 1967 saw a demonstration of the prototype
model) designed to deliver a passenger's bag to him
anywhere in the terminal area in under 3 minutes after
being removed from the plane. The need for the system was compellingly demonstrated during the year
when one airline's first extended DC-8 flight landed
at Miami with 535 pieces of luggage. The aircraft
coming into service in the early '70s will carry twice
as many pieces.
During 1967, the airlines made noteworthy progress
toward developing an airborne collision avoidance system (CAS), a device that can detect potential collision
threats, tell the pilot what evasive maneuver to make
and when to make it.
Evaluation of the system was to begin early in 1968
and was expected to continue through 1969.
Another air traffic control development of significance last year involved the use of satellites. Late in
1966, the airlines began to participate in air-ground

So successful were the tests that on November 21
a test was conducted over the Atlantic. During the
entire trip, the engineer on the flight talked directly
and repeatedly with officials of his company in New
York. In addition, transmissions to and from the aircraft via the satellite were monitored in London,
Frankfurt, Hamburg and Buenos Aires. The industry believes that VHF satellite relay will result in a greatly
improved air-ground communications system. Hopefully, it will become operational in early 1970.
During 1967, airline employment increased by about
13 percent to some 280,000 men and women. As of
September 30, total payrolls were $2.425 billion, up
from $1.855 billion in 1966. The average salary was
$8,950, compared to $7,907 as of September 30, 1966.
For the 12 months ending December 31, 1967, the
airlines experienced a safety rate of 0.23 per 100,000,000 revenue passenger miles, one of the lowest
in the history of U.S. commercial aviation. The rate
in 1966 was 0.07 and in 1965, 0.31.

NEW AIRCRAFT ON ORDER OR DELIVERED
TO U.S. SCHEDULED AIRLINE INDUSTRY 1967-1971
(December 31, 1967)
Manufacturer

Bell
Boeing

Model

JetRanger
B-707
B-720B
B-727
B-737
B-747
BAC
BAC-111
Cessna
180/185
Convair
440
660-240°
580°
990
De Havilland
DHC-6
Otter
Douglas
DC-8
DC-8-60
DC-9
Fairchild Hiller
FH-227
F-27
FH-228
Lockheed
L-382B/100
YS-11
Nihon
S-61
Sikorsky
Skyvan
Short
Total-All Aircraft

Total Aircraft
Delivered or
on Order

2
176
3
262
131
88
8
1
2
12
50
2
1
1
7
111
214
28
2
3
5
10
3
__
2
1,124

°Conversions of piston to turboprop aircraft

1967
1
83
3
113

1968
1
58

1969

109
75

40
56

1970

35

64
4
1
2
6
28
2

1971

24

4
6
22
1

1
1
23
81
28
1

6
41
109

45
24

2

1
3

5
2
2
387

10
1
444

200

69

24
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AIRCRAIT IN SERVICE AND ON ORDER BY
U.S. SCHEDULED AIRLINE INDUSTRY
(December 31, 1967)
FLXED WI:-.;G
Jet

~lanufacturer

~lode)

In Service

Boeing

B-707
B-720
B- -oB-737
B-747
B.-\C-111
CV-880
CV-990
DC-8
DC-8-60
DC-9
FH-228
Caravelle

329
135
393

'_,

BAC
Convair
Douglas
Fairchild Hiller
Sud Aviation
Canadair
Convair
De Havilland
Fairchild Hiller
Grumman
Lockheed
Nord Aviation
Pilatus
Short
Vickers
Nih on

1,293

Total

1
1

10

435

12

441
2,169

709

2
7
9
1

107
S-61
S-62
Total

Bell
Sikorsky

1/
2/

31
62
60
Total

Piston

697

9
10
67
56
109
31
6

TOTAL FIXED WING

Bell JetRanger
Boeing Vertol
Sikorsky

6
88
133
3

21
45
74
1
1
48
56
2
108
10
12
7
2
46
2

6 conversions of piston aircraft to turboprop.
gj 22 conversions of piston aircraft to turboprop.
Piston
240
Convair
340
440
DC-3
Douglas
DC-6
DC-7
Constellation
Lockheed
Super Constellation
404
Martin
Others

HELICOPTERS
Turbine

149
131
90
4

20

CL-44
600
580
Otter
DHC-6
F-27
FH-227
G-21/P6A
Electra
L-382B/100
262
P-6A
Skvvan
Viscount 700
YS-11

1/

93

56
45
11
138
23
143

Total
Turboprop

On Order

1
1
19

2

7
26
2,195

____g

4
3

47-G
S-58C
Total

TOTAL HELICOPTER

TOTAL SCHEDULED INDUSTRY

711
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AIR CANADA

people from all over th e world visited th e $ 1,500,000
exhibit.

Record passenger traffic, new aircraft, and new and
improved services to the U.S. highli ghted Air Canada's
activities in 1967, Canada's Centennial year.
Expo '67 and nationwide celebrations of th e co untry's lOOth birthday helped to increase the number of
passenge rs carried during the first 9 months to 4,84 7,000,
a 17 percent increase over th e same period in 1966.
Air frei ght traffic was slightly lower than in the corresponding period in 1966 when a U.S. airlines strike
pushed volume to a high of 89,743,000 pow1ds. Air
Canada recorded a profit in 1966 and forecasted another profitable 12 months in 1967.
The Canadian flag carrier took delivery of 12 longbody Douglas DC-9 twin jets and 4 elongated DC-8
jetliners in 1967. The 94-passenger DC-9-32 was being

ALASKA AIRLINES
The announ ceme nt of th e purchase of one Boeing
747 was made at th e Alaska Airlines stoc kh olders annu al mee ting in August. D elivery is expec ted in 1971.
Passe nger inc rease in 1967 required an additi onal
jet and a Convair 990 was purchased from \ arig
Airlines.
Two more L-.382 H e rc ul es airfreighte rs we re added
to the fle et and th ey se rved we ll on th e North Slope
in th e Arctic hauling oil ri gs. The company held a
one-year lease agree ment in Ecuador haulin a oil ri gs
for Texaco.
Me rger pl ans were being pushed to compl etion
between Cordova Airlines / Alaska Airlines and Alaska
Coastal Airlines/ Alaska Airlines. It was hoped these
transactions would be finalized by th e end of 1967.
With th ese me r(Ie
rs consumated, Alaska Airlines will
0
be able to serve a pproximately 92 percent of th e Alaska
population.
Alaska Airlines was granted a te mporary se rvice
into Sitka and received authority from th e Civil
Aeronautics Board to continue this service until such
time as the Board can review the reques t for pennanent authority to serve this commtmity with direct
jet service from both Seattle and Anchorage.
Applications were filed with th e Civil Aeronautics
Board for service from Anchorage to H awaii ; to Minneapolis/St. Paul to Portland, Oregon and California
points; and a direct route Los Angeles/San Fra ncisco
to Anchorage/Fairbanks, a completely new route
concept.
The company moved into a $1,800,000 new hangar
located at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport in
August. This facility provided Alaska Airlines with
a more efficient operation of repair of equipment,
maintenance, and compact location of headquarters
personnel.
The airlines held a management agreement with
Alyeski Ski Resort, 40 miles south of Anchorage.
Plans were on the drawing board for many improvements in accommodations and ski areas for the near
future.
A new Alaska Airlines office was opened in Washington, D.C., during 1967. The company continued to
refurbish its ticket and freight offices throughout the
system in the Gay Nineties decor established in 1966.
Late August brought the official ope ning of the new·
Alaska Airlines ticke ting office at the Northern Lights
Shopping Center in Anchorage. This office will operate the same hours as the shopping mall to permit
best possible service to the traveling public.
New tour buses were put into operation at the Nome
station, as well as increased hotel accommodations
with the addition of a 16-room wing to the company's
Nugget Inn.

Air Canada took 1967 delivery of 4 new DC-8s.

used on the company's short-to-medium length routes
in Canada and the U.S. On order were 18 long-body
DC-9s, 3 elongated DC-8s, and 3 standard DC-8s for
delivery in 1968-69. Air Canada operated 101 aircraft on 66,214 miles of unduplicated air routes.
A daily DC-8 jetline r service between Montreal,
Toronto, anJ Los Angeles was inaugurated on September 29 following bilateral negotiations between
the Canadian and U.S. governments. The Canadian airline also introduced nonstop daily service to Miami
from Montreal and Toronto with 2 additional daily
flights beginning D ecember 15, and daily 1direct DC-9
jetliner servi ce between Montreal and Chicago.
To provide more modern and efficient service to air
freight c ustomers, Air Canada opened a new cargo
terminal in Calgary on April 17, was doubling the
capacity of the Toronto terminal for the end of 1967,
and building new te rmin als in London, England, and
Winnipeg for 1968.
The Canadian national airline constructed a w1ique
helical-roofed pavilion at Expo '67 which told the
story of man's yearning to fly, his early triumphs, and
today's achievements in the air. More than 2,000,000
210
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.-\L!\.SKA COASTAL AIRLL rES

was seeking nonstop service from Milwaukee to New
York ru1d key New Englru1d points, ru1d was ru1 applicaJlt in the Bermuda Service Investigation.
Allegheny service was initiated into Toronto, Canada, and Allentown-Bethlehem-Easton, Pennsylvania.
Additiona.l operating authorities newly awarded Allegheny by the CAB included: nonstop between Pittsbmgh and Nashville ru1d Memphis; B~ti.more and
ew York ; Baltimore and Boston; Philadelphia and
Boston; Washington, D.C. and Boston; \1\Tashington,
D.C. and Hartford/Springfield, and Albany, Baltimore
ru1d Philadelphia.
L ake Centra.! proposed new service in the Gulf
States-Midwest Service Investigation linking Chicago with Nashville, Memphis and New Orleans. The
Chicago-Memphis ru1d Chicago-Nashville service would
offer both nonstop and one-stop flights , while ChicagoNew Orleans would provide one-stop flights via L1diru1apolis, Cincinnati ru1d Louisville.
For the year ending June 30, 1967, the 2 co mpanies
boarded over 3,000,000 passengers and produced
610,327,000 revenue passenger miles ru1d 8 ,545,000
car go ton miles.
Dming the year 1966, Allegheny alone boarded a
record of 2,031,756 passengers-a mark that was stupassed in mid-October 1967.
On Septembe r 15, Allegheny completed ru1 intensive
program to convert its fleet to 100 percent tmbine
power. The accomplishment represented the fntits of
a multimillion dollar project that was launched little
more than 2 years earlier.

Th year 1967 w a · on
chan cre fo r Alaska Coa ta.l . irlin .
th e ai rlin e's South as te rn Alas ka rou t
in 136.195 r e nu p x ncr r . b·an portation of
3,9- 3,904 pounds of cru·cro ru1d :..., .-,-9 9-:-' pounds of
mai l luring th e first 9 month . Thi r pr en t d a substan ti al inc rease o e r th e ar 1966.
Altho ucrh th e airline did not inb·odu
equipm e nt, sev ral cha ncres r ulted in th
op e rati on, amon(T th e m th e introduction of
240 sen ice for Jun eau and th e new i tka
Prio r to constmc tion of th airport itk a '' a
onl y b. · amphibious ai r raft. Th ai.rlin ' n ' t\.Lrbospov. ered Gnunman a mphi bian prov d hi crbl ' su
fu l and great! ·aided th e airline's operation . (Tb major
equipm e nt o f Alaska Coastal '"irlin i amphibi ou .)
Highli crhtin cr the year 's hru1cres ' as the ompan 's
a nn ouncement of a plan to me rcr with Alaska Ai rlines, which at year-e nd was in th fina.l phase of
nego ti ation. The merger will brincr improved . er ice
to th e residents of Southeastern .\Iaska ru1d op n new
m arke ts for th e carrie rs.
ALLEGHENY AJRUNES
Alleghe ny Airlines so Udified its posi tion as number
one a mong the 12 U.S. regiona.l ai rlines durin cr 1967
through a munbe r of major even ts.
Highlighting this period of outstanding progress and
g rowth was the October 18th rumoun ·ement that
agreement had been reached on a.ll term leading to
a me rger of Allegheny ru1d Lake Centra.! Airlines.
The agreement is subject to approval b - the Civil
Aeronautics Board ru1d the Allegheny ru1d Lake Central shareholders. If approved, the merger \.vas expec ted
to become effec tive about Apri.l l , 1968. Allegheny
Airlines will be th e smviving corporation with corporate headquarters and executive offi ces remaining in
W ashington, D.C.
Under existing certifications, the route system created by the merger of the 2 cru-ri ers '~ ould approximate 4,000 miles, a network extending hom Boston
south to Norfolk, west to Chicacro and outhwest to
St. Louis.
~: :~
·
The 2 airlines, pre-me rger, served 9 common points
-Washington, D.C., Baltirnore, Buffalo, Cleveland,
D etroit, Pittsbmgh, Erie, Wheeling and Parkersbmg,
West Virginia.
·
Route applicati~ns before the CAB would provide
still further expansion of the territory served by Allegheny and Lake C entral.
Allegheny had pending before the CAB requests
for new authority to serve Chicago nonstop from Pittsbmgh, Cleveland and several New England cities, new
service to Lexington, Ke ntucky ru1d nonstop authorities
from Pittsburgh to Boston, New York, Hartford/Springfield, Baltimore and Buffa.lo. In addition, Allegheny

"Fun and Sophistication " was the theme of A llegheny 's new
f all/winter hostess u.nifonns.
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Under existing equipment programs of both Allegheny and Lake Central, the combined fleet by the
end of 1967 was to consist of: 6 DC-9-30 fan jets, 4.3
Convair 580 jet props, 10 F-27J jet props, and 12 Nord
262 jet props.
Scheduled for delivery by mid-1968 were 6 more
DC-9-30 fan jets and one more Convair 580 jet prop.
Options were held for 6 additional DC-9-.30 fan jets
for delivery during the first 6 months of 196~).

AMERICAN AIRLINES
There were colorful developments in American Airlines' passenger services during 1967, there were improvements and expansions in schedules and routes,
and there were significant advances in the flight and
maintenance areas.
The .3,000 stewardesses of American Airlines discarded their traditional uniforms in September and
donned an "American Beauty" wardrobe that revolutionized all concepts of airborne attire. In a test conducted early in the year, more than 1,000 passengers
endorsed the chic: and modern wardrobe by an 8 to I
margin. Features of the trend-setting outfit inc:lude a
c:hoic:e for in-flight wear of 3 dresses in basic: red,
white or blue, and replacement of the traditional hat
in favor of hairbows to be worn to suit individual
tastes. Teams of American Airlines stewardesses made
tours of Europe and the United States during the fall,
highlighting American's new look in stewardess costuming and selling European travel agents on the features of President Johnson's "Visit U.S.A." program.
One member of the team was American stewardess
Patty Poulsen, who was crowned queen of the world's
stewardesses at an international contest in Uruguay.
She competed against stewardesses from 16 countries.
American's pattern of service continued to grow.
New nonstop roundtrip service added during the year
included Toronto-Los Angeles, Toronto-Chicago, New
York-San Diego, St, Louis-Phoenix, San Antonio-San
Francisco and Newark-San Francisco. Within an hour
after Canadian Government approval of new nonstop
services between Toronto-Chicago and Toronto-Los
Angeles, American announced its all-jet schedules on
the routes. The first nonstop jet service from Dayton
to Dallas was added on August Ist and one-stop roundtrip service between Houston-Cleveland and NewarkT.enness~e was. inaugurated during the year. The first
d1rect a1r serv1ce to Palm Springs, California, by a
transc?ntinental airline was inaugurated by American
early m December under authority granted through a
CAB exemption order.
To serve more effectively the heavily travelled
c:?~muter-type segments on American's system, the
mrlme began Jet Express service between New York's
LaGuardia Airport and Boston in February. LaGuardia'N ashington schedules were adjusted in July for a similar pattern on that ~oute and LaGuardia-Chic:ago Jet
Express was started m December. Following introduc:212

tion of the Boston Jet Express service American carried more th<m .3.5,000 passengers a month, about 24
percent of the market, up from the :3 percent it carried in Jmmary. On the New York-\V,Lo;hington run,
American had 19 percent of the market in July when
it started the Jet Express service. The carrier's market
penetration rose to 2() pen:ent by Septemher-.3.=5.-H)()
p<L\sengers were using the service that month. The
Chicago Jet Express provides some .32,070 weekly jet
seats between New York m1Cl Chicago.
Astrolog was introduced in September. This is a
system which records pilot techniques and takes readings on the engines' performance. The cost to the
company to equip its entire Heet will he $17,000,000.
Because Astrolog has such a great impact on air safety.
American agreed to make it available to all other commercial airlines and private carriers in the world.
Besides Astrolog, the Operations Department daimed
other laurels during the year. Americ<m's \Vinnie Gilliland was given the Federal Aviation Administration's
national award for the airline mechanic who has contributed most to the safety of flight during the year.
Mr. Gilliland devised an improved test procedure for
a component of the automatic pilot system of Boeing
727 jets. Also, with the full backing of the FAA,
American's maintenance experts developed an advanced concept called "Monitor Maintenance" which
has enabled American to attain new levels of jet engine reliability while providing significant control over
costs.
A revolutionary color movie system, called Astracolor, made its debut on American in January. Astracolor has 14 screens installed within the overhead hat
rack. It allows freedom to passengers who prefer to
listen to popular or classical stereo music, or who prefer to work on business or just look out the window.
Astrocolor, made by Bell and Howell, is scheduled on
all American Airlines transcontinental nonstop flights.
In the spring, American introduced Sky Club, an
improved coach service. Featuring the atmosphere
of a club in the sky, it includes roomier seating, special Sky Club hostesses on duty in terminals to greet
and assist passengers, a selection of entrees for superb
Sky Club meals, and games for children.
Dissatisfied with the present baggage situation, American invited the airline industry to share in developing
a revolutionary high-speed baggage handling system
that may cure the mounting congestion of baggage at
airports. The system is designed to deliver bags from
any point in a sprawling airport like Chicago's O'Hare
to any one of hundreds of places there in a maximum
of 180 seconds. Being tested in Detroit, the system is
produced by Teletrans Corporation.
As the year was drawing to a close, the company
announced plans for a multi-million dollar Academy
of Flight where its professional pilots will receive
graduate-level training for the supersonic: and other
highly advanced transports of the 1970s.
The Flight Academy will have some half-dozen
buildings arranged in an attractive university-style set-
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the night. The progrmn is aired over 10 different radio
stations in 10 major cities.
A~trosphere toured the nation's major shopping centers bringing the airplane seat to the consumer's doorstep. The Astrosphere is a huge 45-foot-high inflatable
stmcture which houses 128 first-class 707 Astrojet seats
laid out to create the impression of an airline cabin.
Approximately 1,000,000 people at 29 shopping centers visited the unit this year.
Among the awards received by American this year
were the "Builders of a Greater Arizona" medallion
award for bringing national recognition to the state.
American is the first company ever to receive the
award. In addition, the Sign & Display Industry magazine promotion award was won by American for its
"Discover America" progrmn. Esquire Magazine made
the company a winner of its "Business in the Arts
Award." Also, the Institute of Outdoor Advertising
gave American 2 awards in 1967, one for a painted
outdoor bulletin and another for a travel poster.
During the year American submitted its brief on
the important transpacific route case to the CAB. The
proposed schedule pattern provides 54 daily one-way
transpacific flights with combination aircraft and 38
weekly all-cargo flights. The flights would provide
through-plane service between munerous mainland
cities and 15 Pacific points, including Honolulu and
Tokyo.
Other Pacific activity during the year included a
joint venture between American Airlines and the
Korean Government to build a 500-room luxury hotel
in Seoul, Korea. Completion of the $11,000,000 hotel
was scheduled for 1969.
Sky Chef Inc., a subsidiary of American, purchased
the airline catering kitchen at the Honolulu, Hawaii,
airport.

ting to house classrooms. a safetv research center.

co~·kpit training aids, and similar fa~ilities. When com~

pleted in 1969, the :\cademy will be the focal point
of an educational complex which will be the largest
airline personnel training center in the world.
The complex will include American's Stewardess
College, whose current size will be tripled. The Flight
Academy and College will he located on an 80-acre
campus adjacent to a new supersonic-age airport being
constmcted between the Texas cities of Dallas and
Fort \Vorth.
Fun was in store when top e.S. bw;iness leaders
teamed up with stars of professional baseball and football in a unique golf tournament sponsored by American Airlines Fehmarv 10-12. The :\meric<m :\strojet
Golf Classic, a 830,000 54-hole event. \Vas held at the
La Costa Country Club, near Sm1 Diego, California.
Proceeds of the 3-day tournament went to the Camp
Development Fund of the San Diego Cmmcil, Boy
Scouts of America. \Vinners of the event were Pittsburgh Pirates second baseman Bill :\1azeroski and
Washington Redskins safetv Paul Krause.
Innovations and new idew; were evident in the
Freight Department also. In .May, American Airlines
became the first major tnmk airline to adopt a "Zero
Defects" progrmn in its freight system. Employees
voluntarily pledged to do the job right the first time
under the well-known "ZD" program. In all, 18 separate measures are applied to rate each jetfreighter city's
staff. The overall result will be a better freight service
for American Airlines customers.
Besides increasing its jet freighter fleet by 40 percent, American's freight ton miles for the first three
quarters of 1967 rose to an all-time high of 366,000,000
(including its Military Airlift Comm:md contract operations across the Pacific). despite the fact that the
1966 figures reflected the additional freight carried by
American as a result of the 43-dav strike against 5
other U.S. tmnk airlines.
.
During the year, American committed as many as 4
707 jetfreighters at one time to the MAC Pacific operation. American's MAC performance reliability
averaged 97 percent since its inception in November
1966.
A new advertising cmnpaign V\ias launched by airfreight's new agency, Fuller & Smith & Ross.
Revenue passenger miles for the first 3 qumtcrs
were up 11.3 percent to 10,107,902,000. Net earnings
for the 10 months ended October 31, 1967, were
$45,542,000. While this figure was slightly below the
1966 figure, reflected in the 1966 em·nings was the
additional traffic carried by Americm1 as a result of
the 43-day July-August lAM strike, less $29,000,000
paid to the struck airlines under a mutual aid agreement. Revenues totaled $699,266,000 for the first 10
months of 1967, m1 increase of 15.4 percent over the
total for the same period in 1966.
Repeaters in 1967 were "Music 'Til Dawn" <md the
Astrosphere. "Music 'Til Dawn," sponsored by American Airlines, began its 15th year of good music through

BONANZA AIR LINES
Bonanza was engaged with Pacific and West Coast
airlines in a merger proceeding to form a new airline tentatively named Air West as the end of 1967
drew near.
A Civil Aeronautics Board hearing was held on the
proposal in Washington, D.C., in November, with a
recommendation by the exan1iner to follow at a later
date.
Combined, the 3 companies would provide service to
8 western states and a portion of Canada. All 3 had
route applications before the Civil Aeronautics Board,
including one by Bonanza of service through the
Phoenix/Tucson gateway to Guaymas, LaPaz, Mazatlan and Puerto Vallarta.
Earlier, the U.S. and Mexican governments agreed
on the new route during bilateral negotiations which
had been requested by Bonanza.
Approval of both the merger <md the Mexican route
would create <m airline with service from Canada to
Mexico. Air West would employ some 3,000 persons
213
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to 24, with 18 of th em in the quick-chanue version.
The " QCs" are capable of conversion from an allpassenge r configuration to a full y. load ~d al.l-c~u- u o _or
combination cargo-passenger config uratiOn m vO mmutes and are used by Braniff in passenger se rvice by
clay 'and in jet freighter operation at night.

initially, with that number expected to grow very
quickly to 4,000.
Passenger traffic on Bonanza alone was expected
to soar more than 18 percent in 1967 over the previous year, from 848,063 to 1,004,626.
Expedited hearings on the Service to Tucson Case
and the Salt Lake City-Las Vegas-Southern California
Case were completed in 1967, and a hearing on the
proposed Mexican route was, as noted above, also
finished.
Examiners in the Tucson and Mexican cases both
recommended that Bonanza be granted virtually all
the authority sought in each proceeding. The Tucson
case would give Bonanza new authority to operate
nonstop between Tucson, on the one hand, and the
cities of San Diego and Los Angeles, California; Las
Vegas and Reno, Nevada; and Salt Lake City, Utah,
on the other.
It would also permit service between Tucson and
all cities on Bonanza's two northern and its southernmost routes-the 5 cities named above plus Phoenix,
Kingman, Grand Canyon, Page and Yuma, Arizona;
Cedar City, Utah; El Centro and Santa Ana, California.
The Salt Lake case involves a route between Salt
Lake City and Cedar City, Utah; Las Vegas, Palm
Springs and San Diego. This authority would also allow Salt Lake City to Los Angeles service via Las
Vegas.
Bonanza's all turbine-powered fleet continued to
grow with the addition of more DC-9 fan jets. The
carrier had 5 before year-end plus 12 F-27 A turboprops. Two more DC-9s were on order for 1968
delivery.

--~---On e of Braniff's 727QC ;ets loads cargo-filled cocoons in
front of the airline's new $1,500,000 cargo fa cility at Dallas
Love Fi eld.

Delivery of the 727QCs enabled the airline to expand its all-cargo jet service from an initial system of
3 cities, inaugurated in August 1966, to a year-end
1967 network of 14 U.S. cities throughout the Braniff
domestic system.
Cargo service to the Latin American countries on
Braniff's system was not overlooked, either. During
1967, the airline increased its all-cargo jet freighter
service to 4 flights weekly in each direction between
the U.S. and South America, and expanded its service
to include all but 4 cities served by Braniff in Latin
America: Cali, Colombia; Antofagasta, Chile; and Rio
de Janeiro and Sao Paulo, Brazil. Permits to operate allcargo service to and from the Brazilian cities were
pending government approval.
In January 1967, Braniff completed its $30,000,000
purchase of Panagra, a U.S. flag airline formerly jointly
owned by Pan American World Airways and the \V. R.
Grace Co. and operating exclusively in South America.
The merger of the 2 airlines became effective on
February 1.
..
With the merger, Braniff began operating 30 roundtrip passenger flights weekly between the U.S. and
South America, with departure times spread more
evenly around the clock to facilitate business and
tourist travel between the continents. Later in 1967,
the weekly frequency was increased and additional
nonstop service offered.
The year also saw Braniff's domestic route system
expanded with the initial award by the Civil Aeronautics Board in the Pacific Northwest-Southwest
route case. On June 13, Braniff inaugurated thrice-

BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL
A massive fleet modernization and expansion program, begun shortly after Harding L. Lawrence became Braniff International's new president in April
1965, was completed in 1967; and this, coupled with
new route awards and the merger of Panagra into
the Braniff system, enabled the airline to continue its
rapid growth throughout the year.
During 1967, Braniff placed in service 23 new jet
airliners to increase its jet and jet-powered fleet to
69, and at year-end was providing all-turbine powered
service to every city on its extensive route system
throughout the United States, to Mexico and South
America, and on transpacific and Atlantic flights for
the Military Airlift Command. The last piston-engine
aircnift was phased out of the Braniff fleet on September 4.
The jet deliveries to Braniff during 1967 were of
the latest models available, including the 2 longestrange aircraft manufactured in the world: 4 Boeing
707-320C lntercontinentals and 5 Douglas DC-8-Super
62s, plus 14 of the highly popular Boeing 727 tri-jets.
The deliveries of the latter, 9 of which were "QC"
or quick-change models, brought the Braniff 727 fleet
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daily jet service over a new route linking Dallas/Fort
\ \"orth and s~m Antonio with Portland and Seattle/
Tacoma.
The Pacific ~orthwest-Southwest case was also reopened hy the C:\B during 1961. mul as year-end approached, the airline W~L'i actively prosecuting the
deferred portion of its application in the c~L.;e, which
included improved at·cess to Houston on the newly
awarded route. the addition of Salt Lake Citv and New
Orleans, authorization to operate turn-arm;nd service
between Denver ~md the Pacific ~orthwest. ~md the
extension of its present St. Louis-Km1sas City service
on to both Portland ~md Seattle.
:\s H)(i7 neared <Ul end, Braniff was also an acth·e
particip~mt in II other route c~L'ies pending before the
C:\B.
The airline h~L'i applied for service between 17
mainhmd co-terminals and Hawaii and to the Far
East, Australia and ~ew Zeatmd: for new southern
transcontinental routes across the l~.S.: ~md for improved access with nonstop prh·ileges from major
gateways in the U.S. to points served in South :\merica.
Other route applications pending C.\B action were
Braniff proposals to e:-.:pand its route system between
points in the Gulf States and the ~.fidwest; from !\linneapolis/St. Paul to Denver, Los Angeles <Uld San
Francisco m1d from the Twin Cities ~md ~lilwaukee
to the East Coast; from Seattle/Tacoma and Portland
to California, Las Vegas, Dallas/Fort Worth and Chicago; from Omaha and Des ;\-loines east m1d west on
trar1scontinental routes; from ~lhuni to London; from
Houston to Cozumel, Mexico: and from the Northeastern U.S. to the Bahmnas.
In addition to its extensive dome~tic U.S. route
system and international service between North and
South America, Braniff also, during 1961, saw its participation in Military Airlift Command contract service e"panded to the point where the airline was
operating the third largest civilian MAC chmter
service.
As a result of its expanded operations and fleet modernization, Braniff continued throughout the year to
set ever-higher traffic records. For the 9-month period
ended September 30, the airline reported a total of
3,510,199,000 revenue passenger miles flown. an increase of 56.5 percent over the same 3-quarter period
in 1966. Cargo ton miles flown, reflecting the growth of
the Braniff all-cargo jet system, were up 127.5 percent
over the first 9 months of 1966, to a total of 84,257,000 ton miles.

DC-8s were delivered early in the year and a fourth
came at mid-vear.
Preliminary' results for 1967 indicated that net income would be down despite total transportation
revenut? of around $95,000,000, about 16 percent above
1966. The latter resulted from gains of 18 percent in
passenger revenue, 16 percent in cargo and 31 percent
in airmail revenue. Charter revenue was down considerably as late delivery of new equipn1ent precluded
development of any sizeable charter program.
In the passenger field. North Atlantic business to
<md from Eastern Canada was up 34 percent, due
mainly to the attraction of E.xpo '67 in Montreal,
additional immigrant traffic, and, to a limited degree,
new lower group fares.
Revenue increases of from 10 to 15 percent were
recorded on the Orient, South American and Polar
(\\'estern Canada-Netherlands) routes. Addition of a
new nonstop Toronto-Honolulu service late in 1966,
plus the continuing popularity of the Pacific islands
as a year-rmmd vacation destination, resulted in a 20
percent improvement in Canada-Hawaii business.
\Vithin Canada, transcontinental revenue for 1967
\Vas down slightly, despite heavy Expo traffic. This
was attributable to the fact that 1966 revenues on this
route were inflated due to labor stoppages enconntered
by other carriers, and to the added competition of
nonstop flights by Air Canada.
.
On the B.C.-Yukon-Alberta routes, revenues increased about 10 percent, but the rate of growth slowed
due to a decrease in the level of construction activity
with completion of several hydro and forest industrv
•
projects.
Site preparation for CPA's new $24,000,000 maintenance and overhaul base to be built at Vancouver
International Airport was virtually completed. This
major facility, which will be capable of handling the
large subsonic and supersonic jets of the next decade,
will take shape during 1968 and was expected to be
completed in the spring of 1969. It will meet CPA's
maintenance requirements for the next 20 years.
CPA's employment total, now over 4,000 people,
was expected to continue to grow with added services.
J?e airl~ne foresaw requirements for a greater degree
of techmcal competence, people with a high degree of
spe~ializa~ion and m.o~e sophisticated knowledge of
then specialty. It <mhcipated that wage rates for such
people would be higher and would require an increasing share of the revenue dollar.

CONTINENTAL AIRUNES
The year 1967 was the year of the "New Look"
at Continental Airlines. In October, the carrier annmmced a program aimed at broadening Continental's
overall image to include the many ne\v domestic and
international activities the company has become involved in over the past few years. At the heart of the
program was the new trademark, a dynamic oval with

CANADIAN PACIFIC AIRLINES
Among the highlights of 1967 for Canadian Pacific
Airlines was the addition of 4 199-passenger DC-8-63s,
which abruptly altered the airline's problem from one
of equipment shortage to a new one of having large
blocks of seats to fill on many routes. Three of the
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ca), provides substantial discounts on multiple-stop
trips. A few months earlier, Continental won CAB
approval to introduce a new round-trip tou.r basing
fare set at 120 percent of the current one way coach
fare, and in 1966, the airline introduced an adult
standby fare which allows p erso ns 22 yeru·s and over
to fly at one-third off the already low eco nomy fare
on certain nighttime flights between Ch icago, Kansas
City, Denver and Los Angeles. Continental pion ee ~e d
economy fares when it introduced its three-class-service
concept (first class, coach and economy on the same
jet) on the Chicago-Los Angeles route in 1962. The
tour basing fare went into effect June 1, 1967, and
the adult standby rates were initiated August 1, 1966.
In April 1967, the Civil Aeronautics Board awru·ded
Continental an important addition to its route system
in the Pacific Northwest-Southwest Route Case. Under
the terms of the award, Continental was authorized
to provide service between the coterminals Houston
and New Orleru1s and the coterminals Seattl e and
Portlru1d via Oklahoma City, Tulsa, and Wichita; however, a portion of the case was postponed because of
legal considerations and Continental has filed an application for the right to serve another 12 cities on the
route, including Dallas, Denver, Salt Lake City, and
Boise.
Overseas contract operations continued to increase
substantially, with the company having flown approximately 4.5 billion revenue passenger miles in international service since starting Military Airlift Command flights in the fall of 1964. Continental was
awarded a fixed military airlift contract for fiscal 1968
of $53,600,000 compared with fixed contracts of
$29,400,000 for fiscal 1967, $7,500,000 for fiscal 1966,
and $2,900,000 for fiscal 1965, the first year the company began Military Airlift Command operations.
In the more than 3 years Continental has been flying for the Military Airlift Command, the carrier has
earned an enviable reputation for efficiency. During
1967, Continental's fleet of 320Cs had an average daily
utilization of 16 hours and 5 minutes each, ru1d the
high-time 320C averaged 16 hou.rs and 45 minutes
daily; both were records for all commercial jet airliners. Continental's domestic utilization record was
equally impressive. The company's Boeing jets were
averaging about 14 hours a day and the DC-9s nearly
12 hours a day. Both figures ..were well above the industry average.
On another front, the wholly-owned subsidiary, Continental Air Services, was operating within Southeast
Asia providing general aviation services for private
construction firms and the U.S. Agency for International Development.
Economic prospects for the Trust Territory of the
Pacific Islands were substantially brightened recently
with the award of a 5-year contract for jet air service
there by Continental. The contract, awarded by the
Department of the Interior, which administers the
Territory, called for twice-a-week jet air service for
the islands of Truk, Saipan, Majuro, Palau, Ponape,

flaring contrails running through the center. It replace d
Continental's Thunderbird, which (in one form or another) served as the company's trademark since 1944.
The new symbol and the entire program were designed
by Saul Bass & Associates of Los Angeles.
A major example of the new image program was the
repainting of Continental's fleet of 37 Golden Jets.
The paint scheme features 3 stripes (gold, lacquer red,
and rich orange) from nose to tail on an all-white
body. The tail remains gold, which is the only part
. of the previous design Bass retained. The new symbol
appears in black on the gold tail and in red just in
front of the name "Continental," which is lettered in
black on the white fuselage forward and just above
the gold stripe. The orange and red stripes (middle and
bottom respectively) sweep to the very end of the
plane, and the gold stripe flows up into the golden
tail.

Continental's new paint scheme, shown on the Boeing 727,
was introduced in October. It is a bold combination of
orange, red and gold, incorporating the compan y 's new
corporate signature on the forward fuselage.

Continental at year-end had under way the biggest
capital expansion program in its history, involving an
outlay of more than $400,000,000 during the 1965-70
period. The money is being used for 46 new pure jets,
including spare parts and related ground facilities;
for maintenance base expansion and construction in
Los Angeles and other major route cities, for jet training simulators, and for a new IBM 360/Model 65 Management Information System.
The 46 new jets (about a third of which had been
delive_red by year-end) include 19 Douglas DC-9Cs,
2 Boern? 720Bs, 9 Intercontinental Boeing 707-320Cs,
13 Boerng !27-200s: and 3 Boeing 747C Superjets.
These ne':"' rurcraft will more than double the company's
fleet, wh1ch became pure jet early in 1967.
. On November _6, Continental introduced a radically
different prom~twnal f~e based on a progressive discount for mulhple-destmation travel. The new tariff
known as Visit the C.S.A. (Continental States of Ameri~
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~mel Koror. with service to G•1atn and Honolulu contingent upon action by the Civil :\eronautics Board.
Continental platmed an intensive progrmn to promote travel to the Trust Territorv <mel will constmct
a hotel on each of the 6 ishmds ;ecei\ing air service.
11w hotels will be built at the rate of :2 a vear for 3
vears. Thev each will have :25 rooms and ·a bed cai)acity of 5.0 ~mel will be so constmcted as to allow for
expansion in the future. The air service will be provided by :\ir ~licronesia, a company formed in 1967
hv Continental, Aloha .-\.irlines of Hawaii. and United
\.1 icronesia Development Association. Inc. l U\IDA).
Continental mmouncecl phms to build a 100-room
hotel on Guam near Gu<ml International Airport. Partners in the venture :ue Lockheed Aircraft Sen·ice
Comp<my ~mel Hyatt Corporation of .-\.merica. The
hotel will include a restaurant. bar. swimming pool,
:mel the other usual tourist :unmenities. Continental
also held an option to lease a 15-acre site in .-\.merican Samoa and was im·o]ved in another hotel development project in Hawaii with 2 island firms. Adclitionally, Continental operated sales offices in Honolulu
;mel Tokyo to stimulate travel to the ~lainland United
States b~- residents of the Orient :md the Pacific and
to encourage travel on Continental while in America.
One of Continental's biggest efforts in coming years
will he to get commercial routes between the Mainland U.S., Hawaii, South Pacific :mel Orient. Continental's was one of the broadest applications on file,
encompassing North, l\1id and South Pacific proposals.
l11e comp:my felt its extensive experience in this
part of the world through military airlift operations
wei CAS :mel its other business involvements in the
Pacific and the Orient make it :m exceptionally strong
contender in the case.
Continental had .3 Concorde supersonic tr;msports
on order and expected to be the first domestic carrier
to offer SST service in the United States. The company also held reserved delivery positions for 3 U.S.
SSTs to be built by Boeing.
One of the major chat1ges at Continental in 1967
was the introduction of a new m:magement concept
in its field sales and service operations aimed at increased marketing flexibility. Under the new structure, a single marketing executive in each city has
overall responsibility for the total sales :mel service
effort, provicling each market area with the kind of
personalized, individual attention it warrants. This
change constituted the concluding step of a compat1y
streamlining process which beg:m in June I 966, when
Continental annow1eecl a realignment of top management. l11e completion of this restructuring left the
airline in a position where it can take better aclv:mtage of m<uketing opportunities as they develop and
where it can comfortably accommodate the increasingly rapid growth it has been experiencing and which
is expected to continue through the ye<u·s ahead.
One important indicator of Continental's financial
stability was that at the end of the third quarter of
1967, the airline had bank :mel institutional finm1eing

aggregating $168,600,000 on an unsecured basis and
at favorable interest rates. Continental's net income
for 1966 was $17,:200,000 ($5.26 a share), compared
with 810,400,000 ($3.:26 per share) for 1967. The 1967
income figure is exclusive of gain from a non-recurring
special item of $1,600,000 (51 cents per share). The
1966 results marked the year as the best in the company's history.

DELTA AIR LINES
Fiscal 1967 was an excellent year for Delta, an excellence measured tangibly by new highs in sales and
in earnings.
In summary, Delta carried a record 9,400,000 passengers over a record 6.4 billion revenue passenger
miles. Net earnings were a record $49,190,000 or $7.72
per share including a $2,400,000 gain on the disposition of flight equipment.
Operating revenues of $397,836,000 were an alltime high, wd a 25 percent increase over the previous
highs set in the preceding fiscal year.
Delta carried 9,-!22,422 revenue passengers on its
domestic and international routes. This total, too, was
m1 all-time record and a gain of 25 percent over passenger totals for 1966, a jump past both the 8- wei 9million marks for the first time. Revenue passenger miles
increased 28 percent to a new record of 6,415,467,000
The 9,000,000 passengers, wd their joint travel of
over 6 billion revenue passenger miles, produced
$362,368,000 in revenue, a 24 percent gain over 1966.
The passenger revenue growth \Vas diluted bv a
3 percent decrease in passenger mile yield, due to ·the
continuing effect of promotional and other discounted
fares. It is not at all certain that the discOtmted fares
produced a commensurate increase in Delta revenues,
but the benefits of air travel were brought to at1 everincreasing market and yotmg people and servicemen
have been benefitted particularly.
It is estimated that, exclusive of pre-strike and poststrike effects, the 43-day stoppage of 5 major trunk
lines in July and August added 271,000,000 revenue
passenger miles and $17,000,000 in revenue above
Delta's forecast for the same period.
Operating revenues from other sotuces-mainly
freight, express, and mail-totaled $35,468,000. Freight
and express ton miles increased 22 percent over 1966,
reflecting the additional capacity provided by the
L-100 airfreighters. Mail ton miles were up sharply
by 70 percent and mail revenue reached $11,000,000
for the year.
The year showed earnings of $49,190,000, or $7.72
per share and was the 20th consecutive year to show
a Delta profit. The comparative figure for 1966 was
$34,554,000.
Shortly after the end of the fiscal year, the directors
voted an increase in the cash dividend to 30 cents
per share, for the September 1, 1967, quarterly
payment.
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D e live ries of additional je t equipm e nt allow ed D e lta
to ex-pand its jet se rvice to additi ona l smalle r citi es.
In 1968 pi ston airplan es will ope ra te into fe wer cities
and by 1969, onl y into th ose cities whic h do no t have
adequ ate je t a irpo rt fac iliti es. It was exp ec ted th a t th e
last piston airplan e, th e Con vair 440 , \VOtdd be phase d
out of se rvice in th e spring of l 969.
The fin a ncial outlay for D e lta 's new jet airc raft
prog ram will exceed $800,000,000 . To fac ilita te th e
fin a ncing for this new equipm ent, D elta, in 1967, arranged with 25 of its syste m a rea ha nks a $175 ,000,000 loa n, be li eved to be th e la rges t eve r nego ti ated
in th e Southeast.

Industry, nuclear power, tourism, climatic conditions and air traffic, both passenger and cargo, into
and out of the South, steadily increased. Barring any
economic geopolitical upheavals, there seemed little
likelihood that such an increase will diminish. Five
years ago Delta broke all air travel records in Atlanta
when in one month it boarded 100,000 passengers.
With the advent of more jets, hoardings continued to
increase and in 1967, during one month in Atlanta,
Delta boarded 228,000 passengers. Five years ago a
Delta milestone was reached when in a single year
1,000,000 passengers were boarded. This figure was
reached in April 1967, and the 2,000,000th passenger
was boarded in October 1967, a month ahead of 1966.
. A number of years ago Delta foresaw an unusually
large increase in air traffic. This was based on the
probability that the forthcoming jet airplanes would
be highly successful; as such it pioneered in 1959 the
Douglas DC-8 and in 1960, the Convair 880. In 1965
it pioneered the DC-9 twin fanjet and the all cargo
Lockheed L-100.
To supplement its jet program , Delta embarked on
the construction of the South's most modem jet maintenance facility and later on its all computer Deltamatic Reservations System. In 1967 plans were announced to establish a $7,000,000 computer center
in Atlanta that will nearly double the original availability. The new facility was expected to be ready for
occupancy in early 1968 and will accommodate Delta's
needs over the next decade. Construction continued
during the year on the jet maintenance facility, which,
when completed, will result in a 90 percent increase
in operational capacity.
Delta's system terminal facilities received continual
expansion and modernization during 1967. Nowhere
was this more evident than in Atlanta, where 10 new
aircraft gate positions continued under construction
at a cost of over $7,000,000. Work on the 2 new
5-gate position rotundas was expected to be completed in July of 1968. At that time the airline will
have 24 jet gate positions at its Atlanta terminal.
Delta inaugurated service with its new 195-passenger
DC-8, the world's largest commercial jet airplane, over
its Southern Transcontinental Route in 1967. At the
end of the year 3 of these airplanes were in service.
The Super DC-8s provided greatly improved and expanded service on the high density routes from cities
such as Chicago and Detroit to Florida.
During 1967 Delta's jet fleet was strengthened by
the addition of 3 Super DC-8s, one standard DC-8,
12 89-passenger Super DC-9 twin fanjets and one
standard DC-9. In 1968, Delta expected to receive
25 Super DC-9s and 4 Super DC-8s. Orders or options were placed for 5 375-passenger Boeing 747s.
By 1971 , if all orders and options are exercised, Delta
will operate 21 standard DC-8s, 18 Super DC-8s, 16
Convair 880s, 73 DC-9s (including 15 standard Models),
5 375-passenger Boeing 747s and 3 Lockheed L-100
freighters. The airline held delivery positions for 3 U.S.
built supersonic transports.

Delta took delivery of 3 DC-8-6Js (shown), one standard
DC-8 and 13 DC-9s during the year.

To meet the challenge of the jet age, the era of the
giant jets which is immediately ahead, Delta in October
1967 broadened its executive base by the appointment
of 10 new officers as assistant vice presidents. These
Delta veterans combine a wealth of airline experience. By year-end 1967, the airline had a total of
16,000 employees.
Delta applied to the Civil Aeronautics Board for
authority to serve a number of international and domestic routes. Categorically it desires to operate from
its Southern Tier Cities of Atlanta, Miami, New Orleans, Houston, Dallas and the West Coast Cities of
Los Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego to 'Hawaii,
Tokyo, Osaka, Seoul, Hong Kong and Manila. It also
asked for authority to fly the Atlantic from its domestic cities of Atlanta Miami Dallas Houston and New
Orleans via the Washingt~n and' Philadelphia gateways to London, Paris, Frankfurt and Rome. Domestically it sought authority to serve the Rocky Motmtain cities of Denver and Salt Lake City from the
South and it would fly to and provide new service
for San Antonio, Cleveland, Huntsville and Nashville.
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linking five points in Florida with the Bahama Islands
and opening up this popular resort area to new potential tourist _markets in the East, ~lid-\Vest, South
and Southwest.
:\ significant acquisition, marking Eastern's entry
into the hotel business, came with purchase from
Laurance S. Rockefeller of a controlling interest in
2 of his finest resort properties, the Mauna Kea Beach
Hotel. in Hawaii, and the Dorado Beach Hotel, in
Puerto Rico, together with a share in their management company, Rockresorts.
In mid-December, Eastern's Board of Directors
elected Flovd D. Hall, who had served as the company's president for the past -! years, to the post of
chairman and chief executive officer; Arthur D. Lewis,
forn1erly senior vice president and general manager,
to succeed Mr. Hall as president; Todd G. Cole, formerly senior vice president-finance and administration. to vice chairman of the board and chairn1an of
the finance committee; and Charles J. Simons, formerly vice president and controller, to vice president
and chief financial officer.
Several important reorganizations took place during
the year within Eastern's internal organization, notable
among them being the creation of an Operations
Group headed by Sanmel L. Higginbottom, vice president. with combined responsibilities for Customer
Services, Flight Operations, Engineering and Maintenance, and System Control; creation of an enlarged
Properties and Facilities Department m1der Markham
S. Cheever, staff vice president, in the Finance and
Administration Division; creation of a new Law Department headed by \V. Glen Harlan, vice president;
and a revised and strengthened Marketing Division
under George S. Gordon, vice president.
Among the latter's marketing innovations was creation of an Eastern Travel Club ("etc") with its own
exclusive hotel and resort facilities for the membership, and attractively priced vacation packages appealing to a wide range of single and married folk. With
over 40,000 members in good standing as the year
drew to a close, plans for expansion were already well
under way for this venture.
Eastern's unique no-reservations, pay-on-board, highfrequency Air-Shuttle linking Boston-New York/
Newark-Washington was able to hold its position as
the prime mover of people over the Northeast Corridor in spite of vigorous competition from other carriers. Terminal improvements were completed at
Washington National Airport; new Douglas DC-9-30
jets seating 107 passengers were introduced early in
the year and by the year's close ahnost all first sections were being operated with this modern equipment. By spring of 1968 it was contemplated that all
piston aircraft will have been retired from Air-Shuttle
operations and that back-up service with extra sections
will be provided by a large fleet of Lockheed turboprop Electras.
Most noteworthy new service added by Eastern during 1967 was the extension of its routes over the

In l~J()-;- Eastern :\irlim:s resumed its expansion. which
had been slowed somewhat bv labor troubles during
the previous year. It was the .year of "Grow Power"'"·
in which not only did Eastern "s revenue passenger and
cargo mileage show substantial increases but its routes
we1~e leiwtl~cned throu,~h meraer :mel new authorizations gra;~ted bv the Ci~·il :\er~nautics Board. its fleet
of mo~lern aircr~tft ~reatly amplified. its ground support
facilities likewise modernized and enlarged. and its
personnel gi,·cn new training opportunities.
This \\'<L<; also a vear in which Eastern entered new
fields of divcrsifk·;{tion through acquisition of important resort hotel facilities in Puerto Rico and Hawaii.
Passenger hoardings for the full 12 months exceeded
HJ.:31R,OOO and revenue passenger miles were 11,171 J>H:3,000. Load factors generally showed improvement over HJ66. with the January through December
average reported at 60.7 percent.
Contributing largeh· to these results were the increased availal1ility'o(seats on Eastern flights between
the H.S airports served in 28 of the United States, parts
of C•mada and Mexico, and the islands of Bermuda,
Puerto Hico :mel the Bahamas. On a single record day,
June :30, Eastern carried 73,-!30 passengers; and in a
single record month, :\ugust, 1,77-!,068 passengers,
reconfirming the airline's position :L<; the free world's
second largest in this respect.
TI1irtv-nine new aircraft were added in 1967,
bringing Eastern's jet fleet up to 138. These included
one Douglas DC-9-10; 18 Douglas DC-9-30s; 6 Douglas DC-8-6ls; and 1-! Boeing 72.7 .. Quick Change"
\Vhisperjets. Arnmgements were also made to dispose
of 29 Lockheed Constellations, which were being
gradually phased out of service. Orders were placed
for 37 more jet aircraft for future delivery. Among
the additional aircraft ordered were 2 British-French
supersonic Concordes, bringing Eastern's total order
to 6; 3 Boeing SSTs, raising to 5 the number for which
the company has reserved delivery positions;-! Boeing
747 "jumbo jets"; 2long-range, large capacity Douglas
DC-8-63s; 11 more Douglas DC-8-61s; 12 short-range
Douglas DC-9-30s; and 9 of the dual-purpose passenger I cargo Boeing 727QCs. The investment in the
new subsonic aircraft alone amounts to $236,000,000.
To provide funds for purchasing such increasingly
costly aircraft and for other capital improvements,
Eastern arranged new financing through the issuance
of $75,000,000 in convertible subordinated debentures
towards year-end. Earlier, stockholders had app_roved
a doubling in the number of authorized shares of common stock (of $1.00 par value) from 15 to 30 million,
and the issuance of 2,000,000 shares of preferred stock
($100.00 par value), permitting its Board of Directors
flexibility in development of future plans and achievement of such long range goals as diversification through
merger or acquisition of attractive properties.
Such a merger was consumated early in the year,
when Eastern acquired the routes of Mackey Airlines,
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"Aero Space Corridor" from Melbourne and Orlando,
Florida, via Huntsville, Alabama, and St. Louis, Missouri, to the Pacific Northwest at Portland, Oregon,
and Seattle, Washington. This service, inaugurated on
June 13, placed Eastern for the first time on the U.S.
West Coast and made it a truly transcontinental
airline.
International service linking Toronto, Canada, with
Florida, inaugurated late in 1966, was further expanded
during 1967 to include direct nonstop flights between
Toronto-Tampa and Toronto-Miami. New service was
also introduced between Toronto-Buffalo-PittsburghAtlanta.
While Eastern continued to press its applications
for various new routes across the Pacific to Hawaii
New Zealand, Australia and various points in South~
east Asia, it also introduced new requests for domestic
routes which would extend its services from the twincities of Minneapolis/St. Paul to Los Angeles or San
Francisco, and give it access to Kansas City en route
between St. Louis and the presently served points of
Seattle and Portland.
In May, Eastern flew its first transatlantic mission,
ferrying one of its big DC-8-61 jets for an appearance
at the Paris Air Show. Then, starting in July, Eastern
gained further valuable experience in operating large
aircraft over long routes through its contract with the
Military Airlift Command for the carrying of military
personnel and their dependents. Initially its MAC
flights, to which 2 DC-8-61 aircraft were assigned,
were between McGuire Air Force Base, New Jersey,
and points in Germany, Spain and the United Kingdom. Starting in October Eastern began transpacific
flights from various bases in the United States to
Vietnam via Honolulu, Wake Island, and either Guam
or Manila.
A CAB hearing examiner in October recommended
Eastern for new service authorization between New
York and Washington, D.C., on the one hand, and
Kingston and Montego Bay, Jamaica, on the other.
The Board's decision on this was awaited at year-end.
Preparations for continued growth and expansion
of air travel and air shipping were carried on throughout the year. Some 130 acres of desirable undeveloped
real estate were purchased in Woodbridge, New Jersey, fronting on the Garden State Parkway, for investment as a future industrial park and site for Eastern's
$5,000,000 regional reservations center. Work was
started also on a new 12-story office building, to contain reservations facilities, at San Juan, Puerto Rico,
and plans were announced for a $2,500,000 project
to double the size of the regional reservations center
at Charlotte, North Carolina, and to build a $2,300,000
reservations center in Atlanta.
At Miami new executive offices were constructed
at a cost of $3,500,000, and a $1,600,000 building to
provide accommodation for Eastern's new IBM-360
reservations computer equipment was completed as
was a $1,000,000 building to house a regional reservations center.

The airline industry's most modern automated cargo
distribution terminal was placed in service by Eastern
in Atlanta during the latter part of the year. l11is
facility, costing $1,400,000, utilizes highly sophist~
cated, automatic sorting devices built hy the Amencan Machine & Fotmdry Company, to speed the interchange of freight, express, m~il a.nd even preloaded
enclosed pallets used in contamenzed service.
.
In January Eastern occupied new cargo. tenm1~al
space at New York's J. F. Ken~1edy Inter~latiOn.al AI~·
port, and in December at San Antomo. As 1967
ended, work was progressing on other new cargo facilities at Toronto, San Jmm, and Detroit Metropolitan airport, for early occupancy in HJ68. \~'he1~ ~on~
pleted, these will add materially to t~1s mrhn~ s
capabilities for handling the expected mcreases m
traffic as more of the "Quick Change" Boeing 727s
go into service.
A school for training travel agents and Eastern employees in reservations, tariffs, ti~keting proce~ur~s
and other pertinent matters affectmg sales was mshtuted during the year at Coral Gables, Florida, and
it received, industry-wide acclaim.
Notable among the preparations Eastern was.making
for advent of the supersonic age was the appmntment
of one of the nation's most knowledgeable and experienced test pilots, Scott Crossfield, as system director of research and development for flight. Mr.
Crossfield was the first man to reach Mach 2 in the
X-15, and he has operated this experimental aircraft
at speeds of up to Mach 6. Under his leadership and
instruction Ea'itern expected to be ready for SSTs
when they arrive.

FLYING TIGER LINE
Flying Tiger Line at year-end was ready to embark
on a $25,000,000-plus program of facilities' expansion
and modernization, in preparation for the phasing in
of a new fleet of 17 DC-8-63F Jumbo Jet airfreighters,
expected to start arriving in the spring.
The investment in the new fleet in itself amounted
to $207 million, including spares and ground support
equipment.
Extensive planning of facility and ground support
requirements to accommodate the new fleet were under
way throughout 1967, and as many as 8 stations were
to be affected in the first phase of the system-wide improvement and modernization program in 1968.
Concurrently, a more subtle change was taking place
within the sales and marketing element of the company
as it, too, geared to make full use of the competitive
advantage Flying Tiger Line will have with its new
fleet of Jumbo Jets.
Realignment of the marketing function, which includes sales, was completed in 1967. A system of regional sales managers was set up in the United States,
the Far East and Europe, and the domestic and inter220
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national sales roles were fully integrated, organizationally. In the past, the 2 had functioned separately.
FTL has applied for transpacific authority which, if
granted, would connect the carrier's domestic svstem
~vith 8 major Far East points-Tol...-yo, Seoul, Ok~awa.,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, .\'lanila., Saigon and Bangkok, as
well as Gum11 m1d Hawaii. Final Civil Aeronautics
Board action on this case could come about in 1968.
In 1967, the airline asked that 12 new cities be
added to its present domestic system, and in December
a further 8 communities petitioned the Board to be
included in the application, which brings to 20 the
number of cities that FTL could be authorized to serve
if the CAB approves the application. The cities are:
Charlotte, North Carolina; Atlanta, Georgia; Norfolk,
Virginia: Nashville, Tennessee; St. Louis. ~~lissouri;
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma: Minneapolis-St. Paul,
~linnesota; Indianapolis, Indiana; Syracuse, New York;
Baltimore, Maryland; ·washington, D.C.; Denver,
Colorado; Kansas Citv, Missouri; Cohunhus, Ohio;
Phoenix, Arizona: 01;1aha, Nebraska; and Norfolk,
.:\""ewport News, Hampton and \Villiamsburg, Virginia,
as a hyphenated point.
The growth history of Flying Tiger Line's present
14-city domestic system is in itself a reliable indication of the market potential of the new cities the carrier seeks to serve.
For instance, 1967 traffic required the introduction
of two additional CL-44 turboprop freighters into
domestic service which, in hun. created a need to
lease 2 Boeing 707-320Cs to replace them in the transpacific military charter market.
Also, freight traffic to and from the Northwest
reached the point where it justified the introduction
of direct service to and from points East. Both Seattle
and Portland were provided direct service, whereas
previously all inbound and outbound traffic to and
from those points was routed through San Francisco.
As of December 31, 1967, the few Lockheed Super
Constellation aircraft still in service with the Flying
Tiger Line were retired from use. Thus, at year-end,
the domestic common carriage fleet was comprised of
CL-44s in its entirety.
However, introduction of the DC-8-63F Jumbo Jets
into domestic service in 1968 was to mark the beginning of the transition to an all-jet fleet by late 1969.
Initially, the big jets will serve maj.or market points
such as Los Angeles and San Francisco in the west,
Chicago and Detroit in the midwest, m1d New York
and Boston in the east.
All these stations, alo~1g with 2 others, are included
in the first, or 1968, phase of the facilities' modernization program. The other 2 are Newtuk and Cleveland.
Initially, only 6 of the stations will be equipped
with automated in-terminal pallet handling equipment, but all of the 8 stations will be equipped with
fully-mechanized on-ramp loading and off-loading
equipment.
Modernization plans for 1968, on an individual station basis, were as follows:

• Los Angeles: Completion of terminal expansion
project and aircraft ramp extension work by February.
The capacity of the freight terminal building will be
doubled, and the ramp extended to accommodate 4
Jumb<? Jets. In-terminal and on-ramp handling equipment to be installed.
• Newark: Modification of freight terminal dock area
to accommodate 2 Jumbo Jets, for completion in September, and installation ofin-terminal and on-ramp handling equipment.
• New York: Development of an all-new freight
tern1inal facility, with accommodation for 2 Jumbo
Jets, and installation of in-terminal and on-ramp handling equipment.
• Detroit: Development of an all-new freight
terminal facility on a new 9.5 acre site, with accommodation for 3 Jumbo Jets, and installation of
in-terminal and on-ramp handling equipment.
• Chicago: Expansion of ramp and hydrant fueling
facilities to accommodate 6 Jumbo Jets, and increase
freight terminal by as much as 100 percent. Installation
of in-terminal and on-ran1p handling equipment.
• Boston: Anticipating move to newer facility in
September, which will more than double terminal
capacity and allow for accommodation of 2 Jumbo
Jets. Installation of on-ramp handling equipment.
• Cleveland: Installation of in-terminal and on-ramp
handling equipment.
• San Francisco: Move to larger facility, with double
capacity, completed in November 1967. Installation of
in-terminal and on-ramp handling equipment slated
for August 1968. New facility will accommodate 3
Jumbo Jets.
• Philadelphia: Acquire new 6.5 acre site for all-new
freight terminal at the airport's new cargo complex,
with construction of facility and on-ramp handling
equipment to begin early in 1969.
In addition to the facilities investment described
above, the Tigers were also to complete construction
of a new $2,000,000 flight training facility at its Los
Angeles headquarters in January 1968. The structure
will house a DC-8-63F flight simulator, procedural
and evacuation trainers, and electronic student response system, classrooms and offices.

FRONTIER AIRLINES
Progress through expansion of routes, services and
equipment was the theme for the growth of Frontier
Airlines in 1967.
The highlight of the year was the October 1 merger
of Central Airlines into Frontier Airlines. The combination of Central's and Frontier's route systems made
Frontier the fourth largest scheduled carrier in unduplicated route miles within the continental United
States. \Vith 114 cities in 14 states, Frontier became
second in the number of communities served among
all scheduled carriers.
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In less than a month after the official merge r, which
got expedited handling by the Civil Aeronautics Board,
through flights were OJ?erated between the merged
systems. This made po_ss1ble on~-carrier through-plan e
service to connect od-producmg areas of Montana
and Wyoming with the oil supply and headquarters
centers in Oklahoma and Texas. It also made for an
easier flow of passenger traffic on an east/west basis
for both through-plane service and connecting service.
With Frontier Airlines the surviving carrier in the
merger, there was an expansion of th e general offices
of the company in Denver, Colorado. A new $10,000,000 Maintenance Operations Base in Denver, to
be ready in the spring of 1968, makes it possible to
absorb offices of the merged company into a far more
attractive, spacious setup.
In 1967, the award of nonstop authority in th e major
Denver-St. Louis market to Frontier Airlines by CAB
action in its far-reaching decision in the Pacific Northwest/Southwest Area Case, gave Frontier the opportunity to prove its ability to operate competitively in
the long-haul market. Prior to June 1967, a single
round-trip interchange service had been operated between St. Louis and Denver. On June 13, Frontier
began 5 daily round-trip flights operated with 99passenger Boeing 727 equipment between these terminal cities. Two of the flights were nonstop and 3 of
the flights served Kansas City as an intermediate point.
In October, a sixth round-trip was operated between
Denver and St. Louis via Kansas City flown with 727
aircraft.
Another CAB decision gave Frontier new routes into
the Montana cities of Bozeman and Missoula providing nonstop service between these 2 cities and Salt
Lake City and through-plane service to Denver via
Wyoming. The traffic generated in these 2 cities exceeded forecasts based upon one year of traffic development which indicated the need for the air service
to this isolated section of Montana.
For the past 5 years, Frontier has been a leader of
the airline industry in the introduction and development of low-cost promotional fares. In 1967, these
fares continued to attract hundreds of thousands of
additional passengers with a resulting increase in passenger revenues. One of the most successful of the
carrier's fares is the Family Plan. In 1967, it was
expected to attract over 180,000 passengers and bring
in revenues of close to $4,000,000. This would represent a 36 perce nt increase in passengers and a 31
percent increase in revenues over 1966 showings. The
carrier's Standby Fare, available between certain city
pairs, was expected to generate nearly 45,000 passengers and bring in revenues just w1der $2,000,000.
Among the dozen promotional fares available on Frontier, it was expected that over 600,000 p assengers
would travel on a reduced fare to bring in over $11,000,000 in revenues. Promotional fare passengers constituted approx im ate ly 45 percent of the 1,.340,000
passengers which Frontier ex pec ted to carry in 1967.

During the year, Fronti e r placed o rde rs for S75.000,000 worth of new jet equipm ent . In addi ti on to
th e 5 Boeing 727- JOOs which it opera ted in H)Cil. th e
airline was to acquire 5 727-200s with first de li ve ri es

Fronti er o rde red s Boeing 727-200s to s upple111 e nt th e 5
-JOOs th e airlin e opemted in 1967.

in F ebruary 1968. In addition, Front~ e r h'.1d an order
for 5 Boeing 737-200s and an_ optiOn for_ 5 more
737-200s with delivery expected m 1969. Dunng 1967,
Frontier nerrotiated for 16 additional jet-prop Convair
580 conver~ions which will be added to the 22 CV580s presently operating or~ th e carr~er's syste_m.
_
vVith recommendations from h eanng exa mm ers m
a number of route cases, Frontier hoped to expand
its operations into other major new markets in the
early part of 1968.

HAWAllAN AIRLINES
Passenger and equipment advances surpassing any
other carrier in the 50th State marked 1967 as a
highly significant year for Hawaiian Airl~nes.
Island-born John H . Magoon, Jr. , president of Hawaiian Airlines, reported that the airline carried over
1,000,000 passengers for the first time i ~1 Hawaiian's
history.
A total of nearly 1,250,000 passengers w ere carried in 1967. In addition, direct pure jet DC-9-30
service was inaugurated on an exclusive ·basis by Hawaiian to Kona airport with the first of its 2 DC-9-30s.
Due to the advanced high-life wing characteristics of
the Series 30 DC-9 fan jet, Hawaiian was able to
initiate service to the 4,400 foot runway airport tourist destination on the western coast of the big island
of Hawaii . In 1968, improved flap settings will allow
nearly full capacity on landings and take-offs for the
US-passenger DC-9-30 aircraft.
Delivery of the first of 3 new stretch DC-9 aircraft
increased Hawaiian's pure jet fleet serving all major
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island~ to :) ])( :-~Js. T\Hl more \\"t're to be delivered
in the sprin~ of lH(iS and l 96!).
The balance of llawaiian's Heet at ,·ear-end included
.s ~uper (i-W Jd Power Con,·airs. (i carrying 5(i pasSt:'II:.!:Crs each. one combined passenger-freighter and
one pure frei!.!;hter. and 2 (iO-passenger Jet Power
YS- I l s. Each of the turboprop aircraft is powered by
the ath"aneed Holls-HoH"l' Dart-10 engine. far more
powerful than <my other turboprop 'in inter-island
service.
Passell\.!;l'r sen·ice ,,·a.s greath· incre<L~ed in 1967
with the ;tdoption of the pi~ce-h<~!!.gage concept h~· the
airline. l11is allows any p<L'>senger to carr~· free of
charge :2 normal size pieces of luggage. Additional
luggage is charged at S l for each piece with the exception of on·rsized items such as foot lockers or golf
hags. for \\·hich the passenger is charged $:2 each.
Hawaiian "s ren·nue for 1H(i7 from total passenger.
car!!;.o and other sources was estimated in excess of
$1.~.000.000. :\ssistin\2; this re\"l'lllll' increase for Hawaiian was the airli1\e 's lifting of near!~· :3o,OOO,OOO
pounds of inter-island air freight.
llawaiian continued its proud record that since
:\ovemlwr 11. Hl:2H. when scheduled inter-ishmd air
service ,,·as inau~'l.trated hy the airline. no fatalit~· has
befallen a single passenger or ere\\· member. o,·er
1:2,000,000 passengers have been carried in the airline's :3S-\·ear
historv.
.
.

end, and Government fares were annm.mced during
this time.
Ferguson's main objective, however, was to improve
the airline's on-time and completion factors .
In order to meet this requirement, major rescheduling efforts of the entire system were tmdertaken. These
new schedules were designed to provide greater revenue
returns at lO\\·er operating costs, improve dependability
by regrouping resources, and to take advantage of the
increased number of nonstop authorities which were
provided by the Ch·il Aeronautics Board the past year.
One of the additional major factors affecting Lake
Central's ability to provide a dependable product has
been the necessity of maintaining -1 different types of
aircraft. Ferguson initiated plans to reduce the fleet
makeup from -1 aircraft types to 2 by January 1, 1968,
making it all turbine-powered. This would include
Convair 580s and Nord lis.
Route strengthening plans include proposed new
authorit\· east to ~ew York and south to the terminal
cities of Memphis. ~ew Orleans, ~ashville, and Dallas. Filings were made with the Civil .-\eronautics
Board for all of these e:densions and decisions \\·ill
probably be made in 1968.
.-\11 of the airlines' major corporate svstems and its
organization structure were tmder stt{dv and ma.t1v
ch:mges were made to provide improved efficienci~s
and lo\\·er unit cost, particularlv in the area of aircraft maintenance.
·
On July 1, Lake Central expanded its service to
St. Louis, Missouri, with 10 turbine-powered flights
daily between Indianapolis and the "Gatewav to the
\Vest." This brought the total of cities serv~d to -19
in 10 states in mid-central .-\merica and the District
of Columbia.
In October, Lake Central bega.t1 boasting '"there's
something new in the air," and introduced its advertising program for 1968: "The Airline \Vith A. Heart."
More tha.tl $100,000 was spent during the first 3 months
in the initial phase of a nearly half-million dollar program, the most extensive in the airline's historv.
Lake Central's new look featured white, ;tylized
hearts on a bright red background on all aircraft tails,
a radical departure from the usuallv conservative airline color scheme.
·
This completely coordinated pro1:,'1·am also included
heart-shaped luggage tags emblazoned with "Love At
First Flight," heart pins worn by all employees, counter cards. decals, mailers, folders. etc. An original
musical theme was also being used extensively throughout the 19()7 program.
In addition, "The Airline \Vith A Hemt" W<L'> bein<r
b
introduced to thousands of potential customers through
billboards, direct mail, magazines. airline publications,
and personal sales calls on Lake Central accotmts.
Also in October, Lake Central Airlines carried more
passengers than during ;my previous month in its history. This was the second time within 3 months that
the airline established a new boarding record.

LAKE CENTRAL AIRLINES
Lake Central .-\irlines began l!Jfi7 h~· returning the
jet -powered ;\; ord II to scheduled passenger service.
tach of the 1:2 aircraft was phased into operation
between the end of Fehruan· and the first of May.
The :'\ord fleet had been· withdrawn from service
on .-\H~'l.ISt 1:2, 19(i(), when power plant difficulties
were encoHntered ..-\fter extensive im·estigation by the
Federal :\ viation Administration, Civil Aeronautics
Board, r\ord-Aviation, the airline and other aeronautical authorities, the problems were identified and a
combination of modifications and revised operating
procedures were developed.
.
The Nord lis were returned to ~ervice with the full
approval of the Federal Aviation Administration, b_ut
not before adversely affecting operating expenses for
the first 6 months. In order to maintain a marketable
service pattern, the company ha~ had to maintain
its DC-3 aircraft in fully operational condition. As a
result of this situation, mainten;mce expenses were
subst<mtially greater.
.
On Mav 1, L. Thomas Fen.,'l.Ison became president
and chie{ executive officer of Lake Central Airlines.
Upon assuming office, he immediately undertook an
extensive reorganization program which was completed
in early September.
.
.
This included tlw introduction of 5 promotional
fares within 5 weeks. Youth, tvlilitarv, Group, \\'eek-
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Presiden t F e rguson credited the increased hoardings
to improved maintenance operations and to the new
advertising and sales program that was launched early
in the fall.

If approved by th e Civil Ae ronautics Board a nd
Lake Ce ntral a nd All egheny stockh olders, th~ new
airline-to be known as All egheny Ajrlines- will employ about 4,000 persons and th e route sys tem wi~l
approximate 4,000 mil es stretching eastward from ~~11caao a nd St. Louis to all major east coas t cities
between Boston and Norfolk/Newport News, Virginia.
Under existing eqwpment programs of both companies, the combined fle et by the end of 1~67... was. to
consist of 6 DC-9-30 fan jets, 43 Conva.H o80 Jetprops, 10 F-27 jet-props, and 12 Nord II j e t-prop ~ .
Six more DC-9-30 fan jets <md one more ConvaJr
580 jet-prop were scheduled for delivery by micl-1968.
Options were held for 6 additional DC-9-30 fan
jets for delivery during th e first 6 months of 1969.

LOS ANGELES AIRWAYS, INC.
On October 1, 1967, L. A. Airways passed the 20year mark of scheduled helicopter operations between
Los Angeles International Airport and Southern California Suburban Commtmities. During this period, the
company has been at the forefront of development in
direct lift transportation and has attained many industry "firsts, " particularly in the field of aircraft
maintenance, equipment utilization, and instrument
flying techniques.
Over 1,500,000 passengers have flown on L. A.
Airways since inauguration of scheduled passenger
service on November 22, 1954. In addition, 88,000,000
pounds of air mail and 36,000,000 pounds of air express have been carried.
Passenger traffic continued to show substantial gains
during the first 9 months of 1967; 338,094 passengers
were carried, a 30 percent increase over the same
period in 1966.
With the addition of the 6th S-61 aircraft to the
fleet, flight schedules were substantially increased on
July 1, 1967. A 7th aircraft was on order, for delivery
in 1968.
To meet the continuing public demand for its service, the company, on July 11, 1967, opened a new
Marketing Center at Los Angeles International Airport. In addition to greatly enlaraed sales and training facilities, the new center is also the home of an
updated, centralized reservations system.
S?heclulecl service to the newly constructed Downey
Heliport commenced on October 3, 1967, with an
initial schedule of 12 flights a clay.
On Octo?er 12, 1967, grotmdbreaking ceremonies
t~ok place ~~ Pomona, California, to mark the beginmug of a umque and f~r-reaching program to create
a downtown transportation center serving the Pomona
Valley area. LAA's operations were to be moved from
the existing heliport Ph miles west of the center of
Pomona t~ the downtown site by the end of the year.
L. A. Arrwaxs :vas pressi~g research and development of the Mrxecl-Mode Transportation Center

Lake Central's promotional them e featured "The Airline
With a Hea·r t."

The October total of 67,761 surpassed the August
1967 record of 65,825 passengers carried throughout
the system. The October 1967 total was more than 7
percent higher for the same month one year earlier.
Fifteen Lake Central stations also exceeded the
October 1966 totals.
In addition to surpassing the 1966 total, 5 of these
airports set all-time records for passenger hoardings.
Detroit led the group by boarding 5,401 passengers,
a 110 percent increase over October 1966 when 2,614
were carried.
Lake Central set another record by boarding more
passengers Friday, October 21, than on any other day.
The all-time high of 3,235 passengers broke the previous one day record of 3,208 set Friday, October 28,
1966.
On October 23, officials of Lake Central and Allegheny Airlines presented a merger application to
the Civil Aeronautics Board for what may become the
largest local service carrier in the nation.
The application followed a joint meeting of the 2
boards in New York on October 18 when agreement
was reached on all terms leading to a merger of the
2 companies.
Unde r th e terms of the agreement, one share of
Allegheny's common stock would be issued for each
2 shares of Lake C entral's common. One and onequarter shares of Allegheny common would be issued
for each share of L ake Central preferred stock.
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conce pt, which contemplates a multi-star · stmctme
su p portin a a roof-to p he liport, \\ith pa rking facilities
;mel tra nsportatio n-re lated ac ti viti es at lower levels.
The co mpany's wholl. · owned ubsidiar , Sl-:y ports,
Inc. , was bein o- activa ted to in ·estiaate, amo ng other
things, th e poten tial of such stmctme .

has been made available to the Agency for International Development and the Department of Defense.
The company at year-end employed approximately
225 personnel. It had a broadly based management
organization and was a largely self-sufficient operation ·with a high order of in-house maintenance capability. Modem Air looked forwa rd to ex-panded activity in 1968 and continued growth with the
acquisition of additional modern equipment and increased flyi ng operations.

MODERN AIR TRA NSPORT I NC.
The year 1967 was o ne of th e mo t sicr nificant periods in th e 20 year hi stor. of Modern A..ir Transport.
Dming th e yea r th e airline ma tmed from a small
ca rri e r engaged prima rily in the mo emeot of troops
from one military camp to another, to a suppl emental
carrier o pe ra ting throughout Canada
nit ed States,
Mexico a nd Hawaii.
Dming 1967 the operational manaaement of the
airlines changed with th e assignm en t of Morten S.
Beyer, formerl y with T\1\ A and Saudi Arabian irlines, as Executive Vice President and General Manager. Mr. Beyer has had a wea lth of experience in
suppleme ntal ty pe a irline operations and has been
i.nstmmental in the reorientation of operational policy
and future planning for the compan ·.
The largest customer of Modem Air b as been its
parent Company the Gulf American Corporation.
This activity involves the air transport of Gulf Am erican customers from various points throughout the
United States to the South Florida area.
vVith the es tablishment of an active sales force during 1967, Modern Air was also busily engaged in the
conduct of commercial charter fua hts throughout the
United States, Mexico and to H a;ai i.
In recognition of the ne ed for ex'Peditious movement of military personnel to various training can1ps
and ports of embarkation in the United States, Modern. Air was the first supplemental to employ ~~t
eqmpment on its charter flio-hts
in support of Mili0
tary Traffic Management and T erminal Service
(MTMTS ) airlift requirements.
A significant change in operational polic y for the
airline was the exclusive employment of jet equipment and the retirement of propeller aircraft. Modern
Air owned 5 DC-7Cs, 4 Martin 202s, and 4 DC-3s.
All of these aircraft were retired from ac tive airline
service and were being used for special flying activities. At year_-end Modem was u.tilizing all jet equipment, 3 Con~ air 990A aircraft. Two additional 990s
were to be delivered in early 1968.
Serious consideration was beinaooaiven to the acquisition of additional jet equipment in the futme, with
studies being conducted on the employmen t of 2 or
3 engine jet aircraft for domestic operation and larger
4-engine aircraft for international flying requirements.
With its wealth of management talent ex'Perienced
in the conduct of supplemental airline type operations, Modern Air had developed a tea m to provide
operational and technical management for the organization of airline activities abroad. This capability

MORA WK AIRLI NES
During 1966 Mohawk Airlines took delivery of additional BAC One-Eleven fan jets and FH-227 propjets to bring its fleet complement to 10 One-Elevens
and 18 FH-227s. This completed the airline's original
$60,000,000 fleet re-equ..ipment progran1 which was
begun in 1962 when Mohawk became the first regional carrier in the United States to order a pure jet
aircraft. Four more One-Elevens were ordered and
were to be delivered during 1968.

During th e year, Mohawk inC'reased its fl eets of BAC OneElevens (shown) and FaiTchild HilleT FH-227s to 10 and 18,
Tespecti oely.

For the first month of 1966 Mohawk operated a
reduced flight schedule as a result of a strike by mechanics which grounded the airline's piston engine
Convair 440s. In what is believed to have been a first
in the industry, Mohawk continued to Ry its jet and
prop-jet aircraft throughout the strike, using supervisory personnel to maintain the jet aircraft. No airline in the past has been able to continue operation
when hit by a mechanics' strike, but because of the
greater reliability of the turbine powered aircraft and
because Mohawk's jet aircraft were virtually brand
new, the airline was able to operate 78 percent of
its pre-strike se rvice . The strike ended January 30.
In F ebruary Mohawk concentrated on rebuilding
its service and laid plans to implem ent Rights on new
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at reservations and ticket counter locations throughout
the entire ~'lohawk svstem.
Also in June, .\loh~wk asked the Civil Aeronautics
Board for authority to fly nonstop between Buffalo
;mel Minneapolis/St. Paul. The application \V<L'i later
amended to include ~vlilwaukec. In a.-;king for the
route the airline said nearly 100,000 passengers emrently fly between Central :\ew York and ~Hiwaukee
Twin Cities eaeh vear, and all are foreed to either
transfer at heavil}~ eongested terminals or undergo
lengthy layovers at the O'Hara bottleneek.
A jet night coach freighter service named :\'ight
Cap Jets wa-; begun August 1 in both direetions hetween Boston and Detroit. The flights provide overnight delivery of mail and freight between those
eities, plus .3 intermediate cities, as well as pa-;senger
service at fares which are below comparable bus fares.
Started on an experimental basis in cooperation with
the U.S. Post Office, the night service made a profit
from the very beginning. As a result, more night
freight service was planned, including a nm between
Newark and Buffalo which began operating in early
December. Air taxi operators under contraet to the
Post Office deliver mail to connect with the Mohawk
freighters at the intermediate points of Albany, Syracuse and Buffalo.
Mohawk stewardesses were given a new look in
September with a bright fashion ensemble designed
and produced for the airline by Saks Fifth A venue.
The "uniform that doesn't look like a uniform" was
created to represent what a young lady would wear
while traveling. It consists of an apple green A-line
gabardine dress, matching double-brea-;ted wool twill
coat, black canvas rain coat, high boots and deep
purple accessories. For serving in flight, the stewardesses slip on a bright yellow server which has large
pockets and ties in the back. The airline's 200 stewardesses created a fashion show in the air when they
appeared in the new outfits.
. ~ater ~n the month, Mohawk began serving 2 new
Cihes, Bndgeport, Connecticut, and Islip, Long Island
with 2 round trips per day.
In October the CAB granted Mohawk its first fare
increase i~1
years by approving a "regional fare"
for the airlme. The regional fare raised propeller
fares to the level of jet fares and reduced long-haul
jet fares in an effort to make the fare structure more
equitable with the cost of service, since short flights
are more costly to operate than long flights.
Route cases were the major newsmakers in the later
part of the .year as Mol~awk was awarded one major
new authonty and apphed for several more. Service
wa<> scheduled to begin early in 1968 between Albany, White Plains and Washington, an authority which
the CAB granted Mohawk after a 7-year attempt to
secure t~e route. The route was also another step in
Mohawk s prowam to develop major flight services
at suburban atrp~rts, thus eliminating the delays
caused by congestiOn at main metropolitan airports
and at the same time saving considerable ground

routes granted by the Civil Aeronautics Board in what
was called "the most important CAB decision in Mohawk's history."
The decision, which realigned Mohawk's major
east-west Route 94, gave the carrier vast new nonstop
and one-stop authorities, most of which are in direct
competition with American Airlines, one of the largest trunk airlines. The new authorities included nonstop routes between Detroit, on the one hand, and
Rochester, Syracuse, Utica, Albany, Binghamton, Ithaca, Elmira and White Plains, on the other.
The decision also gave Mohawk nonstop authority
between Cleveland and Albany and made permanent
the airline's temporary nonstop authority between
Buffalo and Detroit and between Hartford, on the one
hand, and Syracuse, Rochester and Buffalo, on the
other. One-stop authority between Buffalo and Boston
and 2-stop authority between Detroit and Boston were
also granted.
During March the CAB granted Mohawk authority
to operate flights to Montreal from Burlington, V ermont, a service which was inaugurated in time for
Expo '67 and proved to be extremely successful. Also
during March, the CAB named Mohawk a<; one of 2
airlines to be considered for possible new routes resulting from an investigation into the need for direct
service between northern New England and Chicago.
In April the airline reported to stockholders a profit
for 1966 of $1,242,522, or 42 cents a share, and held
dedication ceremonies for a new $4,000,000 jet training center. The new center, dedicated to Edwin A.
Link member of the Board of Directors and inventor
of the Link Trainer, contains 50,000 square feet of
classroom space and 2 computer-direct~d flight ~i~nu
lators. One simulator duplicates actual flight conditions
of a BAC One-Eleven; the other duplicates an FH-227.
Both simulators receive their information simultaneously from a single digital computer, m~ing Mohawk the first airline to have such a system m operation as well as the first regional airline to have its own
simulator-equipped training center.
In addition to using the center for all initial .and
recurrent training of its own personnel, from pilots
to ticket counter agents, the airline embarked on an
ambitious contract training program which has brought
pilots from airlines all over the world to the center
for both simulator and aircraft flight training. More than
$250,000 in training was contracted in the first 6
months of operation.
In June, Mohawk announced the purchase of 2 IBM
360, Model .50 computers to greatly speed and improve its reservations system. The new computers,
which will be in operation by the fall of 1968, will
provide instantaneous, complete reservations information directly from the computer, eliminating the need
for a supplementary hand-written card file. The IBM
computer is the first to be designed for reservations
use by an airline the size of Mohawk and incorporating
all of the features of larger airline computers. Information will be fed directly to an agent's display screen

?
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trave l fo r <.:ommu t rs '' ho li ve in th e uburban areas.
F rom \ \ 'hite Plllin alone L foha' k at ar- nd offered
non ·top jet e rvice to \\ ashin oton , D eb·oit Buffalo,
Roc hest r, Bo to n a nd .-\! ban w ith propjet s n i e to
a num b r of oth e r pstate N w York points.
Th a irline rn ad e a b id to xi nd it route b·ucture
ev n fa rth r ' est by a kin o th CAB for au thorit ' to
H · bet" · n Buffa lo, Loui vill e, t. Lotti a nd Kan as
it .. In its applica ti on th e a irline a id it dir t s:in olepla n :; rvice on th e ro ute ' ouJd ut by a n a raoe
3 1 pe rcent th e t im e it c urrently ta ke to b·a, el b, air
bet\\ een p ta te 1\ew Yo rk citi
Loui vi ll and t.
Loui s. In th
psta te New ): ork-Kan a Cit ' market
Moh a wk wo uld prov ide th e onh sinal -caJTi r r ice.

p roved, with th e passenger concow·se being encl osed
and pro vided with heatin bo and air conditionin bo and
'' ith the baggage handling ru.·ea being enlarged.
Na tional also ina ugmated service to LaGuardia
Airport and " as the only cru.-rier ope rating nonstop
fl.ights b e t\~ een Florida a nd the 3 G reate r New York
terminals, JFK L aG uardia ru.1cl -ewru.·k.
D evelopment was started clming 1967 of a new and
high! sophi s ti cate ~ central reserva tions system to replace the compru.1y·s existing, but improved, 5 £::enb·a.l
rese rva tions cente rs. Under the new syste m a ll of National 's 800 agent stations will be cOimectecl to central
computers. Reservations agents will receive ru.1 data
required on a T V-like sc reen. Complete cle tllils will
be avllilable on all fli ghts to include availability of
sea ts and the customers' complete rese rva tions records, inco rpora ting names, itinerru.·y, phone contact
and a ny special orders, including meal service.
On No e mbe r 2 a t special previ ew~ in New ) ork,
~'li a mi a nd Los Angeles, the airline unveiled its "new
new look" to be put into effec t in D ecember 1967
on a system-wide basis.

NATIO NAL AJRU NE S
Na ti o nal Airline's ac ti\ ities in 1967 vvere oea r d to
th e most ex tensive proo ra m o f eqtlipmen t acquisi tion
and fac ilities improvem ents e e r undertak n by the
Coast-to-Coast-to-Coas t ca rrie r.
The co mpa ny's expa nsion a nd imp rov meu t progr a ms w e re be ing underta ke n, Pre ident L: B. Ma!' ~ag
ex pla ined, to improve Nati onal"s com pebbv positi? n
in th e industry during a period '~ h o com me rcial
av ia ti on is one o f th e fa stest g rowing egroents of the
nati on 's econo my .
\ ,Y hile. 1a ti onal in 1966 o rdered 25 Boei no 727 " long
je ts" '.vith 138 -passenger capacity and on~ D C-8-6_1
w ith sea ting capac ity of 2 10, the projectw ns of ru. r
travel inc rease prompted the o rdering of ano ther of
th e Supe r DC-8s ru.1d 2 74 7 jumbo jets, the la tter to
b e d elive red in 1970.
In the fa ll of 1966 the airline recei ·eel 3 regula r
727s, thus giving ad~led capacity through o_ut 1967.
The first of the stre tched D C-8s vvas received and
placed into service in Au oust 1967 , and in the ea rly
p art of November Na tion~ inaugura ted 2 adcliti~I~al
flights dail y in its New York-Miami mark et by utili zing two 727 " qui ck chan cre" jets under an a rrru.1geme nt with Airlift Intern~ional, Miami -based cargo
carrie r.
D e livery of the 727 " long je ts" was to be start ed
in D ecembe r 1967 and continue through July 1968,
and the adclit~onal Super D C-8 was schedul ed for
M arc h 1968 d elivery.
Upon completion of these delive ries and the concurr ent phasinrr out of 13 Elecb·as in service, National
will double its fl ee t and will offer je t servi ce only to
the 43 cities served by the carrier. Nat~ onal still_exp ec ted to be the first domestic trunk earn er to achie ve
this c oveted status.
T o kee p ground fac ilities a nd passenger services
abreast of the expanding capacity and tra ffi c, National
inaugurated a series of improve me nts at num erous
te rminal facilities a nd was pressing construction of
its ne w a nd highly modern terminal at John F. Kenn eely airport in Ne w York. Pending opening of this
new te rminal, the old terminal was ext e nsiv ely im-

National's "sunshine look" is reflected in the new markinas
of its aiTcraft, w hich include a stylized sunburst in o·ran;e
and yellow painted on the tail.

The change-over, estimated to be a $2,000,000
promotionaltmdertaking, includes the use of an orange
an~ yellow stmburst emblem as the primary identificatiOn of the aircraft , and of National's promotional
material. Matching color lines of orano·e and yellow
will run the entire le ngth of the airlii~e's silver and
white _je ts.
dresses rather than
Stewa rdesses will don hiah-styled
b
tm iforms, created by William Travilla, an Academy
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Guardia, and ~ewark, <L'> well <L'> the Pan :\m Building
and Wall Street Heliports in .Manhattan.
In Februarv, the airline received authoritv from the
FAA to estal;lish powerplant overhaul periods under
the first propulsion system reliability control program
approved for helieopters.
The system, developed at New York Airways, increases the time between overhauls to 1,500 hours 011
the General Electric CT58 turbine engine used in the
7 Boeing V-107-II helicopters in the :"!ew York Airways fleet. This is the highest time between overhauls
approved for any scheduled helicopter air carrier.
Of the more than 4.50,000 pa'isengers transported
during the first 10 months, almost 124,000 embarked
or debarked at the Pan Am Building; .310,000 were
carried on the inter-airport and \.\.1all Street route and
1.3,000 between Teterboro and Kennedy.
By the end of October 1967, New York Airways had
signed joint fare agreements with 32 international
carriers and 7 domestie airlines. The reduced fares
for those connecting pa'isengers utilizing the helicopter
line ranged from .50 percent to no charge at all.
In the 1966 New York Airways annual report, released in April of 1967, Robert L. Cummings, president
of the airline reported a 72 percent increase in passenger traffic over 196.5. Some 527,000 passengers were
carried, compared with 306,000 the previous year. In
addition, revenue passenger miles increased from
6,170,000 in 1965 to 9,370,000 in 1966; revenue ton
miles increao;ed 45 percent and the load factor of
60.5 percent was the highest for the year among the
domestic trunk, local service and helicopter air carriers of the United States.
Commercial revenues, not including contract payments by Pan American World Airways and Trans
World Airlines, increased from $3,026,000 in 1965
to $4,833,000 in 1966, a new high for scheduled helicopter carriers.
Also in 1966, New York Airways' Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity authorizing the company's operations was made permanent. At the same
time the Civil Aeronautics Board also granted a
5-year Area Exemption Order authorizing the airline
to operate between all other points within the larger
New York/New Jersey/Connecticut metropolitan area
extending from Trenton to New Haven.
. Moreover, in the same proceeding, the Board confirmed an expansion of these authorizations redefining
the company's mission as the provision of "community
center service and inter-airport service" without any
restriction as to the type of aircraft which might be
used.
The effect of this important change was to make
clear that New York Airways services may be performed not only with helicopters but with any type
of flight equipment suitable for the authorized mission.
In line with the above, New York Airways was
carefully looking at STOL aircraft, and in particular
at the McDonnell Douglas 188 and the DeHavilland
Twin Otter.

Award-winning Hollywood designer, and each stewardess will have dresses in 3 different colors-orange,
lemon and lime.
The colors and sunburst emblem are derived from
National's home-base state of Florida and the interiors
of the planes will accent sunshine colors in drapes,
curtains, pillows, seat covers and rugs. The theme
will be carried to National's terminal ticket counters
and offices throughout the system, and ticket agentsboth male and female-will have attire based on the
same colors a'i the stewardess dresses. Green foliage
and sunburst colors will create a "Florida Oasis" at
each station.
Since National's fiscal year ends on June 30 each
year, the last fiscal year-which included the 4.3-day
shutdown because of the machinists' strike in the summer of 1966-turned out to be only the second best
in the airline's history, with net income of $17,000,000
from operating revenues of $179,000,000. The operating revenues approximated those of the prior record
year. And despite the long idle period, both capacity
and revenue passenger miles reached record highs.
Available seat miles were up 4 percent to 5.77 billion
and revenue passenger miles up one percent to 3
billion.
The start of the new fiscal year was auspicious. Records were set in all categories for the July-September
first quarter. Net income for the period was $4,327,000
from operating revenues of $49,527,000, against the
strike-induced loss for the 1966 period. A vail able seat
miles of 1.66 billion and revenue passenger miles of
897 million also were first quarter records.
Month-against-month, the airline set new capacity
and traffic records from November 1966 through October 1967, with indications that the same type of
traffic growth would continue with the addition of
new equipment and improved services planned for the
future.

NEW YORK AIRWAYS
New York Airways, following a record-breaking
year in 1966, was on its way to another in 1967 according to preliminary passenger figures.
According to the estimates, the scheduled helicopter
airline carried 452,451 revenue passengers during the
first 10 months of 1967, despite the fact that New
York had been plagued with bad flying weather much
of the period. This compared with 446,125 passengers
carried during the first 10 months of record 1966.
In March of 1966, New York Airways instituted
service between Teterboro Airport in northern New
Jersey and John F. Kennedy International with an
intermediate stop on most flights at the heliport on
top of the 808-foot Pan Am Building in mid-town
Manhattan.
With the addition of Teterboro, New York Airways
served 4 airports-Kennedy (with 2 stations), La228
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authority was granted until a determination is made at
a later CAB hearing on permanent status for the route.
Impressive records and performance were compiled
since this ~lay initiation in spite of strong competition. \-Vith the pending merger this direct route will
establish the main and vital corridor between the
merged routes.
New turbine equipment for the bush was put into
operation with 2 Twin Otters and one Short Skyvan.
This made NCA an all-turbine fleet except for summer
tour an1phibian bush aircraft. This has brought better
service with more modern equipment to the many
smaller Alaskan commtmities. These new twin turbine
aircraft, representing a capital investment of approximately $1,200,000, have automatic pilots and allweather capability which is revolutionizing service
to many communities which have never had the convenience and advancements that these aircraft can
offer.
Northern Consolidated's Katmai tours and fishing
camps enjoyed the best season ever in 1967, with a
20 percent increase over 1966. This increase was
brought about primarily by rapid growth in tourism
in the State of Alaska. The National Park Service increased its service to visito:s, which was making Katmai
National Monun1ent a pnme tourist attraction.
Northern Consolidated maintained its perfect safety
record despite greatly increased flying because of the
addition of the Anchorage-Fairbanks route. The year
1967 passed 1966 in numbers of revenue passengers
and revenue ton miles of mail and promised to be a
record year for all classes of traffic.
Northern Consolidated went public on its stock in
January 1967. All issues were immediately subscribed.
Plans continued for the Boeing 737-200C jet which
was scheduled to be delivered during the latter part
of 1968. With the pending merger, these 737 -200C
jet~ will become even more important because of the
8,500 mile route system.

The year was one of transition for :'\ortheast Airlines as the carrier completed final phases of its mod-·
ernization progr;un.
In December, the line received the first of the new
727-200 stretch tri-jets built hy Boeing. the longest
eommercial tri-jet in the world. It also added DC-9series 30 planes and 727-100 jets as it built toward
its all-jet fleet of 35 planes.
:'\ortheast became the first C.S. carrier flying nonstop from Montreal to ~liami. becmne the first carrier
flying nonstop from Hartford, Connecticut, to Mimni,
;md also begm1 new or additional services during 1967
to Tampa, Jacksonville, Fort Lauderdale, Philadelphia
;md Baltimore. Frequencies also increased so that
during the 1967-68 winter season the line had available 150 percent more seats thm1 in 1966-67.
Marriott In-Flite Services, Inc .. took over management of all Northeast catering operations under the
first contract of its type in airline history.
Carl Allv, Inc., of New York became the new advertising agency for the line, pLuming a massive cmnpaign to start with the new year.
At the same time, the line applied for a series of
new routes, including applications to fly to Bermuda,
the BahanulS, the Caribbean, m1d to link Mimni and
Tampa with Los Angeles and Sm1 Francisco via New
Orleans, Houston <Uld Dallas. Northeast also applied
for permission to fly from Northern New England to
the Great Lakes, and became a party to the Twin
Cities-Milwaukee Long-Haul investigation. Northeast
also asked permission to link ~timni and London.
These followed government action giving the line a
permanent certification to fly to Florida.
In a year-end statement, Northeast President F. C.
Wiser said: "\Ve are confident that 1968 will bring
further progress in our program to develop New England's airline into one of the major air carriers in
this cmmtry."

NORTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES
NORTHERN CONSOUDATED AIRUNES
During 1967, Northwest Orient Airlines experienced
growth in profits; .in i.ts fleet expansion program, in
the number of cities It serves and in its number of
personnel.
Profits for Northwest during the first 9 months of
1967 topped $45,000,000, as compared with $37,209,935 for the same period during 1966. The airline
expected to reach a revenue of $400,000,000 by the
end of the year.
Ten new fan-jets were delivered during 1967 and
the airline announced an order for $104,000,000 in
new jets from The Boeing Comp;my during November.
Included in the order were 16 727-200s, 2 727-100s,
and one 707 -320B. The airplanes will be delivered
during 1968 e:md 1969.
Northwest w~lS also expecting delivery of lO
previously-announced 707-320B/Cs. The airline's

The year 1967 was a very active and important
year for Northern Consolidated Airlines. In March,
President Raymond I. Petersen of Northern Consolidated and President Sigurd Wien of \-Vien Air Alaska
annotmced an agreement of merger between these
2 pioneer Alaska airlines. This merger will form the
largest Alaska-based air carrier and will comprise a
new route system covering virtually the entire state
of Alaska and over 150 communities. It was expected
that the merger will be consummated during the early
part of 1968 ;md the surviving corporation would be
Northern Consolidated Airlines.
Of equal importance, in May the Civil Aeronautics
Board granted Northern Consolidated a temponuy
authority to operate between Alaska's 2 largest cities,
Anchorage and Fairbanks, on a nonstop be:L'iis. This
229
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fleet of fan-jets will total 100 aircraft with the delivery of these 29 planes.
The carrier also had 10 Boeing 747s on order,
scheduled for delivery in 1970, and Northwest has
deposited funds to guarantee early delivery position
for 6 United States supersonic transports. D elivery
of the SSTs was expected to begin in 1975.

Northwest Orient's $104,000,000 equipment order included
16 Boeing 727-200s (.shown), 2 727-lOOs and a 707-320B.

Two new cities were added to Northwest's routes
during the year. Osaka, Ja pan, received its first service from the airline on April 1, and Hilo, Hawaii,
service was begun on December 17.
The airline had applications filed with the Civil
Aeronautics Board requesting permission to serve
Boston, Memphis and Nashville, New Orleans, Denver,
Omaha, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Bermuda.
During the summer months of 1967, Northwest
hired its lO,OOOth employee, more than doubling its
employment figures in the last 20 years. At the same
time, the payroll grew to about $82,710,000.
Personnel promotions during 1967 included the
appointment of 4 new vice presidents. Clayton R.
Brandt was named Vice President-Purchasing and
Stores; Robert W. Campbell was appointed Vice
President-Budgets; Richard Kitchen was promoted to
Vice President-Public Relations; and James A. Abbott was named Vice President-Orient Region.
During 1968, Northwest anticipated traffic gains, as
measured by revenue passenger miles, of 15 to 17
percent. The airline was also looking for an increase
in profits with the percentage increase in costs reduced from 1967.
OVERSEAS NATIONAL AIRWAYS
For Overseas National Airways, the year 1967 was
one of many milestones.
The supplemental carrier, based at John F. Kennedy
International Airport in New York, became an allfanjet airline, phasing out DC-7 aircraft it h ad been
leasing for 2 years.
230

During October and November, 0 A took delive1·y
of 3 Doug las DC-9-30F jets, th e first convertible
stretched DC-9s delivered to any airline. The nTst 2
were being used in LOG AIR (LOGistic AIRlift), the
Air Force Logistics Command's sys tem in which civilian carriers transport cargo to 75 bases within th e
continental United States on a scheduled basis. The
DC-9s were th e first pure jet aiTcraft ever to be used
in LOG AJR, one entering se rvice on ovember 1 at
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Ohio. O ve rseas
National had a $5,700,000 contract for LOGAJR operations dming fiscal 1968.
The third stretched DC-9 was to be used for military and commercial passenge r charters, repl ac ina a
DC-9 which ONA had leased from a scheduled carrier
from June until December; this aircraft was operated
in scheduled service between New York and Montreal
from Jtme w1til September under a lease arrangement
with Air Canada. ONA 's fourth DC-9, to be delivered
in February of 1968, will be used for both passe nge r
and cargo operations.
The company also ordered a 250-passenger DC-863F for delivery in October 1968 and another sb·etched
DC-8, which was scheduled to join the fleet during
1969. ONA had an option on a second stretched DC-8
for 1969 delivery.
Overseas National's fleet expansion program was facilitated by a public offering of 420,000 sh<:u-es of the
company's stock made in July, which realized $8,500,000. The airline's shares are traded on over-thecounter market. Revenues for 1967 amow1ted to approximately $20,000,000, double those for 1966. Half
of these were derived from military charters and half
from commercial activities.
The company's operating authority was enlarged by
2 awards from the Civil Aeronautics Board. In addition to the transatlantic operating authority which it
had received late in 1966, ONA was awarded pennanent domestic operating authority, including inclusive
tour charter authority. In a separate award, ONA received Caribbean operating authority; a decision on
inclusive tour charter authority in this area was deferred
pending court action on the legality of international
inclusive tour charters.
During 1967, the transatlantic continued to be the
company's prime commercial market with the domestic
area, particularly Hawaii, contributing significantly to
passenger miles and revenues.
. Ov~rseas National was the first supplemental.. to fly
mclus1ve tou~ chart~rs to Europe, operating a flight to
Amsterdam m Apnl. The airline was also the first
Am~rican charter c~rier permitted to operate in~lus1ve to_ur. charters mto the United Kingdom, receivmg permiSSIOn from the British Board of Trade for a
series of 13 such flights during the late summer and
early fall.
As its contribution to the Citizens Summer Committe.e program. under which New York's Mayor John
V. Lmdsay enlisted the support of businesses in the
City 's efforts to maintain order during the difficult sum-
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me r month ·, Overs as 1 ·ationaJ took 1,750 _·otmusters
fr om uhetto areas on airpl a ne rides arow1d the Citv. It
h ad oriuinal ly been plruu)ed to provide 1,000 such
rid es but contributi ons of th eir sen ices b · 0 ·A's
suppli ers a nd the Port of New York . uthorit made
it possible to nearl doubl e th e prourru11.

first new stretched Fairchild. This made Ozark one of
the first to introduce 2 entirely new airplanes in its
fleet in one year.
Then, in 1967, delivery of the new FH-227B prop
jets continued at a rate of about 2 a month, until
the entire fleet of 21 was delivered and placed in
service by r ·ovember. In August and September, the
3 additional DC-9 jets were delivered, and more and
more of the system's cities acquired improved allhrrbine service.
Adding to the excitement of new equipment at
Ozark, the company was authorized new routes and
service and filed for several new routes which would
greatly ell:pand the company's system. The first new
~uthorization was for fliuhts
between Louisville and
0
Indianapolis, inb·oduced in January. Both cities were
on the system, but not with direct service. The new
authority opened up direct air transportation to the
south for Indianapolis, and to the north for Louisville.
Then in Au!!ust Ozark introduced the only nonstop
service 'betwe:n S~. Louis and Milwaukee, providing
the only air transportation between these 2 cities
without uoina throuah Chicago. Ozark had provided
one stop ~ervi'ce for ~everal months, but _wi~ the ne~v
nonstop aJ1d pme jet equipment, the tr1p IS made m
less than an hour.
In addition, Ozark was granted aJ1 exemption b y
the Civil Aeronautics Board to replace BrMiff International at Rochester and Waterloo, Iowa. With the
new authority, Ozark provided service from the Twin
Cities to KMsas City, with stops at Rochester, Waterloo, ru1d Des Moines. This added Des Moines-Kansas
City authority to the system, and improved authority
from the Twin Cities, Rochester, ru1d Waterloo to
Kansas City.
New authority requested by the company included
routes to Washington, D.C., New York, Seattle, Anchorage, Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Other pending route applications would put the carrier into such
cities as Detroit, Houston, Dallas, Little Rock, and
New Orleans.

In Operatio n Kid lift , 0 1\ A carried 1, 750 youn gsters from
N ew York 's gh ettos on rides around th e city, th e airli ne's
contribution to i\t!ayor Lindsay 's Citi;:;ens Summ er Comm.ittee
program,.

Early in 1967, Overseas National enlarged its headquru·ters at Kennedy Airport. The new facilities include a training center equipped with the most modern
training devices available. The company conducts
both ground and flight training for other carriers in
addition to schooling its own Hight personnel.
With the retirement of its piston aircraft and the
commencement of all-jet operations, Overseas National
anticipated greater economies in its flight operations
and increased revenues in all markets dming 1968.

OZARK AIR LINES
Ozark Air Lines, the youngest local service CaJTier,
started its air transportation system in 1950 with 4
DC-3s. In 1967, it truly entered the jet age, completing a plannc;:d tmbine fleet and elin1inating almost all
DC-3 servic-e.
Starting the year with only 3 DC-9 jets and one
FH-227B prop-jet, the fleet at year-end totaled 6
DC-9s and 21 all new Fairchild-Hiller FH-227Bs.
Service with 14 Martin 404s and 7 F-27s was completely eliminated as the plru1es were sold, ru1d DC-3
service remained in only 14 of the company's 59
cities. It was anticipated that even here, all-turbine
equipment would be used in the near fuh1re as all
but 2 of the system's airports were improved for the
new equipment.
It all stru·ted in mid-1966 when the first new twin
jets were delivered, followed in December with the

In addition to 3 more DC-9s, Ozcn·k acqui-red a fleet of 21
Fairchild Hiller FH-22 7Bs (shown) du-ring 1967.
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passengers. The position had been tried on a trial
basis, and proved so satisfactory it wa'> made permanent.
Also, to provide better service for passengers, new
express flights were added to link Chicago <mel several
mid-Illinois cities, including Peoria, Champaign/
Urbana, Decatur, and Springfield. ·with 8 round trips
daily, these cities were linked more directly to the
Chicago gateway.
Continuing its outstanding safety record, Ozark was
awarded a National Safety Cow1cil award for its 19()6
record. The company did not experience a passenger
or crew fatality during the yem·, and received the
Cow1cil's Award of Merit. Ozark has received a safety
award every year since its beginning in 1950.
Rounding out the year for Ozark Air Lines, it was
listed on the American Stock Exchm1ge in May, and
with this and the other activities during the year, the
company's stock proved very active. Starting the year
at about 8 points, it hit a high of just over 22, and
then split with each stockholder getting an extra share
for each he held.
Thus, 1967 could be considered a highly successful
and exciting year. Ozark Air Lines looked toward 1968
with new routes, and more jet planes in mind, increasing both the all new jet powered fleet and the size of
the youngest local service carrier's system.

The first vast new route requests included Anchorage
from Chicago through Calgary, Canada, and Seattle/
Portland from Omaha. The latter application also included new service to such cities already on the system as Kansas City, Denver, St. Louis, and the Twin
Cities.
Almost within days of this application, Ozark sought
out the east coast as it requested authority for a route
from Peoria, Illinois, to New York, via Washington,
D.C. Such a route would actually start in Sioux Falls,
going through Sioux City, Waterloo, to Peoria. Champaign/Urbana and Springfield, Illinois, were listed as
co-terminals with Peoria.
Then, in October, Ozark again approached the
nation's 2 coasts with requests for service from
Omaha and Des Moines to both New York and Los
Angeles and San Francisco with intermediate stops.
In September, another nonstop authority was requested between Chicago and Des Moines with service
on to Omaha.
In traffic, the company continued its tremendous
growth of recent years, breaking monthly records almost every month. In addition, daily records were
broken and then broken again; for example, on September 1, with 6,708 passengers, and then again on
October 20 with 7,048 riders.
For the third year in its short 17 year history, Ozark
topped the 1,000,000 passenger mark, in August,
several weeks ahead of 1965 and 1966. Through September, the carrier had transported 1,305,389 travelers
over its 12-state system.
To continually improve and promote its service for
these ever increasing passengers, Ozark took several
steps during the year, including adding new city tick~t
office facilities in Minneapolis/St. Paul and St. Loms,
and adding the Midwest Bank Credit Cards to its other
5 credit plans.
In addition, it continued the Discover America program, and added several new tariff plans.
.
New tariffs include an expanded group fare, wh1eh
produced saving on one way and round trips to every
city on the system. It applies to 10 or more persons
departing together, but they may return individually.
This was followed by a new weekend fare, offering
travelers a $30 fare to any city or number of cities
on the system during Saturday and Sunday.
In October, the company went to economy class
fare on its equipment for the first time, offering both
first class and coach on its DC-9 jets. The former 78
passenger plane for Ozark was changed to 14 first class
and 60 jet coach seats for this new fare. The prop
first class tariff remained throughout the system, giving
the company .3 levels and offering direct competitive
fares in competitive markets.
A flight advisor I coordinator position was added to
the operations crew during the year to help improve
passenger relations. His duties include routing changes,
cancellations, and holds for passengers, oriented toward
operations which will be economically best for the
company, while providing for the needs of Ozark's

PACIFIC AIR UNES
Pacific Air Lines celebrated the start of 1967 by
movin_g into a new general office building at the San
Francisco International Airport, a multi-million dollar
installation which also includes new hangars capable
of housing 727s.
New jet services were added during the year and
the 727 fleet was increased to 3; the Martin 404s
were retired from service.
Orders were placed for 8 Boeing 737s, and the first
was expected to be delivered in March 1968.
G. Robert Henry became the new president of
Pacific during the summer of 1967 and Larry Decker
became the senior vice president of marketing.
The -~ig n~ws of the year was the proposed merger
of Pacific _w1th West C<:>ast and Bonanza. The merger
was pen~I~g at year-end; it required the approval
of the CIVIl Aeronautics Board and the stockholders
of all 3 airlines.

PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS
Pan American World Airways, Inc., marked its
40th anniversary on October 28, 1967. In the 4decade span, Pan Am rose from a 2-plane airline to
a corporation whose assets exceed $1 billion.
On October 28, 1927, a Pan Am Fokker tri-motor
plane airlifted 7 bags of mail from Key West, Florida,
to Havana, Cuba, to inaugurate U.S.-flag international
air transport service.
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At th e end of 1967, th e ai rline's fleet of more than
140 Jet C lippers were traversing some 79,000 miles
of routes that linked 121 cities in 84 cow1tries on 6
contine nts.
At year-end, P an Am was also operating the largest
overseas hotel chain in the world through its whoUyown ed subsidiary, Inter-Continental Hotels Corporation ; providing technical assistance to the national
airlin es of foreign cow1tries in cooperation with the
.S. Government; marke ting and sen icing the Fan
Jet Falco n through its Business Jets Division ; playing
a ke supporting role in .S. space exploration via
its Ae rospace Services Division ; and deeply involved
in national inte rest program s.
In the last 40 years, Pan Am has flo'"'n more than
70,000,000 passengers, approximately equal to the
combined populations of France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Lm.::embmg and Denmark. From its first 8p asse nge r Fokkers, through th e famed ocean-spanning
fl ying boats to today 's 575-mile-<m-hom jetliners, Pan
Am Clippers have flown more than 2 billion miles.

after 1971, were estimated to cost an additional $750,000,000. Pan Am's 1967 fleet consisted of more than
140 Jet Clippers.
Pan American continued as the major single airline
supporting the National Defense effort in Vietnam.
A total of 23 Pan Am Clippers, including 10 long range
jets and 13 Clippers, were committed to this effort.
The 13 Clippers were assigned to a special Rest and
Rehabilitation, provided by Pan American to the government at cost. A total of 475,000 military personnel
were flown from forward areas in Vietnam to furloughs
in various major cities in the Western Paci£c. At yearend, 1,100 American servicemen a day were being
flown away from the war area for their week of rest.
As a result of a CAB decision, Pan Am inaugurated
a twice-daily service across the United States to serve
international passengers, cargo and mail. New York
became a stopover on Pan Am's round-the-world service, both Eastbound and ·westbound. Pan Am was
able to offer at New York rormd-the-world and transpacific air service that spans the United States. This
new eastbound-westbound " across the United States"
service was made possible on November 17, when the
Civil Aeronautics Board granted Pan Am temporary
authority, pending final decision in the Transpacific
Route Case, to serve New York City as a coterminal
point on the company's transpacific routes.
On July 7 at London, a Pan American Boeing 707
m~de the first fully automatic approach and landing
With 112 passengers aboard the history-making flight.
On July 11 Pan Am made its 10 OOOth round-the-world
was flown on
ilight. Its first round-the-world fliaht
0
Tune 17, 1947.
At the outbreak of the war in the Middle East, Pan
Am, at the request of the U.S . Department of State,
flew 2,208 evacuees out of the area while, at the same
time maintaining its other world-wide operations with
a minimum of inconvenience to customers.
The Board of Directors approved the final agreement
with the Port of New York Authority, whereby Pan
Am will operate and develop Teterboro Airpo~t, New
Jersey, and Republic Aviation Airport at Farmmgdale,
Long Island. Both airports will be developed as firstclass general aviation airports and will provide alte~
nate accommodations for the business aircraft and rur
taxis that now account for about 33 percent of the
traffic at Kennedy, LaGuardia and Newark Airports.
Republic and Teterboro will be operated by the Metropolitan Airports Division of Pan American.
. .
During 1967 Pan Am renamed ~ts Gt~d~~ Mts~Il~=
Range Division the Aerospace Services DivisiOn. Sm
1953 this division has assisted in the pre-law1ch pland
ning and preparation as well as the actual la"mch. an
post-launch activities of over 1,600 missile space ~1 ?~ts
.
tm
· I·ange
at C ape Kennedy. Totalmvestmen
- facilities
at year-end was well over $2 billion. Pru1 Am had ~1 ore
.
th se operations.
thru1 6,500 employees supporting
e
h ll
During 1967 Inter-Continental Hotels, a w ~ )d
'·ru
ened
or
acqmre
0
owned Pan Americru1 sub s1 ru-y, P
t
5 hotels. At yeru·-end, the total number of hotels open

Pan Am marked the 40th anniversary of it.s first flight. Shown
here i.s the whole Pan Am organization of October 1927,
the gmund and fli ght crews and the company's lone Fokker
tr·i-rnotor.

During 1967 total revenue passenger miles flown
increased 13 percent and total revenue cargo ton miles
flown increased 10 percent. Revenues in 1967 were
up about 13 percent but profits slipped by about 10
percent.
At the May 2 annual meeting, shareholders approved
a 2 for one stock split and later directors increased
the quarterly dividend to 10 cents a share on the
split shares. This compared with the previous quarterly dividend rate of 15 cents per share on the tmsplit
shares.
Undelivered orders for aircraft, both subsonic and
supersonic jets, totaled $1.6 billion at year-end. Unde~ivered orders for the subsonic jets, including 25 7 47
Jets, totaled $857,000,000. The 23 supersonic jets
(15 SSTs and 8 Concordes) scheduled for delivery

°
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San Francisco, and service to this important point was
to be commenced by Febmary 1, 1968.
SFO continued to provide scheduled helicopter service to the San Francisco, Oakland, and San Jose Airports, and to Downtown Oakland, Berkeley, Palo Alto,
Marin County, and Contra Costa County. Load factors
increased approximately 6 percent in the first 10 months
of 1967 as compared to the same period of 1966.

the public was 38. The first to open in 1967 was the
Hotel Ambassador and the Hotel Continental, followed
by the Hotel Intercontinental Rawalpindi, Lahore,
and Quito.
Pan American Fan Jet Falcon, the twin jet business
aircraft, continued in demand during 1967. The aircraft, which is marketed and supported in the \,Y estern
Hemisphere by the Business Jets Division of Pan Am,
was sold to 84 corporate customers in the United States
and Canada. In addition, Pan Am retained 2 as demonstration models. Pan Am's total order at year-end stood
at 160 with an option for an additional 40.

SOUTHERN AIR TRANSPORT, INC.
The year 1967, Southern Air's 20th year of operation, saw the Miami based airline operating newly
acquired Boeing 727C and Douglas DC-7CF aircraft.
Southern Air's Pacific Division was operating the
fleet of 3 Boeing 727Cs and one Douglas DC-6A/B
aircraft on contract to the Military Airlift Command,
flying daily cargo and passenger services between Japan,
the Philippines, Guam, Saigon, Bankok, Taipei and
Okinawa. The passengers were military personnel and
dependents on change of station, leave or special duty,
or civilian government employees and dependents. The
cargo ranged from a spare jet engine to critical medical supplies.
Douglas DC-7CF service in the Atlantic Division
was initiated with the carriage of racehorses from
Miami to New York, Louisville, Lexington, Los Angeles, and Baltimore. Many of the thoroughbreds transported were stake winners along with Kentucky Derby
hopefuls. The aircraft later were utilized for the carriage of military supplies to Europe as well as domestic
points.
In addition to the DC-7s, Southern Air was also
operating 3 Curtiss C-46s and 2 Douglas DC-4s providing charter cargo service to the Bahamas, the Caribbean Area as well as domestic markets.
An increasing volume of the Bahamian cargo was
carried by Southern Air. Office, warehouse and handling facilities were being added to the Bahamian
operation. Shipments of furniture and foodstuff for
the resort hotels and live pullets for a local processor
were among the cargo carried. Television star "Flipper" managed several flights during the year to Nassau
for location filming.
As in the earlier years, during the summer and early
fall months daily flights of dairy cattle to Puerto Rico
and other Caribbean Islands were not uncommon. In
the summer of 1967, the best in Southern Air's history, many of the farmers restocked their dairy herds
for future milk production. Domestic traffic also set
new company performance records. A number of the
largest U.S. corporations utilized Southern Air to move
emergency or strategic materials for urgent jobs.
Although Southern Air did not operate passenger aircraft in the Atlantic Division during 1967, plans were
being made to develop this authority for the near
future.

SFO HELICOPTER AIRLINES
SFO Helicopter Airlines' passenger traffic increased
25 percent for the first 10 months of 1967, compared
to the same period in 1966. In August, SFO announced
that its net profit for the first 6 months of 1967
amounted to $94,583 as compared to a loss of $41,165
for the first 6 months of 1966.
SFO's profitable operations were supported by its
contract aircraft maintenance facility in which it
maintained large fixed wing aircraft, including DC-8s
and 707s for Airlift International, Seaboard World,
and Saturn Airways, among others. Revenues from the
maintenance of aircraft for customers increased from
$1,100,000 for the first 6 months of 1966 to $1,400,000
for the first 6 months of 1967, and the maintenance
activity for the balance of the year continued at a
high level.
Substantial sums were invested in the training of
SFO's maintenance personnel and in equipping the facility to be able to provide the finest possible maintenance support for fixed wing carriers and for SFO's
helicopters.
SFO successfully engineered and developed and
secured FAA approval for the installation of engine
inlet deflector screens to protect against ingestion of
birds and other foreign objects into the CT58 jet helicopter engines. This was a "first" in the helicopter industry. Another first was the procedure in effect during
1967 of fueling SFO helicopters with their rotors turning, which was commenced in October. This procedure
permits faster turn-around with increased utilization
during prime hours of operation.
The application of SFO's affiliate, National Capital
Airlines, Inc., for a Certificate of Public Convenience
and Necessity to operate scheduled helicopter service
in the Washington, D.C./Baltimore areas was heard
by an examiner of the CAB in October, together with
the applications of others. SFO believed its record of
economy, growth, and non-subsidized operation, on
which the program of National Capital Airlines was
based, gave NCA an excellent chance of being awarded
this certificate.
A new heliport was being completed by the San
Francisco Public Utilities Commission in downtown
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Caribbean's entry to the \Vashington market was their
introduction of the first tourist excursion fare from
\Vashington to San Juan, the Virgin Islands and
Amba, a truly great bargain.
For the first time, a daily service was planned by
Trans Caribbean Airways from Newark Airport to
both San Juan and Amba. Although TCA had certification for years to use Newark Airport as a co-terminal,
it was unable to do so for lack of space at :Kewark.
Arrangements were also being made for a downtownNewark Trans Caribbean ticket office.
Traditionally, Trans Caribbean Airways has introduced many promotional fares and imaginative package
tours. One of the most exciting in 1967 was the Fiesta
Caribbean, which promoted the concept of a European
Grand Tour in the Caribbean, with Puerto Rico as the
start, via jet by Trans Caribbean from New York, and
interconnecting visits, via Caribair, to the other ports
of call. Thus, a European adventure could be had a few
short hours from home since each Fiesta island provided the flavor, color and culture of its continental
counterpart. Puerto Rico for Spain, Aruba and St.
Maarten for Holland, Guadeloupe and Martinique for
France, St. Thomas and St. Croix for Denmark, Anti2Ua
and Barbados for England, "Capturing the Old Wo~ld
in the New." Another fabulous holiday vacation promoted by TCA was the "Swing Two Islands" which
offered 2 islands for the price of one: Puerto Rico
with a swing to Amba, or Puerto Rico and the Virgi~
Islands.
During the year, Trans Caribbean advertising and
promotion was based on the "Flying Island . . . All
the fun and flavor of Puerto Rico when you get to the
terminal." This theme was based on the Airline's
unique knowledge of Puerto Rico and the Caribbean.
It featured original Puerto Rican art, cuisine, design
and friendliness. The advertising in all major media in
all cities on the route highlighted the various aspects
of the "Flying Island." The passengers' ramp steps
were decorated with authentic Puerto Rican tile designs. The menus featuring the finest native and continental cuisine were decorated with original paintings
of Puerto Rico commissioned by Trans Caribbean.

For Trans Caribbean Airways, 1967 was a year of
important route expansion, with the expectation of
even greater route awards in the near future. The airline's fleet increase was spectacular since. just after the
end of the year, its capacity was triple that of a year
earlier.
:\ milestone was added to Trans Caribbean's history
when the President on ~lay 24th approved the CAB's
permanent certificate of public convenience granting
Trans Caribbean Airways the San Juan-\Vashington,
D.C. Route, serving \Vashington through Dulles International Airport. On October 19th, TCA inaugurated
its first flight from \Vashington to San Juan. This new
route, along with Trans Caribbean's successful New
York/San Jmm service, added substantially to its position in the booming Caribbean market.
On October 26th. the C.-\B examiner's decision
recommended that Trans Caribbean authorization be
expanded to include scheduled service from co-terminals
New York/Newark and \Vashington to St. Thomas
and St. Croi.x in the Virgin Islands, both on direct service and via San Juan. It was also recommended that
TCA be awarded new routes from ::"Jew York/Newark
and \Vashington to Curacao and Amba in the Netherlands Antilles and to Port-au-Prince, Haiti. Trans
Caribhem1, tmder the examiner's recommendation,
would be the sole U.S. flag carrier operating direct
service from New York/Newark and \Vashington to
Haiti, Amba and Curacao. The examiner's report
stated, "Trans Caribbean, by reason of its diligent and
pioneering efforts to develop traffic at this point
(Amba) . . . is the logical carrier to be awarded certificate authority to provide the required service."
Two Boeing jets, a 707 and 720, were leased by
Trans Caribbean in August, with an option to buy.
Additionally, TCA took delivery of 2 of its 3 new
DC-8F Super 61 fanjets, with the third to be delivered early in 1968. The passenger configuration of the
Douglas stretch jets included 16 first class seats, 30
de luxe tourist seats and 177 thrift seats. With a total
fleet which provided a tripled capacity, Trans Caribbean was prepared, by the end of the year, for its
giant thmst.
The Civil Aeronautics Board, in the fall, approved
TCA's application to provide ground transportation
between downtown Washington and Dulles Airport,
at no additional charge to its passengers. A beautiful,
historical building at 3600 M Street was refurbished
and named The Trans Caribbean Airways Key Bridge
Terminal, offering a luxurious new check-in facility
conveniently located at the threshold of Washington's
entry to Dulles. Using magnificent Spanish decor, TCA
also opened an impressive Washington Ticket Office
at 1480 New York Avenue. This address also houses the
headquarters for TCA's new Washington District Sales
Division, whose marketing activities cover Washington,
Virginia, Maryland, West Virginia, Delaware and
Pennsylvania. Another unique service in line with Trans

TRANS INTERNATIONAL AIRLINES
Trans ~ntern~tional. Airlines, the first all-jet supplemental air earner, enJoyed a record year during 1967.
Estimated gross. revenues rose to a record-breaking
$35,000,000, while the company continued to increase
its ratio of commercial to military sales.
TIA introduced a 250-passenger plane into commercial service in June 1967. The DC-8-61 stretch jet,
designed by McDonnell Douglas for charter type
activities, made it possible for the company to significantly reduce charter air fares, both foreign and
domestic.
Flying an average of over 15 hours a day, the plane
logged a record-breaking 42,000,000 passenger-miles
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during its first month of service, while carrying more
than 10,000 passengers to 10 European countries. A
second stretch jet was delivered to TIA in the latter
part of November 1967. In addition, TIA expected
delivery of a third stretch in January of 1968 and thereafter was to accept delivery from Douglas of 2 DC-8-63
stretch jets in the latter part of 1968 and early 1969.
TIA ordered 2 Boeing 727-100C aircraft for delivery
in April and May of 1968.
By the end of 1967, TIA had increased its passenger
seat availability by some 240 percent over 1966.
In June 1967, TIA, which was the first supplemental
air carrier to offer its common stock to the public,
became a member of the New York and Pacific Coast
Stock Exchanges, thereby expanding the marketability
of its stock for the benefit of its shareholders.
TIA became the nation's largest commercial charter
operator. The company pJaces great emphasis on the
domestic lTC market, and during 1967 flew a large
number of these tours. In August 1967 TIA passed the
$1,000,000 mark for ITCs to Hawaii. In October, the
company signed a $13,000,000 contract with American
International Travel Service, a Boston based travel
agency, for ITCs through April 1969. The company
maintained a heavy charter schedule across the North
Atlantic and was making plans to expand its service
to South America and the Orient.
TIA had CAB authority to operate charter flights,
both affinity and ITC, within the U.S. and between
the U.S. and all other points in the world except
Canada and Mexico.
TIA placed the stretch jet into service for the Military Airlift Command on October 3, 1967, with a seating configuration of 219 passengers, the largest jet in
MAC service. Approximately 50 percent of TIA's
revenues in 1967 were derived from MAC.
In September 1967, the Boards of Directors of TIA
and Transamerica Corporation, a large San Francisco holding company, announced agreement in principle whereby T A would acquire the stock of TIA
on a stock exchange basis valued at approximately
$125,000,000.
TIA believed the ever-increasing demand for lowcost air travel would enable the company to continue
its rapid growth pattern, and it planned additional
expansion of its charter activities throughout the free
world.

In the first 9 months of 1967, TTA 's passenger hoardings increased 20 percent over 1966 to 1,075,78 1 and
commercial revenues increased 17.4 pe rcent to $19 ,999,822. For the third quarter, passenge r boardings
increased 11.8 percent over the sam e quarter in 1966
while commercial revenues increased 18.5 pe rce nt to
$6,980,726.
TTA took delivery on its fourth Douglas DC-9
Pamper-jet November 9, and the 75-passenger multichange aircraft was placed into scheduled service th e
following day. Two other DC-9s were received during
the year, with the first being inaugurated in March 1967
and the second in October 1967. TTA inaugurated its
initial Pamper-jet service in October 1966.

TTA added 5 DC-9 PampeT-jets eluTing the yeaT.

Pamper-jet service at year-end was being provided
to Santa Fe, the capital of New Mexico, a city never
before receiving a jet; and to Memphis, Tennessee,
Midland/ Odessa, Texas, and Albuquerque, New Mexico.
In addition, with the delivery of the fourth Pamperjet, pure jet service was increased for Houston, Austin,
Dallas, Midland/Odessa, and San Antonio, Texas. TT A
began its Dallas-Midland/Odessa nonstop flights July 1,
1967, after CAB approval was granted in June.
Delivery of 3 more Pamper-jets was expected late
in the year and early in 1968. TTA also held an option on 8 more DC-9s.
'
On December 1, TTA inaugurated a new express
check-in commuter type service between Dallas and
Houston. 'f.here will be 10 nonstop Pamper-jet flights
northbow1d from Houston to Dallas and 10 more
southbound from Dallas to Houston every weekday.
In addition, TTA's 17th jet-powered Silver Cloud
600 went into service November l. Nineteen of these
40-passenger aircraft, after being converted from the
Convair 240 prop version, were to be flying by the
~nd of ~e y.ear, with the 25th and last slated to go
mto service m May 1968. At that time, TTA expects
to be all turbine-powered.
The airline was given final CAB approval November
6 for the $725,000 sale of 16 of its 17 Douglas DC-3s.

TRANS-TEXAS AIRWAYS, INC.
Trans-Texas Airways, Inc., celebrating its 20th year
of service to the Southwest, saw a number of significant changes within the company framework in
1967. The Houston-based local service airline serves
65 cities in 6 states and the Republic of Mexico and,
in 1967, was the only regional carrier to be awarded
an international flag carrier certificate. In addition,
TT A has the longest international route of all the
local service airlines.
2.3 6
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In line with improved passenger relations, TTA, as
of April 1967, honored not only the airline's own
travel card, but also American Express, Carte Blanche,
and Diners Club cards for charging TT A travel.
Also associated with improved service was the installation of Pamper-matic into Houston's reservations
control center. The computerized reservations system,
which went into full operation August 12, promised
to be the answer to quicker and more efficient handling of reservations, both on-line and off-line.

Houston Aircraft Brokers, Inc., bought the airplanes,
Pratt &. \\"hitney engines, and 858,000 worth of
spare parts for the DC-3s.
The year saw the opening of a large new maintenance facility at the TTA station serving Midland/
Odessa, Texas. Official dedication of the new hangar
was October 5. Also, constmction began on a similar
hangar at Dallas Lo\·e Field. with completion slated
for late 1967.
On .-\ugust 10. 1967, TT.-\ 's executive office personnel moved from their downtown Houston headquarters into a new facility at the airline's general
office complex at Houston International Airport. Transferring were TT.-\'s chairman of the board, president,
and legal, public relations. research, advance schedules, and current schedules departments.
October 11, the twentieth anniversary date of TTA
saw several significant changes within the executive
framework. At a board of directors meeting R. Earl
McKaugha.n, founder and chairman of the board, asked
to resign from active participation in the airline and
was unanimously elected chairman emeritus and
founder. He wilt' serve in an advisory capacity. President R. E. "Dick" ~'lcKaughan became TTA's chief
executive officer.
Other organizational changes included the naming
of 2 new vice presidents: Joe C. Crawford, vice president-administrative services is responsible for the
airline's training, purchasing, personneL inventory
control, properties and facilities and data processing
divisions; J. L. Herring, vice president-operations,
will oversee TTA's flight, maintenance, customer services, flight planning and inflight services divisions.
In addition, the board approved the appointment of
Captain A. J. High, a 20-year veteran of TT A, as vice
president-flight.
Minnesota Enterprises of Minneapolis, Minnesota,
purchased controlling interest in TTA in April 1967.
ME is headed by Carl Pohlad, president of Marquette
National Bank of that city.
In route case proceedings, TT A's research department was active in 1967. TT A testified in the Reopened Pacific Northwest-Southwest Service Investigation, the Central Airlines, Inc. Route 81 Investigation,
and the Gulf States-Midwest Points Service Investigation. Applications were filed for the Southern Tier
Competitive Nonstop Investigation, the Dallas/Fort
Worth-Phoenix Nonstop Case, <md the Service to
Albuquerque Case.
Important fare modifications occurred during the
year. For example, the TT A Youth Fare card, formerly
$10, was altered to a $3 charge and as of October
28 young adults may use the TT A identification card
to purchase half-fare or 66% percent fare on most
other carriers. In addition, young travelers may make
confirmed reservations. Other fares being promoted
were the Discover America Fares, the Excursion Fares,
the Group 10 Fares and TT A's Family Plan, as well
a'i the Military Stand-by Half Fares.

8~)

TRANS \VORLD AIRLINES
Trans World Airlines in 1967 became the first airline to switch to all pure-jet operations in U.S. domestic service as well as on international routes, and
embarked on major facilities constmction for the coming generation of giant Boeing 7 47 and supersonic
transports.
The airline also in 1967 inaugurated service to East
Africa and acquired through merger Hilton International Company which operates 42 hotels in 28 cotmtries arow1d the world.
"In terms of added seat-miles, T\V A in 1967 increased its service to the public by 31 percent," said
Charles C. Tillinghast, Jr., president. "On the basis
of actual results for 10 months and estimates for November and December, we expect to fly some 12,600,000 passengers a total of ahnost 14,000,000,000
passenger-miles. These estimates, representing increases of 29 and 33 percent respectively, reflect the
43-day strike against 5 airlines, including T\V A, in
the previous year."
Cargo volume rose 32 percent to an estimated
432,500,000 ton-miles carried in 1967, Mr. Tillinghast said. \Vithin the 3 categories of this record cargo
volume, freight ton-miles were estimated at 310,900,000, up 28 percent over 1966; air express tonmiles at 15,800,000, up 11 percent, and mail ton-miles
105,700,000, a boost of 46 percent.
TWA took delivery on 31 new jets in 1967. On
April 6, the airline retired its last passenger-carrying
propeller-driven aircraft, a triple-tailed Constellation,
thus becoming the first airline to go pure-jet in U.S.
domestic service. T\V A had, in 1961, switched to an
all-jet operation on its transatlantic routes through
Europe, Africa, and Asia.
\Vith the inauguration of Boeing 727 QCs (quickchange between passenger and cargo interior) on May
12, TWA retired its last 2 piston-powered Constellations from cargo service. By year-end, T\VA's all-jet
fleet numbered 170 units, including 15 Cargojets.
During the year TvVA completed arrangements to
acquire 47 more subsonic jetliners and 2 more U.S.
supersonic transports (SSTs). The 47 aircraft, along
with other acquisitions will raise the T\V A subsonic
fleet to 245. Included in the program are 22 Boeing
747s.
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In addition, the TWA program included 6 BritishFrench Concorde SSTs and 12 U.S. SSTs for service
in the 1970s. The first to place an order for the U.S.
SST, TWA held No. 1 delivery position.
In a series of major steps to meet the challenge of
servicing the next-generation airliners, TWA in 1967
started construction on supersonic-size ground facilities:
• Flight Wing One, expected to be the world's first
air terminal designed wholly for the age of the 747s
and SSTs, will double the size of the Trans W oriel
Flight Center at New York Kennedy International
Airport. The $19,800,000 "terminal of tomorrow" will

service reduced by 3 1h hams the previous trave l tim e
between the United States and the 3 East African nations. Elapsed time, via Athens, was w1der 17 hours.
TWA introduced a nun1ber of ne w nonstop services
on its U.S. routes during the year, including PittsbmghSan Francisco, Philadelphia-San Francisco, St. LouisDenver, New York-Oklahoma City, Day ton-Los Angeles and Indiana polis-Los Angeles. In the winter,
TWA was offering more than 24,300 jet seats on 176
transatlantic flights weekly, the highest wintertime
frequency in the airline's history.
TWA virtually doubled its all-cargo service effective October 16. The company's schedule pattern reflected an increase from 9 to 15 units in its Cargojet
fleet and a doubling of all -cargo schedules on U.S.
routes. International cargo frequencies were increased
from 16 to 26 weekly.
In March TWA petitioned the Civil Aeronautics
Board for southern transcontinental route authority
linking Miami/Fort Lauderdale and San Francisco/
Oakland via New Orleans, Dallas/Fort Worth, Houston
and Los Angeles/Long Beach. It also applied for
authority between Atlanta and California via Texas.
In October the airline filed for new authority in the
CAB's Twin Cities-Milwaukee Long-Haul Service Investigation over the following segments: Minneapolis/
St. Paul (Twin Cities) and Milwaukee to New York,
Philadelphia, Washington/Baltimore and Twin Cities
to Portland and Seattle. TWA asserted that it could
provide through-plane service to Europe which was not
available from the Twin Cities-Milwaukee areas.
In November, TWA filed for authority to provide
an extensive pattern of new air service between major
Midwest cities and Dallas/Fort Worth, Houston and
San Antonio. While TWA was serving Midwest cities
St. Louis, Detroit, Kansas City and Chicago, it was
not serving the Texas cities.
Also in November, TWA requested service to White
Plains, New York, from Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and St. Louis.
In the CAB's Transpacific Route Investigation, meanwhile, TWA sought commercial routes across the
Pacific (TWA flies the Pacific daily to Saigon under
contract to the Military Airlift Command). The TWA
route system at year-end stretched from the U.S. West
Coast eastward two-thirds of the way around the world
to Hong Kong on the opposite shore of the Pacific.
TWA proposed to link its Pacific terminals with routes
serving Formosa, Japan, Hawaii, Alaska, Seattle/
Tacoma and Portland.
. T~A, one of 18 ~pplicants in the case, sought Pacific nghts to fight mcreasingly vigorous competition
by the world's airlines in the booming Pacific and
round-the-world travel markets. In its case before the
C~: TWA. noted that "there is a crying need for
deciSIVe actiOn to strengthen the U.S. position in
~ranspa~ific air rou~es." TWA claimed that its long
mt~rnat~onal expenence and extensive route system
whi_ch hes to~ether 42 U.S. and 24 cities in Europe,
Afnca and Asia would enable it to serve this national

Work started on TWA's Flight Wing One, the $19,800,000
"Terminal of Tomorrow," to be opened in 1969 for use by
Boeing 747s and, later, SSTs.

be an extension of the Eero Saarinen-designed TWA
Center which was acclaimed by architectural critics
of many nations when it was dedicated in 1962. Flight
Wing One, designed to accommodate up to 10 aircraft, will be opened in autumn 1969 preparatory to
inaugurating Boeing 747 service in 1970.
• Also ready when the 350-passenger Boeing 747s
arrive will be a $33,000,000 expansion of TWA's huge
Technical Services Center at Mid-Continent International Airport at Kansas City, Missouri. The structure
will accommodate 4 Boeing 747s (tail height: 64 feet)
or 4 U.S. SSTs (length: 318 feet).
• The Trans World Flight Hostess Academy, announced in July, will be activated in 1969. Combining
classrooms, residences and recreation facilities, the
academy will sprawl over a 34.4-acre campus in residenti-al Overland Park, Kansas, just 20 minutes from
downtown Kansas City, Missouri. TWA was training
1,200 flight attendants yearly at the airline's Jack Frye
International Training Center for pilots and attendants
in downtown Kansas City. The new academy will be
equipped to train upwards of 4,000 flight attendants
a year.
On April 29, 1967, TWA inaugurated service to
Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda in East Africa. The
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need better than any of th e other applicants in the
case. TWA said it would cut fares between mainland
.S. cities and P ac ifi c points b more than 40 percent
and offer a $995 row1d-the-world excursion fare. The
com p a ny proposes an initial operation of 186 flights
a week between Hawaii and mainland U.S. cities
and 116 weekly flights spannina the entire Pacific.
The merger of Hilton International Company into
TWA became e ffec tive May 9, 1967. Hilton International is operated as a wholl owned TWA subsidiary . \ .Y ith th e opening of th e Curacao Hilton on
December 11 , Hilton lntemabonal operated 42 hotels
in 39 cities in 28 cotmtries outside the continental
United States.
T\ A provided scheduled service to 10 of the intem ational cities where Hilton has hotels.

bon of Hilo and Toronto increased the number of
cities served by United's system to 114 .
Blue Carpet Service, an upgrading of coach travel,
was introduced on transcontinental nonstop flights
and immediate success prompted its extension to 6
other major markets. As part of this development,
United's Boeing 720s were converted from a 3-class
(first, standard and coach) to a 2-class configuration
(first and coach).
In 1965, aware that many of the major airports
were becoming increasingly inadequate because of
rapid traffic growth, United began an airport planning program within its Facilities and Property Department. The object was to determine the improvements required both now and in the future and, with
the cooperation of other airlines, to develop Master
Plan Reports for the guidance of local airport
authorities.
As a result of this program, Master Plan Reports
for 20 of the nation's largest airports were presented
in 1967 through the Air Transport Association. The
reports provided data on airline needs for gates, hangars, tern1inal space, cargo buildings and other facilities. Recommendations were also included on requirements for runways, access highways, parking lots and
related auxiliary features.
Master Plan Reports on airports at intermediate
cities served by United were in preparation and these
were to be followed by reports on airports at smaller
communities. The program, first of its kind in the
industry, was enthusiastically received.
Among new facilities completed in 1967 were 2
structures at United's headquarters. One was an 8story adjtmct of the Education and Training Center,
which will be used for stewardess training. The other
was a 2-story building to house the staff and central
equipment for "Unin1atic," which will become operative in 1968 as the most extensive computerized reservations and information system in the world.
Indicative of United's 1967 record year w~re the
highs achieved for the first 9 months. The company

UNITED AIR UNES
United Air Lines experienced its most rewarding
ye ar in 1967, shattering industry records by carrying
approximately 24,000,000 passengers and attaining
new highs in cargo volume.
The record yea r was foreshadowed in August when
the company becan1e the first commercial airline in
the world to exceed 2 billion revenue passenger miles
in a single month. It was in August 1964, that United
first reached the billion passenger mile mark .
Keeping pace with traffic growth, the company
took delivery on 42 jets in the year , including 4
standard DC-8s, 6 Super DC-8s, 15 Boeing 727QCs
and 17 standard Boeing 727s. These additions increased
the jet fleet to 231 aircraft.
As part of its advance to all-jet operations by the
end of 1969, United placed orders for 54 more jets
in summer and also annow1ced that options had been
exercised to purchase 25 other jets. The 79 aircraft,
costing $690,000,000, represent one of the largest jet
acquisitions ever made by an airline.
Delivery of the 79 additional jets will begin in late
1968 and continue into 1971. By types, they are 3
Douglas Super DC-8F Jet Freighters, 5 Super DC-8s,
6 Boeing 727 QCs, 10 DC-8-62s, 13 Boeing 747s, 17
Boeing 727-222s and 25 Boeing 737-200s.
United later in the year exercised options to purchase 5 more Boeing 727 -222s, which will be delivered
in mid-1969. ·w ith these aircraft, plus those ordered
previously, the company will have a fleet of more than
400 jets by the end of 1971.
The first Super DC-8 was placed in service between
California and Hawaii on February 25. Other developments in Hawaiian service included the adoption
of common fares between the Mainland and all major
points in the Islands. United also began direct service
between Hilo, Hawaii, and the California gateway
cities on October l.
Service between Toronto and Chicago was inaugurated in August, with 3 daily round trips. The addi-

United introduced its Douglas Super DC-Bs (bottom) on
Hawai.i an routes eaTly in the yea·r.
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·n now athed
The 1968-69 arrival of the j"et fleet Wl a
th
caruo 11
b
company to expand all its operations, 0 . . ~vhich
passenger, within the U.S., Canada, and .~"leXI~~hority.
are the areas of the company's operatmg a
·

carried 17,918,000 passengers as compared with
12,945,000 in the corresponding period of 1966, a gain
of 38 percent. This increase and those that follow
below, must, however, be viewed in light of the 1966
strike by airline machinists which held operations at
a standstill for 43 days.
Revenue passenger miles for the 9 months totaled
14,171,142,000, an increase of 50 percent. Freight
ton miles were 323,663,000, up 42 percent; mail ton
miles, 80,853,000, up 47 percent; express tun miles,
16,091,000, up20percent. Nine-monthearninfl'sreached
$63,088,859 as against $22,143,171 the previous year.

WEST COAST AIRLINES
· }"ne covAction aimed at the creation o~ a ~ew. ~r ICanada
ering 8 Western states and destmatwns 111 Airline's
and Mexico made 1967 one of \<Vest Coast
. ting
most significant years. The move, at y~a~-end a~~arly
Civil Aeronautics Board approval anticipated 111C ast
1968, was made on September 12, when W~st. 0 t~
Bonanza and Pacific Airlines filed an apphcatwn
merge.
·
1
Ratification of the action would create a re~Im;a
airline comprising more than 74 unduplicate sdations in Washington Oregon California, Neva _a,
'
'
f 61 airArizona, Utah, Idaho and Montana. A fleet 0 .
.
craft would serve the more than 100 destinatwns 111
the United States, in addition to Calgary, A~he~a,
Canada, and under provisions of an action Y le
CAB, the Mexican vacation communities of Mazatlan,
Puerto Vallarta, and La Paz.
Name of the merged airline will be Air West : less a legal technicality emerges, in which case A" e
new entity would take the name of W es t Coast Ir.
' presi"de nt ' WI 11
lines. Nicholas Bez, Sr., West Coasts
head the new firm.
th
Continuing a pattern of passenger volume grow
West Coast by the end of 1967's third quarter ha
carried approximately 50,000 more passengers ~a~
over the corresponding 1966 period. By the en
October, the line had carried 590,797 passengers,
compared to 534,908 during 1966. During 4 of the
months, volume was up over 20 percent. .
The passenger volume continued a cham of unbroken gains for the line dating back to January 1964.
The merger move was but one of the m~y forward
steps taken by West Coast Airlines dunng 1967, a
year marked by equipment additions that saw WCA
nearly double its DC-9 fanjet routes. Delivery of 2 of
the Douglas jets, coupled with a CAB service aw~d,
extended new nonstop service into Salt Lake C~ty
and Boise. This completed pure jet servic_e to al~ maJor
West Coast interline connecting points, mcluding San
Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Boise, and S_alt
Lake City. Other cities also receiving DC-9 serviCe
at the end of 1967 included Eugene, Medford, Walla
Walla, Tri-Cities, and Yakima. Further expansion was
planned in 1968 with the arrival of the new DC-9
Series 30.
Utilizing "MiniLiners," twin-engine Piper Navajo
planes, West Coast Airlines brought new speed and
convenience to low density route segments in Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Utah. Four of the 8-place
planes were purchased at $144,000 each.
West Coast's announcement of the addition of its
fleet of the new 58 passenger Fairchild 228 placed

UNIVERSAL AIRLINES, INC.
The year 1967 was a year of changes and development for Universal Airlines.
In January, the company officially changed its name
from Zantop Air Transport, Inc. to Universal Airlines,
Inc. Universal Consolidated Industries, a New Yorkbased privately-owned holding company, acquired Zantop Air Transport late in 1966.
In order to meet the growing demands of air cargo
and military and civilian charter business, Universal
placed an order for 2 DC-8-61CFs, delivery date April
1968, and 4 DC-9-30CFs, delivery date March-June
1969. The company also placed an option for 2 additional DC-9-30CFs, delivery in mid-1969.
A major change for the company was that by midJune Universal had moved from facilities at Detroit
Metro Airport to much larger quarters at Willow Run
Airport, Ypsilanti, Michigan. The company occupied
an entire hangar with over 200,000 square feet of hangar and office space entirely under one roof. A
$1,000,000 cargo building was contemplated for construction in the near future.
The Universal Airlines fleet, domestic and international, was serving the industrial points of the U.S.,
the military and charter groups with 12 stations
around the country, over 60 aircraft, and over 2,000
persons skilled in operations, communications, traffic,
sales, service, and related areas.
During 1967, Universal expanded its operation by
flying military cargo to Vietnam. In February, the
c~mpany embarked on a new operation, that of CAM
flights, and greatly increased its commercial passenger
charter operation.
The company was providing air service for the
U.S. Navy and U.S. Air Force, and the year 1967
brought a $19,500,000 military contract. The fleet
served 32 Air Force bases in the eastern half of the
U.S., providing vital air freight connections within
the Air Force ~ogistics Command, Strategic Air Command and aenal ports of embarkation. The company
operations _for the_U.S. Navy consisted of serving 18
key Navy mstallatwns, coast to coast. This operation
supported the U.S. Navy fleet domestically and provided a link in the world-wide supply line of the
U.S. Navy.

d

°
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The need for public awareness of \Vest Coast's new
route and equipment improvements was recognized
in the creation of a new sales education department.
The new department provides in-depth corporate
indoctrination, continued training and upgrading of
all personnel.
\Vest Coast's travel promotion efforts received top
recognition at the American Society of Travel Agent's
world convention at Athens, Greece, where the company publication, .. Air \Vest," received the annual
Popular Photography Magazine award for .. the most
effective use of photography to promote travel."

further emphasis on the corporate slogan, "the best
planes for the best service." Three of the 500 mile
per hour twin jets were purchased for 1970 delivery,
,,,ith options for 5 additional aircraft. The total purchase price was 825,000,000, including spares. The
Fairchild 228 is designed to service routes of less than
100 miles from nmwavs of under 4,000 feet. The new
aircraft will feature R~lls Rovce advance-design fanjet
engines. \Vest Coast Airline~ was also operating Fairchild F -27 turboprop planes. which it introduced to
U.S. service in 1958.
:\ew. sophisticated ground equipment went into
service during 1967 to match the improvements in
the air. The Electronic Data Processing Department
completed a program of computer reading of paper
tapes from field dispatch messages. This permits computerizing of such data as passenger boarding by segments, delay and ground performance analysis, and
adherence of flight to schedule. The result is a weekly
analysis of revenues and schedule performance.
Linking of Salt Lake City to West Coast's Central
Reservations Center in Seattle placed 80 percent of
the line's passenger reservations through a sophisticated call distribution system designed and engineered
by Pacific Northwest Bell. The line's communication
network at year-end included an automated cross
office teletype switching system, connecting \Vest
Coast stations with the world's airlines. Similarly,
\Vest Coast's accounting department has been computerized.
During the year, \Vest Coast Airlines accepted a
far reaching assignment aimed at increasing the efficiency of inspections through a program designated
ROP AR (Regional Operators Program for Airframe
Reliability). Under ROPAR, which met in Seattle for
the first time in Febmary 1967, 10 regional airlines
operating DC-9s united to combine data and operating experience to control DC-9 airfran1e stmctural
inspections. West Coast accepted the coordinating
function of coliecting data and producing monthly
reports. Because of the centralization of information,
standards can be established which should preclude
problems in areas covered by the program, and therefore reduce the number of samples required by each
airline on an individual basis. Phase one of the program was approved by the Federal Aviation Administration in September.
Keeping pace with equipment improvements and
additions were the continued expansion of \Vest Coast
service· areas during 1967. Award of nonstop service
between Medford, Oregon and San Francisco was
received from the CAB, with service beginning in
Febmary.
Even more significant was West Coast's route application for nonstop service from Seattle and Portland to San Francisco and Los Angeles. If awarded,
the new service would provide through plane service
to major California ports from the burgeoning Northwest area served by West Coast.

WESTERN AIR LINES
For Western Air Lines, the major event of 1967
was the merger with Pacific Northern Airlines. Con~ummated on July 1, the merger extended \Vestern to
9 cities in Alaska.
The company immediately began an intensive campaign of promoting travel to Alaska. Western announced a plan to establish an Alaska Business Council dedicated to the economic development of the
state, much as the railroads helped develop areas of
the U.S. during the 19th Century.
\Vestern at year-end served 44 cities in 12 western
states, Alaska, Canada and Mexico, covering 14,156
route-miles.
The company was participating in some 30 route
cases in which it sought expanded route authority
stretching from the East Coast across the nation and
as far west as Bangkok.
On July 1, Western inaugurated service to Vancouver, British Columbia, serving the city from Los
Angeles, San Francisco and Portland.
Changes in Western's board of directors included
the addition of Arthur G. Woodley, former president
and founder of PNA, now vice president for Western;
and the resignation of Goodrich Lowry, former chairman of the board of Northwest Bancorporation. Lowry
was appointed director emeritus.
Financially, Western netted $11,063,000, or $2.26
a share, for the first 10 months of the year. This was
down 33 percent from $16,561,000, or $3.43 a share,
for the like period in 1966. The 1966 figure included
increased traffic due to the strike against 5 other
carriers.
Operating revenues for the 10-month period were
$159,773,000, compared to $148,318,000 a year earlier. Load factor for the period was 57.4 percent,
compared to 61.1 percent. The break-even point was
49.4 percent, versus 47.5 percent.
A major cause for the reduced earnings in 1967
was a decline in yield due to the many discount fares
in effect. The yield dropped from 5.69 cents per mile
for the first 10 months of 1966 to 5.38 cents.
Western carried nearly 4,250,000 passengers during
the first 10 months of 1967, an 8 percent increase over
the like 1966 period.
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The number of Western employees increased from
5,200 to 7,300. In addition to company growth, this
reflected the addition of 700 PNA employees.
Western's fleet at year-end numbered 51 aircraft.
This included 27 Boeing 720B fanjets, .3 720 models,
12 Lockheed Electra II prop-jets, 6 Lockheed Constellations and 3 Douglas DC-6Bs.
Western opened a new "off-line" office in Washington, D.C., staffed by Henry M. deButts, assistant vice
president of government and industry affairs. DeButts
was former assistant to 2 chairmen of the Civil Aeronautics Board. The company also appointed an account executive to the Washington office to handle
sales activities.

Recognition of \Vorld leadership in business management and financial performance can1e in the annual
survey by News Front magazine in its listing of the
best-managed U.S. corporations based on sales and
profit figures. vVorld wa'i one of the half-dozen companies of the 1,500 U.S. corporations reviewed which
placed in the top 100 to qualify in each of the 3
criteria applied to identify the best-managed corporations. World's performance in each of these criteria
were: (1) percent of profit to stockholders' equity,
37.5; (2) profit as a percent of sales, 18.8; and (3) percent of sales increase over the previous year, 50.5.
World's operational performance was accorded new
laurels when, for the third consecutive year, the company was awarded the nation's highest airline safety
award, the "Award of Honor," presented by the National Safety Council. World has been the only U.S.
airline, supplemental or scheduled, to receive the
"Award of Honor" in each of the last 3 years.
The company also became the first airline to receive the U.S. Air Force's "Zero Defects Award"
in recognition of the achievement of World's "Perfection/Not Correction" program.
During 1967 World took delivery of 9 new jets,
3 707-320C fan jets and 6 727 tri-jets, adding 1,245
seats for a 160 percent increase over its average
capacity during 1966. At year-end, the fleet included
15 Boeing jets representing an investment of $125,000,000 in equipment and related parts. The carrier,
largest supplemental airline in the world, also had on
order 3 Boeing 747s, with an option on a fourth, and
had reserved delivery positions for 3 U.S. supersonic
transports. Financing arrangements for the $72,000,000
B-747 program were completed with the Bank of
America.
In line with the equipment expansion program, over
400 new employees joined the firm, bringing the total
payroll to over 1,300 people. New offices were opened
in Dusseldorf, Germany, and Houston, Texas, bringing
worldwide sales offices to 12 in number. In addition
the company opened operations and passenger handling offices in Japan, John F. Kennedy International
Airport (New York), Gatwick Airport (London), Paris
and Frankfurt.
In view of its growth and to broaden the base of
its policy making group, the company also elected
to its board 3 new directors of international prominence
in diplomatic, business, financial, legal, and travel
affairs. The new directors are Chinn Ho, prominent
international financier, publisher, hotel developer and
Hawaii civic leader; George Killion, chairman of the
board of Metro Goldwyn Mayer and a director of
American President Lines, Natomas Company and the
Communications Satellite Corporation; and Sir Percy
Rugg, chairman of the Greater London Council, largest local government authority in the world, who has
provided legal representation for World Airways in the
United Kingdom and Europe since 1955.
Also, to provide greater depth in management, the
company established new regional sales vice presiden-

WIEN AIR ALASKA
Civil Aeronautics Board hearings were held during
1967 on a merger of Wien Air Alaska of Fairbanks
and Northern Consolidated Airlines of Anchorage,
with a decision expected early in 1968. If approved,
the merged company would be known as Wien Alaska
Airlines. The combined routes would total 8,604 unduplicated miles to serve 152 communities in Alaska
and 2 in the Yukon. With the exception of Fairbanks,
Anchorage and Juneau, the region served is a low
density area almost completely dependent on air transportation for mail, freight and passenger service. Both
of the companies are pioneer airlines in Alaska, and
operate the same kind of equipment-F -27 propjets,
Twin Otters and Pilatus Porters. Each airline had a
B-737 on order for delivery in 1968.
Despite a flood which hit Fairbanks in August and
quickly tapered off the tourist season a month early,
more than 5,000 visitors traveled on Wien Air Alaska
to the tour destinations of Ft. Yukon, Barrow, Kotzebue
and Nome. Two additional F -27s had been leased to
handle the greatly increased tourist volume during the
summer.
Wien took the delivery on the first of 2 Twin Otters
on November 25. The second was expected to be delivered in February of 1968.
Revenue passenger miles for the first 9 months of
1967 totaled 20,731,000, an increase of 2.5 percent
over the previous year. An application for a new direct
route from Juneau to Minneapolis-St. Paul-Chicago
was filed with the Civil Aeronautics Board.
WORLD AIRWAYS
World Airways enjoyed substantial growth during
1967; continued its record of pioneering leadership
and was accorded significant honors for the high quality
and safety of its performance.
Record highs in revenues and earnings were achieved
as the company expanded its organization and its
fleet, while substantially increasing both its commercial charter and its Military Airlift Command traffic.
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tial posts for the Eastern U.S., and for Europe, Africa
;md the Far East, and a new position of vice president-maintenance and engineering in Oakland.
By the latter part of 1967, \\7orld's commercial
tr;msportation revenues were over 62 percent higher
than during the same period in 1966, and a further
increase of 65 percent in commercial business was
:mticipated for 1968. Over 860 commercial charter
flights, carrying an estimated 179,000 passengers, were
made during 1967. Highlighting the growth in commercial business was the successful completion of the
Bern· World Travel's 1967 Inclusive Tour Charter
prognun, the first large-scale lTC program to be implemented since the Civil Aeronautics Board authorized ITCs in 1966. The Berry World program involved
49 fiights between May and November from New York,
Chicago, Los Angeles :md Oakland/San Francisco to
the Hawaiian Islands. carrvinrr 8.000 vacationers, with
<lll unprecedented 98.8 pe~ce1rt t~tilization of available
seat capacity.
The initial \\1 oriel-Berry World 1967 progrmn proved
so successful that arranrrements
were made for a 4l"l
fold increase in the program during 1968. The 1968
progrmn includes 199 flights over a 12-month span
starting in J mmary which would carry 32,000 tourists
on 11 separate tour plans to the Hawaiian Islands,
the Orient, California and Las Vegas. In addition to
the series of lTC charters scheduled to the Orient
in 1968 for Berry \\'oriel Travel, a series of ITC's was
being programmed to Europe and other foreign
destinations.
\Vorlcl and other supplemental airlines were grm1ted
authority to continue to book and to operate international inclusive tour charters pending their appeal
to the U.S. Supreme Court on the authority of the
Civil Aeronautics Board to authorize such charters.
The decision which is being appealed does not involve
the domestic inclusive tour charter authority of the
supplemental airlines.
In 1967, group affinity, or pro rata, charters continued to be the largest source of ·world's commercial
business and showed the largest growth. Over 600
transatlantic flights of this type were flown, compared
with 246 in 1966. These included the airlift of over
1,800 Boy Scouts from Stockholm. Copenhagen, Zurich,
Frankfurt, Brussels m1d London to the 1967 "Vorld
Jmnboree in Idaho. Following the }an1boree, the British Scouts were flown from Spokane, Washington, to
San Francisco, Portland, Kansas City, Denver, Richmond, Detroit, Indim1apolis, Salt Lake City <md Chicago for "Hospitality Weeks" before their return to
England. World continued its program of trm1spacific
flights for many different orgm1izations.
To promote group affinity charters, World embarked
in October on a $1,000,000 dollar advertising-promotion progran1 designed to call attention to the economic m1d other advantages of affinity charters to
civic, business, social, religious, labor, educational, athletic, fraternal, ethnic and other recognized organizations. One of the first to make use of color in Sunday

travel pages, the progrmn appeared in major dailies
in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Frar~cisco, as
well as in leading U.S. foreign language publications
and the travel trade press.
The third type of charter service provided by
\Vorld, the single entity group, also showed favorable
growth in both Atlantic and Pacific operations for
such blue chip companies as United :Ylotor Service and
Frigidaire Divisions of General :Motors, OlivettiUnderwood Corporation, Sealy Mattress, Philco-Forcl
Corporation, Hotpoint Division of General Electric,
Ford of Canada m1d Dempsey-Tegeler, national investment firm.
The largest single entity program by 1.Vorld in 1967
was a sales incentive tour by 4,500 sales persmmel and
wives of the United ~lotor Service m1cl Frigidaire
Divisions of General Motors from 23 mainland U.S.
cities to i\laui, the "Valley Island" of Hawaii, for a
6-day holiday.
Recognition of "Vorld's performance for \Vestem
Electric in flying personnel and cargo between Oakland
and the Pacific island of Kwajalein cmne in the renewal of \Vorld's contract for this operation for the
seventh consecutive year. The flights provide transportation for engineers, technicians and their families,
plus cargo, to and from the Kwajalein test site which
is operated by the Army's Nike X Project as a research development and test facility.
The company's military business for the fiscal year
which began July 1, 1967, was more than doubled
with the award of a Military Airlift Command "fixed"
contract calling for a minimun1 guarantee of $26,648,869 for the ensuing 12-month period for airlift
by 707s of military personnel and cargo between
Travis Air Force Base and the Far East. The "minimum guarantee" contract in the previous fiscal year
was for $12,841,402.
Just one year and 6 days after its first public offering
of stock, World Airways made airline history on April
24 when it becmne the first supplemental airline to
have its shares listed on the New York Stock Exchange.
To broaden the base of its stock distribution the company announced in mid-June a two-for-one stock
split, increasing the number of shares outstanding
from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000.
"Vor~d's.maintenmlce subsidim·y, \Vorld Air Center,
made s1gmfi~ant advances in 1967, performing main~enance. serviCes on W m·ld's growing jet fleet and showmg an mcrease of more than 30 percent in revenues
from work on aircraft of other carriers.
Two related new projects with constructive significance to tmemployed m1d under-employed residents
of Oaklm1d as well as the advancement of aviation
technology were undertaken by World during 1967.
In February the compm1y signed a 40-year lease with
the Port of Oakland for the construction of a giant
new $10,600,000 "super-jet" h<mgm· <mel office complex
to be built on a 60-acre site near the new passenger
terminal at Metropolitan Oakland International Airport. It will be the first h<mg<u· in the west designed
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specifically for the new generation of jet aircraft including the Boeing 747, the Boeina SST and th
Lockheed C-5A. It also will serve ~ internation~
headquarters for World Airways.
On September 15 dedication ceremonies were held
on the hangar site as a highlight of the 40th Anniversary Celebration of Oakland International Airport.
Guest of honor at the ceremonies was The Honorable
George P. Miller, U.S. Congressman from Alameda
County since 1944, in whose honor the facility has
been named.

Helicopters in Vietnam continued their outstanding
performance as rescue vehicles. During 1967, the Army
Medical Service helicopters accomplished over 94,000
medical evacuations. Since 1962, there have been over
182,000 medical evacuations. The mortality rate has
been reduced to less than 2 percent. However, in the
U.S. on an average day, 130 persons die in highway
crashes. In a year, there are more than 53,000 deaths
and more than 1,900,000 disabling injuries from highway accidents.
In 1966, the Congress enacted two significant laws
-the Highway Safety Act and the Motor Vehicle
Safety Standards Act. Their purpose was to reduce
drastically the appalling loss of life and property, and
the injuries occurring on the nation's highw ays. The
Department of Transportation was charged with implementing these Acts and the National Highway Safety
Bureau was created to administer the laws.
As a first step in 1967, the National Highway Safety
Bureau sent a draft proposal of criteria for emergency
medical services and highway safety to the governors
of the 50 states asking for comment, and further requested that implementation of the finally approved
standards must begin by December 31, 1968.
These criteria included proposed standards for ambulance service, in certain areas for helicopter ambulances and hospital heliports. Under the fiscal year
1968 budget, multi-million dollar funds were to be
available for the planning of demonstration projects.
These will include tests of helicopters.
As part of the Vertical Lift Aircraft Cmmcil of the
Aerospace Industries Association program to encourage the establishment of hospital heliports and to assist
the states in developing emergency medical services,
copies of a staff report "Death on our Highways-A
National Disease," together with reprints reporting
use of highway helicopters were sent to all U.S. governors. Many reported plans and programs already
under development.
To assist with this important national highway safety
program, the manufacturers were developing ambulance helicopters. Two turbine models, the Bell JetRanger and the Fairchild Hiller FH-1100, with 2
inside litters and seats for pilot and medical attendant,
were being certificated and were to be available by
mid-1968.
Under the Highway Safety Act of 1966, Pennsylvania
was the first state authorized to conduct a helicopter
highway patrol test.
Copters, Inc ., in cooperation with the State Police,
State Department of Health, Pennsylvania Department
of Highways and the Pennsylvania Aeronautics Commission, using matching state and federal funds, provided the aircraft and operated a 14-hour daily patrol
from the Pennsylvania State Police Barracks in Philadelphia.
Inaugurated in November 1967, this 12-month test
patrol uses a Bell helicopter equipped with special
large doors which permit the installation of one inside

World Airways planned a 1968 construction start on this
$10,600,000 hangar complex for the airline and its subsidiary, World Air Center, at Oakland International Airpo1·t.

In July, World announced the formation of an aviation training school, the World Institute of Aeronautics
to be operated as a wholly-owned subsidiary of World
Airways. Primary function of the school is to train
Oakland residents who are either unemployed or
underemployed for aviation positions. Initial emphasis
w_as being placed on the training of mechanics. H. Gene
Little, formerly chairman of the Aeronautics Department, College of San Mateo, was named dean of the
Institute.
In April, World filed an application with the Civil
Aeronautics Board for authority to operate scheduled
transcontinental nonstop jet service at an initial oneway "thrift service" fare of $79 per person between
East Coast co-terminal points of New York/Newark
and Washington/Baltimore and the West Coast coterminal points of O akland/San Francisco and Ontario/
Long Beach/Los Angeles.
The company also pursued its earlier application
for low-cost transpacific services and submitted its
brief to the CAB examiner in the Trans-Pacific Route
Investigation in September. At year-end both cases
were pending.
'

VERTICAL LIFT AIRCRAFT
Helicopters set new records in 1967 in the number
of lives saved, new jobs done, and export sales.
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litter and space for a specially medic-trained State
Trooper.
Five Philadelphia area hospitals were cooperating
by providing heliports and medical staff for the patrol
helicopter.
The Chicago Police and Fire Departments were
providing a helicopter highway patrol as a public
service. llsing its available radio network. the patrol
C'an be alerted of an accident. flv to the site and transport the casualties to the Tr~w11a Center at Cook
County Hospital. The hospital's grow1d level heliport
(50 feet by 50 feet fenced, lighted, paved <illd marked)
is just off the ex-pressway, dose to the entrance of the
Emergency Clinic. Emergency missions were rw1ning
at the rate of 30 each month and rising, with at least
a third involving transportation of injured persons.
The experiment initiated in the City of Lakewood,
California, in 1966 to provide ronnd-the-clock aerial
patrol continued. The Los Angeles Connty Sheriff's
Department, the City of Lakewood, the President's
Office of Law Enforcement Assistance and the Hughes
Tool Company's Aircraft Division were cooperating
by providing personnel. helicopters and matching
fund'i for the experiment, known as Project Sky Knight.
The helicopter, never more than 2 1~~ minutes from
any part of the city, proved a deterrent to criminal
activity. In Lakewood, according to FBI reports, the
crime rate dropped by 8 percent. while the crime rate
throughout the nation increased by 9 percent.
The 1967 Directory of Helicopter Operators-Commercial-Executive-Civil Government and Helicopter
Flight Schools in the U.S. and Canada listed 1,023
operators operating 2,438 helicopters. Based on this
survey by the AlA's Vertical Lift Aircraft Cmmcil, the
1967 totals represented an increase of 10 percent in
the number of operators and 5 percent in the number
of helicopters as compared with the 1966 totals.
The largest increase in operators-21 percent-was
in the number of companies and executives that own
and operate helicopters. Civil government agencies
show the largest increase in the mm1ber of helicopters
operated, an increase of 30 percent over the 1966 total.
This growth in the civil use of rotary wing aircraft
reflected the effective role of helicopters as the air arm
for law enforcement agencies, for patrol, crime control, and rescue and as a time and money saving tool
of industry.
Continuing growth increased the need for the establishment of public use city-center and hospital
heliports. For example, of the 1,225 helicopter landing
facilities listed in the 1967 edition of the VL\C's Directory of Heliports/Helistops in the United States,
Canada and Puerto Rico, more than half were privately owned.
In addition to proving itself for crime control, the
helicopter demonstrated other new capabilities during 1967.
The helicopter was tested and proved successful for
the rapid, safe transport of premature babies. St. Francis Hospital in Peoria, Illinois, pioneered in "premie"

helicopter transport and with a specially designed lap
incubator brought "premies" to the clinic from a distance up to 150 miles. Now the Newborn Center at
Denver Children's Hospital is testing a similar service
for the Rock-y Monntain area.
The world's first strike helicopter, the Bell HueyCobra, went into action in Vietnan1 in the fall of 1967.
This high-speed, tandem-seat gnnship has proved an
outstandingly effective combat weapon.
The Skycrane helicopter continued to retrieve
downed aircraft in Vietnam and was also used to offload supplies from ships. This technique could be used
to supply cities lacking seaports.
Even with the increased requirement for military
helicopters and the continuing growth in the number
of civil helicopter users, 1967 exports more than doubled in nnits and value over 1966. Thirty Fairchild
Hiller FH-1100 helicopters were ordered by Okanagan Helicopters, the largest nnn1ber of commercial
helicopters ever ordered at one time.
In 1967, revenue passenger miles flown by the 3
scheduled helicopter airlines-Los Angeles Airways,
Inc., New York Airways, Inc., and San Francisco &
Oakland Helicopter Airlines, Inc.-totaled 30,300,000
as compared with 25,240,000 in 1966. This was an increase of about 20 percent. The fourth airline, Chicago Helicopter Airways, Inc., was scheduled to resume regular service between Chicago's Midway,
O'Hare and downtown Meigs airports by early spring
of 1968.
Eleven of the 15 member companies of the Vertical
Lift Aircraft Conncil had 72 models in production,
ranging in size from I to 72 places. In addition, there
were 14 flight test, research and development models.

GENERAL AVIATION
Two reports issued during 1967 by the Federal Aviation Administration documented the significant position of ~eneral aviation in the nation's transportation.
At m1d-year, the traffic connt at airports where control towers are maintained showed that for the first
time, officially, an airport without airline service
headed the list as the busiest civil airport in the world.
Traffic movements are recorded by the FAA only at
309. of ~e more than 10,000 airports. Three of the 4
buswst rurports according to tower traffic count have
either no airline service or less than an average of 7
scheduled departures a day.
The estimate for 1966 of general aviation flight hours
released late in 1967, showed more thru1 21,000,000
total hours, an increase of 26 percent over the estimate for 1965. Some industry observers contended this
estimate of 21,000,000 flight hours, which carried general aviation aircraft more than 33 billion miles. was
conservative.
About 160,000 new shtdent pilot permits were issued
during 1967, ru1 increase of nearly 25 percent over the
previous year. This averaged one new pilot beginning
245
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the beginning of the year there were about 125 of these
airlines operating and by the end of the year th e fi gure
was near the 200 mark. An accmate tally is difficult to
obtain because some operators begin service on a trial
basis, or for operation dming seasonal trav el pe riods.
However, the growth line was definitel y up. More
than 2,000,000 passengers were carried by these commuter lines dming 1967. In addition, the Post Office
Department began spreading air mail operations to
greater numbers of points through increased use of
commuter airline and air taxi facilities.
Recognition of the importance of general aviation to
the local and national economy received a boost clming 1967 with the release by the FAA of a study of
the airport and its influence on the commtmity economy. In this study the FAA smveyecl 5 airports in communities of various sizes and documented the relationship of general aviation facilities to industrial and
economic growth of the areas.
General aviation's safety rate continued to show
dramatic improvements. Unofficial tabulations showed
the number of accidents remained almost the same as
previous years despite millions of more flights.
Airports and air traffic management systems continued to be the major problems facing general aviation as well as the scheduled airlines. The tremendous
growth of the number of persons travelling by airboth in their own airplanes and as fare-paying passengers-strained the capacity of terminal buildings,
parking lots and runways at some airports clming certain peak times of the clay.
Additionally, the en route and terminal requirements
in the airspace brought about by more airplanes and
the rap~dl!' advancing capabilities and demands of general aviation to operate under adverse weather conditions was resulting in delays for landing and departing
aircraft.
During the year, the number of high schools offering
aviation education doubled over the previous year and
educators at all levels exhibited interest in bringing
aviation classes to students.
Emp~oyment in general aviation increased significantly m 1967 as manufacturers increased plant capacity and flight training schools turned out more
pilots. The 1968 outlook was for even greater gains.

training every 3 minutes and 24 seconds throughout
the year.
The U.S. general aviation manufacturing industry
produced 13,577 airplanes having an estimated retail
value in excess of a half-billion dollars. This was the
second largest year in the history of the industry,
topped only by 1966. More than 2,000 of the year's
production were multi-engine airplanes with more than
250 of these being turbine-powered.

Despite a decrease below 1966 totals, 1967 production and
sales of general aviation type ai·r craft remained at a high
level.

At year-end, the FAA reported approximately
112,000 airplanes on the active list. The ratio of general aviation airplanes to airlines grew to approximately 56 to one.
Pressurization, turbo-charging and aircraft of greater
seating capacity designed specifically for commuter
airline requirements appeared in greater numbers during 1967.
During 1967, the major manufacturers in the U.S.
were producing nearly 100 models of general aviation
airplanes.
The commuter airline-or sch eduled air taxi, or third
level airline-continued to make significant strides in
both numbers of operators and passengers carried. At

<
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The Resistojet-pioneered by Marquardt research
engineers-represents a unique electrical space rocket
system. Electrical energy is converted to thermal
energy. Any one of a variety of propellants, including
biowastes, is heated and then expanded through a de Laval
nozzle. Resistojets hold promise for broad space
applications, including earth-satellite orbit changes,
attitude control, station keeping, and satellite lifting.

WE DELIVER IT!
Marquardt's 100-lb. thrust bipropellant rockets are in
production and serve as reaction control engines for the
Project Apollo Lunar Module and Service Module.
Significant performance records-in space-have
been achieved by Marr uardt's 100-lb. thrust
velocity control rocket on Lunar Orbiter missions.

~
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"An Equal Opportunity Emplo yer"

We are lllany things
to lllany people.

Say you want to build the world's
largest jetliner. Then we can help you
get it off the ground with engines that
deliver up to 45,000 lbs. of thrust.
Or maybe you need a heavy lift helicopter. Then we have the Skycrane. It
lifts 10 tons.
Or if you're looking for the newest
in radar. Rocket boosters. Life support
systems. Marine and industrial gas turbines. Telemetry. Or high-speed rail
transportation. United Aircraft is all
those things, too.
Bu.~ depending on who yQ.u are,
you'll think of us as Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft. Hamilton Standard. Sikorsky
Aircraft. Norden.
~t·
United Technology
u
I ··
Center. Or Electronic~ I
Components.
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An Equal Opportunity Employer

CHULA VISTA, CALIFORNIA

badge of
success

J. E·. SMITH

DESIGN ENGINEER

Engineers at Rohr are succes~ful people. Or they wouldn't be here. And they work in an
atmosphere of success and se:cunty (Rohr's backl<;>g of s.ales is the ~ighest in history and large
projects are programmed we:ll mto the next dec~de mc_ludmg propulsion pods for the 747, C-5A
and SST). What's more, eng1neers here vyork w1th .a Wider rB:nge of opportunity (following their
designs through tooling and_ manufactur_mg to _delivery, for ms!anc_e). And in the judgment Of
most, professionals here enJOY the max1mum m work and family l1vmg advantages. If you are
an aer.gspace professional and want to wear the badge of success, Rohr invites your immediate
inquiry.
Contac~ or address confid~ntial resumes to Professional Placement
Superv1sor, Rohr Corporation, Chula Vista, California.

An Aerospace
Capabilities
Report on
Beech Aircraft
Corporation

This electron beam welder is a prerequisite for fabrication, to extreme tolerances,
of such space age metals as titanium, inconel and maraging steel. It is symbolic
of the advanced aerospace technology you'll find throughout the Beech Aircraft
Corporation. Facilities, tools, men and management at Beech are tuned to the
future. Their contributions are important in today's strength. Their capabilities
are many. Take a look.

These Beech contributions stem from
a tradition of superior performance
It all started with the first Beechcraft Model 17 "Staggerwing" biplane, designed a nd
built from a revolutionary concept in 1932. It was far advanced in aerodynamics and engineering for its day. It was planned that way .. . and it succeeded. By 1936, the Model 17 so
dominated the many air races of the day that a familiar (and still true) phrase was coined:
"It takes a Beechcraft to beat a Beechcraft".

-'

When World War II struck, Beech was ready to expand and mold its facilities and leadership
to meet the urgent needs of America and its allies. As with so many companies, 1940 to
1945 were years of fantastic growth and accomplishment for Beech. Beech Aircraft Corporation emerged from those years with a strong organization and leadership that used the war
experience as fine tooling for the further development of its capabilities.
Beech capabilities now include nearly the entire spectrum of research, development,
testing and manufacture in aircraft, flight equipment, aerospace and related fields.

Tailored to meet 90% of the needs for U.S. Army utility requirements, this Beechcraft U-21A is delivered off-the-shelf. It is
quickly convertible to use as a staff transport, an aerial ambulance or a high-capacity cargo carrier. The U-21A joins the
Beechcraft U-8 family of aircraft that has established an
outstanding record of performance for the military at home
and abroad .

This Turbo-Baron, one of the latest in the
extensive ·Beechcraft family for business, is
the world's fastest light twin. Pilots around
· the world are still saying: " It takes a Beechcraft to beat a Beechcraft." Dealers and
distributors with complete service facilities
are located in 50 countries throughout the
world. Beechcrafts for business include a
complete l.ine from the 2-place single-engine
Musketeer Ill to the new 17-.place Beechcraft
99 Airliner.

Almost every prime contractor in the aviation and
aerospace industries has used Beech's exceptional
capabilities for R&D, manufacture and testing.
These capabilities are demonstrated in the work
Beech performs for Lockheed's great C-141A "Starlifter." Beech builds flaps, ailerons, nose landing
gear doors and wing spoilers ... and provides tooling
and engineering design se'rvices.
The U. S. Air Force Special Air Missions fleet praised this
Beechcraft VC-6A for its great first year's record. The report
shows a 95% ready rate and a 100% record for mission completion. Advanced engineering and design of this member of the
Beechcraft family of mission support aircraft assure its future.

liquid nitrogen on the lunar Module will be loaded by
a Beech- developed and fabricated A.G.E. system ,
inc lud ing an air transportable dewar incorporating a
revo lutionary, Beech-developed thermal protection
system that reduces the we ight-to-capacity ratio from
the usual 5.8 to 1.0 down to a startling 1.9 to 1.0.

Project Apollo will depend on Beech-designed, fabricated and tested cryogenic storage subsystems.
located in the Service Module, these Beech systems
will supply the Command Module environmental and
electrical fuel cell systems with oxygen and hydrogen.

Beech proved its capabilities for A.G.E. and cryogenics management at the Gemini launch site. The
entire Aerospace Ground Equipment systems for providing liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen to the Gemini
spacecraft tanks were Beech responsibilities. Representing Beech capabilities in R&D, testing and
fabrication, performance is a matter of history.

Beech tests and qualifies what it creates! Whether a
project involves electronics, fluids or metallurgy; 100
G's of acceleration or the vacuum of outer space; near
absolute zero cold or transient heat to 1500° F, Beech
has the facilities and the capabilities. It was Beechcraftsmen who discovered, and proved, titanium
"creep", to help improve all titanium fabrication.

The only U. S. Navy target missile system managed by a single company, this AQM-37A is an
example of Beech ability to perform complete weapon systems management. Beech was awarded
the contract in design competition with 26 other capable aerospace manufacturers. A complete
Beech family of target missile systems has been designed and produced to match all present
defense training requirements. Speeds range from Mach .52 to Mac h 3; altitudes from sea level
to 90,000 feet. Beech is now conducting feasibility studies beyond Mach 7 and at orbital altitudes.

One out of every 14 Beechcraftsmen is an engineer with one or more
degrees. Of over 2,000 ,000 square feet of floor area, one in nine is
devoted to laboratories, engineering and tooling.

The complete systems management capabilities of Beech has been
proved through a wide range of " total" assignments. Beech management
accepts no limitation s ... not even those impo sed by " state-of-the-art" .

Beech lmaginuity .. the catalyst
The creative imagination to penetrate to the heart of a problem that
didn't even exist yesterday-plus the knowledge, talent and ingenuity
required for a satisfactory solution- combine to make Beech's greatest
capability. We call it Beech "Imaginuity".
The facilities, personnel and experience of Beech are at your disposal.
May we discuss with you how we can put them to work for you?

For experience
in depth . . .

For full information about how you may take advantage of Beech' s experience
in systems management and proven capabilities in de signin g, developing,
manufacturing and te sting of components for aviation and aero space projects,
write, wire or phone Contract Administration, or Aerospace Marketing, Beech
Aircraft Corporation, Wichita , Kan sas 67201, U. S. A.

Look to Beech
Capabilities!
Beech Aircraft Corporation, Wichita, Kansas; Boulder, Colorado

Slow roll

Helicopter
safety takes a
ne'\N turn*

Hammerhead stall

The l
* These complex maneuvers - demonsfrafing safely ond con
abilit y- have been performed repeatedly by fest pi
0
dim
~kheed
Rigid Rotor creates a new
other helicopter, as far as is known. Proaction makes the helicopter vastly more
trol.e~~ 1. 0 n in helicopter stability and con- duced by the Lockheed-California Com- stable- without complex electronic deRotor rs Was d e monstrated by the Rigid
pony, the Rigid Rotor Model 286_ has
vices. This stability means controllability.
Model 286 performing a series of
flown such maneuvers numerous times .
Together, they provide a margin of safety
co
flip/ex
· · Rotor featur~s bl 0 de s f 1_><e d ng·
f?r superior to that of ordinary helicoproll_
n maneuvers. Included was a slow
The Rrg1d
ever before accomplished by any
idly to the mast, causmg :he entire ma~s
ters . Superior even to fixed wing aircraft.
to spin as a unit. Resu/trng gyroscopic

The following pages, designed for reference use,
contain specifications, performance and other
data on well over 650 products of the aerospace
industry. In addition to the primary productsaircraft, enl!ines, missiles taraets
and drones '
b
sotmding rockets, spacecraft and launch vehiclesthe Aerospace Year Book includes a section devoted to systems. The term system here denotes
grow1d based and airborne aerospace equipment
other than primary products, together with certain non-aerospace items produced by aerospace
manufachtrers. Although more than 160 systems
are listed, they constitute only a fraction of the
industry's extremely broad product line; the selection is intended only to be representative
rather than all-inclusive. For easier reference,
missiles and spacecraft are organized by functional groups, such as surface-to-surface missiles
or meteorological satellites. All other products
are arranged in alphabetical order by name of
the parent manufacturing company. For specific
listings consult the index. The term prim~ contmctor used throughout this section refers to
the builder of the product listed, regardless of
whether it is a primary product or a subsystem,
military or commercial.
1._.1
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PREGNANT GUPPY (B-377PG)

SUPER GUPPY (B-377SG)

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Aero Spacelines, Inc.
Remarks

Remarks
Following the formation of Aero Spacelines in 1961,
the company converted a Boeing 377 Stratocruiser
into a transport for large booster rockets. The modification involved lengthening the aircraft by 16 feet
8 inches and enlarging the fuselage to accept cargo
. up to 19 feet 7 inches in diameter. The craft was
successfully flight tested on September 19, 1962.

Designed to permit air movement of the S-IVB stage
and the Lw1ar Module Adapter, components of the
Saturn V launch vehicle which could not be carried
in any other airplane, the Super Guppy is a modification of the Boeing Stratocruiser family. It incorporates the wing, flight deck and forward fuselage of
the turboprop-powered C-97J together with a hinged
nose section for straight-in loading of bulky cargo.
Sections of 4 Stratocruisers plus modifications make
up the Super Guppy. Like the Pregnant Guppy, it
is operated under contract with NASA.

Specifications
Span 141 feet 3 inches; length 127 feet; height to
top of fuselage 31 feet 3 inches; height to top of
tail 38 feet 3 inches; cargo compartment 19 feet 7
inches wide by 19 feet 7 inches high, constant section length 30 feet, overall length 80 feet; engines 4
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R4360 piston~type; maximum gross weight 133,000 pounds (145,000 pounds
after programmed modification).

Specifications
Span 156 feet 3 inches; length 141 feet 2 inches;
height to top of fuselage 36 feet 6 inches; height to
top of tail 46 feet 5 inches; cargo compartment, 25
feet wide by 25 feet 6 inches high, total length 94 feet
6 inches; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft T34P7W A turboprops; maximum gross weight 175,000
pounds.

Performance
Cruise speed 250 miles per hour; payload 33,000
pounds.

Performance
Cruise speed 285 miles per hour; payload 45,000
pounds.

R-2

BEECHCRAFT KING AIR B90

MINI GUPPY (B-377MG)
Prime Contractor: Aero Spaceline

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Inc.

Remarks

Remarks
D esigned for commercial ai.rHft of large aircraft sections, helicopters, power packages, oil drilling equipment and related cargos, the Mini Guppy is another
modification of the Boeing 37~ Stratocntiser. The airc raft made its initial fli ght on May 24, 1967.

A third generation pressurized, tmboprop corporate
transport,
the Beechcraft Kina
Air B90 reflects a solid
.
.
b
leadership among all tmbme-powered airplanes, pme
jet or tmboprop. The King Air series, introduced in
late 1964, has captured 41 percent of the turboprop
market and 21 percent of the total tmbine-powered
aircraft market. Newest version has increased payload
and performance among its refinements.

Specifications
Span 156 feet 3 inches; length 132 feet 10 inches;
h eight to top of fuselage 26 feet 7 inches; height to
top of tail 38 fee t 3 inches; cargo compartment, 18
feet 2 inches wide by 15 feet 5 inches high, total
length 99 feet, constant section length 75 feet 10
inches · maximum gross weight 145,000 pounds; engines
4 Pratt & ·w hitney Aircraft R-4360 piston-type.

Specifications
Span 50 feet, 3 inches; height 14 feet 8 inches; gross
weight 9,650 pounds; engines 2 550 shaft horsepower
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft PT6A-20 free tmbines with
reverse pitch propellers optional.

Performance
C ruise speed 250 miles per hom; payload 35,000
pounds.

Performance
Cmise speed, maximum cruise power 256 miles per
hour; cruising range, including 45 minute reserve, at
21,000 feet, 1,283 statute miles; Fate of climb, 2 engines, gross weight, 2,000 feet per minute; service
ceiling 2 engines, gross weight, 32,900 feet.

/
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BEECHCRAFT 99 AIRLINER

BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR B80

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
The Beechcraft 99 Airliner is a 17-place turbine
powered aircraft introduced in 1967 to complement
the 11-place Beechcraft Queen Airliner in the a.irline
and scheduled air taxi market. Largest aircraft yet
to be marketed by Beech Aircraft, the Beechcraft 99
Airliner is designed to meet proposed govemment
regulations relating to scheduled commuter operations.
Versatility of loading can be achieved through an
optional cargo door adjacent to the regular passenger
air-stair door and use of a movable bulkhead to provide a cargo compartment separated from the passenger cabin. Dual wheel main landing gear, reverse
thrust propellers and automatic propeller feathering
are among other features.

Remarks
An established high-performance, corporate twi~
engine business and utility aircraft, the Queen Air
B80 offers such comfort features as 3 individual compartments to provide privacy for crew and passengers
as well as restroom facilities; a center aisle and writing
tables allowing passengers to work and move about
in flight; optional 4-place couch interior and optional
11-place configuration with airline-style seating for
commuter airline operation or high-density corporate
use.
Specifications
Span 50 feet 3 inches; length 35 feet six inches; height
14 feet 2lh inches; gross weight 8,800 pounds normal-8,832 as Queen Airliner; useful load 3,620
pounds-3,232 as Queen Airliner; engines 2 380 horsepower Lycoming IGS0-540 AlD.

Specifications
Span 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 44 feet 6. 75 inches;
height 14 feet 4.25 inches; gross weight at take-off
10,200 pounds; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
PT6A-20 of 550 shaft horsepower.

Performance
C~uising speed 229 miles per hour; cruise range 1,200
miles standard, 1,560 with optional 264 gallon fuel
tanks; rate of climb at gross weight, 1,275 feet per
minute; service ceiling 28,900 feet.

Performance
Cruise speed at 10,000 feet and maximum cruise
power, 250 miles per hour; cruising range in airline
use 375 miles; rate of climb, 2 engines 10,200 pounds,
1,910 feet per minute; service ceiling 2 engines 25,000
feet.

R-4

BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR 88

BEECHCRAFT SUPER Hl8

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
Offering a combination of pressurization, supercharged
engines and all-weather instnunentation in a new
market price category, the 7-9 place Beechcraft Queen
Air 88's cabin pressurization, maintains sea level pressure to 8,200 feet. Rate is 3.8 potmds per square inch.
It creates in the Model 88, 6,500-foot cabin comfort
for passengers at a 16,500-foot altih1de. Standard equipment on the Model 88 includes complete cabin pressw·ization, the required avionics and associated systems which give the Beechcraft transport all-weather
capability, air conditioning, super sotmdproofing, deicing and anti-icing equipment, and oxygen system.

Remarks
Since its introduction in 1937 the Beechcraft Model
18 has had an outstanding r~cord as an executive,
twin-engine airplane. Powered by reliable Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft Wasp Jr. 450 horsepower engines,
the current Super H18 offers fuel injection, providing
even greater reliability and smoother performance.
Other engineering refinements on the Super H-18 include fully enclosed landing gear; smaller wheels,
which lower the nose for better visibility forward and
reduce the weight; lightweight propellers; feathering
accumulators; bladder-type fuel tank arrangements;
tricycle landing gear option; and automatic oil coolers.
Super H18's performance has been boosted to 220
mile-per-hour cruise at 66 percent power, range
boosted to 1,530 miles.

Specifications
Span 50 feet 3 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches; height
14 feet 3 inches; gross weight 8,800 pounds; useful
load 2,800 pounds; engines 2 380 horsepower Lycoming IGS0-540-AID .

Specifications
Span 49 feet 8 inches; length 35 feet 2lh inches;
height 9 feet 4 inches; gross weight 9,900 pounds;
useful weight 4,220 pounds; engines 2 450 horsepower
Pratt & Whitney Wasp Jr.

Performance
Cruising speed, 70 percent power at 15,000 feet, 221
miles per hour; cruising range, 65 percent power at
17,000 feet, 1,270 miles; rate of climb 2 engines 8,800
pounds 1,275 feet per minute; service ceiling 26,800
. feet.

Performance
Cmising speed at 300 horsepower per engine 220
miles per hour; cruising range 1,530 miles; rate of
climb 2 engines 9,900 pounds 1,400 feet per minute;
service ceiling 2' engines 9,400 pounds 21,400 feet.

R-5

BEECHCRAFT QUEEN AIR A65

BEECHCRAFT DUKE, MODEL 60

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
A swept vertical stabilizer distinguishes the economy
leader of Beechcraft's Queen Air series-the Queen
Air A65. The A65 also features increased range through
an optional fuel supply and capability of all-weather
flight with de-icing and advanced avionics equipment.
An Air-Stair door allows easy access to the 3-compartment interior designed for optimum crew and passenger
privacy and comfort. Center aisle cabin design permits
freedom of movement about the cabin in flight.

Remarks
The Beechcraft Duke is a 6-place addition to the
company's fleet of pleasure, business, corporate and
airline aircraft that ranks in size between the lighttwin Beechcraft Baron and heavy-twin Beechcraft
Queen Air. Cabin pressurization allows sea level
atmosphere conditions to a flight level of 10,500 feet
and a cabin altitude of only 8,000 feet at 21,500 feet.
A highly efficient environmental system includes
optional air conditioning. Turbocharged engines and
all-weather avionics as standard equipment afford
fast, reliable over-the-weather flight.

Specifications
Span 45 feet 10.5 inches; length 35 feet 6 inches;
height 14 feet 2 and 9/16 inches; gross weight approximately 7,700 pounds; useful load 2,850 pounds; engines 2 Lycoming IGS0-480-A1E6 rated at 320
horsepower.

Specifications
Span 39 feet 3.25 inches; length 33 feet 5 inches;
height 12 feet 3. 75 inches; gross weight 6,400 pounds;
engines 2 Lycoming TI0-541 E1A4 rated at 380
horsepower each.

Performance
Cruising speed 214 miles per hour; cruise range 800
miles with standard fuel, approximately 1,500 miles
with optional fuel; rate of climb at gross weight;
1,300 feet per minute; service ceiling 31,300 feet.

Performance
Preliminary engineering estimates 'indicate a cntise
speed in excess of 260 miles per hour and cruising
range of approxim~tely 1,000 miles. ..
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BEECHCRAFT TURBO BARON, MODEL 56TC

BEECHCRAFT D55 BARON

Prime Contrac tor: Beech Aircraft C orporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
A combination of high speed and spectacular singleengine performance provided b y twm 380 horsepower
turbocharged L ycoming engines mak~ ~e Beechcraft
Turbo Baron the faste st light twin m Its class. The
'_Turbo Baron was design ed expressly for high altitud,e
m strume nt fli ght, yet r e tains the Beech~raft Baro~ s
family ability to c arry big loads long distance~ ~1th
outstanding flight characterisbcs under all condi.twns.
The Beechcraft Turbo Baron also pioneered the mtroduction of refrigerati on-typ e air condiboning in the
light twin field.

Remarks
New exterior styling, including increased slope and
area of windshield, and refined instrumentation hiahlight the 1968 Beechcraft D55 Baron. Twin 2'85
horsepower fuel-injection engines make possible safe,
reliable operation from improved or unimproved
landing areas as short as 1,000 feet. Actual take-off
ground run needed for the fully -loaded D55 . Baron
is only 596 feet. Useful load of 2,266 pounds can
include up to 6 people as well as 820 pounds of cargo .
Specifications
Span 37 feet lO inches; length 28 feet 3 inches; height
9 feet 7 inches; gross weight, 5,300 pounds; useful
load, 2,225 pounds; engines 2 Continental 10-520-C
rated at 285 horsepower each.

Sp ecifications
Span 37 feet 10 inches; leQgth 28 feet 3 inches; height
9 feet 7 inches; gross weight 5,990 potmds; useful load
2 ,365 potmds; engin es 2 L yc oming TI0-541-E1B4.

Performance
Cruising speed 230 miles per hour; cruising range at
45 percent power, 142 gallons, 1,143 miles; rate of
climb, 2 engines, 1,670 feet per minute; absolute ceiling 22,300 feet.

Performance
Cruising speed 290 miles p er hour; range 1,074 miles
on 178 gallons at 45 p ercent power; rate of climb at
gross w eight 2,020 fee t p er m inute; service ceiling
32,200 fee t at g ross weight.

'.
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AIRCRAFT

BEECHCRAFT B55 BARON

BEECH CRAFT E95 TRAVEL AIR

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
A new silhouette enhanced by additional sweep to the
windshield line and a new paint scheme distinguish
the 1968 Beechcraft B55 Baron. Lowest price of the
Baron line, the B55 still offers a 225 mile-an-hour
cruise, a range in excess of 1,220 miles, including reserves, and remarkable economy. Over 1,548 Barons
have been produced by Beech Aircraft since the introduction of the plane in 1961. Barons are in private,
government and training use throughout the free world.

Remarks
Continued refinement of the Travel Air design in this
newest model incorporates a new windshield line plus
new exterior and interior styling for 1968. Seating 5
in a useful load of 1,550 pounds, the E95 Travel Air
operates for less than 13 cents per mile. Twin fuelinjection engines provide top speed of_210 miles an
hour and range in excess of 1,100 miles. Standarc!
avionics plus optional autopilot and lightweight deicing equipment assure all-weather reliability.

Specifications
Span 37 feet 10 inches; length 27 feet 3 inches; height
9 feet 7 inches; gross weight 5,100 pounds; useful load
2,025 pounds; engines 2 Continental 10-470-L rated
at 260 horsepower.

Specifications
Span 37 feet 10 inches; length 25 feet 11 inches;
height 9 feet 6 inches; gross weight 4,200 pounds;
useful load 1,550 pounds; engines 2 Lycoming 10360-B1B rated at 180 horsepower each.

Performance
Cruising speed 225 miles per hour; cruising range, 45
percent power on 142 gallons, 1,225 miles; rate of
climb, 2 engines, 1,670 feet per minute; absolute ceiling 21,000 feet.

Performance
Cruising speed 200 miles per hour; crmsmg range
1,170 miles; rate of climb, 2 engines, 1,560 feet per
minute; service ceiling, 2 engines, 21,160 feet.
<
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BEECHCRAFT TURBO BONANZA

BEECHCRAFT V35A BONANZA

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
Topping the Bonanza line of 4 single-engine retractable
gear Beechcrafts for 1968 is the V35A-TC Turbo Bonanza with a 285 horsepower turbocharged engine for
high-altitude and high-speed performance. A maximwn
speed of 250 miles an hour at 19,000 feet and absolute ceiling of over 30,000 feet are possible. The 4to 6-place Turbo Bonanza features new speed-sweep
one-piece windshield, ne\v exterior paint design, and
stylish interior selections of leathers, vinyls and fabrics.

Remarks
Now in its 22nd year of production, the Beechcraft
Bonanza has earned its place as a classic amona sincrle.
.
ft
b
b
engme aucra , representing sales in excess of
$148,000,000 with over 8,550 units produced. Refinements for 1968 include speed-sweep windshield and
new exterior paint scheme as well as new options in
quality custom interior appointments, including communication and navigation systems. The V35A Bonanza
seats 4 to 6.

Specifications
Span 33 feet 5.5 inches; length 26 feet 4.5 inches;
height 6 feet 6.5 inches; gross weight 3,400 pounds;
useful load 1,392 pounds; engine Continental 285
horsepower TSI0-520-D.

Specifications
Span 33 feet 5.5 inches; length 26 feet 4.5 inches;
height 6 feet 6.5 inches; gross weight 3,400 pounds;
useful load 1,451 pounds; engine Continental 10-520-B
rated at 285 horsepower.

Performance
Cruising speed 230 miles per hour; cmising range 57 4
miles standard, 1,082 with optional 80 gallon tanks;
rate of climb 1,225 feet per minute; service ceiling
29,500 feet.

Performance
C~sing speed 203 miles per_hour; cruise range 599
m1les standard,_ 1,111 miles with optional 80 gallon
tanks; rate of chmb 1,136 feet per minute· service ceiling 17,500 feet.
'
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AIRCRAFT

BEECHCRAFT E33A BONANZA

BEECHCRAFT E33 BONANZA

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation
Remarks

Remarks
This new Beechcraft brings a choice of swept vertical
fin and horizontal stabilizer to the new Bonanza line
of Beechcrafts for 1968. The Bonanza E33A offers
roomy comfort for 4 to 5 passengers, a 285 horsepower
fuel-injection engine for speeds to 208 miles per hour
and traditional Bonanza quality and structural integrity.

Economical entry in the new Beechcraft Bonanza family, the Bonanza E33 is capable of routine operation on
80-octane fuel. Its fuel injection engine provides a 185
mile-an-hour cruise, a range in excess of 1,100 miles,
useful load of over 1,000 pounds and seating for 4 to
5 passengers.

Specifications
Span 32 feet 10 inches; length 25 feet 6 inches; height
8 feet 3 inches; gross weight 3,300 pounds; useful load
1,400 pounds; engine Continental 10-520-B rated at
285 horsepower.

Specifications
Span 32 _feet 10 inches; l~ngth 25 feet 6 inches; height
8 feet 3 mches; gross we1ght 3,050 pounds; useful load
1,196 pounds; engine Continental 10-470-K rated at
225 horsepower.

Performance
Cruising speed 200 miles per hour; cruise range 595
miles standard, 1,080 with optional 80 gallon tanks;
rate of climb 1,200 feet per minute; service ceiling
18,300 feet.

Performance
Cruising speed 185 miles per hour; cruise range 650
miles standard, 1,170 with optional80 gallon fuel, plus
45 minute reserve; rate of climb 930 feet per minute;
service ceiling 17,800 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT MUSKETEER SUPER ITI

BEECHCRAFT CUSTOM III

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Performance leader of the Musketeer line of sport,
training, business and pleasure aircraft, the Musketeer
Super III for 1968 has a 200 horsepower fuel-injection
engine and standard 4-place interior. Options include
seating for 6, constant-speed propeller and left-side
entry door.

Interior and exterior colors, fabrics and vinyl combinations are greater than ever before in the 1968
Musketeers III. The Custom III is capable of economical operation from paved or unimproved airports. Its
165 horsepower fuel-injection engine gives a top speed
of 146 miles an hom and a range of up to 906 miles
with a 'usefulload of 1,025 pounds.
'

Specifications
S~an 32 feet 9 inches; length 25 feet ; height 8 feet
~ mches; gross weight 2,200 pow1ds Utility Category,
~ ,550 pounds Normal Category; useful load Normal
Cate.gory 1,140 pounds; engine 200 horsepower Lycommg I0-360-A2B.

Specifications
S~an 32 feet 9 inches; length 25 feet; height 8 feet
3 mches; gross weight Utility Category 2,030 pounds,
Normal Category 2,400 pounds; useful load Normal
Category 1,025 pounds; engine 165 horsepower Continental I0-346A.

Performance

Performance

C J_Uising speed 150 miles per hom; cruise r~ge 8~3
~mles; rate of climb 880 feet per minute; service ceilmg 14,850 feet.

Cruising speed 138 miles per hom; cruise range 906
miles; rate of climb 728 feet per minute; service ceiling 11,870 feet.
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BEECHCRAFT SPORT III

BEECHCRAFT MODEL 45 MENTOR

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
Sport flying for 2 and pilot training, including limited
aerobatic maneuvers, set apart the Beechcraft Musketeer Sport III ,for 1968. Top speed is 140 miles an
hour; range is about 900 miles. As in the entire Musketeer line, latest technology, including metal bonding,
is employed for weight reduction, strength and optimum performance. Over 1,200 Musketeers have been
produced.

Remarks
Late in 1948, following a first flight on December 2,
Beech Aircraft announced a new primary and basicadvanced trainer, the Beechcraft Model 45 Mentor, a
single-engine, 2-place airplane. As the Model 45 Mentor, designated T-34A (photo) by the Air Force and
T-34B by the Navy, joined the services, it gained tmiversal acceptance as a highly successful postwar trainer.
Eleven nations operated or still operate the versatile
aircraft for pilot training and special missions, including Chile, Venezuela, Argentina, Colombia, El Salvador, Japan, Mexico, the Philippines, Spain and Turkey.
The Mentor also has been manufactured in Japan and
Argentina under license from Beechcraft.

Specifications
Span 32 feet 9 inches; length 25 feet; height 8 feet 3
inches; gross weight Utility Category 2,030 pounds,
Normal Category 2,250 pounds; useful load Normal
Category 900 pounds; engine 150 horsepower Lycoming 0-320-E2C.

Specifications
Span 32 feet lO inches; length 25 feet ll inches; height
9 feet 7 inches; empty weight (T-34A) 2,174 pounds;
empty weight (T-34B) 2,228 pounds; engine one 225
horsepower Continental 0-470-13; retractable tricycle
landing gear (same as .for Bonanza and Debonair);
tandem cockpits under continuous canopy.

Performance
Cruising speed 131 miles per hour; cruise range 883
miles; rate of climb 900 feet per minute; service ceiling 14,900 feet.

Performance (T34A)
Maximum speed 189 miles per hour; maximum cruise
speed 173 miles per hour; service ceiling 20,000 feet;
maximum cruising range 737 miles.
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T-42A INSTRUMENT TRAINER

L-23D or U-8D SEMINOLE

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
The T -42A is the military connterpart of the Beechcraft Model B55 Baron and is being utilized as a fixedwing twin-engine instrument trainer b y the Army Aviation School Instrument Training Division at Fort Rucker,
Alabama. Secondary mission of the aircraft is the twinengine transition of single-engine rated aviators and
light personnel transport.

Remarks

Specifications
Wing span 37.9 feet ; length 27.3 feet; height 9.6 feet;
gross weight 5,100 ponnds; empty weight 3 ,423 potmds;
engines 2 Continental 6-cylinder 10-470-L fuel injection engines rated at 260 horsepower; constant-speed
full feathering propellers; dual instrumented for student training and equipped for all-weather flying. Cabin
is arranged for 3 students and an instructor and the
T -42A has a range of 7.5 hours.

The U-8D is the military version of the Beechcraft
Model E50 Twin Bonanza. Under contract in 1960, a
number of the U-8Ds were modified to the RL-23D
(RL-8~) confi!pllation incorporating the APQ 86 SLAR
radar mstallatwn. The U-8D is a high-performance allweather p~rsonnel transport for 6 persons, including
one ?r 2 ptlots. The all-metal, low-wing monoplane is
readily _adaptable to carry litter patients as an air
evacuatw~ amb~lance ?r can be used as a cargo transport or twm engme tramer. A total of 206 U-8Ds were
purchased from 1952 through the 1965 fiscal y ear.
Specifications
feet 3% i~ches; length 31 feet 6 15116 inches·
hSp~h45
etg t 11_ feet 6 h mches; empty weight 5,036 ounds:
1

gross wetght 7,000 pounds; engines 2 340 L P
. '
0-480-1 6 cylinder, horizontally opposedycommg
charged; retractabl~ tricycle lan_ding gear wifu s~per
wheels; controls smgle column throw-over· b ngle
seats front and back.
' ench

Performance
High speed at sea level, 205 knots; cmise speed at 65
percent 191 knots ; rate of climb 1,670 feet per minute; service ceiling 19,700 feet ; absolute ceiling 21,000
feet; range 45 percent power, 10,000 feet, 1,065 nautical miles plus 45 minute reserve.

Performance
Maximum diving speed 261 knots/ 300 .1
.
. .
, mt es per hour
m~tmum cnusmg speed at 6 ,500 feet 202 k
;
mtles per hour; ,cruise speed at 65 erce
nots/232
10,000 feet 176 knots/202 miles per
nt P?Wer at
·
9
·
26 ,300 feet; service ceilin
our,sin
servtce c ~~·1 mg
~ engmes
1
10,000 feet; maximum range 1,298 nauti~al m~l e engme
statute miles.
es/1 ,493

h .
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L-23F or U-8F SEMINOLE

NU-8F

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
The U-8F(L-23F) is the military version of the Beechcraft Queen Air Model65. The 7 -place command liaison
transport is quickly adaptable to cargo transporting or
air ambulance applications. It is also adaptable as an
instrument or twin engine trainer. Oxygen supply outlets are located at each station. Engine fuel injection
eliminates icing from fuel vaporization. Propeller blade
anti-icing alcohol, de-icing boots on outboard wing
and stabilizer leading edges, windshield defrost and
alcohol spray, and wipers permit all-weather operation. Seventy-one of the aircraft were delivered to
the U.S. Army between 1959 and 1964.

Remarks
The NU-8F is the military version of the Beechcraft
corporate turboprop King Air 90. This 7-place command liaison utility transport was the first hirbinepowered fixed-wing aircraft procured by the U.S. Army
and served as the flying testbed for development of
Beechcraft turbine-powered aircraft including the U.S.
Air Force VC-6A special mission aircraft, and the Army
utility series Beechcraft U-21A which is now in use in
Vietnam. The non-pressurized high-speed, highaltitude, all-weather capabilities of the NU-8F allow a
wide variety of military applications. The one-of-itskind NU-8F, delivered to the Army in 1964, is stationed at Aberdeen Proving Grounds at Aberdeen,
Maryland.

Specifications
Span 45 feet lOl!z inches; length 33 feet 4 inches; height
14 feet 2 inches; empty weight 5,112 pounds; gross
weight 7,700 pounds; engines 2 340 Lycoming 0-480-3
supercharged, fuel-injected 6 cylinder horizontally
opposed; retractable tricycle landing gear with single
wheels; dual controls side by side; 2 seats in pilot
compartment, 5 in cabin.

Specifications
Span 45 feet 10l!z inches; length 35 feet 4 1/i inches;
height 14 feet 8 inches; empty weight 5,081 pot_Inds;
gross weight 9,300 pounds; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft PT6A-6 turbine engines rated at 500 shaft
horsepower each; 2 pilot stations, 5 passenger seats
in cabin.

Performance

Performance
Maximum speed at sea level 239 miles per ~our; cruise
speed at sea level 239 miles per hour; crmse speed at
10,000 feet 260 miles per hour; service ceiling 27,400
feet; maximum range at 16,000 feet 1,470 statute miles.

Maximum diving speed 261 knots/301 miles per hour;
maximum cruising speed at 12,000 feet, 208 knots/240
miles per hour; cruising speed at 65 percent power at
10,000 fee~ 165 knots/190 miles per hour; service ceili~g 2 engmes 27,00? feet; service ceiling single engme 7,650 feet; maximum range 1,189 nautical miles/
1,367 statute miles.
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SK-1 HYDROSKIMMER

U-21A
Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company

Remarks
The U-21A is a military combination of the Beechcraft corporate turbine-powered King Air 90 and the
Queen Air. The unpressurized, high-performance, allweather utility transport features a spacious, comfortable cabin with a large cargo door that accommodates
articles up to 53Ih inches b y 51 Ih inches. It is designed
to carry 10 combat-ready troops and 2 pilots or is
quickly adapted to carry 3 litter and 3 ambulatory patients as an air evacuation ambulance. Beech Aircraft
Corporation is under contract to produce 129 of the
aircraft. About 60 had been delivered through September 15, 1967.

Remarks
!he Hydroskimmer, designed and built b y Bell durmg 1962 and 1963, is the largest and most powerful
air cushion vehicle ever constn1cted in the United
States. Built for the U.S. Navy as a research craft, the
Hydroskimmer has provided technical data on the
design and performance of air cushion vehicles during various test and evaluation programs over the last
three years. Research programs have been conducted
on Lake Erie at Buffalo, N.Y., and in the Norfolk,
Vi_rginia, area. Military missions considered for Hydroskimmer-type craft include antisubmarine watfare,
landing and patrol operations, mine countermeasures,
high-speed transport of personnel and cargo and rescue
operations.

Specifications
Span 45 feet 10 1/z inches; length 35 feet 6 inches;
height 14 feet 2 9116 inches; empty weight 5,235
pounds; gross weight 9,650 pounds; engines 2 550
shaft horsepower Pratt & Whitney Aircraft PT6A-20
free shaft turbines with full feathering and reversing
propellers; retractable tricycle landing gear with single wheels.

Specifications
Length 65 f~et ; width 27 feet; height 23 .5 feef, plus
four foot fleXIble trunks; engines 4 Solar Saturn marine
gas turbines rated at 1,080 horsepower each· gross
weight 30 tons.
'
Performance

Performance ·
Maximum cruising speed at 10,000 feet 248 miles per
hour; service ceiling 2 engines 26,100 feet; service ceiling single engine 12,200 feet; maximum cmising range
960 miles.

Maximun1 speed 70 knots.
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AIRCRAFT

SK-3 CARABAO

SK-5
Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company
Remarks
The SK-3 Carabao, designed and built by Bell Aerosystems with company funds, is a rugged and versatile
air cushion vehicle capable of performing a variety
of missions over land, water, ice, snow, mud and marsh.
'The prototype vehicle began operational testing in
March 1963. During late 1963 and 1964, the Carabao
completed a highly-successful series of operational
demonstrations in the marshes and shallow waters of
Lake Okeechobee, Florida, and on the James and
Potomac Rivers. In July 1964, the ·carabao demonstrated the capability of the ACV concept as a means
of transport in polar regions during a month-long
evaluation program in Greenland. It is presently being utilized as a training vehicle for ACV operators.

Remarks
The Bell SK-5 air cushion vehicle is an American version of the SR.N5 Hovercraft produced in England by
the British Hovercraft Corporation. Bell Aerosystems
delivered three SK-5s to the Navy which are being
employed in VietNam, marking the first U.S. military
application of this new means of transportation. In
addition, two SK-5s proved effective and reliable during a one-year demonstration project on San Francisco
Bay featuring the nation's first scheduled ACV passenger service. Bell Aerosystems, in a joint effort with
Skimmers, Inc., also conducted a demonstration program in Alaska to introduce this new concept of transportation to potential users.
Specifications
Length 39.2 feet; width 22.9 feet; height 16.6 feet;
gross weight 15,000 pounds; engine one General Electric LMlOO marine gas turbine rated at 1,000 shaft
horsepower.
....
Performance
Maximum speed 60 knots; range 210 nautical miles;
obstacle clearances, solid wall 3.5 feet, earth mound
5 feet, vegetation 6 feet.

Specifications
Length 18.7 feet ; width 16 feet; height 10 feet ; normal
gross weight 3,200 pounds; lift engine 125-horsepower
Franklin; propulsion !50-horsepower Lycoming; Carabao has three circular plenum cells, or air chambers,
equally spaced around its center lift fan.
Performance
Speed 60 miles per hour; endurance 4 hours; obstacle
clearances 16 inch wall, 3 foot ditch, 10 foot hedge.
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X-14A VTOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

X-22A V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystem s Company

Prime Contractor: Textron' s Bell Aerosystems Company

Remarks

Remarks

The X-14, designed and built b y Bell under an Air
Force contract awarded in 1955: was the first VTOL
airplane to employ the jet vectored thmst principle.
The airplane was delivered to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Ames Research
Center at Moffett Field, Calif., in October 1959.
NASA replaced the original Armstrong-Siddeley Viper
engines with General Electric J85 turbojets for increased thrust and redesignated the airplane the
X-14A. Primary pmpose of NASA's X-14A program
is to research and define the stability and control
system requirements for V/STOL aircraft. In addition, it has been used for test pilot familiarization
and to investigate and simulate the approach phase
of lunar landings for Project Apollo.

The X-22A research aircraft was developed by Bell
Aerosystems as part of the Tri-Service V/STOL program to explore the mechanical and aerodynamic
characteristics and evaluate the military potential of
this revolutionary concept of flight. Under a Navyadministered contract, Bell built two of these airplanes,
which make use of a dual-tandem, ducted-propeller
configuration. A wlique variable stability and control
system is combined with high control power levels
and a three-engine hovering capability to provide an
extremely versatile V/STOL research aircraft. The
first X-22A was rolled out on May 25, 1965; it made
its first flight on March 17, 1966, but subsequently was
extensively damaged in an August 1966 hatd landing.
The second X-22A made its first vertical take-off and
transition to conventional flight on March 1, 1967. The ..
program was scheduled to continue through the fall
of 1968.

Specifications
Span 34 feet; length 25 feet ; tail height 8 feet; gross
weight 4,000 pounds.

Specifications

Performance
Operational speed 160 knots; maximum speed 180
knots.

Span 39.2 feet; length 39.6 feet; height 20.69 feet;
VTOL gross weight 15,980 pounds (standard day, one
engine out); engines 4 General Electric YT-58-8D
turboshaft (1,250 horsepower each).
Performance
Speed 325 miles per hour; endurance three hours;
range 480 nautical miles.
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47G-3B-1!47G-3B-2 HELICOPTERS

204B HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks
The 47G-3B-1 three-place utility helicopter was first
delivered in January 1963. Its successor, the 47G-3B-2,
joins the Bell commercial line for 1968.

Remarks
Derived from Bell's famed military "Huey," the 204B
was first delivered in April1963. In service since 1963,
it is a 10-place utility, executive, and cargo transport
helicopter.

Specifications
Fuselage length 31.6 feet; overall length 43.2 feet;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds; empty weight 1,794 pounds; useful
load 1,156 pounds; engine Lycoming TV0-435 turbosupercharged-(47G-3B-1) 270 take-off horsepower,
(47G-3B-2) 280 shaft horsepower at 3,200 revolutions
per minute.

Specifications
Fuselage length 44.65 feet; overall length 57 feet;
main rotor diameter 48 feet; normal gross weight
8,500 pounds; o empty weight 4,600 pounds; useful
load 3,900 pounds; engine Lycoming T53-11A gas
turbine, 1100 take-off horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 138 miles per hour; cruise speed 124138 miles per hour; maximum range at 5,000 feet, 330
miles; rate of climb 1,600 feet per minute; hovering
ceiling, IGE, 13,700 feet; service ceiling 15,800 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
83-93 miles per hour; maximum range at 5,000 feet,
315 miles; rate of climb (47G-3B-1) 880 feet per minte (47G-3B-2) 1,000 feet per minute; hovering ceil~ng: IGE, 20,000 feet; service ceiling 20,000 feet .

0
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Note: The 204B is certificated for 9,500 pounds
gross weight with external loads.

OH-13S SIOUX HELICOPTER

TH-13T HELICOPTER

P1ime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Compan y

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks
In service since S~ptember 1963, and still in production, the OH-13S IS a 3-place Arm observation helicopter.

Remarks
The TH-13T is a basic instrument trainer first delivered to the Army in December 1964. Still in production, it is a two-place derivative of the Model 47.

Specifications
Fuselage le~gth 32.6 feet ; overall length 43.2 feet;
main rotor diamet~r 37 feet ; normal gross weight 2,850
pounds; empty weight 1,936 pounds·; engine Lycoming
TV0-435-25 supercharged 260 horsepower.

Specifications
Fuselage length 32.6 feet; overall length 43.2 feet;
main rotor diameter 37 feet; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds; empty weight 2,057 pOtmds; engine
Lycoming TV0-435-25 supercharged 270 horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
83-93 miles per hour; normal range 324 miles; rate
of climb 880 feet per minute; hovering ceiling, ICE,
20,000 feet, OGE, 18,600 feet; service ceiling 20,000
feet.

Performance
Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
83-93 miles per hour; normal range 324 miles; rate
of climb 1,190 feet per minute; hovering ceiling, ICE,
18,000 feet; service ceiling 18,000 feet.
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AIRCRAFT

UH-lC/UH-lE IROQUOIS HELICOPTERS

UH-lD/UH-lH IROQUOIS HELICOPTERS

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks
The UH-1C (photo) and UH-1E are 8-10 place military utility and armed helicopters. In service since
June 1965, both are still in production. UH-1C is the
Army version, UH-1E the Marine Corps configuration. Both are derived from the Army UH-1B, in service since 1961.

Remarks
The UH-1D is a utility helicopter with a capacity of
12-15 seats. In service with the Army since June 1963,
it is still in production. The UH-1H is almost identical to the UH-1D, except that it is powered by a
1,400-horsepower T53-L-13 engine. The UH-1H became operational in 1967.

Specifications
Overall length 53 feet; fuselage length 42.6 feet; height
12.6 feet; empty weight C 4,842 pounds, E 5,055
pounds; gross weight 9,500 pounds; engine Lycoming
T53-L-ll turbine, 1,100 shaft horsepower.

Specifications
UH-1D: Fuselage length 44.6 fee t ; overall length 53.9
feet; main rotor diameter 48 feet; normal gross weight
9,500 pounds; empty weight 4,717 pounds; engine
Lycoming T53-L-11 1100 shaft horsepower. UH-1H:
empty weight 4,850 pounds.

Performance
Performance
UH-1D: Maximum speed 138 miles per hom; cruise
speed 1.35 miles per hom; normal range 315 miles;
rate of climb 2,350 feet per minute ; hovering ceiling
ICE 18,200 fee t , OCE 14,000 feet; service ceiling
22,000 feet. UH-1H: Same as UH-1D, except for normal range 327 miles; hovering ceiling ICE 20,000 feet,
OCE 15,600 feet; servi'ce ceiling 19,400 feet.

Maximum speed 161 miles per hour; cruise speed 138
miles per hour; normal range 286 miles; rate of climb
1,849 feet per minute; service ceiling 21,000 feet ;
hover ceiling OCE 11 ,800 feet , ICE 15,800 feet.
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UH-lF IROQUOIS HEUCOPTER

YUH-lB COMPOUND HEUCOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks
The UH-1F is the Air Force version of the Model
204 series. In service since March 1964, it seats 11
and is used as a missile site support vehicle.

Remarks
The YUH-1B is an advanced research compound
helicopter equipped with Bell's new 4-bladed rigid
rotor which makes possible speeds as high as 250
miles per hour in level flight. The YUH-1B is being
developed by Bell under contract with the Army
Transportation Research Command; the 4-bladed rotor
system was developed independently with company
nmds. The helicopter's normal power plant is a 1,100
horsepower Lycoming T53 engine; in addition, the
craft has stub wings protruding outward from the
cabin section and from the aft fuselage, and 2 auxiliary Continental J69-T29 jet engines. The YUH-1B
has been flown a nwnber of times at speeds above
250 miles per hour. The Continental engines are to
be replaced with auxiliary Pratt and Whitney Aircraft
engines (3,300 poLmds of thrust each) to be installed
for fmther testing in the 250-knot speed range jn
early 1968.

Specifications
Fuselage length 44.6 feet ; overall length 57.1 feet ;
main rotor diameter 48 feet ; normal gross weight
9,000 pounds; empty 'vveight 4,430 pounds; engine
General Electric T58-3 1,290 shaft horsepower.
Performance
MaximLm1 speed 138 miles per hour; cruise speed 135
miles per hour; rate of climb 2,123 feet per minute;
normal range 345 miles; hovering ceiling, ICE, 18,700
feet, OGE, 15,200 feet; service ceiling 22,000 feet.
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AIRCR~i_T

47G-5 HELICOPTER

47G-4A HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks
The 47G-4A is the latest version of Bell's Model 47
series, with first deliveries in January 1966. It is in
service and in production. This three-place model is
Bell's standard utility aircraft.

The 47G-5, first delivered in January 1966, comes in
t~o versions. The 2-place Ag-5 agricultural model
(m photo), equipped with Bell's new AgMASTER
chemical application system, will spray up to 14.4
ac~~s per minute. Both the Ag-5 and the 3-place 47G-5
uhhty model feature low empty weight and high use~lloa~ capability. Both models are in production and
1n serviCe.

Specifications
Fuselage length 31.6 feet; overall length 43.2 feet;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet ; normal gross weight
2,950 pounds; empty weight 1,777 pounds; useful
load 1,173 pounds; engine Lycoming V0-540, 260
take-off horsepower.

Specifications
Fuselage length 31.6 feet; overall length 43.2 feet;
main rotor diameter 37.1 feet; normal gross weight
2,850 pounds; empty weight (G-5) 1,590 pounds, (Ag-5)
1,550 pounds; useful load (G-5) 1,250 pounds, (Ag-5)
1,300 pounds; engine Lycoming V0-435, 220 horsepower.

Performance
Maximum speed 105 miles per hour; cruise speed
84-91 miles per hour; maximum range at 5,000 feet,
324 miles; rate of climb 800 feet per minute ; hovering ceiling, ICE, 13,700 feet at 2,350 pounds gross
weight; service ceiling_17,500 feet.

Performance
M:UUmum speed (G-5) 105 miles per hour, (Ag-5) 90
miles per hour; cruise speed (G-5) 88 miles per hour
(Ag-5) 80 miles per hour; maximum range at 5 000
feet , 340 m1·1es,. rate of chmb
.
'
1 070 feet per minute·
hf overing ceiling, ICE, 6,000 feet; service ceiling 10 200
eet.
'
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206A JETRANGER

MODEL 209 HUEYCOBRA (ARMY AH-lG)

Piime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Piirne Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

Remarks

Remarks

The Mode~ 206A_ .Jetranger is a 5-place turbinepowered, ~Ight utih~y helicopter. It has a single 2bladed mam rotor With a dian1eter of 33 feet 4 inches
and a 2-bladed tail rotor with a diameter of 5 feet
2 inches.

The HueyCobra, or AH-lG, is a 2-place high-speed
weapons helicopter which incorporates stub wings
for ordnance stores and a nose mounted turret. It
has a 2-bladed, "door hinge," 44-foot diameter main
rotor and a 2-bladed tail rotor. The first helicopter
of this type specifically designed for the armed helicopter role, it became operational in late 1967.

Specifications
Overall length 38 feet 9.5 inches· overall width 6

fee~ 3.5 inches; overall height 9 fe~t 6.5 inches; gross
wei?ht 2,~00 pounds; empty weight 1,295 pounds;

Specifications
Length 44.25 feet; wing span 10 feet 11.6 .inches;
height 12.1 feet; gross weight 9,500 pounds; empty
weight 5,132 potmds; engine Lycoming T53-L-13,
1,400 shaft horsepower.

engme Allison Model 250-C18, 317 horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 150 miles per hour; cruise speed
135-145 miles per hour; range 400 miles at 5,000
feet; service ceiling 18,800 feet; hover ceiling OGE
7,900 feet, IGE 12,400 feet ; rate of climb 1,580 feet
per minute.

Performance
Maximum dive speed 218 miles per hour; cruise
speed without external stores up to 196 miles per
hour; service ceiling 21,000 feet.
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205A HELICOPTER

MODELBD~8COMMEROAL

Prime Contractor: Bell Helicopter Company

UTILITY HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Berlin Doman Helicopters, Inc.

Remarks
Remarks
The Berlin Doman BD-68 is a 10-12 place helicopter
which emphasizes economic efficiency and full payload ability at any density altitude. Powered by 2 turbines with optional use of 3, it features simplified,
hingeless, lightweight rotor systems which are sealed
and self lubricated. The low drag fuselage with water
landing ability and retractable landing gear has space
and weight provisions for airline passengers with ~ag
gage. The BD-68 was scheduled to make its first fbght
in mid-1968.

Derived from Bell's U.S. Army UH-1D of the famed
"Huey" military line of helicopters, the 15-place 205A
joins Bell's commercial line for 1968 . FAA certification was expected in late 1967, and first delivery for
the utility I executive and cargo transport helicopter
was scheduled for January 1968.
Specifications
Fuselage length 41.9 feet; overall length 57.1 feet;
main rotor diameter 48 feet; gross weight 9,500 pounds;
empty weight approximately 4,760 pounds; engine
Lycoming T53-13A gas turbine, 1,250 horsepower.

Specifications
Rotor diameter 48 feet; fuselage length 41 feet; cabin
width 5 feet; 4 passenger doors; gross weight 6,000
pounds; minimum empty weight 3,250 pounds; normal
fuel 200 gallons; engines 2 or 3 Allison 250-C14s.
Performance
Speed for best range, full gross, 150 miles per hour;
hovering ceiling OGE 20,000 feet, rate of climb sea
level to 10,000 feet, 2,000 feet per minute.
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B-47E MEDIUM BOMBER

B-52H MISSILE PLATFORM BOMBER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks

Remarks
The B-52H, capable of intercontinental flight and
return to bases in the United States, is in service
w ith the USAF's Strategic Air Command. In addition
to its primary bomb load, the "H" carries two AGM-28
Hound Dog missiles in underwing installations; the
air-to-surface weapons can be released htmdreds ·of
miles from their targets. Principal feature of the B-52H
fuel system is the wing in which integral tank construction of the entire wing forms virtually one huge
fuel tank. The "H" was the final model of the B-52
Stratofortress series, 744 of which were delivered to
the Air Force. The last "H" was delivered on October
26, 1962.

The B-47, first multi-jet airplane produced following
World War II, was designed as a strategic weapon
system capable, with aerial refueling, of operating
over extended ranrres. The first B-47 was delivered to
SAC in October l951, and the last one in February
1957. During the production p eriod, 2 ,041 B-47s were
produced, 1,390 of them at Boeing-·w ichita and the
remainder
under license arrreements
with two other
.
0
ancraft firms. The bulk of the B-47s produced were
bomber versions of which the B--47E was the last.
<?ther configurations in which the Stratojet was dehvered included a variety of reconnaissance versions
designated RB-47E, RB-47H, and RB-47K, some of
which are still in service.

Specifications
Span 185 feet; length 157 feet 6.9 inches; height 40
feet 8 inches; wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight
488,000 pounds; engines 8 Pratt & vVhitney TF-33
turbofan, 17,000 pounds thrust each; gear 8 main
wheel in tandem, single outrigger near wing tip.

Specifications
Sp~n 116 feet, sweepback 35 degrees; length 107 feet;
height 28 feet ; weight 230,000 potmds; engines 6 General Electric J47, 6,000 pounds thrust each plus provisions for water injection and for 33 ATO rocket
units of 1,000 pounds thrust each; gear dual main
wheel i n tandem with single outrigger attached to
inboard engine pods.

Performance
Speed 650-plus miles per hour; mirefueled range
12,500-plus miles; service ceiling over 60,000 feet.

Performance
Speed 600 miles oer hour; range 3,000 miles; service
ceiling over 40,000 feet.
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707-120 SERIES JETLINERS

707-320 SERIES JETLINERS

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks

Remarks
Designed to serve very long-range routes of more than
4,000 miles, the 707-320 Intercontinental jetliner first
went into service Oct. 26, 1959. First flight was January 11, 1959. It was supplanted later by the 707 -320B
with a range of more than 6,000 miles nonstop with
a normal passenger load. The -320B (first flight January 31, 1962, in service June 1, 1963) incorporated
turbofan engines, new leading and trailing edge wing
flaps, and other aerodynamic improvements. Then,
in 1962, a 7 x 11-foot forward cargo door plus use
of integral floor tracks and a cargo handling system,
and some structural strengthening, further developed
the -320B into multipurpose jet called the 707-320C
(in service June 3, 1963). This airplane can carry all
cargo on pallets, or can be converted to carry all passengers, or a combination of both. Nearly 340 have
been ordered by 33 airlines.

The Boeing 707-120 (maiden flight-Dec. 20, 1957)
was America's first jet airliner to go into service. First
commercial flight of this four-engined jetliner was
made by Pan American World Airways on Oct. 26,
1958, from New York to Paris with 111 passengers.
The turbojet airplane was developed from the Boeing
707 sweptwing jet prototype, as was the KC-135 tanker
series for the USAF. The -120 gave way later to the
advanced 707-120B (first flight June 22, 1960; in
service March 12, 1961), which incorporated turbofan engines of greater power, a redesigned wing, plus
new control surfaces. The -120 was designed for transcontinental use but was capable of over-ocean ranges
from the beginning. Sales of this veteran have been
eclipsed by later-generation jetliners, but 144 have
been sold to six airlines, including three (UC-137B)
to the U.S. Air Force.
Specifications

Specifications
Span 145 feet 9 inches; length 152 feet 11 inches;
height 42 feet 5 inches; wing sweepback 35 degrees;
weight 328,000 pounds for -320B, 332,000 pounds.
for cargo version of -320C, and 336,000 pounds for
passenger version of -320C; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney JT3D-3 turbofans of 18,000 pounds thrust; tricycle gear, main undercarriage units four-wheel bogietype trucks, dual nose wheels; payload 189 passengers
for -320B and up to 202 for the -320C in all-economy,
or 96,800 pounds of cargo in -320C.

Sp~n 130 feet 10 inches; length 144 feet 6 inches;

height 42 feet; wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight
258,000 pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney JT3C-6
turbojets of 13,000 pounds thrust (-120 model), and
JT3D-3 ~rbofans of 18,000 pounds thrust for -120B
mo~el; t~Icycle gear with four-wheel bogie-type truck
mam units and dual nose wheels; payload is up to
181 passengers.
Performance
Speed u.p to 6?0 miles per hour; range more than
3,000 miles; ceiling over 30,000 feet.

Performance
Speed more than 600 miles per hour; range more than
6,000 miles; ceiling 42,000 feet.
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AIRCRAFT

720!720B JETLINER

727 MEDIUM RANGE JETUNER

P1ime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks
A lighter, faster and slightly smaller version of the
original Boeing 707 jetliner, the medium-range 720
first flew November 23, 1959, and went into service
in July, 1960. Less than one year later, on October
6, 1960, a version with more povverful turbofan en!?ines, the 720B, was inb·oduced. The 720 differed
from the -120 in that it has a shorter body, lighter
st~uctme, less fuel capacity, a redesigned inboard
wmg and new full-span leading edge flaps. Maximum
speed was raised and required field lengths were
s?ortened. The 720B turbofan engines gave that verSIOn greater range and allowed it to operate from still
shorter runways. The "B" model went into service
March 12, 1961. More than 150 of the series have
been ordered by 16 airlines.

Remarks
The 727, first American jet transport to depart from
wing-mounted engine installation, has three engines
grouped at the tail. Its three-engine configuration was
designed to give the best compromise between fourengine power and reliability and twin-engine economy.
In service since early 1964, it is designed specifically
for medium range routes, and it has a take-off performance superior to all jets in its class. Boeing .. offers
4 versions of this highly successful, widely-sold airliner; the standard 727-100, the 20-foot longer 727-200,
plus the 727C (cargo/convertible) and the 727QC
(quick-change cargo/ convertible).

Specifications
Sp~n 130 feet 10 inches; length 136 feet 2 inches;
height 41 feet 6 inches; sweepback 35 degrees; weight
230;000 pounds (720),.235,000 pounds (720B); engines .,
4 Pratt & Whitney JT3C-7 tm:bojets of 12,000 pounds
thmst for the 720, JT3D-1 hrrbofans of 17,000 pounds
thrust or JT3D-3 turbofans of 18,000 pounds thmst
for the 720B; gear tricycle with four-wheel bogie-type
truck main units, dual nose wheels; payload up to
165 passengers.
Performance
Speed up to 615 miles per hour; range 3,300 miles;
ceiling over 30,000 feet.
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Specifications
Span 108 feet; length 133 feet 2 inches (-200 is 153
feet 2 inches); height 34 feet; wing sweepback 32
degrees; weight 161,000 pounds · (for other versions
it is 170,000 pound); engines 3 ' Pratt & Whitney
JT8D-1 turbofan, 14,000 pounds thmst each; gear
tricycle, dual-wheel tmit~; payload up to 131 passengers economy class, -2_00 payload up to 179 passengers economy class, QC payload up to 46,600
pounds.
Performance
Speed 6?0 miles J?er hour; normal operating range
1, 700 miles (-200 IS 1,400 miles); operational ceiling
42,000 feet.

737 SHORT RANGE JETLINER

747 JETLINER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks

Remarks
When the first 7 4 7 rolls from the factory in late
1968, it will be the largest commercial jetliner in
history. Designed to carry up to 490 passengers in
all-economy seating or 360 in mixed-class configuration over long ranges, this 625 mile-per-hour aircraft
offers the opportunity for a combination of new standards in low-priced air travel and luxury. Its 185-foot
long, 20-foot wide cabin will permit spacious seating
as well as such innovations as nurseries, low1ges or
theater areas. In addition, a stateroom area will be
available on an upper level behind the crew. Its size
may lead to new concepts in ticketing, baggage checking and terminal arrangements. As a cargo carrier,
it will have straight-in nose loading and powered loading devices in the floor. Convertible and all-freighter
versions are offered.

The 737 twin-jet is the smallest member of the Boeing jetliner family , with maximum gross taxi weight
of up to 108,000 pounds, compared to 161,000 pounds
for_ t~e t~re_e-engined 727. Contrary to the trend in
twm-]et aulmers toward aft-mounted engines, Boeing
placed the engines under the wings on the 737 for
~e advantages of: easier maintainability, reduction
m s~ructure weight, additional passenger space in the
cabm, better balance characteristics, simplified system~, more loading flexibility and better aerodynamic
e_fficienc~. Two versions of the 737 went into productiOn dunng late 1965, the 737-100 and the six-footlonger 737-200. Nearly 200 have been sold including
cargo and quick-change versions.
Specifications
Span 93 feet; length 94 feet (-200 is 100 feet) height
37 feet; wing sweepback 25 degrees; weight' 97,800
poun~ (-100), 108,000 pounds (-200); engines 2 Pratt
& Whitney J'!'8D-7 turbofans of 14,000 pounds thrust
each; gear tncycle, _dual-wheel units; payload 31,000
pounds (structural hmit) or up to 101 passengers for
- 100, 31 ,931 pounds or up to 117 passengers for -200.
Performance

Specifications
Span 195 feet 8 inches; length 231 feet 10 inches;
height 63 feet 5 inches; wing sweepback 37.5 degrees; max ramp weight 710,000 pounds; engines 4
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT9D turbofan~ of 42,000
pounds thrust each; dual nose wheels, 4 4-wheel bogie
type main trucks; payload up to 490 passengers in
all-economy or 215,600 pounds in all-cargo version.

Speed 575 miles per hour· normal
.
up to 1,500 miles; ceiling 35,000 feet~peratmg range

Performance
Speed up to 640 miles per hour, range nearly 8,000
miles, ceiling 45,000 feet.
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KC/C-135 TANKER/TRANSPORT SERIES

SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compan ·

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company

Remarks

Remarks
In May 1967, the Federal Aviation Agency signed a
contract with Boeing for the construction of 2 prototypes of an 1,800 mile per hour passenger jetliner.
The competition-winning design evolved from studies
of almost 500 different configurations. It features
variable-sweep wings, set at an angle of 20 degrees
for take-off and low speed operations and swept to
72 degrees for flight at close to Mach 3. The 306foot-long craft will be capable of taking off (wit:lf
250 to 350 passengers) at about the same speed and
in less nmway than a fully loaded Boeing 707. Most
of the SST will be built of an alloy of 90 percent
titanium, 6 percent aluminum and 4 percent vanadium.
In photo, a mockup, subject to configuration change.

Shortly after Boeing's privately-financed 707 prototype flew in July 1954, the USAF ordered a derivative into limited production as the KC-135A jet tanker.
The tanker, incorporating a highly streamlined flying
boom developed by Boeing, for the first time allowed
refueling of the USAF's jet bombers and fighters at
jet speeds and altitudes. By the time the military
production line phased out at Boeing at the beginning
of 1965, the company had delivered 732 tankers plus
88 transports, flying command posts or reconnaissance
aircraft. A total of 820 KC/C-135s were built. The
tankers and some transports all used water injection
turbojet engines, while a "B" model using turbofans
was developed and put into transport service by the
USAF in 1961.

Specifications
Specifications
Span 130 feet 10 inches·, lenoth
136 feet 6 inches;
b
height 38 feet 5 inches (KC-135), 41 feet 8 inches
(C-135B); wing sweepback 35 degrees; weight 297,000
potmds (KC-135), 275,000 .pow1ds (C-135B); engines
4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J-57 turbojet of 13,750
pounds thrust (KC-135), four P&W TF33-P-5 turbofans
of 18,000 pounds thrust (C-135B); gear tricycle 4-wheel
bogie-type trucks, dual nose wheels; payload 87,100
pounds (C-135B).

Length 306 feet; span at 20 degree sweep 180 feet,
at 30 degrees 174 feet, at 72 degrees 106 feet; wing
area 9,000 square feet; height 46 feet; maximum takeoff weight 675,000 potmds; landing gear multi-w1it
with 4 main tmits of 4 wheels each, 2-wheel nose
gear.
Performance
Normal cruising speed Mach 2.7 or 1,800 miles per
hour; normal cruising altitude 64,000 feet; maximwn
payload 75,000 pounds; range with 313 passengers
over 4,000 miles.

Performance
Speed 600 miles per hour range over 3,000 miles
(tanker); 7,000 miles (transport); ceiling 41,000 feet.
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.AIRCRAFl'

CH-46D SEA KNIGHT HELICOPTER

107 TWIN-TURBINE 'TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Division

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Division

Remarks
The CH-46D is a medium assault transport helicopter currently in production for the Marine Corps.
The tandemrotor helicopter, with all-weather and
s"!lipboard capabilities, features a power blade-folding
system which enables the blades to be folded automatically in winds up to 45 knots in less than one
minute.

Remarks
Th~ Boeing-V~rtol 107 is a multipurpose transport
h~hcopter designed for commercial users requiring

high perform~n~e, high load capacity and operational
economy. It ISm operation with New York Airways
as a sched,uled ~irline helicopter operating between
New_ :ork s maJOr airports, outlying suburban commumhes, and the PanAm building in midtown Manhattan.

Specifications
Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter 51
_ feet; take-off design gross weight 20,800 pounds; takeoff maximum gross weight 23,000 pounds; empty
weight 13,067 pounds; engines 2 General Electric
T58-10, each with 1,400 shaft horsepower.

Specifications
Fuselage length 44 feet 7 inches; rotor diameter 50
feet; take-off gross weight 19,000 pounds; engines
2 General Electric T58 turbines.
Performance
Maximum speed 144 knots; best cruise speed 135
knots; range more than 200 miles with reserve; payload 25 passengers plus baggage.

Performance
Cruise speed at sea level 140 knots; missiOn radius
100 nautical miles; service ceiling 14,000 feet; payload at design gross weight 4,823 pounds, at maximum
gross weight 6,998 pounds.
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AIRC~AFT

CH47B CHI NOOK TRA NSPORT HELICOPTER

107 MILITARY TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Compa.n , Vertol Division

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Division

Remarks

Remarks

The C H-47B Chinook is the U.S. Army's standard
m ediwn transport helicopter. The Chinook can tra~s
p ort several ty p es of missile systems com pl ~te with
latmch c rews; tube typ e artill ery weapons With c r~w
and a mmuniti on ; fu el; grow1d vehicles; high densit_Y
car go and command and control cen ters. It also IS
used to recover down ed aircraft, and to evacuate
refugees. An important mission is air movement of
comba t elem ents. The Chinooks can carry 44 fully
equipped tro op s.

The 107 military transport helicopter is now in service with the Royal Canadian Air Force, the Canadian
Army, the Swedish Navy and Royal Swedish Air Force.
It has a crew of 3 , plus space for as many as 25
troops. It can be used for search and rescue as well
as a variety of other missions, including transport of
cargo, fuel, and passengers.
o

Specifications

Fuselage leng th 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter 50
feet; take-off design gross weight 18,700 potmds; takeoff maximwn gross weight 21,400 pounds; empty
weight 11,251 potmds; engines 2 General Electric
T58-8, each with 1,050 shaft horsepower.

Specifications
F uselage leng th 51 feet; rotor diam eter 60 feet ; tak~
off desian gi·oss w eiaht 33 000 potmds; take-off maxie
o
'
' h
m um gross weight 40 ,000 p otmds; :_mpty we1g t
19,375 p ounds; engines 2 Lycoming To5-L-7C, each
with 2,850 shaft horsepo\over.

o Performance

Cruise speed 130 knots; service ceiling 15,600 feet ;
mission radius 100 nautical miles.

P erformance
C ruise sp eed a t sea level 145 knots; 1111SSIOn radius
100 nautical mjl es; service ceiling 16,300 feet; payload at maxim um gross weight, io nautical m ile m ission , 19,300 potmds, 100 nautical mile mission, 15 ,800
p otmds.

oNote: Specifications and performance listed are for
the CH-113 RCAF helicopter. There are
slight variations in the specifications and performance of the 107 helicopters used by other
military customers.
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AIRCRAFT

MODEL 150
Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

UH-46D MEDIUM TRANSPORT HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company, Vertol Division

Specifications (Standard and Trainer Versions)
Gross weight 1,600 pounds; empty weight 975-1 ,005
pounds; baggage 120 pounds; wing loading 10.2
pounds per square foot; power loading 16 pounds
per horsepower; fuel capacity 26 gallons, with long
range tanks .38 gallons; wing span 32 feet 8 1h inches;
length 23 feet 9 inches; height 8 feet 7 1h inches;
engine 4-cylinder 100 horsepower.

Remarks
The UH-46D, a twin-turbine, tandem-rotor helicopter, is the key to the U.S. Navy's vertical replenishment program. Although its primary mission calls
for external loads, it can accomplish many missions
involving internal loads. The UH-46D has a 24-foot,
2-inch cabin which features straight-in loading through
a rear ramp.

Performance
Maximum speed 123 miles per hour; cruise speed,
75 percent power at 7,500 feet, 120 miles per hour;
range at cruise speed 480 miles, with long range
tanks 7 45 miles; rate of climb at sea level 670 feet
per minute; service ceiling 12,650 feet.

Specifications
Fuselage length 44 feet 10 inches; rotor diameter 51
feet; take-off design gross weight 20,800 pounds; takeoff maximum gross weight 23,000 pounds; empty
weight 12,929 pounds; engines 2 General Electric
T58-10, each with 1,400 shaft horsepower.

Note: Model 150 is also available in commuter version with slight variations in specifications and
performance.

Performance
Cruise speed at sea level 140 knots; m1sswn radius
100 nautica~ miles; service ceiling 14,000 feet; payload at des1gn gross weight 4,916 pounds, at maximum gross weight 7,136 pounds.
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MODEL 172

SKYHAWK

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Conb·actor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications
Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet ; length 26 feet l l inches; heiaht (with depressed
nose strut) 8 feet 10 inches; gross weight 2,300 potmds;
em pty "veight (approximate) 1,260 pow1ds; baggage
120 pounds ; wing loading 13.2 pounds per square
foot ; power loading 15.9 pounds per horsepower ; fuel
capacity 42 gallons; engine Continental 0-300-C;
propeller all-metal, fixed pitch 76-ioch diameter.

Specifications
Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 26 feet 11 inches; height (with depressed
nose strut) 8 feet 9 inches; gross weight 2,300 pounds;
empty weight (approximate) 1,340 pounds; baggage
weight 120 pounds; wing loading 13.2 pow1ds per
square foot; power loading 15.9 po~nds per. horsepower; fuel capacity 42 gallons engme Continental
0-300-D; propeller all-metal fixed pitch diameter 76
inches.

Performance
Top speed at sea level 138 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 7,000 feet , 130 miles per
hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 7,000 feet,
595 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 720 miles;
rate of climb at sea level 645 feet per minute; service
ceiling 13,100 feet; take-off nm over 50-foot obstacle
1,525 feet ; landing run over 50-foot obstacle 1,250
feet.

Performance
Maximmn speed at sea level 139 miles per hour;
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 7,000 feet, 131 miles
per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 7,000
feet, 600 miles; optimmn range at 10,000 feet 720
miles; rate of climb at sea level 645 feet per minute·;
service ceiling 13,100 feet; take-off run over 50-foot
obstacle 1,525 feet; landing nm over 50~foot obstacle
1,250 feet.
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MODEL 180

MODEL 185

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications

Specifications
Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 25 feet 6 inches; height 7 feet 9 inches;
gross weight 3,350 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,560 pounds; baggage capacity 350 pounds;
wing loading 18.9 pOtmds per square foot; power
loading 11.0 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity
65 gallons; engine 6-cylinder fuel-injection; propeller
constant speed diameter 82 inches.

Wing span 36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 25 feet 6 inches; height 7 feet 9 inches;
gross weight 2,800 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 1,515 pounds; baggage capacity 350 pounds;
wing loading 16.1 pounds per square foot ; power
loading 12.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity
65 gallons; engine 230 rated horsepower; propeller
constant speed 82 inches diameter.
Performance

Performance
Maximum speed at sea level 178 miles per hour;
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 7,000 feet, 169
miles per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at
7,000 feet, 660 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet
1,075 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1,040 feet per
minute; service ceiling 17,500 feet; take-off run over
50-foot obstacle 1,330 feet; landing roll over 50-foot
obstacle 1,400 feet.

Maximum speed at sea level 170 miles per hour;
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 162
miles per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at
6,500 feet, 695 miles per hour; optimum range at
10,000 feet 1,215 miles; rate of climb at sea level
1,090 feet per minute; service ceiling 19,600 feet;
take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 1,205 feet; landing
roll over 50-foot obstacle 1,365 feet.
Note: Model 180 also available as float plane and
amphibian.
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AIRCRAFT

MODEL 210 CENTURION

MODEL 310L

Prime Contrac tor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Remarks

Specifications
Gross weight 5,200 pounds; empty weight 3,125
pounds; baggage capacity 600 pounds; wing loading
29.1 pounds per square foot ; power loading 10.0
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 102 gallons;
engines 2 6-cylinder fuel-injection 10-470-Us; propeller constant-speed full-feathering diameter 81 inches.

The deluxe _ lode! 210 Certmi on brings many ltL\'lJry
a nd co mfort features into th e single-engine class of
airc raft. These include specialJy trimmed and sculptured interior appointments leather bucket seats,
heavy foam-padded carpeting, walnut inlaid seat
backs and trim, and optional cente r-aisle consoles for
storage.

Performance
Maximun1 speed at sea level 237 miles per hour;
maximum recommended cn1ise speed, 75 percent
power at 6,500 feet, 219 miles per hour; cruise range
777 miles; maximum range at 10,000 feet 966 miles;
rate of climb at sea level 1,540 feet per minute (twin
engine), 330 feet per minute (single engine) ; service
ceiling 19,900 feet (twin), 6,850 feet (single); takeoff mn at sea level over 50-foot obstacle 1 716 feet·
landing roll at sea level over 50-foot obst;cle 1,582
feet.

Specifications
Span 36 feet 9 inches '· lenath
28 fee t 3 inches '· height
0
9 fee t 9 inches; gross weight 3,400 potmds; empty
weight 1,960 pounds; useful load 1,440 pounds; wing
loading 19.3 pow1ds per square foot; power loading
11.9 p ow1ds per horsepower; fuel capacity 90 gallons
standard; engine 6-cylinder 285 horsepower; propeller constant speed di ameter 82 inches.
Performance
Top speed 200 miles per hour; cruise speed, 75 percent power at 6 ,500 feet, 192 miles per hour; range
a t cruise sp eed 785 miles; maximum range with maximum fuel 1,360 miles· rate of climb at sea level
1,000 feet per minute; ~~ rvi ce ceiling 18,300 fee t.
Note: Turbo-system available with increased performan ce .
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AIRCRAFT.

SKYNIGHT

EXECUTIVE 411A

Prime Contractor; Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications (5,300 pound Skynight)
Wing span 36.9 feet; wing area 179 square feet;
length 29.5 feet; height 10.3 feet; weight 5,300
pounds; empty weight 3,266 pounds; baggage capacity 600 pounds; wing loading 29.6 pounds per
square foot; power loading 9.3 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 102 gallons; engines 2 Continental 6-cylinder fuel injection TSI0-470-D 285 horsepower; propeller constant-speed full-feathering 80
inches diameter.

Specifications
Wing span 39.86 feet; length 33.46 feet; height 11.38
feet; gross weight 6 ,500 pounds; engines 2 GTSI0520 6-cylinder fuel-injection with turbochargers, 340
rated horsepower; propellers 3-bladed 90-inch constant-speed full-feathering; stall speed 84 miles per
hour; maximum landing weight 6,500 pounds; empty
weight 3,865 pounds; fuel capacity 175 gallons; seating 6-8; baggage allowance 930 pounds ; wing loading
32.5 pmmds per square foot; power loading 9.6
pounds per horsepower.

Performance
Performance
Maximum speed at 5,850 pounds gross weight at
16,000 feet 272 miles per hour; cruise speed, 75
percent power at 20,000 feet, 250 miles per hour; at
10,000 feet 227 miles per hour; normal cruise range
1,045 miles; maximum cruise range at 10,000 feet
1,325 miles; rate of climb at sea level (twin engine)
2,270 feet per minute, (single engine) 505 feet per
minute; service ceiling (twin) 28,200 feet, (single)
17,200 feet; take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 1,545
feet; landing run over 50-foot obstacle 1,560 feet.

Maximum speed at 16,000 feet 275 miles per hour;
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 10,000 feet, 233
miles per hour; maximum recommended cruise range,
75 percent power at 20,000 feet, 845 miles; 75 percent power at 10,000 feet, 763 miles; rate of climb
at sea level 1,924 feet per minute (twin engine),
475 feet per minute (single engine); service ceiling
29,000 feet (twin), 18,800 feet (single); take-off run
(maximum performance) over 50-foot obstacle 1,513
feet ; landing roll over 50-foot obstacle 1,734 feet.
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AIRCRAFT

MODEL 182 AND SKYLANE

SUPER SKYLANE

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications ( 182)
\Ving span 36 feet 2 inches; wina area 174 square
feet ; length 28 feet 6 inches; height 9 feet ; gross
weight 2 ,800 pounds; empty weight ( approxim~te)
1,560 pounds; baggaae capacity 120 pounds; w~ng
loading 16.1 pow1ds ~er square foot ; power loadmg
12.2 potmds per horsepower; fuel capacity 65 gallons; engine 6-cylinder 230 rated horsepower; propeller constant speed 82-inch diameter.

Specifications
vVing span 36 feet 7 inches; wing area 175.5 square
feet; length 28 feet 4 inches; height (nose strut depressed) 9 feet 7.5 inches; gross weight 3,600 pounds;
eml?ty weight (approximate) 1,798 pow1ds; fuel capacity standard 65 gallons, optional 84 gallons; oil
capacity 12 quarts; wing loading 20.5 pounds per
square foot; power loading 12.6 potmds per horsepower; engine 6-cylinder fuel injection 285 horsepower; propeller constant speed diameter 82 inches.

Performance (182)
Top speed at sea level 167 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet, 159 miles per
hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at 6,500 feet,
685 miles; optimum cruise range at 10,000 feet
905 miles; rate of climb at sea level 980 feet per
minute; service ceiling 18,900 feet; take-off distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,205 feet; landing distance
over 50-foot obstacle 1,350 feet.

Performance
Top speed at sea level 174 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 6,000 feet, 163 miles per
hour; cruise range, 63 gallons no reserve, 4 hours at
162 miles per hour; optimwn range at 10,000 feet
(63 gallons) 810 miles; rate of climb at sea level
920 feet per minute; take-off run over a 50-foot obstacle 910 feet, total distance 1,810 feet; landing run
over 50-foot obstacle 735 feet, total distance 1,395
feet.

Note: Sk)'lane version also has gross weight of 2,800
pounds; but empty weight is 1,620 potmds;
other specifications identical. Performance
slightly higher than above for Skylane.

Note: Turbo-System Super Skylane has increased
performance.
.-
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SUPER SKYMASTER

SUPER SKYW AGON

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications

Specifications (3,600-pound model).
Wing span :36 feet 7 inches; wing area 175.5 square
feet ; length 28 feet; height (nose strut depressed) 9
feet 9 inches; gross weight 3,600 pounds; configuration 6-place; empty weight (approximate) 1,695
pounds; wing loading 20.5 pounds per square foot;
power loading 12.0 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 65 gallons; engine 6-cylinder fuel injection;
propeller constant-speed 82-inch diameter.

Wing span 38 feet; wing area 201 square feet; length
29 feet 9 inches; height 9 feet 4 inches; gross weight
4,300 pounds; empty weight (approximate) 2,615
pounds; baggage allowable .365 pounds; wing loading
21.4 pounds per square foot ; power loading 10.2
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 93 gallons; engine 2 6-cylinder fuel-injection I0-360s 210 horsepower; propellers constant speed full-feathering diameter 76 inches.

Performance
Maximum speed at sea level 174 miles per hour;
cruise speed, 75 percent power at 6,000 feet, 164
miles per hour; cruise range, 75 percent power at
6,000 feet, 650 miles (optimum at 10,000 feet 810
miles); rate of climb at sea level 920 feet per minute;
service ceiling 14,800 feet; take-off run over 50-foot
obstacle 1,780 feet; landing run over 50-foot obstacle
1,395 feet.

Performance
Top speed at sea level 200 miles per hour; cruise
speed, 75 percent power at 5,500 feet, 192 miles per
hour; normal range, 75 percent power at 5,500 feet,
765 miles; optimum range at 10,000 feet 985 miles;
rate of climb at sea level 1,250 feet per minute (twin
engine); service ceiling 20,000 feet (twin engine);
take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 1,490 feet; landing
ground roll over 50-foot obstacle 1,500 feet.

Note: Turbo-System Super Skywagon has increased
performance.

Note: Turbo-System version now available.
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AIRCRAFT

T-37B MILITARY TRAINER

A-37 A STRIKE AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Com pan

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Remarks
The Cessna T-3 7B twin-jet intermedia te trainer is in
use at Air Force training schools throughout the
United States. The aircraft features side-b -side seating of student and instructor. More than 900 were
built for the USAF and for air forces of otJ1er nations. The T-37C with tip tanks and armament provisions is being delivered to foreign countries under
the Military Assistance Program.

Remarks
Formerly known as the AT-37D, the A-37A has been
delivered to the U.S. Air Force for close air support
work. Developed from the T-37B jet trainer, the
A-3? A is equipped with armor plating, partial selfsealmg fuel tanks, wing tip fuel tanks and armament
provisions, including a 7.62 mini gun. The aircraft
also has provisions for an access door w1der the fuselage for aerial cameras, a fire-control and electrical
system to accommodate all weapons for close support
missions, and long-range fuel drop tanks. An A-37B
version is also being produced and has the same performance as the A-37 A.

Specifications
Span 33 feet 8 inches; length 29 feet 2 inch es; height
9 feet l inch ; empty weight 4,076 pounds; wing
loading 35.7 pounds per square foot ; power l?ading
3.2 potmds per. potmd thrust; engines 2 Contmental
J69-T25.

Specifications
Gross weight 12,000 pounds; length 29 feet 4 inches;
wing span 35 feet 9 inches; engines General Electric
J-85-GE-17 A total thrust 4,800 pounds.

Performance
Maximum speed 408 miles per hour ; cruise speed at
norm al rated power 368 miles per hour; gross weight
landing speed 85 miles pe r hour; rate of climb at
sea level 3,200 feet per minute; service ceiling 35,000
feet ; range with maximum fuel 796 miles.

Performance
Maximum speed 415 knots; gross weight take-off
distance over 50-foot obstacle 2,650 feet ; landing distance O';'er 50-foot obstacle 2,350 feet; rate of climb
6,500 feet per minute; sinale
etwine
performance
.b
b
after li f t-off at gross weights up to 11,700 pounds.
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T41A MILITARY TRAINER

MODELS 4011402

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Remarks

Specifications
Wing span 39.86 feet; length 33.75 feet ; h eight 11.68
feet; gross weight 6,300 pounds; engines 2 six-cylinder,
fuel-injection engines .300 rated horsepower at 2700
revolutions per minute; propellers .3-bladed constantspeed full-feathering 76.5 inches diameter; empty
weight (approximate) .3,641 pounds; standard fuel
capacity 106 gallons, 143 optional ; seating 6-8 ; baggage allowable 9.30 pounds; wing loading 32.2 pOtmds
per square foot; power leading 10.5 pounds per horsepower.

Cessna has produced T-41A trainers in which Air
Force student pilots are receiving first flight instruction. The T-41A is a version of the Cessna commercial Model 172, which holds the world's flight
endurance record by remaining in flight continuously for 64 days and 22 hours. The company also
has supplied the Army a similar version of this aircraft fo r use in training student aviators and for installation support roles. The Army version is known
as the T-41B.
Specifications

Performance
Maximum speed at 6,300 pounds gross weight at
16,000 feet 261 miles per hour; cruise speed, 75 percent power at 20,000 feet, 240 miles per hour, at
10,000 feet, 218 miles per hour; normal cruise range
694 miles (100 gallons); maximum cruise range at
25,000 feet 808 miles; rate of climb at sea level (twin
engine) 1,610 feet per minute, (single engine) 255 feet
per minute; service ceiling (twin) 26,180 feet, (single)
11,700 feet; take-off run over 50-foot obstacle 2,220
feet, landing run over 50-foot obstacl_~ 1,765 feet.

Wing span .36 feet 2 inches; wing area 174 square
feet; length 26 feet 6 inches; height (with depressed
nose strut) 8 feet 11 inches; gross weight 2,300 pounds;
empty weight (approximate) 1,260 pounds; wing loading 1.3.2 pounds per square foot; power loading 15.9
P?unds per horsepower; fuel capacity 42 gallons; eng~ne Continental 0-300-C; propeller all-metal, fixed
p1tch 76-inch diameter. T-41B is equipped with a
210 horsepower engine and a constant-speed propeller to supply higher performance .
Performance

Note: Performance figures given for Model401 (shown
in photo) . Performance for Model 402 is identical. Model 402 is utility version that can seat
9 or carry 2,000 pounds of cargo.

Top speed at sea level 138 miles per hour · cruise
speed , 75 .percent power at 7,000 feet, 130 m'iles per
~o~; ~rwse r~nge, 75 percent power at 7,000 feet,
o9o oules; optimum range at 10,000 feet 720 miles;
ra~e. of climb at sea level 645 feet per minute; service
cellmg 13,100 feet ; take-off run over 50-foot obstacle
1,525 feet ; landing run over 50-foot obstacle 1 250
feet.
'
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AIRCRAFT

MODEL 421

MODEL O-lE "BIRD DOG"

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Specifications
Wing sp an 39 .86 feet ; length 33.75 feet ; height 11.38
feet ; gross weight 6,800 pounds; engines 2 six-cylinder
fuel injection geared, 375 horsepower each ; propellers :3-bladed constant-speed, full-feathering 90 inch
diam eter; empty weight (app roximate) 4,237 pow1ds;
standard fuel 175 gallons, optional 255 gallons; seating, 6; baggage allowable 930 pow1ds; wing loading
34 .0 pounds p er square foo t; po\over loading 9.06
pounds p er horsepower; pressurized cabin.

Remarks
Although currently not in production, the 0-1 is still
widely used by both the U.S. Army and Air Force
for liaison and observation duties. Formerly known
as the L-19, the aircraft is able to operate out of
rough, small fields .
Specifications
vYing span 36 feet ; length 25 feet 10 inch es · heirrht
7 ~eet 4 inches; wing area 174 square fee~; gr~ss
weight 2,400 pounds; empty weight 1,614 pounds;
win~ loading 13.8 pounds per square foot ; power
loadmg 11.2 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity
40'gallons; engine 21.3 horsepower; propeller 90-inch
fixed-pitch.

Performance
Maximum speed, 6 ,800 pounds gross weight at 16,000
feet, 275 miles per hom; cruise speed, 75 percent power
at 20 ,000 feet, 255 miles per h om ; at 10,000 feet
233 miles pe r hom; normal cruise range 955 miles
(standard fuel); maximtml cruise range at 25,000 feet
1. ,174 miles; rate of climb at sea level (twin) 1700
feet p er minute, (single) 300 fe et p er minute; service
ceiling (twin) 26,000 feet, (single) 13,340 feet; takeoff run ove r 50-foot obstacle 2,516 feet , landing rw1
over 50-foot obstacle (6 ,500 p ounds g ross) 2,110 feet.

Performance
Top speed at sea level 116 miles p er hour; cruise
speed 104 miles p er hom at 70 p ercent power at
5,000 feet ; maximum range 530 miles at 5,000 feet
at 98 miles p er hom; rate of climb at sea level 1 150
feet per minute; service ceiling 18,500 fe et ; stailing
speed 54 miles p er hour.
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AIRCRAFT

MODEL 0-2A

MODEL 230 AND 300 AGW AGON

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Cessna Aircraft Company

Remarks

Remarks
The Agwagon aerial application aircraft is being produced by Cessna in two models, the Agwagon 230
with a 2.30 horsepower engine and standard fixedpitch prop or optional constant-speed prop, and the
Agwagon 300 with a 300 horsepower engine and
standard constant-speed prop.

Military version of Cessna's Super Skymaster, the
0-2 is being produced in 2 versions. The 0-2A is
used primarily for forward air control, liaison and
observation functions. The 0-2B is modified for psychological warfare roles. Two engine reliability and
ea~e of handling under varied power conditions are
gamed through its unique centerline-mounted opposed
twin engines, one forward and one aft of the cabin
between the twin tail booms.

Specifications
Gross weight 3 ,300 pounds (without dispersal equipment); length 25 feet 3 inches, height 7 feet 4 112
inches; wing span 40 feet 4 112 inches; hopper capacity
200 gallons, 757 liters; wing loading 16.3 pounds per
square foot; power loading 14.3 pounds per horsepower (Model 230) and 11 pounds per horsepower
(Model 300) ; engine Continental 0-470-R (Model
230) and Continental I0-520-D (Model 300).

Specifications
Wing span 38 feet; length 29 feet 9 inches; height
9 feet 4 inches; wing area 201 square feet; engines
2 six-cylinder fuel-injected 210 horsepower (each).
Performance
Similar to commercial Super Skymaster version .

Performance
Top speed at sea level: (230 horsepower fixed-pitch)
119 miles per hour, (230 horsepower constant-speed)
138 miles per hour, (300 horsepower constant-sp~ed)
151 miles per hour; normal range: (230 fixed-p1tch
70 percent power at 5,000 feet) 325 miles, .,(230 constant-speed 75 percent power at 6,500 feet) 33.5 miles,
and (300 constant-speed 75 percent power at 6,500
feet) 320 miles; rate of climb at sea level for the
three versions: 710, 755, and 940 feet per minute;
service ceiling: 13,000 feet, 13,700 feet, and 15,700
feet.
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AIRCRAFT

A-4F AND TA-4F SKYHAWK
TRAINER-ATTACK BOMBER

A-3 SKYW ARRIOR
Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Remarks
The A-3 Skywarrior is a lona-ran
ae bomber designed
b
· ::;,
to perform various missions at high or low levels.
Versions of the basic A-3 include the RA-3B photoreconnaissance aircraft the T A-3B bomber-trainer
and the EA-3B reconn;issance model. An iuflight refueling system converts it to a high-speed jet tanker.
First A-3 flight was on October 28 , 1952. It is now
the larges t of the Navy's carrier-based aircraft. ·wings
and vertical tail surface fold for convenience in carrier handling. The A-3 was phased out of production
in 1961.

Remarks
Newest versions of the versatile A-4 Skyhawk series
of Navy attack bombers are the A-4F and T A-4F
the latter a jet trainer. The T A-4F modification in~
eludes the addition of a 28-inch section for a second
seat and dual controls. New safety features include
tl:e ~avy-Douglas ESCAPAC zero-level, zero-speed
eJeCtiOn seat system for both instructor and student.
The A-4F incorporates the advanced avionics and
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A enaine
of the ·
0
trainer into an improved attack bomber. Nosewheel
steering and landing spoilers also have been added to
the origi.nal Skyhawk. Both are produced at Long
Beach wtth final assembly at Palmdale, California. In
photo, A -4F.

Specifications
\<\ling ~pan 72 feet 6 inches; length 74 feet 8 inches;
height 22 feet 9 inches; normal aross weight 70,000
potmds; engines 2 Pratt & \<\lhitney Aircraft J57; basic
crew of .3.

Specifications (T A -4F)
W~ng span 27 feet 6 inches; length 42 f~et 10 inches;
het?ht 15 feet; empty weight 9,300 potmds; loaded
weight 24,500 pounds; weapons weiaht 8 200 pot d .
·
p
& ·nn.
o
,
ill S,
engme ratt
vv uitney Aircraft J52-P-8A.

Performance
Range more than 2 ,500 nautical mjles. Other data
classified.

Performance
Range transcontinental; speed 600-700 mile per hour
class.
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B-66 DESTROYER BOMBER

C-124 GLOBEMASTER

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Remarks
Several versions of the B-66 tactical bomber are in
service with the Air Force. Produced in bombing
and reconnaissance versions, the Destroyer performs
at stratospheric or minimum altitudes. The B-66 and
RB-66 were built at the Douglas Long Beach plant,
and the RB-66C and WB66D were produced at the
Tulsa facility. The RB-66B is designed to be used
with a wide selection of bomb combinations including the H-bomb. The RB-66C is a special purpose
reconnaissance plane . The WB-66D, last in the series,
is a weather reconnaissance aircraft. Special features
include a pressurized air-conditioned compartment,
in-flight refueling system, and thermal-cyclic de-icing
system .

Remarks
The C-124 Globemaster, first flown in November
1949, has been daily flying supply lines reaching
practically around the world si~ce May 1950, when
it was first delivered to the An· Force. The C-124
can transport general cargo, 200 full~-equipp ed troops
or many categories of military vehiCles fully assembled. Special features include a clamshell nose door,
self-contained ramp and an elevator located amidships
permitting loading and unloading a t both points. The
last C-124 was delivered in May 1955.
Specifications
Wing span 174 feet 2 inches; l~ngth 130 !ee t; height
48 feet 3 inches; empty we1ght l01,0o2 pounds;
gross weight 185,000 poun?s; alternate gross weight
194,500 pounds; wing loading 74 pounds per square
foot; power loading 12.2 pounds. per brake horsepower; engines 4 Pratt & Wh1tne~ Aucraft R-4360-63A;
fuel capacity 11,000 gallons; wmg area 2,506 square
feet.

Specifications
Wing span 72 feet 6 inches; length 75 feet 2 inches;
height 23 feet 7 inches; gross weight 70,000-78,000
pounds; engines 2 Allison J71 jets; crew of 3, RB66C, 4; armament 2 20-millimeter tail turret gtms
electronically operated.

Performance
Maximum payload 70,000 pounds: 50,000 pound payload can be delivered 1,000 miles and plane can
return to base without refueling.

Performance
Speed 600-700 miles per hour. Other data classified.
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C-133 REA VY CARGO TRA NSPORT

DC-6 (C-118 LIFTMASTER)

Prime Contractor: Douglas Airc raft Company (A Comp onent Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Remarks

Remarks

The C-133 A and C-1 33B are capable of transporting
any missile in the United States arsenal including
interc ontinental ballisti c missiles. They also can carry
virtually all Arm y fi eld force equipm ent. Costly disassembly of large vehicles and equipm ent is wmecessary and vehicles are ready for use upon arrival.
Simultaneous front and rear loading is afforded by
2 cargo entrances to the 13,000-cubic-foot capacity
cabin pressurized to maintain a sea level cabin altitude
up to 16,000 feet and varying to a 10,000-foot cabin
altitude at 35,000 feet. First C-133B Bight was October 31, 1959. The C-133B, developed for the Military
Airlift Command, was built at the Douglas Long
Beach plant.

First of the modem, post-World \ Var II airliners, the
prop.e ller-driven DC-6 series and their military counterparts are still giving service throughout the world.
Powered by 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R-2800 engines, the DC-6 repeatedly set commercial records
with its cruising speed of 315 miles an hour. It also
introduced new levels of coinfort to air travel with
cabin pressurization and air conditioning. \Vith an
overall fuselage length of 100 feet 7 inches, the DC-6
carries up to 74 passengers. After 174 were produced,
an enla1:ged version five feet longer to seat up to 102
was designed and designated the DC-6B. This design
was the basis of the first commercial air freighter ,
the DC-6A, and the military C-118 Liftmaster or-.
dered by the Air Force and Navy for cargo, troop
transport and medical evacuation purposes. More than
700 DC-6 aircraft of all type were produced. First
DC-6 flight was February 15, 1946; · first delivery
was March 28, 1947.

Specifications
:-ving span 179 feet 7.86 inches; length 157 feet 6.44
m ches; he ight 48 feet 9 inches; empty vveight 120,363
pounds; wing loading 107.0 potmds p er square foot ;
power loading 9.75 pounds p er shaft horsepower; engines T34-P-9\V, 5,650 shaft horsepower normal rated;
fue l capacity 18) 12 gallons.
~Per.formance
Maximum speed 312 knots at Military Power at
286,000 pounds gross weight at 8,700 feet; cruise
speed 284 knots at approximately 90 percent normal
rated power, at altitudes varying from 17,000 feet at
280,000 pounds to 35,000 feet at 130,000 pmmds;
landing speed 117 knots at 250,500 pounds; rate of
climb 1,280 feet per minute ; range with maximum
p ayload 1,973 nautical miles.
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DC-7 COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT

DC-8 JET TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Remarks

Remarks
Four basic models of the DC-8, including 3 new extended fuselage Super Sixty Series versions, are manufactured. Each is also made in a cargo or combination cargo-passenger variation. Series 50 DC-8 and
DC-8F models are identical in dimensions to the original Model 10, but have increased capacity to 189 passengers. Super 61, first of the Super Sixty Series versions, has a fuselage extension of 440 inches to a total
of 187.4 feet and carries up to 251 passengers. Super
62, an ultra-long-range transport, seats up to 189
passengers in a fuselage extended 80 inches to 157.4
feet and has a six-foot increase in wing span, increased
fuel capacity and redesigned engine pylons and ducted
fan nacelles. Super 63 is a combination of the full
fuselage extension of Super 61, with pylon and engine pod modifications of the Super 62. First flight
of Super 61, March 14, 1966; Super 62, August 29,
1966; Super 63, April 10, 1967. Certification all Super
Sixty Series models, 1967.

The ?C-7, the most advanced piston-powered commercial transport built by Douglas, is in extensive
use on long-range airways of the world. First of the
airline~s wi_th the speed and range to fly nonstop in
both directiOns between California and New York it
also pioneered polar routes between the U.S. W~st
Coast and Europe and between Europe and Asia.
Three models were built, in approximately equal numbers for a total of 336, culminating in the DC-7C.
Dubbed the "Seven Seas" because of its extended
range overwater capabilities, the DC-7C is powered
by fou_r Wright R-3350 compound engines giving it
a max~_mum speed in excess of 400 miles per hour.
It Carnes ~p to 99 passengers and their baggage on
nonstop ~1ghts of 4,000 miles with ample fuel reserves. FITSt DC-7 flight, December 20, 1955; certification, May 15, 1956.

Specifications-(basic DC-8)
Span 142 feet 5 inches; length 150 feet 6 inches;
height 42 feet 4 inches; wing area 2, 773 square feet ;
crew 3-5 plus cabin attendants; engines 4 Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft JT3D-3 18,000 pounds thrust; design
gross weight 318,000 pounds.
Performance
Level flight speed 579 miles per hour; rate of climb
2 ,380 feet per minute; maximum range 7,090 statute
miles.
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AIRCRAFT

C-9A AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION
TRANSPORT

DC-9 JET TRANSPORT
Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Compone nt Company of rvlcDonnell D ouglas Corporation)

Prime Contractor: Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)

Remarks
Remarks

The short-to-medium range DC-9 t\vin-_iet transport
is produced in two versions-the Series 10 with a
fuselage 104.4 feet in length to accommodate up to
90 passengers, and Series 30 with an extension of 15
feet, seating as many as 115. Convertible passengercargo and executive models al so are in production.
A ll have Pratt & ·whitney Aircraft JT8D ducted fanjet power plants, mow1ted on th e aft fuselage. All
versions are designed to operate from relatively short
airfields. ·wings of the larger Series 30 have leading
edge slats to increase lift on takeoff. Features such as
a self-contained boarding ramp and chest-level baggage compartment are of special value for service at
airports of limited facilities. First flight of Series 10
February 25, 1965 ; first delivery September 1965;
certification, November 1965. First flight Series 30,
August 1, 1966 ; certification, November 1966 .

On August 31, 1967, the Air Force awarded a
$28,700,000 contract to the McDonnell Doualas Cor.
'
b
poratwn s Douglas Aircraft Group for 8 C-9A mediwnsized twin-engine jet aircraft to be used for aeromedical evacuation. Essentially an off-the-shelf DC-9
designed for commercial use, the C-9A will be configured to carry 30 litter patients, 40 ambulatory
patients or a combination of the two. The C-9A will
be built at the Douglas Long Beach facility, and first
deliveries to the Military Airlift Command are scheduled to begin in the first quarter of fiscal 1969.
Specifications
See DC-9.
Performance

Specifications
Span 87.4 fee t ; length 104.4 feet ; height 27.4 feet;
wing area 925 square feet ; crew 2 plus cabin attendants; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT8D-5 ducted ; . '
fanjet 12,000 poui1ds thrust; maximtml take-off weight
77,700 pounds.
Performance
Level flight speed 557 miles per hour; rate of climb
2,750 feet per minute; range at optimum cruise. speed
1,470 statute miles.
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The C-9A will cruise at approximately 520 miles
per hour over a mediwn range with a maxinlum patient load.

AIRCRAFT

F-27J PROPJET TRANSPORT

EC-135N APOLLO RANGE
INSTRUMENTED AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller
Corporation

Program Direction: Electronics Systems Division, Air
Force Systems Command
Contractors: Douglas Aircraft Modification Division
(prime contractor for Apollo Range -Instrumented Aircraft Program); Bendix Corporation (major subcontractor for electronics) ; The Boeing Company (basic
airframe).

Remarks
Fairchild Hiller has built 120 F -27 airplanes that are
flown by 11 airlines and many corporations. This
aircraft, one of the most efficient and economical
twin-propjets in service, is now available in a new
more powerful version-the F-27J. It is pressurized
and completely ai~-conditioned on the ground as
well as in flight. Important features of the F -27 are
a highly reliable completely pneumatic retractable
landing gear and braking system and fuel-carrying
wings that have never experienced algae corrosion.
The F-27 meets medium and short range requirements of regional airlines; offers 36, 40 or 44 passenger seating; operates from short runways and unimproved fields.

Remarks
The EC-135N is an Air Force jet transport modified
to play an important role in the Apollo lunar landing program. A fleet of 8 Apollo Range Instrumented
Aircraft will provide a highly mobile communications
network which can be quickly shifted to allow coverage in areas where ground or sea stations cannot
afford maximum radio and telemetry contact with
Apollo astronauts. Most prominent addition to the
transport is a huge protruding radome attached at
the nose. The 10-foot-long bulb houses a 7-foot VHF
and S-band parabolic dish antenna which will scan
for a spacecraft, lock onto it and then transmit and
receive voice and telemetry communications. Four
of
aircraft will also be equipped with optical
trackmg and photographic equipment. The first ECl35N made its initial flight on September 19, 1966.

Specifications
Wing span 95 feet 2 inches; length 77 feet 6 inches;
empty weight 21,961 pounds; operational weights:
42,000 take-off, 40,000 landing; engine Rolls-Royce
Dart RDa 7 /Mark 532-7 2,050 maxi,mum horsepower;
fuel capacity 1,364 or 2,063 gallons; propeller Rotol
4-blade constant-speed; wing area 754 square feet.

th:

Performance
Cruise speed .300 miles per hour at 20,000 feet ; rate
of climb 2 ,200 feet per minute at sea level; service
ceiling 32,700 feet.
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FH-227B PROPJET TRANSPORT

HELl-PORTER

Prime Contractor: Aircraft Di ision, Fairchild Hiller
Co rpora tion

Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller
Corporation
Remarks

Remarks
Fairchild Hiller has introduced the FH-227B, an
enla rged and improved version of the F-27 .. ·with a
6-foot longer fuselage , the FH-227B
d s1gned t?
m eet the requirements of short haul au'lmes for additional capacity for both passeng~rs and cargo .. A seco nd new frei crht area is offered m th e aft sectiOn .

Fairchild Hiller is producing 100 tmits of the HeliPorter high performance single-engine turbine-powered
STOL aircraft for commercial markets. A spectacular
performer, it is the first single-engine propjet airplane
to be certified in the United States. The Heli-Porter
is an all-purpose aircraft capable of operating from
extremely small unprepared fields. It features laTge
~ouble doors installed on either or both sides, dependmg on customer requirements. Interior configuration
can be changed by one man in a matter of seconds
without tools because of 4 "T" rails built into the floor
to receive passenger seats, cargo tie-down rings
or stretchers. Arranged as a passenger aircraft, it can
transport 8 people including the pilot.

':a:

b

Specifications
W ing span 95 fe et 2 inches; length 83 f~et ; ope.rational weights: 45,500 take-off, 45,000 landmg; e.ngme
Rolls Royce Dart RDa 71 Mark 532-7 2,050 maXImum
horsepower; fuel capacity 1,364 or 2,063. gallons;
propeller Rotol 4-blade constant-speed; wmg area
754 square feet ; aileron area 37.6 squaTe feet ; total
flap area 136.9 square feet ; vertical tail ~nclu~ing
dorsal 190 square feet ; rudder area (aft of hmge hne)
33 square feet ; horizontal tail surfaces 172 square feet;
e levato r area (aft of hinge line 34 square feet.

Specifications
Wing span 50 feet ; length 36 feet ; empty w·eight
2,270 pounds; gross weight 4,850 pounds; useful load
2,?00 pounds; wing area 310 square feet ; 2 integral
wmg tanks have total capacity of 130 gallons.

Performance
Cruise speed 300 mile~ pe r hour at 20 ,000 feet; rate
of climb 2,200 feet pe r minute a t sea level; service
ceiling 35,000 feet.

Performance
Cruise speed 140 knots; range 550 nautical miles
plus 30-minute fuel reserve; take-off nm 320 feet at
maximum gross weight on standard day with no wind;
landing roll 180 feet (tmder same conditions) ; service
ceiling at maximum load 28,000 feet.
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E4 HELICOPTER (OH-23F)
Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller
Corporation

FH-IIOO HELICOPTER
Prime Contractor: Aircraft Division, Fairchild Hiller
Corporation
Remarks

Remarks
Built to meet the Army's high-altitude, rugged terrain requirements, the OH-23F is a four-place utility
helicopter. As a civilian craft, the E4, it is in wide
service in forestry work, missile site construction support, executive transportation and off-shore oil rig
supply.

The FH-1100 5-place helicopter is designed for both
executive transport and rugged field operation. Turbine powered, it is in production and flying throughout the world.
Specifications
Main rotor diameter 35.4 feet; tail rotor diameter 6
feet; length 28.3 feet; height 9.1 feet; empty weight
1,395 pounds; engine Allison 250-C/8.

Specifications
Main rotor diameter .3 5.4 feet; tail rotor diameter
5.5 feet; length 29.8 feet; height 9.8 feet; empty
weight 1,813 pounds; engine 1 Lycoming V0-540
305 horsepower.

Performance
Cruise speed 128 miles per hour at sea level; maximum rate of climb 1,600 feet per minute; service
ceiling 14,100 feet; range with maximum load 400
miles.

Performance
Maximum speed 96 miles per hour at sea level ; cruise
speed 92 miles per hour; maximum rate of climb 1,920
feet per minute; service ceiling 19,300 feet; range
with maximum load 225 miles.
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US/FRG V/STOL ADVANCED
TACTICAL FIGHTER

SlA HELICOPTER
Prim e Co ntractor: Aircraft Di vision, Fairchild Hiller
Corporation

Prime Contractor: EWH Fairchild International

Remarks

Remarks

Powered b y a supercharged engine that automatically
maintains full power thi-ough 13 ,000 feet, the SL-4
has a service ceilinab of almost 19 ' 000 feet at full
gross weight. It is a fom-place craft, sister ship to
th e non-supercharged L-4 .

Now in systems definition phase as a joint development project of the U.S. and the Federal Hepublic
of Germany, the proposed US / FHG V/STOL fighter
is a r:nedium weight aircraft capable of operating conventiOnally from short airstrips or vertically. The design incorporates variable-sweep wings, plus a new
concept of retractable, swing-out lift ~ngines located
just forward of the leading edge of the wings. Mounted
on arms which swing out from the fuselage, the engines can be tilted to varying degrees from the horizontal to provide vertical lift or extremely short rolling take-off capability with full loads. The 2 lift!
cmise engines are mounted at the rear of the fuselage and will have deflected thmst for STOL or vertical operations. The combination of lift and deflected thmst propulsion gives a classic tripod stability
throughout take-off and landing. Detailed . specifications and performance are classified, but the aircraft
is reported to be comparable to the F-105. A decisi?n on building of prototypes was expected by the
spnng of 1968. The contractor, EWR Fairchild International, is a joint-venture company comprised of
members of the U.S. firm Hepublic Aviation Division
of Fairchild Hiller and the German firm EWH Sud.
Power plants: Lift cruise engine competition between
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and General Electric; lift
engines, joint development between Rolls Royce Ltd.
and Allison Division of General Motors.

Specifications
Main rotor diameter 35 feet - tail rotor diameter 5.5
feet; length 29.1 feet ; heigh; 9.5 feet; empty weight
1,960 pounds; engine 1 L ycoming TIV0-540-A2a 315
horsepower.
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AIRCRAFT

F-105 THUNDERCHIEF FIGHTER BOMBER

F -102A ALL-WEATHER INTERCEPTOR

Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General D ynamics Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The single-seat F -102A, world's first supersonic allweather interceptor, is a prime air defense weapon
of the Air Force in America, Europe and the Far
East. The F-102A carries Hughes Falcon missil es
and 2.75 inch folding-fin rockets. The TF-102A combat proficiency trainer is similar to the F -1 02A except
for a wider nose section to accommodate pilot and
student in side-by-side seating. First flight of the
YF-102 prototype was made October 23, 1953, at
Edwards AFB, California. First flight of the YF-102A
was on December 20, 1954. First deliveries to the Air
Force were made in June 1955.

The F-105 Thunderchief is a Mach 2 , multipurpose,
all-weather fighter-bomber capable of delivering
conventional, as well as nuclear and thermonuclear
weapons. There are two models-the single-seat F-105D
a~d the two-place F-105F. The F-105 is in service
~Ith the tactical Air Force in the U .S. , Europe, and
e Far East. Its speed, maneuverability, and aerial
fire?ower qualify it for use in counterair, close support
or mterdiction roles in either limited or general war
situations. The F-105 enables its pilot to perform · a
round-trip, low-or-high level bombing mission in any
we~ther, day-or-night , over any terrain, without ever
~eem~, ~e ground. The F-105 has been the "work
f orse m North Vietnam for strikes on heavily deended ground targets and has demonstrated a ruggedn11ess1 equal to the Republic P-47 " Jug" of World War
. ts Vulcan
.
1 1meter cannon has been partlcu. 20 m·ll"
1ar1y effective
on all targets.

Specifications
Span 38 feet 1.6 inches, length 68 feet 5 inches;
height 21 feet 2.5 inches; engine one Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J57-P-23 turbojet with afterburner; 10,000
pounds thrust class.

Specifications

~!~:s

Performance
Speed supersonic; ceiling above 50,000 feet.

34

feet .... l l inches; length (F-105D) 64 feet •3
' (F-.10o) 69 feet 7 inches; height (F-105D)
19
· f eet 8 mches (F 105F) 20 f
Pratt & Whitne '
.eet 2 inches; engine
.
. . Y ~rcraft }75, 26,500 pounds thrust
With
dn water lllJecbon and a ft er b urner; conventional
or ance load over 12,000 pounds.

Performance
Speed Mach 2; altitude ceiling 50,000-plus feet.
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CONVAIR 600/640

F-l06A ADVANCED ALL-WEATHER
INTERCEPTOR

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General D ynamics Corporation

Prime Contractor: Convair Di vision of General D ynamics Corporation

Remarks
Convair 600 is the general designation for a ConvairLiner 240 airframe modernized \:Vith Rolls-Royce
Dart turboprop engines. The Convair Liner 340 or
440 airframe with Dart engines is designated Convair
640. Among improved performance features of the
600s are ~.payload increase of up to 2,850 pounds
and a cnusmg speed increase of 50 miles an hour.

Remarks
The sincrle-seat
F-106A carries Hucrhes
AlM-4F and
0
0
AIM-4G missiles and Douglas AIR-2A special weapon
equipped with a nuclear warhead. The F-106B is the
two-seat version of the F-106A with all-weather capabilities and carrying the same armament. First flight
of the F-106A was made December 26. 1956, at Edwards Air Force Base, California. First flight of the
F-106B was on April 9, 1958, at the same base. First
deliveries of the F-106A to operational Air Force
North American Air Defense Command squadrons
were made in 1959.

Specifications
600: ·wing span 91 feet 9 inches; length 76 feet 11
inches; height 26 feet 11 inches; passengers 40; 2
Rolls-Royce MK 542-4 h1rboprops with 3,025 shaft
horsepower each; 2 Dowty Rotol 4-bladed 156-inch
propellers; empty weight 28,250 potmds; gross weight
46,200 pow1ds.
?40: Win~ span 105 feet 4 inches; length 81 feet 5
mches; height 18 feet 2 inches; passengers 44; 2 RollsRoyce MK 542-4 turboprops with 3,025 shaft horsepower each; 2 ?owty Rotol 4-bladed 156-inch propellers; empty weight 30,540 pounds; gross weight 55,000
potmds.

Specifications
Span 38 feet 1.6 inches·, lencrth
70 feet 9 inches;
b
height 20 feet 3.33 inches·, encrine
1
Pratt & vVhitney
b
Aircraft J75-17 with afterburner 15,000 pound thrust
class; wing area 631.23 square feet.
Performance
Maximum speed 1,525 miles per hour; landing speed
167 miles per hour (other details classifi ed).

Performance
600: cruise speed 312 miles per hour at altih1de of
10,000 feet at maximtm1 cruise power; rate of climb
1,600 feet per minute; service ceiling 24 ,000 feet;
maximum range 2,280 miles.
·
640 : cruise speed 300 miles per hour a t altitude of
10,000 feet at maximwn cruise power; rate of climb
1,400 feet per minute; service ceiling 22,500 feet;
maximum range 3,225 miles.
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CONVAIR 880 AND 880-M

CONVAIR 990A

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The Convair 990A is a medium-range jet airliner
with cruising speed and fuel capacity to fly nonstop
transcontinental routes at near sonic speeds. The
speed of the Convair 990A is boosted b y 4 " speed
capsules" which resemble inverted canoes extending
beyond the trailing edge of the swept wing. They
increase the airliner's speed by delaying formation of
shock waves of air which tend otherwise to cling to
the trailing edge of the wing and create drag. Some
of the Convair 990A's fuel capacity comes from the
fact that these speed capsules also serve as fuel tanks.

The basic Convair 880 was designed for operation
from runways of 5,000 to 8,000 feet and for favorable
operating costs on medium-range up to transcontinental flights. Its sister airliner, the Convair 880-M,
offers increased range, fuel capacity, operating weights
and shorter runway requirements. It has wing leading
edge slats, power boost rudder and engines with increased thrust. Both Convair 880s can cruise at 615
miles an hour. In a first-class 4-abreast seating arrangement as used by initial operators, the 880 carries 84
passengers. In a 5-across coach configuration, it will
carry 110 persons.

Specifications
Wing span 120 feet; length I39 feet 5 inches; height
39 feet 6 inches; empty weight 110,750 pounds; wing
loading 106 pounds per square foot at take-off weight
of 2.39,200 pounds; engines 4 CJ-805-23B aft fan turbojets with I6,050 pounds static thrust each; fuel capacity 15,I88 gallons; wing area 2,250 square feet.

Specifications
Wing span 120 feet; length I29 feet 4 inches; height
36 feet 4 inches; empty weight 84,300 pounds; wing
loading 92.95 per square foot; at maximum 880 takeoff weight of 184,500 pounds; engines 4 General
Electric CJ -805-3 turbojets with II ,200 pounds thrust
ea_ch, (880-M) 4 General Electric CJ-805-3B turbojets
With ll,650 pounds static thrust each.

Performance
Cruising speed 621 miles per hour; lan~ing sp_eed
145 miles per hour, 1..3 stall speed landmg weight
I51,000 pounds; rate of climb 3,250 feet per ~11inut_e
at sea level; service ceiling 4I,OOO feet; cabm altitude 8,000 feet at 4I ,OOO feet airplane altitude; range
with maximum payload 4 ,050 miles.

Performance
Maximum speed 615 miles per hour at maximum
cruise thrust at 22,500 feet ; cruise speed 556 miles
per ho~r at Mach 0.84 at 35,000 feet; landing speed
145 nules per hour , 1.3 stall speed landing weight
12I,OOO pounds; _rate of climb 3 ,565 feet per minute
at sea level; service ceiling 41,000 feet ; cabin altitude
8,00? feet at 41,000 feet airplane altitude; range with
maximum payload 3,200 statute miles.
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F-IllA TACTICAL FIGHTER-BOMBER

F-IIIB AIR SUPERIORITY FIGHTER

Prime Contractor: F ort V. orth Di vision of General
D ynami cs Co rpora tion

Prime Contractor: Fort vVorth Division of General
D ynamics Corporation
Principal Subcontractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation

Remarks
The Air Force's newest, fastest and most versatile
fi ghter-bomber, the F -lilA is the basic aircraft of
th e va riabl e-w ing F-Ill series. The wings of all F-111
ve rsions can be m oved in flight through sweep angles
from 16 to 72 .5 dearees
the aircraft como
, enablina
b
mander to p erform a ny specified mi ssion with peak
ae rodynamic effi ciency. vVith wings ext ended, the
F-lll A can take off and land with less than 3,000
fee t of g rotmd roll. With w ings swe pt into a highsp eed delta design, the F-Ill A can fl y at Mach 2.5
at altitude, and supersonically at sea level while
guided by its te rra in-following radar. This capability
enables the F-111 to p enetrate enemy defenses in any
weather, day or night. The aircraft is powered by 2
fanj et engines with afterburners. First flight of a develo pmental F-IllA was made in December 1964; first
production aircraft were delivered to the Tactical
Air Command in Septembe r 1967. Initial production
orde r for 331 F -lllAs was announced by the Air
F o rce in May 1967.

Remarks
The U.S. Navy F-IIIB is a high-performance air superiority fighter for the fleet air defense mission in
the 1970s. It will carry the Phoenix Missile System ,
an extremely sophisticated air-to-air · missile. The
F-lllB provides the high performance needed for
effec tive deployment of this missile. Now in development, the F-lllB will be capable of flying at speeds
in excess of Mach 2.2, remaining on combat patrol
for long periods, and operating at altitudes that p e rmit interception of both low and high altitude aircraft, hundreds of miles from the fleet. The 6 Phoenix
missiles which the F-lllB will carry have ranges more
than twice that of present systems. Operational
F-lllBs will land on aircraft carriers at the relatively slow speed of 113 knots, an important factor
for safe operation from carriers. First flight of a developmental F -lllB was made in May 1965. Initial
production order for 24 F -lllBs was annow1ced in
May 1967.

Specifications
Span , wings extended , 63 feet, wings full y swept, 32
fee t; height 17 feet ; length 73 feet; engines two
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30-P3 afterburning turbofans, each in 20,000-pound-thrust class.

Specifications
Span, wings extended, 70 fe et, wings fully swept, 34
feet ; height 16 feet 8 inches; length 66 feet 9 inches;
engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30-Pl2 afterburning turbofans; armam ent, conventional and nuclear, Phoenix Missile System, other air-to-air missiles,
and air-to-surface missiles.

Performance
Speed at altitude Mach 2.5; speed at sea level Mach
1.2 ; se rvice ceiling 60,000 feet; range transoceanic
without refueling; in-fli ght refueling capability.

Performance
Speed supersonic at sea level, Mach 2.2-plus a t altitude; service ceiling 60,000 feet; range transoce;mic
without refueling; in-flight refueling capability .
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RF-IIIA RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

FB-IllA STRATEGIC BOMBER

Prime Contractor: Fort Worth Division of General
Dynamics Corporation

Prime Contractor: Fort
Dynamics Corporation

~ 1 orth

Division of General

Remarks

Remarks

The U.S. Air Force RF-IIIA is equipped with cameras,
radar and infrared sensors to record information about
the area below and adjacent to the aircraft. Basic
appearance of the F-IllA tactical fighter bomber
and the RF-IllA is the same. The only external
differences are added radomes on the reconnaissance
version and optical windows under the weapons-bay
area. The main modifications required to produce the
RF-lliA are removal of weapons-bay doors and installation of a pallet in the bay to house the various
reconnaissance sensors and related reconnaissance
equipment. The RF-lliA will have virtually all the
capabilities of other modern reconnaissance aircraft,
plus all of the additional features and capability of
the F-IllA, such as added range and endurance. The
RF-lliA's long-ferry range coupled with short takeoff and landing capability will permit flexibility of
deployment and utilization of many more bases. The
RF-IllA development program was annotmced by
the D epartment of Defense in December I965. First
flight of the developmental aircraft was scheduled
for late I967 .

The variable-wing FB-lliA strategic bomber will
replace the Strategic Air Command's C thru F models
of the B-52. To modernize this part of the strategic
bomber force, the FB-lliA will capitalize on essentially the same performance capabi lities demonstrated by the F-IllA. The FB-lliA will e nhanc e
strategic air effectiveness by combining high subsonic
penetration speed on the deck and supersonic speed
at altitude with advanced penetration aids and other
SAC avionics. The strategic bomber will have the
F-IllA fuselage but the longer F-lliB wing. The
FB-IllA's landing gear is strengthened to support
heavier payloads of conventional or nuclear weapons,
including a new Short Range Attack Missile (SRAM)
that delivers a nuclear warhead a t supersonic speeds.
First flight of a developmental FB-lliA was made in
July I967 . Initial production order for 64 FB-IllAs
was announced in May I967.
Specifications
Span, wings extended, 70 feet, wings fully swept, .34
feet; height 17 feet; length 7.3 feet; engines 2 Pratt
& Whitney TF 30-P5 afterburning turbofans; annament, conventional and nuclear, SRAM .

Specifications and Performance
The RF-IllA h as essentially the same specifications
and performance feah1res as the F -IllA but its intern_al bay is us~d for special sensing and photographic
eqUipment instead of weapons.

Performance
Speed high subsonic at sea level, Mach 2.2 at altitude; service ceiling 60,000 feet; range transoceanic
without refueling ; in-flight refueling capability.
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F-lllC STRIKE AIRCRAFT
Prim e Conb·ac tor: Fort
D nam i ·s Co rp orati on

v\ ortb

Di vision of General

Remarks
The F-lllC will be used b the Ro aJ \ustralian
Air F orce for strike mi ssions. The RA . F F-lllC i s
ou twardly ide nti cal to the .S. Air Force FB-lli A
sh·ategic bomber, but is equipped w ith the U.S. Air
Force F-IllA avionic svstem. AustTali a h as ordered
24 F- I ll Cs, 6 of w hich ' mav be fitt ed fo r reconnaissance r oles. First fli ghts of the F-IllC and deliveries
of produc tion aircraft were schedtt! ed for I968.
B-58 HUSTLER BOMBER
Specifications and Performance
F-lli C is outwardly identical to FB-lliA but has
essentially th e same p e rforman ce featm s as F-Ill A.

Prime Contractor: Fort \ Vorth Division of General
D ynamics Corporation
Remarks
The B-58 Hustler is a supersonic Mach 2 strategic
bomber in service with the Air Force Strategic Air
Command. It is this nation's first-and-only bomber
to operate at more than twice the speed of sotmd.
B-58s have been operational since I960, and are now
used by the 43 rd Bomb \ Ving at Little Rock Air Force
Base, Arkansas, and the 305th Bomb Wing, Bunker
Hill Air Force Base, Indiana. They were designed and
produced at the Fort Worth Division of General D ynamics. First flight was November 11 , I956. One hundred sixteen were produced. Air Force crews flying
B-58s set 19 world speed and altitude records and won
the Thompson Trophy, The Mackay Trophy twice,
the Bleriot Trophy, and the Harmon Trophy tw ice.
The design uses the delta wing pioneered b y the Convair Division of General D ynamics.

F-lllK STRIKE RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT
Prime Contractor: Fort vVorth Division of General
D ynam ics Corporation
Remarks
Great Britain's Royal Air Force F-lliK will employ
the fuselage and wing of the U.S. Air Force F-IllA
and the landing _gear of the U.S . Air Force FB-IllA.
The F-IllK will carry an advanced avionic system ;
most of its mission arid traffi e control equipment vvill
be British-made. Great Britain has ordered 50 F-lliKs.
First flight of a developm ental F-lll K was scheduled
for 1968.
Specifications and Performance
F-lliK is outwardly identical to and has essentially
the same performa,;ce features as the F-IllA .

Specifications
Span 56 feet 10 inches; length 96 feet 9 i1~ches ; h eight
29 feet 11 inches; gross weight 160,000 potmds; en gines four General Electric J79 turbojets mow1ted in
' ro.ds; engine thrust each I5,600-potmd at take-off
with afterburners; landing gear tricycle (dual-wheel
nose gear, 8-wheel truck. main baear)·' winab area I ' 542
square feet.
·
Performance
Maximum speed over I,300 miles an hour (Mach 2);
service ceiling above 60,000 feet; range in tercontinental with refueling .
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AIRCRAFT

E-2A HAWKEYE

S-2E TRACKER

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
Grumman's S-2E tracker, built for the Navy, was
designed to perform the complete antisubmarine warfare mission: detection, localization, classification
and destruction of hostile submarines. The plane is
equipped with a variety of electronic sensory and
search devices coordinated with a tactical navigation
system that features memory, display and automatic
computation for solving tactical or navigational problems. Armament includes nuclear depth charges,
depth bombs, rockets and homing torpedos.

Hawkeye's improved radar, computers, and highspeed data relay system provide the Navy with an
excellent early warning and intercept-control capability. The coordinated effort of the Hawkeye's crew
of 5 and this speedy information collection, evaluation and relaying equipment is called ATDS (Airborne Tactical Data System) . The system provides
fleet headquarters with the lead time necessary for
action in nullifying high-mach-number attacking aircraft. Hawkeye is able to remain airborne for prolonged periods. The aircraft is seeing extensive use
in Vietnam as a flying command post. First flight was
made October 21, 1960.

Specifications
Span 72 feet 7 inches; length 43 feet 6 inches; height
16 feet 7 inches; power plants 2 Wright R-1820 1,525
horsepower engines.

Specifications
Span 80 feet 7 inches; length 56 feet 4 inches; height
16 feet ; engines 2 Allison T56-A-8 rated at 4 ,050
equivalent shaft horsepower.
Performance
Speed 274 knots true (average cruise speed); fuel
12,133 pounds.
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AIRCRAFT

A-6A I NTRUDER

EA-6A INTRUDER

Prime Contractor: Grumman Airc raft Engin eering
Corpo ra ti on

Prime Contractor: Gnm1man Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Remarks
The A -6 A Intruder is a low -altitude, lon g-range, twineng ine attack airc raft with all-weathe r or night attack capability . It can be configm ed to deliver either
nuclear or conventional .stores and fly in close support of g row1d troops on a n ar ound-the-clock basis.
Th e integrated di splay system en ables the crew to
"see" targets or the environment around the aircraft
b y means of visual displays presented on viewing
scree ns, tmder zero visibility condition s. In additi on ,
the A-6A e mploys the Digital Integrated Attack Navigation System (DIANE) which frees the p ilot from
detail s that can be performed autom atically, thereby
enabling him to focus his attention on the im mediate
tactical situation. The Intrude r was the fi rst aircraft
in Navy inventory and on active fli ght sta tus to employ the nose-tow catapult system. The A-6A is depl oyed w ith the Navy and the Marine Corps in Vie tnam and is establishing an excellen t record .

Remarks
The E A-6A is the progenitor of a line of aircraft
specifically created to monitor electronic emissions
and int e~fere with ~utomatically controlled weaponry.
These au:craft are m .service with the Marine Corps,
first serviCe to fly this type of weapon system. The
2-place E A-6A will detect, locate, classify, record and
jam radiations from enemy weaponry . Its main mission is to support strike aircraft and ground troops
by suppressing air-to-air, air-to-grotmd and groundto-air electronically controlled weapons. The EA-6A,
which has the same airframe as the A-6A Intruder
can function in all weather conditions. Developmen~
of a second generation EA-6B craft with much greater
capabilities is already under way at Gnm1man.
Specifications
Span 53 feet ; length 55 feet; power plants 2 Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft J52-P-8A turbojets 9 ,300 pounds
thrust each.

Specifications
Span 53 feet; length 53 fee t 3 inches; height 12 fee t
1 inch; engines _2 Pratt & Whitney Airc raft J52-P-8A
9,300 pounds thrust each.

Penformance
Classified.

Performance
Classified.
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EA-6B

OV-1 MOHAWK

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Remarks _

Remarks
Designed to operate from small, unimproved fields ,
the Mohawk is used by the Army for observation
work. Its bugeye canopy offers exceptional visibility
to its two-man crew. Featuring a 55-knot stall speed
and short take-off and landing capabilities like the
Army's light single-engine aircraft, the Mohawk is
able to "live" with the field Army.

The EA-6B is a derivative of the already proven
EA-6A aircraft now on active duty with the Marine
Corps. Its most outstanding feature is the lengthened
fuselage in order to accommodate 2 additional crew
members. Sustained low a ltitude flight capability
combined with spacious crew stations and armor plate
protection are additional features of this newest addition to the Intruder family.

Specifications
Span 42 feet ; length 41 feet; height 12 feet 8 inches;
engines 2 Lycoming T53-L-15 each of 1,100 equivalent shaft horsepower.

Specifications
Sp~n 53 feet; length 59 feet 5 inches; height 16 feet
3 mches; powerplants 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
J52-P-8A rated at 9,300 pounds thrust (each).

Performance
Maximum speed 325 miles per hour; normal cruise
speed 207 miles per hour; landing speed 75 miles
per hour; service ceiling 33,000 feet; range with maximum payload 774 miles.

Performance
C lassified.
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HU-16B ALBATROSS

GULFSTREAM I

Prim e Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation
._.,

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Remarks
Gnm1man 's largest amphibian, the Albatross is used
by the Air Force, Navy and Coast Guard as a general utility aircraft capable of performing as a hospital plane, sea-air rescue, cargo, transport or photographic airplane. Most recent version is the HU-16B,
which bas oareater wing span, larger vertical and. horizontal tail surfaces and greater range than its pl:edecessor the HU-16A. Another version of the Alba.t ross wa~ built for antisubmarine warfare. Both types
continue in active service but the aircraft is no longer in production. Twelve foreign nations have purchased Albatross aircraft.

Remarks
The Grumman GulfstTeam I is a twin-engine corporate
transport with transcontinental range. The plane carries a 2-man crew and is designed for 10-14 passengers in the executive version or up to 24 passengers in a high-density configuration. The plane has
short field flexibility. More than 180 Gulfstream . Is
have been sold to the nation's leading corporations.
Specifications
Span 78 feet 4 inches; length 64 feet; height 22 feet
9 inches; power plants 2 Rolls Royce Dart Mark
529-SX turboprops rated at 2,190 equivalent shaft
horsepower.

Specifications
Span 96 feet 8 inches; length 61 feet 4 inches, height
25 feet 10 inches; power plants 2 Wright R-1820-76
rated at 1,425 horsepower each.

Performance
Cruise speed 35~ miles per hour; range more than
2,500 miles; service ceiling 39,000 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed 205 knots; best cruise 130 knots;
maximum endurance speed 108 knots; range 2,850
nautical miles.
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GULFSTREAM II

C-2A GREYHOUND

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Remarks
A fast, long-range corporate jet transport, Gulfstream
II is a twin turbofan, T -tail aircraft which can fly
from New York to Los Angeles against a continuous
90-knot headwind. Powered by 2 aft-mounted Rolls
Royce Spey fanjets, the 10-19 passenger aircraft
grosses 56,000 pounds. Gulfstream II also retains the
short field flexibility of its predecessor, the turboprop
Gulfstream I. First flight was October 1966 and FAA
certification was expected late in 1967 .

Remarks
A new carrier-on-board delivery system for the Navy,
the C-2A Greyhound is designed to keep fleet units
supplied with high priority items like jet engines and
in addition to serve as a personnel transport for carrier groups. The C-2A permits the Navy to fly directly from land bases to operating forces at sea without disruption of battle efficiency. The aircraft has a
fully-pressurized fuselage and a tail ramp loading device which allows ease of loading operations; it is
readily convertible into a personnel carrier.

Specifications
Specifications
Span 80 feet 7 inches; length 56 feet 6 inches; power
plants 2 Allison T56-A-8 engines rated at 4,050
equivalent shaft horsepower each.

Span 68 feet 10 inches; length 79 feet 11 inches;
cabin interior 34 feet long, head room 6 feet l inch;
seating 10-19 normal, up to 30 in high density version; engine 2 Rolls Royce Spey RB-163-25 turbofans
rated at 11,400 pounds thrust each.

Performance
Range 1,300 nautical miles with a 10,000 pound payload.

Performance
Speed_up to 585 miles per hour; range 3,010 nautical m1les; rate of climb 4,000 feet per minute; cruise
altitude 40,000 feet.
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C-IA TRADER

TC-4C

Prime Contractor: Grumman Airc raft Engineering
Corp oration

Prime ContTactor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Remarks
The C-IA Trader is a cargo ve rsion of the S-2D/E
Tracker and is used extensively as a Carrier Onboard D elivery aircraft. The aircraft featmes a larger
fuselage with 9 rear facing seats or cargo fittings.
Other uses for which the C-IA is designed include :
insb·um ent trainer, light cargo airc raft, utility or administrative aircraft and carrier qualification trainer.
'fhe C -I A Trader is no longer being produced ; but it
continues to serve alongside its newe r brother, the
C -2A Greyhound, as an important link between the
fl eet and its support bases on land.

Remar s
The TC-4C , as yet tmnamed, is the result of mating
A-6A radome and avionics to a conventional Grumman Gulfstream I. The aircraft retains the basic failof the Gulfstream I, but
safe airframe and encrine
b
feah1res a higher capacity electrical generating syste~
to satisfy the demands of the additional A-6A avionics
gear. The TC-4C w~s conceived in order to release
more A-6As from training squadrons and train a greater munber of bombardier/ navigators. In the TC-4C,
Intruder trainincr missions can be flown by a pilot
and a bombardter/navigator team seated in a fullscale A-6A cockpit. In addition, 4 bombardier/ navigator trainees, seated at individual consoles forward
of the simulated A-6A cockpit, may observe the same
displays as seen by the bombardier/ navigator in the
simulated cockpit. Students may follow development
of the _A-6A navigation-attack problem on their own
scopes, observing target identification, r~dar J?icture
size, terrain fea tures, atmospheric and mterference
limitations and optimum display selection. Capabilities of navigation and track radar may also be observed. Each console is also outfitted with navigational readouts.

Specifications
Span 69 feet 8 inches; length 42 feet ; height I6 fee t
3 1/z inches; powe r plants Rl 820-82 rated at 1,525
horsepower.
Performance
C ruise 150 knots; service ceiling 24 ,800 feet ; range.:.
964 mil es.

Specifications
Span 78 feet 4 inches; length 67 feet 10% inch es;
height 23 feet 4 inches; powe~· plants 2 Rolls Royce
Dart MK 529-8X turboprops rated at 2,210 equivalent shaft horsepower.
Performance
Cruise speed 290 knots; ferry range 1,950 nautical
miles; service ceiling 30,400 feet.
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TF-9] COUGAR

E-IB TRACER

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The E-1B Tracer is a development of the S-2/C-1
series of aircraft and is distinguished by its large, top
of the fuselage mounted radome. Airframe constructions parallels the S-2/C-1 series. The aircraft has
all-weather capability and its long-range detec tion
equipment serves the fleet with early warning information regarding impending enemy attack . Equipment for vectoring friendly interceptors against
specific targets is also on board. This aircraft is no .
longer in production but continues in active service
on both ASW and attack carriers.

The TF-9J is a 2-seat ve rsion of the F9F-8 Cougar
outfitted for training purposes. The second seat is
forward of the first and the aircraft is outfitted with
2 guns only. The TF-9J was the first jet trainer in
the U.S. Navy Advanced Jet Training Command capable of transonic speed. P erformance, range, and combat capability very closely duplicates those of the
F-9J. It is well suited to intermediate and operational
je t training, transonic flight indoctrination, carrier
operations, instrument and navigation training as
well as gunnery and external store delivery training.
Even though the Cougar-Trainer is no longer in production, it is still in active service with the Navy
and Marine Corps and is being used in Vietnam as
a tactical air control aircraft.

Specifications
Span 72 feet 4 inches; length 72 feet 4 inches; height
16 feet; power plants 2 R-1820-82 rated at 1,525
horsepower.

Specifications

Performance
Range 875 miles; service ceiling 15,800 feet .

Sp~n 34 feet 6 inches; length 44 feet 4% inches
(w1th refueling boom add 4 feet 41h inches); height
12 feet 4 inches; power plant 1 Pratt & Whitney
J48 rated at 6,250 pounds thrust.

Performance
Mach .87 at 35,000 feet; service ceiling 43 ,000 fe et.
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/

AG-CAT

MODELS 300, 300 LE

Prime ContTactor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Remarks

Remarks

The Gmmman Ag-Cat is a biplane built specifically
for crop dusting and spraying operations. It features
high performance, safety characteristics and easy
maintenance. Extremely safe, the Ag-Cat has gentle
stall characteristics, excellent handling and control
qualities and low maintenance costs. The plane is
powered b y a variety of engines; a new Super model
has a Pratt & vVhitney Aircraft 450 horsepower engine, together with stronger consb·uction, increased
fuel capacity and higher gross weight.

The Model 300 is a 3-place aircraft desi211ed for a
wide variety of personal transportation a~d aeneral
utility assignments. Exceptionally smooth fliah~ characteristics of the 3-bladed rotor have made ~his helicop~~r especially useful for aerial photography in
addition to the traditional traffic and power line patrol and_ constmction site operations. Equipment includes htters, cargo racks, floats and external load
sling. The Model 300 has a top speed of 87 miles
per hour. Newest addition to the Huahes line of
helicopters, the Model 300 LE has been desianed and
equipped especially for law enforcement. Si~ce June
1966, Model 300 LE helicopters have been used in
Project Sky Knight, a federally-sponsored crime suppression experiment utilizing helicopters as row1d-theclock "aerial patrol cars" in . the city of Lakewood,
~alifon~ia. Equipment includes 3-way police radio,
suen, high-power public address system, litters, and
an ~nternally-controlled floodlight system which illummates the average residential lot to dayliaht brilliance fr01"? 500 feet patrol altitude. Enginee~·ing refinements mclude Qwet Tail Rotor and exhaust muffler (also available now on Model300) which make alln~~ht ~atrolling possibl~ ~vithout disturbing sleeping
Cltizemy. Model 300 LE IS a 2-place aircraft.

Specifications
Span 35 feet 11 inches; length 24 feet 4 inches;
height 11 feet ; certified gross weight 4,500 pounds;
hopper load 40 cubic feet; engines 220 horsepower
Continental, 240 horsepower Gulf Coast, 245 horsepower Jacobs, 275 horsepower Jacobs, 300 horsepower Jacobs, or 450 horsepower Pratt & 'Vhitney.
Permissible operating gross 'vVeight limit may be as
high as 6,075 pmmds, in accordance with its CAM
8, Appendix A, Section 7.1.

'·

Performance
Working speed range 80-100 miles per hour; neverexceed speed 147 miles per hour; rate of climb 1,080
fe et per hour.
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TH-55A HEUCOPTER TRAINER

OH-6A LIGHT OBSERVATION HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Remarks

Remarks
Hughes is now delivering the OH-6A light observation helicopter to the Army under contracts calling
for 1,071 aircraft by December 1968. This helicopter
set 23 world records for rotorcraft including marks
for altitude, speed, and nonstop, non-refueled, crosscountry flight (2,215 miles). The OH-6A can carry a
5-man firepower team.

The TH-55A is a 2-place primary helicopter trainer
in production for the Army. Hughes had delivered a
total of 397 TH-55A helicopters to the Army to date;
the company has been awarded contracts to build
396 more by April 1969. Option could bring total to
991 in Army service.
Specifications

Specifications
Length 30.3 feet; height 8 .2 feet; main rotor diameter
26.33 feet; empty weight 1,163 pounds; design gross
weight 2,400 pounds; useful load 1,537 pounds at
overload gross weight of 2,700 pounds; engine Allison T63 250 shaft horsepower.

Crew 1; main rotor diameter 25 feet 3 1h inches;
length 28 feet 5 inches; height 8 feet 3 inches; design
gross weight 1,600 pounds; useful load 590 pounds;
engine Lycoming H10-360-B1A 180 horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 75 knots; endurance 2 1h hours at 65
knots; hovering ceiling, ICE, 6,400 feet; hovering
ceiling, OGE, 4,000 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed 1.30 knots; cruise speed 125 knots;
range 300-plus nautical miles (including reserves) ;
rate of climb 1,550 feet per minute; endmance more
than 3.7 homs (including reserves).
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HH-43B, HH-43F RESCUE/UTILITY
HELICOPTER

MODELS 500, 500U
Prime Contractor: Hughes Tool Company, Aircraft
Division

Prime Contractor: Kaman Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The Kaman Huskie has a unique intermeshing rotor
systen~ and servo-flap control system. In service with
the Atr
Rescue Service of the Air Force and foreiQ11
.
0
govemments around the world, the Huskie has demo~strated an ability to perform in the jungles, mmmtams ~nd remo~e corners of the world previously inaccessrble to au·craft. The Huskie has established a
record. ~f safe~y and reliability far exceeding that of
any mrhtary arrcraft ever in service.

Remarks
The Hughes 500 executive transport (in photo), luxurious commercial version of the U.S. Army OH-6A,
carries 5 peorJie and their Jucrcracre.
It is .a helicopter
00 0
.
designed to rival fixed-wincred aircraft m executive
transportation providing fa~ter point-to-po.int travel
up to 450 miles. The 500 features exceptwnal performance, luxurious appointments and low maintenance requirements. The companion Model 5000 provides maximum utility with its 40-cubic-foot cargo
com partment. The compartment's position at the
center of gravity of the aircraft eliminates balance
problems. Extremely versatile, the 5000 may carry
up to 950 pounds of internal cargo in the aft compartment; total persormel carrying capability is seven
including pilot. Speed, performance, low m.ai?tenance,
exceptional external and internal cargo hftmg capabilities enable the 5000 to fulfill many roles in the
fields of agriculture, forestry, construction, oil exploration and offshore supply.

Specifications
HH-43B powered by Lycoming T53-L-1B and HH43F . by T53-L-11A. Two intermeshing, counterrotatmg two-bladed rotors, diameter 4 7 feet ; height
12.6 feet; empty weight 4,469 (B model), 4,620 (F
mod.el); gross weigh~: 5,969 (B model), 6,500 (F model);
maxtmmn gross werght: 9,150 (both models).
Performance
Ma~imm11 speed 1~0 miles per hour (both models) ;
cnuse speed 11.0 mtles per hour (both models); range
277 statute nule.s (B model) , 504 statute miles (F
model) ; rate of chmb 2,000 feet per minute (B model)
1,800 feet per minute (F model); hover OGE 18,000
feet (B model), 16,000 feet (F i-r1odel); service · ceiling 25,000 feet (B model) , 23,000 feet (F model).
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AIRCRAfT

UH-2A/B UTILITY /RESCUE HELICOPTER

UH-2C RESCUE/UTILITY HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Kaman Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Kaman Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The UH-2C is a conversion to twin-turbine configuration of a number of UH-2A/Bs under a Navy contract awarded Kaman. Retrofitting th e craft with 2
General Electric T58-8 engines provides the Seasprite with twin-engine reliability for nighttim e overwater rescue missions. Compact and able to operate
from flee t vessels as small as destroyers, th e UH-2C
has completely self-contained navigation capability.

This compact high-speed turbine-powered helicopter
is in production for the Navy. The Seasprite carries
a complete complement of the latest navigational
and electronic flight aids including APN-130 Doppler, ASA-13A Air Mass Computer and a Kamandeveloped autostabilization system. With all-weather
instrumentation, retractable landing gear and water
alighting capabilities the Seasprite operates on a 24
hour basis and at long ranges compatible with today's
around-the-clock dispersed-fleet operations. The UH-2
is used for search, rescue, gunfire observation, reconnaissance, plane guard, courier, personnel transfer,
ship-to-ship resupply and tactical air controller operations. The UH-2 was first flown in Jtme 1959, and
there are now over 150 in service with the fleet and
at shore stations around the world.

Specifications
Length 52.5 feet; height 13.6 feet; empty weight
7,440 pounds; gross weight 9,951 pounds; overload
gross weight 11,614 pounds; ·main rotor, single, 4bladed, 44 feet diameter; tail rotor, 3-bladed, 9.3
feet diameter; engines 2 General Electric T58-8,
1,250 shaft horsepower each.
Performance
Maximum speed 162 miles per hour; cruise speed
152 miles per hour; normal range 466 miles; ferry
range 570 miles; rate of climb, sea level, 1,890 feet
per minute; hover ceiling, OGE, 15,900 feet ; service
ceiling 18,300 feet.

Specifications
Length 52 .5 feet; height 13.6 feet ; empty weight
6,1?0 pounds; gross weight 8,637; overload gross
Weight 10,200 pounds; engine GE T58-8 with 1,250
s~aft horsepower; single 4-blade main rotor 44 fee t
diameter; 3-blade tail rotor 9 .3 feet diameter.
Performance
Maximum speed 162 miles per hour· cruise speed
152 miles p~r hour; normal range 6'li miles; ferry
range 950 miles; rate of climb at sea level 1 740 feet
per minute; hover, OGE, 5,100 feet · servic~ ceiling
17,400.
,
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AIRCRAFT

LA-4 AMPHIBIAN

LEAR JET MODEL 24

Prim e Contractor: Lake Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Lear Jet Indusb·ies, Inc .

Remarks
The Lake LA-4 is an all-metal mid-wing 4-passenger
amphibian aircraft. It has retractable tricycle gear
and large flaps, both actuated b y an engine-driven
hydraulic system. This system is backed up for emergency use b y a manually-operated hand pump. The
aircraft is powered b y the Ly coming 180 horsepower
0-360A1A used in pusher configuration, and it utilizes
a Hartzell forged dural controllable constant-speed
metal propeller. The aircraft is mmsually mgged and
is capable of operating from short fields and in extremely rough water conditions. Tltis high-performance amphibian is enjoying a wide acceptance on the world
market, several having been flown to Europe and to
Australia.

Remarks
Certified in March 1966, as a growth version of the
original Lear Jet Model 23 , the Model 24 meets Air
Transport Category requirements w1der part 25 of
Federal Air Regulations. More than 150 Lear Jets in
corporate service by the end of 1967 had accumulated
some 130,000 hours of flight-equivalent to 65,000,000
miles o~ b·avel. Lear Jets, which hold 22 internationally recogmzed performance records have led the business
jet industry in civil deliveries since 1965.
Specifications
Span 35 feet 7 inches; length 43 feet 3 inches; height
12 feet 7 inches; wing sweepback 13 degrees; take-off
gross weight 13,000 pounds; pressure differential 8.78
pounds per square inch; engines 2 General Electric
CJ610-4.

Specifications
Wing span 38 feet; wing area 170 square feet; wing
load 14.1 pounds per square foot; length 24 feet 11
inches; height 9 feet 4 inches; gross weight 2,400
pounds; empty weight 1,555 pounds; useful load 845
potmds.

Performance
Maximum speed ?53 miles per hour; stall speed
normal landmg '"'eight 104 miles per hour; maximum
range with 45-minute reserve 1,565 statute miles;
cmising altitude 41,?00 feet; certified service ceiling
45,000 feet; 1 engme service ceiling at midcruise
weight 26,000 feet; rate of climb at sea level 6,350
feet per minute; 2 engine take-off over 35-foot obstacle 3,017 feet; 2 engine landing over so~foot obstacle 3,307 feet.

Performance
Speed 132 -miles per hour; stall speed 50 miles per
hour; take-off mn 650 feet (land), 1,125 feet (water);
landing roll 4 75 feet (land), 600 feet (water); rate of
climb 800 feet per minute.
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AIRCRAFT

LEAR JET MODEL 25

NAVY A-7 CORSAIR II

Prime Contractor: Lear Jet Industries, Inc .

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.

Remarks
First flown August 12, 1966, the Model 25 measures
4lJ3 feet longer than the Model 24. It carries 8 passengers plus crew of 2. Offering essentially the same
high performance statistics as the Model 24 , the longer Model 25 provides certain advantages in loadcarrying ability, cruising altitude, and other criteria.

Remarks
Newest attack plane in the Navy's arsenal is the A-7 A
Cor~air II, which deployed aboard the .Ranger to the
Pacific Fleet in late 1967. Designed 111 response to
the Navy's request for a light attack aircraft w.ith
more capability and versatility, the A-7 overall design
characteristics were derived from the F -8 Crusader
series, but optimized for the attack role . The Corsair
II can carry more than twice the load of bombs, or
the same bomb load more than twi~e as far, as current light attack bombers. Its fuel capacity gives a
choice of extended range or valuable loiter time over
the target. Factory completed 3 weeks ahead of schedule, the A-7 A made its first flight in October 1965,
with 199 production aircraft to be delivered by early
1968. The A model is equipped with the Pratt and
Whitney TF30-P-6 engine. The Navy has ?ontrac~ed
for production of 196 B models of the Corsair II, With
the more powerful TF30 P-8 engine, to be delivered
during 196811969. An Air Force version, the D model,
~nd. th~ Navy's updated E will be equi~ped with. an
.avwmcs suit" combining a weapon .cleh':'ery/navigah.on computer with Doppler radar, merttal platform,
au data computer, forward-looking radar and head-up
display, which is expected to offer a 3-1 improvement
in effectiveness of close support missions.

Specifications
Span 35 feet 7 inches; length 47 feet 7 inches; height
12 feet 7 inches; wing sweepback 13 degrees; take-off
gross weight 15,000 pounds; pressure differential 8.94
pounds per square inch; engines 2 General Electric
CJ610-6.
Performance
Maximum speed 553 miles per hour; stall speed nor1 landing weight 107 miles per hour; maximum
rna e with 45-minute reserve 1,670 statute miles;
r.an? ing altitude 41 ,000 feet ; ce rtified service ceiling
cruis
.
.
·1·
·d
·
45 000 feet ; 1 engme service cei mg at mi cnuse
' · ht 97 500 feet· rate of climb at sea level 5,600
we1g
over 35-foot ob. take-off
.
f ee t per. minute·, 2 engme
0
feet·
2
e
ngme
landmg
over 50-foot ob70
3
stac 1e ,
'
stacle 3,650 feet.
.,;...I

,

'

•

Specifications
Wing span 38.7 feet; length 45.4 feet; height 16.2
feet; engine Pratt & Whitney Aircraft TF30 P-6
(A-7 A), TF30 P-8 (A 7 B & E), Rolls Royce/ Allison
TF-41 Spey (A-7D).
Performance
Subsonic .
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AIRCRAFT
l

AIR FORCE A-7D CORSAIR II

F-8 CRUSADER

Prime Contractor: LTV · Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, a
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.

Remarks
The Air Force will initially procure 4 wings of the
A-7D for tactical use beginning in 1968 . D escribed
as capable of carrying and effectively delivering all
ty pes of non-nuclear munitions, the Corsair II is an
updated version of the Navy-developed A-7 A Corsair
II to be used in tactical multipurpose attack missions.
It is designed to achieve a high level of operational
reliability with a minimtml of maintenance support.
Basic difference between the Air Force A-7 and earlier versions is the avionics suit which gives the aircraft a great improvement over other aircraft in terms
of day and night visual and all-weather weapon delivery and precise navigation for the attack mission.
Weapon delivery will be improved by a ratio of
3 to 1 over most other aircraft in the inventory with
the "electronic brain" equipped avionics package.
The first Air Force Corsair II was to be test flown
in Dallas in February 1968, and to be operational
within Tactical Air Command in 1969. The Air Force
version includes an arrestina hook for emergency
landings or aborted take-off~, an inflight refueling
probe and folding wing sections, a gas turbine selfstarter, the ,M-61 Vulcan 20 millimeter cannon capa11
ble of firing 6,000 row1ds a minute, and 8 store stations on the fuselage and wings.

Remarks
Eight versions of the famed F -8 Crusader aircraft are
in active service with Navy and Marine Corps squadro~s. A ninth, the F-SE (FN) fighter, is operational
\VIth 2 French Navy squadrons aboard the carriers
Clemenceau and Foch. Models A, B, C, D, and
E Crusaders are on active duty as well as the RFSA photo reconnaissance versions and the RF -SG
equipped with wing p ylons, ventral fins, a new navigation system, and improved camera stations. A TF-8A
2-seat version is also in service . The newest Crusaders
are . equipped to carry 4 20-millimeter cannon, Zuni
and Sidewinder missiles, and 2 2 ,000-potmd bombs. A
remanufacturing program to extend the life of the
Crusaders through 1975 is in progress at the Vought
Aeronautics Division plant in Dallas; and the first
aircraft, formerly an F-8D but redesignated F -8H,
was delivered to the Navy August 29 , 1967. The firm
is re-equipping the Crusaders with new wings with
pylons for carrying armament, new landing gear, revisions to the radar and fire control systems and other
improvements. After refitting, the D will become the
H and the E will be changed to the J. Future conversions will include the A, B and C versions and
RF-8As for the Navy and Marine Corps.
Specifications
F -BE span 35 feet 2 inches; length 54 feet 6 inches;
height 15 feet 9 inches; engine Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft J57 -P20A. Other versions equipped with P-4,
P-12 and P-16.

Specifications
Wing span 39.73 feet; length 46.13 fee t; height 16.7
feet; engine Allison/Rolls Royce TF-4 1 Spey.
Performance
Speed subsonic, more than 650 mil es per hour; ferry
range more than 2,780 miles, infli ght refueling capability.

Performance
Near Mach 2.
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XC-142A V/STOL

F-104G SUPER STARFIGHTER

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Associate Contractors: Fairchild Hiller Corporation
and Ryan Aeronautical Company.

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company
Remarks
Lockheed-California Company's F-104 prototype
made its initial flight in February 1954. In January
of 1958, the multi-mission fighter-interceptor went
into service with the USAF. Starfighters are serving
with the USAF's Tactical Air Command and the Air
Defense Command. The aviation industry's largest
international production program has provided more
than 2 ,200 Super Starfighters for the a ir arms of 14
free world nations-Germany, Canada, Belgium, The
Netherlands, Italy, Japan, Norway, Turkey, Greece,
Nationalist China, Pakistan, Denmark, Spain and the
United States.

Remarks
The world's largest flying V/STOL aircraft, the triservice XC-142A is now completing operational flight
testing at Edwards Air Force Base, California. Two
of the tilt-wing assault transports were delivered to
Edwards in July and August, 1965, where a 12-man
pilot team from the Air Force, Navy and Army began tests which included high altitude, rough terrain
and aircraft carrier operations. ·Three other aircraft
were built, 2 being delivered to the armed services in
December 1965 and a fifth delivered in August 1966.
Designed to operate from landing areas as small as
350-feet square, the XC-142A will carry 32 fullyequipped combat troops or 8,000 pounds of cargo.
With its wing tilted straight up, its 4 T64 turboprop engines permit it to make vertical take-offs,
transition to level flight and fly up to 430 miles an
hour. The XC-142A made its first flight September
29, 1964 ; its first hover flight December 29, 1964, and
first full transition flight on January 11, 1965.

Specifications
Span 21 feet 11 inches; length 54 feet 9 inches;
height 13 feet 6 inches; gross weight 28,800 pounds;
engine General Electric J79 16,000 pounds thrust
with afterburner.
Performance
Speed Mach 2 plus; altitude above 100,000 feet.

Specifications
Wing span _6 7 feet 7 inches; length 58 feet; height
26 feet ; engmes 4 General Electric T64-1; propellers,
15.5 foot Hamilton Standard fiberglass.
Performance
Speed zero to 430 miles an hour.
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P-2 NEPTUNE

P-3 ORION

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks

Remarks
The P-3 Orion is an advanced, long-range, antisubmarine patrol aircraft which has been in service
with the Navy since August 1962. The Orion carries
the latest, most efficient AS\V equipment and has
sufficient space, weight and power reserve to incorporate ASvV systems of the futme. Orions hav~ also
been purchased by New Zealand · and Australia.

The P -2 Neptune made its first flight in May 1945
and today-more than 20 years later-it is ably performing its antisubmarine patrol mission for the U.S.
Navy and for other free world nations. Steady refinements and ne'vv additions kept the P-2 modern
and up-to-date through seven models. Although the
P-2 is gradually being replaced in the Navy by Lockheed's P-3A Orion, it still bears the insignia of seven
other nations, including The Netherlands, France,
Canada, Australia, Brazil, Japan and Argentina.

Specifications
Span 99 feet 8 inches; ·length 116 fee t 10 inches;
height 33 feet 9 inches; gross weight 127,200 ponnds;
engines 4 Allison T56-14 4,591 shaft horsepower each.

Specifications
Span 103 feet; length 91 feet 5 inches; height 29
feet 4 inches; gross weight 72,000 pounds; engines
2 \Vright R3350-32 turbo compounds.

Performance
Speed 413 knots; altitude above 30,000 feet.

Performance
Speed 300 miles per hour; altitude 22,000 feet.
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SR-71 LONG RANGE STRATEGIC
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

YF-12A ADVANCED INTERCEPTOR
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company
Remarks
Companion plane to the SR-71, the YF-l2A , formerly designated A-ll, is an advanced interceptor
for use by the Air Force. It is an all-weather fighter
and it is equipped with an automatic navigation system. Powered by 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J58
engines, it has a speed capability of more than 2,000
miles per hour and a ceiling in excess of 80,000 feet.
It has an ASG-18 fire control system developed by
Hughes Aircraft Corporation and it is equipped with
the Hughes AIM-47 A air-to-air guided missile. Other
details classified.

Remarks
The SR-71 is a United States Air Force long-range
advanced strategic reconnaissance aircraft capable
of flying above 80,000 feet a 3 times the speed of
sound-more than 2,000 miles an hour. The SR-71
made its first flight on December 22, 1964. Operational with the Strategic Air Command at Beale AFB,
California, since January 1966, the SR-71 carries a
wide variety of advanced observation equipment and
is capable of both pre-attack and post-attack strategic
reconnaissance. It can survey a strip of the earth's
surface 30 miles wide and 2,000 miles long (60,000
square miles) in just over one hour. The SR-71 is
powered by 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J58 turbojet
engines, the first engine to be flight qualified at Mach
3 for the U.S. Air Force.
Specifications
Span 55 feet ; length 107 feet; height 18 feet 6 inches
(from ground to top of vertical stabilizers).
Performance
Classified.
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WV-2 AND RC-121 EARLY WARNING
AIRCRAFT

T-33A JET TRAINER
Prime Contractor: Lockheed-CaHfornia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company
Specifications
Span 38 feet 10 1h inches; length 37 feet 8 lh inches;
height 11 feet 8 1,6 inches; empty weight 8,084 pounds;
gross weight 14,442 pounds; useful load 6,358 pounds;
wing loading 60.8 pow1ds per square foot ; power loading 3.3 potmds p er square foot ; fuel capacity 683 gallons; gear tricycle, fully retractable; engine Allison
J33-23-400C5 turbojet 4,600 potmds thrust.

Remarks
Derivatives of the Lockheed Constellation series
the WV-2 (Navy) and RC-121 (Air Force) are radar~
equi~ped flying sentinels for long distance early
wammg missions. Carrying six tons of electronic
e~uipment to high altitudes, the planes were designed as aerial sentries, locating sneak raiders at interception points far away from the nation's borders.
High fuel capacity and operational economy of the
·wright turbo-compound engines give the airplane
an extremely long on-station time. Wing tip fuel tanks
extend distance of scouting missions. The WV -2 is
an enlarged version of the vVV-1 which was the
initial picket plane in Navy service.

Performance
Maximum speed 580 miles per hour; stall speed
117 miles per hour; rate of climb 5,525 feet per minute; service ceiling 40,000 feet ; range 1,345 miles.

Specifications
Span 123 feet; length 116 feet; height 24 feet 10
inches. WV -1 same span, length 94 feet 4 inches;
height 23 feet 9 inches.
Performance
Endurance of approximately 18 hours.
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XH-51A HELICOPTER

XH-51A COMPOUND ROTORCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks
The XH-51A is a 2-place helicopter developed by
Lockheed-California in Burbank under a joint ArmyNavy contract as a research.,...v ehicle for high performance rotary wing aircraft. p_c st flight was announced
in November 1962. The 4-blade XH-51A has the
Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system that gives
the vehicle "hands off" stability. It has retractable
landing gear.

Remarks
The XH-51A compound is a 4-blade aircraft converted from a "pure" XH-51A helicopter in 1964
with the addition of stub wings and an auxiliary jet
engine (mounted on left wing) under an Arm ysponsored program. In June 1967, the 4-blade XH51A compotmd reached 302 miles per hour, world's
fastest known rotorcraft speed. The speed was achieved
during a Lockheed flight program conducted for the
Army Aviation Materiel Laboratories. Incorporated
in the vehicle is the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor
system and retractable landing gear.

Specifications
Fuselage length 32 feet; height 8 feet 2 inches; ~ain
rotor blade diameter 35 feet; normal gross weight
4,000 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
PT -6B-6 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of
Canada, Ltd.

Specifications
Fuselage length 32 feet; maximum height 8 feet 2
inches; main rotor blade diameter 35 feet ; normal
g~oss weight 4500 pounds; engines 1 Pratt & Whitney
A~rcraft PT -6B-6 turbo shaft and 1 Pratt & Whitney
Aucraft J60-P-2 ; wing span 17 feet.

Performance
Speed 175-plus miles per hour; cruise speed at sea
level 160 miles per hour; still air range 240 miles.

Performance
Maxi_mum speed 302 miles per hour; maximum rate
of chmb 3,500 feet per minute.
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XH-51N RESEARCH HELICOPTER

MODEL 286 UTILITY HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks
The XH-51N hellcopter was built for the National
Ae ronautics and Space Administration. It was delivered in December 1964, to NASA's Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, where it is being
used for advanced flight research in the rotary wing
aircraft field. It can carry five persons. The XH-51N
has tl1e Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system and
retractable landing gear.

Remarks
The 5-place Model 286 helicopter made its first flight
}w1e 30, 1965, at the Lockheed plant in Burbank
California. Exactly a year later the Model 286 re~
ceived its Federal Aviation Agency type certificate.
It was the first rigid-rotor helicopter to be certificated
by the FAA. It has a wide range potential for transpor_t, rescue, and various military missions. As a light
ant~submarine helicopter, it would be capable of rapidactiOn response from various Navy attack vessels. The
similar Lockheed-built Army-Navy XH-51A has made
landings on and take-offs from the deck of a moving destroye r at sea. The 4-blade Model 286 has
the Lockheed-developed rigid-rotor system and is
equipped with retractable landing gear. It has per..:
formed aerobatic-type maneuvers-barrel rolls, loopsto demonstrate stability and control made possible by
the rigid-rotor system. The Model 286 helicopterswhich have toured the continental U.S. and Hawaii
and participated in the 1967 Paris Air Show-are being used extensively as rigid-rotor demonstrate s.

Specifications
Fuselage length 33 feet; rotor blade diamete_r 35 fe~t_;
weight 4000 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitner Ancraft PT-6B-9 turboshaft produced by United Aucraft
of Canada, Ltd.
Performance
Speed 174 miles per hour; range 225 miles.

Specifications
Length 32 feet; rotor blade diameter 35 feet; weight
4,700 potmds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
PT6B-9 turboshaft produced by United Aircraft of
Canada, Ltd.

,,

Performance
Design speed 176 miles per hour; estimated range
225-plus miles.
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U-2

AH-56A CHEYENNE COMPOUND AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-California Company

Remarks
The U-2, originally proposed as an independent Lockheed project in 1954, has been in service with the
Air Force and other government agencies since then.
The planes furnish weathl' , fall-out, radiation and
photographic data from lengthy flights at su:taine?
high altitudes. A recent assignment has been mvestlgation of HI-CAT (high altitude clear air turbulence)
above 55,000 feet. Specifications and performance
data are classified.

Remarks
The AH-56A Cheyenne, advanced aerial fire support
system w1der development for the U.S. Arm y Aviation Materiel Command, will fly at nearl y twice th e
speed of current combat helicopters. The winged and
rot?r-bladed AH-.56A , designed to replace arm ed
hehc~pters used by the Army, was rolled out at Lockheeds Van Nuys, California, plant in the spring of
1967. Following extensive flight-testing , the Cheye nne
was scheduled for FAA certification in late 1968 and
fo~· A~·~y service evaluation in early 1969. Mission of
th1s ng1d-rotor compound aircraft is to escort troopcarrying helicopters in air mobile operations and to
provide direct fire support in the combat landing
zones. The heavily-armed AH-56A could carry wireguided antitank missiles, rockets, a grenade launcher,
and a belly machine gun that affords the gtmner a
complete circle field of fire. The aircraft has a 2-man
crew.
Specifications
Fuselage length 55 feet; main rotor diameter 50 feet;
tail rotor diameter 10 feet; pusher propeller diameter
10 feet; wing span 27 feet; empty weight 11,700
pounds; mission design gross weight 16,995 pounds;
engine T64-GE-16, 3,435 shaft horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 253 miles per hour; cruising speed
242 miles per hour; service ceiling 26,000 feet ; maximum rate of climb, 3,420 feet per minute; maximum
range (design gross weight) 875 miles; maximum range
ferry mission (without payload, short take-off and
landing) 2,900 miles; hover ceiling (OGE-out of
ground effects) 10,600 feet.
H.-78

XV-4B HUMMINGBIRD

C-140 JETSTAR EXECUTIVE AND MILITARY
JET TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company
Remarks
Remarks
The new version of the JetStar-the "Dash 8"- is a
575 mile per hour, 4-engine, multi-mission transport,
stressing reliability and safety with double and triple
backup systems; it is the only 4-engine executive jet,
and the only one equipped with thrust reversers.
JetStars are in use around the world, flying 5 chiefs
of state and other high government officials, as well
as the executives of more than 60 of the world's top
corporations. Because of this proven experience and
reliability, it has been selected for use in the Presidential jet fleet. Air Force Communications Service
and Military Airlift Command operate C-140A and
VC-140B JetStars. The compact jetliner seats 10
passengers and a crew of 2. It is also available in a
19-place military version, which can be quickly transformed to a cargo-personnel transport with a 3,500pound combined payload, or to a hospital plane.

The XV-4B Hummincrbird is a vertical take-off and
l~n_ding (VTOL) mid-wing monoplane, with proVISions for a crew of 2 in a side-by-side seating arrangement. Uniquely, this aircraft is a 6-engine direct and diverted thrust VI STOL configuration which
resembles most closely a compact, twin-engine jet
observation aircraft. Four of the engines are vertically mounted in the fuselage and are used for lift only,
while 2 cruise engines are mounted horizontally in
the nacelles, providincr normal thrust for conventional
flight and lift thrust for hover and transitional flight
through thrust diversion by means of diverter valves.
Vertical flight, hover, transition, and horizontal
flight take place in this manner: \iVith the diverter
valves positioned to cause the dual-cruise engine exhaust to flow out the bottom of the airplane, accompanying the thrust from the 4 direct-lift engines,
the throttles are advanced and the plane rises vertically. Small jets in the wing tips, nose, and tail are
used to direct roll, pitch and ya·w , deriving their
power from a common engine compressor bleed air
system. After obtaining the desired height over adjacent obstacles, the transition to forward flight is accomplished by tilting the nose downward to obtain
a horizontal thrust component from the lift and diverted cruise engines.

Specifications ("Dash 8")
Span 54 feet 5 inches; length 60 feet 5 inches; height
20 feet 5 inches; wing sweepback 30 degrees at 25
percent chord; maximum take-off weight 41,900
pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT 12A-8s,
3,300 pounds thrust each.
Performance
Maximtun speed 575 miles per hour; mu-efueled range
2,250 statute miles with 8 passengers; certificated altitude 43,000 feet.

Specifications
Overall length 33 feet 9.4 inches; wing span 27 feet
1 inch; 6 modified General Electric J85 turbojet engines provide a total of 18,000 pounds thrust.
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C-130E HERCULES TRANSPORT

HC-l30H/P HERCULES

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Remarks
The C-130£ is an advanced version of the C -1.30A
and C-130B, embodying various structural and system
modifications. Maximum payload has been increased
to 45,000 pounds and this ~ eight can be carried over
2 ,100 nautical miles. Using an overload take-off weight,
the payload can be carried over 3, 100 nautical miles.
The C-1.30£ is designed for the optional use of externally mounted wing fuel tanks. The use of these
external tanks gives this model Hercules true transocean capability. More than 435 of the C-130£ models
are being produced for the Air Force, the Navy, and
foreign countries.

Remarks
HC-130H and HC-130P Hercules are in world-wide
service with the Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Service (ARRS) of the U.S. Air Force's Military Airlift
Command. The HC-103H Hercules, equipped with
a Fulton recovery system, can pick up as many as 5
humans in multiple pickups from land or sea and return home. Designed for all-weather search a nd rescue
operations, the airplane can fly missions more than
2,000 miles from its base. The helicopter aerial refueling version is the HC-130P. This version enabled
2 Sikorsky Air Force HH-3E "Jolly Green Giant"
helicopters to make aviation history on May 31-June
1, 1967, when they flew nonstop from New York to
the Paris Air Show. The Air Force and LockheedGeor~ia pioneered the helicopter in-flight refueling
techmques that not only made these flights possible,
but also gave these Air Force rescue helicopters worldwide deployment and rescue capabilities. HC-130P
has beefed-up outer wing tank areas, additional backup _rump~ and wing pods for refueling drogues. The
48-mch high-drag drogue is designed to accommodate
the helicopters' lower speeds. Besides the unique Fulton system for surface-to-air retrieval of personnel,
HC-130H/Ps are equipped with a number of other
subsystems for their ARRS missions. These include
SJ?a~ecraft reentry tracker equipment and highly specialized electronics and communications gear. Two
remov~b.le internal fuselage tanks give the HC-130H/P
an additiOnal fuel capacity of 3,600 gallons, bringing
total fuel capaci.ty of the craft to 13,280 gallons. Power
plants are 4 Alhson T56-A-15 propjets. Propellers are
Hamilton Standard 54H60-91, 4-bladed 13'12-foot
diameter. In photo, HC-130P refuels Sikor~ky HH-3E
during 1967 transatlantic flight.

Specifications
Wing span 132.6 feet; overall length 97.7 feet; height
38 feet; cargo floor height above ground 41 inches;
maximum payload 45,000 pounds; maximum overload
take-off weight 175 ,000 pounds; maximum take-off
weight 155,000 pounds; fuel capacity 9 ,680 gallons;
Engines 4 Allison T56-A-7 propjet 4,050 shaft horsepower each.
Performance
Range with maximum payload, approximately 2,100
nautical miles; high speed cruise 315 knots; take-off
run at 155,000-pound gross weight 3,800 feet ; landing ground run at design weight 2 ,120 feet; propellers
Hamilton Standard 4 blades, 13.5 feet diameter, full
reversing capability.
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EC-l30E HERCULES

LOCKHEED-382B HERCULES
COMMERCIAL AIRFREIGHTER

Prim e Contractor: Lockheed-G eo rc,ia
Company
0

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

/ / Remarks
Tl~is .new versio.n of the military C -130-E .Hercules
p1 ov1des the U.S. Coast Guard with a multiple-duty,
long-range aircraft. It is an electronics mission aircraft designed specifically for use in calibrating
LORAN A and C chains around the world operated
b y th e Coast Guard. It will also test new airborne
elec tronic equipm ent. Other mi ssions include air
search and rescue and logistics cargo- personnel ~·aJ1S
p ort . The EC-130E contains a sp ecially-desii?ned
Staff-Pak to provide a relatively noise-free e~v~ron
m ent for electronic evaluation/ calibration nnsswns.
The Staff-Pak consists of four 7112 -foot cube compartments, or modules, which interlock into a single unit
to provide work space, lavatory and galley facilities
for 12 persons.

Remarks
The Lockheed 382B Hercules is a fully certificated
commercial airfreighter. It is in airline service in
~o rth ~merica, Africa aJ1d Asia. Powered by 4 propJet engmes, the Lockheed-382B will carry more than
24 tons of payload nonstop over 2,100 statute miles.
At maximum landing weight of 130,000 pounds, normal l~nding .~stance is 4 ,760 feet . Fully pressuri zed
and au-conditiOned, the Lockheed-382 is an uncompromised airfreighter designed for both on-line schedu.le cargo s~rvice and for the delivery of large outSIZe cargo mto remote construction, minine1, or oil
drilling sites. The clear-cube cargo compar~ment is
over 40 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 9 feet high.
Specifications
Wing span 132.6 feet; length 97 .7 feet ; height 38
feet; cargo floor above ground 3.4 feet ; maximum payload over 48,000 pounds; engines 4 Allison 501-D22
turboprop , 4,050 shaft horsepower each; maximtm1
take-off weight 155,000 pounds; maximum landing
weight 130,000 pounds; normal c rew 3 ; clear cube
volume 4,300 cubic fee t ; bulk loaded volume 5 000
cubic feet.
'

Specifications
Wing span 132.6 feet; overall lene1th 97.7 feet; height
38 fee t ; maximum payload with 1;aximum fu el 35,926
pow1els; maximum gross take-off weight 151 ,522
poun~s ; fuel capacity 6 ,960 gallons; power plants
4 Alhson T56A-7 propjet engines.
Performance
T.he EC-130E has a cruising speed of 300 knots true
air speed with normal power, at 148,000 potmds
gross take-off weight and 20,000-foot altitude, maximum range is 2,800 nautical miles at long-range
c ruise , with maximum fuel, 35,926 pounds payload,
and 4 ,260 pounds of reserve fuel.

Performance
Range with maximum payload 1,850 nautical miles;
range with 30,000 pounds p ayload 3,250 nautical
miles; high speed cruise 300 knots.
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C-141A STARLIFTER CARGO-TROOP CARRIER

LOCKHEED-100 HERCULES
COMMERCIAL AIRFREIGHTER

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Geo rgia Company
Remarks
The C-141 StarLifter, fanjet cargo-troop carrier which
can cross any ocean nonstop , is in service with the
Air Force's Military Airlift Command. It will airlift
a 70,847 pound payload 3,975 miles nonstop, or
31,000 pounds 6,040 miles nonstop. Ferry range is
6,840 miles. The C-141 will transport the Minuteman
missile, or it will transport 154 troops or 123 paratroopers or 80 litters with 16 ambulatory patients
and/ or attendants. The Star Lifter began squadron
duty in 1965, and received its FAA certificate as a
commercial freighter in January 1965. It is setting
records airlifting supplies to Vietnam and speeding
the wounded to U.S. east coast hospitals in less than
a day's time. The C-141 is the first jet from which
troops have jumped, and is the first jet to land in
the Antarctic.

Remarks
Lockheed-100s are in service with Delta Air Lines
Alaska Airlines and Airlift International. The Hercules:
a propjet commercial air freighter, is capable of revenue payloads up to 45,747 patmds. The airplane carries, as a standard, 5 pallets plus a ramp container.
The palle ts are made of phenolic-surfaced plywood
and have a capacity of 10,000 pounds each. They
measure 88 inches by 118 inches a nd can be stacked
with cargo to a height of 102 inches. The cargo
compartment features straight-in-and-out loading at
the rear of the fuselage with the ramp adjustable
from ground to truck-bed level. The compartment
measures 38 feet from the forward barrier net to
the ramp hinge, plus 10.3 feet on the ramp . It is
10 feet wide and 9 feet high.

Specifications
Wing span 159.9 feet; length 145 .0 feet ; height 39.3
feet; wing sweepback 25 degrees; take-off weight
316,100 pounds; engines 4 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
TF33-P-7 fanjets, 21,000 pounds thrust each; dual wheel
nose landing gear; 4-wheel bogie main landing gear;
cargo compartment 81 feet long (including ramp), 9.1
feet high, 10.25 feet wide.

Specifications
Length 97 .7 feet ; height 38 feet ; wing span 132.6
feet; maximum take-off weight 155,000 pounds; maximum net payload 45,747 pounds; crew .3 ; 4 Allison
501-D22 turboprop engines, driving 4-blade Hamilton Standard hydromatic propellers; fuel 50,926
pounds.
Performance

Performance

Maximum cruise speed 300 knots ; range with maximum payload 1,920 nautical miles· take-off distance
at 155,000 pounds gr.oss weight 6,9l0 feet ; landing at
130,000 pounds gross weight 4,760 feet ; actual landing roll 2,120 feet.

Speed 550 miles per hour; ferry range 6 ,840 miles;
maximum payload range 3,975 miles ; cargo compartment and flight station pressurized for 8,000-foot cabin altitude at 40,000 feet, or sea leve l cabin up to
21,000 feet.
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LOCKHEED-200 COMMERCIAL STARLIFTER

C-5A GALAXY CARGO/PERSONNEL CARRIER

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Remarks
The Lockheed Commercial StarLifter, being discussed
with airlines of the world, has shown its ability to
deliver m assive, awkward-to-handle cargo to far-away
destinations at fast speeds. In demonstrations for airlines, it has transported a large ttu·bine from Amsterdam to Iran ; 2 F-104 jet fi ahters nonstop from Bonn
to Burbank, California; 2 h:licopters from Ft. Worth,
T exas, to Mtmich, and huae
sec tions of the Europa
b
rocket from Germany and France to Australia. The
Lockheecl-200 has a payload of 90,926 pounds, including the loading equipment.

Remarks
Primary mission of the C-5A Galaxy, which will be
the world's largest aircraft, is to provide a sianificant
incr~a~e in the Military Airlift Command'~ ability
to au·hft all ty pes of combat and support forces. Basic
requirem~nts are for very high p ayload and cargo
volwne, mtercontinental range, support area airfi~ld
operations, and air-dropping of troops and equipment.
Double-deck design provides cargo compartment 121
feet long between ramps, 19 feet wide, and 131;2 fee t
high. Flight or relief crews, and support personnel
for vehicles carried below, ride on upper deck. Prototype roll-out was clue in February 1968; first flight
in Jw1e 1968. Operational deliveries will begin in
1969.

Specifications
Wing span 159.9 feet ; length 145.0 feet ; height 39.3
feet ; wing sweep 25 degrees; take-off weight 323,600
pounds; engines 4 Pratt & vVhitney Aircraft JT3D-8A
fanjets of 21,000 potmds thrust each; dual-wheel nose
landing gear; 4-wheel bogie main landing gear; ca~·go
compartment 81 feet long, including ramp; 9.1 feet
high ; 10.25 feet wide.

Specifications
Wing span 222.7 feet; length 245.9 feet ; height 64.7
feet; wing sweep 25 degrees; gross take-off weight
(2 .5 g) 728,000 patmds; engines 4 General Electric
TF-39 turbofans of 41,000 potmds thrust each; 4wheel nose landing gear; 4 6-whee l-bogie main landing gears.

Performance
Speed 550 miles per hour; fe rry range 7,040 miles;
m aximum payload range 3,660 miles; cargo compartm en t and flight station pressurized for cabin altitude
of 8,000 feet at 40,000 feet, or sea level up to 21 ,000
feet.

Performance
Maximum cruise speed 470 knots ; long-range cruise
speed 440 knots ; range with 220,000 potmcls design
payload 3,050 nautical miles; range with 112,600
pounds payload 5,500 nautical miles.
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LOCKHEED 500-114M GALAXY

LOCKHEED-100-20 HERCULES COMMERCIAL
AIRFREIGHTER

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed-Georgia Company
Remarks
A civil derivation of the USAF C-5A Galaxy, the
Lockheed 500-114M has main cargo compartment
13.5 feet hi gh, 19 feet wide, 14.3 fee t long; 2 upper
deck compartments 7.8 feet high, totaling 92 feet in
length. The main compe;tm en t takes 2 rows of _c ontainers or palle ts on floor, plus one row of contamers
suspended from ceiling-mounted rails. Alternately ,
it can carry outsize cargo too large for any other
airplane in production. The upper deck accepts palletized loads interchangeable with those carried in
707 or DC-8 all-cargo planes. Stackable suspended
containers can be mow1ted together to form 8-by-8by-10 standard, intermodal units. Maximum gross
payload is 284,320 pounds. Visor nose permits all
3 rows of main deck pallets and containers to be
transferred simultaneously. Design eliminates military
transport's aft cargo doors.

Remarks
The Lockheed-100-20 Hercules is a "stretched" version of the commercial Hercules now in service with
6 airlines. Lockheed is adding 2 barrel sections to the
cargo compartment-one 5 feet long forward of the
wing, and the other 3 feet 4 inches aft of the wing.
This increases the length of the cargo section by 100
inches. A new engine, the Allison 501-D22A, is expected to increase initial time between overhaul to
4,000 hours and to reduce maintenance and overhaul
costs by 30 percent. Cruise speed at 20,000 feet altitude will be 15 miles an hour faster than the present
Hercules commercial freighters. The new version
airfreighter will reduce direct operating costs 2.3 percent per airplane mile, and 18.6 percent per cube
ton mile. The new commercial Hercules was expected
to be available in July 1968. A retrofit program is
being established whereby commercial Hercules now
in airline service can be converted to the longer,
faster model.

Specifications
Wing span 222.7 feet; length 246 feet; h eight 65.1
feet ; gross take-off weight 814,000 pounds; wing
sweep at I/t chord 25 degrees; engines 4 Pratt &
Whitney Aircraft turbofans 44,000 pounds thrust ;
4-wheel nose landing gear; 4 independent 4 -wheel
bogie main landing gear.

Specifications
Wing span 132.6 feet ; overall length 106 fee t ; maxim'..lm payload 48,500 younds (with airplane carrying
a greater volume of hghter weight freight).
Performance

Performance
Maximum cruise speed 484 knots; long-range c~l1ise
speed 440 knots; range with 282,500 potmds of cargo
2,800 nautical miles; direct operating cost at 2J~OO
nautical miles, maximum cargo, 2 .27 cents per ton
mile.

Take-off distanc~ shor_te~ed by 500 feet; hot-day sec?~d. segm~nt c~t~nb _lim1t improved by 11 percent;
mitJal crws~ ce_1lmg mcreased by 2,500 feet; payload
cube capacity !llcreased by 698 cubic feet in Lockheed-100-20; increased by 800 cubic feet to 5 300
cubic feet in Lockheed-382B version when stretcl1ed.
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MARTIN 4-04 AIRLINER

SP-5B MARLIN PATROL SEAPLANE

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore Divisions

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore Divisions

Remarks
The 4-0-4 is an improved version of the earlier Martin 2-0-2. It has a crew of three and carries 40 passengers. Tricycle landing gear and 32-foot-wide, retractable passenger steps facilitate ground operations.
One hw1dred and three 4-0-4s were built between
1951 and 1952.

Remarks
SP-5B was designed for a crew of eicrht for antisubmarine warfare missions. The 10\v bowl::>chine (lower
tha~ on the P5M-1) pem1its higher gross take-off
weights and lessens the possibility of spray damage
to surfaces and propellers, while the long hull afterbody provides increased control durin()' roucrh-water
landings and take-offs. The high T -shap~d tail reduces
structural weight and aerodynamic drag and eliminates
spray damage to horizontal tail surfaces. Hydroflaps
on both sides of the hull afterbody act as a brake
when opened together, or as a rudder when operated
separately. First flight August 1953 and first delivery
June 23, 1954. Martin delivered 117 aircraft to the
Navy between 1953 and 1960.

Specifications
Length 74 feet 7 inches; height 28 feet 5% inches;
span 93 feet 3% inches; fuel capacity 1,350 gallons;
weight at take-off 44,900 potmds (maximum), landing
4.3,000 pounds, operating empty 30,701 potmds, design useful load 15,774 pounds; engines 2 Pratt and
Whitney Aircraft R-2800 CB16.

Specifications
Length 101.8 feet ; overall height 33 feet ; hull width
10 feet; span 118 feet; gross weight 76,635 ; powered
by 2 Wright R-3350-32WA engines.

Performance
Range 925 miles with 40 passengers and baggage plus
1,000 potmds cargo (total of 8,800 pow1ds) ; 2,525
miles maximum engineering range with full fuel ,
10,000 feet altitude and 5,694 pound payload; 312
mile per hour level flight high speed at 14,500 feet ;
280 mile per hour cruising speed at 18,000 feet; 1,250
fee t per minute maximtm1 rate of climb at sea level,
maximum take-off gross weight; 29,000 feet service
ceiling with engines at normal rated power and 40,000
pounds gross weight.

Performance
Range 1,790 nautical miles; maximtm1 speed 250
miles per hour.
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B-57 BOMBER

F 4C PHANTOM FIGHTER-BOMBER

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore Divisions

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Remarks
The F-4C Phantom is an Air Force fighter-bomber
aircraft, a 2-engine, 2-man, all-weather weapon system employed for the close support and attack mi ssion of Tactical Air Command, PACAF and USAFE .
Basic armament of the F -4C is 4 radar-guided Sparrow III air-to-air missiles carried semi-submerged
under the fuselage; 2 additional Sparrow Ills or 4
infrared-guided Sidewinders may be carried on wing
stations. More than 8 tons of miscellaneous external
payload (bombs, fuel tanks, rockets, mines, etc.) can
be carried on 5 stations beneath the wings and fuselage. First flight of the F-4C was made on May 27,
1963, less than 14 months after McDonnell received
contractual go-ahead from the USAF. The first 2 aircraft were delivered on November 20, 1963, and the
last of 583 F-4Cs was delivered on May 4, 1966. The
F-4D Phantom has augmented the F-4C in the USAF
inventory.

Remarks
The B-57 A, B and C are designed to destroy surface
military targets during tactical operations. Speed
brakes on either side of the fuselage permit steep
dives and additional control during low altitude
operations and landing approaches. Tactical versions
carry a pilot and radar operator-navigator-bombardier
and can operate from most fighter strips, including
sod fields ; turns can be made within the boundaries
of average airports; and starting cartridges eliminate
the need for ground equipment or outside power.
The RB-57 and RB-57D are reconnaissance versions
and the "E" model is a tow-target version. Martin
built 403 planes between 1953 and 1959.
Specifications
Span 64 feet (RB-57D span 82 feet); length 65 .5 feet;
height 15 feet; gross take-off weight 50,000 pounds;
tricycle gear; powered by 2 Curtiss-Wright }65 jet
engines, each with 7 ,200 pounds thrust; tactical versions have rotary bomb doors, pylon weapons mounts
under the wings and four 20 millimeter cannons or
eight .50 calibre machine guns fire from the leading
edges of the wings.

Specifications
\ .J
Length 58 feet; span 38ljz feet; ~ing sweepback 45
degrees; engines 2 GE }79-15 engmes, 17,000 pounds
thrust each.
Performance
Speed 1,600 plus miles per hour; ferry range 2 ,300
miles; airborne in less than 3,000 feet, lands in even
less distance.

Performance
Speed over 600 miles per hour; range more than
2,000 miles; service ceiling over 45,000 feet.
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F 4B PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY FIGHTER

RF4B PHANTOM RECONNAISSANCE FIGHTER

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Remarks
The F-4B Phantom is a two-place, twin-jet all-weather
fighter built for the U.S. Navy and 1 1arine Co rps. The
Phantom has the greatest firepower of any · ~vy fighter. The crew consists of a pilot and a radar mtercept
?fficer. The plane is equipped with detection an~ trackmg systems which make it capable of destroymg supersonic as well as subsonic enemy aircraft by day
or night in any weather. The F -4B Phantom holds 8
time-to-climb world records including climbing to
12,000 meters (39,370 feet) in 1 minute, 17 secon~s.
The F-4B is being augmented in . avy and Manne
service by the F-4J.

Remarks
The RF-4B is a tactical all-weather multi-sensor reconnaissance aircraft that utilizes the same basic configuration and engines as the fiahter and attack ver~ions. of. the Phantom. McDom~ell has designed and
IS bmlcling the RF -4B to increase the reconnaissance
~apability of the Marine Corps. The basic changes
m the RF -4B from the RF -4C reconnaissance version
are: (1) the RF-4B is carrier-suitable , incluclina
the
b
smaller wheels used on the Navy version; (2) the RF4B has flight controls in the cockpit only, w1like the
RF-4C which has dual controls. The RF-4B has inflight rotatable camera motmts in two camera stations.
Cameras in the Air Force version can only be repositioned on the ground. The RF -4B has no armament
capability.

Specifications
L ength 58 feet; span 38•h feet; wing sweepback 45
degrees; horizontal stabilizer slopes downward at 23
degrees; boundary layer control; engines 2 GE }79-8,
17,000 pounds thrust each .

Specifications
Length 63 feet ; span 38 lh feet ; wing sweepback 45
degrees; engines 2 J79-GE 8, 17,000 pounds thrust
each.

Performance
Speed 1,600 plus miles per hom; servi ce ceiling over
60,000 feet; has been flown to altitudes ove r 100,000
fe e t.

Performance
Speed 1,600 plus miles per hour; ferry range 2,000
miles; forward looking radar utilizing its terrain following or terrain avoidance mode, p ermits operation
at very low altitude over varying terrains.
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RF4C PHANTOM RECONNAISSANCE
AIRCRAFT

F4D PHANTOM

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas .Corporation

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Remarks
The Air Force's newest, fastest and highest-flying
fighter bomber, the F-4D is the second version of the
Phantom to enter USAF service. The plane has essentially the same airframe and engines as its predecessor, the F -4C, but it carries major systems improvements which increase its capability to deliver accurate
air-to-ground weapons. The F-4D is equipped with a
new APQ-109 fire control radar system. First flight
of the F-4D took place at Lambert-St. Louis Municipal Airport on December 8, 1965. On March 10, 1966,
the first F-4D was delivered to the USAF at WarnerRobbins AFB, Georgia, later flown to Bitburg, Germany as the forerunner of several squadrons of F-4Ds
that are replacing F -105 aircraft stationed there.

Remarks
The RF -4C Phantom is a high-performance fightertype aircraft with an effective, tactical all-weather
multi-sensor reconnaissance capability. The Air Force
RF-4C incorporates optical, infra-red and electronic
sensors necessary to perform reconnaissance missions,
day or night, in any kind of weather. Its optical system includes cameras of various focal lengths and
operational modes, an integrated sensor control system, automatic in-flight film process and film ejection
from the low altitude panoramic camera station. By
adding an HF communications transceiver to the
electronics system, voice communication is possible
between the aircraft and its home base anywhere
within the performance envelope of the Phantom. In
addition the RF -4C has forward looking radar for
ground mapping and low-level penetration; sidelooking radar; an infra-red reconnaissance system
(IRRS), and an inerted navigation set.
Specifications

'·,

L ength 63 feet; span 38 1h feet; retains air-to-ground
nuclear attack capability of other Phantom versions·
no conventional weapons; engines 2 GE }79-15 en~
gines. Basically same aircraft as F-4C in service with
Air Force. Main diffe rence lies in nose section which
contains the cameras and other detection equipment.
Performance
Speed 1,600-plus miles per hour; ferry range 2,000
miles; service ceiling above 60,000 feet.
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F-4E PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY FIGHTER

F4J PHANTOM

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

The F --4E is a tactical strike fighter version of the
F-4 Phantom. Like the prececlliw
F--4C and F-4D
0
senes, It is a twin-engined, 2-place fighter capable
of performing air superiority, close support and interd.iction missions of the tactica1 forces using conventional or nuclear mlmitions. The F--4E has an internally m~mnted M-61A1 20 millimeter Gatling gun
housed m the nose of the aircraft, an improved fire
control system and engines with increased thrust. A
Westinghouse-developed miniaturized radar installed
in the nose enables retention of the radar guided
Sparrow III missile armament in addition to the gun.
The multi-barrel cannon, based on the Gatling-gun
concept, is capable of firing shells at a rate of 100
rounds a minute.

An advanced version of the Phantom II series, the
F -4 J was the 6th model to reach production status.
It made its first public flight on May 27, 1966, the
8th anniversary of the initial flight of the first airplane of the Phantom II series. Being delivered to
both the Navy and the Marine Corps, the F-4J has
a higher maximmn speed, greater range, higher combat ceiling, shorter take-off distance, lower approach
speeds and better air-to-air and air-to-ground combat
capabilities than any predecessor Phantom model.
Major improvements include a new radar system,
a new bombing system, new electronics systems, improved control surfaces and new engines. The 2 General Electric J79-10 engines each produce 17,900
pounds thrust at take-off, provide additional acceleration at supersonic speeds and operate with reduced
fuel consmnption at cmise speeds. Above Mach 2
each engine produces 2,000 pounds more thrust than
the J79-8/ 15 engines that power the earlier B and
C models.

0

0
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F-4K PHANTOM

F -4M PHANTOM AIR SUPERIORITY FIGHTER

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Remarks
The F-4K, which made its initial flight on June 28,
1966, is the 8th production model of the Phantom II
series and the first to be purchased outside the United
States; it is a specially designed version for use by
the United Kingdom's Royal Navy. In many respects
the plane is similar to the U.S. Navy's F-4J. Among
the major differences are an extendible nose landing
gear and provisions for folding the radome and radar
antenna to permit use of the 54-foot elevators on the
British carriers (folding reduces the overall length to
just under 52 feet). Prime difference is the substitution
of Rolls-Royce Spey engines for the J79s in the American versions; the larger Speys give the F-4K an increase in performance capability over U.S. versions
in virtually every area of flight.

Remarks
The McDonnell Douglas F-4M Phantom for the Roy al
Air Force made its first flight on February 17, 1967,
at Lambert-St. Louis Mw1icipal Airport. The F -4M
is similar to the latest U.S. Navy model, the F-4J.
Some of the major differences in the F-4M are the
use of Rolls-Royce Spey engines, an improved navigation/ attack system, a strike camera and an advanced
A WG-12 missile control system. In addition, the F-4M
has either reconnaissance controls or dual controls
in the rear seat, an innovation from U.S. Phantom
models. The dual controls permit the F-4M Phantoms
to be used for pilot training while retaining full mission capability. The reconnaissance controls with a
United Kingdom supplied pod for sensors provide a
reconnaissance capability while keeping an air superiority and attack capability. The Spey engine version powering the F-4M is the MK-201 equipped with
reheat and Plessey gas turbine starter. The design of
the F-4M Phantom has been tailored for easy engine
maintenance. In tests at McDonnell Douglas in St.
Louis, the Spey has been i ~ ~ ~ alled in the Phantom
from dolly roll in to dolly r"oll out in 12 minutes.
The Spey engine is larger than the J79 and provides
additional static thrust (20,100 pounds each engine)
for short take-offs and rapid climb. A major item {
electronic equipment in the F-4M is the high-powered
forward-looking A vVG-12 radar and missile computer
system, a function of which is to prepare and launch
the radar-guided Sparrow III or infrared heat seeking
Sidewinder missiles for air-to-air attack. The F-4M is
also equipped with the AJ-168 Martel, a new generation
air-to-ground precision strike missile.
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.

F-IOIB VOODOO INTERCEPTOR

188E STOL TRANSPORT

.

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Co rporatiOn

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The 1~ 8 E is des ig~1e d to carry an eight-ton payload
575 miles, land safel y witl1 less than 500-foot ground
roll on a 1,000-foot unprepared surface and return
to its base with payload, without refueling. Flight
safety for short fi eld ope ra tions and m aneuverability
at low sp eed is provided through c ross-shaft interconnection of the four engines. The 188E can m ake steep
turns and gea r-clown landing approach es a t airsp eeds
as low as 50 knots. The Breguet-clesign ecl aircraft will
b ~ built to U.S . military standards by McDmmell
w1th U.S. tooling; material and equipment witl1 the
technical assistance of Breguet.

Th e F-101B has th e g reatest co mbination of .speed
a1~d long range of any opera tional intercep.tor m tl~e
Ai r D efense Command. It is equipped with Geme
rocke ts possessina a nuclear capability. I n additi on,
it ca rries conver~ional rockets and Falcon missiles.
The F-101B is a two-place interceptor ; the second
crewma n is a rada r ope rator. The F -IOI B o p ~ rates
tmcle r all -weath er conditi ons to execute two pnmary
missions: th e identificati on of unknown aircraft and
th en destruc tion if tJ1ey are hostile. There are .15
squadrons of the F-101B Voodoo cmrently in se rv1ce
with the Air Defense C omm and and three squadrons
now in the inventory of the Royal Canadian Air Force.

Specifications

71

Specifications

Ler~gth
feet; span 77 feet; height 3 1 feet ; gross
werght :::>8,400 pounds; payload for 575-mile radius
missions 8 tons; troop capacity 55.

Leng th 6 7 1h feet ; span 40 fee t; height 18 feet; wing
and stabilize r swept back a t angle of 35 degrees; engines 2 Pratt and Whitney Airc raft J-57.

Performance

Performance

Cruise speed 250 knots; ferry range 3,500-plus miles.

S~ ee cl 1,200-plus mil es per hour; range 2,000-plus

miles; se rvice ceiling 55,000-plus fee t.
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RANGER

STATESMAN

Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft, Inc.

Remarks
The 4-place retractable gear Ranger featmes positive
control for "wings level" flight attitude. Its 4-cylinder,
180 horsepower engine uses 91/98 octane fuel. The
fuel is contained in two integral sealed tanks. A full
trim tail gives maximum stability at low speeds and
minimum drag at high speeds. Cabin construction
features a welded chrome-moly steel tube frame
structure . Electric or manual gear retraction system
is available.

Remarks
The Mooney Statesman offers tl1e economy of a 180
.
horsepower engme
com b"me d w 1·t]1 t11e stretch-out
·
91 The Statescomfort of the Mooney Executive
~ ·
man, new in 1968, has a restyled instrument pan~! ,
improved instrument and interior lighting and an easy
·
. t e m · The new
operating manual gear retractiOn
sys
Statesman has all the basic features of the Mooney
line such as Positive Control flight stability system ,
wrap-around wing skins and integral fuel tanks.

Specifications
Span 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height 8 feet
41;2 inches; gross weight 2,575 pounds; empty weight
1,566 pounds; useful load 1,009 pounds; baggage 120
pounds; wing loading 15.4 pounds per square foot;
power loading 14.3 pounds per horsepower; wing area
167 square feet; tread 9 feet 3,4 inches; engine 1 Lycoming 0-.3 60-180 horsepower; propeller 74 inches
constant speed; fuel capacity 52 gallons.
Performance
Maximum level speed 179 miles per hour; maximum
cruising speed at 75 percent power 172 at 7,500 feet;
stall speed 57 miles per hour; rate of climb 1,000 feet
per minute at gross weight; maximum range 1,043
miles; service ceiling 17,200 feet.

II
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MUSTANG

MU-2

Prime Contractor: rvlooney Aircraft, Inc.

Prime Contractor: (U.S., Mexico & Canada) Mooney
Aircraft, Inc.

Remarks
Remarks

~he Mustang is an advanced single engine business
air~raft with pressurized cabin seabng 4-5. It was
de~1gned as a high performance airplane capable of

The Mooney MU-2 is a new 7-place, twin turboprop,
execubve transport featuring exceptionally high
speeds with good short-field capabilities at a practical
investment and operating cost. It can cruise at 310
mph and has a 26,500 feet ceiling. Passengers enjoy
air conditioned and pressurized comfort. Its two 605
shaft horsepower engines, full-span double slotted
flaps, and reversible propellers allow the Mooney
MU-2 to get in and out of short airstrips.

go mg anywhere, anytime, at a practical price. \Vith
a self-imposed operational ceiling of 24,000 feet, the
Mustang will fly above virtually any en route weather.
The 310 horsepower engine is tmbochaTged. The Mustang will fly at speeds up to 250 miles per hour.
Specifications
Span 35 feet; length 26 feet 11 inch es· heiaht 9 feet
'
b
11 inches; gross weight 3 ,680 pounds; useful load
1,300 pounds; engine I Lycoming TI0-541-AIA;
usable fuel 92 gallons.

Specifications
Span 38 feet 9 inches; length 33 feet 3 inches; height
13 feet; gross weight 8,930 potmds; useful load 3,600
pounds; engines 2 AiResearch TPE-331; fuel 295
gallons.

Performance
Maximum level speed 253 miles per hour; maximum
recommended cruise 230 miles per hour; stall speed
69 miles per hour; gross weight rate of climb at sea
level 1,120 feet per minute; take-off over 50-foot
obstacle 2,079 feet; maximum certificated operational
ceiling 24,000 feet; maximum range over 1,100 statute
miles.

Performance
Maximmn level speed 325 miles per hour; maximum
cruising speed at 10,000 feet 310 miles per hour;
stall speed 74 miles per hour; rate of climb 2,000
feet per minute; maximwn range 1,200 miles.
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EXECUTIVE 21

MASTER

Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Mooney Aircraft, Inc.

Remarks
The Mooney Executive 2I combines all the high
performance features of the Mark 2I and Super 2I
with a longer fuselage allowing more leg room for
both front and back seat passengers. It has individually reclining seats and a longer range. The Executive
21 features a one-piece windshield, 3 windows on
each side, and a full-length rudder. It has modified
wing tips which reduce aileron pressures to provide
easier control response.

Remarks
The Mooney Master is a 4-place fixed gear aircraft
engineered for conversion to retractable gear. It was
designed as a practical solution to the need for an
airplane which can bridge the gap between the training period requirements of the beginning pilot and
those of the pilot who needs the high performance of
retractable gear. It is powered with a 4-cylinder,
ISO horsepower engine and is available with either
a fixed-pitch or constant-speed propeller.

Specifications

Specifications
Span 35 feet; length 23 feet 2 inches; height 8 feet
41;2 inches, gross weight 2,500 pmmds, empty weight
I,475 pounds; useful load I,025 pounds; baggage 120
pounds; wing loading I5.4 pounds per square foot;
power loading I4.3 pounds per horsepower; wing area
I67 square feet; engine I Lycoming 0-360-ISO horsepower; fuel capacity 52 gallons.

Span 35 feet; length 24 feet .3.I inches; height 8 feet
4.5 inches; gross weight 2,740 pounds; empty weight
I,622 pounds; useful load I,li8 pounds; baggage I25
pounds; wing loading I5.4 pounds per square foot;
power loading I2.9 pounds per horsepower; wing
area 167 square feet; tread 9 feet 3/t inch; engine I
Lycoming I0-.360-200 horsepower; propeller 7 4-inch
constant-speed; fuel capacity 64 gallons.

Performance
Maximum level speed I46 miles per hour at sea level;
cruise speed at 75 percent power, I38 miles per hour
at IO,OOO feet; stall speed 57 miles per hour; rate of
climb 7 40 feet per minute;-.tl naximum range 750 miles;
service ceiling I3,600 feet.

Performance
Maximum level speed 184 miles per hour; maximum
cruise speed at 75 percent power I79 miles per hour;
stall speed 64 miles per hour; rate of climb 1,330
feet per minute; maximum range I,I47 miles with
45 minutes reserve; service ceiling I7 ,900 feet.
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XB-70A RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

T-39 SABRELINER

Prime Contractor: Aerospace & Systems Group , 1 orth
American Rockwell Corporation
.
Associate Contractor: General Electric Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerospace & Systems Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
The XB-70A is a high-speed, high altitude 6-jet aircraft currently being flown in research programs at
Edwards AFB, California, under NASA. management.
Orig inally conceived as an intercontinental bomber,
in 1956 followin g a twoits development berran
0
co mpany study com petition . In 1963 , the decision
was made to produce onl y two aircraft, both to be
used only for research programs. The first XB-70A
"":as rolled out on May ll, 1964, and made its fi~·st
f·h ght on September 21 of that year. The second ancraft was completed on May 29, 1965, and made its
maiden flight on July 17. On October 14, the No. 1
airplane first reached its design goals of Mach 3
(2,000 mph) at 70,000 feet. The No. 2 aircraft Hew
sustained Mach 3 for 32 minutes on May 19, 1966.
On Jtme 8, 1966, it crashed after a mid-air collision
with one of its chase planes. The 2 XB-70 airplanes
have accumulated 112 Rights totaling more than 217
hours. Its design features include a canard on the forward fuselage, wing tips that fold downvvard during
high speed Right to increase directional stability, and
use of the "compression lift" principle which enables
the aircraft to "ride" its own shock waves at high
Mach numbers.

The T-39 Sabreliner was developed to meet USAF
requirements for a utility aircraft which could be
certificated b y the FAA tmder Part 4b. Following
completion of a prototype in May 1958, it was placed
in production for the Air Force in October of that
year. Delivery of the first aircraft was made in October 1960. Three models were manufactw·ed for military use: the T -39A, with a basic configuration for 4
passengers and crew of 2, and for use as a trainer or
utility aircraft; the T-39B, a radar navigation trainer
for the Air Force and the T-39D, a radar navigation
trainer for the Navy. The T-39 was placed on the
civilian market in October 1962. It is currently produced in 2 versions, the Series 40, which carries up
to 9 passengers and a crew of 2 and the "stretched"
Series 60, which carries up to 10 passengers and crew
of 2 . Both models are equipped with tl1e more powerful Pratt and \Vhitney Aircraft JT1 2A-8 engine which
develops 3300 pounds of thrust. In photo, Series 60
left, Series 40 right.

Remarks

Specifications
Span 44 .5 feet; le ngth 44 feet; height 16 feet ; maximum gross tak e-off weight 18,650 pounds; capacity
7 passengers, 2 crew (business version); engines 2
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT 12A-6A turboj ets 3,000
pounds thrust each (military version Pratt & \ Vhitney
Aircraft J60-P-3A).

Specifications
Span 105 feet ; length 185 feet; height 30 feet; weight
over 500,000 pounds; engines 6 General Electric YJ-93
in 30,000-pound thrust class; crew pilot and co-pilot.

Performance
Speed 560 miles per hour plus; range 2,005 miles;
altitude 40,000 fee t, certified to 45,000 feet (business
version).

Performance
Speed 2,000 miles per hour; altitude, over 70,000 feet.
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X-15 RESEARCH AIRCRAFT

OV-10A BRONCO LIGHT ARMED
RECONNAISSANCE AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: Aerospace & Systems Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
The X-15 is a special purpose research airplane whose
initial development was funded jointly by the Air
Force, Navy and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration. Three aircraft were built and the first
to fly took to the air on June 8, 1959. In the course
of its long career, the X-15 has made a great many
contributions to research, particularly in the hypersonic area, and it has attained speeds of over Mach
6 and altitudes above 350,000 feet. Currently the No.
l plane is exploring atmospheric density and collecting micrometeorites and is used for a study of the
solar spectrum. It is scheduled to continue operations
into early 1968. No. 2 aircraft is employed in a program of ultraviolet photography of stars at very high
altitudes. Later, it will be modified as a ramjet test
bed and will be used in a new program to explore
the still untouched flight regime of Mach 6-8. Under
current schedules it will continue operations into 1969.
No. 3 will be used in experiments with supersonic
deceleration devices, energy management studies and
hoilzon definition, with operations extending into mid1968. Vehicle No. 2 has been fitted with twin droppable external fuel tanks and an ablative coating, both
of which are needed to achieve a speed approaching
Mach 8.

Remarks
The OV -lOA was the first aircraft designed specifically
for counter-insurgency and limited war operations.
It is intended for use by the 3 military services, allied
foreign countries and the Military Assistance Program.
Its mission capabilities include: observation and reconnaissance, helicopter escort, limited ground attack,
gunfire spotting, liaison, transport and training. The
LARA can operate from rough clearings, waterways
and primitive roads, as well as prepared airfields and
small carriers. The OV-lOA fuselage is mounted below
the wing, providing unobstructed visibility well ahead
of the propellers for pilot and observer. Cockpits are
equipped with the North American L W3-B escape
system, allowing for ejection at zero airspeed and
ground level. The Ill-cubic-foot fuselage cargo compartment can carry loads up to 3,200 pounds. Bombs,
rockets and napalm · can be mounted on a fuselage
sponson which contains four fixed 7.62 millimeter
machine guns.
Specifications
Spa? 40 feet; length 41 feet 7 inches; height 15 feet;
engines AiResearch T76-G-l0 (left) and T76-G-l2
(right) 715 shaft horsepowi{f each; trailing arm articulating landing gear.
Performance
Speed 265 knots; range 1,200 nautical miles; servic
ceiling 28,000.
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T-2A BASIC JET TRAINER

RA-5C ATTACK/TACTICAL
RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLE

Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
The T-2A Buckeye is the standard basic jet trainer
of the Navy, in wide use throughout the Naval Air
Basic Training Command. Designed to operate from
land and carrier bases, the T -2A is utilized to train
Navy and Marine Corps student pilots in aerial gunnery, instrument flying, formation flying and tactics,
and carrier operations. The Buckeye has stepped, tandem seating and a clamshell-ty pe canopy for ma;'Cimum visibility and low-altitude ejection provisions.
It is equipped with the rocket-propelled crew escape
system manufactured by the Columbus Division of
North American, which is effective throughout the
trainer's flight envelope.

Remarks
The RA-5C is an all-weather, carrier-based reconnaissance aircraft, capable of delivering both conventional and nuclear weapons at hjgh or low altitudes.
It is the third model in the Vicrilante
series , and has
b
a top speed in the Mach 2 range. The RA-5C incorp orates desi 0crn features which bcrive it a bcrreater fuel
capacity and improved slO\·V-flight and lateral control
characteristics. Stores are carried internally in a linear
bomb bay and delivery is b y rearward ejection out
the tail section. The pilot and reconnaissance/ attack
navigator occupy tandem cockpits. The Vigilante
carries the latest reconnaissance equipment, including
frame and panoramic cameras, side-looking radar and
passive electronic countermeasures devices, in a detachable fuselage pod. The aircraft and its equipment
comprise one half of the Navy's Integrated Operational
Intelligence System, which is on most a ttack carriers.
0

Specifications
Span 36 feet ; length 38 feet 8 inches; height 14 feet
9 inches; gross weight 6,893 pounds; engine Westinghouse J34D 3,400 potmds thrust; tricycle laniling gear.
Performance

Specifications
Span 53 feet; length 75 feet; height 20 feet; wing,
tail, nose hinged for folding aboard carriers; normal
take-off gross weight 65,600 potmds; landing weight
50,000 potmds; engines 2 General Electric J79-8 tmbojets, 10,900 pounds thrust each, 17,000 pounds with
afterburner; tricycle landing gear.

Speed 426 knots ; range 790 nautical miles; service
ceiling 40,000-plus feet.

Performance
Speed Mach 2-plus; range 2,000-plus nautical miles.
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T-2B BASIC JET TRAINER

F-100 SUPER SABRE

Prim e Contractor: Columbus Division, Aerospace &
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerospace & Systems Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
An improved version of the T-2A, the T-2B Buckeye
entered production in 1965. It will be used as a land
or carrier-based traine r to instruct Navy and Marine
Corps student pilots from first jet fli ght to the advanced training phase. The two-engine configuration
provides the Buckeye with performance and safety
characteristics superior to the T-2A. Waist-level engine compartments and equipment bays afford ease
of access for ground maintenance and servicing. Fuel
is carried in the fuselage , inboard wing leading edges
and 100-gallon tanks on each wing tip. Under-wing
stores stations permit the attachment of various installations for gunnery practice, bombing or target
sleeve towing. The Buckeye's tandem cockpits are
equipped with North American-designed rocket escape systems.

Remarks
The F-100 Super Sabre was the first supersonic fighte r
in the U.S. Air Force Tactical Air Command. The
first production model, the F-lOOA was deliv e red in
October 1953. It was produced in four mode ls, the
A, C, D, and F. The F-lOOA, an air superiority fight er,
is flown by the Air National Guard. The F-100C, with
in-flight refueling and bombing capabilities, is assigned
to the Air Force's tactical fighter wings. The D and
F fighter-bomber models are providing the Tactical
Air Command with a long range nuclear striking
power and supersonic air-to-air combat ability. In
addition to its bomb armament and four 20 millimeter cannon, the Super Sabre can be equipped to
fire rockets and missiles, including th e h eat-seeking
Sidewinder.
Specifications
Span 38 feet; length 47 feet ; height 16 feet ; weight
18,239 to 22,337 pounds according to model; engine
J57, 10,000 pounds thrust class; crew, pi lot, except
F model, pilot and observer or student.

Specifications
Span 37 feet 10 inches; length 38 feet 3 inches; height
14 feet 9 inches; take-off gross weight 13,284 pounds;
engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft J60 turbojets
3,000 potmds thrust each ; tricycle landing gear.

Performance
Speed more th an 800 mile~.j per hour; range more
than 1,000 miles; altitude more than 50,000 feet .

Performance
Speed 460 knots; range 965 nautical miles; service
ceiling 42,000 feet .
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AERO COMMANDER-100

AERO COMMANDER-200

Prim~ Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
Amencan Rockwell Corporation

P1ime Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The Aero Commander-200 is a four-passenger monoplane, all metal, low wing cantilever design with a
retractable tricycle landing gear. The aircraft is
equipped vvith a 6-cylinder opposed 10-520-A, 285
horsepower Continental engine and a McCauley constant speed metal propeller. The Commander-200 has
an 80-gallon fuel capacity including auxiliary fuel of
40 bcrallons in outer wing panel tanks.

T_h e Aero Commander-lOG is a fom-place , all metal,
!ugh wing tricycle geared monophme equipped with
a Lycoming 0-320-A 150 horsepower encrine and a
Sensenich M74DM-GOV me tal propeller. TI1e aircraft
has a 44-gallon fuel capacity. The Commander-100 is
certified under Civil Air Regulations Part 3 for normal
category aircraft.
Specifications

Specifications
Span 30 feet 6 inches; length 24 feet 4 inches; height
7 feet 4 inches; empty weight 1,940 pow1ds; useful
weight 1,060 potmds; gross wei~ht 3,00~ potmds;
baggage capacity 200 pounds; wm~ loading 18.75
pounds per square foot; power loading 10.5 pow1ds
horsepower.

Sp_an 35 feet; length 22 feet 6 inches; height 9 feet
4 ~mches; empty weight 1,280 pounds; useful weight
tO pow1ds; gross weight 2,250 pounds; wing loadmg 12.2 potmds per square foot; power loading 14.7
pow1ds per horsepower.

?

Performance
Take-off distance 750 feet; landing distance 390 feet;
rate of climb 850 feet per minute; maximum speed
142 miles per hour; cruise speed 128 miles per hour;
absolute range 650 statute miles; service ceiling 13,000
feet.

Performance
Take-off distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,200 feet;
landincr distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,150 feet ;
rate of climb 1,450 feet per minute; optimtmi c1uise
speed 218 miles per hour; range 1,380 statute mil.es;
landing speed 54 miles per hour (full flaps) ; serv1ce
ceiling 18,500 feet.
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JET COMMANDER

GRAND COMMANDER

Prime Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
The Jet Commander is an executive jet capable of
carrying 8 passengers and 735 pounds of baggage on
a trip of 1,585 miles at speeds above 500 miles per
hour.

Specifications
Span 49 feet 6 inches; length 4 1 feet .3.25 inches;
height 14 feet 9 inches; tread 12 feet l l inches;
maximum take-off weight 8,500 pounds; empty weight
5,200 pounds; useful load 3 ,300 pounds; maximum fuel
capacity 22.3 gallons (285 with auxiliary tank).

Specifications
Wing span 43 feet 3.7 inches; length 50 feet l l inches;
height 15 feet 10 inches; empty weight 9,155 pounds;
gross weight 16,800 pounds; wing loading 55.39 pounds
square feet ; power loading 2.9 pounds per pound of
thrust; engines two GE CJ-610-1 rated at 2,850 pounds
thrust at sea level; fuel capacity (JP-4) 926 gallons;
cabin capacity 6-8 ; cabin pressure at sea level up to
20,000 feet, 7,000 feet at 30,000 feet; certified to operate to 45,000 feet with 9.0 pounds per square inch;
at 45 ,000 feet cabin altitude is 8,000 feet. Useful load
7,240 pounds.

Performance
Cruise speed, 70 percent power at 10,000 feet , 244
miles per hour; take-off distance over 50-foot obstacle
1,560 feet; landing distance over 50-foot obstacle
1,360 feet; cruising range with 45 minute fuel reserve
1,565 statute miles; service ceiling 26,500 feet.
Note: The airplane is also available as the Pressurized Grand Commander which has identical specifications and performance with these
exceptions: Empty weight 5,700 pounds; useful load 2,800 potmds.

Performance
Maximum speed 568 miles per hour at 35,000 feet;
cruise speed 503 miles per hour at 3.5,000 feet; approach speed at 14,000 pounds, 100 knots; rate of
climb 5,000 feet per minute; operational ceiling
45,000 feet; range with 45 minute reserve 1,585
statute miles.
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TURBO II COMMANDER

AERO COMMANDER 500U

Prime Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation
Specifications

Remarks
The Turbo II Commander is a propjet aircraft with
all-weather capability that can carry up to 10 occupants.

Span 49 feet 6 inches; length 35 feet 1 111 inches;
height 14 feet 9% inches; tread 12 feet 11 inches;
take-off weight 6,750 pounds; empty weight 4,350
pounds; useful load 2,400 pounds; fuel capacity 156
gallons; engines 2 Lycoming I0-540 290 horsepower
each.

Specifications
Span 44 feet; length 43 feet 2 inches; height 14 feet
6 inches; tread 12 feet 11 inches; maximwn take-off
weight 9,400 pounds; empty weight (with std. equip:ment) 5,783 pounds; useful load 3,667 pounds; maXImum fuel capacity 287 gallons; engines 2 GarrettAiResearch TPE 331-43 with take-off power of
575 shaft horsepower at sea level, fully reversible
propellers.

Performance
Cruise speed 70 percent power, 10,000 feet, 218
miles per hour; take-off distance over 50-foot obstacle
1,375 feet; landing distance over 50-foot obstacle
1,235 feet; range with 45-minute reserve 1,305 statute
miles; service ceiling 21,000 feet.

Performance
Cruise speed at 10,000 feet , 280 miles per hour; ta~e
off distance over 50-foot obstacle 1,975 feet; landmg
over 50-foot obstacle 1,200 feet (w/reverse); range
1,050 statute miles; service ceiling 25,000 feet.
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AG COMMANDER S2D

AG COMMANDER A-9, A-9 SUPER

Prime Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
The Ag Commander is a highly maneuverable agricultural duster/ sprayer with exceptional visibility
and safety features. A monoplane with a full cantilever low wing, it is of all-metal construction with
the exception of fabric empennage skin surfaces. The
cockpit is stressed to over 40 g's and is completely
sealed against chemical entry.

Remarks
The Ag Commander A-9 and the Ag Commander A-9
Super are popular aerial application aircraft. \iVith
identical airframes, the Ag Commander A-9 and
the Ag Commander A-9 Super differ in power and
performance.
Specifications
Span 35 feet; length 24 feet; height 8 feet; tread 6
feet 10 inches; gross weigh~ 3,000 pow1ds; empty
weight 1,600 pounds; fuel capacity 40 gallons; hopper
capacity (A-9) 170 gallons or 1,400 pounds, (A-9
Super) 210 gallons or 1,600 pounds; engine (A-9)- 1
Lycoming 0540-B2B5 rated at 235 horsepower, (A-9
Super) 1 Lycoming 10540-G1C5 rated at 290 horsepower.

Specifications
Span 44 feet 6 inches; length 28 feet 4 inches; height
8 feet 10 inches; tread 8 feet 4 inches; take-off weight
6,000 pounds; empty weight 3,400 pounds; useful
load 2 ,600 pounds; fuel capacity 109 gallons; hopper
capacity 300 gallons; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft R-1340AN-1 rated at 600 horsepower.
Performance
Cruise speed 140 miles per hour; stall speed (normal)
57 miles per hour; stall speed at gross weight 70
miles per hour; take-off distance 850 feet; landing distance 500 feet; service ceiling 15,000 feet; range with
45-minute reserve at 50 percent power 470 statute
miles.

Performance
Cruise range (A-9) at 75 percent power -300 statute
miles, (A-9 Super) at 50 percent power 300 statute
miles; cruise speed at 75 percent power (A-9) 105 miles
per hour, (A-9 Super) 115 miles per hour; stall speed
at gross weight 48 miles per hour; stall speed usually
landed 40 mile~ ~,rer hour; take-off distance ~t gross
(A-9) 600 feet, (A-9 Super) 1,000 feet; landing distance (A-9) 447 feet, (A-9 Super) 800 feet.
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AG COMMANDER BIA

F-5 TACTICAL FIGHTER

Prime Contractor: Commercial Products Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks

Remarks

The F-5 is a multipurpose, twin turbojet, supersonic
fighter chosen by the Department of Defense for
fighter aircraft replacement in selected allied nations
tmder the ~ilitary Assist~ce Program. By September
1967, ll ~Iee World natwns had received quantities
of.F-5s, WI~ three ?ther nations programmed to receive the aucraft. Smgle seat F-5A fiahters and twin
cockpit F-5B models are produced. Uti'lizina the same
b~~ic design, the F-~B co~1bines the corr~bat capability .of. the F-5A With traming capability. The aircraft IS mtended for close support of troops, interception, attacks on .c ommunications and supply lines
and armed reconnaissance missions over enemy territory. It is produced by Northrop's Noraii· Division.

TI1e Ag Commander BIA is a hiah-performance
hiaho
'
0
ly maneuverable agriculhual sprayer/ duster aerial
application aircraft with removable side-panels and
a corrosion-proofed airframe structme. Its fuel tanks
located in the wings, the Ag Commander BIA has an
all-fiberglas hopper with a toploadina door and comes
equipped with landing gear and wi~dshield wirecutters as well as a wire deflection cable as part of its
wide list of standard features.
Specifications
Span 44 feet; length 30 feet; height 10 feet; tread 9
fe_:t 3 inches; gross weight 4,500 potmds; empty weight
2 , tOO pounds; fuel capacity 80 gallons; hopper capacity
.300 gallons or 2,400 pounds; engine 1 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft IR-985 rated at 450 horsepower.

Specifications
Span 26 feet 7 inches with wing tip armament; lenath
45 feet ; height 13 feet 2 inches; weight 13,000 pow~ds
with full internal fuel ; external lead 6,200 pounds of
air-to-air and air-to-grotmd weapons, reconnaissance
and surveillanc.e equipment and extra fuel; engines 2
General Electnc }85-13 turbojets 4,080 pounds thrust
each. (GE }85-15 engines with 4,300 pmmds thrust
each will be used in the Canadian and Dutch versions).

Performance
Cruise range at 75 percent power 350 statute miles;
cruise speed at 75 percent power 115 miles per hour;
working speed 90-100 miles per hour; stall speed ~t
gross weight 61 miles per hour; stall speed as usually
landed 45 miles per hour; take-off distance 600 feet;
landing distance 400 feet; service ceiling 18,000 feet.

Performance
Speed Mach 1.4-plus; combat ceiling more than 50,000
feet ; sea-level rate of climb more than 29,000 feet
per minute; range more than 1,500 nautical miles
with external tanks dropped, tactical mission radius
up to 760 nautical miles.
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T-38 TALON TRAINER

16H-IA PATHFINDER II

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piasecki Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
A supersonic jet trainer, the T-38 is a twin-jet, low
wing monoplane with "coke bottle" fuselage. It is
used as an advanced trainer by the Air Force and it
has been selected by N ASA for astronaut space flight
readiness training. More than 800 have been delivered
to the USAF. A quantity of T-38s has also been delivered to the German Air Force. It is produced by
Northrop's Norair Division.

Remarks
The 16H-1A is an advanced developmental shaft compound helicopter with one GE T-58-8 turbine of
1,250 shaft horsepower. The 16H-1 predecessor design was developed and tested originally with company ftmds, then major modifications under contract
to the Army led to the 16H-1A and additional advanced ground and flight testing. It is an 8-place
equivalent with 3-bladed main rotor, 3-bladed controllable pitch ring-tail ducted propeller for propulsion, stability and antitorque control, stub wings and
retractable main landing gear.

Specifications
Span 24 feet 3 inches; length 42 feet 2 inches; height
12 feet 11 inches; weight 11,550 pounds; crew 2; engines two General Electric J85-5 turbojets; two independent fuel supply systems, one for each engine.

Specifications
Fuselage length 37.25 feet; wing span 20 feet; main
rotor diameter 44 feet; empty weight 4,550 pounds;
VTOL gross weight 8,000 pounds; STOL gross weight
10,500 pounds.

Performance
Speed Mach 1.2 (guaranteed), Mach 1.35 (highest
attained); range 990 nautical miles; rate of climb
over 30 ,000 feet per minute; ceiling 54,000 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed sea level 225 miles per hour; service
ceiling 18,700 feet.

\., )
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l6H-3H PATHFINDER EXECUTIVE

PA-25 PAWNEE "B"

Prime Contractor: Piasecki Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
A commercial twin-turbine configuration derived
from the advanced developmental l6H-1A shaft compoLmd, the 16H-3H is oriented to the " portal to portal" executive market. It retains much of the tested
dynamics of the 16H-1A such as the main 3-bladed
rotor, shaftina
enclosinE: a 3-bladed cono and riner-tail
b
trollable pitch propeller. The model will accommodate
7 passengers and a pilot, plus 30 poLmds of baggage
each in a full y instrumented aircraft for instrument
Hight operations. Twin-turbine power in the range
of 1,250 to 1,460 horsepower is available making tl~is
a true twin-engine hot-day, altitude 1,000 feet, ancraft.

The Pawnee was specifically designed for the safe,
efficient, economical dispersal of liquid and solid
agricultural chemicals, insecticides and salt; and for
ease of maintenance w1der field conditions. The Pawnee was first introduced in 1959; the present horsepower Pawnee "B" is . equipped with a Lycoming
0-540-B2B5 235 horsepower engine. In worldwide
use it has earned the Lmiversal respect of ag-operators
and their customers-farmers, municipalities and highway departments-and of ag-pilots for its handling
ease and its unique "safety capsule" cockpit.

Remarks

~

Specifications
Wing span 36.2 feet; length 24.7 feet; height 7.2 feet;
gross weight 2,900 pounds; empty weight sprayer
1,488 pounds, duster 1,479 pounds; wing area 183
square feet; fuel capacity 42 gallons; all-metal McCauley propeller with 84-inch diameter.

Specifications
Fuselage ~ength 37.25 feet; wing span 20 feet; main
rotor diameter 44 feet; empty weight 5,000 pow1ds;
VTOL gross weight 8,000 pounds; STOL gross weight
10,500 pounds.

Performance
Top speed 110 miles per hour for duster, 117 for
sprayer; cruise speed at 75 percent power 100 miles
per hour for duster, 105 for sprayer; stall speed 61
miles per hour; take-off run 956 feet for duster, 800
for sprayer; landing roll 850 feet; rate of climb at sea
level, duster 500 feet per minute, sprayer 630 feet
per minute; cruising range at 75 percent power,
duster 285 miles, sprayer 300 miles.

Performance
Maximum spe~d sea level 235 miles p er hour; cruise
speed 200 miles per hour; range 350 statute miles
with 1/ 2 hour fuel reserve.
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CHEROKEE 140

CHEROKEE "C"

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Pipe r Aircraft Corporati on

Remarks
The Cherokee 140 is a 2-4 pla_ce fixed-gea r spo rt /
trainer powered by a Lycoming 0-320-E2A 150 horsepower engine. Since its introduction in 1963 the
Cherokee 140 has become one of the most popular
aircraft for the fixed-base operator, flying clubs, fli ght
schools, as well as for private individuals. Its low wing
design with low center of gravity, coupled with the
10-foot w ide landing gear, h as made the Ch erokee
140 an extremely forgiving airplane for student work
and has permitted flight operations in wind conditions h eretofore considered too risky for student solo
operations.

Remarks
The Cherokee "C" is the latest version of the Cherokee line of 4-place fixed-gear aircraft which was
originally introduced in 1961. The Cherokee "C"
is available in a choice of 3 engines: L ycomincr
0-320-E2A (150 horsepower), Lycoming 0-320-D2 1\
(160 horsepower), or th e Lycoming 0-360-A3A (180
horsepower).
Specifications
Wing span 30 fee t; length 2.3.5 fee t! hei ght 7.3 fee t ;
gross weight 2,150 pounds (150), 2,200 (160),_ 2,400
(180); empty weight 1,210 pounds (150), 1,2 15 (160),
1,230 (180); wing area 160 square fe e t; "ving loading
1.3.4 pounds per square foot (150), 1.3 .8 (1_60), 15.0
(180); power loading 14 ..3 pounds per horsepower
(150), 13.8 (160), 13.3 (180); fuel capacity 50 gallons;
propeller all-metal fixed-pitch Sensenich with 74-inch
diameter for the 150 and 160, and 76-inch diameter
for the 180.

Specifications
Wing span 30 fe et ; length 23.3 feet ; heig~t 7.:3 feet;
gross weight 2,150 pounds; em pty w~1ght 1,~01
pounds; wing area 160 square feet ; wmg_ loadmg
13.4 pounds per square foot; power loadmg 14 ..3
pounds per horsepower; fuel capacit~ 50 ?allons;
propeller all-metal fixed-pitch Sensemch With 74inch diameter.

Performance
Top speed 144 miles per hour (150), 146 (160), 152
(180); cruise speed at 75 percent power 135 miles per
hour (150), 1.37 (160), 143 (180); stalling speed 54
miles per hour (150),
(160), 57 (180); take-off run
780 feet (150), 740 (160), 720 (180) ; landing roll 535
feet (150), 550 (160), 600 (180); rate of climb at sea
leve~ 690 feet per minute (150), 730 (160), 750 (180);
serviCe ceiling 14,900 feet (150), f5,800 (160), 16,400
(180); cruise range at 75 percent powe r 725 milJ s
(150), 735 (160), 725 (180).

Performance
Top speed 142 mil es per hour ; cruise speed 75 percent power 1.33 miles per h om; stall speed 54 miles
per hour; take-off run 800 feet ; landing roll 535 feet ;
rate of c limb 600 fe e t per minute; service ceiling
14,300 feet; cruising range 725 miles.

s::,
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CHEROKEE 235 B

CHEROKEE SIX

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Co rporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
The Cherokee 235 B can carry 4 passenge rs, 200
pounds of luggage, 84 gallons of fuel and still have
weight left over. With its Lycoming 0-540-B2B5 235
horsepO\.ver engine and its modern low-wing design,
the C herok ee 235 B can operate out of even the shortest fields, and then c ruise at 156 miles per hour for
a ra nge of over 900 miles. The new Cherokee 235B
incorpo rates many new improvemen ts, such as 'shockmounted" cowling, dynafocal engine mounting, inc reased soundproofing and a new, larger instrum ent
panel that will accommodate even the most professional type of equipment.

The Piper Cherokee Six is tmique in its class. Ideal
for business, pleasure, ranch or utility and air taxi,
it is offered with a choice of horsepower, 6 or 7 place
seating and also in seaplane configuration. The 260
horsepower versio n uses a Lycoming 0-540-E4B5 and
the 300 horsepower version uses the I0-540-K with
Bendix fuel injection. Cruising speed of 160 mil.es
per hour in the 260 horsepower model is increased to
168 miles p er hour at full 3,400 pound gross in the
300 horsepowe r ve rsion. Both models carry 6 passengers, 200 pounds of luggage and full fuel of 84
gallons, with a 7th sea t optional.

Specifications
Wing span 32 feet; length 23.5 feet; height 7.1 feet ;
gross weight 2,900 pounds; emp ty weight 1,465
pounds; wing area 170 square feet, wing loading 17
pounds per square foot ; power loading 12.4 pounds
per horsepowe r, fu el capaci ty 84 gallons· propeller
eithe r McCauley m etal fixed-pitch or Hartzell constant-speed , both with 80-inch di ameter.

'"' ing span 32.8 feet; length 27.7 feet; height 7.9
fee t; gross weight 3,400 pounds; empty weight 1,655
pounds; wing area 17 4.5 square feet ; wing loading
19.5 pounds p er square foot ; power loading 13.1
pounds p er horsepower; fuel capacity 84 gallons;
propeller ei th er fixed-pitch m etal McCauley or Hartzell constant-speed with 82-inch diam eter.

Remarks

Specifications

Performance
Top sp eed, 260 and 300 horsepower versions re spectively, 166 and 174 miles per hom; cruise speed
at 75 pe rcen t power 160 and 168 miles per hour; stall
speed, eithe r version, 63 miles per hour; take-off
run 740 and 700 fee t; landing roll 630 feet ; rate of
climb at sea level 850 and 1,050 feet per minute;
service ceiling 14,500 feet; cruise range a t 75 percent
power 960 and 880 miles.

Performance
T op speed 166 mil es per hour; c ruise speed at 75 percent power, 156 miles p er hour at 2,900 pounds gross;
stall speed 60 miles per hour; take-off run 800 feet;
landing roll 680 feet ; rate of climb a t sea level 825
fee t per minute ; service ceiling 14,500 feet; cruising
range at 75 p e rce nt power 935 miles.
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CHEROKEE ARROW

PA-18 SUPER CUB

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The PA-18 Super Cub reflects the sound aerodynamic
design proven and refined in more than 27,000 planes
of this basic model produced by Piper Aircraft since
its introduction in 1937. The Super Cub is powered
by a Lycoming 0-320 150 horsepower engine and
holds the world's altitude record for piston powered
light aircraft by attaining 30,203 feet. The Super Cub
is certified on floats and skis and is used throughout
the world for pleasure, training, patrol, ·.survey, agricultural and general utility work.

Newest of the Cherokee line, the Arrow has a number of features which distinguish it from its companion
craft, the Cherokee C. It has 3 instead of the usual
2 windows on either side, providing additional visibility for the 4 occupants. A new power control arrangement groups the throttle, propeller and mixture
controls in a quadrant similar to that found in multiengine aircraft. Gear is retractable by a hydraulic system that employs an electrically operated pump.
Specifications

Sp~n 30 feet; length 24.2 feet; height 8 feet; gross
we1ght 2,500 pounds; empty weight 1,380 pounds;
wheel tread 10.5 feet ; engine Lycoming I0-360, 180
horsepower at 2, 700 revolutions per minute.

Specifications
Wing span 35.3 feet; length 22.5 feet; height 6.7
feet; gross weight 1750 pounds; overload gross weight
2070 pounds; empty weight 930 pounds; wing area
178.5 square feet; wing loading 10.0 pounds per square
foot ; power loading 11.6 pounds per horsepower; fuel
capacity .36 gallons, propeller all-metal Sensenich with
74-inch diameter.

Performance
Top speed 170 miles per hour; optimum cnusmg
speed 162 miles per hour; stalling speed, flaps and
gear. down, 61 miles per hour; take-off run 820 feet;
la....ndin~ roll 77~ feet; cruising range 75 percent power
8o7 mtles; serviCe ceiling 15,000 feet.

Performance
Top speed 130 miles per hour; cruise speed at 75
percent power 115 miles, .per hour; stall s~eed 43
miles per hour; take-off run 200 feet; landmg roll
350 feet ; rate of climb at sea level 960 feet per minute; service ceiling 19,000 feet; cruising range at 75
percent power 460 miles.
·
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COMANCHE B

TWIN COMANCHE B

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
The Comanche B is the latest version of the proven
Comanche line of airplanes. The new Comanche B
has a longer cabin that seats up to 6 people, more
luxurious styling, and has a maximum gross weight
of 3,100 pounds. Po"vered by either a Lycomina
0-540-E carbmetor induction engine or a Lvcomin~
10-540-D fuel injection engine, the Com~nche
cruises at over 180 miles per hour and has a range
of 1,100 miles at 75 percent power.

Remarks
A longer cabin that seats 6 passengers, new ltLxurious styling, and even quieter operation are added
to the already proven design of the Twin Comanche
to make the Twin Comanche B. Powered by 2 Lycoming 10-320-B fuel injection engines developing
160 horsepower each, the Twin Comanche B cruises
at over 190 miles per hour at 75 percent power. If
even better performance is desired for high altitude,
the Tmbo Twin Comanche B can cruise at 24,000
feet at 223 miles per hom at 75 percent power. It
holds the light twin nonstop distance record.

B

Specifications
Wing span 35.98 feet; length 25.29 feet; height 7.47
feet; gross weight for take-off 3,100 pounds; gross
weight for landing 2,945 potmcls; empty weight 1,728
pounds; wing area 178 square feet; wing loading 17.42
pounds per square foot; power loading 11.92 pounds
per horsepower; fuel capacity 90 gallons; propeller
Hartzell constant-speed with 77-inch diameter.

Specifications
Wing span 35.98 feet; length 25.2 feet; height 8.2
feet; gross weight 3,600 potmds (3,725 potmds for
the Turbo); empty weight 2,210 pounds (2,408 patmds
for the Tmbo); wing area 178 square feet; power loading 11.3 pounds per horsepower; fuel capacity 90 gallons; propeller Hartzell constant-speed full-feathering
with 72-inch diameter.

Performance
Top speed 194 miles per hour; cruise speed at 75
percent power 182 miles per hour; stall speed 66
miles per hour; take-off run 760 feet; landing roll
655 feet; rate of climb at sea level 1,370 feet per
minute; service ceiling 20,000 feet ; cruising range at
75 percent power 1,108 miles.

Performance
Top speed 205 miles per hom (240 for Tmbo); cruise
speed at 75 percent power 194 miles 'per hom (223
for Tmbo); take-off nm 950 feet ; landing roll 700
feet ; rate of climb at sea level 1,460 feet per minute
(1,350 at 10,000 feet for Tmbo); service ceiling
18,600 feet (Tmbo ceiling is 30,000-plus feet); single
e~1gine ceiling 7,100 feet (19,000 feet for Turbo);
cruising range at 75 percent power 1,270 miles
(1,425 miles for Turbo).
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AIRCRAFT

AZTEC "C" AND TURBO AZTEC "C"

PA-31 NAVAJO

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Piper Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
The Aztec "C" is powered by 2 Lycoming fuelinjection I0-540-C4B5 engines developing 250 horsepower each. It cruises at 206 miles per hour at its
maximum gross weight of 5,200 pounds and will
travel nonstop well over 1,000 miles. For even better
high altitude performance the Turbo Aztec "C" is
equipped with 2 Lycoming fully modified I0-540J4A5 engines which increase cruise speed to 2.36 miles
per hour at 24,000 and give the Turbo Aztec "C"
a ceiling of over 30,000 feet.

Remarks
Piper's entry into the medium twin field is marked
by two models of the Navajo, the Turbo Navajo with
310 horsepower turbocharged Lycoming T10-540-A
engines and the Navajo 300 with I0-540-K engines.
At full gross of 6,200 pounds, the Turbo Navajo will
cruise at 247 miles per hour at 23,500 feet and the
Navajo 300, 210 miles per hour at 6,400 feet .
Accelerate-stop distance is just over 2,000 feet for
both models and short field characteristics are similar
to the Aztec.

Specifications

Specifications

Wing span 37 feet; length 30.2 feet ; height 10.3 feet ;
gross weight 5,200 pounds; empty weight 2,933 pounds
(3,023 pounds for the Turbo Aztec); wing area 207.56
square feet; fuel capacity 144 gallons; propellers
Hartzell constant-speed full-feathering with 77 inch
diameter.

Wing span 40.67 feet; length 32.63 feet; height 13
feet; gross weight 6,200 potmds; empty weight 3,603
pounds for Navajo 300 and .3,759 pmmds for Turbo
Navajo; wing area 229 square feet; fuel capacity 190
gallons; propellers full-feathering constant-speed
Hartzells.

Performance

Performance
Top speed 224 and 260 miles per hour; cruise speedat 75 percent power 210 miles per hour at 6,400
and 247 at 23,500; stall speed 71 miles per hour;
take-off run 1,080 feet and 1,066 feet; landing roll
1,725 feet; rate of climb at sea !eve~ .> Navajo 300
1,440 feet per minute, Turbo Navajo 1,395 feet per
minute ; service ceiling 20,500 feet and 26,300 feet
(absolute ceiling for Turbo Navajo .30,000 feet plus);
cruise range at 75 percent power, 1,240 miles · for
Navajo 300, 1,305 miles for Turbo Navajo; single engine ceiling 5)50 feet and 15,800 feet.

Top speed 216 miles per hour (256 for Turbo); cruise
speed at 75 percent power 206 miles per hour (Turbo
236 to 24,000 feet); stall speed 68 miles per hour;
take-off run 820 feet; landing roll 860 feet; rate of
climb at sea level 1,490 feet per minute (Turbo rate
o~ climb at 10,000 feet 1,.390 feet per minute); serVlce ceiling 19,800 (absolute ceiling for Turbo plus
30.'000 feet); cruis~ range at 75 percent power 1,055
m1les (1,135 for Turbo); single engine ceiling 6,400
feet (18,500 for Turbo).
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AIRCRAFT

XV-5A V/STOL VERTIFAN

S-58 TRANSPORT HELICOPTER

Prime Contractors: Ryan Aeronautical Company and
General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft
Remarks

Remarks
The Ryan XV-5A V/STOL research aircraft, utilizing
5-foot diameter fans submerged in its wings for ~erti
cal flight, is powered by 2 General Electric J8o engines. Its speed range includes capabilities of zero
speed in hover to more than 400 knots in conventional jet mode. The XV-5A made its first fli ght on May
25, 1964, and the first complete transition from vertical
to forward flight and vertical landincr on November
1_7, 1964. It successfully completed ex~ensive soil erosron hover, landing and take-off tests in early 1966
at Edwards Air Force Base, and later engaged in tests
to demonstrate jet strike escort and rescue capabilities. The XV-5A was damaged in October 1966. Program assets were transferred to NASA. The aircraft,
redesignated XV -5B, was repaired and is expected to
resmne flight testing in 1968.

The S-58 is an all-purpose tra.nspmt flown by the
U.S. Navy, Marine Corps, Army, many foreign cotmtries, and domestic and foreign commercial operators.
More than 1,800 S-58s have been manufactured. The
S-58 has a seating capacity of crew (pilot and copilot), 12-18 passengers or 8 litters or a net payload
of 4,000 pounds for a distance of 100 miles. It has
an altemate cargo capacity of 405 cubic feet. A 5,000
P?w1d capacity automatic touchdo'vvn release cargo
shng to caz:ry extemal loads and a 600-potmd capacity hydraulically-operated utility hoist are provided
as desired. Automatic stabilization equipment is installed on Navy, Marine, and Army versions of the
aircraft and has been certified by the FAA for use
on commercial S-58s. Four-bladed main rotor and 4bladed tail rotor are all metal. The first flight took
place March 8, 1954.

Specifications

Specifications

Span 29.83 feet; length 44.52 feet; height 14.75 feet ;
tread 8.39 feet ; design gross weight 9,200 potmds;
engines 2 General Electric J85; maximum VTOL useful load 4,419 potmds.

Empty weight 7,900 pounds; normal gross weight
13,000 pounds; useful load 5,100 potmds; engine
Wright R-1820 1,525 horsepower.
Performance
Maximum speed 123 miles per hour; service ceiling
9,500 feet; range 280 miles.

Performance
Maximum horizontal speed at sea level 475 kn.ots
(Mach .72); transition speed up to 105 knots; s tal~mg
speed, flaps down 82 knots; maximum rate of clunb
9,500 feet per minute; altitude 40,000 feet ; ferry
range 650 nautical miles.
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SH-3A/D ANTISUBMARINE HELICOPTER

S-6IL/N HELICOPTER AIRLINER

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks
The SH-3A antisubmarine warfare helicopter made
its first Hight March 11, 1959, after development under
the U.S. Navy's weapons system program. It was the
first helicopter in the world to exceed 200 miles per
hour in a sanctioned speed test, and the first to make
a nonstop coast-to-coast helicopter flight in the U.S.
The SH-3A gave the Navy a helicopter able to both
search out and destroy enemy submarines. The SH-3D,
with more powerful engines and improved avionics
and sonar equipment, has increased range and ability.
The SH-3A/D is produced not only for the U.S. Navy,
but also for the Canadian, English, and Italian navies,
as well as the Japanese Self Defense Forces. The S61A, without the antisubmarine warfare gear, has
been produced for the Danish Air Force and the Malaysian Air Force. The RH-3A, a version of the SH3A fitted with towing hook, is used by the U.S. Navy
as a mine countermeasures aircraft. Still another version, the VH-3A, is used to transport the President of
the United States and other government officials.

Remarks
The S-61N is the amphibious version of the S-61L,
first helicopter designed specifically for airline use
and to airline standards. It carries from 25 to 28 passengers. The aircraft is powered by twin turbine engines and can continue flight to normal landing with
one engine inoperative. The S-61L has been flown
in scheduled passenger service by Los Angeles Airways since 1962. S-61Ns have been delivered to San
Francisco & Oakland Helicopter Airlines in the U.S.,
BEA Helicopters Ltd. in England, Greenlandair in
Greenland, and Ansett-ANA in Australia. In addition,
S-61Ns have been used for passenger service in both
Pakistan and Japan. S-61Ns have been us_ed for construction and oil rig work both here and abroad; they
fly crews and supplies to offshore rigs in the Gulf of
Mexico and the North Sea. The Canadian Coast Guard
uses the S-61N.
Specifications
Empty weight 12,256 pounds; normal gross weight
19,000 pounds; useful load 6,744 pounds; engines 2
GE CT58-140-1 1,400 horsepower each.

Specifications
Empty weight 11,865 pounds; useful load 6,761
pounds; engines 2 GE T58-10 1,400 horsepower
each.

Performance
\ ,
Maximum speed 150 miles per hour; service ceiling
12,200 feet; range 265 miles.

Performance
Maximum speed 166 miles per hour; service ceiling
14,700 feet; range (with 10 percent reserve) 624
miles.
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S-6IR HELICOPTER

S-62 SEARCH & RESCUE HELICOPTER

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks
The S-61R, a member of the S-61 series marked by
a rear cargo door, made its first fli_ght June 17, 1963.
The S-61R was selected by the Air Force as both a
transport and rescue vehicle, the former called the
CH-3E and the latter HH-3E. The HH-3E is equipped
with external jettisonable fuel tanks and features a
telescopic air-refueling probe for extended flights.
Two HH-3Es made the first nonstop transatlantic
helicopter Hight in 1967, refueling 9 times from New
York to Paris. Assigned to the Aerosi;lace _Rescue and
Recover Service (ARRS), the HH-3E s pnme combat
mission is the recovery of downed airmen. For this
mission the HH-3E is both armor plated and armed
for protection from hostile forces while in the combat
area. Rapid loading and w1loading of the aircraft ~s
provided by a rear ramp and_ cargo door: Power .1s
supplied by 2 gas turbine engmes. The pnmary mission of the CH-3E is cargo and troop transport. It
has approximately the same perfonnance as the J:IH-3E
but is not equipped with tip tanks, armor platmg, or
aerial refueling probe. Another search and rescue version of the S-61R the HH-3F, is being produced for
the U.S. Coast c'uard. It is equipped with sophisticated communications and navigation equipment.

Remarks
The single~turbine S-62, the first amphibious helicopter built with a flying boat-type hull, is used by the
Coast Guard as its search and rescue helicopter. The
S-62 was the first American turbine-powered helicopter to be certified by the Federal Aviation Agency
for commercial operations. The FAA certificate permits it to carry a pilot, a co-pilot, and 11 passengers.
It can operate from land, water, ice, snow, swamp,
mud or almost any other surface. The first flight took
place May 22, 1958. Besides its Coast Guard application, the S-62 is used in airline and industrial operations. It is especially useful to the oil industry in supplying offshore drilling platforms.
Specifications
Empty weight 5,083 pounds; normal gross weight
8,100 pounds; useful load 3,017 pounds; engine General Electric T58-8 1,250 horsepower.
Performance
Maximwn speed 110 miles per hom; service ceiling
11,200 feet; range 463 miles.

Specifications
Empty weight 14,426 pounds; normal gross ':eigh;
19,500 pounds; useful load 5,074 potmds; engmes ~
GE T58-5 1,500 horsepower each .
Performance
Maximum speed 165 miles per hour; cruising speed
154 miles per hour; service ceiling 11,700 feet; range
(with two tip tanks) 748 miles.
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S-64 SKYCRANE

S-65 HEAVY ASSAULT TRANSPORT

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Sikorsky Aircraft

Remarks
The first flight of the twin-turbine-powered Sikorsky
S-64 Skycrane, a universal transport vehicle with both
military and industrial potential, took place May 9,
1962. The S-64 carries a 10-ton payload. First deliveries of the S-64 were made to the West German
Ministry of Defense. The U.S. Army purchased 6 in
1964, and has ordered additional quantities. The S-64
is designed to carry its cargoes externally. It has a
rear-facing pilot's seat to provide a clear view of the
cargo during pick-ups or deliveries. By means of a
hoist it can pick up or deposit loads without landing.
A lightweight van, for such military uses as a field
hospital, command post, and repair shop, or for such
civilian applications as a skybus or construction headquarters, can be attached to th~ Skycrane fuselage.
The Skycrane has proved particularly useful for recovering aircraft downed in enemy-held territory and
for other heavy-lift duty in combat zones. It has a
strong potential for use in ship-to-shore cargo carrying.

Remarks
The Sikorsky S-65 was designed for the U.S. Ma1ine
Corps as a heavy assault transport helicopter, the
CH-53A. First flight took place October 14, 1964.
First delivery to a Marine Corps squadron took place
in September 1966. The CH-53A has flown at speeds
exceeding 200 miles an hour and has carried loads,
both internally and externally, weighing 10 tons. The
CH-53A, with a crew of 3, can accommodate 38
troops. It has been used to retrieve other aircraft
and deliver equipment and supplies. The HH-53B,
a rescue and recovery version produced for the U.S.
Air Force, has a rescue hoist, auxiliary fuel tanks, and
an aerial refueling probe that allows almost unlimited
range.
Specifications
Empty weight 22,444 pounds; gross weight 42,000
pounds; engines (CH-53A) 2 GE T64-1 and (HH-53B)
2 GE T64-3, both 3,080 horsepower.

Specifications

Performance
Cruising speed 172 miles per hour; maximum speed
195 miles per hour; service ceiling 18,550 feet, range
250 miles (or, with auxiliary tanks, 806 miles).

Empty weight 18,969 pounds; normal gross weight
38,000 pounds; alternate gross weight 42,000 pounds;
useful _load 19,031 pounds; engines 2 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JFTD-12A 4,050 horsepower each.

'

Performance
Cruisi~g speed 110 mil~s per hour; maximum speed
124 miles per hour; serviCe ceiling 13,000 feet; range
25.3 miles.
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SA-26T CORPORATE AIRCRAFT

WREN-460 STOL AIRPLANE

Prime Contractor: Swearingen AiTcraft

Prime Contractor: ·wren Aircraft Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The Wren 360 is a 4-place high-wing single-engine
airplane which derives its STOL and slow speed
abilities through aerodynamic devices. New Cessna
182 airfran1es are utilized in the manufacture of the
vVren for economy and to assure the user of parts
and service availability in most of the free world.
The vVren 460 is capable of sustained patrol for up
to 11 3,4 hours at speeds of 45 to 60 miles per hour
using less than 35 percent power while maintaining a
level flight attitude and maneuverability through the
use of slow speed control devices. The prototyp e Wren
460 first flew in January 1963, and FAA certification
was received June 1964.

The SA-26T or Merlin IIA is an 8-10 place pressurized twin-engine airplane designed for corporate
use. I~ has a cylindrical fuselage with a pressure dif~erentral of 5.5 pow1els per square inch. The SA-26T
I S powered by 2 United Aircraft of Canada Ltd. Pratt
& Whitney Aircraft PT6A-20 free turbine engines
equipped with propeller reversing features and rated
at 550 maximum continuous shaft horsepower. The
SA-26 made its initial flight on April 12, 1965.
Specifications
Span 45 feet 101;2 inches; length 40 feet 1.3 inches;
height 14 feet 4 inches; cabin dimensions: length 128
inches, width 62 inches , hei baht 59 inches; fuel capacity 386 gallons; design gross weight 9,300 pounds;
e mpty weight 5,800 pow1ds; design landing weight
8,500 pounds.

Specifications
All-metal high-wing fixed-gear; span 36 feet 6 inches;
length 27 feet 4 inches; height 8 feet 9 inches, empty
weight 1,710 pmmds; useful load 1,090 pounds; gross
weight 2,800 potmds; fuel capacity 65-84 gallons;
engine Continental 0-470-R 230 horsepower.

Performance
Speed at 17,000 feet 270 miles per hour; range at
27,500 feet 1,700 miles; rate of climb at sea level
1,950 feet per minute; service ceiling 30,000 single
engine ceiling 12,500 feet ; stall speed 86 miles per
hour.

Performance
Maximtm1 sp eed 160 miles per hour; cruise speed
75 percent power at 6,500 151 miles per hour; takeoff and landing speed 40 miles per hour; rate of
climb at sea level 1,080 feet per minute; service ceiling 19,200 feet; cruise range 872 miles; maximtm1
range 1,150 miles; take-off to clear 50-foot obstacle
605 feet ; landing to clear 50-foot obstacle 612 feet.
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Now in production, the Fairchild 228 will
bring the jet age to Anytown, U. S. A.,
flying regional stop-and-go schedules
all day long, all year long. More importan t, it will turn a profit even on a continuous calendar of 100-mile hops.

The reasons? 25% lower operating
costs than comparable jetliners. $1-million lower purchase price. 25 to 40
knots faster. Operates from 4,000-foot
runways. 50-60 passenger capacity.
Matched enginej airframe. Built-in rug-

gedness, stamina, dependability.
Fairchild 228s will go where jets have
never flown before, expanding the market potential for the regional airlines.
Do you hear the whistle blowing?

[!!]

FAIRCHILD HILLER
CO
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RATION

is taking half-mile wide pictures of the ocean bottom with sound?
is developing the first nuclear rocket reactor for space?
is the country's leading designer and manufacturer of airborne fire control radar?
is the builder of the world's first space radar for rendezvous missions?
is manufacturing electrical systems for today's most advanced aircraft?
is working on a worldwide super communications system?
is designing the nuclear reactors, turbines and generators for our fleet?
has a tiny TV camera for use on the moon

You can be
sure if it's
Westinghouse

AEROSPACE, D EFE NSE AND MARINE GROUP

MINUTEMAN ICBM
Weapon System Integrator: The Boeing Company;
technical direction by TRW Systems Group of TRW.
Inc.
Associate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporation (first-stage engine); Aerojet-General Corporation
(second-stage engine); Hercules Incorporated (thirdstage engine); Autonetics Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
(guidance and control system); Avco Corporation or
General Electric Company (reentry vehicles); Sylvania
Electronics (ground communications)
Remarks
Minuteman is an intercontinental ballistic missile
operated by the U.S. Air Force's Strategic Air Command. One thousand Minuteman missiles are on strategi~ alert in 6 wings. The first 5 wings are equipped
with Minuteman I missiles, and the sixth wing, centered at Grand Forks, North Dakota, is armed with
the larger, more powerful Minuteman II. Minuteman
II is also deployed in an extra co-located 50-missile
squadron near Malmstrom Air Force Base, Montana.
An improvement program in progress, called "Force
Modernization," will replace all Minuteman I missiles
in the first 5 wings with Minuteman II missiles by
1970. Minuteman is a three-stage, solid-fuel missile
which can be launched from blast-proof underground
launch facilities within seconds after a command is
received. Multiple-channel communications connect
an underground launch control center, manned by
two SAC officers, with 10 launch facilities. Minuteman II has a larger second-stage engine, improved
guidance system, greater range and payload capabilities, more flexible targeting ··and increased survivability. Minuteman carries a nuclear warhead. In photo,
Minuteman II.
Specifications
Minuteman I (WS-133A)-Model LGM-30A 54 feet,
Model LGM-30B 55.9 feet; weight approximately
65,000 pounds; diameter approxim:i ely 6 feet at
first -stage interstage.
Minuteman II (WS-133B)-Length 59.8 feet; weight
approximately 70,000 pounds.
Performance
Minuteman
speed more
Minuteman
speed more

I-range more than 6,300 nautical miles;
than 15,000 miles per hour.
Il-range more than 7,000 nautic·al miles;
than 15,000 miles per hour.

MISSILES

TITAN II ICBM
Program Management: Ballistic Systems Division,
Space and Missile Systems Organization (SAMSO),
Air Force Systems Command
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver
Division (systems intearation
base intearation
.
b
'
b
'
airframe)
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion); AC Electronics Division General Motors
C?rp?ration (guidance); GE Missile ~d Space Vehicle
DIVISIOn (reentry vehicle); TRW Systems Group of
TRW Inc. (technical direction)
Remarks
Titan II is an intercontinental ballistic missile operated by the USAF's Strategic Air Command. SAC
has 54 operational missiles at 3 bases. Largest of the
U.S. ICBMs, Titan II is equipped with sophisticated
penetration aids. It is a 2-stage weapon with 430,000
pounds of rocket thrust in its first stage <md 100,000
pounds in the second stage. Both stages burn storable
liquid propellants (nitrogen tetroxide and a 50/50
mixture of hydrazine and w1symm etTical dimethyl
hydrazine). Titan II carries a nuclear warhead and
is inertially guided. Earlier Titan I ICBM was phased
out of service in 1965.
Specifications
Length 103 feet ; diameter 10 fee t; weight 330,000
pounds.
Performance
Range 6,300 nauti cal miles with Mark VI reentry
vehicle.
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ATLAS ICBM (SERIES D, E, and F)
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Associate Contractors: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation (engines); General Electric Company, Burroughs Corp., and American Bosch Arma Corp. (guidance); General Electric Company and Avco Corporation (reentry systems)
Remarks
Developed as the free world's first intercontinental
ballistic missile, Atlas served as the backbone of the
nation's deterrent force during the late 1950s and
early 1960s. Installed at launch sites across the nation under the Air Force policy of concurrence, -Atlas
missiles and their launch sites were produced in three
basic versions, the Series D, Series E, and Series F.
Series D missiles were emplaced in "soft," aboveground launch sites. Series E missiles were installed
in above-ground "coffin" launch facilities providing
greater protection from enemy attack than the Series
D emplacements; Series F missiles served as deterrents
in underground "silo" launch sites, fully - hardened
against all but a direct hit. Series D missiles used engines producing 360,000 pounds thrust with · radioinertial guidance systems. S(.jies E and Series F missiles employed uprated engines capable of 390,000
pounds thrust, and used all-inertial guid~nce systems.
Atlas ICBMs in test flights placed reentry vehicles
more than 9,000 miles from the launch site, though
originally designed for ranges of approximately 6 ,000
miles. Phased out of the nation's deterrent arsenal
during 1965, Atlas missiles are currently being used
for flights in the Air Force ABRES (Advanced Ballistic
Re-Entry Systems) program, the Nike-Target program
and the OV1 satellite program .

MISSILES

POLARIS FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE

POSEIDON FLEET BALLISTIC MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles & Space Compwy
.
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
and Hercules Incorporated (powe r plants); General
Electric Compwy and Hugh es Aircraft Company
(guidance and fire control); Nortronics Division of
Northrop Corporation (nose cone)
Remarks
The Poseidon C-3 missile has its roots in Polaris
technology, but it is larger wei much more aclvwced.
It is 6 feet in diameter as opposed to Polaris' 4 1h feet,
and, at 34 feet, 3 feet longer thw the A-3 Polaris.
Poseidon weighs about twice as much as its predecessor. Despite the increase in size, the weapon will fit
into the submarine tubes designed for Polaris. Poseidon will have double the payload of the A-3 Polaris
and will be twice as accurate. These factors, coupled
with the use of new penetration aids, will make Poseidon 8 times as effective as Polaris. Plws call for equipping 31 of the 41 Fleet Ballistic Missile submarines
with Poseidon C-3 and the remaining 10 with Polaris
A-3.

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles & Space
Company
Associate Co!ltractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
and Hercules Incorporated (power plants); General
Electric Company and Hughes Aircraft _Company
(guidance and fire control); Nortronics Division of
Northrop Corporation (nose cone)
Remarks
Now in production at Lockheed, the third generation
Polaris A3 became operational with the Navy in September 1964. It was preceded into service by the A1
version, which had a range of 1,200 nautical miles,
and the A2, with 1,500 nautical miles range. While
A2 was an outgrowth of A1 , the A3 is a 90 percent
new missile. Among many innovations was a switch
from the "champagne bottle" shape of the earlier
missiles to a simple, bullet-shaped configuration. The
A3, with a range of 2,500 nautical miles, arms 28 of
the 41 Polaris submarines; the remaining 13 will carry
the A2 weapon. The A1 , operational since November
1960, is being retired from fleet duty but will find
utility as a booster in developing and testing missile
and space programs. All 3 versions of the Polaris are
2.-stage, solid propellant, inertially guided ballistic mis- ·
slles which can be fired from submerged or surfaced
submarines, from surface ships or from land bases.
There are 336 A3 and 208 A2 missiles assigned to
the Atlantic Fleet, which operates 34 of the FBM
submarines. An additional 112 A3s are assigned to
the Pacific Fleet.

MISSILES

PERSHING SURFACE-TO-SURFACE
WEAPON SYSTEM
Prime Contractor:
Orlando

Martin

Marietta Corporation,

Remarks
Pershing is a two-stage, surface-to-surface ballistic
missile which is now operational with Army artillery
battalions. It was deployed with the U.S. Seventh
Army in Europe in early 1964 and is also in the
hands of Federal Republic of Germany Air Force
units, within the framework of NATO. Pershing has
the longest range and greatest firepower of all weapons
in the Army's arsenal. Four-tracked vehicles carry the
firing equipment to the fiFing position in the groundmobile mode. The system can also be airlifted. The
missile is transported in a horizontal position on its
unique erector-launcher, which contains its own launch
pad and leveling jacks and raises the missile to vertical
firing position. Under a $66 million contract awarded
by the Army to Martin Marietta in early 1966, improved ground support equipment is under development. The Pershing Ia system, using the new equipment, will be adapted to wheeled vehicles. Rate of
fire and system reliability will be increased, with major
system improvements centered in a new programmertest station and a new erector-launcher. Improved
missile components are also being developed.

SERGEANT SURFACE-TO-SURF ACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: UNIVAC Salt Lake City, A Division of Sperry Rand Corporation
Remarks
The Sergeant is reliable, mobile, simple to operate
and, with its ease of maintenance and degree of
immunity to countermeasures, represents an Army
weapon system comparable in general field worthiness to the shorter-range unguided rockets. Sergeant
has been purchased and deployed with U.S. and
Federal Republic of Germany troops. Status: Operational.

Specifications
Length 341;2 feet; diameter 3.3 feet; weight approximately 10,000 pounds; speed supersonic; trajectory
ballistic; propulsion two-stage , solid propellant; guidance inertial; warhead nuclear. .

Specifications

Performance

Length 35 feet; diameter 31 inches; weight 10,000
pounds.

Range 100-400 nautical miles.
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MISSILES

MACE SURF ACE-TO-SURF ACE MISSILE

REDSTONE SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor:
Division

Chrysler

Corporation

Missile

Remarks
The first ballistic missile to be deployed overseas,
Redstone is no longer being built as a weapons system, but it has research utility. Chrysler Missile Division, as a major subcontractor to TRW Systems, has
made major modifications to a mm1ber of Redstones
for use in the SPARTA (Special Anti-Missile Research
Tests in Australia) program. SPARTA is part of Project Defender, sponsored by the Defense Department's
Advanced Research Projects Agency. Equipped with
solid propellant upper stages and reentry payloads,
the Redstones are assembled and latmched at W oomera, Australia. Chrysler also provides the payloads and
assists in launch support. Other Redstones have been
reactivated for Project Defender. Programs utilizing
Redstone for new missions are tmder consideration.
Specifications
Length 69 feet; diameter 70 inches; weight 60,970
pounds.
Performance
Range 200 nautical miles; 75,000 patmcls thrust.

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, ·Baltimore Divisions
Associate Contractors: Allison Division of General
Motors Corporation (engine); Thiokol Chemical Corporation (booster) ; Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
(ATRAN guidance) (A version); AC Spark Plug Division, General Motors Corporation (inertial guidance)
(B version)
Remarks
An improved version of Matador first latmched in
1959, Mace is an all-weather guided missile incorporating enough innovations to justify its classification as an entirely new weapon system . Mace TM-76A
is fired from a truck-drawn zero-length launcher;
Mace TM-76B, from hardenedtmderarotmd
bases.
b
Specifications
Swept-wing missile; length 44 feet; span 23 feet ;
diameter 54 inches; guidance Mace A self-contained
ATRAN (Automatic Terrain Radar and Navigator)
map-matching system; guidance Mace B all-inertial;
warhead nuclear or conventional; power Allison J33
jet engine, booster Thiokol motor.
Performance
Speed over 650 miles per hour, supersonic in terminal dives; range over 650 miles (Mace A), over
1,200 nautical miles (Mace B); thrust 5,200 potmds
(engine), 100,000 patmds (booster) .

MISSILES

LANCE SURF ACE-TO-SURF ACE MISSILE

SHILLELAGH ANTI-ARMOR GUIDED
MISSILE SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Associate Contractors: American Bosch Arma Corporation (gyroscope); Systron-Donner Corporation
(guidance components) ; Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation (propulsion); Whittaker Controls and
Guidance (gyroscope); F . M. C. Corporation (vehicles);
Hawker Siddeley (lightweight launcher)

Prime Contractor: Aeronutronic Division, PhilcoFord Corporation
Remarks
Shillelagh is a tank-fired surface-to-surface anti-armor
guided missile system which is standard armament
on Army's General Sheridan Armored Reconnaissance
Vehicle. A lightweight guided missile system, Shillelagh is designed to give U.S. armor field superiority
over enemy armored vehicles and tanks, troops and
field fortifications . Shillelagh utilizes a command guidance system, giving it extreme high accuracy against
either stationary or moving targets and a high first
round "kill" probability. The system includes both
the guided missile system and conventional ammunition, both fired from a 152 millimeter combination
gun/launcher. Now in production by Aeronutronic
at the Army's Lawndale, California, Missile Plant,
Shillelagh is used in the compact turret version of
the Army's M60 Main Battle Tank. It will also be
standard armament on the U.S.-Federal Republic of
Germany Main Battle Tank, to be operational in the
1970s. The Army awarded Shillelagh a type standard
"A" , Classification, the classification given to any
Army materiel item determined to be the most advanced and satisfactory item to fill a given Army
need. Shillelagh, which is handled in the field with
the ease of a conventional round of ammunition, has
been tested under extreme environmental conditions
ranging from desert heat to arctic cold and high
tropical humidity.

Remarks
Lance is a surface-to-surface ballistic missile designed
by the Army to provide greater fire support to Army
field divisions. It complements division tube artillery
and extends the division commander's capability for
nuclear and non-nuclear supporting fire. Lance is
built by the Michigan Facility of LTV's Missiles and
Space Division. It is the first Army missile to use
packaged storable liquid propellants. Major components of the missile include a warhead section, a guidance package, fuel tankage and an engine. Major
ground support equipment includes a self-propelled
launcher, a fully mobile lightweight laun~her, the
transporter-loader, and the prefire tester and fire pack.
Guidance is a si mplified inertial tmit developed in
the Army Missile Command's Guidance and Control
Laboratory. Development of an extended Lance (XRL)
also has been approved by the Army and the company holds an exploratory development contract from
the Navy to determine whether Lance can be used
under any type of weather or water conditions as
a ship-launched amphibious support weapon.
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MISSILES

DAVY CROCKETT CLOSE SUPPORT MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Army Weapons Command (InHouse)
Remarks
A small Army battlefield missile Dav C
k t .
short range weapon for support, of u/o droct 'et IS a
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HONEST JOHN SURFACE-TO-SURFAC
MISSILE
E
Prime Contractor: Electronics
Emerson Electric Company
and Space Division,
Remarks
Honest John is a surface-to-surfac
. .
by a single-stage, solid propella 11 te mi~slle propelled
..
.
enuine
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.
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stab1hzation provided by small s i; ' WI
guided, it attains a top speed of Mach
rockets. Un17
John is capable of carrying eith
· · The Honest
er a nucle
h. h
..ar or 1g explosive warhead. Honest John is
operational.
Specifications
Length 24.8 feet, diameter 30 inch .
.
pounds.
es, Weight 4,500
Performance
Range 12 miles; maximum speed Mach 1. 7 .
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TOW ANTITANK MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractor: Army Mnnitions Command,
Picatinny Arsenal (warhead development)
Remarks
TOW is the first supersonic missile guided in flight
by means of a 2-wire link between lanncher and
missile. It gets its name from the description: Tubelaunched, Optically-tracked, Wire-guided. A major
improvement of this weapon over earlier antitank
missiles is the simplified and highly accurate aiming
device. To fire at a stationary object or a moving
target, the gnnner simply aligns the crosshairs of his
telescopic sight on the target and then latmches the
~issile , which automatically flies along his line of
sight. With TOW, the gnnner does not have to estimate range to the target, speed of the target of angle
between target course and his weapon. If he keeps
the crosshairs centered, signals transmitted through
the two-wire link automatically correct the missile's
course. TOW can be carried by troops and fired
from a simple lightweight launcher mounted on a
tripod. It can also be mounted on a variety of gronnd
vehicles, including the Mll3 armored personnel
carrier. TOW is now nndergoing service testing by
the U.S. Army.

MISSILES

SUBROC ANTISUBMARINE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
Subcontractors: Aerospace Systems Division, General
Precision Systems Inc. (major portion of guidance
system); AiResearch Division, The Garrett Corporation (auxiliary power system); Thiokol Chemical Corporation (manufacture and loading of propellant)
Remarks
Subroc, an tmderwater-to-air-to-underwater antisubmarine missile, has been developed by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation for the Naval Ordnance Systems
Command, formerly the Navy Bureau of Weapons,
under technical direction of the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory, White Oak, Maryland. It is being manufactured in production quantities as a submarinelaunched, rocket-propelled, inertially-guided nuclear
depth bomb for destruction of hostile tmderwater
craft. Using solid fuel propellant, its range is greater
than any other ASW weapon except aircraft. The
missile is latmched horizontally from standard submarine tubes, and conventional launch methods are
employed. The submarine can be moving and need
not be pointed at the target. Utilizing a digital computer for target motion analysis, the fire control system can solve many problems simultaneously. This
system can handle other submarine-launched weapons
in addition to Subroc. Subroc is now operational with
the fleet and has performed successfully in a number
of firings.

DRAGON MEDIUM ANTITANK
ASSAULT WEAPON
Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Remarks
In engineering development status, Dragon is a medium antitank assault weapon designed for use by the
infantryman. Light enough to be carried by l man
and shoulder-fired, Dragon has a warhead big enough
to knock out most armor and other infantry targets.
It will be far superior in range, accuracy and hit
probability to the 90-millimeter recoilless rifle it will
replace. Weighing about 27 pounds, the system employs command-to-line-of-sight guidance and consists
of 3 main items: a tracker, a recoilless launcher and
a missile. In operation, the gunner sights the target
through a telescopic sight, then launches the missile.
While he holds his sight on the target, the tracker
senses missile position relative to the gunner's line of
sight and sends command signals over wire to the
missile. This causes rocket "side thrusters" to fire,
applying corrective control forces. The thrusters are
fired at appropriate roll angles so that the missile is
automatically guided throughout flight. In photo, sight
and launcher (missile is enclosed within the launcher
and is never seen by the gunner).

Specifications
Weight approximately 4,000 pounds.
Performance
Classified.
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MISSILES

MARK 46 MOD I ANTISUBMARINE
TORPEDO
Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc.
Subcontractors: TRW Inc., Clevite Corp.
Remarks
The Mark 46 Mod 1 antisubmarine warfare torpedo
is a liquid-propelled version of the Mark 46. It is in
production at Honeyw ell Ordnance Division, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

ASROC/TERRIER
MARK 46 ANTISUBMARINE TORPEDO
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Subcontractor: Bendix Corporation (guidance and
control system)
Remarks
The Navy's Mark 46 is a rocket propellant driven,
high-speed, deep-running, passive/ active acoustic
homing antisubmarine torpedo. It is designed to seek,
acquire, pursue and destroy conventional and nuclear
submarines. The Mark 46 can be launched from aircraft, the torpedo tubes of antisubmarine vessels,
from conventional or drone helicopters or by ASROC
(antisubmarine rocket). The Mark 46 is now in production at Aerojet's Von Karman Center, Azusa,
California.
Speciflcatjons
Approximate dimensions: Length 101 inches; diameter 12% inches; weight 570 pounds.

Prime Contractors: Honeywell Inc. (ASROC) and
General Dynamics Corporation (Terrier)
Remarks
The ASROC/Terrier system is a new concept in
shipboard weaponry. It combines the ASROC (antisubmarine rocket) and Terrier supersonic guided missile weapons system in an advanced ASROC/Terrier
combination aboard a new class of ship. The ASROC
has been modified so that it can be fired from a
Terrier launcher on the forward deck of the ship.
Two Terrier or two ASROC missiles can be alternately mmmted on the launcher and fired in rapid
succession, although one cannot be on the launcher
with the other at the same time. Combining the systems leads to several advantages, including reduced
manpower requirements, greater missile storage capacity and less topside weight and deck area. The
first of the new class of ships to be equipped with
the system is the USS Belknap (DLG-26).

MISSILES

SPRINT ANTIMISSILE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Orlando (under contract to Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.)
Remarks
The Sprint missile is one of the major components
being developed for the Army's Nike-X missile defense system. Its mission is to intercept ICBM warheads, or the warheads of medium-range missiles
which might be launched from submarines, after they
have entered the earth's atmosphere. Reaction time
is a major consideration, since these missiles approach
the earth at velocities over 17,000 miles per hour.
Sprint's time of flight~from launch to interceptwill be only a matter of seconds. Sprint is designed
to be "popped" from its launch cell rather than
flown out under its own power. A gas generator
placed under the missile will eject it like a dart from
a blowgun. The Sprint booster will ignite after the
missile is aboveground. At the same time, the missile will pitch over on a trajectory that will take it to
the vicinity of the computer-calculated intercept
point. Fine adjustments will be made in flight via
radar signals from the ground.

SPARTAN ANTIMISSILE MISSILE
Prime Contractors: Western Electric Company (for
complete Nike-X ground and flight system); McDonnell Douglas Corporation (Spartan airframe)
Remarks
Spartan is one of the two missile components of the
Nike-X antimissile missile system, which also includes
a battery of tracking r<!dars and computers on the
ground. Spartan complements the Sprint missile to
provide the system with a wide variety of intercept
ranges and altitudes, Spartan being the long-range
member of the missile team. It is an advanced version of the Zeus missile. Component and motor tests
started in 1967.

Specifications
Length 27 feet; diameter 4.5 feet at base;. configuration cone-shaped; propulsion 2-stage, solid propellant; guidance command via ground radar; warhead
nuclear; type surface-to-air interceptor.

Specifications
Three stages, all solid-propelled; overall length about
55 feet; basic stage thrust approximately 450,000
pounds.

Performance
Speed hypersonic; other details classified.
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MISSILES

NIKE HERCULES AIR DEFENSE MISSILE

HAWK ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE

Prime Contractor: \ •Vestern Elec tric Company

Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion); Northrop Corporation (launcher /loader I
carrier)

Remarks
Nike Hercules is the U.S. primar high-altih1de air
defe nse weapon in operational status. The missile has
proven successful against high-performance aircraft
at a vaTiety of altitudes. It bas also successfully intercepted short-range ballistic missiles and other Nike
Hercules missiles in tests. Ground equipment includes
a low-power acquisition radaT, a high-power acquisition radar which can be packaged on wheels (mobile
HIP AR), a target tracking radar, a missile tracking
radar, electronic and data processing equipment, and
remote controlled launchers. The system is continually
being modified to meet new threats and to incorporate
advances in missile technology .
Specifications
Length 41 feet; diameter 311/2 inches; weight 10,000
potmcls at latmch; propulsion system 2-stage solid
propellant; command guidance; conventional or nuclear warhead.
Performance
Speed supersonic; range more than 75 nautical miles;
ceiling in excess of 150,000 feet.

Remarks
Hawk is a surface-to-air antiaircraft missile in operational service with the Army and the Marine Corps.
In addition, Hawk is deployed overseas in Europe,
Panama and the Far East, and is being produced by
5 NATO nations for their own use. Hawk employs
a radar homing system. It is effective against targets
ranging from tree-top level to about 50,000 feet.
Hawk is now employed in South Vietnam. Although
designed primarily as an antiaircraft missile, Hawk
has had successful intercepts of tactical missiles such
as Honest John, Little John and Corporal. For more
reliable and capable defense against attacking aircraft, Raytheon is developing an improved Hawk.
Specifications
Weight 1,275 pounds; length 198 inches; span 47.4
inches; solid propellant; high explosive warheads.
Performance
Speed supersonic.

MISSILES

ADVANCED TERRIER SHIPBOARD
ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE
TARTAR SHIPBOARD ANTIAIRCRAFT
MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
(propulsion)
Remarks
Tartar is a high-performance guided missile that arms
27 destroyers and 3 cruisers of the U.S. fleet. In addition -Tartar serves 4 other navies of the free worldFranc~, Italy, Japan and Australia. In a minimum of
space, the missile contains a complex homing system,
a dual-thrust rocket motor and a new type auxiliary
power supply. Tartar's semi-active homing guidance
system is made up of several interrelated units so
constructed to form the basic airframe of the missile.
Each unit houses a major part of the homing and
control system. The auxiliary power supply uses the
hot gases from solid grain fuel to generate its own
electrical and hydraulic power.

Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General D ynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Hercules Incorporated/ Allegany (propulsion)
Remarks
The Advanced Terrier guided missile is fulfilling its
design role as a major element in the Navy's missile
arsenal. This surface-to-air antiaircraft weapon arms
40 warships. Terrier is powered by 2 stages of solid
fuel rockets. The first stage, a separate booster rocket,
supplies high thrust for a short period to launch and
accelerate the missile to supersonic speeds. At booster
burnout, the empty booster case falls away and the
second stage rocket ignites. The second stage, the
sustainer, is part of the missile proper and maintains
the velocity required to match any evasive maneuver
the target aircraft might take. The missile arms 3
conventional carriers, 5 cruisers, and .3 nuclearpowered warships.

Specifications
Length 15 feet ; diameter 1 foot; weight 1,500 pounds.

Specifications
Length 27 feet (with booster); diameter 1 foot; weight
2,600 pounds.

Performance
Range over 10 miles; speed supersonic.

Performance
Range over 10 miles; speed supersonic.
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MISSILES

T ALOS SHIPBOARD MISSILE

RED EYE SURF ACE-TO-AIR MISSILE

Prime Contractor: Missile S ·stems Division, The
Bendix Corporation
Associate Contractor: Sperry Gyroscope Company
(Shipboard Guidance and Fire Control)

Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Atlantic Research Corporation
(propulsion)

Remarks
Talos is a supersonic smface-to-air missile designed
to provide· the Navy with a S) stem of long-range,
high-fire-power defense against air attack. It also has
a surface-to-surface capability. It is a two-stage weapon with a solid-fuel rocket booster and the missile
is powered by a 40,000 horsepower ramjet engine. It
is operational with the Navy's fleet of missile cruisers
which includes USS Chicago, USS Galveston, USS
Little Rock, USS Oklahoma City, USS Albany, USS
Columbus and the first nuclear-powered cruiser, USS
Long Beach.

Remarks
Redeye, the world's smallest guided missile, is designed to be carried into combat on a soldier's back
and fired from his shoulder. Its infrared sensor is
mmmted in the nose of the solid propelled missile,
which is fin stabilized and aerodynamically controlled
in Hight. Redeye, now in production, will for the first
time give the infantryman effective antiaircraft defense against low-Hying enemy aircraft. Target detection and tracking are accomplished visually by the
gunner. When the aircraft is within the range of the
missile and the infrared seeker has locked on the target, a simple squeeze of the trigger fires the missile.

Specifications
Length 20 feet ; diameter 30 inches; weight over
3,000 potmds; booster 10 feet long.

Specifications
Length 4 feet; diameter 3 inches; weight 28 pounds.

Performance
Range over 65 nautical miles; speed classified.

Performance
Classified.
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BOMARC B INTERCEPTOR
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Subcontractors: The Marquardt Corporation (ramjet
engines); Thiokol Chemical Corporation (booster
rocket); Westinghouse Electric Corporation (guidance)
Remarks
Bomarc B is a surface-to-air interceptor missile operated by the USAF's Air Defense Command and the
Royal Canadian Air Force, operating eight bases
equipped with from 28 to 56 launch-shelters. Bomarc
B incorporates a solid-fuel rocket engine developing
some 50,000 pounds of thrust. This engine launches
the missile in a vertical position. Just prior to boost
burnout at approximately 30,000 feet altitude, Eomarc's 2 flight-sustaining ramjet engines take over
propulsion. Unlike other types of air defense missiles
Bomarc is guided from the ground to the immediate
target area via radio signals. The missile's own target
seeker pinpoints the enemy aircraft, locks on and
detonates its warhead on the closest point of pass or
on impact. The missile has a nuclear warhead. Bomarc
B bases are located at Kincheloe AFB, Sault Ste.
Marie, Michigan; Duluth AFB, Minnesota; Niagara
Falls, New York; McGuire AFB, New Jersey; Otis
AFB, Massachusetts; Langley AFB, Virginia; and
Canadian sites at North Bay, Ontario, and La Macaza,
Quebec.
Specifications
Wing span 18 feet 2 inches; overall length 45 feet;
height 10 feet 2 inches; fuselage diameter 35 inches;
width of the horizontal tailplane 10 feet 6 inches.
Performance
Range well over 400 nautical miles; kill capability
from sea level to altitudes above 70,000 feet; speed
approximately Mach 2.5.

CHAPARRAL AIR DEFENSE GUIDED
MISSILE SYSTEM
Prime Contractor:
Ford Corporation

Aeronutronic Division, Philco-

Remarks
Chaparral is an adaptation of the Sidewinder IC airto-air missile system to a ground-to-air configuration
to provide maximum air defense against low and medium flying aircraft in forward battle areas. In production by Aeronutronic at Anaheim, California,
Chaparral utilizes the Sidewinder IC in a multiple
mount on the highly mobile M730 vehicle to insure
rapid deployment for defense of forward battle areas.
Production began in April 1966, with awarding of
a $6,400,000 initial tooling and production contract
to Aeronutronic by the Army. Chaparral can be fired
from various types of existing Army vehicles including
railroad flat cars, flatbed trucks, flatbed trailers or can
be ground mounted. The missiles are aimed by a gunner in a turret mount and automatically guide on the
target's heat source after launch. Chaparral , which
has completed successful test firings and guided launchings at White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico, and
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California, has
been selected by the Army as one of 2 major weapon
systems to be included in new air battalions being
organized to provide field commanders with low altitude air defense. The M730 is a lightweight, fully
tracked vehicle capable of extended cross-country ~
travel over rough terrain and of high-speed travel
over improved roads.

MISSILES

STANDARD SHIPBOARD MISSILE
Prime Contractors: Pomona Division of General D y namics Corporation (guidance, control and airframe);
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (consultant to Ordnance System Command).
Remarks
The Standard Missile program implements the Navy's
concept of a standardized shipboard missile system
for defense of the fleet against surface and aerial
threats. Primary objectives in attaining the performance improvements are maximtm1 reliability and
overall economy, all to be achieved with simplified
logistics and compatibility with existing Terrier/
Tartar handling and shipboard weapon systems. There
are 2 versions of Standard Missile: extended range
(ER) and medium range (MR). The principal difference
between the 2 is in the propulsion systems. ER has
a separable booster while MR has an integral dualthrust rocket motor. Advanced solid-state electronics
and state-of-the-art miniaturization techniques have
~orded space savings for functional growth potential
Without compromising external dimensions of this
all-electric missile. The weapon is in production.
Specifications

SEA SPARROW SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company
Remarks

Length 27 feet (ER) and 15 feet (MR); diameter 1
foot.

Sea Sparrow (AIM 7E) is under development for. use
by the Navy and the armed forces of NATO natwns
as a basic point defense missile system.

Performance

Specifications

Speed, supersonic; range (ER) 35-plus miles, and (MR)
15-plus miles.

Length 12 feet; maximum diameter .67 feet; span
over fins 3.3 feet; law1ch weight 400 potmds; guidance sem l-ac
·
t"1ve h ommg
.
radar.

MISSILES

STANDARD ARM
SRAM (SHORT-RANGE ATTACK MISSILE)
AGM-69A
Weapon System Integration Contractor: The Boeing
Company
Major Subcontractors: Lockheed Propulsion Company;
General Precision, Inc.; Litton Industries; Autonetics
Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation; Sylvania Electronics; and
Unidynamics
Remarks
SRAM is a supersonic air-to-ground missile with nuclear capability which will be carried by the FB-111
fighter-bomber. It is adaptable for use on late model
B-52 strategic bombers. The missile will be capable
of penetrating sophisticated enemy defenses after
launch from its carrier aircraft. The program is in
design and development stage.

Prime Contractor: Pomona Division of General Dynamics Corporation
Remarks
Standard ARM is an air-launched guided missile system. It will be deployed by the U.S. Navy and U.S.
Air Force to locate and destroy hostile ground-b~sed
radar installations. The system consists of a modified
medium range Standard missile delivered by h~gh
performance aircraft equipped for the detect!~~ ,
identification and acquisition of the radar t~rget. An,craft will include the Navy's A-6, the Air Forces
F-105 and F-4. The initial version of Standard ARM
is in production.
Specifications
Length 14-plus feet; diameter 1 foot.
Performance
Speed supersonic; range classified.

MISSILES

SHRIKE ANTIRADAR MISSILE

ADM-20C QUAIL

Prime Contractors: Texas Instntments Inc. and Sperry
Farragut Company
Subcontractor: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and
Systems Group, North American Rock\>\ ell Corporation (propulsion elements)

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Associate Contractor: General Electric Company (propulsion system)

Remarks
An air-to-ground missile designed as a cotmtermeasure to enemy radar, Shrike was developed by the
Naval vVeapons Center, China Lake, Califon;1ia, ~nd
turned over to civilian c.ontractors for production.
Shrike takes its name from the small, lightning-quick
bird which attacks the eyes of its enemies; in s~ilar
fashion, Shrike blinds the long-range eyes of military
radar. Lannched either individually or in battery
from USAF or Navy aircraft, Shrike missiles ho~1e
on the radiations from radar systems and carry a lugh
explosive warhead to destroy their targets. A si~npl~,
lightweight missile with a low unit cost, Sh~1ke 1s
powered by a solid fuel rocket. In photo, Shrike in
underwing mount on Navy A-4.

Remarks
ADM-20C Quail is a decoy missile used by the B-52
as a penetration aid during strategic bombing missions. Carried in "Quick Load" clip-in packages,
Quail degrades hostile air defense systems by its ability to simulate the flight and radar signature characteristics of the parent aircraft. Powered by the J85
(GE) turbojet engine, the missiles are guided by a preprogrammed autopilot. Quail was integrated into the
SAC inventory in 1961, declared combat ready, and
is standing strategic alert with the B-52.
Specifications
Length 13 feet; span 5Ih feet; weight 1,200 ponnds.
Performance
Same operating envelope as the B-52.

MISSILES

BULLPUP AGM-12B, BULLPUP AGM-12C
MISSILES
HOUND DOG (AGM-28) MISSILE
P~i~~~ Contractor: Space and Information Systems
DIVISIOn, Aerospace and Systems Group, North America? ~ockwell Corporation
Pnnc1pal Subcontractors: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft
(J-52 turbojet engines); Autonetics Division, Aerospace
and Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation (guidance and controls)

Remarks
The AGM-28 Hound Dog (formerly GA_M_-77) is a
B-52-launched air-to-surface strategic missile operated by the USAF Strategic Air Command. Nearly
30 _SAC bases throughout the Unit~d States are
2
eqmpped with the double-sonic missde. The B-5
carries two inertially guided Hound Dogs-one under each wing. Capable of carrying a nuclear p~y
load, the Hound Dog can be used as a penet:atwn
aid for the bombers, or can be directed to s~nke at
primary targets. The Hound Dog engines, usmg th e
same fuel as the mother bomber, can be used to supplement the thrust of the B-52 .
Specifications
Length 43 feet; fuselage diameter 30 inches; weight
approximately 5 tons.
Performance
2
Range 700-plus miles; speed over :Mach ·

Prime Contractor:
Orlando

Martin

Marietta Corporation,

Remarks
Extremely accurate and reliable, the Bullpup is
launched more than two miles away from surface
targets such as airfield installations, trains or truck
co_nvoys, tanks, and bridges. Tracking flares in the
tail enable the pilot to "follow" the missiles while
sending commands for changes in _d irecti?n. Bullpup
reaches speeds near Mach 2. Martm Manetta desian
and production reliability permit th e missile to be
?andled as a "round of ammunition" with no prefirmg checkout required. Very little ground support is
requir~d. ~he missile can b~ loaded ?n aircraft ready
for finng m about five mumtes usmg only normal
bo~b-handling equipment or special ground handling
eqmpment now in production at Orlando. In photo
AGM-l2C.
'
Specifications
Length (AGM-l2B) 11 feet, (AG M-l2C) 13.6 feet·
diameter (AGM-l2B) 1 foot; weight (AG M-l2B) 57i
pounds including warhead, (AG_M-12C) 1,785 pounds;
(AGM-12B) 250-pound conventwnal warhead, (AGM12C) larger conventional warhead; range (AGM-l2B)
3-6 miles, (AGM-12C) more than 6 miles; propulsion
pre-packaged liquid rocket; guidance radio command,
controlled by pilot.

MISSILES

CONDOR AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Colw11bus Division, Aerospace
and Systems Group, North Am erican Rockwell Corporation
Remarks
Condor, designated AGtv1-53A, is a rocket-powered,
conventional warhead guided missile designed for
use with current and future Navy aircraft. The Condor
system relies on closed-circ uit television and a command link between missile and airplane for guidance.
Condor is adaptable to the armament system in the
Navy's A-6A all-weather attack aircraft.

HORNET AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Columbus n· ..
and Systems Group, North An1 . IVISion, Aerospace
.
encan Ro c k we11 Corporatwn
Remarks
Hornet is a rocket-powered air-t
tem design for use on tactical ~~~urface missile sysdepends on a television rruida 11 aucraft. The missile
o
ce system h . h
. l
on an d automatica ly guides itt 0
. .
w lC locks
mobile or stationary targets.
PI eviOusly identified

MISSILES

SPARROW AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company
Remarks
Developed and produced by Raytheon's Missile System Division, Sparrow is a supersonic, radar homing
weapon which can be launched from aircraft fl ying
at subsonic or supersonic speeds. The original model
became operational with Navy squadrons in 1956;
the missile is now being used as primary defensive
armament on USAF, Navy and Marine Corps fighters
and current models have greater performance capabilities than the original, due to a series of engineering and design changes. Sparrow has an advanced
fire control system which consists essentially of a
radar in the nose of the aircraft, a fire control computer and cockpit displays and controls. The radar
searches for, acquires and tracks the target. This information is supplied to the computer to generate
signals that will enable the pilot to attack targets
successfully. The missile is operational with the Royal
Airforce F-4 Phantom and in production for the
Italian Air Force. An advanced version is under development.

ZUNI AIR-TO-SURFACE MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Naval Weapons Center
Remarks
One of the earlier Navy missiles, Zuni is used on
fighter and attack aircraft as a ground strafing weapon. It is an unguided rocket, 5 inches in diameter,
with a range of about 5 miles. Its warhead is a conventional high explosive charge.

WALLEYE TELEVISION GUIDED GLIDE
BOMB
Prime Contractor:
Orlando

Martin

Marietta

Corporation,

Remarks
A guided bomb with a range of several miles, Walleye weighs approximately 1,000 pounds. It is equipped
with movable fins for television guidance by the pilot.
The missile was developed by the Naval Weapons
Center, China Lake, California.

Specifications
Weight 400 pounds; length 12 feet; diameter 8 inches.
Performance
Speed supersonic; all-weather, all-aspect, all-altitude
capability.

R-136

MISSILES

SIDEWINDER IC AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractors: Phil co-Ford Co rp orati on and
Rayth eon Company
Associate Contractors: Rocke tdyne Di vision, Ae rospace and Systems Group, No rth American Rockwell
Corporation (propulsion); and General Elec tric Compa ny (guidance)
Remarks
Sidewinder IC (AIM9D) is a second ge neration version of the Navy's air-to-air missile. A simple aluminum tube powered by a Rock e tdyn e Mark 18 Mod
1 solid propellant rocket, Sidevvinder IC is a rugged,
inexpensive weapon used on fi ghter aircraft. The first
missile to destroy enemy aircraft in combat, it has
interchangeable infrared and radar heads. AIM9D
is operational with the Navy, in production, and
scheduled for service in the United Kingdom.
Specifications
Overall length 9.5 feet ; maximum diameter .42 feet ;
span over fins 2.1 feet; launch weight 185 pounds.
Performance
Speed Mach 2.5.
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FALCON AIR-TO-AIR MISSILES
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporation
and Lockheed Propulsion Company (propulsion)
Remarks
Among the smallest missiles in service, the Air Force's
Falcon family consists of several different types of
air-to-air missiles which are 1::>cruided either by radar
or by a heat-seeking (infrared) homing device. Among
the later versions are the AIM-26, which bas a nuclear warhead; the AIM-47, which arms the YF-12A
interceptor; and the AIM-4D, which is carried by
the F-4C. Several other versions are operational on
F-101 , F-102 and F-106 aircraft. All of the weapons
are solid propelled and supersonic.

MISSILES

GENIE AIR-TO-AIR ROCKET
PHOENIX AIR-TO-AIR MISSILE
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Associate Contractors: Control Data Corporation
(computer); Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
(propulsion)
Remarks
The Navy's Phoenix missile system is designed for
capabilities exceeding those of any operational air-toair weapon. The system consists of the missile itself,
designated XAIM-54A; an advanced ANI A WG-9
radar and missile control system; and the MAU-48A
missile/bomb launcher. Under de velopm ent for use
in the F-lllB aircraft, the missile is a long-range,
high-performance, solid-propelled weapon.

R-1.38

Prime Contractor: Missile & Space Systems Division,
Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company
of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
Major Subcontractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
The AIM-2A Genie is an air-to-air rocket with a
solid-propellant motor capable of carrying a nuclear
warhead. Douglas builds the Genie weapon system
for the USAF's Air Defense Command. It is carried
on the F-lOIB Voodoo and the F-106 Delta Dart.
Specifications
Length 9 feet; width 1 foot 5 inches; weight 830
pounds.
Performance
Classified.

MODEL 1025 TARGET DRONE
(MQM-39A, MQM61-A)

MODEL 1025-TJ TURBOJET TARGET
MISSILE

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Remarks
This target missile system is designed principally for
programs involving developm ental and evaluation testing and personnel training of surface-to-air and/ or airto-air weapon systems. The system features make it ideal
as a realistic threat simulation for radar guided weapons. Infrared augmentation can be provided to make
it compatible with heat seeking type weapons. Some
of the weapon systems the Beech Model 1025 target
has been successfully used with are the Hawk, Sparrow,
Terrier, Tartar, Sidewinder, Nike-Hercules, Nike-Ajax
and Redeye. If desired, the Model 1025 may be used
as a tug for towing banner type targets for gunnery
practice.

Remarks

Specifications
Span 155 inches; length 181 inches; diameter 17%
inches; weight 664 pounds; engine McCullough turbosupercharged 125 horsepower with Beech constantspeed propeller. .
Performance
Miiximum speed 305 knots; service ceiling 40,000
feet; endurance 82 minutes on station.
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This new target missile system provid~s "out of
sight" target for suface-to-air and air-to-au weapons
systems. It is a remote-controlled, recoverable target
missile, capable of speeds in excess of 400 knots for
a duration of over 90 minutes. It was designed for
such weapons systems as the Hawk, Nike, Mauler
and Redeye. This drone is the turbojet version of both
the standard MQM-39A and MQM-61A target drones.
Specifications
Wing span 142.8 inches; length 204 inches; diameter
17.75 inches; weight 999 pounds without launch booster; engine one Continental 321-2 turbojet.
Performance
Maximum speed Mach .8; service ceiling in excess of
40,000 feet; endurance in excess of one hour.

-~~- -

AQM-37A TARGET MISSILE

SANDPIPER TARGET MISSILE MODEL 1069

Prime Contractor: Beech Aircraft Corporation

Prime Contractors: Beech Aircraft Corporation and
United Technology Center

Remarks
This supersonic missile target simulates enemy threat
systems for air-to-air and surface-to-air missile evaluation and training. The target provides active or
passive radar area augmentation for simulating threat
systems by means of an optical Luneberg lens or traveling wave tube installation. A chemical flare is provided
for missions which require infrared augmentation. Two
miss-distance indication systems are also available . The
target is normally air launched, but does have surface
launch capability from shipboard or land-based launcher sys~ems. The target's universal launch capability
and hi!?h performance uniquely suit it to a number
of ~ac~1cal_ and support missions. The target utilizes
a liqwd b1propellant rocket engine. The engine is a
pr_epackaged system consisting ·of a booster and sustamer thrust chamber; an orifice selector valve for
propellant flow control; fuel, oxidizer, and nitrogen
tankage; regulator and start valves; and the necessary
interconnecting structure and plumbing.

Remarks
This new supersonic target missile system is desi?n~d
to simulate a wide variety of aircraft and missile
threats of the 1970s. Beech Aircraft is under contract
to the U.S. Air Force to demonstrate the feasibility
of a hybrid engine built by United Technology Center
that utilizes both solid and liquid propellants. The engine uses plexiglass with a magnesium compound ~s t~e
solid propellant and a mixture of oxides as th~ l~qwd.
The oxidizer is forced through a low-cos~ illJector
into the solid fuel combustion chambers and IS touched
off by a conventional pyrotechnic igniter. Thrust is
controlled by the amount of oxidizer programmed
through the injector. The system is inherently safe
as neither of the propellants will bum unless ~xternal
ignition is supplied. The test-bed vehicle combi_nes the
newly-developed engine system with the m~frame
of the Beech Aircraft-built AQM-37 A. supersomc target missile. Sandpiper development is being :onducted
in 2 phases: Phase I will verify the propulsiOn syst~m
technology, airframe and components; Phase II Illeludes the development of the production ~o_d.el Sandpiper and establishment of aircraft compatibility. Test
launches are to be from the F -~ series aircraft.

Specifications
Span 39 inches; length 162.67 inches· diameter 13
inches; weight 565 pounds; frame swe~t delta wings
with canar? controls, c~lindrical centerbody and a
tangent ogive nose; engme one Rocketdyne liquidpropellant engine with 630 pounds thrust.

Specifications (Production Sandpiper)Body diameter 10 inches; length 180 -inches;_ weight
600 pounds; highly swept, clipped d~lta wmg an_?
forward-mounted canards for pitch control; full span
ailerons; symmetrical vertical stabilizers op each wing
tip.

Performance
Maximum speed Mach 3; service ceiling 90,000 feet.

Performance
Maximum speed Mach 4; service ceiling 90,000 feet.
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DRONES AND TARGETS

QH-50 DASH DRONE HELICOPTERS

MQM-42A GUIDED TARGET MISSILE

Prime Contractor: G yrodyne Co mpany of America

Prime Contractors: Columbus Division, Aerospace
and Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation (airframe and guidance/control); Rocketdyne Division of North American Rockwell Corporation (booster rocket)
Associate Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation
(ramjet engine)

Remarks
The DASH (Drone Anti-Subm arine Helicopter)
Weapons System provides destro_ ers with a flexible ,
deliberate long range a ttack capability against submarines. An w1manned heli co pter, D ASH permits
a destroyer to attack a submarine without itself coming into le thal range. The series included: the QH50A , original evaluation prototyp e for the DASH
system , first flown in 1960 and late r used as an aerial
target; the QH-50B, a manned version built only as
a developmental aircraft ; the QH-50C, first of the
operational drones, which was introduced to the Fleet
beginning in 1962; and the fin al model of the series,
the QH-500. The D (photo), which has simplified
avionics, greatly increased range capability and load
carrying capacity as compared with the C , joined the
Fleet in 1966. Production was discontinued in 1967.

Remarks
The MQM-42A Redhead/Roadrunner was developed
for the Army Missile Command as a low unit-cost,
dual-purpose target missile capable of operation at
up to twice the speed of sow1d and at very low and
high altitudes. It is used primarily for realistic training of crews of the Hawk-type of anti-air warfare
batteries of the Army Air Defense System. The Redhead/Roadrunner is ~apable of simuiating the speeds
and flight patterns of a wide variety of attack missiles
and high-performance aircraft. Launch and flight are
controlled electronically from a ground control station. Power is provided by a solid propellant booster
which drops away after burnout, and inflight propulsion is furnished by a top-mounted ramjet engine. The
missile body contains 2 Luneberg passive augmentation lenses to enhance tracking by ground radars
throughout the mission profile. Recovery is effected
by activation of a parachute/ retrorocket system housed
in the rear equipment section.

Specifications (D)
Rotor system coaxial ; fuselage length 7 feet 3 inches;
height 9 feet 8.5 inches; rotor diam e ter 20 fe e t; rotor
blades molded fiberglass ; weight 1,093 pounds; normal gross weight 2,350 pmmds; powerplant 1 T50
B0-12 turboshaft, normal rated pow er 300 horsepower.
Performance (D)
Maximum speed sea level B?-:- 103 knots; hove rin?
ceiling 10,200 feet ; service ce1h~g 1~ ,700 fe_et; _vertical rate of climb at sea level 1,;::.30 feet p e1 mmute;
operational radius over 30 nauti cal miles.

Specifications
Length 24.8 feet ; diameter 12 inches; gross weight
861 pounds.
Performance
Speed Mach 0.9-2 .1; service ceiling 60 ,000 feet.
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NV-I05/MQM-74A TARGET DRONE

SD-1 SURVEILLANCE DRONE

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks
A new low-cost variable-speed target drone aircraft,
the NV-~05(MQM-74A was designed by Northrop
CorporatiOns Ventura Division for Army and Navy
use to fill the gap between low speed and supersonic
targ~ts now in service. The small jet-powered aircraft
pr.o:Ides realistic training to increase proficiency of
~rnhtary gunnery and antiaircraft missile crews and
IS .su.i table for exercising a wide range of operational
missiles. It provides realistic simulation of limited
~a~fare
~ircraft sp~eds and maneuvers. Featuring ease
0
a_ndlmg and high reliability, the NV-105/MQM7~A .Is capable of flying both visual and out-of-sight
misswns The Lun b
1
.
.eli ·
e erg ens passive radar augmenter
provi ng radar cross-section of an actual aircraft increases the realism 0 f t . .
.
. .
rammg for gun and missile
crews. Provisions
· 1d
are me u ed for radar tracking bea.
cons, VIsual augmentat ·
.nf
and eli st ance In
. d'Icator. IOn, 1 rared augmentation '

Remarks
Developed for the Army Signal Corps by Northrop
Corporation's Ventura Division, the propeller-driven
SD-1 is currently in use by the armed forces of several NATO member countries. The small mobile radiocontrolled aircraft travels with Army field w1its by
truck and trailer including ground launcher, tracking
and other equipment. It can be set up and latmched
quickly in rough terrain from a camoufla~ed posi~on
and flown by remote control over enemy mstallatwns
to provide field commanders with rapid photo reconnaissance. After the aircraft's camera has exposed its
film by radio command over the target, it is flown
back and recovered by parachute. The camera is removed, the film processed and prints delivered within minutes without risking a pilot and man-carrying
aircraft. Sensory equipment other than aerial cameras
is optionaL
Specifications
Span II feet 6 inches; length 12 feet 7 inches; height
2 feet 7 inches; guidance radio control, visual and
radar; power plant 2-cycle 4-cylinder air-cooled McCulloch engine.

Specifications
Length 135.9 inches· h 1· h
.
66.7 inches; wei ht 2, 4; g t 27 mches; wing span
fully fueled for ~ight wi~~unds ~r_npty, 347 pounds
25- ound win .
provisions for adding 2
fro! ground ~rh~hf;:s; l~unch. standard zero-length
. 1
.
oar ; gmdance radio control·
powe1 pant
29-pound-weight 121 _
,
bojet Williams engine.
pound-thrust tur-

:1

Performance
Speed 184 miles per hour; endurance 40 minutes;
altitude 15,000 feet.

Performance
Variable SI)eed 200 to 400 knots · service
·
T
40,000 feet; endurance 0.5-1 5 ho~s·
. cel mbg
parachute.
·
' recovery y
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MARK 30 MOBILE ASW TARGET

AQM-38 TARGET AIRCRAFT

Prime Contractor: No rthrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks
Presentl y under development for the U.S. Naval Ordnance Systems Command by orthrop Corporation's
Ventura Division, is the Mark 30 Mobile ASW" T arae
t'
b
to be used for antisubmarine warfare training. The
taraet will simulate the size, sotmd, and perfonnance
of ~ ft1ll- scale submarine. It is torpedo-shaped. The
underwater target is intended to free full y-manned
submarines from use as ta rgets during mock antisubmarine warfare exercises. It may be launched either
from surface ships or submarines. An acoustic transducer will be towed behind the vehicle itself so that
live torpedoes may be exercised against the system
without destroying the target vehicle. During an exercise the pre-programmed target will travel at changing speeds, direction, and depth, _and is capable of up
to 7 hours of operation, dependmg on the speed required. Upon conclusion of its target n.m , th e vehicle
will surface for recovery either by smface ship or helicopter. It will be powered by batteries which drive an
electric motor coupled to propeller shafts.

Remarks
An advanced target for surface-to-air and air-to-air
weapon training and evaluation, the AQM-38 is a
complete flight service package. The drone aircraft
are supplied, maintained and operated (flown and
tracked)' by Northrop Ventura personnel allowing
military missile crews a maximun1 amotmt of operational training at minimum cost. The AQM-38 is a
simple low-cost lightweight target launched from jet
fighter aircraft and radio-controlled from the ground.
Since 1960 it has been deployed against the Nike
Ajax, Hercules and Hawk missiles with high performance at high and low altitudes. Its solid-propellant
rocket engine is the key stmctural component. Aluminum honeycomb wings, plastic nose section and
aft fuselage are attached to the steel engine case.
Luneberg lens passive radar augmenter provides radar
cross-section of large aircraft. Provision is made for
proximity or miss distance scorer. Northrop Ventura
RPTA-1 is the tracking aid system. The integral flight
control package including control vanes, is located in
the nose section. Recovery after flight is by 2-stage
parachutes.
Specifications
Span 5 feet ; length 9 feet 8 inches; height 1 foot 6
inches; fuselage 1 foot diameter; guidance Northrop
Ventura autopilot with radio command override;
powerplant solid propellant rocket.
Performance
Thrust 100 pounds.
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DRONES AND TARGETS

MQM-33/MQM-36 TARGET DRONE
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

BMTS (BALLISTIC MISSILE TARGET
SYSTEM)

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Raytheon Company
Subcontractor: Aerolab Development Company

This aerial target is a propeller-driven, all metal,
high wing monoplane used by the Army (MQM-33),
Navy (MQM-36), and the Air Force as a target for
antiaircraft training. Under its general, international
designation, KD2R-5, it is presently being used by
18 free world countries. The standard target for worldwide antiaircraft weapons training for many years,
it is available with various operational equipment
including a speed-up kit, tow darts, altitude hold device, and an auxiliary decoder, in addition to beacons, smoke cylinders, and flares. Rugged construction
a.nd s~mplicity of maintenance permit multiple misSIOns m rapid sequence. All versions are recoverable
by parachute, and the target contains flotation equipment for operation at sea.

Remarks
The Ballistic Missile Target System was developed
for the Army as an effective, low cost target system
for ballistic missile defense studies. The system consists of a modified mobile Terrier latmcher, a control
center and a target vehicle. The vehicle is composed
of 3 stages, the first a Nike M-5 booster, the second
either a Cajun or an Apache rocket motor, depending on desired range. Third stage is the payload,
which includes augmentation, telemetry, tracking
aids, electronic countermeasures equipment, miss
distance indicators or other devices. Range, apogee
and velocity can be adjusted to produce a variety
of targets. There have been two successful flights of
approximately 180 miles, the longest overland flights
made with an unguided target missile.

Specifications
Span 11 f~et 6 inches; length 12 feet .7 inches; height
2 feet 7 mches; launch rotary, zero-length or catapult; power-plant 2-cycle 4-cylinder aircooled McCulloch engine.

Specifications
Length 1.3.5 feet ; length with booster 25 feet; maximum diameter 16 inches; span of wings, 1st stage 5 _
feet, 2nd stage 2 1h feet; launch weight 2,000 pounds;
guidance spin stabilized.

Performance

S~eed 175:-~07 knots; rate of climb 3,060 feet per
mmute; cellmg 24,000 feet; flight endurance 60 minutes.

Performance
Speed at burn-out 2,000-6,000 feet per second; range
12 to 175 nautical miles.
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DRONES AND TARGETS

BI~INI SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM

RYAN FIREBEE JET TARGET DRONE
(MQM-34D ARMY)-(BQM-34A NAVY, AIR
FORCE).

Prime Contractor: Republic Aviation Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Prime Contractor: Ryan Aeronautical Company
Remarks
Remarks

The Bikini aerial drone smveillance system was developed for the Marine Corps to provide combat
tmits with quick-response, short-range reconnaissance. Desicrned to be operated from unprepared advanced positions by battalion or brigade personnel
>vith only a minimum of special tTaining, the highly
mobile system can supply intelligence on enemy vehicles, emplacements, troops, and terrain. A Bikini
system consists of a small radio-controlled reconnaissance aircraft and supporting law1ch and control
ground equipment. Ai1 entire system, in~luding 2
drones, fits into the jeep-drawn M100 trailer. A 2man team can put the system in ope1:ation within .10
minutes from arrival at the launch Site and provide
finished 9 by 9 reconnaissance phot~graphs .20 m.inutes later. The drone is a conventional high-wmg
propeller-driven aircraft. Lightweight yet. rugged, it
is latmched by a trailer-mounted I?neumatic catapult
to flying speed in a distance of 6 fe et .

Ryan Firebee jet target drone has been modified for
multipurpose use, featuring beefed-up payload capability and Towhee targets that are streamed astern
Firebee during weapons exercises. Ryan has delivered
more than 3,000 Firebee targets to the military services since 1947. The Firebee/Towbee systems have
beei1 used extensively at White Sands in support of
research and development studies and at McGregor
for Hawk missile exercises.
Specifications
Speed 200-600 knots T AS; altitude 50 to 60,000
feet; endurance up to 100 minutes; range more than
1,200 kilometers; payload up to 1,000 potmds; reliability over 7,500 flights; maintainability, high-quality,
interchangeable components; mobility, requires only
standard military vehicles.

Specifications
Wing span 96 inches; length 76 .inches; wei.g ht 50
pounds (normal), 60 pounds (maXImwn); engme 4.5
horsepower, 2-cycle, driving tandem 28 vo lt generator.
Performance
Rate of climb 1 000 feet per minute; speed 80-100
miles per hour;' service ceiling 10,000 feet ; flight
duration 30 minutes.
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DRON~S

AND TARGETS

RYAN SUPERSONIC FIREBEE II JET
DRONE (XBQM-34E NAVY)

TDU-9B BANDITO
Prime Contractor: UNIVAC Salt Lake City, Division
of Sperry Rand Corporation

Prime Contractor: Ryan Aeronautical Company
Remarks

Remarks
In 1967, Sperry won a contract from the U.S. Air
Force for a new, lightweight, supersonic tow target.
Called the "Bandito," the target wa<; given the designation TDU-9B. Contract value was $1,900,000. The
contract was won by Sperry Utah, which, later in
1967, was incorporated into the company 's UNIVAC
Division. The major advantage in Bandito is the electrical constant infrared developed by Sperry as a target for heat seeking missiles. CIR is an electrical heater
which emits radiant energy in the infrared spectrum.
Power is supplied by a Ram Air Turbine (RAT) capable of producing 28 volts direct current at a constant
power rating of 1,700 watts. The entire target system
is provided with electrical interlocks to prohibit target
operation while in the stowed position under the
tractor aircraft.

The Ryan supersonic Firebee II, XBQM-34£, under
develop~en~ for the Naval Air Systems Command,
star~ed I~S Bight test program in 1967 at Point Mugu,
C~h~orm~. The new generation Firebee II performs
m1sswns m excess of 60,000 feet at speeds exceeding
Mach 1.5. and has 5g maneuverability capabilities.
~he Contmental YJ69-T-6 turbojet engine, a modificatiOn of the power plant used in the BQM-34A Firebee, develops 1,840 pounds of static sea level thrust
to power the XBQM-34E. Firebee II is designed to
carry a~ external fuel pod under its fuselage. After
com~letwn of subsonic missions, the pod is jettisoned
for ~1gher .performance, supersonic flight. Firebee II
:arnes active and passive augmentation as employed
m the subsonic Firebee.
Specifications
Supersoni: configuration: empty weight 1,317 pounds,
gross Weight 1,783.2 pounds, useful load includes
160.8 P?unds augmentation equipment and 305.4
pounds mternal fuel and oil. Subsonic configuration:
empty weight 1,375.3 pounds, gross weight 2,241.5
pounds, ~seful load includes 160.8 pounds augmentatiOn eqmpment and 705.4 pounds internal and external fuel and oil.
Performance
Sea level speed Mach 1.1 ; at 50,000 feet Mach 1.8;
above 60,000 feet Mach 1.5; 5g capability at altitudes up to 20,000 feet .
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LAUNCH VEHICLES

SATURN V
Con trac tors: Ma rshall Space Flight Center, NASA;
assembly, NASA; syste ms engineering and integrati on, The Boeing Company; S-IC stage, The Boeing
Company; S-II stage, Space Division, Aerospace and
Systems Group, ·orth Amerkan Rockwell Corporation ,· S-IVB staue
Dourrlas
Missile & Space Systems
b'
b
Divisio n ; propulsion, all stages, Rocketdyne Di vision,
Ae rospace and S) ste ms Group orth Ame rican Rockwell Corporation
Remarks
The sup e rbooster which \.Viii send American astronauts to the moon under NASA's Project Apollo /SatuTn V is a thre e-stage vehicle 364 feet tall which is
capable of placincr a 250,000 pound payload in earth
orbit or sending 95,000 pounds into a lunar trajectory . The first or basic stage, h1own as S-IC is 33 feet
in di a m e te r and 138 feet long. Its key component
is th e micrhty
F-1 rocket encrine
which develops.
b
b
1,500,000 pounds of thrust in a single chamber. Five
such e ngi nes, fueled with kerosene and liquid oxyuen ' brrive the first staue
a launch output of. 7,500,000
b
b
pounds to start the 6,100,000 pmmd vehicle on its
journey. The luna r mission pro.file will begin with
launching of the Saturn V space vehicle a t Cape
Kennedy, Florida, with the first stage reaching full
thrust three seconds after ignition. S-IC engi ne cutoff occurs 150 seconds later, placing about 700 tons
of equipment toward a low-earth orbit, 50 miles
clown range at an altitude of approximately 40 miles
and a t a velocity of about 6,000 miles an hom. After
engine c utoff, the S-IC stage is jettisoned and the
S-II stage takes over. NASA has contracted with The
Boeing Company for the assembling of 13 fli ght and
2 test first stage vehicles.

S-IC STAGE
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Remarks
The S-IC is the first staue
booster for the Saturn V
b
launch vehicle. Close to 10,000 Boeing employees
are workinu on this laruest and most powerful booster
stage in th~ free worllat 6 sites in the United States.
Most of the major subassembly and vertical assembly
tasks are accomplished at NASA's Michaud Assembly
Facility in Ne\v Orleans. Bmning liquid oxygen and
kerosene, the S-IC w ill propel the 3-stage Sa~rrn V
and the Apollo spacecraft dming the first 2 112 nunutes
of fliEht. Initial staues produced were the S-IC-D
b
(for "~dynamic test"),
S-IC-F (for "facilities test '') ,
S-IC-T (for "static test"), and S-IC-S (for "structural
test "). All are grotmd test versions. Flight vehicles
are now in production.
Specifications
Leng th 138 feet ; diamete r 33 feet.
Performance
Thrust 7,500,000 pounds, produced by 5 Rocketdyne
F -1 engines; lunar voyage firing endurance 150 seconds.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

S-11 STAGE
Prime Contractor: Space Division, Aerospace and
Systems Group, North American Rockwell Corporation
Major Subcontractors: Acoustica Associates (controllers); American Brake Shoe Company (hydraulic
pumps); Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation
(tape recorder); Electrada Corporation (test conductor
console); Electroplex, Subsidiary Borg-Warner Corporation (logic modules, power supplies); Fairchild
Precision Metal Products (cryogenic lines); B. H. Hadley (disco_nnects); W. 0. Leonard, Inc. (vent valves);
Parker Aucraft Company (hydraulic systems); Solar
Division-International Harvester Corporaticii1 (cryogenic lines)

S-IVB STAGE
Prime Contractor: Missile & Space Systems Division,
Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company
of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
Remarks
The upper stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle, the
S-IVB fires on a lunar voyage after the S-11 stage has
burned for about 6 minutes. It sends the Apollo
spacecraft into earth orbit, but, w1like the _2 lo':er
stages, does not fall back to earth; it rema1~1~ with
the spacecraft for a later assignment, provisiOn of
thrust for the final kick into lunar trajectory. The 12ton stage is fabricated of lightweight ahm1inum ~x
cept for "battleship" or ground test versi_o?s whi~h
were made of heavy stainless steel. In additiOn to Its
use as topmost stage of the Saturn V "stack," the
S-IVB is also used as the upper stage of the Uprated
Saturn I vehicle. Propellant capacity is the same for
both versions. The earlier S-IV stage, powered
6 Pratt & Whitney Aircraft RLlO engines producmg
90,000 pounds thrust, was used on Sahrrn I.

Remarks
The S-11 is the second stage of NASA's Apollo launch
vehicle-the giant Saturn V. Most powerful hydrogenfueled booster under production, the S-II is destined
for Apollo manned lunar missions and will help power
3 Americans to the moon. The S-11 is being developed
and manufactured at Seal Beach, California, under
th~ technical directio~ of NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center, Huntsville, Alabama. The S-11 is constructed primarily of an aluminum alloy (2014-T6
aluminum). With its 5 Rocketdyne J-2 engines of
200,000 pounds thrust each, the S-II develops a total
thrust of 1,000,000 pounds. The S-II is powered by
a combination of liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen
propellants. The 4 outer engines gimbal. The fifth
engine, which is centered, is fixed.

?Y

Specifications
Height 81 1h feet; diameter, 33 feet; weight, 95,000
pounds empty and 1,037,000 pounds loaded.

Specifications
Length 58 feet; diameter 21.7 feet; engine Rocketdyne J-2; propellants liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen;
propellant capacity 230,000 pounds.

Performance
Thrust (combined engines) more than
pounds.

Performance
Thrust 200,000 pounds.

1,000,000
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LAUNCH VEHICLES

UPRA TED SA TURN I
Contractors: Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA,
eng ineering and systems assembly: first stage (S-IB),
Chrysler Corporation Space Division ; second stage
(S-IVB), Missile & Space Syste ms Division, Douglas
Aircraft Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation;
propulsion first and second stages, Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and Systems Group , North American
Rockwell Corporation
Remarks
The primary miSSIOn of th e U pra ted Saturn I is to
launch the Apollo sp acecraft into ea rth orbit for
spacecraft testing and development and astronaut
training. The 2-stage Upratecl Sah1m I is larger and
more pow erful than Saturn I. Major ch an ges are in
the first stage (S-IB) which has been redesigned b y
Chrysler to eliminate 10 tons of weight and in the
· use of the Douglas SIVB as top stage, in place of the
ear lier SIV stage. The first 3 of 12 Upratecl Sah1rn
Is have been launched successfully.
Specifications
Length 224 feet, with Apollo payload and escape
tower; weight approximately 1,300,000 pounds; first
stage (S-IB) 80.3 feet long, 21.4 feet in diameter; second stage (S-IVB) 58.4 feet long, 21.7 feet in diameter.
Performance
The Uprated Saturn I first stage (S-IB) is powered by
eight Rocketclyne H-1 engines, each of which produces 200,000 pounds of thrust or a total of 1,600,000
pounds. The second stage (S-IVB) is powered by a
single Rocketclyne J-2 engine which generates 200,000
patmcls of thrust at a}titucle. Upratecl Saturn I is capable of placing approximately 18 tons in earth orbit
and 2.5 tons in lunar orbit.

,

TITAN III
Program Management: Air Force Systems Command's
Space Systems Division of the Space and Missile System Organization (SAMSO)
Major Contractors: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Denver Division (systems integration, airframe, flight
test); Aerojet-General Corporation (liquid propulsion);
AC Ele<.:tronics Division, General Motors (guidance);
United Technology Center (solid propellant boosters);
The Ralph M. Parsons Company (latmch facilities
design and engineering); and Aerospace Corporation
(technical direction)
Remarks
Titan III is the nation's heavy-duty military space
booster. All propellants are storable for long hold
and quick reaction capabilities. Because it utilizes
the building-block principle, its weight-lifting capabilities vary from 5 ,000 to 27,000 potmcls into earth
orbit, and up to 5 ,000 on a lunar trajectory. The
largest version which has flown to elate, Titan III-C
(photo), produces a liftoff thrust of 2,400,000 pounds.
The Titan III-M configuration has been designated
as the Air Force Manned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL)
booster.
Specifications
Titan III-C is 127 feet tall with a standard payload
fairing; the MOL version will be about 170 feet tall.
Diameter of all stages is lO feet . Weight 1,400,000
pounds.

..
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LAUNCH VEHICLES

TITAN III TRANSTAGE
Program Management: Air Force Systems Command's
Space Systems Division of the Space and Missile Syste~ Organization (SAMSO)
MaJor Contractors: Martin Marietta Corporation,
Denver (systems integration and airframe); Aer6jetg~~e~al Corporation (propulsion); AC Electronics
!VISIOn, General Motors Corporation (guidance)
Remarks

~ran:tage is a switch engine spacecraft capable of dehvermg multiple payloads to multiple destinations as
needed. Its missions have included deployment of 17
satellites in near-synchronous equatorial orbit as
the vanguard of a worldwide' military communication: network, and stationing twin Vela nuclear detectiOn satellites in 70 ,000- m1·1 e orb"t
1 s.
Specifications
Transtage is 10 feet in diameter· with the standard
payload fairing utilized for unma~ned missions, it is
3 :ee_t long. Weight, fueled but not including payoa ' IS 28,000 pounds. It is capable of 10 or more
starts in space.

f

ATLAS SLV-3
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General D ynamics Corporation
Associate Contractors: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation; General Electric Company; Acoustica
Corporation
Remarks
An uprated version of the reliable and versatile Atlas
space launch vehicle, the Atlas SL V-3, is itself now
being up rated and identified as the SLV -3A. Fiftysix of the SLV-3s were produced for various National
Aeronautics and Space Administration and Air Force
missions. Of 52 flown, 50 were successful for an overall booster reliability of 96 percent. These missions
included Lunar Orbiter, Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, Gemini
Target, Precision Recovery Including Maneuverable
Entry, and a variety of special Air Force missions.
The last SLV-3 launch, for NASA's Applications Technology Satellite, was scheduled to be launched from
the Eastern Test Range , Florida, late in 1967.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

CENTAUR
SLV-3A AND SLV-3C
Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General D yna mi cs Corporation
Associa te Contractors: Rocketd) ne Division , Aerospace and Systems Group, No rth Am erican Rockwell
Corporation; General Electric Companv; Acoustica
Corporation
Remarks
The SL V-3A is an up rated version of the dependable
SL V -3 vehicle. Increased performance is achieved by
modifying existing systems, th ereby retaining the inherent, flight-proven reliability of the SLV-3. The
ne._.v tank is 117 inches longer, holding about 48 ,000
pounds more of usable propellants than formerl y . The
MA-5 engine system is uprated by cl-.anging the settings of the engine reference regulators, causing an
increased operating pressure in the gas generators.
These and other modifications increase booster engine
thrust to 168,000 pounds each; sustainer engine thrust
is 58,000 pounds. The SLV-3A with an Agena second
stage can inject a 7,950-pound payload into a 100nautical mile orbit. The SLV-3C is an uprated version of the constant 10-foot diameter LV -3C used to
launch Centaur upper stage. The first uprated SLV -3C
was flovm as Atlas-Centaur 13 for the Survey or V
mission. The new booste r incorporates a 51-inch
tank extension, resulting in the addition of approximately 21,000 pounds of usable propellants; thrust
ratings are the same as SLY -3A. Assigned missions
include Surveyor, Applications Technology Satellite,
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, and a Mariner
Mars flyby . The SLV-3C with a Centaur upper stage
launched from the Eastern Test Range can carry a
2,900-pound payload to escape or a 2 ,200-pound
payload to Venus or Mars. In photo, SLV-3A (foreground) and SLV-3C (second from front).

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General D ynamics Corporation
Associate Contractors: Pratt and .W hitney Aircraft Division of United Aircraft Corporation (main propulsion
system); Honeywell Inc. (all-inertial guidance system);
Pesco Products Division of Borg \i\1arner Corporation
and General Electric Company (h ydrogen boost
pumps); Bell Aerospace Corporation (hydrogen peroxide, ullage, and attitude-control system)
Remarks
Now operational, Centaur is a high-energy ~~p~er
stage cmrently using an Atlas first ~tage_ of Simll~r
diameter and construction. Centaur s pnmary mission is Surve)'Or desirrned to soft-land instruments
'
0
c
.
on the moon prior to manned landings. enta~r IS a
high-specific impulse vehicle powered b_Y two 1:::>,000powld-thrust liquid h ydrogen an~ li~wd oxyge~ _e~
gines. Centaur is 46 feet long with Its nose fa1nn 0 ,
and weighs about 37,500 pounds at launch. Cen~aur
weight in orbit is about 5 ,000 pounds. Atlas veh1cles
used as the first stage employ the 390,000 potmd
thrust Rocketdyne propulsion system. Cent~ur tank
structme like Atlas is fabricated from thm-gauge
stainless 'steel. Cent~ur features unique jettisona~le
insulation to protect its payload, ~ight _ control _e;wpment, and fuel from aerodynamic f01 ce~ ~ur~no ascent through the atmosphere. Insulation ~s Jettlsone?,
allowing Centaur to shed unnecessary weight early m
flight-a concept that buys 14 po~ds _of p~yload
capability for every 15 potmds of_ d1sca1ded msulation. Centaur is capable of boostmg 2,500 potmds
to escape with an Atlas first stage, 3,200 pounds using a Titan III-X first stage, and 10,400 pounds to
escape atop a Titan 111-C booster. Using a Saturn
IB in combination with Centaur, 13,500-pound payloads can be boosted to escape velocity.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

THOR, LONG TANK THOR
Prime Contractor: Missile and Space Systems Division, Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
Associate Contractors: Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation (liquid propulsion); Thiokol Chemical
Corporation (solid propulsion); Western Electric
(guidance)
Remarks
The Thor family of launch vehicles has included
more than 2 dozen configurations and the vehicle
has earned the title "Workhorse of the Space Age"
with demonstrated reliability and versatility in more
than 200 firings. Newest version is the Long Tank
Thor, which is expected to boost the majority of
USAF space programs. Long Tank Thor offers added
payload capability by increasing the volume of the
liquid propellant tanks. The new vehicle is a constant diameter (8 feet) where the predecessor was
conical ; total thrust is essentially the same as that for
the Thrust Augmented Thor, but Long Tank Thor
gets its increased payload from a burn time of 216
seconds compared with 146 for the earlier Thor. In
photo, Long Tank Thor at right, standard model left.
Specifications (Long Tank Thor)
~ength 701,6 feet (compared with 56 in standard verswn); diameter 8 feet constant (compared with 8 feet
maximum).

DELTA
Prime Contractor: Missile & Space System s Division,
Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company
of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
Associate Contractors: Ae rojet-Gene ral Corporation
(propulsion system, second stage); Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North American
Rockwell Corporation (first-stage propulsion); Allegany Ballistics Laboratories (third-stage propellant
motor); Western Electric (first and second stage guidance)
Remarks
The Delta launch vehicle is an economical and extremely accurate three-stage vehicle used in launching spacecraft packages on space-probe and earthorbital missions. Its first stage is a modified Thor
rocket. Its first two stages ar e liquid propellants; a
solid propellant is used in the third. With a reliability
record of more than 90 percent, Delta has lifted the
majority of the nation's scientific and communications satellites, including the Tiros, OSO, Explo ~er,
Telstar, Relay _and Syncom payloads. Improved Delta,
with larger second stage, was introduced in 1965.
Specifications (DSV-3C model, the standard Delta)
Length 93 feet 2 inches; diameter 8 feet; lift-off
weight 114,000 pounds; thrust 172,000 pounds (first
stage), 7,575 pounds (second stage); 6,100 pounds
(third stage). Improved Delta has 92-foot length,
149,606-pound weight.

Performance
Thrust 3.3 0,000 pounds; payload varies with upper
sta~e; Long Tank Thor has 3,000 pound low altitude
orbit capability.

Performance
Payload 875 pounds in a 500-nautical-mile circular
orbit.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

THRUST AUGMENTED IMPROVED DELTA
THRUST AUGMENTED DELTA
Prime Contractor: Missile & Space Systems Division,
Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company
of McDonnell Doualas Corporation)
Associate Contract~rs: Aerojet-General Corporation
(second stage propulsion) ; Rocketdyne J?ivision, Aerospace and Systems Group, Torth Ame~ICan Rock\:ell
Corporation (first stage propulsion); Thwkol Chemical
Corporation (strap-on propulsion)

Prime Contractor: Missile & Space Systems Division, Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component Company of McDonnell Douglas Corporation)
Associate Contractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(second stage propulsion); Rocketdyne Division,
Aerospace and Systems Group , North American Rockwell Corporation (first stage propulsion); Thiokol
Chemical Corporation (strap-on propulsion)
Subcontractor: United Technology Center, Division
of United Aircraft Corporation (third stage propulsion)

Remarks
The Thrust Auamented Delta (TAD) was introduced
in 1964 as a m~re advanced, more powerful version
of the standard Delta. Its added performance is derived from 3 "strap-on" solid propellant rocket motors
that bring TAD's first-stage l.ift-off thrust to 330,000
pow1ds-almost double the 172,000.-~otmd-thrust capability of the standard Delt.a. AdditiOn of .the solids
enables TAD to boost heavwr payloads higher and
farther. TAD has Jaw1ched the Sync~m C satellite
that relayed on-the-spot television piCtmes of the
Olympic Games from Japan to. th,e ~.S. and the
Communication Satellite Corporations history-making
Early Bird, first link in a proposed worldwide communications network.

Remarks
The Thrust Augmented Improved Delta (T AID), introduced in 1965, is an advanced version of earlier
Delta models, incorporating feanu·es and performance
that meet the demand of current and future space
progress requirements. Adaptable either as a 2-stage
or 3-stage vehicle, the T AID can carry a wide range
of spacecraft, including communications satellites,
speciali zed scientific capsules, navigation, meteorological, experimental and other types of payloads
into near earth orbits, moon orbits or on into deep
space. The TAID, both as a 2-stage or a 3-stage vehicle, can be used with or \vithout strap-on thrust
augmentation boosters.

Specifications
Length about 90 feet ; diamet~r (maxi.mum includ.
b oosters), 14 feet 2 mches; dshft-off weight
mg
so1·d
1
143,164 potmds; thrust 330,000 poun
(first stage),
7 ,575 poun d s (secon d S tage) ' 6,100 potmds (third
stage).

Specifications
Length about 90 feet ; diameter (maximun1 including
solid boosters) 14 feet 2 inches; liftoff weight (with
solid boosters) 149,461 potmds; thrust 333,000 potmds
(first stage), 7,900 pow1ds (second stage), 5,650 pounds
(third stage).

Performance
. a 500-nautical-mile circular
P ay I oa d 1 ,000 pound s m
orbit.
·

Performance
Payload 1,120 pOlmds in a 500-nautical-mile circular
orbit.

LAUNCH VEHICLES

SCOUT
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Associate Contractors: Aerojet General (first stage) ;
Thiokol Chemical (second stage); Hercules Powder
Company (third stage); United Technology Center
(fourth stage); Honeywell Inc. (guidance)

AGENA

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company
Associate Contractors: Bell Aerosystems (primary and
secondary power plants); Honeywell Inc. (guidance)

The Scout is a 4-stage, solid-fueled rocket developed
to provide the United States with a reliable, versatile
and cost-effective launch vehicle for a variety of space
exploration tasks-orbital, high altitude probe, and
high speed reentry. Developed by NASA, the vehicle
is produced by LTV Aerospace's Missiles and Space
Division, which also provides systems management.
The first U.S. solid-propellant rocket capable of placing payloads in orbit, Scout has important roles in
the space programs of NASA and the Department of
Defense plus those of the United Kingdom, Italy,
France, Germany and the 10-nation European Space
Research Organization (ESRO). Scout is launched
in_ t~e. United States from NASA's Wallops Island,
Vugm1a, and by Air Force crews from the Western
Test Range in California. A third site-the Italian
San Marco sea-based platform off the east coast of
Africa-:-makes possible launches along the equator.
Scout ~s capa_ble of boosting 320 pounds into a nominal
3~0-mi!e orbit. Performance is expected to be increased
still further by development of a fifth stage velocity
package.

Remarks
One of the real workhorses of U. S. space exploration,
Agena is an upper stage which is also employed as
a spacecraft, the whole vehicle going into orbit. Agena
played a key role in manned space flight; it was the
target vehicle for rendezvous and docking maneuvers
in NASA's Gemini project. Agena has a main rocket
engine capable of multiple re-starts in space; in the
modified target vehicle version it also had 2 secondary
engines to provide small changes in velocity and position in orbit. In the Gemini Agena, a control system
could handle 96 commands from the astronauts or
from ground stations. Agena is used as an upper stage
with the Thor, augmented Thor, Atlas and Titan
boosters; it has played important roles in such military
and NASA programs as Discoverer, Samos, Mariner,
OGO, Lunar Orbiter; Ranger and Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. In photo, Gemini Standard Agena
with astronauts Schirra and Stafford.

Specifications
Length 72 feet, weight 20 tons. Stages: Algol liB,
~05,?0~ po~ds thrust, controlled by fins and jet vanes
1~pmgmg m rocket exhaust, 30 feet long; Castor II,
?O,OO~ pounds thrust, controlled by hydrogen peroxide
Jets, ~0 feet long; Antares II, 21,000 pounds thrust,
controlled by hydrogen peroxide jets 10 feet long;
FW -4S, 6,000 pounds thrust, spin stabilized, 6 feet
long.

Specifications
Length 19-40 feet depending on yersion; Gemini
version 25 feet; diameter 5 feet; all-inertial guidance.
Performance
Thor/ Agena 1,500-plus pounds in earth orbit; Atlas/
Agena 5,000 pounds in 300-mile orbit.
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LAUNCH VEHICLES

BURNER II
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Major Subcontractors: Thiokol Chemical Corporation
(solid rocket motor); Honey'' ell Inc. (preprogrammed
inertial guidance system); \"lalter Kidde & Co. (reaction control system)
Remarks
Burner II is a launch vehicle upper stage developed
by Boeing for the '\ir Force Space Systems Division.
It is the first solid-fuel upper stage with full control
and guidance capability developed for general space
applications. Burner II was desiQTlecl for use with the
Thor booster, but is readily ad~pted for use on the
complete range of standard launch vehicles. Its gene.ral assignment will be to place small- and meditm1Size payloads into orbit. The Burner II motor, guidance system and reaction control system are integrated
t~ provide attitude stability and precise control of
fhght rate ;mel burnout velocity for orbital injection
a~cl earth-escape missions. Boeing has delivered 8
fhght vehicles and, under terms of a follow-on contract, is building 6 additional flight ri1oclels. Fom
Thor-Burner II combinations have been launched successfully from Vandenbera Air Force Base California.
The third law1ch placel2 tmclassifiecl ~atellites in
Earth orbit. A SECOR satellite, built for the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers by the Cubic Corporation,
and an Amara satellite, developed by Rice University
for the Office of Naval Research , were placed in circ.ular orbits 2,100 miles above the Earth. As integration contractor for the Air Force Space Experiment
Su~port Program (SESP) Office, Boeing designed,
built and tested the injection stage, or " payload dispenser," which carried the 2 satellites on top of a
standard Burner II stage and placed them in precise
orbits. The satellites were mounted on opposite sides
of the injection stage, which housed a 1,400-poundthrust, solid-propellant rocket motor. Several studies
have indicated the feasibi'lity of using Bumer II as
an upper stage for NASA deep space probes.
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ATHENA REENTRY TEST VEIITCLE
Prime Contractor: Atlantic Research ~llissile Systems
Division
Associate Contractors: Propulsion: Thiokol Chemical
Corporation, 1st stage; Thiokol & Hercules In~or
porated, 2nd stage; Aerojet-General Corporatio~ ,
3rd stage ; Hercules Incorporated, 4th stag~; Atlantic
Research, spin rockets; Hercules, boost-assist motors
and retro motors.
Remarks
The Athena reentry vehicle, conceived to simulate
the reentry evironment of intercontinental ballistic
missiles, has proved to be one of the Air Force's most
important research and development programs. Begtm in February 1964, the Athena program christened
\vhat was to become this country's first inland range
for the overland test of multi-stage vehicles. Athena
is latmched from Green River, Utah, along the Army's
White Sands Missiie Range, reaching altitudes of over
1,000,000 feet before descendinrr on \"lhite Sands,
b
'
New Mexico, some 470 miles downrange. The Army s
highly instrumented range had monitored 85 flights
by the end of August 1967, in a program of 149
law1chings scheduled through 1969. The program is
under the direction of the Space & Missile Systems
Organization (SAMSO), Air Force Systems Command.
Specifications
Fom stages, all solid propelled; overall length 50
feet; diameter 31 inches; weight 16,000 pounds at
latmch; unguided boost, mid-course correction.
Performance
Speed in excess of 15,000 miles per hom at reentry;
range more than 4 70 miles; ceiling in excess of
1,000,000 feet. Is successfully yielding high degree
of reentry space physics data and sub-scale systems
test data.

SPACECRAFT

APOLLO

tion. Technical management of the Apollo Spacecraft is under NASA's Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas. The Apollo spacecraft comprises .3
separable major parts called "modules" which are
fastened together in tandem. North American Rockwell's Space Division is producing the Apollo spacecraft Command and Service Modules. The Lunar
Module is being built by Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation. The Command Module is the Apollo
spacecraft's control center for the moon flight. It
provides combination living, working and leisure time
quarters for the .3-man crew. The Command Module
consists of 2 shells-an inner crew compartment and
an outer heat shield. Ablative materials are applied
to the outer structure after it has been assembled and
fit-checked to the crew compartment.

Prime Contractor: North American Rockwell Corporation's Space Division
Major Subcontractors: Aerojet-General Corporation
(service module propulsion engine); Aeronca Manufacturing Company (honeycomb panels); Avco Corporation (ablative heat shield); Beech Aircraft Corporation (super critical gas storage system); Bell
Aerosystems Company (positive expulsion tanks for
reaction control system); Beckman Instruments, Inc.
(data acquisition equipment); Collins Radio Company
(communications and data); Control Data Corporation
(digital test command system); Dalmo Victory Company (main communications antenna systems); ElectroOptical Systems, Inc., Micro Systems, Inc. subsidiary
(temperature and pressure transducer instrumentation); Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Division (environmental control system); General
Mot~r~ Corporation (fuel and oxidizer tanks); General
PreclSlon, Inc. (mission simulator trainer); General
Tim~ ~orporation (central timing system); Honeywell
(stabilization and control); Lockheed Propulsion Company (launch escape and pitch control motors); Micro
Systems, Inc., Electro-Optical Systems (pressure and
t~mpe~a~ure transducers); Motorola, Inc. (up-data
lmk digital); The Marquardt Corporation (reaction
control motors service module); Northrop Corporation. (earth landing. system); Remanco, Inc. (rocket
engme tes.t set); S~Iaky Bros., Inc. (tooling, welding
and machi~ery); .Simmonds Precision Products (propellant gagmg. mixture ratio control); Thiokol Chemical CorporatiOn (escape system jettison motors);
Tr~nsco ~roducts, Inc. (telemetry antenna system);
Umted ~I~~raft Corporation, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft DIVISIOn (~el cell); Westinghouse Electric,
Aerospace Electncal Division (static inverter conversion unit); Webber Aircraft (spacecraft couches).

The Service Module houses the main propulsion motor
and its propellants for return from the moon and for
midcourse corrections. It contains the electrical system, reaction control engines and part of the environmental control system. Propellants and various sytems
are housed in pie-shaped sections surrmmding the
main engine. Attached to the Command Module during the flight to the moon, the Service Module is jettisoned prior to earth reentry.
Command Module Specifications
Shape conical; height 12 feet; diameter (at the base)
1.3 feet; launch weight 13,500 pounds (approx.); outer
structure: stainless steel honeycomb bonded between
stainless steel alloy sheets; inner compartment; primarily aluminum honeycomb bonded between aluminum alloy sheets; insulation: a two-layer microquartz
fiber insulation separates the walls of the inner and
outer structures; environment: shirt-sleeve temperature of about 75 degrees, and 100 percent oxygen.
Service Module Specifications
Shape cylindrical; height 22 feet (including engine);
diameter 13 feet; construction: mostly aluminum alloy; the outside skin is honeY.comb bonded between
aluminum sheets; launch weight _50,000 pounds
(approx.).

Remarks
Proje~t Apollo is the United States' program to place
Amencans on the moon for scientific exploration and
safe return to earth. The Apollo program is directed
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
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APOLLO 4. NASA's Apollo program got its greatest impehiS to date from a "textbook" mission designated Apollo
4. The flight marked the introduction of the Saturn V latmch vehicle and also provided the first deep space
tests of the Apollo spacecraft. Highlight of the flight wa.s ~ sp~cecraft reentry at hmar retmn velocity, an important test of the heat shield. Photos show mission prehmmanes: A, the Command and Service Modules, mated
to the Ltmar Module Adapter, tmdergo checkout; B, spacecraft and adapte~· ~·e mated to the S-IVB third stage;
C, the complete Saturn v; Apollo "stack" is transported from assembly bmlding to Pad 39A.
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LUNAR MODULE

GEMINI

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation

Prime Contractor: McDonnell Astronautics Company,
McDonnell Douglas Corporation
Associate Contractors: Honeywell Incorporated (guidance); Westinghouse Electric Company (rendezvous
radar); International Business Machines CorporatiOI!
(computer); AiResearch Division, The Garrett Corporation (environmental control system); Beech Aircraft Corporation (propellant loading systems); Rocketdyne Division, Aerospace and Systems Group, North
American Rockwell Corporation (spacecraft propulsion); General Electric Company (fuel cell)

Remarks
The Lunar Module is a 2-stage vehicle to be used by
Project Apollo astronauts for the descent from lunar
orbit to the surface of the moon, and for the ascent
from the lunar surface back to the orbiting Command
Module. Unsymmetrical, and without any aerodynamic considerations imposed upon its structural design, LM lands by use of a main descent engine which
is throttleable and capable of developing 10,600
pounds of thrust. Vehicle orientation is provided by
16 100-pound thrust rocket engines located in quads
at 4 locations on the ascent stage. The LM can land
either in the automated mode, utilizing a landing
radar as the sensing device and a computer to update engine thrust, or can be .controlled by the astronauts completely, or in conjunction with the vehicle's
automated devices. Its landing gear consists of 4 padded legs. The lower portion of the legs telescopes into
the upper portion, crushing a honeycomb structure
designed to absorb the energy of the landing impact.
When LM is ready to return to the Command Module
its 3,500 pounds thrust ascent engine carries the
ascent stage into lunar orbit, leaving the descent stage
parked on the lunar surface.

Remarks
Gemini is a 2-man spacecraft designed for longduration space physiological studies and development
of rendezvous and docking techniques. Gemini's environmental control system is capable of sustaining 2
astronauts for 2 weeks. The spacecraft has 2 sections,
a reentry module housing the astronauts and an
adapter section for equipment. The reentry module
is 11 feet tall, the adapter unit 7 1h- feet tall. Spacecraft launch weight is approximately 7,000 pounds.
On-board thrusters permit maneuvering for rendezvous and docking missions. McDonnell built 13 flightrated spacecraft; 12 of them were used (10 manned)
in NASA's 1964-66 Project Gemini. The spacecraft
was scheduled for further use, in a modified version
in the USAF's Manned Orbiting -Laboratory project:

Specifications
Height 21 feet ; width 19 feet ; weight more than 15
earth tons.
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MANNED ORBITING L<\.BORA TORY

BIOSATELLITE

Major
Contractors:
General El ec t nc
. C om Jan (ex.
.
1
SI Je nmeSnt mtegration); McDonnell Doualas Mifsile &
pace ystems Divis· (I b
b
r1ell Ast.
t ' C ron a oratory module); McDonJ onau res
ompa ny (G e mmr
. . B spacecraft)

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, ReEntry Systems Depaitment
Associate Contractors: Garrett AiResearch (cryogenics system); Hamilton-Standard (gas management);
GE Direct Energy Conversion Operation (fuel cells)

Remarks
Remarks
Biosatellite is the first U.S. spacecraft designed to
demonstrate the effects of prolonged space travel on
terrestrial life. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Ames Research Center selected General Electric to develop and build the Biosatellite
vehicles. The Biosatellite program is aimed at studying the effects of extended exposure to weightlessness and radiation on a variety of biological specimens
rru1ging from tiny single-cell organisms to monkeys.
Advanced missions of 21 and 30 days are planned.
All payloads will be recovered. Payload weights
range from 940 to 1,500 pounds depending on the
specific mission. A Thrust Augmented Improved Delta
booster is the launch vehicle. Rate gyros and cold gas
jets provide attitude control in all 3 axes; telemetry
is real time and tape recording readout; power is by
batteries and Gemini-type fuel cells; an ablating heat
shield protec ts the vehicle through re-entry. Initial
3-day flight was made in D ecember 1966, but payload was not recovered. A second 2-day flight in
September 1967 was highly successful; payload was
recovered by USAF air snatch.

The U.S. Air Force 1M
d
.
.
anne Orbiting Laboratory
( MOL) program
rs the largest Department of Def ense space proaram It
.
b
·
s ob'Jectives are to learn
mor e about
what
man
is
able
to d o m
. space an d I1ow
th a t a b 1.l.t
I y re 1ates to d f
tech no Iogy an d e · e ense requirem ents·' to develop
qmpment which will help advance
manne d . and m1 mann e d space fhaht·
.
.
and to expenment
wrth
this
techn
1
b
'
.
·
o ogy and equipment. The progbram was begun August 2.'), 1965. Initial work has
een
completed
and tl1e program rs
. now m
. the en.
.
g.meermg development phase. The baseline configuration has been established, consisting of the Gemini B,
a 41-foot laboratory vehicle, and the Titan III booster.
First flight b y a 2-man crew is planned for 1970. The
N~OL crews will be launched into orbit inside a Gemi~11 B spacecraft. A modified version of the vehicle used
111 th e ~ASA Gemini Program, the booster, designated Titan III-M, is an uprated Titan III-C. It will
~rse a pair of 7-segment, solid rocket strap-on motors
111 place of the 5-segment motors used on the Titan
III-C . In orbit, the pilots will transfer into the Laboratory through a hatch in the Gemini B heat shield
and a pressurized tunnel. The laboratory is designed
to allow them to work in a " shirt-sleeve" environment, without space suits, for up to 30 days. For return to earth , they will go back into the Gemini B,
detach it from the laboratory and reenter the atmosphere for an ocean landing and recovery. The
laboratory itself will burn up upon reentry. A conside rabl e amotmt of NASA -developed capabilities will
be used in the MOL program.
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NIMBUS

TIROS

Prime Contractor: NASA, Goddard Space Flight
Center
Major Subcontractor: General Electric Company,
Missile and Space Division, Spacecraft Department
Associate Contractors: Aracon Geophysical Division,
Allied Research Associates, Inc.; California Computer
Products, Inc. ; Collins Radio Company; Control Data
Corporation; General Electronics Labs, Inc.; Hughes
Aircraft Company; ITT; Lockheed Electronics Company; RCA; Raymond Engineering Laboratory, Inc.;
Texas Instruments, Inc.

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of AI.neric~,
Defense Electronic Products, Astro-Electromcs DIvision
Remarks
f the most successful of all U.S. space progra~ns ,
0
ne 0 is a meteorological sate rr·Ite d esi~ne
.
d t o provide
Tiros
.
ther forecasters with complete mformatwn on
whe~ h to base predictions. Equipped with TV cameras
w IC infrared equipment, T.1ros ta k es p h o t o s of . the
and
, loud cover and relays them to earth statwns
ear th s c
·
·s the
for Weather Bureau analysis. Newest verswn I
.
T . "wheel , which can be maneuvered to roll m
~~~: l'ke a drum rolling downhill; its 2 TV cameras
or 1 1·t·oned radially so that with each half turn of
are pos1 1
I I k d
t
th
the wheel either camera wil oo
own a ear .

Remarks
Nimbus is a second generation research and development weather satellite developed by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddard Space
Flight Center. The windmill shaped spacecraft is approximately 10 feet tall and l l feet wide and is capable of carrying a wide range of meteorological, geophysical and other scientific payloads. Nimbus I was
launched into orbit on August 28, 1964, and exceeded
all expectations both as a research vehicle and as a
storm tracker. Nimbus II, an advanced version of the
first Nimbus, was orbited on May 15, 1966, and has
established a record lifetime for an earth orbiting
spacecraft. Nimbus III, a further improved version ,
weighing some 1,350 pounds (500 pounds more than
the first Nimbus), will carry 2 SNAP 19 radioisotope
thermal generators for electric power in addition to
its normal solar power supply. All Nimbus spacecraft
a re earth oriented and stabilized in all 3 axes. The
Thor Agena booster is used to launch the Nimbus
spacecraft into polar orbit.

Specifications
Diameter 42 inches; weight approximately 300 potmds.
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TIROS M

ESSA

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products, Astra-Electronics Division

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products, Astra-Electronics Division

Remarks

Remarks
ESSA (Environmental Survey Satellite), the world's
first global operational weather satellite, is designed
and built by RCA tmder the technical direction of
NASA 's Goddard Space Flight Center for the Environmental Science Services Administration of which
the U.S. \"'eather Bureau is a division. The first ESSA
satellite was launched successfully on February 3,
1966. It carried 2 conventional TIROS-type television
cameras in a rolling wheel configuration. ESSA ""2 was
successfully launched February 28, 1966, using 2
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) cameras which
enabled it to broadcast weather pictures to local stations around the world. It also rolled like a wheel in
its orbital path. ESSA 3, launched October 2, 1966,
replaced ESSA 1 and featured an Advanced Vidicon
Camera System; it also operates in a wheel mode.
ESSA 4 (APT), ESSA 5 (A VCS) and ESSA 6 have
also joined the operational system. The satellites are
known as TIROS Operational System (TOS) satellites
until they achieve orbit, when they acquire the ESSA
designation.

~ second generation follow-on to the TIROS Opera-

tional System (TOS) weather satellites, TIROS M is
be.ing developed by RCA for NASA's Goddard Space
~hgh~ Center. Eventual user and sponsor of the satellite after it becomes operational will be the Environmental Science Services Administration. The first
!lROS M. research and development flight will be
m 1969, With the initial operational spacecraft, identified as an Improved TOS (ITOS), slated for 1970. One
TIROS M will carry both Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) systems for direct readout of local
weather pictures and Advanced Vidicon Camera Systems (A VCS) to give scientists global coverage. A
stable platform that will keep its sensors always
pointed toward earth, TIROS M will also carry high
resolution infrared radiometers for nightime views
of cloud cover plus 2 secondary sensors, a Rat-plate
radiometer and a solar proton monitor. Basically,
TIROS M and ITOS will enable one satellite to provide the coverage offered by 2 present TOS/ESSA
spacecraft. TIROS M is also designed as a space bus
that can accommodate a wide variety of other sensors
and instrumentation.

Specifications
Right circular cylinder 42 inches diameter, 22.5 inches
high; weight 325 pow1ds.

Specifications
Dimensions 48 by 40 by 40 inches, with 3 solar
panels, each 36 by 63 inches; weight approximately
670 pounds.
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EARLY BIRD

SYNCOM

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Remarks

Remarks
A second-generation active-repeater communications
satellite, Syncom is a synchronous orbiting spacecraft,
one whose orbital speed just matches that of the
earth's rotation, so that the satellite remains in a
fixed position with respect to a point on earth. To
achieve the proper velocity, the satellite is sent into
orbit at an altitude of 22,300 mil es. From that altitude , more than a third of the earth can be "seen,"
so three such spacecraft can form a TV-telephone network providing 24-hour service. Syncom I, launched
February 14, 1963, was unsuccessful. Syncom II,
launched July 26, 1963, was completely successful
and was the first spacecraft to achieve synchronous
orbit. Syncom III, launched August 19, 1964, was
placed in stationary orbit over the International Date
Line and it relayed the Olympic Games to the U.S.
from Japan.

A synchronous communications satellite, Early Bird
was launched April 6, 1965, by the U.S. Communications Satellite Corporation as agent for a world consortium of more than 40 participating nations. The
satellite was injected into a synchronous orbit 22,300
miles above the equator over the Atlantic Ocean. The
85-pound spacecraft has capacity for 240 two-way
telephone channels or simultaneous two-way television between Europe and North America on a 24hour basis. It can also handle teletype and facsimile
at the same time it carries telephone conversations.
Power is supplied by some 6,000 solar cells. The satellite is a later version of the NASA-Hughes Syncom.
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INTELSAT II

INTELSA T III

P1;me Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company

Prime Contractor: TR\i\1 Systems Group of TRW Inc.
for Communications Satellite Corporation (COMSAT)
International Participants: Contraves AG, Switzerland; Ene:ins MA TRA SA, France; Entwickhuwsrina
b
b
Nord (ERNO), West Germany; Hawker Siddeley Dynamics, Ltd. (HSD); ITT Federal Laboratories, United
States; Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (MEC), Japan;
Societe Anonyme de Telecommtmications (SAT),
France; Sylvania Electronic Systems, United States;
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, United States.

Remarks
Intelsat II is a new communications satellite designed
to provide the first regular transpacific commtmications by satellite and at the same time to provide
commtmications support for the Apollo program.
Hughes is building 4 spacecraft under an $11,700,000
contract awarded by Commmlications Satellite Corporation.' which acts as manager for the 54-nation
Inte rnatiOnal T elecommunications Satellite Conso rtimn. Intelsat II is twice the size and weiaht of
Hughes' E a rly Bird and it has 3 times the ;ower.
\i\There Early Bird's antenna concentrated its beam
in a narrow band between Europe and the United
States, Intelsat II offers broader antenna coverage
over a wider global area and the ability to carry multiple conversations among grotmd stations simultaneously . Three of the satellites are now in commercial service, 2 over the Pacific and one over the
Atlantic.
Specifications
Diameter 56 inches; height 26 inches.
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Remarks
Intelsat III will be the first wholly commercial communications satellite system to operate on a global
scale. TRW will build 6 flight spacecraft for initial
operational use in 1968. Each satellite will handle a
minimum of 1200 2-way voice channels, or 4 highquality television channels. The spin-stabilized spacecraft will be .positioned at synchronous orbit (22,300
miles) over the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian oceans,
as required. They are 56 inches in diameter, 37 inches
high and weigh about 25Q pOtmds, not including the
apogee motor.

INITIAL DEFENSE COMMUNICATIONS
SATELLITE PROGRAM (IDCSP)
P~i.me Co?tractor: Space and Re-Entry Systems Di-

VISion, Ph1lco-Ford Corporation
.Remarks
In .late Oct?ber 1964, Philco-For.d Corporation was
assigned pnme contractor responsibilities to design
de.v~lop and assemble both the satellites and th~
miltiple-launch dispensers for the Initial Defense
Communications Satellite Program (IDCSP). Under
the overall direction of the Defense Communications
~gency, the s~a.c~ hardware portion of the program
IS _tl~e. responsibility of the Air Force Space Systems
DIV1Slon, assisted by the Aerospace Corporation . On
June 16, 1966, an Air Force Titan III-C rocket
launc~ed 7 IDCSP satellites (plus a gravity-gradient
ex~enmen.tal satellite~ into near-synchronous equatonal or~It at an altitude of approximately 21 000
statute miles to initiate the network-19 months from
the st~~t of hardware design. On January 18, 1967,
8 additwnal satellites were launched and on July 1,
1967, 4 more were sent into orbit.

TACTICAL COMSAT
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Remarks
As part of an Air Force program aimed at e:en~ual
development of a military tactical commumcatJOns
system to complement the IDCSP system n?w in
operation, Hughes is building the largest expenmental comsat ever constructed. The satellite features a
unique antenna array extending from the top of the
drum-shaped spacecraft. The 5-element antenna array
consists of UHF antennas, each nearly 8 feet long.
Beneath them (photo) are 2 microwave horns. At the
extreme top is a hi-conical horn used for telemetry
and command. The satellite will be spin-stabilized,
with the solar panels rotating while the antennas
and inner structure remain in a fixed position.
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SPACECRAFT

LINCOLN EXPERIMENTAL SATELLITES (LES)

RELAY

Prime Contractor: Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory

Prime ContTactor: Radio Corporation of America
Remarks
Relay is a communications satellite of the activerepeater type, in which signals from one ground station are picked up and rebroadcast to another station
by the satellite's internal equipment. A NASA project,
Relay is a 172-potmd, spin-stabilized spacecraft
boosted by a Delta latmch vehicle. The first Relay
satellite was launched December 13, 1962, and it
remained operational for more than 2 years. Relay
22, law1ched January 21, 1964, was used in thousands
of tests and experiments and in some 40 public demonstrations through September 1965.

Remarks
The LES (Lincoln Experimental Satellite) spacecraft
are designed and built by the M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory in Lexington, Massachusetts, as part of the LaboratOI·y 's Air Force-sponsored program in space communications, to test realistically, in orbit, new devices
and techniques being developed for possible use in
satellite communication systems. LES-5, the latest in
the series, launched July 1, 1967, is designed primarily to aid in the development of a tactical satellite
communication (T ACSA TCOM) system for the Department of Defense. It has been used for the first
communications by satellite among Army, Navy, and
Air Force units, including aircraft in flight, submarines
and surface vessels, and a variety of ground terminals.
LES-5 is the first communication satellite to operate
entirely in the government-allocated UHF-band (225 .....
400 MHz), and it carries the first UHF-band satellite
antenna syste1!1 that generates circularly polarized
radio signals, to minimize fading and communication
drop-outs and to allow a surface terminal to use a
very small, simple antenna such ~s a_ whip or stub
monopole. LES-3, a UHF-band radiO signal generator
launched in December 1965, helped to establish design c1iteria for LES-S. LES-1, -2, and -4 (photo),
also launched in 1965, operated at X-band (approximately 8,000 MHz) and successfully t_ested ~ mun?er
of important new devices and tec~mques, ~ncluding
the first all-solid-state communicatiOn satellite transmitters and the first "electronically despw1" (earthsensing and antenna-beam-switching) systems to _increase the effective radiated power from the satelhte.
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TELSTAR
Prime Contractor: American Telephone and Telegraph Company, management by Bell Telephone
Laboratories
Remarks
The first active-repeater communications satellite,
Telstar demonstrated the feasibility of transmitting
television images, telephone, telegraph and radio
messages on a global basis. Latmched by a Delta
booster, Telstar first went into orbit on July 10, 1962.
Telstar II was orbited on May 7, 1963. Both satellites
were highly successful. NASA provided law1ch vehicles and tracking facilities on a reimbursable basis.

EROS (EARTH RESOURCES OBSERVATION
SATELLITE)
Program Direction: Department of the Interior and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Remarks
The Department of the Interior has announced Project EROS aimed at gathering facts about the earth's
nat':ral resources by means of instrumented spacecraft. Late in 1967 the project had not been approved
for hardware status. Radio Corporation of America
reported that it was feasible to build an EROS satellite that could be operational by 1969 for launch into
a 300-mile, near-polar, synchronous orbit to permit
continuous observation of the United States (or the
world) under constantly favorable illumination conditions.

U.S. NAVY NAVIGATION SATELLITE
(TRANSIT) (OSCAR)
Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
.
Applied Physics Laboratory
Associate Contractor: Radio Corporatwn of AmericaMoorestown
Remarks
In July 1964, the Navy put ii~to operatim~a~ service
a system of navigational sat_elht~s _for preclSI~:m position determination of Polans miSSile submannes and
surface vessels. The system consists of 4 satellites,
each weighing less than 100 pounds,. in near-circular
orbits at 600 miles altitude. The satellites, once known
as Transit are launched by the Scout booster. A number of o~erational navigation satellites (known as
Oscar) have been launched to enhance the Navy's
world-wide all-weather navigation system being used
operationally by the fleet (in photo, OSCAR 09,
launched by a 4-stage Sc?ut Ma~ 19, 1966). The
satellite is an octagonal pnsm, 18 mches across and
10 inches high with 4 blades of solar cells, 66_ inches
long and 10 inches wide. The 144~pound satelht~ carries 2 transmitters for telemetermg, doppler signals
and memory read-out. All of the _OSCAR_ spacecr~~t
employ electromagnetic and gravity gradient stabilization systems. Each also has a memo~·y syst~m for
storing advance orbital data. Pu~se .si~_nals m_ ~he
memory system provide the sat~lhtes WI!h a ~gt~al
clock. Launched into polar orbits, at a genetal mclination of 90 degrees to the equator, ·the Oscar satellites circle the Earth at altitudes from 450 to 600
miles. RCA-Moorestown is responsible for manufacture of operational satellites.
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GEODETIC SECOR SATELLITE SURVEYOR

GEOS-A

Prime Contractor: Cubic Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

Remarks
Geode tic SECOR (Sequential Collation of Ran ge)
is an all-weather geodetic survey s stem which has
been in operational use for 3 ·ears establishing a
global survey network. It uses the successive positions of artificial satellites in space to determine locations on the earth's surface "vith exactness over long
distances. The system consists of a satellite and 4
ground stations, 3 at geographical points whose coordinates have been surveyed accurate! and the
fourth at an unknown location. Radio waves are
flash ed from the ground stations to the sa tellite and
retmned. The position of the satellite at any time is
fixed b y the measured ranaes from the 3 known stat~ons. Using these precise!; established satellite positions as a base, ranaes from the satellite to the unknown station are ~sed to compute the position of
the unknown station. Geodetic SECOR allows continents and islands to be brou crht within the same
geodetic global grid. Each grot~d station is entirely
portable and contains 3 tmits: a radio frequency shelter, a data handling shelter and a storage shelter.
Lighter weight, solid-state equipment is presently being developed to replace these units. The present satellite has a volume of one cubic foot , weighs approximately 39 pounds and contains a transponder, a
telemetry system to monitor temperature and operating voltages, and a power unit comprised of solar
panels and batteries.

Remarks
The primary objective of GEOS-A is to provide
global geodetic measurements for determining the
positions of fiducial control points on the Earth to an
accuracy of 10 meters in an Earth center of mass
coordinate system, and to determine the structme of
the Earth's gravity field to 5 parts in lOs. GEOS-A
is a 385-pound 52-inch top-shaped satellite. It was
launched by the improved Delta rocket. It has an
array of 5 geodetic systems-flashing light beacons,
radio doppler transmitters, a radio range system, a
combined range and range rate system, and a laser
reflector. Primary power for the instrumentation is
obtained from solar cells that cover most of the exterior of the satellite. The program is directed by
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center. In January
1967, a failme in the satellite's command system
rendered several geodetic systems inoperable. Hadio
doppler measurements and the passive laser reflector
experiment were expected to continue indefinitely,
however.
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ANNA 1-B

NUCLEAR DETECTION SATELLITES (VELA)

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group of TRW Inc.
Remarks
The Vela Nuclear Detection Satellites are launched
in pairs into high altitude orbits to detect poss~ble
nuclear explosions in space and on earth. The prOJect
is directed by the Advanced Research Projects Agency
of the Department of Defense; the USAF Space and
Missile Systems organization is responsible for the
development of the spacecraft. The first pair of satellites was launched in October 1963, the second in
July 1964, and the third in July 1965. The fourth
launch, in April 1967, was the first of an advanced
pair of Velas. These identical 26-sided polygons, 56
inches in diameter and 46 inches high, weigh 509
pounds in orbit . Another Vela launch, with further
improvements to the payload, was scheduled for
1968.

Remarks
ANNA is a geodetic research satellite with primary
missions of measuring the strength and direction of
the Earth's gravitational field, locating the center of
the Earth's mass and marking off positions on the
Earth. ANNA weighs 350 pounds, is 36 inches in
diameter and is powered by a band of solar cells
around its equator supported by nickel cadmium batteries. A broad band spiral antenna is painted on the
sphere, and the instrument tray is centrally mounted
on the inside. Named for Army, Navy, Air Force and
NASA, its sponsors, ANNA was launched October 31,
1962. The satellite contained optical, radio ranging
and radio doppler instrumentation. The optical syst em is a high intensity optical beacqn activated by
programmed command to set off a series of 5 light
flashes 5.6 seconds apart. These are photographed
by ground stations. The Navy doppler frequency system is also still operable on command. Despite deterioration of the satellite's solar cells by the artificial
radiation belt, ANNA has provided a large amount
of geodetic information and permitted highly accurate
positioning of tracking stations relative to the center
of the Earth . Findings of the Air Force flashing light
and the Navy doppler frequency measurement systems agreed to accuracies of 20 meters or better. The
Army 's radio-ranging system ceased operation in orbit
too early to yield comparative data.
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EXPLORER SERIES

APPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE

Program Direction: National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Remarks

Remarks

The Applications Technology Satellite is a spacecraft
whose mission is to improve other satellites, specifically to enhance the ability of existing and fuhu·e
satellites to p~·ovide weather, and commtmications
data and air/sea navigation aids . .Three types of missions are plmmed for ATS: a 6 ,000-mile earth orbit
to ex~eriment with the gravity gradient stabilization
system; 2 synchronous (22,300-mile) orbits for meteorological, commtmications and navigation investigation; and 2 synchronous orbits using the gravity
grad_ient system to make engineering and technolog.ical
studies. The A TS is a barrel-shaped spacecraft werghing about 700 pounds; those equipped for gravity
gradient experiments will carry 100-foot ,booms ~at
can be extended like a tiaht-rope walkers balancmg
b
h
.
poles to stabilize the spacecraft. T e . program rs
managed by NASA's Goddard Space Fhght Center.
Three A TS satellites have been latmched and 2 more
are to be orbited in 1968.

Explorer is not a specific spacecraft but a code name
given a series of satellites of different configurations
and with varying payloads and assignments. In photo
is Explorer XXXI, Direct Measurement Explorer,
latmched with Canadian Alouette II on November 28,
1965, on a Thor-Agena rocket from Vandenberg Air
Force Base, California. The double-launch project
known as ISIS-X was the first in a new cooperative NASA-Canadian Defense Research Board program for international Satellites for Ionospheric Studies. Explorer XXXI is in orbit with an apogee less
than a mile more than Alouette 's and with a perigee
of less than a mile lower. The orbits are some 1,850
miles high at apogee and 310 at perigee. Explorer
XXXI was built for the NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, by the Applied Physics
Laboratory of The Johns Hopkins University . Eight
ionospheric me asurement experiments sample the
environment . both forward and after the satellite's
path. Explorer XXXI is 30 inches across the top and
is 25 inches high. A spherical mass spectrometer protrudes 21 inches above the top surface, making the
total height 46 inches. The satellite is po'-'vered by
solar cells which cover about 15 percent of the spacec raft 's surface. Explorers XXXIV and XXXV were
lmmched during 1967.
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OWL

ANCHORED IMP SATELLITE

Prime Contractor: Rice University

Prime Contractor: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Defense and Space Center

Remarks
Latest addition to the Explorer series, Owl is designed
to investigate a variety of low and high latitude
phenomena and to make particularly powerful studies
of auroral phenomena. Rice University is building 2
spacecraft , scheduled for late 1968 launch by Scout
boosters. The satellites will be put into similar but
not identical orbits at a high inclination with nominal
altitudes of 500 and 600 nautical miles and with
coincident but antiparallel lines of nodes. The 2 flight
units (Rice is also building a flight-worthy spare and
prototypes of selected subsystems) are identical except
that a large permanent magnet is in opposite directions. Each satellite has a flight weight of about 155
of 33 inches and
pounds; cylindrical, it has a heiaht
0 ·
a diameter of about 30 inches. Power is obtained by
9,000 solar cells distributed on all sides.

Remarks
The Westinghouse Aerospace Division, under contract to National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Goddard Space Flight Center, engaged in the
system design, integration: assembly and lawlch support for Anchor~d Inter~lanetary Monitoring PlatformE Satellite, officially designated Explorer XXXV by National Aeronautics and Space Administration. It was
launched on July 19, 1967, with the primary objectives
of investigation of interplanetary plasma and the interplanetary magnetic field out to and at the lunar distance, in either a captured lunar orbit or a geocentric
orbit of the earth. In the geocentric orbit, the apogee
will be near or beyond the lunar distance. In a lunar
orbit, additional objectives include obtaining data on
dust distribution, lunar gravitational field, ionosphere,
magnetic field, and I:adiation environment around
the moon. AIMP-E will also study spatial and temporal relationships of geophysical and interplanetary
phenomena presen~ly being studied by several other
National Aeronautics and Space Administration satellites. The investigation in the vicinity of the moon
provides for measurements of the characteristics of
the interplanetary dust distribution, _s_olar and galactic
cosmic rays, as well as a study of the. magnetohydrodynamic wake of the earth in the int~rplanetary mediwn
at the lunar distances.
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RADIO ASTRONOMY EXPLORER

ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH SATELUTES

Program Direction: _ ASA/Goddard Space Flight
Center

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group of TRW Inc.
Remarks

Remarks

The Environmental Research Satellites were especially designed for piggyback launching from large
primary mission vehicles. Ranging in weight from L?
to 100 pOtmds, and carrying from 1 to 14 expenments, these ERS "hitch-biker" spacecraft provide an
inexpensive, flexible vehicle capable of making scientific and engineering measurements in space. A major
role of the ERS satellites is to act as a test bed to
determine the reliability of tmproven components
and subsystems destined for use in later generations
of spacecraft. A unique featme of the system is its
capability to function without a battery. The key to
this advantage is the design which permits solar cells,
fastened to all exterior surfaces of the vehicle, to
maintain constant exposure of about 15 percent of
the sun. The ERS is a small satellite, measuring in
one version only 6.5 inches on a side and weighing
1.5 pounds; the larger version weighs 100 potmds
and is a 20-inch cylinder. Some 12 satellites have been
launched since 1962 for a variety of missions and
sponsors. The 8-sided version has been designated the
OV -5 and has become a part of a program conducted
by the Air Force Office of Aerospace Research .

The Radio Astronomy Explorer wi11 investigate low
frequency (long wave-length) raclio emissions from
the Stm and its planets as \:vell as cralactic and extragalactic sources. The spacecraft will weicrh about 420
potmds. It will be equipped with a di~ole antenna
(120 feet from tip to tip) and 2 V-shaped antennas.
Th~se antennas consist of 4 750-foot long elements
whtch fom1 a large "X" with the spacecraft in the
center. The V -shaped antennas will also provide gravity gradient stabilization. The RAE program , as
~lanned, calls for a series of 4 spacecraft "vith the
fi_rst scheduled for latmch in early 1968. Two misstons (RAE-A and B) have been approved and payloads for them have been selected. Missions RAE-C,
and D are not yet approved. RAE-A and B are intended for a circular orbit with an altihtde of 3,600
miles. Inclination of the orbit to the equator will be
58 degrees 'retrograde and th e orbital period ~viii be
3-5/6 hours.
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PEGASUS

OV1 (AEROSPACE RESEARCH SATELLITE)

Prime Contractor: Space and Electronics Systems
Division, Fairchild Hiller Corporation

Prime Contractor: Convair Division of General D ynamics Corporation
Associate Contractor: Allegany Ballistics Laboratory
(propulsion system)

Remarks
The mission of Pegasus, the Meteoroid Technology
Satellite, was to define the magnitude and direction
of medium size meteoroids in the near earth space
environment. Three Pegasus spacecraft were sent
into varying orbits, 300 to 500 miles high, transmitting meteoroid detection information on a daily basis
to the FHC operated Satellite Control Center at
Cape Kennedy. The spacecraft weighed 3,200 pounds,
with a deployed wing 96 feet long and 14 feet high.
Its 416 capacitor detectors of varying thickness provided ov_er 2:000 square feet of area designed to count
meteormd hrts for at least one year in space. It contained_ a solar cell powered batte_ry power system,
detectiOn system, data processing and storage, real
time and stor~d data transmission system, and temperature sensmg and control and attitude sensing
systems. The 3 spacecraft, launched in 1965 are still
operational _a?d returning useful data; they ;epresent
the largest ngrd deployable space structures developed.

Remarks
The OV1, formerly called SAT AR, was designed to
carry a variety of scientific experiments into orbit in
a special pod on the Atlas booster when the lift
capability of the Atlas is not fully utilized by other
experiments,, thus l?roviding an economical satellite
with "bonus expenments. The OV1 has its own propulsion system which is fired <:J.fter the satellite is
ejected from the booster vehicle. The OV1 remains
inside the Atlas-retained structure during the Atlas
flight to protect it from aerodynamics loading and
heating. The space vehicle coasts for about 8 minutes
in space as preprogrammed attitude control maneuvers are performed on command of the propulsion
module guidance system to position it for firing of
its solid-fueled motor. OV1 can· be launched singly
on the side of Atlas or in dual pods on the booster
nose. Once in space, it can perform near-circular or
highly elliptical earth orbits, high altitude probes or
high velocity reentry missions. Each OVl can _carry
an 80-potmd payload. Total weight on the Atlas is
2,455 pounds for the dual pod load . .The satellite is
54.6 inches long and 27 inches in diame,ter. Contracting agency is the USAF's Office of Ae_rospace Research.
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OV2 SATELLITE

GENERAL UTILITY SATELLITE (OV3)

Prime Contractor: N01throp Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation (SpaceGeneral Plant)

Remarks
The OV2-5 is a low cost, near-earth space research
satellite, scheduled to be launched late in 1967. Northrop Systems Laboratories developed and produced
the OV2 satellites for the USAF Office of Aerospace
Research. The satellite is a secondary payload for the
Titan III-C test flights. Three of the satellites were designed by Northrop, each with diverse applications.
The first 2 OV2 satellites failed to orbit, due to Titan
transtage malfunction. Northrop designs, fabricates,
integrates, assembles and tests the OV2 vehicles for
the Air Force. On-board experimentation is provided
by Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
(AFCRL), Air Force Weapons Laboratory (AFWL),
and the Air Force Space Systems Division, Aerospace
Corporation (SSD/ Aerospace). Most subsystem equipment used on the OV2 spacecraft has been demonstrated on previous programs and is readily available
for_ 0~1er experiment applications. The spacecraft
senes Is powered by solar energy collected by 4 paddles which extend when the vehicle is in orbit. Span
of the basic satellite with paddles extended is approximately 12 feet.

Remarks
The General Utility Satellite was built for the Air
Force as part of the OV3 satellite series. Four of
the spacecraft were launched during 1967 and all
were successful. The satellites were Scout-boosted,
3 from the Western Test Range, one from Wallops
Island, Virginia. Apogees ranged from 800 to 3,000
nautical miles and perigees down to 180 nautical
miles. The spacecraft is a right octagonal cylinder
measirring 29 by 29 inches and weighing from 151 to
171 pounds. Solar cells supply power, with a cell
volume of 540 square inches for experiments and 9,000
square inches for support subsystems.
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SATELLITE 1963 38C

DODGE (DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE
GRAVITY EXPERIMENT)

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

Prime Contractor: The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

Remarks
The missions of Satellite 1963 38C are to measure
omnidirectional flux of protons and electrons at various energy levels, radiation effects on transistors, and
the effectiveness of thermal coatings. The satellite
was launched together with a classified Department
of Defense spacecraft on September 28, 1963. Its
orbit is apogee ll20 kilometers (609 nautical miles),
perigee 1070 kilometers (582 nautical miles), inclination 88.9 degrees. The satellite weighs 137 pounds;
its body is in the shape of an 18 inch x lO inch
octagonal prism. It is powered by four solar blades
and transmits on 136, 162, and 324 mcs. The spacecraft was built for the Bureau of Naval Weapons. In
1967 it was still sending usable data from all systems.

Remarks
The Navy's 430-pound DODGE satellite, whose primary mission is to explore gravity gradient stabilization at near synchronous altitude, was launched
successfully from Cape Kennedy July 1, 1967, aboard
a Titan III-C rocket. DODGE carries 10 booms that
can be radio commanded to extend or retract along
3 different axes. Data from in-orbit experiments are
expected to provide fundamental constants for use
in controlling future high-altitude spacecraft. DODGE
also carries a number of commandable magnetic
damping devices and 2 television cameras to determine satellite alignment. One of the cameras is also expected to provide the first color pictures of the full
Earth. One mon¢ after launch the satellite had been
successfully stabilized and the television cameras were
working as expected.
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ORBITAL SCANNER

ORBITING SOLAR OBSERVATORIES

Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc.
Subcontractors: RCA (commw1ications and data handling); Lockheed Missiles and Space Company (radiom e ter); Control Data Corporation (attih1de determination); Culton Industries Inc. (onboard power);
Spectrolab Division of Textron Electronics Inc. (solar
panels) ; Allied Research-Mellonics (data reduction
and analysis)

Prime Contractor: Ball Brothers Research Corporation
Remarks
The Orbiting Solar Observatories, developed for
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, are designed
primarily as stabilized platforms for solar-oriented
scientific instruments. The OSOs permitted the first
extended study of the sun (from above the earth's
filtering atmosphere) with accurate positioning. Experiments on the satellites studied the sw1, flares and
other solar activities, X-ray, gamma and ultraviolet
radiation and radiation from extra-solar sources. The
2-section space observatory is stabilized because the
lower section, the "wheel," spins as a gyroscope at
a near constant 30 revolutions per minute. The upper
fan-shaped section, the "sail," is joined to the wheel
by a connecting shaft and remains pointed toward
the sun during the OSO daytin1e. Experiments in the ·
wheel scan the stm every 2 seconds and those in the
sail point continuously at the sun. The OSO is placed
in orbit 350 miles above earth by a Delta booster
and circles the earth every 96 minutes. Each spacecraft weighs from 450 to 620 pounds (including experiments) and carries up to 9 experirpents. Each of
the 3 successful OSOs exceeded its 6-month design
specification. OSO I, launched March 7, 1962, was
in operation nearly 18 months; OSO II, latmched
February 3, 1965, nearly 9 months; and OSO III
(photo), launched March 8, 1967, and OSO IV,
latmched October 18, 1967, continued to send back
scientific data through year-end.

Remarks
Orbital Scanner is an automated research satellite
proposed to map a new artificial horizon on a global
basis for use as a more stable reference by future
spacecraft guidance, navigation and pointing systems.
The pres.ent reference point, the earth's limb, may
not provide the accw·acies necessary to conduct all
the precision pointing experiments required in future
communications, weather, earth resources observat~o~ , reconnaissance and astronomy missions. So prelimmary design has begun on spacecraft to map a
st.able band of infrared energy that exists 25-40 miles
lugh in the earth's atmosphere. The satellite would
take readings during the early 1970s from a nearpolar orbit over a year 's period to assure complete
data in all seasonal conditions.
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ORBITING GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY

ORBITING ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORY

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group of TRW Inc.

Prime Contractor: Grumman Aircraft Engineering
Corporation
.
Associate Contractors: Westinghouse Electn~ Company (electronic components); General Electnc Company (stabilization and control); Kollsman Instru~ent
Corporation (star trackers); International Busm~ss
Machines Corporation (data processer); Hughes ~Ir
craft Company and Avco Corporation (communiCations equipment)

Remarks
The Orbiting Geophysical Observatory is a large
standardized spacecraft capable of carrying approximately 20 different scientific experiments, yet utilizing
the identical structure and basic spacecraft systems
irrespective of mission. The program has 2 objectives:
to conduct large numbers of experiments for making
scientific and technological measurements within the
earth's atmosphere, the magnetosphere and cislunar
space for a better understanding of earth/sun relationships and of earth itself; and to design and develop
a standa~d observatory-type spacecraft of a basic system design that can be used repeatedly for various
m~sswns. OGO has a main body 6 feet long, 3 feet
w1de and 3 feet deep weighing 1,200 pounds. It has
2 solar paddles eac? 6 feet wide and 7.5 feet long
and 6 booms on whiCh experiments can be separated
from possible electrical interference from the main
body. With booms extended, OGO has an overall
length of 49 feet. Power is supplied by 32,000 solar
cells. Four OGOs have been launched and 2 more
are planned.

Remarks
NASA's Orbiting Astronomical Observatory is a la~ge
(4,000 pounds) earth-orbiting satellite capabl~ of hfting a number of telescopes· above the earth ~ atmosphere, which obscures cosmic radiations of mterest
to astronomers. Solar paddles provide 1,000 watts
maximum of power. OAO will be launched by AtlasCentaur. Three flights are planned, the first of which
took place in April 1966. A second launch was scheduled for 1968.
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SPACECRAFT

SURVEYOR

LUNAR ORBITER

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Associate Contractors: Hughes Aircraft Company
(development and manufachtre of spacecraft); General Dynamics/ Astronautics (prime contractor to
Lewis Research Center for launch vehicle system)

Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Major Subcontractors: Eastman Kodak (photographic
system); Radio Corporation of America (electrical
power and communicati0ns equipment)
Remarks
In less than one year 5 Ltmar Orbiter spacecraft
were launched on successful photographic missions
to the moon. Mission I began August 10, 1966, and
Mission V began August 1, 1967. The first 2 missions
were site search missions to locate possible landing
sites for Project Apollo astronauts. The third flight
was a site confirmation mission to verify that the sites
selected were satisfactory. Eight candidate Apollo
landing sites have been selected from the information
provided by Orbiters I, II, III and Surveyor I. The
final 2 flights in the program essentially were scientific missions, although Orbiter V obtained additional
photos of 5 Apollo landing zones plus some westerly
oblique pictures which show the view the astronaut
will see as he swings around the moon on his way
to lunar touchdown. Orbiter IV photographed 99 percent of the moon's front face and Orbiter V completed photography on the far side. Ltmar atlases
and reference maps will be made of the entire moon
-in greater precision and detail than is possible for
earth. Ltmar Orbiter photos have shown that the
moon has a long and complicated history of volcanic
activity and have revealed areas on the moon never
before seen such as the hmar poles and vertical views
of the moon's Eastern and Western limbs. The Boeing
Company contracted to build 8 Ltmar Orbiters (3
of them ground test vehicles) for NASA 's Langley
Research Center, responsible for systems management.
Boeing also teamed with Langley Research Center
to operate the spacecraft during each mission. The
Orbiter program is tmder the overall ~ direction of
NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications.

Remarks
Surveyor is an unmanned, instrumented spacecraft
fo~· ~se i? the National Aeronautics and Space Admtrnstratwn program for conductina scientific exploration ?f the moon and for developing equipment
and techrnques for soft landing of scientific payloads
on the lunar surface. The initial test fliahts
include
b
a survey television system, touchdown instrwnentation and diagnostic telemetry for the recovery of
engineering data during the latmching, in-flight and
landing phases. Subsequent missions will carry scientific payloads consisting of alpha particle scattering
and surface sampler experiments to extend knowledge
of the lw1ar surface and to verify the suitability of
sites for the Apollo spacecraft landings. The initial
Surveyors weigh 2,150 potmds. Surveyor I, launched
.May 30~ 1966, successfully softlanded and returned
11,150 pictures of the hmar surface. Surveyor II was
un~uccessful. Surveyors III, V and VI successfully softlanded, performed surface sampler experiments and
photography. Surveyor IV failed seconds before touchdown. The one remaining Surveyor was slated for
1968 launch.
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PIONEER

MARINER IV

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems Group of TRW Inc.

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
Associate Contractors: General Dynamics/ Astronautics and Lockheed Missiles and Space Company
(prime contractors to Lewis Research Center for
launch vehicle systems)

Remarks
Pioneer is an interplanetary spacecraft designed to
operate in solar orbit and send data on interplanetary magnetic fields, radio propagation effects of the
sun, plasma spectrometry, ionization levels and solar,
high-energy and medium-energy particles. Pioneer
is cylindrical, 35 inches long and 37 inches in diameter; it weighs 140 pounds. High and low gain antennas are mounted on a boom extending from the
top of the satellite and experiments are mounted on
other booms projecting from the mid-section and base
of the spacecraft. A nitrogen gas jet attitude control
system, with input from four sun sensors, orients the
spin-stabilized spacecraft normal to the ecliptic plane.
More than 10,000 solar cells provide 60 watts of
electrical power. Pioneer 6, launched December 16,
1965, went into a solar orbit some 20,000,000 miles
closer to the sun than earth. Pioneer 7, launched
August 17, 1966, will attain an orbit more than
13,000,000 miles further from the sun than earth. Both
spacecraft are performing exceptionally well and returning vast amounts of valuable data on the solar
environment. Three more Pioneers remain on the
launch schedule.

Remarks
Mariner IV was an unmanned, instrun1ented spacecraft for use in the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration program in conducting scientific observations of the planet Mars, for developing equipment and techniques for carrying out planetary explorations, and for making scientific measurements
of the interplanetary environment. The spacecraft
weighed 575 pounds and in its flight-deployed configuration extended 22 feet across the solar panels
and stood 9 feet high from base to antenna tip. The
spacecraft was launched by an Atlas-Agena vehicle
system and passed within 6,118 miles of Mars in midJuly 1965, following a 228-day flight. Closeup pictures
of the Martian surface were successfully- transmitted
to earth over a distance of 150 million mile~. Two
years later, after traveling 1.3 billion miles in solar
orbit, Mariner IV was again put to work. Still transmitting, it supplied radiation data in August ) 967,
teaming with Mariner V and an Earth station to provide simultaneous measurements at -3 widely separated
points.
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MARINER V

VOYAGER

Prime Contractor: Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Califo rnia Institute of Technology

Program Direction: National Aeronautics and Space
Administration

Remarks
Mariner V is an unmanned instrumented spacecraft
for use in NASA's planetary exploration program. The
spacec raft weighs approximately 575 pounds and in
its flight-deployed configuration ext ends 22 feet
across the solar panels and stands 9 feet high from
base to the tip of the omni-antenna mast. On-board
equipment includes a mid-course propulsion guidance
system, a central control and sequencer system , solar
panels and battery, attitude control system utilizing
sun and star sensors and instnunents for making planetary and interplane tary measurements of fields and
particles and for studies of the Venusian atmosphere.
The spacecraft, a modified flight spare from the Mars
mission in 1964-65, was latmch ed by an Atlas-Agena
D on Jwle 14, 1967, and it m ade a fly-by of Venus
on Octobe r 19, 1967.

Remarks
Voyager is an instrumented space vehicle ~o~ use_ in
the National Aeronautics and Space_ Adm1111stration
program in conducting experiments on ~e sur~ace ~f,
and in orbit about, the planet Mars 111 the 70s 111
order to obtain information on the existence and nature of extraterrestrial life, the atmospheric, surface
and body characteristics of the planet, and the planetary envirorunent. Each space vehicle will_ probably
consist of an orbiting flight spacecraft carry111g a capsule designed for landing on the Martian surface. ~he
spacecraft will also provide the capsule with services
such as power, timing and sequencing, telemet~y,
and command during the b·ansit portion of the missions and may also serve as a communications relay.
The capsule will be designed for entry into the
Martian atmosphere, descent to the surface, impact
survival, and smface lifetimes of as much as 6 months
and will contain the power, guidance, control, communications, and data handling systems necessary to
complete its missiOI~ - The Voyagers are expected to
be latmched by vehicles of the Saturn class. In photo,
one concept of Voyager, which has not yet been designed. Budgetary difficulties in 1967 postponed start
of the hardware program and first flight date was
uncertain.
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SV-5D PRIME (PRECISION RECOVERY
INCLUDING MANEUVERING ENTRY)

X-24A PILOT (PILOTED LOWSPEED TEST)
Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore

Prime Contractor: Martin Marietta Corporation, Baltimore

Remarks
Remarks
PRIME was a lifting body class vehicle, a wingless,
V-shaped spacecraft with a flat bottom, rounded top
and vertical tail fins. The PRIME vehicles, of conventional aluminum aircraft structure, were covered
with a Martin Marietta developed ablative heat shield
material which is mounted in a special honeycomb
base. Two movable flaps on the underside of the tail
provide control in pitch and roll axes during atmospheric flight, and reaction jets are used in space. The
vehicles were built for the Air Force Space Systems
Division for hypersonic, maneuvering flight tests following launch from Vandenberg AFB by Atlas SLV-3
standard launch vehicles. Parachute recovery of the
PRIME spacecraft took place once it slowed to approximately Mach 2. The program was concluded in
1967, all mission objectives having been met in 3
flights. PRIME was a portion of a broader USAF
program called START (Spacecraft Recovery and
Advanced Reentry Tests).

The X-24A is a one-man version of the SV -5 configuration. Rocket powered, it will explore fli ght
characteristics of lifting bodies at supersonic speeds
of Mach 2 down to normal jet landing speeds. Flight
plans call for it to be carried aloft to 45,000 feet
under th e wing of a B-52 where it will be released
to rocket up to 100,000 feet before maneuvering to
a landing at Edwards AFB, California. Power will be
supplied by the Thiokol XLR-ll engine. The X-24A
has 8 aerodynamic control surfaces-2 upper and 2
lower flaps and 4 rudders,. or 2 split rudders on each
of the 2 outside vertical fins . The vehicle is 24 feet
long, 13 feet wide and weighs about 5,000 pounds
unfueled. X-24A flights will begin where PRIME
ended, completing the technology necessary to develop manned maneuvering reentry spacecraft.
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.HL-10 LIFTING BODY VEHICLE

M2-F2 LIFTING BODY VEHICLE

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The M2-F2 is an experimental wingless lifting body
designed for high altitude flights within the earth's
atmosphere. It was produced by Northrop's Norair
Division tmder contract to NASA to accomplish flight
research in the art of controlling future manned space
flights in the earth's abnosphere during the critical
terminal approach and landing phase. The original
M2 configuration design was created by NASA at
the Ames Research Center at California. The basic
lifting body is a half-cone altered by blunting the
nose and adding tail fins. The M2-F2 was successfully
dropped from a special pylon attachment on the \oVing
of a B-52 bomber, flying at 45,000 feet , and piloted
to a conventional airplane-type landing at Edwards,
California, on July 12, 1966. Several successful flights
have been made since that date.

The HL-10 was built by Northrop's Norair Division
under contract to NASA and was confi!mred at the
Langley Research Center at Hampton, Virginia. It is
an experimental wingless liftinrr body desirrned for
high altitude fli ghts within the ea~th's atmosphere. The
!fL-10 varies from the first Northrop-built M2-F2 liftm g body vehicle in that it is flat on the bottom ,
whereas the M2-F2 vehicle is flat on the top. The
modified half-cone shape of the HL-10 lifting body
provides a useful volume-to-surface area and achieves
ae.ro~ynamic stability and lift from the body alone,
elimmating the need for wings. The HL-10 was succe.ssfully flown in late 1966 and has been equipped
With a rocket engine for futme powered flights.
Specifications
Length 22 feet 2 inches; width 15 feet 1 inch ; height
11 feet 5 inches; minimtm1 weight 5,265 potmds;
maximum weight 8,000 pounds; controls-a thick
elevon between each outer fin and the center fin for
pitch. and roll control ; a split rudder on center fin for
yaw and speed brake control. All surfaces are used
in the 3-axis stability augmenter system . Each elevon
has a fl ap on the upper surface, each outer fin has
2 trailing edge surfaces, and 2 rudder surfaces can
b e controlled to vary the base drag.

Specifications
Length 22 feet 2 inches; width 9 feet 7 inches; height
8 feet 10 inches; minimum weight 4,600 pounds; maximum weight 8,000 pow1ds; controls-1 pair thick rudders; 1 pair of flaps on upper surface of boat-tail; 1
full-span pitch flap on lower surface of boat-tail. Upper flaps aiel in pitch conb·ol and are interconnected
with rudders for roll control.
Performance
Average flight time approximately 4 minutes from
45,000 feet ; first flight touchdown speed approximately 195 miles per hour.

Performance
G lide to lan ding approximately 3.5 minutes; flare
fo r landing p erformed at an altitude of 1,000 feet,
speed 200- 300 knots; landing speed 140 to 210 knots;
L:U1dit'lg rockets (optional use) 1,000 potmds thrust
for 12 seconds.
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SYSTEMS

AP12V AIRBORNE HYDRAULIC PUMP
Prime Contractor: Aerospace Division, Abex Corporation
Remarks
Originally developed for the USAF/Navy F-Ill, the
Abex AP12V series hydraulic pump is of simplified
design, the axial piston arrangement eliminating universal joints. Direct oil entry permits longer periods
of operation at low inlet pressure. All thrust loaded
parts are pressure lubricated for reduced friction and
increased life. With a maximum displacement of 2
cubic inches per revolution, the pump delivers 47
gallons per minute at 5,800 revolutions per minute.
Growth potential of the series design is 65.5 gallons
per minute at 8,000 revolutions per minute. The
heart of the pump is a revolving cylinder barrel that
holds 9 pistons. By means of a hold-down pla.te and
hydraulically balanced shoes, the pistons are supported on an inclined cam plate which causes them to
reciprocate as the barrel revolves. The holddown plate
insures positive stroking of the pistons during the
suction stroke. Approximate weight of the unit is 17
pounds.

SNAP-8 NUCLEAR ELECTRICAL POWER
GENERATING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
The SNAP-8 system, under development for NASA's
Lewis Research Center, converts nuclear reactor heat
into electrical power for large mann~d space stations,
lunar bases and deep space probes of the future. The
system is designed to generate 35 kilowatts and to
operate for 10,000 hours (nearly 14 months). H~at
from a nuclear reactor is used to operate conversiOn
equipment and generate electrical power for the
spacecraft. In photo, technicians examine one-quarter
scale model.
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SYSTEMS

ANESTHESIOLOGY PATIENT SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: AeroJ·et-General Corporation
Rema~s
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REVERSE OSMOSIS WATER PURIFICATION
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
Using a Reverse Osmosis water pm·ification technique
employing a semi-permeable cellulose acetate membrane which cleanses water impurities, Aerojet-General has produced a nmnber of 10,000 gallon-per-day
portable plants that are now in use. The success of
these and other larger Aerojet plants is expected to
lead to larger systems with capacities of 250,000 gallons per day and more.

SYSTEMS

MINUTEMAN INTERCONNECTING CABLE
ASSEMBLY
Prime Contractor: Amphenol Space & Missile Systems, Amphenol Connector Division, Amphenol Corporation (Subcontractor to Autonetics Division of
North American Rockwell Corporation)
Remarks
This specially designed cable system has been developed for the new generation Minuteman ICBM.
The cable system is used to interconnect various electronic, electrical, and engine control assemblies of the
missile system. The main consideration given to system
design was increased missile range and protection
against hazardous environments. These considerations
resulted in an increase in shielding protection throughout the entire cable system by the employment of
continuous braided shielding of specific density and
unique connector adapter shells. In the interest of
minimum weight, conventional protective covering
was replaced by continuous monofilament braided
overjacket. The fabrication techniques utilized are extremely sophisticated in order to assure conformance
of the cable assembly to rigid, close mechanical tolerance requirements. The interstage connector is employed for connection betwee~ the overall system in
which it is used and other system electrical and electronic subsystems and sy~tem assemblies. The connector
is designed to disconnect under pyrotechnic impulse resulting in a zero force separation. The cable assembly
and its interconnecting devices are designed to meet
the extreme physical environments of launch and outer
space and the effects of hazardous environments employed as weapon systems countermeasures.

DRIPS (UNDERSEA RADIOISOTOPE POWER
SUPPLY)
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation, San
Ramon Plant
Remarks
UR!PS is a radioisotope powered electrical generator
des1gne? by Aerojet for long duration underseas power applications. It will supply one-watt power (three
to 28 volts regulated AC or DC) continuously for 5
years in sea or fresh water to depths of 20,000 feet.
Some of the applications for which it is suited are to
power navigational aids and markers, scientific equipm~nt and fixed underwater networks and as a battery
tnckler for special duty cycles and high peak power.

\
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SYSTEMS

RESISTOJET SPACECRAFT CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Space Svstems
Di vision
Remarks
The Resistojet spacecraft control system '~>Vas developed
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for attitude and orbit control of stable-platform
satellites. Two experimental models have been tested
on NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center's Applications
Technology Satellites B and C , launched D ecember
1966 and November 1967. The Resistojet on the
ATS-C was used to change the spin-rate of the satellite in orbit. The ATS-B and C Resistojets measme
12 inches in length, 4 inches in diameter and weigh
about 7lh pounds when fueled with 0.5 potmds of
liquid ammonia. The ATS-C Resistojet's hvo l-inch,
electrically heated thrustors powered by solar energy,
can be operated independently at 400 and 34-micropounds thrust. The propulsion unit has a total impulse
capability of 750 potmd/seconds, corresponding to a
specific impulse of 150 seconds. The first operational
Resistojet system will be utilized on the ATS-D and E
to maintain these gravity-gradient stabilized spacecrafts on station. The thrust level of these stationkeeping systems will be 10 micropotmds and will be
fueled with 3 pounds of liquid an1monia for 3 years
operation. A Resistojet system developed for NASA/
Lewis Research Center, capable of 3-axis attitude control and multi-directional station-keeping, has a 60pound ammonia storage capability.

STABILIZED OPTICAL TRACKING DEVICE
Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company
Remarks
The Stabilized Optical Tracking Device (SOTD) is a
new sighting device which will enable helicopter
gunners to pinpoint and assess suspect targets quickly
and easily. Bell Aerosystems is developing a demonstration model for the Army, designed for use in the
Bell UH-1 Iroquois helicopter. The sight provides
means for acquisition and tracking of targets by the
co-pilot/gunner of a high-speed, highly maneuverable helicopter using manual control. The line of sight
is inertially stabilized, virtually isolated from vibration and free from any detectable blurring of the target. This type of stabilization permits use of high
magnification optics to aid in the tracking of distant
and moving targets. Bell's design makes it possible to
have an infrared tracking or laser range finder system, or both, added to the SOTD. In photo, SOTD as
mounted on a helicopter.
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SYSTEMS

LUNAR LANDING TRAINING VEHICLE
Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company

LIGHTWEIGHT TROPOSCATTER RADIO
Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company
Remarks
Developed under contract from the U.S. Air Force's
~orne Air Development Center, the Bell troposcatter
1s one of several systems being considered to augment
or . replace existing troposcatter terminals which
we1gh at least 4 times as much and use far more
power. The device can transmit 12 voices simultaneously, or 28,000 "bits" of computer data per second,
with an error rate of less than one per 100,000. It
achieves its high reliability by combining sequential
use of 8 different frequencies with a unique coding
system.
Specifications
Weight, with aluminum tripod, less than 500 pounds.
Parabolic antenna 10 feet high by 10 feet across.
Power supplied by a 2.2 ~ilowatt generator. Transmitter signal radiated with 200 watts of power.

Remarks
A space trainer rather than a flyable spacecraft, the
Lunar Landing Training Vehicle was designed and
built by Bell Aerosystems for the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration. It is a non-aerodynamic
VTOL craft being flown at the NASA Flight Research
Center, Edwards, California, to train astronauts in
lunar landing techniques here on eartl1. vVitl1 this vehicle, a pilot can simulate in earth environment, actual approach, hover and touchdown procedures required on the moon. A variable stability autopilot
enables the pilot to achieve the same reactions and
sensations as if he were operating in a lw1ar environment. The LLTV is designed so various sections can
be removed and replaced by actual hardware of the
Apollo Lunar Module. Two LLTVs were delivered
to NASA in mid-April, 1964. NASA Test Pilot Joseph
A. Walker made the first free flight at Edwards on
October 30, 1964. NASA has contracted for delivery
of 3 additional LLTVs.
Specifications
Height 10 feet, 6 inches; 4 tmss legs spread 13 feet,
4 inches; power plants s·i ngle gimballed, verticallymounted General Electric CF700-2V axial flow aft
fan engine (4,200 pounds thmst), eight SOO-pow1d
thrust hydrogen peroxide lift rockets, 16 reaction
control hydrogen peroxide rockets. Gross take-off
weight 3,710 pounds.

SYSTEMS

DUAL-PURPOSE MANEUVERING UNIT
Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company

JET BELT
Prime Contractor: Textron 's Bell Aerosystems Company
Remarks
A jet-powered version of the Bell Rocket Belt, the Jet
Belt is being developed w1der a contTact from the
U.S. Army and the Advanced Research Projects
Agency. The system uses a turbojet power plant
mounted vertically on the back of a corset assembly
arotmd the operator's lower back and hips. Engine
exhaust is cha1meled equally through 2 nozzles
pointed downward at the operator's shoulder level to
provide the thrust. Bell has patented the invention
and carried the project through the mock-up stage.
The Jet Belt will have a far greater range and altitude than the Rocket Belt.

Remarks
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SYSTEMS

INERTIAL GUIDANCE SYSTEM FOR
PERSHING MISSILE
STABILIZED PLATFORM SYSTEM FOR
SATURN ROCKET
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks
The Saturn rocket's ST-124 stable platform provides
guidance and second stage cutoff information, and
velocity and attitude control sig nals. The platform
operates in conjunction with 2 other major subsystems-a general-purpose digital guidance computer
and an analog control computer with associated sensors and actuators-to form the complete Saturn
guidance and control system . An on-board data adapter handles interface requirements. The system uses
either 3-gimbal or 4-gimbal platforms, depending
upon the particular Saturn mission. Mounted to the
stable inner element, or inertial gimbal, are 3 singledegree-of-freedom gyros, 3 pendulous-gyro-accelerometers, and 2 preflight leveling pendulums. Gyros
and accelerometers are gas floated. The gyro wheel is
supported in the beryllium cylinder, which, in tum,
is supported by the hydrostatic gas-bearing, with
both radial and axial centering. All platform structural members and most of its. components are made of
beryllium, thereby affording considerable weight saving as well as greatly improved stability over a wide
range of temperatures.

Prime Contractor: Th e Bendix Corpora tion ,
tion & Control Division

a v iga-

Remarks
The inertial guidance system for the Army's Pershing
selective range artillery missile contains 3 gy ros and
3 accelerometers which provide directional references for hitting a target the size of a football field
from a distance of several htmdred miles. The actual
spinning parts of the gyros are sealed-in miniature
cylinders (2 inches long and 1 inch in diameter)
which, in turn, are "floated" in an outer cy linder,
leaving an airspace of just a few thousandths of ~n
inch at all points. Microscopic, bell-shaped air jets m
the outer cylinder "float" the bcryros on an air cushion
.
-with no metal-to-metal contacts except for pmpoint electrical contacts at each end of the gyro c y linders. Contours of g yro components are checked optically for flatness to within 11.5 millionths of an
inch. The self-contained, jam-proof guidance system
contains a computer that "stores" target information,
compares it with flight attitude and acceleration da~a
provided by the gyro system, and aims the missile m
flight. It cuts off the rocket engine at the exact point,
and the missile becomes an atomic-age "howitzer
shell" of fantastic range. The precision of the system
is matched by its ability to perform in flight, ~nd
there has never been a recorded in-flight malfunctiOn
of the guidance system.

SYSTEMS

PENDULOUS INTEGRATING GYRO
ACCELEROMETER FOR MINUTEMAN
MISSILE
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division

RANGE INDICATOR FOR LUNAR
MODULE
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation,
tion & Control Division

Remarks
The Bendix 16 PICA P endulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometers are the key acceleration-sensing elem e nts in USAF's improved Minuteman ICBM guidance system. The 16 PICA provides one of the most
accurate velocity-measuring devices in production,
precisel y measuring accelerations in sensjtivities as
small as mill-minus g to as large as 30 g's. It is a sensitive, liquid-floated, single-degree-of-freedom gyro
instrument rugged enough to operate in vibrational
and thermal environments of any application where
precise velocity information is required. An outstanding feature of the w1it is the low threshold level
of the gimbal rotation, resulting from floating the
gyro gimbal in viscous fluid of the same density as
the average density of the gimbal and maintaining
proper gaps between rotating and stationary assemblies. The structural material is beryllium. The
weight is approximately one pound, 2 ounces; the
s~ze is 21;2 inches in diameter by 4 inches long. The
size of a large percentage of the miniature parts incorporated in the unit are precise to '<Vithin 50 millionths of an inch or better. An advanced configuration, now in production, incorporates a gas, spin-axis
bearing that greatly increases the predicted life.

Taviga-

Remarks
The Lunar .Module (LM) range indicator will provide
LM astronauts with altih1de and rate-of-altitude
change information during descent from NASA's
Apollo Command and Service modules to the lunar
surface. During the rehtrn ascent and rendezvous
with Apollo spacecraft, it will display distance between the 2 hmar orbiting vehicles and the rate at
which the distance closes. The indicator features a
pair of specially developed digitized display tapes
which cover a flight profile of 400 nautical miles.
The front , or viewing side of the spool wound tapes,
displays altih1de, range and rate infom1ation to the
astronauts in terms of miles, feet and feet per second.
The reverse side contains corresponding information
in the form of digital code by means of which the
tapes are continuously programmed to the mission
profile as the flight progresses. The 4-pmmd indicator
incorporates the latest features of integrated microcircuit design and has an accuracy of better than 1
mile at its maximtm1 range and better than 5 feet
during the ltmar landing- maneuver.
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SYSTEMS

MICROVISION
PRECISION APPROACH AND LANDING
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division; and The Boeing Company,
Commercial Airplane Division
Remarks
The Precision Approach and Landing System , which in
1965 won Federal Aviation Agency approval to permit
large commercial jet aircraft to make fully automatic
landing, and later, approval for use in Category II conditions, makes extensive use of transistorized equipment
and microelectronics. A complete system for automatic
landings is comprised of an improved autopilot coupler
(which locks the aircraft's autopilot to the instrument
landing system beam at the airport) and amplifier
computer, two radio altimeters, monitored flare computer, standby gyro-horizon and improved yaw damper
and a series of monitors to check the operation of the
autopilot and instruments. The sensitivity of the autopilo~ coupler permits a longitudinal dispersion of plus or
mmus 500 feet from intended touchdown point and a
lateral dispersion of plus or minus 50 feet from the
be.am: Two radio altimeters provide height-above terral? signals for the autopilot and the indicator on the pilot s panel. At an altitude of 60 feet , the flare computer
takes control of the airplane. Upon receiving the appropriate signals from the altimeters, it puts the airplane in the landing attitude and reduces its rate of descent to 2 feet per second for the touchdown. The yaw
damper and automatic throttle system, tied into the autopilot, provide precise lateral and airspeed control.
Operation of all components are constantly monitored
during final approach, and should there be any error,
the monitor disconnects the autopilot in trim, ready for
pilot take-over.

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corpo ration,
tion & Control Division

Remarks
Microvision, an all-weather landing aid that outlines an
airport nmway in a manner similar to the way a pilot
would see it in a normal clear-weather night landing,
has been installed by the Federal Aviation Agency at its
research center in Atlantic City, New Jersey. Microwave radio signals-beamed to the plane from both
sides of the landing strip-puts an electronic image or
'.' picture" of the runway on a semi-transparent screen in
the cockpit. The pilot "sees" the runway through his
normal line of vision from a distance of about 10 miles
with the plane at an altitude of some 5,000 feet. At a
distance of about 7 miles from touchdown, the nmway,
appearing as a pattern of separate beacons resembling
runway lights, comes iqto focus on the screen and becomes increasingly defined as the distance decreases.
The system comprises a series of ground-based microwave beacon-transmitters, airborne direction finding
equipment, and the head-up display. The beacons,
along each side of the nmway, form a pattern similar to
runway lights. Each beacon transmits one-microsecond
pulses approximately 400 times per second to small,
fixed, wide-angle microwave antennas installed in the
aircraft nose. The airborne direction finding receiver
determines the immediate angular position of all the
beacons with respect to the longitudinal and lateral
axes of the aircraft, and simultaneously presents these
positions, on the aircraft's head-up display. The display
consists of a cathode-ray tube, which presents the processed beacon pulses as coordinated images; an optical
system, which collimates the images at infinity; and a
combining mirror, which is positioned in the pilot's line
of sight.
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SYSTEMS

ADC-600 AIR DATA COMPUTER FOR F-Ill
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks
The ADC-600 Air Data Computer for the supersonic
F-Ill immediately and precisely converts information on the physical properties of the air through
which the plane is flying into data for operation of
such subsystems as autopilots, Hight instruments, and
navigation svstems. The highly refined, analog, central air data computer exhibits controlled dynamic
response, high accuracy, and static probe error compensation capability in providing the F-Ill aircraft
systems with a wide range of information. The basic
computing mechanism and repeater modules provide
shaft rotations for 88 electromechanical devices such
as conductive plastic potentiometers, synchros, encoders, and switches. Shaft outputs include altih1de,
mach number, true airspeed, total pressure, dynamic
pressure, indicated air speed, true temperature, pressure altitude, and angle-of-attack, all corrected for
probe errors. Of 88 output provisions, 66 are implemented and 22 are reserved for growth potential.
The tmique design philosophy applied to the ADC600 makes the sensors and the whole computer relatively immtme to position and acceleration errors.
Consequently, the computer provides precision outputs of fine sensitivity, particularly required at high
altitudes. The co mputer is flexible in design, reliable,
easily maintained, and incorporates monitoring and
self-test capabilities. It achieves good balance between the weight and size economy of single packaging, on the one hand; and the design flexibility of modular construction and separate packaging, on the
other hand. The air data system is the same-except
for a few internal differences due to mission requirements-on USAF's F-IllA and FB-lll and USN 's
F-lllB.

VERTICAL SCALE FLIGHT INDICATORS
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Nav igati on & Control Division
Remarks
Vertical Scale Flight IncUcators for the F-Ill use
moving tapes, command indices and a common reference line to display vital flight parameters at a
glance. Familiarization time is quick and displays
during flight are rapidly and precisely interpreted by
the pilot. The indicators, which receive inputs from a
central data· computer and a source of command data
in the form of synchro or potentiometer signals, present information such as vertical speed, mach number, indicated airspeed, and maximum safe speed. Indicator tapes provide greatly improved scale factors
for better readability. Scale limits are not restricted
to 360 degrees, and yet require less panel space and
fewer components than rotmd dial indicators. The
new reference-line concept of the vertical scale instruments eliminates the often tedious and less accurate method of reading round dials with pointers.
Command information is set either manuall y or remotely from a grow1d station via data link. \ Vhen all
commands are executed, a continuous horizontal bar
appears across the indicator grouping, instantly
showing the pilot that the aircraft is correctly performing the necessary tasks.
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SYSTEMS

BANC-660 NA VI CATION COMPUTER
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, . 1avigation & Control Division
Remarks
The BANC-660 Navigation Computer System provides continuous automatic dead reckoning in la titude and longitude coordin ates, computes the precise great circle course and distance to eithe r of 2
destinations, and solves wind magnitude and direction, independent of ground-based aids and free of
any outside interferences. Designa ted as AN/ ASN-66
for military use, the system incorporates 3 computers
-Present Position , Course and Distance, and vVind
Memory-in 2 compact w1its: the Computer Amplifier and the Computer Control. The units are completely modular and provide for integral self-testing.
Electrical outputs of bearing, distance, and ground
track are compatible with standard Beaiing-DistanceHeading indicators or Horizontal Situation Indicators. Twelve other outputs of navigational data are
provided, in addition to the displays of present position and computed wind. The Wind Memory Computer Section provides for 3 modes of operation that
are automatically .actuated, as required: Doppler,
Wind Memory and Air Mass. The console-mounted
computer control unit is divided into 6 subassemblies,
all mounted within a dust-tight cover. The modules
are easily removable from the chassis frame. The
compact computer amplifier unit houses 6 electromechanical modules, removable for easy servicing, and
the system's electronic circuitry. The electronics include a plug-in power supply at the rear wall of the
amplifier unit, and the 8 printed circuit cards, also
readily removable. All system primary power is applied to the computer amplifier.

PB-60 AUTOMATIC FLIGHT CONTROL
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks
The Bendix PB-60 is one of the most advanced automatic flight control systems (AFCS) to meet fully the
requirements for stability, precision, accuracy, and
automatic landing for a variety of aircraft. It has
been approved for use on aircraft ranging from
USAF's C-141 transport to the Jet Commander and
Fan Jet Falcon. It is equally applicable to private,
business, and executive aircraft, as well as to jet and
turboprop transports in commercial and military op:rations. PB-60 engineering and design permits the
mstallation of identical components in different aircraft through adjustment provisions for system gains
and the function grouping of electronic units and
modules. Convenient front connectors facilitate trouble shooting, while front panel adjustments enable
shop calibration of black boxes that accommodate
the differences among aircraft types. Such features as
all-transistor circuitry, ch~nnelized design, and failsafe control switching exemplify the latest state-ofthe-art in the PB60 system.

-
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SYSTEMS

HEAD-UP DISPLAY SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks

AlTITUDE DIRECTOR INDICATOR FOR C-5A
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks
A new Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) havincr dual
display capability has been desicrned for com 1:ercial
and military aircraft . The ADI's.::.initial application is
on the US~F !_Lockheed C-5A heavy logistics transport .. The md1cator provides a pilot with either a
precise bullseye display in 3-dimensional form of an
mstrw~1ent landing system (ILS) approach gate or, alter~atively, a conventional type of display during
crmse mode. An integral component of a flight director system, the ADI utilizes the commands from a
flight steering computer for control of the aircraft to
a selected flight path for cross-cotmtry navigation or
landing approach.
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The Head-Up Display System (Specto System) takes
essential flight information out of the cockpit and
puts it on a transparent viewer right in front of the
pilot in line with his vision through the windshield.
The system thereby eliminates head motion and hurried eye refocusing from the instnm1ent panel to the
real world, reducing fatigue since it allows the pilot
to view outside objects while reading essential flight
data. The heart of the system is a cathode-ray h1be
similar to a television set tube. It projects symbols
representing flight and engine characteristics on a
transparent display screen 2 feet in front of the pilot's eyes. The pilot pushes a button and gets all the
data he needs to perform a particular ftmction , such
as landing, emoute flying or tactical maneuvering.
The system operates in wide application from executive, helicopter, and fighter aircraft to large military
and commercial supersonic transports. The Head-Up
Display System consists of 4 w1its: the pilot's display,
a 3-axis adjustable motmt, an electronic assembly
package and a control panel.

SYSTEMS

AIRCRAFT WEAPONS RELEASE SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division

STANDARD NAVIGATION COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks
The Standard Navigation Computer System (SNC)
developed for the U.S. Army uses a compact, lightweight and low-cost packaging concept. The SNC
presents a continuously moving map display of the
vehicle's position relative to a rigidly defined terrain.
The system thus permits immediate and precise visual correlation of actual course and prescribed ground
track, independent of external aids and free of any
outside interference. The system was designed specifically for helicopter and light, fixed-wing aircraft. In
cockpits where limited panel space prohibits installation, the 5-pound unit can be strapped to and rest
upon the pilot's upper leg.

Remarks
The Bendix Aircraft \<Veapons Release System enables the pilot to program the automatic release of
stores from aircraft weapons stations in the quantity,
mode, and drop interval he selects. The system is
compatible with a maximum of 9 weapons stations in
any aircraft that utilizes standard squib-actuated
racks or that utilizes fire pulses delivered direct to
the station. It is used in conjunction with existing armament systems, inc~uding station sel_e ct and weapon
release-switches. Sohd-state electron_Ics assur~s high
reliability and low power consumptiOn at mmimun~
weight and volume. Modular circuitry permits max~
imum adaptability to specific aircraft and integration
with existing systems. A cockpit-mounted controller
and a remotely located programmer. comprise the
basic system, and a stores inventory display is available as optional equipment. The system is used 0
the U.S. Navy's A-4 and A-7 and USAF's F-100 ai 1~~
craft. A dual-control version will be used in the U.s
Army's AH-56A helicopter. Advanced con~ept tester~
for testing entire weapons systems at a smgle point
and automatic tape control testers have been dev
e 1oped to check the Aircraft Weapons Re I ease System.

SYSTEMS

RECORDER DATA PACKAGE
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks
Designed for the Air Force, the recorder data package records the p~rformance of subsystems in ballistic
missile reentry vehicles. The pmpose of the package
currently in production is to record data on the performance of arming ;md fusing systems tmder environmental stresses-launch, in-Right and reentry.
Upon recovery from the landing area, the magnetic
tape in the recorder data package is removed and the
results analy zed. This recorde r data package represents a sicrnificant step forward in th e field of reentry
vehicle r~liability analysis. Information received not
only supplies factual operating da.ta but als? provides
a means of verifying and improvmg techmques used
in a variety of associated reliability analysis and testing programs. Since futme re9uiremen~s for the recorder may contain specifications f?r mc reased c~
pacity, such as provisions for reco rding reentry-vehicle separation data, vibration parameters, and 3-axis
attitude information, means to accommodate these
extra possible tasks in the sam e-size package are now
being studied.

BENDIX CAMERA .MOUNT
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks
Designed and developed for aircraft applications, the
Bendix camera mow1t supports and maintains ae1ial
cameras in a vertical attitude tmder dynamic flight
conditions. Tltis highly stable platform isolates cameras from the aircraft's vibration and angular motions
on all three axes. Electronically self-contained, the
motmt requires no electronic chassis while its solid
state electronics assmes trouble-free operation. Designed to accommodate a wide range of cameras, it
has possible application to both military and commercial installations.

SYSTEMS

AN/GSM-133 PROGRAMMER COMPARATOR
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Navigation & Control Division
Remarks
The AN/GSM-133 is an automatic, versatile, progra~mable testing system that will, for the first time,
provide co~sistent a~to.matic checking of avionic systems for aircraft, missiles and space vehicles at all
levels from factory and depot to flight line and onsite maintenance. This second generation programmer-comparator incorporates micrologic techniques
that reduce its size by 30 percent and weight by 50
P.ercent over current models. It can be transported
either by air or overland. The system performs serial
ty~~ .eva~uations on both analog and digital signals,
utihzmg mtegrated (micrologic) elements for all locric
functions.
It evaluates voltacre
levels and measu~es
.
b
time, events, frequencies, and resistances to high orders of accuracy and it is compatible with testincr require~ents anticipated through 1975. The wid: interfac~ng capability of the set permits the direct
couplmg o~ alternate programming sources, manual
c?ntrols, displays, recorders, and measurement deVIces,. as well as providing all of the basic input/ out~ut .lmes for connections with computational devices
m either on-line or off-line configurations. The general purpose con~guration of the set can be readily
altere.d for special applications. The set provides for
a vanety of multiple, independent, and simultaneous
ev~l~ations. This capability greatly enhances the versatility of. the. set and allows for combining continn_ous momtonng techniques with sequential evaluations ~f related parameters and for directly accommodatmg a variety of dynamic test procedures.

AN/FPS-85 SPACE TRACK RADAR SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Communications Division
Remarks
This new radar facility, (original destroyed by fire
January 1965) located at t!1e Eglin Air Force B~se,
Florida, will become a maJOr element of th e Umted
States aerospace surveillance and warning system.
The building housing the space track radar is 13 stories high and more than a city block long . The radar
system uses an electronic scanning technique called
"phased array," a method of s?aiming large volu~es
of space with radar beams without any mechamcal
movement of tl1e _radar. Space track radar has thousands· of small individual receivers and transmitters
fixed in the face of the antenna structure. Through
the high speeds available. with. el~ctroni~-rather than
mechanical-beam steenng, It IS possible to track
many satellites up to -altitudes of several thousand
miles in one "glance." Design, technical and contractual direction of the project is by the Air Force
Systems Command's Rome Air Development Ce.nter.
The development has been under the .sponsorship of
the Electronic Systems Division but will be operated
by the Air Defense Command.

SYSTEMS

AN/TRC-lll RADIO REPEATER SET
Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Communications Division
AN/PRC-72 RADIO SET

Remarks
This transportable commtmications system is used by
the U.S. Army Electronics Command as a dual tern~in~l with a spare radio or a repeater with spare radio m the 4400-5000 MHz range '~hen handling sirrnals from 48 ch am1el cables CX-4245 in 48 or 96 cha~
~el groups. The system is shelter mounted and is
mtended for the follo\ving modes of operation: (a) 48
c~annel PCM radio repeater, full duplex, in a line-ofstght radio relay system (nominal 30 mile hops); (b)
4.8 channel PCM cable system to radio system transitwn repeater; (c) same as (a) except 96 channels; (d)
dual 48 channel PCM cable sys tem to radio system
transition repeater; (e) 48 channel PCM radio tenninal (split) in conjunction with telephone terminal AN;
T CC-62 or AN/TCC-63 ; (f) 96 channel PCM radio
terminal (split) in conjtulCtion with telephone terminal AN/TCC-62 or AN/TCC-63 ; (g) dual 48 channel
PCM radio terminal (split) in conjunction with telephone terminal AN/TCC-62 or AN/TCC-63 ; (h) a
dual 96 channel PCM radio terminal (split) in conjunction with telephone terminal AN/ TCC-63; (i) a
system operating as in (a), (b), (c) , or (d) wherein the
third radio is operated as a separate terminal fed from
up to 2 additional 48 channel cables.

. C orporatwn,
Prime Contractor: The Bendix
.
C ommm1ications Division
Remarks
Combinin? the best features of previous radios plus
the eli.'Penence gained in Southeast Asia, the Bendix
Communications Division has developed for the Air
For:e a light and very flexible manpack radio set
available for forward air control in tactical situations.
C:onceived to bridge the inter-service communications. gap, this radio set, designated the AN/PRC-72,
provides absolute operational flexibility. Combined in
one compact open frame rucksack are 4 self contained and independently operatinrr radio sets that
~over the high, very-high, and ultra':high frequencies
m AM, FM, and single sideband modes. The radios
can be used independently, or in combinations for repeater service, e tc. The microcircuit desirrn
and ado
vanced packaging techniques used in the AN /PRC72 have achieved si!:!nificant size and weicrht reduct•wn and reliability improvements
~
b
over conventional
miniaturization techniques. The Division has completed extensive tests and delivered developmental
models to the Air Force.
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SYSTEMS

SAVAC
Prime Contractor: Chrysler Corporation Space Division

ANI APX-72 TRANSPONDER

Prime Contractor: The Bendix Corporation, Communications Division

Remarks
SA V AC is an electronic problem simulator being
used by the Air Force to simplify training of technical personnel who man the complex electronic, electric or mechanical circuitry used in today's missile
and fire control systems, radar equipment and automated devices. SA V AC stands for Simulates, Analyzes, Visualizes, Activated Circuitry. A 35 millimeter slide projects circuit diagrams onto the screen of
SA V AC, which resembles a television set. Punch
cards, fed into the ui1it, are used to create malfunctions or problems in the projected circuit. The system
allows students to work on malfunctioning circuits
and to learn intricacies of complex systems without
using the actual equipment which is often expensive
and highly sensitive. SA VAC units range in size from
a table model to a 78-inch high floor demonstrator
which can be used for group training. The units are
assembled at Chrysler Space Division's Florida Operations Plant near Cape Kennedy, Florida.

Remarks
This new IFF Transponder represents the first triservice procurement for equipment of this nature. The
Naval Air Systems Command is the procurement
agency, purchasing for all .3 services. The APX-72 is
a_tmiversal transponder suitable for use in light Army
aircraft _as well as in high performance Navy and Air
For_ce ~uci:aft. The transponder represents the latest
des~gn m ~Irbome IFF transponders and is fully compatible With all DOD directives and AIMS requireme_nts: _It feah1res major design advances, increased
rehabihty, reduced maintenance, and offers a replacement for all transponders in both Class I and II
e_nvironment~, and modified Class II (95 degrees Centigrade_ contmuous operation). Present plans are to
use th_Is transponder as standard equipment in all
new aircraft configurations and for retrofitting existing aircraft.
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SYSTEMS

FM MINIATURE RECORDER
MOVING TARGET RADAR FIRE CONTROL

Prime Contractor: Cook Electric Company

Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company

Remarks
Cook Electric Company's Tech-Center Division has
developed an FM ve rsion of a unique miniature magnetic reco rder for industrial and military applications. The FM advance is a variation of the biomedical recorder developed by Cook for NASA's Gemini
program (2 of the tmits were used su ccessfull y on
each Gemini fli ght). The smallest ever developed for
long operation, the FM reco rde r is 9 inches long, 6.8
inches wide, and 1.7 inches deep and weighs less
than 5 pounds with a full tape load. The biomedical
units receive and record on 7 channels simultaneously, 6 recording physiological data, the 7th a channel
of time. Prior to the recorder advance, spot check
telemetry to ground stations had been the only method for obtaining data on orbiting astronauts. Purpose
of the FM variation is twofold. An FM recorder will
facilitate higher accuracy data and easier transcription on standard data processing equipment, and better serve industrial applications. The FM version will
feature 7 channels and record time of up to 140
hom·s, depending on signal frequency response requirements.

Remarks
The radar fire control subsystem is based on the Emerson Movina
Detection System (MOo Taraet
b
T ARD ES) and is designed for use on the UH -1 Iroquois helicopter to direct the fire of the Emerson
produced M-21 helicopter armament subsystem. The
Moving Target Radar Fire Control System may also
be adapted to other Emerson annament systems to
extend weapon effectiveness and day-night assault
capability against enemy personnel and vehicular targets obscured in heavy foliage. The fire control sy:tem consists of an Antenna/Electronics· Unit, an Indicator Unit and a Control Panel inteifaced with the
armament system. In operation, a wide ru~gle forw~rd
sector is continually searched ~s the helicopter flies
above the effective range of enemy small arms
ground fire. Moving targets are dete~ted at ex~ended
ranges and are displayed on the Indicator Um~. The
copilot expands the display as the target IS. a~
proached and positions a cursor over the target millcation to perform the gtmlaying action.

/
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SYSTEMS

GENERAL PURPOSE AUTOMATIC
TEST SYSTEM (GPATS)
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Remarks
The General Purpose Automatic Test System
(G PATS) consists of a central programmer-controller
mated with functional building blocks (i.e . programmable stimulus generators, response monitors, switching units, simulated loads, and power supplies) which
can be interconnected in many htmdreds of ways to
perfor_m desired test programs on any given system.
A Umversal Decoder Memory Unit (UDMU) is includ~d as an integral part of each bui'lding block to
provide a ~ommon interface and capability for stan~ard decodmg and memory of programmed information. CPA TS has an inherent self-test and verification
capa?ility_ and is easily adaptable to a computer for
multl-statl~n control and time-sharing for improved
cost effectiveness. Approximately 95 percent of the
present GP ATS hardware is reusable based on studies of . avionics systems in inventory' or defined for
operatwnal use through 1980. GP ATS is operational
at 4 USAF Air Materiel Areas (SAAMA, WRAMA,
~MAMA, <?CAMA) for depot _m aintenance of avion~cs, an? a fifth system is now in production for avionICS mamtenance at Ogden AMA.
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XM-28 ARMAMENT SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Remarks
The XM-28 is an advanced flexible armament system
scheduled for installation in the Bell AH-lG HueyCobra helicopter. The system consists of a powe r operated turret, sighting station, fire control subsystem,
and ammunition storage and synchronized feed systems for 7.62 millimeter and 40 millimete r ammunition. W eapon interchangeability for combinations of
2 7.62 millimeter high rate of fire , multibarrel GAU2B/ A machine gtms, 2 XM-129 grenade latmchers, or
one of each, permits the field commander to select
the weapon combination best suited for the intended
mission. The system is readily adaptable to other military helicopters. Turret diameter is 28 inches, turret
weight 112 pounds.

SYSTEMS

AN/TPS-50
Prime Contractor: Elecb·onics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Remarks
AN /TPS-50 is a lightweight, low cost, man-transportable radar developed by Emerson Electric tmder contract to Rome Air Development Center for
standby prepositionecl radar sites, back-up surv~il
lance after bomb attack on prime radars, counter-msurgency applications, tactical air defens~ and aircraft control. The system is transportable 111 7 backpacks, and 30 minutes assembly time is standard for
dav or niaht operations with a 6-man crew. The systei~1 is ve~·tically assembled using an add-on-?omponent teclmique while balancing the sy~tem With levelincr auy wires. Scanning is motor driven atld manual. o P~larization cliversity (linear and circular) pe_r. operatiOn
·
· rain
· fa Il . Antenna is operable
111
mits
In
. .
winds to 40 miles per hour. Simplifie? I~F IS ~n~lude~
to serve as a navigation aid. MTI circmts a1 e 111C_OIorated to detect low-flying aircraft and provide
P
· ·1 es an d gw1 systems ·
alert
for air defense m1ss1

INTEGRATED RADOME, ANTENNA AND RF
CIRCUITRY (RARF)
Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Remarks
The Emerson RARF radar subsystem is desi£Tned to
perform all target illumination and data a~therincr
fw1ctions required for future high performa~ce tact~
cal and strategic aircraft missions. The desicrn is comp~tibl e with advanced techniques plarmed for use in
airborne radar systems during the 1970 time period.
The electronically scanned radar system is based on
the use of reciprocal latching ferrite phase shifters in
a l~ns m:r~y controlled by a special purpose lightweight cligital computer. RARF performs multi-mode
radar functions with one antenna on a time-shared
non-interference basis. Integrated circuits, thin filn~
techniques, and advanced packaging concepts are
used to minimize weight and volume.

Specifications
Range 50 nautical miles; altitude coverage 20,000
feet; weight 200 pounds.
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AUTOMATIC PICTURE TRANSMISSION
GROUNDSTATION-PHOTORECORDER
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and Electronics Systems Division
Remarks
The Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) Ground
Station receives, records and provides terrestrial pictures including the cloud cover as transmitted by
weather satellites for interpretation by meteorologists. More than 50 stations are now in service
throughout the world, reproducing weather pictures
sent by the APT Systems aboard Nimbus and TOS
satellites. A new Photorecorder that provides a photographic print instead of the electrolytic-type facsimile recOr}ll-Jt g has been developed (in photo) for ure
wit):l ---the APT Grmmd Stations and other appli<iltjons. The Pl\ otorecorder provides high quality rapi BIy processed prints on 9-inch wide photographic paper. A high resolution cathode-ray tube is used to generate a line scan, which is imaged on the paper feed
and rapid processor, and an 8-inch wide print is produced within 20 seconds after completion of the paper exposure. The rapid processor is integral with the
printer and does not require dark-room operation. In
addition to the APT mode, switch selected alternate
operating modes provide printing of DRIR and
WEF AX photographs in all commonly used scan
rates and indices of cooperation.

ANI APM-277 TEST SET

Prime Contractor: Electronics and Space Division,
Emerson Electric Company
Remarks
The ANI APM-277 Test Set is a highly mobile system
th~t can be used on the flight line, in hangars, or on
shipboard for dynamic testing of aircraft radar systems. The system consists of a mobile, microwave
~nec,?oic chamber complete with movable "nearfield target test antennas, electronic circuitry and a
remote control unit that permits one-man operation
of t~e entire test set-up and test program. Self-test is
an mherent feature of the system. The tester rapidly
determines mission readiness in all modes of operatior~ · without need for any physical connection to the
system under test, simulates free-space with minimum distortion, and boresights to one milliradian or
less. Stable operation in a 40-knot wind has been
d~monstrated. Versions of the system are operational
WithF-104 and F-105 aircraft. The system is readily
adaptable to such aircraft as the Mirage III, F-4, and
F -111 and others.
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AN/SPQ-10 FIRE CONTROL
METEOROLOGICAL TRACKING SYSTEM
AUXILIARY DATA ANNOTATION SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and Electronics Systems Division

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and Electronics Systems Division

Remarks
Fairchild

·s

Hiller

is

enaaaed
oo

in

improving

the

-Ar I PQ-10 Fire Control Meteorological Tracking

Remarks
The AtL-...:iliary Data Annotation System (AD A?. provides mission-pertinent data annotation capabib~y to
airborne reconnaissance photo cameras. Pertment
fli ght information, such as time, latitude, _longi~Ide,
speed, barometric and radar altitude, headmg, pitch,
roll , drift, date , sortie munber, detachment radar
mode, correlation counter, sensor /s tation identification and taking unit identification can _auton~atically
be marked on the sensor film. Fairchild H1ller has
produced the following ADAS equipment: AN/ ASQ90 for RF 4 B/C, AN/ ASQ-92 for the AN/USQ-28
in KC-135, AN/ ASQ-94 for FR-101 , and the MAS-1
(in photo) for FR-104G. Each of th ese sets l~as_ been
designed for full compliance with MIL-STD-t82, but
can be mollified to provide an alternate mode of_ operation in which it will record data in any one of the
following forms: MIL-STD-782, alpha-numeric, or
alternating forms. Information is rec_orde~ on film by
means of a cathode ray tube contamed m each RecOI·cUng Head Assembly. A Fixed Programmer Card
which provides a means of changing th~ fixed ?ata
(date , sortie mm1ber, etc.), is inserted pnor to ~Ight.
An earlier alphanumeric ADAS system was designed
for the AN /USD-5 Reconnaissance Drone.

System for the Coast Guard. These mollifications will
provide tl1e system with tl1 e added capability of detenniuing wind speed and clirection as a function of
altih1de. vVithout dearadina
the fire control hmction
0
0
o f tl1e system, the shipboard facility will be capable
of automatic trackina of a meteorolo!1icial balloon,
·-l:
0
0
th
proviumg \vind velocity profiles with respect to e
true horizontal place b y correcting for roll, pitch and
ym.v influences on measm·ements. Mollifications will
include : replacement of the transmitter with that
~sed in the AN/UMQ-7 Meteorological Data Soundmg Set, adclition of a new tmmel-cliodeamplifier
front end to the existing receiver, adclition of the illsplays from the AN/TPS-41 Mobile vVeather Radar
modified to permit th e range unit to operate -over a
300,000 yard range, and addition of a . cligital computer ( 18 microsecond add time 60 microsecond multiply time) which accepts ship:s roll, pitch, heading
~nd speed in adclition to radar elevation angle, azunuth angle and slant range. The computer calculates a~solute direction, velocity, azimuth, elevation
and/l.tltude of ~e target. Computer output includes
a _NDne htbe clisplay and punched tape · for direct
pnnted readout and teletype transmission.

·.
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CODE MATRIX FILM READER
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and Electronics Systems Division
Remarks
The advanced Code Matrix Film Reade r developed
by Fairchild Hille r will be employed with th e existing viewing equipment in a photo-interpretation facility to retrieve automatically the desired frame by
controlling reconnaissance film position. Th e " Tactical Intelligence Processing and Interpre tati on" system (TIPI) will also utilize thi s reader. The reade r
also will permit conversion of data into alpha-numeric form with a provision to direct outputs for hardcopy print-out, for on-line film titling, or for on-line
general-purpose computation. The read e r (in photoreader without the electronics subsystem) uses a
single line of photo-sensitive diodes to detect film
images. Employed with ADAS-annotated film, the
MIL-STD-782 code blocks are read and the diode
(analog) outputs are converted to digital form and
stored. A sensing circuit, associated with the reader
head , detects when a code block is being read.
Sufficient time is allowed for the whole block to enter a memory sec tion. It is th e n scanned and th e digital expression reidentified as "dots" with each assigned to a proper location within a secon~ memory
carryina the code block format. From this second
memor~, the code block is transferred to num eric displays, printers or a computer buffer. With code block
spacings of 5 inches or g reater, the reader can handle
film rates up to 40 inches per second in either direction; at minimum MIL-spec spacing of 0 .7 inches
edge to edge, a film rate up to .3 inches per second is
possible.

METEOROLOGICAL DATA SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and Electronics Systems Division
Remarks
The Meteorological Data System developed by the
Space and Electronics Systems Division is a lightweight transportabl e system designed for se t-up a nd
operation within 30 minutes. Its primary function is
to provide up-to-the-minute meteorological data to
Army artillery units by soLmding th e atmosph ere to
an altitude of a pproximately 100,000 feet. It also
supplies meteo rological information including nuclear fallout and sound ranging to th e Air \'V eather
Service and NATO. The Meteorological Data SoLmding Set (AN IUMQ-7) includes the Automatic Atmospheric Sounding Set (ANI TMQ-18) and the Atmospheric Meteorological Probes (AN I AM Q-22 and
AN I AMQ-23), !n addition to ancillary items such as
the power generator, hydrogen generator and the
balloon or rocket launcher. The ANITMQ-19 Automatic Atmospheric Sounding Set (in photo) has the
capability of accurately tracking and receiving data
transmitted from airborne balloon and rocket probes.
High accuracy and rapid data processing and reliability are the outstanding features of this system. The
first system was delivered to the Army in September,
1965. It is 12 feet long, 7 feet wide and weighs 5 ,090
pounds including the mobile shelter in which it is
housed.
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T UBULAR EXTENDIBLE ELEMENTS (TEE)
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and Electronics Systems Division

DEPLOYABLE SOLAR ARRAYS
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and E lectronics Systems Di' ision

Remarks
Fairchild Hiller has developed and is producing for a
w ide range of applications Tubular Extendible Element (TEE) devices and systems. FaiTchild Hiller
TEE's are thin, metal ribbons which are rolled into
tubes (along their longih1dinal axes) and heat-treated
to give them a " memory." The tubes are then opened,
Battened into tape again, and wound on a spool.
When unwound, they automatically reconstruct
themselves into h1bes. Motorized systems can extend
the h1bes in lengths ranaing up to thousands of feet.
TEE's can be stored in :small space and can also be
extended to great lengths (and then be retracted into
their original form ); they can operate reliably in any
kind of envi ronm ent and require no maintenance.
TEE's are used as dipole antennas for satellites and
sounding rockets; as gravity gradient attitude control
rods; and as instrumentation extension systems. Recently, they have been put to use as extremely long
antennas in radio astronomy and electTic field measm·ement satellites. In addition to diameter and material va1iations, hybrid Tee's can be manufactured
with electrical insulative coatings, dielectric joints
and in-line antenna termination networks. Tee's aTe
also manufactured with open section seams (overlapped and underlapped) or with torque resisting interlocked seams. TEE solar f!tLx vvindows and thermal
control coating can also be provided. Fairchild Hiller
is providing 4 750-foot ante1ma sections and 3 350foot libration damper boom sections for the Radio
Astronomy Explorer (RAE) Satellite.

Remarks
Fairchild Hiller has conducted a series of development programs involving flexibl e deplo) ab le solar arrays over the past several years. The most recent program was performed for NASA-GSFC under contract N ASS-9658 . Durina Phase I of this project, a
" proof-of princi pie" mocl~l was designed, fabricated,
and tested. The design consisted of 2 flexible parallel
arrays, motmted on synchronized rollers and deployed outward from a spinnina body. The area of
each substrate was 8 square feet. StabiJ~zation of the
substrate was accomplished by an extendible scissors
linkage between the arrays. Total weiaht of. the 16
square feet of packaged solar cells is approximately
1.3 lf2 pounds. An analysis of the deployment, launch,
solar radiation, and induced stresses was also compl:ted. During Phase 11 of the program , a 2.16 foot
Wide by 8.20 foot long flexibl e array S) stem was developed and tested. The total area of the double panel is 35.5 square feet. The array uses silicon solar
cells which are mounted on 2 fl exible, back-to-back
substrates and are interconnected by a flexible connectOI:. The arrays are deployed from a pair ~f synchromzed rollers using spring energy and are s~p
ported in the deployed confiamation by a mechamcal
li?kage. The packaged arrayb will fit withi.n a 1.3 cub~c foot package and the weight, including mechamsm, array, springs, etc., is 29 potmds.
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RECORDER, SIGNAL DATA

AN ITPS-41 MOBILE RADAR
WEATHER SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and Electronics Systems Division

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Space
and Electronics Systems Division
Remarks
The Mobile Radar Weather System provides a completely automatic processing, reduction and display
system for rapid presentation of fresh meteorological
data from a mobile position. Battle commanders can
locate and measure precipitation and natural or nucl~ar clouds for tactical purposes at ranges up to 150
~Iles. The MWR display system consists of three
VIsual indicators-horizontal or vertical cross section
area of precipitation and echo return to measure
precipitation rate. The first set was delivered to the
Arr.ny Electronics Laboratories in July 1965. Total
weight of this wheeled system is less than 3,500
pounds. The equipment has been designed so that it
can be set up in less than 20 minutes on a self-supporting basis. A 40-foot high antenna support pedestal to be used with the AN/TPS-41 is being developed under a separate contract. The new antenna
system can be erected or disassembled in less than
one hour by a crew of 5 men. The erected structure
is capable of withstanding 60-mile-per-hour winds,
and will allow unobstructed operation in locations
w~ere the radar performance could otherwise be impaired by trees or other obstructions. Fairchild Hiller
is also developing under contract the next generation
equipment, the AN /TPS-4 (XE-2).
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Remarks
The Recorder, Signal Data RO 3211 A, previously
designated as the Airborne Central Data Tape Recorder (ACDTR), was developed for the Air Force by
the Space and Electronics Systems Division, to work
with the Auxiliary Data Annotation System for reduction of data interpretation time, automatically,
following reconnaissance missions. The complete mission profile can be stored on a single half-inch, onemil, 7-track magnetic tape to permit preliminary
grow1d analysis while awaiting sensor film processing.
The recorder permits photo interpreters to immediately program an updated plot of the missions as performed to identify deviations from the preflight
planned observation path, to identify specific sensor
coverage, and to compile detailed ELINT maps for
the surveyed area. When employed with ADAS, the
recorder is comprised of a synchronized magnetictape transport and a microelectronic special-purpose
computer subsystem. At least 2 hours of continuous
mission data can be recorded in a format compatible
with an IBM-729 IV reader. Data are recorded at
556 bits per inch on the 7 -track, 1h-inch tape. Four
tracks carry mission data, 1 track ADAS parity, and
1 track tape parity. The 7th track serves as a spare.
Recording of both system parities serves as a useful
cross-check later in processing the stored data by digital computer.

SYSTEMS

MICRO-VUE
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Republic Aviation Division
Remarks
The MICRO-VUE Infonnation System , developed b y
Republic Aviation Division for commercial and military applications, stores, retrieves, and displays large
quantities of text and picture information. It stores
the data on laminated photocrraphic 4 b y 5 inch film
chips that hold up to 9 ,800 fr~mes of technical data in
a 99-by-99 matrix . For information retrieval, solid state
electronic digital loops provide random access to any
frame on the hi-density micro image chip. The operator simply dials in the frame number, pushes a
button, and the frame is automatically found and displayed on a screen. The film chips on which the hiratio reduction micro-photographic data are stored
are produced using readily available equipment and
films. A page of information can be reduced to
l / 350tl1 of its original size. Consequently, a single
chip can hold a 75-foot-by-75-foot city map or chart
of a utility distribution system. Access to a particular
frame is usually made automatically, by indexing
witl1 a thtm1bwheel. 'Vith an optional slew switch,
the operator can view a continuous strip, constituting
a 99-page foldout of such data as wiring diagrams,
logic flow diagrams, or wave form patterns. Transfer
from one point on the matrix to another typically
takes a tenth of a second. An optional Auto-Chip
Loader can expand the stored data to approximately
200,000 frames with random access at a maximum of
30 seconds.
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A/M32C-IO GROUND AIR CONDITIONER
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corpora tion, Stratos
Division
Remarks
The Stratos Model GEAS0-1 Ground Air Conditioner (A/M32C-10) is a m obile, compact unit that was
designed to deliver cooling or heating air to personnel, cargo, and electronic compartments in military
aircraft during ground servicing and checkout. The
conditioned air is delivered directly into the air-duct
~ystem of the aircraft. Discharge temperatures rangmg from 47 to 200 degrees Fahrenheit can be selected
and are regulated through a simple and reliable
control system. The unit receives its source of energy, turbine bleed air, from an external gas turbine
compressor such as the A /M32A60 or the A/MA-lA.
The GEAS0-1 consists of an air cycle machine, a
h eat exchanger, a moisture separator, manually operated valves, ducting, undercarriage, and wheels. All
the controls required to regulate discharge airflow,
~emperature, and relief pressure are mounted on the
n~strument panel. Gages on the panel display pack
discharge airflow, temperature, back pressure, backp:essure relief valve setting, and air cycle machine
Oil-pump pressure. The unit is used to service F-4
and F-105 aircraft. Over 200 units are in service in
the USAF.
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COMPACT MILITARY AIR CONDITIONERS
Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Stratos
Division
Remarks
Under the sponsorship of the U.S. Army's Engine ering Research -and Developm ent Laboratories,
Stratos has developed a fa mily of vapor cycle air
conditioners for the military needs of the 1970s. D esigned to meet the most rigid requirements of Army
vehicles, vans and shelters, the air conditioners are offered in 11 different models in the 9,000 to 60,000
British Thermal Units per hour range, with 60 cycle
and 400 cycle power available on all units. All models are of a compact low silhouette design, completely self-contained and readily adaptable to any installation requirement. / In photo, the 18,000 BTU /hour
unit.

SYSTEMS

TOTAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY (TEF)
747 AIR TURBINE DRIVE

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Stratos
Division

Prime Contractor: Fairchild Hiller Corporation, Stratos
Division

Remarks
Under development, the Total Environment Facility (TEF) is a lightweight, highly mobile shelter that
contains provisions for the installation of electronic
and photographic equipment and will house personnel associated with the processing of reconnaissance
data. The heart of the TEF is a utilities section capable of supplying electrical power, air conditioning,
heating, water heating and circulation, hmnidity control , and ventilation for the TEF equipment and occupants. Included in the utilities section which occupies only the rear 2 feet of the 20-foot by 8-foot b y 8foot shelter is a gas turbine-generator set with a 50
kilowatt capacity and an environmental control system that will be powered by utilizing the gas turbine
exhaust gases that usually are vented overboard. The
exhaust gas from the turbine-generator set is utilized
in the Stratos designed and developed Rankine cycle
waste heat recovery system for energy conversion.
Consequently, the system efficiency increases to a
point where 50 kilowatts of usable refined electrical
power is developed at the same fuel constmlption
rate as a 30 kilowatt set requires without the waste
heat recovery feature. The net result is substantial
fuel savings (up to 60 percent) which represents a
significant reduction in logistic support required. The
TEF will be deployed as part of the TIPI (Tactical
Information and Processing and Interpretation System), a tri-service sponsored reconnaissance program.

Remarks
In development at Stratos is th e air turbine drive for
the Boeing 747. The TP85-l air turbine will be utilized to drive a hydraulic pump that will furnish , tmder high load conditions, aux:iliar) boost power for
selected control functions of the aircraft. In addition,
the air turbine driven pumps will provide conti_nuous
system hydraulic power in case of a malhmctwn of
the engine driven pumps. Nominally rated at 85 h?rsepower, the Stratos turbine utilizes tlw bleed air of
th e jet engine for operating power. ~here will be_ 4
tu~bine drives per aircraft. The TP8o-l c?ntrol cirCUits are pneumatic and operate on the pnmary s~p
pl~ ~ir co(1rse. They require no quiescent BO\v, whiCh
mmunizes contamination. They are protected by water separators filters and % inch min:imum diameter
lines to preciude any contamination and freezing.
Additionally, the speed-regulation and overspeed
sensing/shutdown functions are each performe~ by_ a
completely independent circuit. T~e c_ontrol cucmts
are adaptive to the environment; I.e., If supply pressure increases, the level of force balance at the control valve ca c t ua t ors IDCI
. ·eases · No pressure regulators
.
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. ei"tl1e1. tlle control circuits or
. the
. au·
supplv
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APOLLO ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Division, Los Angeles

AIRCRAFT ENGINE AND CABIN
TURBOCHARGING SYSTEM

Remarks
The Apollo environmental control system (ECS) provides a controlled environment for .3 astronauts for
up to 14 days. For normal conditions, this environment includes a pressurized cabin, a 100 percent oxygen atmosphere, and a temperature of about 75 degre.es. For. emergency use the system includes a pressun zed smt circuit. The ECS provides fresh oxygen
a~d . hot and cold potable water, removes carbon
dioxide and odors, dissipates heat from the cabin and
from operating electronic equipment, and removes
waste water and solids from the gas stream. Primary
?xygen for breathing, pressurization, and ventilation
IS stored cryogenically in the service module. Oxygen
tanks in the command module serve crewmen after
the separation of the 2 modules before reentry. The
system has provisions for supplying oxygen servicing
to. portable life support systems used by crewmen.
Pnmar~ cooling is accomplished by means of an interme~~te heat transport fluid which absorbs heat
and dissipates this heat through a space radiator. A
supp_lementary water boiler-type heat exchanger
coolmg system is ·used during launch, reentry and
e~e_rgency phases. The system is designed so that
mimmum amount of crew time is needed for its normal operation.

Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Industrial Division
Remarks
Turbocharging light business and utility aircraft engines enables quick ascent and cruise above the
weather at altitudes of 20,000 to 30,000 feet. Here it
becomes desirable to pressurize the cabin for passenger comfort. Cabin pressurization is accomplished b y
direct bleed of air from the compressor of the engine
turbocharger. Combining cabin and engine -supercharging from the compressor of one turbocharger
provides simplicity, low cost, and light weight. The
basic AiResearch system consists of the turbocharger,
a compressor discharge pressure sensing controller,
turbine bypass "wastegate" valve, and cabin bleed
flow limiting sonic venturi. The system is fully automatic and requires no special attention from the pilot
for normal operation. AiResearch turbochargers are
used on 7 Cessna models, 2 Beech and 2 Piper models. The Bell 47G-3B and Hiller E4 helicopters also
incorporate the unit. Cessna, Mooney and Beech also
have models incorporating the combined engine and
cabin turbocharging system.
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MUST (MEDICAL UNIT SELF-CONTAINED
TRANSPORT ABLE)
Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Compan_,- of Arizona
Remarks
·nder sponsorship of the .S. Arm) 1edical Servi_ce,
The Garrett Corporation's AiResearch Manufactunng
Company of Phoenix, Arizona, in 1963 undertook th_e
development of a revolutionar · militar · field h~spi
tal , designated MUST (Medical Unit Self-contamed
Transportable). The basic features of this new co~1 cept in military field hospital facilities include mobility, short setup time, high reliability and efficien~y,
co_ntrolled environment, and the capabilit) of mamtatning all-weather operation. The basic MUST system is made up of only 3 elements: an inflatable
20 by 52 foot ward-type w1it; a 12 foot long, 7 foot
'Wide, 8 foot high rigid panel expandable (12 by 18 feet)_
Unit that serves a variety of shelter needs such as fOI
surgery, laboratory, supply, and pharmacy; and ~
~ound attenuated, weatherproof utility element,. 7"""'
Inches wide, 108 inches long, and 86 inches high,
e~uipped with an AiResearch gas tmbine that sup_Phes all power requirements of the MUST complex.
All are helicopter transportable. The MUST elements
may be used together in combinations as small as 1
~arci or smgery and utility element, up to a full 400~
eel U.S. Army field hospital. One utility elemen
Provides power for the equivalent of 4 inflatable el~~
111
ents or 6 expandable elements plus 1 additional e
p andable element havmg
·
heavy ' power needs (sue hasf
fo~- X-ray facilities) at the temperature extremes ?
1111
11us 65 degrees or plus 140 derrrees Fahrenhe~t.
~VST hospitals are now in operati~n in Vietnam 111
active support of combat forces.

GRAVITY GRADIENT SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Missile
and Space Division, Spacecraft Department
Remarks
Gravity gradient satellite stabilization systems ha~e
been ex-tensively developed by General Electnc.
These systems use the natural gravitational field surrow1di.na the earth to make a satellite constantly
point to~ earth. They are lightweight, use little or no
power for operation, and have very few pa~ts. They
have virtually tmli.mited life and can be destgned for
both 2- and 3-axis stabilization. A General Electric
system has stabilized a Naval Research Laboratory
satellite since its latmch in January 1964. Two other
Naval Research Laboratory satellites us~ng General
Electric systems have been orbiting smce. March
1965. General Electric has developed 2 Gravtty Gradient Test Satellites for the Air Force, one of which ..
was law1ched June 16, 1966, from Cape Kem~ed~ by
a Titan 111-C booster along with 7 commtmicatwns
satellites. The Company has also provided _gra:ity
gradient systems for NASA's GEOS and ApplicatiOns
Technology Satellites.

SYSTEMS

CONTINUOUS NONEQUILIBRIUM MHD
POWER GENERATOR
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Space
Sciences Laboratory
Remarks
A magnetohyclrodynamic generator was continuously
operated without high heating, for the first time, in a
series of basic experiments at the GE Space Sciences
Laboratory. The Department of Defense and GE cosponsored the work tmder the Independent Research
& Development Program . Steady electric power of
several watts was continuously extracted at 93 percent of the theoretically attainable level of induced
voltage. Running times, effectively limited only by
the experimental gas supply, were typically about an
hour. The success depended on raising the working
. plasma's level of ionization far above the equilbrium
value for the relatively low temperature. (The transvers~ conductivity during power extraction was approXImately 150 times the thermal equilibrium value
at 1,500 degrees Kelvin). The nonequilibrium MHD
generator, perhaps as a topping device on a groundbased system, should be really capable of exploiting
the hi?her efficiencies at cycle temperatures approachmg 2,000 degrees. A nonequilibrium MHD
generator using a condensable alkali metal vapor as
the working fluid promises a high reliability because
of th~ complete absence of moving mechanical parts
and IS thus strongly attractive for long-term space
nucl~ar power applications, either for electric propulsiOn, communications, or planet-based needs. ·In
photo, test section of MHD facility, with l l electrode pairs.

BLOOD FLOW IN ARTIFICIAL HEARTS
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Space
Sciences Laboratory
Remarks
Artificial hearts may be brought closer to everyday
reality by techniques applied from space ~·esearch.
Under contract from the National Heart Institute, researchers at the GE Space Sciences Laboratory are
teaming up with medical experts of Philadelphia's
University City Science Center. The research comes
under the National Heart Institute's Artificial Heart
Program which is striving to develop totally implantable artificial hearts and artificial booster heart devices and make them generally available as soon as
possible. The Institute is a member of the Natio~al
Institutes of Health of the U.S. Public Health Service
in the Department of Health, Education, and vVe~
fare. A major problem in the development of artificial hearts, valves, and other devices to assist circulation has been clotting and the destmction of bloud
cells. The Institute has recognized that, while foreign
materials used in the prosthetic devices clearly have
an important bearing on the clotting and blood cell
destmction, much of the difficulty seems to lie in the
patterns of blood flow in and around the devices. The
theoretical portions · of the blood flow problem will
be carried out at GE, while the related experiments
will be performed in associate laboratories of the
Science Center. The program will seek fundamental
data to use in designing prosthetic devices in contact
with flowing blood. In photo, surgeon holds artificial
human heart valve, a product of GE Silicone Products Department.

SYSTEMS

SNAP-27
Prime Contractor: General Electric Company, Missile and Space Division
Principal Subcontractors: 3M Company (thermopile)
and Solar Division of International Harvester Company (beryllium fabrication )
Remarks
The SNAP-27 is a plutonium-238 fueled power supply being developed under contract to ·t he Atomic
Energy Commission. The complete system 'Neighs 38
potmds and produces a minimum of 64 watts (DC) at
a nominal 16 volts. It will be the power source for
the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiment Package (ALSEP) being developed for the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center. This package will be transported to the
lunar surface within the scientific equipment bay of
the Ltmar Module (LM). The fuel capsule will be
transported in a separate protective cask mow1ted on
the external smface of the LM. This fuel cask provides the heat shielding necessary to assure intact
reentry of the fuel capsule in event of an aborted
mission. After landing, the fuel capsule will be removed from the cask and inserted into the baenerator
by one of the astronauts. The ALSEP will then be
deployed on the lunar surface with the SNAP-27
power source connected to a central station containing the data management and power distribution
equipment. Data on the lunar environment will be
transmitted to earth for a period of at least one year
following departure of the astronauts. The illustration
shows an electrically heated fuel capsule being inserted prior to thermal vacuum testing. Two prototype systems have been delivered and delivery of the
first flight systems was expected by year-end 1967.

JET AIRCRAFT ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: General Laboratory Associates,
Inc.
Remarks
GLA has supplied capacitor discharge ignition devices for ·both military and commercial jet aircraft
engines. A typical example of a system employing
several products manufactured by GLA is pictured
below. This TF30P8 Engine Ignition System is used
on the F-ll1A and B programs and features an engine driven alternator, low voltage interconnecting
leads, engine exciters, high voltage leads, and an instn.m1entation harness. Customized designs for similar
equipment on the VSX and UTT aircraft programs
are tmder active development. Commercial programs
which utilize GLA ignition devices include the
Boeina 7071720, Douglas DC-8/DC-9, Convair 880/
990 ~d the Lockheed Electra II aircraft. Military
programs include Lockheed C-1301141, Boeing B-52/
KC-197, Sikorsky Skycrane and Lockheed RB-33.
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SYSTEMS

MICRO-MINAC DIGITAL COMPUTERS
Prime Contractor: General Precision Systems Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation), Kearfott Systems Division, Kearfott Group
ROCKET ENGINE IGNITION SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: General Laboratory Associates,
Inc.
Remarks
GLA has established a solid position in the design
and manufacture of liquid rocket ignition systems
through its activities on the Saturn and Centaur programs. Pictured here is a hermetically sealed ignition
system for the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft RL-10 LOX
h ydrogen engine. Successful RL-10 engine restarts in
outer space have contributed to the success of the
Surveyor probes and have demonstrated the dependable performance and reliability of this ignition system. Important design features of this system include
an operating temperature range from minus 160 to
plus 165 degrees Fahrenheit (however, units have
been ~ested d?wn to minus 320. degrees Fahrenheit),
a se?smg device for constant monitoring of the hermetic seal of the system (including a provision for
telemetering this information back to earth on space
flights), a spark indicator and a fuel cooled igniter.
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Remarks
A significant advancement in the development of
small, lightweight, low-cost navigational computers,
MICRO-MINAC replaces an earlier analog computer
without affecting associated system equipment or
cabling. Consisting of a programmable solid-state
computer element together with a separate MINAC
control! display tmit, this airborne computer set has a
number of desirable capabilities built into it to enhance its use in tactical I]lissions. The computer segment contains synchro-to-digital converters, digital-toanalog converters, a digital processor, and a power
supply. It accepts true air speed, drift angle, grotmd
speed, and magnetic heading inputs from Doppler
radar, a magnetic compass, and an air-speed sensor to
provide relative ground track, relative bearing to
destination, and distance-to-go outputs to a BearingDistance-Heading Indicator (BDHI) . Doppler-modecomputed present position, wind direction and velocity, together with marked target coordinates are selected by the operator for readout on the computer
set's accompanying Control/Display panel. All computer outputs can be made available to other devices.

SYSTEMS

PERSHING SELF-CONTAINED HYDRAULIC
ACTUATION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: General Precision Systems Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation), Kearfott Products Division, KeaTfott Group

PROPELLANT QUANTITY I NDICATOR
Prime Contractor: General Precision Systems Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation), Kearfott Products Division, Kearfott Group

Remarks
This system is based on General Precision's Modular
H ydraulic Control System technology. It has been
designed for use on the Pe rshing strrface-to-surface
missile and over 1,000 units have been flown without
any reported failures. The system controls jet and air
vanes on the Pershing missile. It has made a central
hydraulic supply and external plumbing mmecessary.
Completely sealed against contamination, this lightweight system needs no hydraulic support equipment
at the lam1ch site. These modules may be removed
simply by disconnecting 3 cables and unfastening 4
mounting bolts. This has the distinct advantage because individual packages can readily be removed for
maintenance. and replaced by a ready spare.

Remarks
The Propellant Quantity Indicator was developed for
use on the Lunar Module Display Subsystem. Consisting of segmented electroluminescent panels, its
readouts display mm1bers in response to excitation of
particular segments. Even under the very bright ambient light conditions of space, both displays can be
easily read bec:ruse of high display contrast. Relative
fuel and oxidizer tank quantities are simultaneously
displayed by the Propellant Quantity Indicator. Two
identical data processing cham1els are used. The associated electronics and the EL Displays were supplied by General Precision Systems Inc.
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SYSTEMS

GYRO COMPASS ATTITUDE REFERENCE SET
(GARS)
Prime Contractor: General Precision Systems Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation), Kearfott Systems Division, Kearfott Group
Remarks
The GARS subsystem is a light, relatively inexpensive
Doppler-damped, Schuler-tuned, local-vertical attitude and heading reference set. It can perform both
ground-based and in-air gyrocompassing. Designed
for use with a Doppler radar navigation set, the
GARS subsystem accurately measures aircraft heading and attitude. Because of its airborne gyrocompassing capability, no time-consuming pre-flight
alignment procedures are required. This makes it attractive for use in carrier-based aircraft, particularly
for scramble missions. In association, the Doppler
and GARS equipment provide aircraft velocity data.
By combining the long-term accuracy of Doppler
velocity measurements with the high short-term accuracy of inertially-derived velocity data, the over-all
system provides very accurate and instantaneous velocity outputs. Such Doppler-damped inertial velocity
data are smoothed and do not contain the high-frequency noise content associated with the Doppler
signal alone. The AN I ASN -57 is a 3-gimbal, limitedattitude version of the GARS subsystem suitable for
patrol aircraft and helicopters. The other version is a
4-gimbal, all-attitude set (AN I ASN-58), ideally suited
for land-based or carrier-based fighter and fighterbomber aircraft. Gyroflex gyros and special low-cost
accelerometers are the vital components of both
types. Special features of the set, common to both
versions, are: compactness, light weight, low cost,
short ready time capability, high accuracy and provisions for self test.

WOVEN PLATED WIRE MEMORY
Prime Contractor: General Precision Systems Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation), Librascope Group
Remarks
Librascope Woven Plated Wire -Memory is a newgeneration magnetic memory. fo~ aerospace co~
puter, telemetry, and other apphcatwns. It IS automatically woven on a loom. In aeros~ace comp~ters,
Woven Plated Wire Memory provides operatwnal
speeds in the low-nanosecond range, low-po:-"e~ _consumption, nondestructive readout, and sigmficant
space savings. The memory, alr~ady ordered_ for
many space programs, is available m _fot~r functwnal
organizations: (1) linear select; (2) comcident select;
(.3) read-only, electrically alterable; and (4) read-only,
permanently woven.
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SYSTEMS

DUAL COCKPIT FUGHT SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: General Precision Sy stems Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation), Link Group

MICRON MENSURATION STAGE
Prime Contractor: General Pre cision Systems Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipm ent Corporation ), Link Group

Remarks
The Link dual cockpit flight simulator is the most advanced training complex of its kind to be put to use
b y the airlines. As of September 1, 1967, 10 airlines
ei the! had or had ordered 1.3 systems similar to the
Pan Ame1ican \ 'Vorld Airways installation shown.
Each cockpit in a system can simulate a different aircraft, a Douglas DC-9 and Boeing 707, for instance.
The fli ght decks are exact replicas of those in the aircraft. The speed, capacity and advanced elecb·onic
design of tl1e system's computer, a Link GP-4, enables the crew of each cockpit to fly an independent
training mission. For example, one crew can land at
JFK while the other is taking off at Dulles or anywhere in the world. If the simulators are flo'"''n in the
same area crews can commmlicate with each other
just as th~y would in actual flight . The motion systems pitch and roll the flight cabins and simulate
rough air conditions. Pre-stall buffeting, high-mach
buffet and enaine compressor stall are sin1tuated.
'
b
The crews are even subjected to the sensations of
taxiing on rough runways. Som1ds emitted b y a
plane's engine, slipstream, air conditioning, and pressurization effects and even the screech of tires at
touchdov.rn, are r~produced in each cabin. The simulators' radio-aids recorders plot both cross-cOLmtry
arotmd tracks and final approaches. The radio-aids
~ystems include altitude deviation recorders which
indicate how closely each student-pilot follows his
alide slope durina an instnm1ent landing approach.
The pilots can tu~e in on any of approximately 500
radio naviaational aids that have been programmed
into the c~nputer. The students receive and respond
to aural sianals and instrument indications as they
would in the aircraft. The indications apply to VOR,
DME, ILS, or LF beacons, whichever the pilot selects.

Remarks
Th e :M icron Mensuration Stage, developed b y Link
G roup unde r contract witl1 the Rom e Air D evelopme nt Center, Gri.ffiss Air Force Base , New York, provides positioning and measurem e nt to micron accuracy. The stage's accuracy is main!) attributed to
an air-floated translation principle that virtually eliminates some of t11e factors which reduce accm·acy in
·c onventional systems-stiction, friction and wear. .More
accurate t11an conventional lead-screw systems, the
compact Micron Mensuration Stage has a variety of
applications in fields which require the utmost in precision positioning and measurement. In a typical application, measurements are provided in a format that
is compatible witl1 an associated digital computer
programmed to perform data reduction tasks based on
the measurements. The system's X-Y motion stages
are designed so that they can be coupled with a variety of metering and drive systems, making an extremely precise translation system that is applicable
to many fields. These include: integrated circuit manufacturing, photogrammetry, and chemical and medical research. Made of lightweight material, the airfloated translation system preserves the features of an
air bearing. By virtually eliminating wear, the original calibrated accuracy of the comparator can be
maintained throughout the life of the system. A
unique drive minimizes the adverse effects of gear
backlash. Other important improvements over conventional systems include simplified design, greater
tolerance to machining, and ease of maintenance.
The unit is both portable and rugged.
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SYSTEMS

SPACECRAFT TELEVISION
HANDLING SYSTEM
AUTOMATIC MICROFILM APERTURE CARD
UPDATING SYSTEM

GROUND DATA

Prime Contractor: General Precision Syste ms Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipme nt Corporation), Link Group

Prime Contractor: General Precision Systems Inc.
(Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation), Link Group

Remarks
The Spacecraft Television Ground Data J:Iandling
System (SCTV /GDHS) is one of the most umque systems ever developed to support deep space e~ plora
tion. The system , designed and produced by Lmk .for
use in NASA projects directed by the Jet PropulsiOn
Laboratory, photographs television images a1~d
telemetry data transmitted by a spacecraft on 70 millimeter film . Every Surveyor picture has been rec?rded by the SCTV /GDHS. Television signals received
by the system are converted into pictures and are recorded on 70 millimeter film through the use of a
high precision CRT flying spot scanne~·· Telemetry
data, received after the picture, is in a signal format.
As the data arrives, it is converted by a computer
into a human readable format (letters and numbers).
All information-data in signal fonnat, data in readable format and the picture-are recorded on film at
exactly the same instant. The SCTV /GDHS also c~n
verts television pictures received in 200- or .600-lme
formats to a 525-line format in real time. This allows
the pictures to be broadcast over closed circL~t and
commercial television so that the general pubhc may
see them at the same time as JPL scientists. The process of converting telemetry data and exposi~g the
picture and data to film is completed on earth m less
than 4 seconds after the information has been transmitted by the spacecraft.

Remarks
Link developed the Automatic Microfilm Aperture
Card Updating System (AMACUS) under contract
with the U.S. Army Weapons Command, Rock Island, Illinois. The system allows an operator to add
to and to correct technical drawings and data sheets
that are stored on microfilm aperture cards. The revisions are performed electronically without the usual
series of intermediate steps that include creating a
print from the film, manually updating the print, and
then photographing it when the changes are completed. The filmed data on the apertme card is
scanned with a high precision CRT flying spot scanner, and digitized for storage on a 30-megabit magnetic drmn. The entire drawing or selected portions
of it are presented on a display to the operator who
enters the revisions by means of a light pen and keyboard. His revisions directly modify the digitally
stored information on the drum and the new data is
presented immediately on the display for verification,
enabling the operator to view the results of his work.
When all the changes are completed, the precision
CRT system creates a new film recording. A new aperture card is automatically processed and a second
generation microfilm document card is then available.
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SYSTEMS

FLIGHT SUIT PRESSURE REGULATOR
ANTI-ICE AND RAIN REMOVAL VALVE

Prime Contractor: Vap-Air Division, Vapor C orporation (SubsicUary of Gen eral Precision E quipm ent Corporation)

Prime Contractor: Yap-Air Division, Vapor Corporation (Subsidiary of General Precision Eqttipment Corporation)

Remarks
Yap-Air has developed a pressure regulator controlling low pressure bleed air to the pilots and co-pilots'
flight stilts on the F-Ill tactical fighter. The poppet
type regulator provides a dual function , ope rating a t
3 psig to a given altitude and then shifting to another
regime, operating at an absolute pressure of 6.5
pounds per square inch. The reg ulator, cast in almllinum alloy for light weight, achieves a high degree of
sensitivity by utilizing the maximmn size diaphragm
within the packaging limitations. Outlet pressures are
maintained to 1110 potmds per square inch over a
flow range of 2 to 28 cfm and at inlet pressures varying from 5 to 80 psig.

Remarks
Yap-Air has developed a new 2-inch valve used for
windshield anti-ice application and rain removal. The
valve, fabricated of hydroformed stainless steel, controls the flow of air at 155 psig and at temperatures
to 1,120 degrees Fahrenheit. Furnace brazed, precision cast internal parts, permitting smooth contour
shape and efficient aerodynamic web design, promote
efficient flow and low pressure drop. The valve, used
in a windshield anti-ice application on the F-111 tactical fighter, can be furnished with threaded or
flanged connections. It is 5 inches long, 3.75 inches
wide and weighs 2.54 potmds.
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SYSTEMS

LIGHT WEIGHT PNEUMATIC DE-ICING
SYSTEM, ELECTRICAL PROPELLER DE-ICING
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: B. F. Goodrich Aerospace and D efense Products
Remarks
The B.F. Goodrich Light Weight Pneumatic De-Icing System gives in-flight protection from the haza~·ds
of ice formations on wing and empennage leading
edges. It can be put into operation instantly by " ~ip
of the switch" convenience and will operate contmuously, if necessary. Engine-driven air pumps give
dependable source of energy for De-Icer operation.
Spanwise tubes built into tl1e light weight, re~nfor~ed
rubber "boots" are automatically cycled for mflatwn
and deflation, thus cracking the ice and shedding it
into the air stream. Electrical Propeller De-Icers
consist of heating elements sandwiched in rubber and
bonded to propeller blades. Electrical energy is cycled automatically through a slip ring-brush assembly
for an effective and efficient heat pattern on prop
blades. BFG light weight Pneumatic and Electrical
Propeller De-Icers are available for most popular
twin-engine general aircraft. Installation of the systems can be made at the factory as optional, original
equipment, or later as field installations. Total ~ystem
weights depend upon make and model of ai_rcraft.
Ranges are approximately as follows: Pneumatic DeIcers, 35 to 60 pounds; Electrical Prop De-Icers, II
to 13.5 pounds.

SERVO AMPLIFIER
Prime Contractor: Vap-Air Division, Vapor Corporation (Subsidiary of General Precision Equipment Corporation)
Remarks
Vap-Air has d eveloped a servo amplifier which drives
a h ydraulic servo valve that positions the engine inlet
geometry of the Phantom II fighter. The ramp is programmed_ to cont_rol the air flow to the power plant
by changmg the mlet area and positioning the shock
area in the duct. The amplifier receives a signal from
the Central Air Data Computer in relation to the aircraft's speed. Features include zero dead band, fast
response, linearity and stability to provide the frequency response and minimum phase shift required.
The amplifier weighs just over a pound and occupies
a volume of 2 .8 inches by 2.8 inches by 2.4 inches.
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SYSTEMS

SPACE VEHICLE MOTION SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc.
Subcontractors: Beech Aircraft Coq~oration (platform);
Professional Instruments Inc. (beanng)
HELMET SIGHT SYSTEM
Remarks
A massive platform designed to simulate the fhaht
dynamics of future spacecraft on earth has been installed at the Manned Spacecraft ~~nter of the National Aeronautics and Space Aclnurnstration (NASA)
ii~ Houston, Texas. The s_imul_ator, s~anding 15 feet
hi gh , span nina 12Ih feet m diametei ' and Wei· a} .
o
11 f . b"
f
o Una
nearly 4 tons ' " floats " virtu.a Y .nc on.c
eli ree on a tlun
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roll pitch and yaw A controIIer operates the v h. I
ele~tronically from .a dial-filled
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th · b
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room, which also displays e au- e~nng table 's atti
tude. The platform enables NASA engmeers to devel and verify advanced guidance a~d control concepts ~~
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h
t future
. . earth -orbital
and lunar missions. The c arac ensb_cs of differe
spacecraft can be duplicated by varymg the ine 1t.n~
weights on the platform.
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Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc.
Remarks
The Honeywell helmet sight system permits the pilot
of a helicopter or aircraft to acquire a grotmd taraet
without interfering with his primary task of flying
the aircraft. The system is in development as a fire
control aid for the Lockheed-built Army AH-56A
Cheyeime helicopter and it is being utilized in an Air
Force reconnaissance project and an Air Force camera direction experiment. In addition to armament and
recmmaissance applications, the system is suited for
target reacquisition, bomb drop computina, naviaation updating, team attack and offset attack missio~1 s.
The helmet-mounted eyepiece eliminates the pilot's
need for a hand-held sight, while an electro-optical
positioning concept eliminates restrictive mechanical
linkages between helmet and cockpit. Once determined by computer, the helmet's position is fed by
electronic signals to command gun or camera direction.

SYSTEMS

NAVAL TACTICAL DATA SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
FLUIDIC CONTROLS FOR JET ENGINES
Prime Contractor: Honeywell Inc.
Remarks
Fluidic (no-moving-part) systems for control of aircraft turbine engines and other aerospace applications are in development to provide more reliable
p erformance than conventional hydromechanical
controls. Fluidic techniques permit direct measurement of turbine inlet temperature instead of relying
on predetermined fuel flow schedules to prevent overtemperature or unstable surges. Reliability is inherent, since the systems have no moving parts, while
weight and cost is low. Fluidic devices can withstand
severe environments, n eed no isolation and operate
conveniently off compressor discharge air from the
engine. Also under d evelopment for the Air Force's
Aero Propulsion Laboratory are supersonic inlet controls to "swallow" the shock wave at the narrowest
point of the inlet duct. Feasibility of controlling a liftjet engine for VTOL flight .has been demonstrated
on a test stand using 2 J-85 engines. The accompanying photo shows a fluidic analog speed sensor
being checked out on the shaft of a test engine.

Remarks
The Naval Tactical Data System (NTDS) is an information display ne rve center which exhibits instantaneous data about a tactical battle zone before th e
eyes of a Navy shipboard commander. In production
at Hughes, NTDS consoles give tactical operations
teams in the depths of a ship a comprehensive picture of ships, aircraft and submarines, fri end or foe,
within reach of a fleet's electronic eyes and ea rs.
NTDS can detect, track and determine height, ide ntity and composition of a raid. Within seconds, the system can evaluate the potential threat, assign and control cotmtering weapons and perform other command
ftmctions for a single ship or for an entire flee t.
NTDS replaces the conventioi1al shipboard combat
information center by virtually eliminating the
possibility of human error and delays that often
plagued the manual system of plotting. The NTDS
display can be trimmed to 3 consoles for specific missions; other installations require up to 30 consoles. In
addition to providing shipboard teams with specific
information, NTDS can furnish display information
throughout a data network linking several ships with
each other and with shore stations.

SYSTEMS

SYSTEM/4 PI
Prime Contractor: lntemational Business l\1achines
Corporation, Federal Sy stems Division
MAl\.rpACK TRANSCEIVER
Prime Contractor: Hughes Aircraft Company
Remarks
Hughes is producing for the Arm y a lightweight
Manpack sending/receiver radio system that offers
16,000 individual voice channels and can operate effectively even in dense jungle. The solid state Manpack is a single sideband radio only 18 inches high ,
12 inches wide and .3 31• inches thick. Its 2-12 megacycle range and 16,000 channels offer a wide, built-in
frequenc y flexibilit y, making enemy jarruning efforts
more difficult. Manpack's high frequenc y signals
reflect from the ionosphere, giving them a range beyond line-of-sight. Thus, the sign.als can traverse
m01mtains and jLmgles where VHF and UHF signals
often fail. The Manpack is designed to operate on ordinary flashlight-type dry cell batteries as well as wet
cell batteries. Designed to be carried b y one man
wearing a standard Army shoulder harness, the system weighs about 29 poLmds with wet cells. In field
tests, the sets have operated efficiently between
points more than 500 miles apart and on one occasion a Manpack clear transmission spanned 7,500
miles. Manpack uses a collapsible ship antenna, but
for greater distances it can use a slant-wire ante1ma
attached to a tree or a dipole antenna stretched between 2 vertical supports.

Remarks
IB M System I 4 Pi is a new family of general-purpose
computers built for aerospace applications, such as
navigation and weapons delivery for aircraft; artillery fire control for battlefield systems; and spacecraft guidance. The computers range in size from 4/10
of a cubic foot to 2 cubic feet. They are "hardened"
to ·withstand the temperature and vibration extremes
common to military and space environn:tents. System /4 Pi computers have been selected for several
aerospace programs, including: 2 versions of the Air
Force's F-111 variable-sweep-'\ving aircraft-the F111D tactical fighter and FB-111 strategic bomber.
Each aircraft uses 2 4 Pi computers, one for navigation, the other for weapons delivery; the Navy's EA6B electronic warfare aircraft, in an electronic system to process and correlate enemy radar data; and
the Navy's Target Identification and Acquisition Systen1, an airborne system used with the standard antiradiation missile. System/ 4 Pi makes the first use of
read-only storage for computer logic control in aerospace systems. There are 3 System/ 4 Pi models: Model TC (tactical computer) for satellites, tactical missiles, helicopters and other applications requiring a
very small, lightweight computer; Model CP (customized processor) for real-time computing applications; and Model EP (extended performance) for applications that require real-time calculation of very
large amounts of data.

SYSTEMS

AUTOMATIC COMPUTER-CONTROLLED
FILM READER/RECORDER SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division
Remarks
An automatic, computer-controlled Film Reader/Recorder has been developed by IBM Federal Systems
Division for data handling, data compaction, and other applications involving large volumes of photographic information. The system utilizes a cathode ray
tube scanner controlled directly by a digital computer. Rather than generating a normal TV type raster, the beam is directed to a particular spot on the
film under computer program control. In this way,
only areas of interest are digitized. A course scan can
be generated to locate the areas of interest, if they
are not known. In addition, the computer can control
the intensity, for both reading and recording purposes. The reader has a full field of 4096 by 4096 positions and can encode 64 gray levels. This permits the
program to look for changes in relative gray levels as
significant events, rather than relying on a "blackwhite" decision imposed by a clipping level. Because
of these features, the reader can digitize and recreate a 35 millimeter photograph, with little or no
loss of information. The equipment can read a frame
of cinetheodolite film in 2 or 3 seconds. IBM expects
~o add programmed Input/Output overlap and use
Improved reading algorithms to achieve a speed of
better than 1 frame per second. In addition to data
compaction, the Reader/Recorder can relieve human
opera~ors from the boring job of measurement or
co~tmg anything that is highly repetitive and reqwres accuracy. A great deal of imagery falls into
this class.

RD-281 MILITARIZED DISK FILE
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division
Remarks
IBM 's RD-281 is a militarized disk storage system
capable of storing up to_ 20?,000,?00 bi_ts ~f info~m~~
tion. This storage capacity IS achieve~ m oO meo~b~
increments by using factory-of field-111stallabl~ diskdrive units. It can locate and retrieve specifically
desired material within 185 milliseconds ~ J85 s_e~
onds) at random. The system is compact, highly r~h
e;tble and extremely rugged. It is designed fo~· use with
tactical military computers in s~vere envirom~e-~ts
where highest reliability is essential, even m~de1 ~ Igors of wide temperature ranges, shoe~, vJbratwn,
humidity, corrosion and radio frequency 111terference.
The RD-281 is the first disk mass memory. ~apable of
.
data
b emg
integrated w1.th a _WI·de I·ange of m1htary
.
.
1
d
sign
or
design-fromprocessors without cost Y re_ e .
. .
th
scratch efforts. It has proven Itself 111 s_ervice for bo
the U.S. Navy and the Royal Canadian Navy. R_Dh
281 is based on the commercial IBM 1311, w~Ic,
was militarized and altered using the corporatiOns
new Military Solid Logic Technolo~y (~SLT).
. . . f or mark e ting ' engll1eerll1a0 d and·
Overall responsibility
1
1 e rests with the. Fe era
construction of the M I.l F"l
"th
Systems Division's Federal Systems Center 111 Gai ersburg, Maryland.

SYSTEMS

SA TURN INSTRUMENT UNIT
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division

DACOR (DATA CORRECTION) FORWARD
ERROR CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division

Remarks
The Instrument Unit (IU)-the 3-foot high " nerve
center" staae of Saturn-was designed at NASA's
Marshall S1~ace Flight Center and is assembled at
Huntsville, Alabama, by IBM Federal Systems Division. Each Uprated Saturn I and S.atu~ V has one of
these aluminum rings 21.7 feet m diameter. More
than 60 electrical and elecb·onic units are integrated
\v ithin each IU to provide th e vehicle with guidance,
navigation, control and data h~n.d~ng systems. IBM
has system integration responstbtbty for the Saturn
IUs includina fabrication , assembly, checkout and
latmch suppo~t. IBM also builds the on-board computer and the data adaptor. During a mission, the IU's
sensitive instnm1ents process millions of bits .of data
every few minutes, and its guidance system measures
acceleration and vehicle attitude 25 times a second.
It determines velocity and position every second,
then calculates and issues steering commands to keep
Saturn on course. The IU samples 200 sensors that
measure environment and systems performance, tests
sound levels, temperatures, press~res and vibration
levels more than 7,000 times a mmute, and records
and relays fliaht information to grotmd stations. Before launch the IU aids in countdown checkout. Under blockh~use control, the onboard IBM computer
checks itself and the Saturn vehicle. It tests S\Yitch
selectors in each stage, and orders first. stage engines
to gimbal for visual observa~io~ ..Once m earth orbit,
the IU commands engine re-tgrution to put Apollo on
a correct ltmar trajectory. When on course, it stabilizes the stage for the turnaround and docking
maneuver.

Remarks
IBM Federal Systems Division's Engineering Laboratory has developed a communications device called
DACOR (DAta CORrection) that promises to greatly
advance means of controlling errors in digital data
transmissions. The device applies advanced polynominal coding techniques-complex algebraic formulasfor encoding and decoding to provide error correction capability. Information is encoded before transmission in a way that allows it to be decoded at the
receiver into its proper form, even if errors have occurred during transmission. Thus, information sent by
a data source which becomes garbled during transmission does not have to be retransmitted. The
equipment has _broad communications applications.
vVhile other methods of error control-error detection and error detection and retransmission-provide
no means for correcting transmission errors at reception, forward error correction provides for transmitting information with no delay in the data source,
and with only a fixed, fraction-of-a-second decoding
delay. The DACOR system has a special decoding
capability in its receiver called adaptive decoding
which allows the decoder to determine whether clustered errors or random errors have occurred in an incorrect message and to adapt its correction process
to the type of error pattern that is present. The type
of error patterns to be corrected are decided beforehand and a code is chosen to distinguish these patterns. When a message is received without the proper code structure the decoder determines which error pattern has occurred.
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SYSTEMS

ADAPTIVE MICROPROGRAMMED CONTROL
SYSTEMS
OPERATIONAL DATA LOGGER SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division

Prime Contractor: International Business Machines
Corporation, Federal Systems Division

Remarks
IBM Adaptive Microprogrammed Control Systems
(AMCS) are designed to do a wide variety of control
functions ; for example, telemetry data preprocessing;
commw1ications processing; display driving, signal
processing; and data acquisition and feedback control. AMCS consist of standard equipment modules.
They can be assembled for numerous control applications without being redesigned and redeveloped.
That flexibility is made possible by microprograms
written for each application. High data throughput
rates, repetitive processing, real-time on-line operation and multiple sources of input and output data
characterize control applications readily microprogrammed for AMCS. AMCS handles a 16-bit data flow
with storage controls and a simple arithmetic tmit
controlled by a microprogram. Storage is expandable
depending on application requirements. There are 5
major units in the system: the data flow , a set of electronic gates and registers that regulate the flow of
data between memory and other AMCS units; the
main storage, with a 1.0 microsecond read-write cycle time and a capacity for up to- 64,000 words of 16
bits each; the multiplex bus, which addresses up to
256 external devices and allows parallel transfer of
16 bits; the function unit, which performs the particular functions required of the system; and the readonly storage, where the microprogram controlling
the system is stored.

Remarks
The Operational Data Logger (ODL) system was developed for NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center at
Greenbelt, Maryland. It records and plays back highspeed data transmissions between the Goddard Real
Time System computers and communications processor computers. The ODL consists of 2 units: the Data
Logger Unit (DLU), a specially designed data handling device for the ODL and the interface to the
computers; and Dual IBM 2402 Model 4 Phase Encoded Dual Tape Drives. The DLU records and plays
back data from any one of 9 computer channel interfaces. Data is transferred in serial mode, formatted in
variable message lengths, at rates of 40.8 or 81.6 kilobits a second. Selection of computer channel interface is controlled at the DLU or at a remote operators' console. Data messages transferred between the
computer systems and the ODL are buffered and reformatted in the DLU. An 8,000, 18 bits per word
memory is contained in the DLU. It stores data
blocks to be written on or read from the dual tape
drive units. The DLU contains logic for generation of
control data and interface signals to operate the tape
drives. When the tape reel capacity is exceeded in
the first tape drive, the second automatically takes
over to permit continuous recording and playback of
data. Each tape reel can store up to 100 minutes of
data transmission, at 40.8 kilobits per second.
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SYSTEMS

DME RADIAL GROUND SPEED INDICATOR
Prime Contractor: ITT Avionics a Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
Remarks

Th~ AIN-150A DME Radial Ground Speed Indicator
d~signed by ITT A vion.ics Division continuously
displays a jet aircraft's grotmd speed, time and distance . to destination . The instrument is being develop~d 111 a~cordance with specifications established by
~mted Au· Lines, which ordered the instrument for
~s fleet o~ Boeing 737 twin-jet aircraft, scheduled. to
e operahonal in 1968. The indicator reduces crew
workload and requires no additional space on the instnm1
DME en t panel because it replaces the conventional
.
(~listance measuring equipment) indicator
wh~h displays nautical miles from a Vortac, Tacan
or ME ground beacon ITT Avionics' new instruJne1d1t feliminates wind-c~mputation errors and the
nee
·
·
ft ' s es.
dor slide -ru1e computatiOn
o f th e aucra
tnn~te time of arrival The indicator enables pilots
~ 0 ~ern~ine their best. cruising altitude by monitormg
e mstrun1ent for an increase or decrease in
rot~d speed at different altitudes. The indicator can
e _mstalled in a few minutes on any aircraft
equ!PP. eel to accommodate an ARINC-type DME or
m1..1Itary-ty·
p e T acan without c h anges m
· th e aucr
· aft
·
;Iu~g. The indicator presents no additional load to
e dME
. or Tacan equipment over that required for
. eli cator.
a stan ard DME m
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SATELUTE COMMUNICATION
EARTH TERMINAL
Prime Contractor: ITT Defense Communications, a
Division of International Telephone and Telegraph
Corporation
Remarks
This satellite commtmication earth terminal is situated on Grand Canary Island, Canary Islands, and
was built by ITT Defense Commmtications Division
for Compania Telefonica Nacional de Espana, the
national telephone company of Spain. Under a
leasing agreement with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration the terminal is providing highquality telephone and teletype communication services in conjm1ction with spacecraft missions. The
terminal features dual automatic-tracking 42-foot-diameter antennas, ultra low-noise receiving equipment
and high-power transmitters. The terminal is scheduled to send and receive tracking-network commtmications via the Intelsat II series satellite for the Apollo hmar exploration mission.

SYSTEMS

PORTABLE AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION
TRACKER
Prime Contractor: ITTFL-Aerospace, a Division of
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
PRECISION DIGITAL TACAN TRANSCEIVER
Prime Contractor: ITT Avionics, a Division of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
Remarks
Microelectronic preclSlon digital Tacan (tactical air
navigation) transceiver AN/ ARN-74(V) designed and
developed by ITT Avionics Division uses solid-state
digital circuitry wherever possible and is virtually
free of moving mechanical parts. Distinct advantages
ensuing from the design are increased destinationsearching time, high accuracy, self-test and automatic
fault detection. ITT Avionics has been awarded a
multi-million dollar contract by the Air Force to
build AN/ ARN-74(V) Tacan sets for the F-lll
aircraft.

Remarks
The Portable Automatic Calibration Tracker (PACT)
system was developed for the National Aeronau_tics
and Space Administration's Go?dard Space Fhg~t
Center to calibrate Space Trackmg and Data Acqmsition Network (ST-ADAN) antennas. The system comprises an electro-optical sensor and X-Y mount assembly, and subsystems for mount control, data p~o
cessing, display and printout. A 4,500-watt. quartz IOdine light source supplied with the system IS mounted
concentrically with a radar beacon ~ntenna o~ a
calibration aircraft. Simultaneous trackmg of optical
and radio-frequency targets by PACT and a STADAN antenna facilitates calibration of antenna
pointing angles. Manual control is exercised du~ing
target acquisition; after the target has been acqmred
the system tracks automatically.

SYSTEMS

GROUND CONTROL
APPROACH QUADRADAR
Prime Contractor: ITT Gilfillan Inc., International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation
Remarks

AN!SPS-48 3-DIMENSIONAL RADAR

~rime Contractor: ITT Gilfillan ~c., International
elephone and Telegraph Corporation
Remarks
The AN;sps_ 48 is a long-range 3-dimensional sear~h
radar designed for shipboard use. Operating as an au
defense and taraet designation radar, the srstem us~s
techniques of fr~quency scanning and multip~e peh~cill
b eam radi t"
"de long-ranae detectiOn, 1g 1
a IOn to prov1
o
h
d
data rate and full volumetric coverage. T e ra ar
Was specificall develo ed by ITT Gilfillan _for U.S.
~avy guided ~issile d!troyers, frigatesi/misers, atack carriers and amphibious force flags Ips.

The Quadradar is a complete 4 in 1 grotmd control
approach radar which provides precision approach,
surveillance, height finding and taxi radar coverage
for air traffic control. On final approach the ITT Gilfillan Quadradar presents to the operator the range,
bearing and altitude of all aircraft within 40 miles.
The data is used to keep the pilots on optimum
courseline and glidepath to touchdown. The Quadradar provides 360 degrees surveillance coverage to
the 40-mile range, permitting the operator to control
terminal traffic while establishing final approach patterns. Accurate altitude information on any aircraft
up to 50,000 feet makes the Quadradar's heightfinding system a valuable aid to complete air traffic
control. The Quadradar's taxi coverage provides surface surv.e jllance permitting an expanded view of aircraft or other objects on the runway.

SYSTEMS

AN/USQ-28 AERIAL SURVEYING AND
MAPPING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrum ent Corpora tion
Remarks
The AN I USQ-28 is the first of a new class of advanced airborne elt:!c tronic photog raphy systems th at
completely integ rates aerial surveying and photomapping techniqu es with computer control. The system includes mapping cameras of advanced design
which, with their support equipment, are located in
a pressurized compartment in the bottom of the forward section of th e fuselage. Above this compartment is the Navigator's Station with an extremely accurate Navigator's Viewfinder and the controls for
the Inertial Refe rence Unit. The other subsystems,
which include the Photographer's Station with Console and Viewfinder, the Shiran Operator's Station
and related equipment, the Terrain Profile Recorder
Console and the Digital Computer are located amidships and aft in the aircraft. These subsystems are
integrated to provide the fastest and most accmate
means available to obtain raw geodetic and photomapping data. The AN/USQ-28 system is capable of
mapping 30,006 to 40,000 square miles a clay and
will collect data on the location, altitude and angle
at which the photographs were taken. The program
is directed by the Aeronautical Systems Division,
USAF, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, and will be
installed in Boeing RC-135A transport/ reconnaissance
aircraft. Kollsman has delivered a prototype system
and 3 production models. Flight testing at Boeing and
the first phase of Category II at Wright-Patterson AFB
have been completed. The second phase of Category
II is tmder way at Forbes AFB, Kansas, home of the
1370th Photo Mapping Wing.

FLITE-PATH DISPLAY
Prime Contractor: Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics
Corporation
Remarks
Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation has developed a revolutionary new aircraft instrumentation system for light aircraft named the Kaiser Flite-Path Display. It is an electronic system that integrates data from
many of the currently-used standard instruments and
converts it into a TV picture that can be scanned by the
pilot as though he were flying in visual contact with the
real world. Instead of the "black ball" artificial horizon
in present use, the pilot sees in his TV -type picture a
realistic portrayal of a light sky, dark ground with small
symbols that represent earth features, and a highway
that diminishes in perspective toward the horizon. The
earth-feature symbols first appear as small fields on the
horizon and increase in size as they move down the TV
screen so the pilot feels he is moving over the earth below. In a tum, the symbols move sideways, giving the
real-world impression that the landmarks remain stationary and the aircraft is turning away. The "highway
in the sky," is superimposed over the basic display and
directs the pilot' to his destination. The path is positioned by information that has been processed from radios, gyro compass and an altitude sensor.
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SYSTEMS

VERTICAL SCALE FLIGHT INSTRUMENT
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Kollsman lnstmment Corporation
CENTRAL AIR DATA COMPUTER SYSTEM

Remarks
The Vertical Scale Flight Instrument Systems produced for the Air Force C-141 StarLifter, include altitude and vertical speed indicators, airspeed-mach
nwnber indicators, angle of attack indicators and related electronic components. These provide input information which is presented as direct readings on
graduated moving tapes. The tapes are read relative
to a common center reference line, instead of the
conventional circular dial instmment presentation.
The vertical scale design presents altitude, vertical
speed, air speed, Mach mm1ber, angle of attack, command fwlctions and barometric pressure on a single
horizontal reference line, allowing the pilot to read
them at a glance and make interpretations much
more swiftly. Another advantageous feahue of the
new design is the use of larger nw11erals, which heretofore has been prohibited by the restricted area of
dial-type indicators. Use of tape also allows more intermediate graduations and, in some instances, .nonlinear graduations for even higher accuracy. Command parameter ftmctions can easily be displayed by
vertical scale indicators, eliminating the need to retain such values mentally. The command marker is
positioned to the desired value on the moving tape
scale and " rides" the scale to the center reference
line. For most aircraft parameters, this action allows
the pilot to fly the command marker to the center
reference line. Setting of a command parameter can
be done either from a front panel slewing switch or
automatically by an external command signal, depending upon the position of an internal mode relay.

Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrument Corporation
Remarks
The Air Data Computer, in production for the
Boeing 737, was developed to meet the requirements
of commercial jet transports for an acctuate, modular
computing system. It operates with proven electrom e chanical and pneumatic computing elements. The
d esig n of the system is completely modular in construction to provide maximtml configuration flexibility . The design of the basic computer is not affected
b y the configuration selected to meet the individual
airline requirements. The basic computation provides
the autopilot with altitude and airspeed from pneumatic inputs of static pressure and total pressure. Information modules can be converted to provide altitude , altitude hold and altitude rate outputs to panel
indicators, autopilots, cabin presstuization systems
and the automatic altitude reporting system. The
computer can also be converted to provide airspeed
and airspeed hold outputs. The addition of a Mach
module and other conversions will provide Mach
number outputs, static source error correction of altitude and airspeed, and the generation and transmission of true airspeed, saturated air temperature,
Mach trim signals and other values. The computations are performed with Kollsman transducers that
use basic altihtde and airspeed mechanisms. The system is mechanically calibrated to eliminate any
possibility of changes in accuracy or repeatability
caused by aging or temperahtre changes.
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SYSTEMS

RADAR METEOROLOGICAL SET AN / FPS-77(V)
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Data and Controls Division

GODDARD EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
Prime Contractor: Kollsman Instrument Corporation

Remarks
The purpose of th e Radar Meteo rological Set is to
display and record the vertical and horizontal cross
section of weather phenomena, such as storms, fronts ,
and precipitation. Accomplishment of this is based on
the principle that RF energy radiated into space by
the radar set is reflected by weather phenomena in
varying amounts, depending on the composition of
the phenomena. The rehm1 signals are processed and
displayed on cathode ray tubes, which provide true
range, height, and azimuth bearing information. A
permanent record of the weather information is
made by photographing the cathode ray tube displays with a Polaroid camera. The Radar Meteorological Set consists of a Receiver-Transmitter, a n Antenna, an Operating Console and a Remote Indicator.
Its operating characteristics are as follows: maximum
range 200 nautical miles, PRF-324PPS which can be
synchronized to other radars in the range of
186-324PPS, frequ ency 5450-5650 MHZ, power 250
kilowatts (pulse), receiver noise figure 9.5 decibels
maximum. The operating console (shown) is the heart
of the Radar Meteorological Set and contains the 3
main displays and provides all the necessary operating voltages. The upper part of the co11sole houses
the RHI and AIR scopes; the center portion houses
the amplifier-detector, the PPI scope, and the reference signal generator. More than 100 Radar
Meteorological Sets have been delivered to the U.S.
Air Force to be used as an integral part of the 433L
Weather Observation and Forecasting System .

Remarks
The Goddard Experiment Package is a scientific experiment for the second Orbiting Astronomical Observatory. The Experiment Package consists of a 38inch spectrophotometric telescope and its associated
electromechanical control and data handling equipment. The mission of the GEP is to measure the ultraviolet radiation intensity of many selected stars.
Star data that is acquired is arranged by the GEP
into a form acceptable to the OAO Spacecraft. The
spacecraft stores the data and, upon interrogation
from a ground station, transmits the data to the
ground station. In addition to data transmission, the
spacecraft provides a stable platform that can be
commanded to orient the experiment as required,
supplies power to the experiment, and provides a system for radio communication with the experiment.
The telescope, the spectrometer, the mechanism, the
detectors, the fine guidance and associated equipment
are. all contained on or within the optical structure.
Th1s assemblage is 40 inches in diameter and 112
inches in length and weighs 860 pounds. The data accumulators, the digital status-data circuits, and the
control electronics are all contained within the Digital Bay Rack. This assembly is housed in Bay E4 of
the spacecraft. Its volume is approximately 1 cubic
foot and it weighs 40 pounds. A second external unit,
the Analog Bay Rack, is housed in Bay E5 of the
spacecraft. It is approximately 1 cubic foot in size
and weighs 55 pounds.
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SYSTEMS

TELEMETRY STATION
Prime Contractor: Lear Sieg le r, Inc. , Electronic Instrum entation Di vision
Remarks
The t) pical station consists of 4 TDM Ty pe I Stations, 2 TDM Ty pe III Stations one Test Station for
c heckin g out th e T ype I a nd T ·pe III Stations one
TOM Ty pe II Station with related TOM T est nit,
Dig ital-to-Analog Conversion System, Data Correction Unit, Computer Formatter, and Analog and Dig ital Displays such as bargraphs, oscillographs, and
pen recorders. The TDM Stations receive input signals from the receivers and tape recorders, and arrange the resulting data in a common language format. The common language format consists basically
of the data words in parallel broadside form , identification codes for the words, and related sync information. This common language output is applied to
the Digital-to-Analog Conversion System for subsequent visual display, and to the Data Correction unit
prior to being formatted on the computer tape by
the Computer Formatter. The Type I Stations, the
Type III Stations and the Test Station, all of which
are manufactured by LSI!EID, form a complete operational decommutation system. Each Type I Sta1 tion is capable of receiving PCM, PAM, PDM, or
FM data. A centralized core memory contained in
the Type I Stations permits rapid changing of the
station logic configurations for handling different input formats. The Type II Stations accept PAM,
PDM, or FM data with format programming. The
operational readiness of the 4 Ty pe I and 2 Type III
Stations is easily and automatically evaluated by the
single Test Station. Complete diagnostic routines are
generated to check all critical parameters of each
Station under · test.

FUEL COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc ., Instrument
Division
Remarks
LSI's Model 6355A Fuel Computer has been developed tmder contract to the Aeronautical Systems
Division, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. The Fuel
Computer accepts fuel flow input signals and computes fuel remaining and flight time remaining. \ Vith
the Fuel Computer in his panel, the pilot gets continuous, direct reading assessments of his fuel and time
situation. A warning light comes on at 3 minutes
from break off. Then he 's told when to go home by a
flashing " Bingo Fuel" light. Freed of critical mental
calculations tmder stress, pilot capability is extended
appreciably. Fuel remaining is continuously computed from concurrent rates of flow , accurately, within
one percent. Time remaining and time to go are realtime computations precise within plus or minus 10
seconds. The conventional fuel quantity indicating
system is constantly monitored by the computer and
the pilot warned when discrepancies exceed plus or
minus 6 percent. The Fuel Computer was designed
primarily for aircraft with high fuel consumption,
such as high performance tactical fighter bombers
with afterburners.
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SYSTEMS

VARIABLE SPEED CONSTANT FREQUENCY
SYSTEM (VSCF)
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc. , Power Equipment Division
Remarks
The Variable Speed Constant Frequency (VSCF) system is a new electrical generating system which
eliminates the hydromechanical constant-speed drive
and directly reduces operating costs substantially as
compared to advance design CSDs presentl y in operation. The VSCF system is composed of 4 components in standard ARlNC packages. The frequency
converter control tmit and filter (shown) are completely solid state leaving the generator's rotor as the
only moving (rotating) component. The type of generator used in the VSCF system is an oil-cooled
brushless rotating rectifier machine with a rated lineto-line voltage at 162 to 184 volts or 324 to 368
volts, depending on whether a low voltage or high
voltage system is selected for the aircraft installation.
The type of system selected is primarily dependent
upon the length of the generator feeders to th_e frequency converter. The frequency converter IS the
heart of the VSCF system. It receives the various frequencies and electronically changes them to a selected single frequency which can be precisely slaved to
any reference, such as a crystal oscillator. The LSI
VSCF system offers many technological advantages
over constant-speed drive systems. The relatively few
moving parts help increase reliability and lower operating costs. The use of integrated circuits results in
smaller and lighter components. Freque_nt ins~ections
are not required and a lower skill level IS reqmred_ for
maintenance, due to this simplicity of the electncal
design. By the nature of the components, VSCF also
demonstrates flexibility in packaging of equipment.

DC CONTROL PANEL
Prime Contractor: Lear Siegler, Inc., Power Equipment Division
Remarks
This DC Control Panel makes unusual use of integrated circuits and incorporates all features possible
for a 28 volt DC system in one extremely compact
panel. The unit includes a solid state voltage regulator which provides fast response (1 millisecond) and
high reliability (30,000 hours mean time between
failures). The unit also offers overvoltage protection,
overexcitation protection, ground fault protection,
reverse current protection, generator polarity reversal protection, equalizer relay and accurate load division. The control panel has many advantages over its
predecessor. The unit is 9 pounds lighter, substantially smaller, can regulate over wider current load
range, allows closer regulation, and has a much faster
response time. Through this new design, LSI!PED
gives greater reliability to aircraft using DC electric
power systems.
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SYSTEMS

ASTRONAUT MANEU\ ERING

NIT

Prim e Co ntractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
The \stronaut Maneuvering Unit is a back pack device designed to p e rmit an astronaut to leave his orbiting capsule and perform useful tasks in space,
looking toward tJ1 e clay whe n man will assemble and
service spacecraft in orbit, transfer from vehicle to
vehicle or move equipment. The AMU equips the
pressure-suited astron~ut with a complete propulsion
svstem for maneuvenng, an automatic stabilization
system , 2-way communications, plus oxygen: pressme
and temperature systems. The 160-pound pack has
sufficient oxygen for nearly 2 hours of operatlm1 outside the parent spacecraft. The astronaut maneuvers
and travels by ope rating controls loc~t~ cl on 2 arms
extending for~ard of ~e p~ok. The pack has 12 hydrogen peroxide reaction Jets, 4 firing forward, 4
rearward, 2 up and 2 clown. Scheduled for fliaht in
the Gemini program as part of Air' Force Expeii'ment
D-12, its use was prevented 01 the Gemini 9 fliaht
when the extravehicular a~tl'onaut's helmet vi~or
fogged before he cotlld dqn the pack. The experiment was cancelled on G~n1ini 12 when extravehictilar difficulties encountered durina the Gemini 10
flight (not involvin~ the AMU) indicated a need to
return to more basic EVA experimentation. Studies
are continuing toward possible use of the AMU or
similar units on future space flights.

SPACE ENVIRONMENT SIMULATOR
Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
This cylindrical simulator, 12 feet in diameter and II
feet deep, permits testing of space equipment and
vehicles at extreme heat and cold to simtilate actual
space flight. It can simulate orbital altitude up ~o ~00
miles, space thermal radiation levels, solar radiatiOn,
intensity and spectral distribution and orbital motion
relative to the "sun." Gemini and Apollo astronauts'
space suits have been tested . in this simulator under
heat and cold conditions. Liquid nitrogen flowed
throuah coils permits tests at as low as minus 320 degrees bFahrenheit. Twenty xenon-mercury high-pressure lan1ps =gf 2,500 watts each permit solar simulation temperatures.
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SYSTEMS

MANEUVERING WORK PLATFORM AND
SPACE TAXI
Prime Contractor: LTV Ae rospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
Two advanced extravehicular units, which could ope rate from a spacecraft to perform construction,
maintenance, and servicing tasks at orbital worksites,
have been designed by LTV Aerospace Corporation's
Missiles and Space Division. The company p e rformed
conce ptual design work and constructed full-scale
mockups under contract to NASA 's Marshall Space
Flight Center. T~e Maneu;.ering Work Platform
(shown) or MWP IS ar: open space-going tool shop"
with which a space-swted astronaut could maneuver
trave l to a structure and a?chor to the worksite b;
m ean s of extendabl~ .dockmg and anchoring g rapplers. The Space } 'axi I~ completely enclosed, permitting "shirtsleev~ envuo~ment , and has remotelycontrolled mampula·t~rs m .addition to anchoring
grapplers. Ea~h vehi.c~e ~as Its own propulsion system, automatic stab1hzat10n s~ste.m, power supply,
life support system, commumcatwns, displays and
other equipment to ope.rate independent of the parent spacecraft. "0e basic work platform is designed
to carry some 21o P?unds of hand tools, maintenance
e quipment, diagnostic equipment and spares onboard
plus an external supply of expendables weighing u~
to 200 pounds. Ho;;ever, by using modules such as a
tanl§er section or a truck bed" it could accommodate
far greater loads. The ?race Taxi could carry nearly
400 pounds of such eqwpment onboard, plus some 800
pounds of expendables mounted externally. Each would
be propelled and maneuvered by 24 hydrazine-powered
jets. The work platfor.m can be extended to accept a
variety of mod.ules, ~eluding a variable geometry
cargo frame which can be assembled in space without
tools from interchangeable aluminum tubing sections.

AGIL I AND AGIL II
or LTV Electrosystems, Inc., A SubContrac t .
h I
.
p nme
.
Temco-Voug t, nc.
sidiary of LmgRemarks
G neral Illumination Light set (A GIL)
The Airborn:d :nd produced for the Air Force by
was develop
t- ms Inc. Greenville, Texas. Mounted
osys e '
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MANNED AEROSPACE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
AIRBORNE BATTLEFIELD COMMAND AND
CONTROL CENTER (ABCCC)
Prime Contractor: LTV Electrosystems, Inc. , A Subsicliary of Ling -Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
The Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center (ABCCC), developed and produced for the Air
Force by LTV Electrosy stems, Inc. , at its Greenville
(Texas) Division, was prototype tested in Vietnam
and later produced in fleet quantities. ABCCC enables battlefield commanders to clirect land, sea and
air forces in a combat area while airbome in a C-130
aircraft or on the ground in a strategic area. Housed
in a van \Vhich exactly fills the cargo compartment of
a C-130, ABCCC uses aircraft power and antennas
installed in aircraft structure while airborne. In 2
hours, ABCCC can be removed from the aircraft and
operate from a standard power cart, using its own
antennas. The van is completely self-contained and is
mounted on retractable wheels. It is equipped with a
visual situation display and has complete communications links in HF, UHF and VHF, with 14 operating
stations (photo), each provided with a hinged writing
surface and a pedestal console equipped for fingertip
selection of any of 4 transceivers in the 20-transceiver bank.

Prime Contractor: LTV Aerospace Corporation, A
Subsidiary of Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.
Remarks
The manned aerospace flight simulator enables an astronaut to make realistic orbital, ltmar and interplanetary " flights ," view the movement of his vehicle in
" space" and experience problems and stresses like
those an actual space vehicle would encotmter-all
while remaining safely on earth. Developed by LTV
Aerospace Corp., the simulator has been employ ed by
the U.S. astronauts to practice abort lw1ar landings and
other space missions. Together with its computer facility, the simulator represents a value of more than
$2,000,000. The simulator consists of a single-place
gondola with a complete set of working controls, i.nstiuments and visual aids tied into a huge bank of
computers, making possible all types of aerospace
missions. The simulator is mounted on a pivoted yoke
permitting pitch, yaw and roll movements. Sm·rotu1dina the gondola is a 20-foot fiberglass sphere on
which p~·ojections of earth, hmar and star field views
can be seen. A laraer Dynamic Crew Procedures
Simulator based on the flight simulator's design was
developed by the company for the Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston. The latter has a 40-foot-diameter projection sphere and accommodates a fullscale Apollo capsule.

SYSTEMS

EJECTABLE RECORDING SYSTEM
AIRBORNE DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor:
Company

Lockheed

Aircraft

Prime Contractor:
Company

Service

Lockheed

Aircraft

Service

Remarks
Lockheed Aircraft Service Company has installed the
Lockheed Ejectable Recording System in the Military
Airlift Command fleet of 42 C-133 aircraft. The system retains a 15-hour, continuous reco rd of critical
aircraft engine and system operations. A 4-channel
voice recorder also retains a 30-minute closed loop
tape record of all cockpit area and pilot to crew conversation. A crash position indicator beacon, also
housed in a single airborne recorder package, signals
location of the aircraft in event of an accident. The
airborne recorder package slides into the tail of the
C-133 transport aircraft as a small file drawer slides
into a filing cabinet. The recording system will withstand fire and shock associated with a land accident.
In the event of accident over water, it is automatically ejected from the aircraft upon submersion. The recorder package floats and its beacon serves as a homing target for recovery.

Remarks
The aerospace industry's first automatic airborne data
acquisition system (ADAS) was developed and manufactured by Lockheed Aircraft Service Company in
1966. First units were delivered to Trans World Airlines for its fleet of DC-9 jet transports. The DC-9 installation, monitoring 50 separate parameters of engine information, marked the first fleetwide application of automatic airborne data collection to provide
a daily "health report" on aircraft engines and systems. ADAS is designed to reduce DC-9 cockpit paper work by automatically recording data reflecting
the state of performance of all monitored components. Recorded on punched paper tape, data is
transmitted by teletype to the airline's overhaul base
at Kansas City, Missouri, where rapid computer analysis and printout permits quick and accurate diagnosis of maintenance requirements.
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SYSTEMS

RADA (RANDOM ACCESS DISCRETE
ADDRESS)

VISUAL APPROACH PATH I NDICATOR

Prime Contractor:
Orlando

Prim e Contrac tor: L ockh eed Industri al Products

Martin

Marietta

Corporation,

Remarks
Remarks
In advanced status, RADA is a project directed toward phase development of a dial telephone system
with the mobility of the vehicular radio in battlefield
commw1ications. Under project management of
Army .Materiel Command, RADA is envisioned as
being able to handle voice, teletype, facsimile, and
data transmission vvitllln an Army combat division
without use of heavy, fixed, switching centers or the
time-conswning and dangerous laying of wire during
battle. RADA would provide for priority service
among selected subscribers, conference calls, and
area warning. It would provide complete privacy of
communication between sender and receiver. Intended to be extremely portable and adaptable to all
military vehicles, RADA is a radio system in which
simultaneous transmissions could occur within a common frequency band without mutual interference. The
subscriber set (photo), which has the features of a
portable touch-tone telephone automatically selects
an available frequency within the allotted band and
broadcasts the address of the called party. Distant
subscribers are reached automatically through range
extension units.

Lockheed Industrial Products in Atlanta is the manufacturing facility for t11e Lockheed-Georgia Company
in certain fields of ground support equipment for its
aircraft and for cargo loading S) stem s applicable to
rail , air and sea transporta tion. LIP has introduced
the Mark II Visual Approach Path Indicator, an optical
device which enables private pilots to make precision
approaches and landings. Employing a tri-colored
beam of amber ' 0
crreen and reel ' the pilot c::m tell his
relative angle of approach to the air strip by straightline sight. Amber means he is too high, reel too low,
and tl1e green light is the safety zone for a smootl1
and safe landincr
o·
Specifications
:Veight 35 pounds, tmit size 21 by 21 inches, 71;2
mches high, 3 power sources through a transformer,
110, 220 and 6 volts. Light is a 35-watt high intensity
reflector bulb, which consumes 1 I 400 kilowatts per
hour. Cast aluminum dome protects against ground
equipment.
Performance
Visibility 12 miles at night.
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SYSTEMS

LUNAR MISSION SIMULATOR
Prim e Contractor:
Baltimore

SNAP-9A RADIOISOTOPE
THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR
Prime Contractor:
Baltimore

Martin

Marietta

Corporation,

Remarks
Two SNAP-9A radioisotope thermoelectric generators are in orbit aboard Navy navigation satellites (in
photo, SNAP-9A is finned cylinder). The one
launched in September 196.3, was the first all-nuclear
power system to be used on a satellite. The second is
part of a 3-satellite navigational system for fleet units.
It is the only one in the system to be atom-powered. The others are powered by solar cells.
Specifications
Finned cylinder shape, 20 inches in diameter, 9 1/z
inches high; SNAP-9A fueled with plutonium-2.38, 25
pounds.
.
Method of Operation
The generator has no moving parts. The spontaneous
d ecay of the plutonium generates heat in the containment block surrounding it. The heat is transformed directly into electrical energy by a series of
the rmoelectric elements.
·

Martin

Marietta

Co rporation ,

Remarks
The lunar mission simulator is designed to acc urately
forecast pilot p erfo rmanc e a nd re liability fo r Apollo
space missions and other missions of eq ua l or longer
duration having similar tasks. Unde r a NASA study
contract, real-time , simu lated flights were " flown " by
.3-man crews from the Air Force 's Aerospace Research Pilots Schoo l, Edwards AFB, California. Each
crew spent 7 clays on the simulated round trip to the
moon following .5 weeks of classroom work, physical
conditioning and simulator training. The Apollo mission was chosen for the studies because it represented
a system already well defined and requiring a va riety
of tasks to be performed by the pilots. Major elements of the simulator include a full-s<.:ale Apollo
spacecraft, incorporating much the same configuration
and instrumentation of the spacecraft that will be
used in the Apollo lunar landing program . Adding
realism to the simulator are visual out-the-window displays for the benefit of the space pilots, including a
huge shell-like parabolic screen measuring 24 feet in
diameter. It envelops the Apollo spacecraft in a field
of some 2,300 major stars and constellations projected
on its surface. The screen also is used to project a
view of the moon's surface in the lunar landing phase
of the missions. Included in the simulator complex is
an extensive group of analog computers, flight control
and monitoring decks, utilizing closed circuit TV and
other communications equipment in the spacecraft.
D ata collection equipment provides a continuous transmission of over .550 channels of flight data, a ll of it
used to help fly the missions and collect information
on the pilot's performance.

SYSTEMS

MINUTEMAN
ISOLATORS

LAUNCH

FACILITY

SHOCK

Prime Contractor: Menasco Manufacturing Company

BIRDiE (BATTERY INTEGRATION AND
RADAR DISPLAY EQUIPMENT)
Prime Contractor:
Orlando

Martin

Marietta

Corporation,

Remarks
BIRDiE is an electronic, semi-automatic air defense
coorclination and fire distribution system \Vhich
makes optimum use of electronics with human supervision imposed at critical points. BIRDiE provides effective air defense by automatic acceptance, generation , processing and distribution of pertinent target
data for guided missiles. It can also monitor and/or
direc t fire unit activity and can even operate autonomousl y if higher command inputs are interrupted.
One of its feah1res is that all functions of surveillance, entry, tracking, monitoring, and friendly protection are combined into a single situation display
console. BIRDiE is transistorized and transportable.
The system can be tailored to meet the size of the
defense battery requirements.
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Remarks
The Minuteman Latmch Control Center and Launch
Control Equipment Building are isolated from
gratmd shock by means of pendulum-mounted liquidspring shock isolators. This system is designed to isolate the relatively fragile launch control hardware
and operating personnel from the destructive grotmd
shocks that accompany nearby enemy weapon bmsts.
The shock isolators are designed to exhibit dual
spring rate characteristics and include integral damping means for enhanced stability. Also included in the
tmits is an electrical position stabilizing system, monitoring instn.unentation and servicing elements. The
liquid spring isolators offer a minimum voltm1e installation envelope when compared to equivalent pneumatic or mechanical springs. They require negligible
maintenance, and can accommodate a wide variation
in static load.
Specifications
Envelope 17 inches diameter by 166 inches length
(static model); weight 1,375 pounds.
Performance
Spring rate 350 pounds per inch for 31.75 inches; total stroke 45 inches; damping coefficient variable.

SYSTEMS

P-3 ORION LANDING GEAR SYSTEM

HAYSTACK 120-FOOT MICROWAVE
ANTENNA SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: Menasco Manufacturing Company

Prime Contractor: North American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
The P-3 Orion Landing Gear System is made up of
2 dual-wheeled retractable main landing gears and a
dual-wheeled retractable nose gear. The nose gear is
supplied with a sealed rack and pinion hydraulic
steering motor and control valve. Both the main and
nose gear make use of a folding drag brace and locking jury strut linkage system. Also included on all
gears is a ground sensing linkage interlock system to
prevent inadvertent retraction of the gears during
ground handling operations. Other items in the landing gear system include sensing switches, wheels,
brakes, lights, and required hydraulic lines and electrical bridles.

Remarks
The Haystack is the first of a new generation of ultrapowerful antenna systems whose purpose is to pioneer the development of techniques and equipment
for high-capacity satellite relay systems for worldwide communications. Built by North American for the
Air Force Systems Command, it is operated by scientists of MIT's Lincoln Laboratory at a hilltop site
near Tyngsboro, Massachusetts. The 680-ton apparatus is the most precise steerable instnunent of its
kind. Enclosed in a 150-foot high fiberglass and aluminum geodesic radome, the giant antenna is a radio telescope of unprecedented -high resolution and
sensitivity. It can also be used as a very long range
tracking and measuring radar, enabling scientists_ to
accurately locate a pea-sized object a thousand miles
out in space. Its 100,000 watt transmitter can be used
to communicate with space probes at a distance of
100,000,000 miles. The Haystack facility became
operational in 1965.

Specifications
Envelope; main landing gear length (trunnions to
ground) 72 inches, width between trunnions 41 inches;
nose landing gear length (trunnions to ground) 58
inches, width between trunnions 34 inches; weightsmain landing gear 1,400 pounds, nose landing gear
500 pounds, total per aircraft 3 ,300 pounds.
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SYSTEMS

MINUTEMAN II GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
SYSTEM
Prime Contrac to r: Autonetics Division , \eros pace
a nd Svste ms G roup , No rtJ1 American Rockwell
Co rporation
Remarks
Microelectronics is ilie key to major technical
improvements being incorporated in the fur
F o rce's ne w Minuteman II ICBM. The new equipm ent being furni shed by tJ1e Autone tics Di vision, associate contractor for g uidance, fu ght control and
g round checkout equipm ent, includes: an inertial
gu idance platform featuring use of p endulous integ rating gyro accelerometers and a new gyrocompass
azimuth assembly that provides backup to ilie primary optical reference; microelectronic airborne digital computer witJ1 expanded memory capacit) , functional capability, greater reliability and reduced size
and \-veight; liquid injection for more efficient Stage
II rocket motor flight control. Most of the fught control electronics have been incorporated into the " upstage" portion of the system, housed in tJ1e light\-ve ight magnesium/cork guidance body section. The
"downstage" portion includes an angular acceleromete r unit similar to iliat in Minuteman I , Staae
I and
b
III nozzle control w1Hs, 2 Stage II electro-hydraulic
control units, and all electrical cabling. Key element
in the missile 's N17 guidance system is the microelectronic computer iliat accepts information from sensing
instruments motmted on the inertial platform and
compares it with previously-stored information.
When course and speed deviations are noted, the
computer signals the flight control equipment, which
then directs rocket engine thrust toward the proper
trajectory. In pre-flight operational deployment, the
computer performs regular checks and reports on
missile flight readiness.

POLARIS SIDP'S INERTIAL NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS (SINS)
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division, Aerospace
and Systems Group,
Torth American Rockwell
Corporation
Remarks
Ship's Inertial Navigation Systems (SINS) enable
Navy Polaris submarines to navigate submerged for
long periods of time and to fix precisely their missilelatmching positions. This self-contained system basically consists of a digital computer, velocity meters
and an inertial platform stabilized b y gyroscopes. Automatically and accurately, SINS sense a ship's accelerations, measure them and provide results in the
fom1 of continuously available position information,
heading and velocity. Autonetics' first productionmodel SI TS were installed in 1959 aboard the
George \iVashington, the nation's first Polaris submarine. Under subsequent contracts, Autonetics became
SINS supplier for the balance of the Navy's 41-ship
Fleet Ballistic Missile force and iliose being built in
the United Kingdom for ilie Royal Navy. As Polaris
submarines retw·n for overhaul, ilieir early-model
SINS are being replaced with improved versions. The
Navy's last 12 Polaris submarines and those for the
British Royal Navy are equipped with 2 Mk-2
Mod-3 SINS. This model includes an additional gyro
iliat monitors and corrects ilie drift rates of other gyros to increase overall system accuracy. Other versions of the Autonetics' SINS are operational aboard
U.S. Navy attack submarines, 3 attack carriers (USS
Enterprise, USS Independence and USS Ranger) and
2 range tracking ships-the USS Twin Falls Victory
in the Eastern Test Range, and the USNS Range
Tracker in the Western Test Range.

SYSTEMS

REINS (RADAR EQUIPPED INERTIAL
NAVIGATION SYSTEM) AUTOMATIC
BOMBING NAVIGATION SYSTEM (AN-ASB-12)
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division , Aerospace
and Systems Group, North American Rockwell
Corporation
Remarks
F-105 / R14A MULTIMODE, MONOPULSE
RADAR
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Division , Aerospace
and Systems Group, No rth American Rockwell
Corporation

The AN-ASB-12 REINS provides the North American-built Navy Vigilante carri e r-based attack bomber
with precision guidance, all-weather terrain avoidance for low-altitude missions, air-to-ground ranging, and contour and ground mapping capabilities.
REINS target identification and automatic naviga tion
fre e the aircraft's pilot and navigator-bombardier for
concentration on the critical attack phases of the
mission. The system includes an inertial autonavigator, digital compute r , analog bombing computer, radar, television, wide-angle display projector and tie-in
equipment. Eastman Koda k Company and General
D ynamics/ Elec tronics, respectively, produced a nd
supplied the system's close d-loop TV and ra dar. Oth~r Autonetics' systems integrated into the Vigilante
mclude automatic fli g ht control electronics and the
shipboard automatic checkout equipment to monitor
performance and perform preflight, line and shop
maintenance. Release d for design in 1959, the first
REINS engineering model was produced 14 months
later. The first Navy squadrons of .REINS-equipped A5 Vigilantes were operationally deployed in Februa ry 196.3.

Remarks
Under subcontract from Republic Aviation Division ,
the Autonetics Division of North American Rockwell
Corporation, has produced the Rl4A multimocle, monopulse radar system now operationally deployed in F -105
Thuncle rchief fi ghter-bombers of the Air Force's Tactical Air Command. Integrated with missile-launching and air-data computers, bombing and gun-firing
systems, an optical sight and a stable platform , the
Rl4A radar makes the F-105 one of the most versatile of USAF aircraft. It performs all radar functions
on both low and high level missions and gives the F105 capability for air-to-air search and automatic
tracking, ground mapping, terrain avoidance, contour
mapping and air-to-ground ranging. Autonetics has
delivered almost 800 of these radar systems.

I
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SYSTEMS

HOUND DOG GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Autonetics Di vision, Aerospace
and Systems Group,
orth American Rockwell
Corporation
Remarks
Inertial brruidance and ffirrht
control systems produced
b
by Autonetics Division automatically guide th e airlaunched, operational Hound Dog air-to-ground
missile (AGM-28A/B) on a pre-selected path to its
targe t, including evasive action en route. Basic mission of the Hound Dorr
is to increase the capabilities
0
of the Straterric Air Command's intercontinental B-52
manned bon~ber. Launched from the high-flying B52, the Hound Dog can fl y lo'vv-level to escape radar,
or high up at supersonic speeds to avoid grotmd fire.
It can fl y a dog-leg evasive course to confuse enemy
defenses, then dive to its target to explode at any
programmed time. Finally, the Hound .Dog can act
as a front runner for the B-52 or deal Its own blow
on a primary target hundreds of miles from its airborne launch point. Hound Dog's G&C system allo~'S
new cruise altitudes or new targets to be piOgrammed after the B-52 is airborne, so that tar~et,
I·aunc h pmn
· t , t.I a1e
· ctory , flight pattern orH burstd height
D ,
orr
s
can be changed as nee d e d · A lso ' t11e _oun
o,
·
.
lement
the
B-o2
bombers
gmdance system can supp
navigation equipment.

ALOTS AIRBORNE LIGHTWEIGHT OPTICAL
TRACKING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks
Operational at the Eastern Test Range, the Northrop
Airborne Lightweight Optical Tracking System (ALOTS) was designed to provide precision photographic
coverage of missiles dm·ing the early latmch, stage
separation and reentry phases of flight. ALOTS is operated at an altitude of 40,000 feet to eliminate interf~r~nce fr~m cloud cover and other atmospheric conditions whiCh frequently inhibit grotmd based camera
systems. The Nortronics-developed ALOTS system
can photograph and resolve a 12-foot target at a distance of 200 miles. The heart of ALOTS , an integrate_d automatic tracking and photographic system,
was mstalled by Lockheed Aircraft Service in an external pod and mounted on the cargq door of a KC135A , (in photo). ALOTS was developed . b y Northrop s Nortronics Division.

I
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SYSTEMS

TEST EVALUATION AND
MONITORING SYSTEM

AIRBORNE COMPUTERS
Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks
Remarks

vVith orders for more than 200 airborne computers,
Northrop is today one of the largest producers ~f
such equipment in the United States. Northrop s
diversified family of low cost digital computers can
be tailored to meet specific needs. In 1967 Northrop's Nortronics Division achieved many accomplishments in the specialized computer field, including: (1) contract for airborne computers for the C-SA
inertial-Doppler navigation system; (2) contract for
computers for the_ C-SA Malftmction Analysis And
Recording (MADAR) system; (3) completion of acceptance tests for the NDC-1050A computer conducted by the Air Force at Holloman AFB, New
Mexico, and the start of its integration into an Air
Force inertial navigation system for flight tests; (4)
introduction of NDC-1051 for aerospace uses; weighs
less than 30 patmds with all the computational capability of large data processing machines; (5) successful computer performance in series of flight tests on
the Northrop "suitcase navigator." Photo, the 56 integrated circuit assemblies in the Nortronics NDC1051 's conductively-cooled logic section.

The Navy's new Knox-class destroyer escorts, which
were scheduled for sea duty in 1968, will have the
fleet's fastest troubleshooter-an automatic check-out
system that will continually monitor sonar gear, firecontrol radar, and search radars, all crucial systems
for combat. The Test Evaluation and Monitoring System (TEAMS), developed and produced by Northrop
Corporation's Nortronics Division, will make a
checkout of the 4 sonar and radar sets aboard the
ASW ships in just 1% minutes. Northrop Nortronics
has a contract to supply 26 TEAMS for the 26 destroyer escorts scheduled to join the fleet in the next
three years. TEAMS is capable of monitoring up to
10 major systems on the 4 ,100-ton ships, but will be
used for the AN/SPS-10 sonar; the AN/SPC-53A firecontrol radar, and the AN/SPS-10 and AN/SPS-40
search radars. TEAMS automatically prints out test
data whenever it finds a fault in the set being tested.
It is programmed to spot marginal performance so
that preventive repairs can be made to keep the
equipment on the air-ready to respond at all times.
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SYSTEMS

MODEL-100 FILM VIEWER
C-5A INERTIAL NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation

Prime Contractor: Northrop Corporation
Remarks
The
U.S. Air Force C-5A , the world's laraest
.
b
mrcraft,
be the first carao
plane to use both
.
b
mertial and Doppler navigation systems. Northrop
~orp.oration 's Nortronics Division is developing the
mert1al-Doppler system under a contract awarded by
Lockheed-Georgia, a cUvision of Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation. Accuracy of the system will be better
than one nautical mile per hour. vVithout the use of
preflight ground equipment, the system will need
only 25 minutes to warm up and align itself in temperatures ranging from 65 degrees Fahrenheit to 160
d egrees Fahrenheit. The system includes the Northrop Floated Lightweight Inertial Platform (FLIP);
p~·imary and auxiliary digital computers; navigational
display and control panels; and Doppler radar, supplied by CPL. Combined memory capacity of the 2
Northrop computers in the system is 20,000 words.
Gyroscopes in the FLIP are also produced b y Northrop. Small enough to fit into an average coffee cup,
the gyros use ceramic gas bearings which increase
the accuracy and life of the gyroscopes.

'"'ill

Remarks
A film viewer which magnifies images up to 70 times
is being produced by Northrop's Nortronics Division
for precision interpretation and evaluation of film.
The Model-100 uses the Northrop 50-to-1 zoom lens
for continuous variable magnification between the 3
to 70 times ranges and provides closeup study of any
part of any frame. It can be used for reconnaissance
imagery analysis, field map evaluation and preparation, oceanographic aerial data evaluations, and photointerpretation training. Data on film rolls of all
types and up to 1,000 feet long, between 70 millimeters and 9llz inches wide can be accepted. Film
speeds in scanning mode can be controlled to ' less
than 1110 inch per second movement, and speeds in
the fast mode of up to 480 inches per second are possible. A 2,000 watt ttmgsten filament lamp source
and zoom condenser lenses keep the lens pupil completely filled throughout the magnification range.
Viewing screen is 30 b y 30 inches with directional
characteristics. The one-cabinet tmit is 8 feet long, 3
feet wide and 6 feet high. The dynamic range zoom
lense feah1res only one moving part.

SYSTEMS

INTEGRAL WEIGHT AND BALANCE SYSTEM
Pri~1 e

Contractor: Pneuma D ynamics Co rporati on,
Nat rona! \Vate r Lift Company Division

APOLLO EARTH LANDING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor·. N or th rop C orporation
Remarks
The Apollo landing system is bein .
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Remarks
The Integral \Veight and Balance System , designated
~I A.32H-8, is an e lectronic system which provides an
ms~antaneous visual reading of an airplane's g ross
weight and center of gravity during loading. Commonly know~1 as STOW (Syste m for Take-Off Weight),
the system IS presently being installed in all Lockheed C-1.30 Hercules cargo airp lanes in th e U.S .
Air Force. STOvV consists of strain gauge sensing elements mounted in the airplane landing gear and a
solid state electronic computer/display. During the
loading process the change in de flection of th e strain
gauge sensors results in changing electrical signals
which are fed to a computer mounted in a suitable
position in the airplane. Within the computer, the
sensor signals are amplified and summed to derive an
analog voltage for gross weight. The gross weight analog signal, along with the signal from the nose gear
sensor, are applied to the center of gravity computing channel within the computer. The resultant signal , together with the gross weight signal are converted to a decimal format by the indicators. Thus,
by merely pressing ~ button the loadmaste r can obtain an immediate reading of gross weight and center
of gravity. STOW is a guarantee against inadvertent
overload, wasteful underload, and dangerous center
of gravity conditions. The availability of accurate
weight information during loading permits better
center of gravity control resulting in better airp lane
performance with attendant reduction in fuel consumption. Turn-around time is greatly reduced by
quick determination of weight and balance. The
STOW system is accurate to within one percent under all normal operating conditions.

SYSTEMS

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products, ' i\Test Coast Division

SATURN GROUND COMP TER SYSTEM
Prim e Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
D e fe nse El e ctronic Products, \ Ves t Coast Division
Remarks
Th e Saturn Ground Computer S_·ste m is an on-line,
re al-tim e c omputer system utilized to perform automati c checkout and launch c ontrol functions for the
Saturn IB and Saturn V latmch vehicles. The input/
output capabilities are tailored to NASA needs on
the A pollo program . The RCA llOA SGCS is very
w ell-suite d to meet N ASA re quire ments for increased
automatic control, flexibilit_v , checkout capacity , accuracy , speed and re liability . This c omputer system is
the first process control machine to offer a bcreneral
purpose organization featurincr core memory and an
t
.
b
au omatic priority interrupt system for efficient multiprogramming. Unit consists of 19 to 20 cabinets in~luclin~ the following systems or subsystems: data
lmk, discrete, interface to digital data acquisition system, and analog system. The RCA system is used for
checkouts in static captive firings, unit tests and actual laun~h procedures. Twenty -four systems will be
placed m use for testincr of individual instrumentation
.
b
b
umts or ooster units and actual launch of the Saturn
IB or Saturn V. Systems are established in the Law1cher
Cont~·ol Center or the Launcher Umbilical Transporter.
The mput data comes in analocr form and croes thru
b
b
sea li ng, mu l tiplexing and conversion
to dicrital
form
0
when the computer operates upon it. Outp ut data is
converted from digital back to analocr format with
amplification and priority assigned.
o
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Remarks
An Electronic Switching System replaces electromechanical switching centers for communication purposes with the use of the electronic computer. This
permits " on-line, real-time, full-time " storage and
forward type message switching sy stem, utilizing
modern electronic components and computer switching techniques to transmit a massive flow of information betv.reen \Videly distributed geographical locations. Two major systems are United Air Lines and
RCA Commtmications AIRCON. These sy stems provide a communications netvlork consisting of standard telety pewriter circuits and machines to provide
an accurate, reliable and efficient message switching
system. The system is " on-line" in the sense that messacres from field station, teletypewriter sending machines are transmitted directly to the switching center. It is "real-time" in that the S\vitching center immediately processes the received messages and performs required ftmctions to forward them to addressed stations and it is " full-time " in the sense that
it operates 24 l~ours a clay, 7 days per ' 'v eek. To accomplish message switching, the computer routes and
interprets messages b y electronically reading control
characters within the message. The arrangement of
m essages in comprehensive formats directs the electronic computer's handling of the message from inception to delivery. Basic features are automatic timesharing of all programmed switching ftmctions ; each
ftmction is performed by priority on a demand basis;
automatic smoothing of traffic peaks without comprising line utilization; automatic initiation of on-line
selfcheck during low traffic periods. Basic elements
are: storage, concentrator, line counter, line scanner,
ex pandor, input/ output relays and processor interface.

SYSTEMS

LUNAR MODULE SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America
Remarks
RCA has multiple systems responsibilities in connection with NASA 's Lunar Module, shown descending
to the moon after separation from the Apollo spacecraft. RCA provides the DECA (Descen_t Engine
Control Assembly) which regulates the engme thrust
over a wide range from a maximum of 10,500
pounds, the amount of thrust, and its direction ,_ det_ermining the rate at which LM slows. Determma~wn
of which attitude control thrusters should be fired
and for how long is the job of another RCA system,
the ATCA (Attitude and Translation Control Assembly.) ATCA also operates in the ascent phase. RCA's
Landing Radar for the LM is designed to measure
continually the exact altitude and velocity relative to
the lunar surface, an invaluable sensory aid to the descending astronauts. RCA provides communications
equipment between the LM , the earth monitoring
stations and the third astronaut in the Apollo; the
company is also supplying a lunar walkie-talkie and a
special lunar antenna for relaying television photos
to earth. A major RCA assignment is the all-important Rendezvous Radar, which enables the LM crew
to rendezvous and dock with the Command Module
for the home trip .

REAL TIME TELEMETRY DATA SYSTEM
.
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f Ame nca,
Prime Contractor: Radio CorporatiOn
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SYSTEMS

AN/TSQ-47 AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronics Products, Aerospace Systems
Division

AN/FPS-16 PRECISION INSTRUMENTATION
RADAR
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products, Missile & Surface Radar Division
Remarks
iirst used in downrange missile tracking as ear~y as
957, the ~N/FPS-16 radar is part of the natiOnal
space trackmg network. The AN/FPS-16 and its air
transportable version, AN/MPS-25 are C-band radars that can acquire and automatically track passive
or active targets with velocities up to 10,000 yards
per second. Equipped with a 12-foot dish antenna,
the system provides range data to an accuracy of 7
yards at 500 nautical miles. The radars also provide a
means of evaluating target performance by supplying
precise target position information in the form of digital, synchro and potentiometer data to local or remote computers, visual displays, plotting boards and
data recorders.
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Remarks
The A ifTSQ-47 is a complete package including
terminal area navigation, traffic control, instlument
landing and commtmication· facilities , transportable
in 3 C-130s and put into operation within a matter
of a few hom·s. The system consists of 6 units, each
packaged in a separate shelter: the AN/TPS-35 Surveillance Radar, which offers 2-clin1ensional coverage
at distances up to 275 miles; the AN / TR.i\ l-17 Tacan
navigation station (built by International Telephone
and Telegraph Corporation); the AN /TPN-14 Precision
Approach Radar; the AN/TSW-5 radar approach and
traffic control center; the AN/TSW-8 contra~ tower
for active nmway and VFR approa~h ~perations (in
photo); and the AN/TSC-23 commumcahons van, supplied by Adler Electronics. Units of the system are
being transitioned into the operational inventory of
the Air Force Commnnications Service.

SYSTEMS

SHF TACTICAL SATELLITE
COMMUNICATIONS TERMINALS
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of Am e rica,
Defense Electronic Products, Communications Systems Division

AN /TRC-97 TROPOSPHERIC SCATTER RADIO
RELAY EQUIPMENT
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products, Communications Systems Division
Remarks
The ~~/TRC-97 is a solid state radio relay terminal
provi?ing tunable microwave, diffraction or troposphenc scatter communications in the military band
of 4,400 to 5,000 megacycles. With power equipment
and antenna in a standard trailer the entire AN /TRC97' designed for quick reaction ~actical use, is readily
transportable by %-ton truck or suitable aircraft, and it
ca~ be set .up and in operation within an hour after
arnval ~t Site. The antenna system consists of 2 8-foot
parabolic antennas, which can be set up and aligned in
less than 40 minutes. Built for the USMC, over 100
AN/TRC-97s are in use in Vietnam. Additional units
are being produced for the Air Force 407L system.

Remarks
The SHF TACSA TCOM Terminals will provide extremely reliable tactical communications, together
with high mobility for battlefield and airborne applications. The present tactical communications are
by HF, VHF, and UHF raclio plus microwave radio
relay and troposcatter systems-techniques which suffer from combinations of low propagation reliability,
limited range, and severe size and weight penalties.
In addition to avoiding these constraints, the SHF
T ACSA TCOM Terminals will offer significant reliability improvement. Five configurations are to be
supplied: airborne, manpack, teampack, jeep-mounted and H~ ton truck shelter terminals. Multi-fold
siz'e and weight reduction and high performance will
be achieved through state-of-the-art techniques such
as differential PSK modulation, parametric amplifiers,
and ultra-stable frequency control components. Except for the manpack, which is a receive-only unit,
each system contains a low-noise uncooled receiver,
exciter, power amplifier, beacon receiver, and associated terminal equipment such as teletype, vocoders,
and digital modems. Doppler correction is integraJ .. to
the airborne system. Deliveries were scheduled to begin in mid-1968. The tactical stations will be tested
with an experimental earth-synchronous satellite by
all three branches of the mjlitary.

SYSTEMS

LAND COMBAT SUPPORT SYSTEM
DIMATE

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America
D~f~r~se Electronic Products, Aerospace System~
Drvrswn

•

Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products, Aerospace Systems
Division

Remarks
Remarks
DIMATE, developed for the Army Electronics Command and installed at the Tobyhanna and Sacramento Army Depots, is an acronym for Depot Installed
Maintenance Automatic Test Equipment. Designed
to check out and fault-isolate communications equipment for which the Electronics Command has maintenance responsibility, DIMA TE is computer-controlled, operated by test programs on magnetic or perforated paper tape. The equipment racks contain the
controls and display, stimulus, measurement switching and power supply subsystems.

The Land Combat Support System, or LCSS, is a
new aut~m.atic test set developed by RCA for the
~rmy Mrss1le Command. Electronics and Eletrooptical assemblies from the Shillelaah Lance and TOW
guided missile weapon systems
be maintained in
the field with this equipment. LCSS incorporates a
number of advanced features, such as integrated Circuits and automated test of electrooptics. It is designed
for use in the field by Army technicians to perform
acceptance tests and to diagnose malfunctions, thus
insuring that the weapons for which it is designed will
remain at. optimum operational readiness.

:ni
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SYSTEMS

CAPRI
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products, Missile & Surface Radar Division

MULTISYSTEM TEST EQUIPMENT
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Defense Electronic Products, Aerospace Systems Division
Remarks
The Multisystem Test Equipment, built by RCA's
Aerospace Systems Division, is designed to check out
and monitor the electronic assemblies of existing and
future Army missile systems. MTE contains measurement and stimuli subsystems controlled by a digital
computer. All test programming information and operator instructions are stored on magnetic tape. To
test a particular assembly, the operator connects it to
MTE (photo) and leaves the rest to the system. Test
results, on a Go, No-Go basis, plus operator instructions for any needed adjustments or repairs, are automatically printed out and displayed.

·Remarks
· ·
· 1strumen11
RCA, designer and developer o f precJSion
·
w
radar
contation radar systems, is pro d ucmg a ne
cept called CAPRI-Compact, All-Purpose Ran~e I_nstrument. Developed to meet present and futt~J e 1 _equirements for versatility, reliability and main_tama~d
ity, the solid-state CAPRI offers high quahty With
precision determined by the antenna pedestal sele:~
ed. The user is able to select only as much capability as he requires to fulfill present missions and can
expand the systems for future requirements as well .
This flexible and compact radar is designed to locate,
track and aid in recovery of space vehicles. It . ~lso
has capability for range safety use and for trackmg
space vehicles. Because CAPRI uses solid state and
integrated circuit design it is extremely compact_ and
requires far less space and power than conve~1tional
systems. It is easily adaptable for install~ twn on
board ship, in a trailer, or in a small, one-story
building. It can be equipped with a number of pedestal configurations at the option of the user. In photo,
CAPRI console.

SYSTEMS

COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE ANTENNA
Prime Contractor:
Division

Rohr

Corporation,

Antenna

Remarks
This 85-foot-diameter tracking antenna at Paumalu,
Hav.raii, in operation since mid-1967, serves a_s a _key
earth station link in the worldwide commurucations
satellite network. Erected under a subcontract to Sylvania Electric Products, a subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics International, the precise ant~n
na structure is of modular desicrn, a concept which
permitted erection of stmctu~al and mechanical
hardwares within 5 weeks. Total schedule for comdesiQll
and manufacttue of campo-d
p letion·, includincr
0
0
nents at Robr's Chula Vista, California, plant an
erection and checkout was a record 9 months. The
instmment's reflector is fabricated of solid surface
precision aluminum panels. The manufachrring accuracy of the panels from a best-fit parabola was .Ollinch RMS. Operational surface accuracy is .040-in~h
RMS. The azimuth and elevation motions are provided by 2 40-horsepower (80 horsepower per axis) electric motor drive systems. Tracking rate is 3 degrees
per second. Operating modes are programmed
pointing, manual position and automatic trackin~.
Total weight of the antenna is 440,000 pounds. Axis
alignments and orthogonality of .003 degrees or better was achieved. The instrument is designed for
precision operation in 30 mile per hour steady wi~9s
with peak gusts to 45 miles per hour. It_ can be dnven to stow position (zenith) in 60 mile per hour
winds and is desicrned
to withstand winds up to 125
0
miles per hour in stow. The specially-designed
fotmdation for the antenna was constmcted of 16.5inch octagonal solid concrete piles pretensi?ned and
prestressed using 6,000 pounds per square mch concrete.

A VQ-46 WEATHER RADAR SYSTEM FOR
LIGHT AIRCRAFT
Prime Contractor: Radio Corporation of America,
Aviation Equipment Department
Remarks
The A VQ-46 weather radar is a new, extended range
X-band radar for the lightest t\vin-engine aircraft. Its
80-mile range makes it suitable for the new, faster
turbocharged twins and also meditm1 propeller and
turboprop aircraft. The radar's X-band frequency
gives it effective penetration of rainfall to reveal dangerous storm cells. These cells, indicative of heaviest
rain and therefore the most severe ttubulence are
displayed on the radar screen as black "holes" i~ the
rainfall display when the contour switch is actuated.
A 20-mile range is provided, as well as 80, and both
ranges are displayed linearly with electronic range
marks. The ante1ma scans a sector of 90 degrees of
the forward area at 70 looks per minute, and it is
electrically tilted 12 degrees up or down by an indicator control. Antenna reflectors are 10 or 12 inches
in diameter. Only 3 units weighing _a total of 24
pounds comprise the system, and no AC power is required. The radar also features a stm1dby function
and contour test.
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SYSTEMS

C-5A ENGINE NACELLE AND PYLON
Prime Contractor: Rohr Corporation
Remarks
Technical characteristics of the engine nacelles and
pylons for the Lockheed C-5A Military Airlift Command transport encompass immense size with favorabl~ strength-to-weight ratio. These requirements were
achieved- to a large degree through extensive use of
bonded aluminum honeycomb stmcture in the nose
cowl, cowl doors and pylon. Rohr's responsibility as a
subcontractor to Lockheed includes installation of
electrical harness, pneumatic ducts, hydraulic fuel lines
and fire-detection system on the buildup of the 41,000pound thrust General Electric TF -39 engines. The na~lle' s major components include nose cowl, cowl doors,
f t e:maust nozzle and plug. The cowl measures 26
~~t ~n len_gth with exhaust plug and 21 feet without.
tside diameter of the nose cowl is 8.5 feet. The
pylon is 34.5 feet long and 6 feet high. Weight of the
nac~lle is 3,084 pounds and the Rohr systems on the
engme buildup 975 pounds. The pylon weight is
~· 18f pounds. There is considerable use of machined,
ot~ ormed 8-1-1 and 6-4 titanium extrusions in the
~aJar stmctural members of the pylon. Titanium also
· th e fr aming and longerons o f t h e cowl
dIS utilized m
t oar~ and apron assemblies. The pneumatic dust sysc~:ts c_ommercial ~it~ium and inconel 71~. The ~ose
b d Circumferential Inner barrel is a smgle-piece
t:~ e~ stmc~r~, unique in an application of this
vep · he UUit mcorporates only a forward fan reexhrser ' sup P l"Ied b Y General Electric, and has no hot
uast reverser.

PRECISION DROP GLIDER
Prime Contractor: Ryan Aeronautical Company
Remarks
The Precision Drop Glider system is being developed
by Ryan Aeronautical Company for the Army as an
all-weather aerial delivery system. Designed for delivery of 500-poLmd payloads of high-priority cargo,
the vehicle can be air-launched from rotary or fixedwing aircraft at altitudes up to 20,000 feet. An electronic system contained in the cargo package guides
the vehicle to its predetermined landing site, using a
small radio beacon as its homing signal.
Specifications
Dimensions (overall packaged) 42 by 32 by 42 34 inches;
gross weight 628 pounds; payload capability 300
to 500 pounds; operational altitude 500 to 20,000
feet; delivery aircraft rotary or fixed wing; glide ratio
3 to 1; automatic landing accuracy, circular error
probable of 200 feet; combat readiness 97 percent;
flex wing (packed) .3 0 by 22 by 9 inches, weight 5.3
pounds; control platform 45 by .32 by 5 1h inches,
weight 68 pounds; cargo sling weight 7 pounds; total
empty weight 128 pounds.

SYSTEMS

INERTIAL REFERENCE UNIT
liAPDAR RADAR SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Division
Remarks
Bel APDAR is an advanced electronically scanned raar sy s t em f or use m
· Improved
·
antimissile defense sys~~~s, battlefield sur~eil~ance, and air traffic control.
BAPD AR electi omcally sca1med radar installed
at Wh·
. .
c ,
rte Sands Mrssrle Ranae New J'vlexico has
tracked
1
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1
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mu tip e ta1gets and rs now an operational
Intecrrat
d
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., c
e sys em WI Its own transmitter. The radar
~s capable of simultaneously tJ·acking several aircraft
tpaced many miles apart and croincr in different direc~o~s. Sperry designed and in~all:d IIAPDAR (Hard
hOint Demonstration Array Radar) tmder contract to
t e U.S. Army Missile Command with funding from
the Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
~

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
G y roscope Division
Remarks
Inertial Reference Unit is used aboard the Lunar Orbiter spacecraft to provide data on attitude and
changes in velocity. This information is essential for
putting the craft into the desired orbit and for positioning it correctly for taking pichrres of the moon's
smface. The 13.2-pound tmit, which includes over
1,500 components and 9,000 hand-soldered joints, is
one of the most densely packed assemblies of its type
ever developed. Known as the "IRU," the tmit has
percformed on the Lunar Orbiter spacecraft which
successfully took pictures of future astronaut landina
sites on the moon. Sperry Rand's Sperry Gyroscop~
Division supplied the IRUs to The Boeing Company,
prime spacecraft contractor, tmder a $2,500,000 contract. National Aeronautics and Space Administration 's Langley Research Center managed the program.

SYSTEMS

LORAN-C NAVIGATION SYSTEM

LORAN-D RADIO NAVIGATION SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Division

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, Sperry
Gyroscope Division

Remarks

Remarks
The Loran-D portable radio navigation system co~
sists of navigation receivers for both gro~d and ~Ir
vehicles plus transportable ground statiOns wluch
broadcast position signals. It will e~a.ble _these fOJ_-ces
to operate from the same, exact position mformat1?n,
particularly important in a limited w~rfare ~per_atw_n
where battle lines are fluid and pinpomt navigatiOn IS
essential. Loran-D is an outgrowth of Loran-e, which
enables a navigator to determine his position b~ timing the arrival of simultaneously broadcast signals
from different transmitting stations. Loran-D transmitters are air transportable and can be. quickly set
up. Loran-D is on order for the U.S. Au Force. It
will also be used in a radar system being built for the
Canadian Navy.

Loran-C, like standard Loran, is a navigation system
which determines position by timing signals from
master and slave transmitters around the world. It is
more accurate than standard Loran, however, and its
100 kilocycle frequency makes the signals usable over
land. The microcircuit Loran-e receivers are 3 times
more reliable than conventional Loran-C receivers
and yet are smaller, require less power and are simpler to operate. Prototype Loran-e receivers, developed under the sponsorship of the Navy Bureau of
Weapons, were extensively flight tested by the Air
Force. The Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division
accepted delivery of a number of receivers in April
1965. The Air Force is planning to use the precision
navigator for Apollo recovery aircraft.
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SYSTEMS

UNIVAC CP-890 COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNIVAC
Division

UNIVAC CP-642B MIUTARY COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNIVAC
Division

Remarks
The UNIVAC CP-890 Computer, utili zing microelectronic circuitry and wire-\vrapped connections, is
equipped with a 1.8 microsecond memory of 32K 30bit words and 12 I/0 channels expandable to 16.
The cabinet measures 65 inches high, 22 inches wide,
and 18 inches deep with chanfered corners designed
to permit passage through a 25-inch submarine hatch
without dismantling. A display panel includes approximately 400 indicator light switches, a keyboard
and a keyset. UNIVAC CP-890s to be used in the
U.S. Navy's Polaris/Poseidon submarine navigation
system are expected to double the accmacy of the
new missile-firing submarine's navigation system. Improvement in overall system performance will be
achieved largely through refined data processing and
calibration techniques made possible by the replacement of 3 existing computers with one CP-890.

Remarks
The UNIVAC CP-642B Military Computer was developed as the next generation NTDS (Naval Tactical
Data System) computer, incorporating thin-film memory and UNIFLUXOR NDRO memory. Utilizing
advances in computer technology, the CP-642B was
designed to be compatible with the CP-642A, but
with internal processing speeds twice as fast, and 16
l/0 channels with transfer speeds 4 times as fast. The
thin-film memory is used as 64 words of control and
index register storage at 667 -nanosecond cycle time,
operating independently of the main memory. CP642B computers motmted in ruggedized, transportable shelters are principal elements in the MTDS
(Marine Tactical Data System),. a land version of the
NTDS.
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SYSTEMS

UNIVAC 1824 AEROSPACE COMPUTER

UNIVAC 1830A AVIONICS COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNIVAC
Division

Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNIVAC
- Division

Remarks
The UNIVAC 1830A computer is an integrated-circuit version of the UNIVAC 1230, designed for special application requiring a .32K memory, 30-bit parallel I/0 on each of 16 channels, occupying only 3
cubic feet of space. This computer was designed to
MIL-E-5400 in a basic aerospace configuration,
adapted to general, limited space utilization. The
U IVAC l830A is in production for the A-NEW antisubmarine warfare program for the Navy. The concept includes a computer-centered, airborne command and control system which accepts sensor data,
evaluates it, displays the information for the commander, and recommends a course of action. If furt?er information or alternative plans of action are desued, the commander can request this from the
computer. Ship and aircraft are linked by a computer
data link so that all information for concerted ASW
action is available to all elements of the force.

Remarks
The UNIVAC 1824 Aerospace Computer is a generalpurpose, mggedized machine designed for use where
high reliability and high environmental tolerance are
required and where very small size, weight, and power
consumption are premium considerations. The computer utilizes an advanced method of construction,
combining integrated semiconductor circuits and
magnetic thin-film memory elements to form a very
compact unit. The original design was oriented toward
the requirements of an advanced missile system; however, because of its general-purpose characteristics;
the 1824 is adaptable to a wide variety of control
applications. UNIVAC is under contract to develop
and produce production quantities of a modified 1824
aerospace computer (MGC) and ground support equipment (GSE) for countdown, guidance, subsystem
checkout, and seU:-check on the TIT AN III launch
vehicle.
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SYSTEMS

UNIVAC 1818 ILAAS COMPUTER
Prime Contractor: Sperry Rand Corporation, UNIVAC
Division
Remarks
The UNIVAC 1818 ILAAS Computer is a microelectronic, general-purpose digital computer designed foi·
use in a wide range of real time and other applications requiring ruggedness, small physical size and
weight, medium scale computational capability, and
high reliability . Typical applications include command
and control, navigation, and fire control systems. This
computer contains 2,048 20-bit words of coincident
-current ferrite core memory with an effective cycle
time of 4 microseconds, a maximum of 10,240 20-bit
words of wired core rope memory with a 2 microsecond read time, 27 basic single address instructions
(60 instructions total), 3 memory contained index recristers, a maximum of 19 serial input and 4 serial output channels, and one paralled input and one paralled
output channel (program controlled) with expansion
capability to 8 parallel input and 8 parallel output
channels. The UNIVAC 1818 ILAAS Computer has
been designed for use in the Integrated Light Attack
Avionics System (ILAAS).
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ACCESSORY DRIVE SYSTEMS
Prime Contractor: Stmdstrand Aviation, Division of
the Sw1dstrand Corporation
Remarks
Accessory Drive Systems (ADS) are used to transmit
aircraft engine power to accessories such as the
generator/ drive package, air compressors, hydraulic
ptmlps and motors. A variety of designs are currently
in use aboard an assortment of aircraft types. Included
among these are Accessory Drive Systems operati~_g
in high temperature environments on supersonic aircraft. The ADS for the CF-5 " Freedom Fighter" is
shown here. One of its unique features is a gearbox
driven at a constant speed by a CSD.

SYSTEMS

CONSTANT SPEED DRIVE TRANSMISSIONS
Prime Contractor: Sundstrand Aviation, Division of
the Sundstrand Corporation
Remarks
A pioneer in the development of constant frequency
AC electrical power for aircraft, Sundstrand Aviation
manufactures a complete line of constant-speed drive
transmissions for converting varying e ngine shaft
speeds to a constant output speed to drive electrical
gener~tors. The C-5A constant-speed drive illustrated
here I S an example of the latest AGD CSD design of
t~e type used on a number of military and commercial
aircraft. The AGD drives have demonstrated remarkable reliability with Mean Time Between Failures
(M~BF) figures in the neighborhood of 15,000 hours.
Du_nng 1967, Sundstrand introduced the Integrated
Dnve Generator (IDG), which combines the AGD with
a gene_rator in a single package. This permits further
reduction of system weight with an increase in overall system reliability.
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TORPEDO PROPULSION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Sundstrand Aviation, Division of
the Sundstrand Corporation
Remarks
Sundstrand provided a significant advance in torpedo
propulsion with the power plant shown here. Manufactured under contract from Westinghouse for the
Mark 48 torpedo, in-water testing of the system continued in 1967 and production designs were completed.
The first production prototype propulsion systems
were delivered to Westinghouse in mid-1967.

SYSTEMS

6425 25
MILLIMETER CANNON SYSTEM
Pri me C ontractor: TR\1\ Inc.

ROLLER DRIVE AND ROLLER GEAR DRIVE

Remarks

Remarks
The TRW Roller Drive and Roller Gear Drive are
simple, bearingless, lightweight, high-speed ratio
planetary transmission systems which use roller friction to transmit torque quietly with high efficiency,
without lubrication. Essentially, the drive consists of
a st.m roller and clustered two-step planets, on each
of which is maintained a three-line preload in such a
manner that almost pure rolling is obtained between
all contacting elements. Unlike conventional transmission systems, all stages of the TRW drive are
placed in a single plane approximately the same diameter and thickness of one stage of a multistage
planetary illive. Thus, the savings_ i~ volume an~
weirrht over conventional transmlSSlOn systems IS
rep;esented in the roller drive by approximately the
number of stages eliminated. Bearings have been eliminated from all but the output ring of planets, where
they are required to resist output torque reaction.
Absence of bearings increases efficiency of each step
and eliminates a cause of failure. Contracts have been
received by TRW from the government to develop
roller drive transmission for Ai:my helicopters and
marine silent power transmission systems for the Navy.
Other applications currently under development by
TRW i_nclude torque~amplifier systems, high-speed
centrifugal drives, aircraft accessory drives and aircnift utility pneumatic actuator systems.
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Prime Contractor: TRW Inc. Accessories Division

SYSTEMS

XC-142A PROPELLER SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation

X-22A PROPELLER SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The X-22A aircraft has 4 propellers mounted in ducts,
2 in the forward and 2 in the aft section of the aircraft. The ducted propellers swing vertically and horizontally for vertical and forward flight. To cut down
on weight, the 7 -foot diameter propellers hav e fiberglass blades (a fiberglass sleeve bonded to a steel,
load-carrying core) and integral gear boxes. The lightweight blade design alone makes each X-22A propeller
25 percent lighter than metal-bladed propellers of
com parable size. Further weight reduction is achieved
by attaching the gear box directly to the propeller.
An interconnected shaft system transmits power from
the four turboshaft engines mounted on a wing in the
aircraft's aft section. The right-hand propellers rotate
clockwise, the left-hand propellers counterclockwise.
A master governor controls the rotational speed of
the propellers by automatically changing the blade
angles. Hamilton Standard manufactured the fiberglass-bladed, integral gear box propellers for Textron's
Bell Aerosystems.
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Remarks
The XC-l42A 's four 15 1/z -foot main propellers and
single 8-foot tail propeller have lightweight blades
made out of fiberglass shell bonded to a steel , loadcarrying core. This design makes the propellers 25
percent lighter than metal-bladed propellers of th e
same size. Additional weight-savings are achieved by
integrating the propeller with the reduction gearing
which is normally mounted on the engine. The integral
gear box propeller eliminates duplicate shafting and
reduces the weight and size of many gear and propeller
components. During hover and transition between
vertical to forward flight, the pilot controls the XC-142A
by varying the pitch of the main propeller blades
instead of wing and tail ailerons. He does this by increasing the pitch of the propellers on one side of
th e aircraft and decreasing pitch on th e other side.
The tail propeller is also used for attitude control
during hover and flight t:ansition. It is ?ise~gaged ·
and braked in forward fl1ght. Cross-shaftmg m the
wing interconnects the propellers, and clutch mechanisms are used to transfer power of one turboprop
powerplant to the propeller of another e~1gine wh~ch
has been shut down. Hamilton Standard 1s producmg
the propellers for Fairchilci Hiller, who is r~sl?onsible
for the V1 STOL transport's power transmiSSIOn system, gearing, shafting and propellers, flaps and ailerons.

SYSTEMS

LM ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation

XB-70 ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The XB-70's environmental
control S) stem is desi!!lled
b
to provide a shirt-sleeve environment for the crew as
~he aircraft flies at subsonic and supersonic speeds,
111cluding Mach 3 when skin temperatmes are more
than 600 degrees Fahrenheit. The recirculating system
cools, pressmizes, ventilates and controls the relative
humidity inside the crew and electronic equipment
compartments. It also supplies cooled air in the hollow
space between the fuselage 's inner and outer walls.
Compartment pressure is regulated to an 8,000-foot
altitude. The heart of the system is a 33-ton capacity
Freon refrigeration package. A controlled airflow from
the aircraft's jet engines supplies makeup air for leakage_ in the air supply used for ventilation and pressuri~atiOn. Temperature of the engine bleed air is approxll11ately 800 degrees Fahrenheit before it enters the
system. Hamilton Standard manufactured the environmental control system for North American Rockwell
Corporation.

R-265

Remarks
The environmental control system for the hmar module
(LM) supplies oxygen, pressurization and ventilation
for the cabin and space suits worn by the 2 astronauts.
It also removes carbon dioxide, odors and other
contaminants from the cabin atmosphere. Thermal
control includes the temperature of the ventilating
gas for the cabin and space suits, electronic equipment and warming cryogenic fluids. During normal
operation, the cabin and space suits are maintained
at 5 pow1ds per square inch, permitting the crew to
open the face plates and remove their gloves. When
the cabin is depressurized, the astronauts seal their
space suits and pressure is reduced to 3.5 pmmds per
square inch. The pressurizing gas is 100 percent oxygen. The major portion of this oxygen is stored ~ryo
genically, but the environmental control system a\so
includes a small oaaseous oxyaen
accumulator for high-b
flow demands of short duration. Sufficient oxygen IS
stored for 6 cabin repressurizations, 2 fills and 4 refills
of the oxygen tanks on the portable life support system
to be ''lOrn by the space-suited crew when they ~x
plore the moon 's surface, plus normal crew consumptiOn
and vehicle and suit leakage. The thermal control
hmction employs an ethylene glycolwater mixhtre as
a heat transport fluid, circulated through a closed loop.
Waste heat from this loop is rejected to a selfreaulating porous plate sublimator which discharges
va~or to the vacuum of space. A positive expulsion
tank is used for storage of water required for evaporation and for supplying the metabolic needs of the crew.
The tank also stores sufficient water for 2 fills and 4
refills of the life support pack's water tanks.

SYSTEMS

C-5A MULTI-MODE RADAR SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Norden Division of United Aircraft
Corporation

PORTABLE LIFE SUPPORT
APOLLO SPACE SUIT

SYSTEM

FOR

Prime Contractor: Hamilton Standard Division of
United Aircraft Corporation
Remarks
The Portable Life Support System (PLSS) is designed
to be worn by space-suited astronauts when they explore the lunar surface. Weighing 60 pounds, it will
supply oxygen, pressurization and control the temperature, relative humidity, carbon dioxide and other
contaminants of the ventilating gases in the suit. The
PLSS also recirculates and recools the water that
flows through the tubing of the liquidcooling garment
worn under the Apollo space suit. This water removes
the astronaut's body heat. The life support pack will
permit 4-hour extravehicular expeditions. Its expendables can be recharged in the lunar module (LM) for
the pack's reuse. A 2-way radio and telemetry unit
provides voice communications and the transmission
of astronaut physiological and space suit data to the
LM or to the command module for relay to earth.
Hamilton Standard developed the PLSS for NASA's
Manned Spacecraft Center.

Remarks
The C-SA multi-mode radar, developed by Norden for
the Lockheed Georgia Company, applies the latest
multipurpose radar concepts for meeting tactical and
strategic aircraft requirements under all-weather
conditions. Ground mapping, precision fix taking,
weather maptJing, terrain following, and radar approach
to landing· are included in the modes of operation.
The system features 2 essentially independent radars,
X-band and Ku-band, and 3 indicators, 2 for the pilots
and one for the navigator. Each radar has identical
· mode capabilities, utilizing different frequencies to
emphasize certain features. Ku-band provides higher
resolution while X-band offers decreased sensitivity
to weather. The X and Ku band radars may be independently controlled at any of the 3 operator stations,
and either radar may be viewed on any indicator.
Each antenna/ receiver contains a reflector and a passive
interferometer array rigidly attached to the scan column
and maintained in boresight coincidence with the
reflector. The reflectors are used for both transmitting
and receiving, while the interferometers are used only
for receiving. The interferometers are utilized for
the processing of radar returns to generate elevation
profile data for terrain following, contour map and
radar approach. The antenna/ receivers are mounted on
a common roll . unit. The C-SA is sponsored by the
Aeronautical Systems Division·, Air Force Systems
Command.

SYSTEMS

ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: \ estincrhouse Electric Corporation , Aerospace Electrical Di vision
Remarks
The Aerospace Electrical Division (AED) has designed,
developed, a_nd_ t~sted the AC electric power system
fo_1.· the multim_Isswn F-Ill . The system provides the
p11mary electnc power souxce for the aircraft. It is
a 2-generator, automatic bus transfer system rated
a t 62.5 KVA ~er bus. General D ynamics awarded
AE D ayroductwn contract for 4 3 1 aircraft. Each of
lthe 2 mrcraft systems consists o f an 01·1 -c ooled , brushess, 62_-5 KV_A generator, a generator control and
~rotectwn wut (GCU), and GCU motmting rack. As
~ part of the research, development, test and engineerng . program, AED demonst ra t e d per forn1cu
. . ,1 ce reliab·
Ihty by a 5,000 hour system test Such test exceeded
the specified MTBF by 189 per~ent (at 90 percent
confidence level). During the test a complete system
hWas run . 40 percent. beyond th e recomme nded overaul pomt. Inspection teard
f ll
. cr overhaul
.
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DEEP SUBMERGENCE PROPULSION
SYSTEM
Prime Contxactor: vVestinghouse Electric Corporation, Aerospace Electrical Division
Remarks
The vVestinghouse Aerospace Electrical Division, located at Lima, Ohio, has produced a propulsion system for deep diving submersibles in support of the
Navy Deep Submergence Program. The system consists of a solid state control which changes the DC
power from the vehicles' batteries to controlled 3- "
phase AC power which drives a pressure compensated induction motor. The solid state control is housed
in a spherical pressme resistant enclosme. Pressme
compensation of the motor is accomplished by IDling the enclosme with oil and transmitting the external pressme to the oil by means of a flexible bellows in the housing. The use of an oil-filled motor
elinlinates the need for thick seawater resistant electrical insulations in its constmction. Instead, a thin,
dmable wire enan1el and varnish impregnation are
used. This insulation system developed for aerospace
electrical equipment provides good heat transfer from
the windincrs to the oil in addition to providing a
very c~mp~ct design. System advantages are wide
speed range, high efficiency, proven performance and
~ght weight.

SYSTEMS

MAPPING RADAR
Prime Contractor: Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Defense and Space Center
·
Remarks
An airborne mapping radar system is being used to
provide information for National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's earth science resources program. A radar map of the San Diego harbor (photo) was
made by a mapping radar built by the Aerospace Division of the Westinghouse Defense and Space Center.
The radar, developed for the U. S. Army Electronics
Command, produced this map as part of a project
that provides remote sensing evaluation information
for NASA. Radar mapping flights using Westinghouse
radar have been made since 1965. In the radar mapping system, a photographic map of the area covered
is produced from radar return signals which are analyzed and displayed on photographic film. By varying
radar signal characteristics and processing methods,
scientists can use side-look radar for such purposes as
large-scale topographic mapping, agronomy investigation, and making profiles of geological characteristics.
Some other studies underway or being considered are
sea ice mapping, sea state determination, polar ice
cap profiling, subsurface profiling, soil moisture content analysis, and determination of undulations in the
geoid. Radar for geoscience research enables scientists to utilize the unique characteristics of another
part of the electromagnetic spectrum, the microwave
region, in addition to the visible and near-visible regions.

SNAP 23-A ELECTRIC POWER GENERATING
SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Westinghouse Electric Corporation,
Astronuclear Laboratory
Remarks
The Astronuclear Laboratory (ANL) has won a competitive contract with the AEC to proceed with the
development of a nuclear thermo-electric converter
SNAP 23-A. Under terms of the contract Westinghouse will develop the isotope fuel supply and integrate the thermoelectric converter already developed
under a previous contract. The aim is to develop a
unit that weighs less than 1,000 pounds and is capable
of operating at a cost of $10 per kilowatt hour for
a period of 10 years unattended. Westinghouse will
deliver to the AEC 7 prototype models-2 25-watt
units, 4 60-watt units and one 100-watt unit. Originally conceived for space application, the SNAP program has been extended to power sources for remote
weather monitoring equipment, navigation buoys and
land based microwave repeater stations.
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TITAN II AND III FIRST STAGE ENGINE

TITAN II AND Ill SECOND STAGE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks
The Titan II first stage engine system-manufactured
by ~erojet-General Corporation's Liquid Rocket OperatiOns at Sacramento, California-is the liquid rocket
engine system which successfully boosted 20 astronauts
into space from Cape Kennedy on the Gemini launch
vehicle in addition to being the first stage booster engine for the Titan II ICBM. The Titan III first stage
e ngine, a modified version of the Titan II, is the first
stage liquid propellant booster engine for the Air
Force's Titan III space program. In the Titan III version, the engine is capable of ground ignition, like
the Titan II, but in addition, capable of altitude ignition when used in conjunction with solid propellant
zero stage boosters. This twin-barrel engine is pump
fed and regeneratively cooled as is the Aerojet second
stage engine. A feature of Aerojet's propulsion system
for Titan II and III launch vehicles is storable propellants. The fuel is a blend of hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine (UDMH) with nitrogen
tetroxide (N 2 0 4 ) as oxidizer. These hypergolic propellants require no ignition system since they ignite
on contact. They are the key to the quick reaction
time of the Titan law1ch vehicle and the simplicity
of its engine system.

Remarks
The second stage Titan II and III liquid rocket engine
working with its first stage mate successfully placed 20
Gemini astronauts directly into orbit and is a vital
stage in the space operations of Titan III launch vehicle. Like the first stage engine, the Aerojet singlebarrel second stage propulsion system burns hypergolic
propellants UDMH and nitrogen tetroxide which are
pwnp fed. Operating at high altitudes, this engine has
added to its thrust chamber an ablative skirt which
increases the expansion ratio from 13:1 to 49.2:1.
Performance
Thrust 100,000 pounds -at altitude.

Performance
Thrust 430,000 pounds at sea-level ignition; 470,000
pounds at altitude ignition.
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ADVANCED HIGH THRUST HYDROGEN
ROCKET PROGRAM

NERVA -(NUCLEAR ENGINE FOR ROCKET
VEHICLE APPLICATION)

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Principal Subcontractor: Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Astronuclear Laboratory
Program Direction: Atomic Energy Commission and
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Remarks
A NASA program to advance the state-of-the-art of
high thrust hydrogen/ oxygen engine systems is being
conducted at Aerojet's Sacramento Plant under the
direction of NASA 's Lewis Research Center. A fluorine
ignition system has been developed along with pumps
and a thrust chamber for engine systems of 1,500,000
p~unds thrust and above. Test firings are continuing
With systems producing the vacuum equivalent of
1,500,000 pounds. Photo shows "break-through" injector. This "first-cut" injector has demonstrated excellent
performance, mechanical integrity and good stability.

Remarks
NERVA is America's first nuclear rocket propulsion
system. It is presently under development by the
Aerojet-General Corporation with Westinghouse Electric Company, as principal subcontractor, providing the
nuclear reactor. The NERV A engine development is
based on the solid core, heat exchanger reactor concept. Liquid hydrogen (-423 degrees Fahrenheit) is
provided from tankage to a turbopump which delivers
high pressure hydrogen to the NERV A engine nozzle
as a regenerative coolant, which then flows through
the reactor where it is heated to thousands of degrees by
fission energy and is exhausted supersonically out the
nozzle, providing thrust. A successful test of a breadboard version of NERVA was conducted at Jackass
Flats, Nevada, on February 3, 1966. This was the
world's first known test of a nuclear rocket engine.
Nuclear stages employing NERV A offer dramatic advantages over chemical stages now in use since they
are capable of much higher specific impulses, promising far greater payloads to the moon, Mars, Venus or
for deep space probes. The operational NERV A II
will have a 4-billion-watt reactor and will produce
200,000 pounds of thrus t in space for uppe_r-stage
vehicle applications; a likely interim system will produce 75,000 pounds thrust.
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MINUTEMAN II SECOND STAGE ENGINE

APOLLO SERVICE PROPULSION SYSTEM
ENGINE
Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
The second stage solid-propellant ~ocket motor for the
Air Force Minuteman II ICBM IS 50 percent more
powerful than its predecessor, increasing the missile
range from Minuteman I's 6,300 to 7,000 miles. The
advanced motor is equipped with a large single nozzle instead of the 4 smaller nozzles that move in pairs
on the other 2 stages to guide the vehicle during flight.
The motor uses an advanced thrust vector control system that injects cold liquid freon into the fast-moving
hot gas stream in the nozzle exit area to create a shock
which turns the missile to the desired heading.

Remarks
The Apollo Service Propulsion System engine is America's largest and most powerful spacecraft rocket engine. Producing more than 20,000 pow1ds of thrust
in space, it may be fired both automatically and manually by the Apollo astronauts. It is a pressure-fed
liquid rocket engine capable of being restarted in
space at least 50 times and uses a bipropellant feed
system which makes possible a step-thrust capability
from 70 pere€mt to full thrust. Using hypergolic storable
propellants UDMH and nitrogen tetroxide, the SPS
engine is a simple propulsion unit with ablative thrust
chamber and large titanium/ coltm1bimn extension
skirt with an expansion ratio of 62.5 to 1-largest expansion ratio of any U. S. rocket engine. It has a
design life of 750 seconds. Missions of the Aerojet
SPS engine will be (1) mid-course corrections to and
from the moon, (2) putting the Apollo spacecraft into
proper lunar orbit through retro action, (3) maintaining correct lunar orbit as the lunar module descends
to the moon's surface, (4) going down to within 12
miles of the lunar surface (if necessary) to rescue the
LM and (5) providing power to break out of lunar
orbit and retmn to earth. It will also be capable of
any other large maneuvers required by the Apollo
Command/Service Modules.
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-

SVM-1 APOGEE KICK ROCKET

POLARIS MOTORS

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
Aerojet-General has produced more than 2,000 solid
propellant rocket motors for the Navy's Polaris fleet
ballistic missile. While details of the power plant are
classified, the engine shown is designed for use in the
Polaris A-3, the 2,500 nautical mile range model and
the latest to go into service. Aerojet-General started
production of Polaris motors in 1959. The company
produced all of the first and second stage motors for
the 1,200 nautical mile range A-1 version, the first
stage units for the 1,500-mile A-2, and is now producing the first stage engine for the A-3.

The SVM-1 is a solid propellant 2,900 pound thrust
motor for the Communications Satellite Corporation's
Intelsat II satellite. Unit provides final velocity increment to place satellites into synchronous equatorial
orbit. Motor is contained in the satellite, built by Hughes
Aircraft.

MINUTEMAN III STAGE III MOTOR
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
The new third stage solid rocket motor for the Air
Force Minuteman III is being developed by AerojetGeneral's Solid Rocket Operations. The motor employs
the same type of propellant developed for the second
stage of the Minuteman II ICBM. Features of the new
motor are a glass filament wound case an advanced
thrust termination system, warm gas r;ll control system, liquid injection thrust vector control and a deeply
submerged single nozzle.

ARES
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
Aerojet's Liquid Rocket Operations is working
d
. F
di t '
d
un er
A1r
orce rec 10n t.o evelop a modular-type high
chamber pressure engme applicable to use in any stage
of future launch vehicles.
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DELTA SECOND STAGE ENGINE

TITAN III TRANSTAGE ENGINES

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks
The Delta second stage is one of America's "old reliable" rockets because of its near flawless performance
in helping to orbit many satellites (Intelsat, Explorer,
Telstar, IMP, Early Bird and TIROS) in more than 100
flights. The Delta engine uses storable hyper_gol_ic propellants and is regeneratively cooled. The hqmd prop ellant system uses inhibited red fuming nit~ic acid as
oxidizer and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazme for the
fuel. The engine can provide 7,890 patmds of thrust for
durations up to 400 seconds.

Remarks
The USAF Titan III Transtage propulsion system consists of 2 identical engines that have ablative c~mbus
tion chambers and radiation-cooled expansion nozzles.
The propulsion system has restart capability and uses
pressure-fed hypergolic propellants UDMH and nitrogen tetroxide. Its record-setting 4 restarts on the same
space flights in which it placed payloads in 4 different
orbits has caused it to be labeled a space "switch"
engine.
Performance
Thmst 8,000 pounds each engine; total 16,000 pounds.
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VARIABLE THRUST LIQUID ENGINE

AL_G OL (photo)

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
Algol is used as the first stage of the NASA Scout
launch vehicle. Originally designed and developed by
Aerojet-General Corporation's Solid Rocket Operations as a static test motor and the forerunner of such
solid rockets as the Polaris and Minuteman, Algol
is approximately 30 feet long, 40 inches in diameter
and contains nearly 10 tons of propellant. It produces
more than 100,000 pounds of thrust. Algol also serves
as the first stage for the Air Force Blue Scout and it
was used in clusters during the NASA Little Joe program.

A versatile high-performance, wide range throttling
rocket engine weighing less than 90 pounds, this propulsion unit is capable of the most rapid transient responses of any engine of this elevated thrust class. It
has excellent durability and compatibility characteristics which have been demonstrated during more than
200 tests. The concept for throttling-a technique of
momentum exchange in propellant flow-is applicable
to most bipropellant systems and a wide range of chamber pressures. The versatility of the Aerojet lightweight
engine makes it suitable for a number of space missions where rapid provision of desired thrust levels
is necessary for mid-course correction, rendezvous
maneuvers, orbit insertion and landing deceleration.
The engine is built for the Naval Air Systems Command.

ALCOR
Prime Contractor: Aerojet-General Corporation
Remarks
Alcor is used as the third stage of the Air Force
Athena launch vehicle. Previous models of the solid
rocket motor produced by Aerojet's Solid Rocket
Operations have served as upper stages of the Blue
Scout Junior, RAM, Astrobee 200 and Astrobee 1500.
Improved propellant, titanil)m case and nozzle design
uprate the current Alcor, enabling it to produce 10,100
pounds of thrust.
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LUNAR MODULE ASCENT ENGINE

AGENA ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystems Company

Prime Contractor: Textron's Bell Aerosystem Company

Remarks
The ascent rocket engine will propel the Apollo Ltmar
Module from launch on the lunar surface into a trajectory leading to a rendezvous with the orbiting
Command and Service modules. The engine has been
tested at Manned Spacecraft Center's "White Sands
Operation.

Remarks
The Agena engine is a liquid bipropellant system
used in a number of Air Force and NASA programs
including Ltmar Orbiter, Ranger, Mariner, Nimbus,
Echo, OGO and OAO. A multiple, restart version of
the engine was used to propel the Agena target vehicle for Project Gemini rendezvous missions. In production at Bell Aerosystems since 1958, the Agena engine
has orbited more than 80 percent of_the Air Force
and NASA satellites law1ched and placed approximately 60 percent of the free world's fwlctional nnmanned payloads in space. Fired in space hw1dreds
of times, the Agena engine has a reliability record
exceeding 99 percent.

Specifications
Propellants: nitrogen tetroxide, 50/50 blend of hydrazine and UDMH; ablative thrust chamber and
nozzle; hypergolic ignition; pressure-fed engine with
series-parallel redw1dant valving with a valve-out
capability ..
Performance
Average thrust 3,500 pounds.

"'

Specifications ~
- Length 7 feet; width 3 feet; weight 300 pounds; propellants UDMH and inhibited red fnn1ing nitric acid.
Performance
Thrust 16,000 pow1ds average; specific impulse approximately 300 seconds; chamber pressure approximately 500 pounds per square inch.
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HERCULES SOLID ROCKET SERIES

RANGER RETRO

Prime Contractor: Hercules Incorporated
Remarks
Originally designed for the Ranger lunar impacter,
this motor (photo) is now used to place the twin Vela
nuclear detection satellites in orbit.

Remarks
Hercules Incorporated builds solid-propellant rocket
m_otors for the !allowing missile systems: Honest John,
L~ttle John, Mmuteman, Polaris A2, Polaris A3, Nike
AJax (booster), Poseidon, Sprint, Hibex, Nike Hercules
(booster), Talos (booster), Terrier I, Terrie r II, and
Bullpup. In addition, the company manufactures these
motors:

Specifications
Length 31 inches; diameter 18 inches; weight 200
pounds.
DEACON

X248 ALTAIR (photo)
Incorporated into Thor, Delta, Scout, Argo and other
programs, the Altair was the first rocket to feature a
glass fiber filament-wound case structure.

Specifications
Length 9.7 feet; diameter 6.25 inches; weight 200
pounds.

Specifications

Performance
Thrust 6,400 pounds; time 3.2 seconds.

Length 58 inches; diameter 18 inches; weight 500
pounds.
Pedormance

X258 ADVANCED ALTAIR

Thrust 3,100 pounds; time 38 seconds.

Specifications
Length 58 inches; diameter 18 inches; weight 500
pounds.

ANTARES
A scale-up of _the X248 Altair built s ecificall for
Scout, Antares Is also used in.. seve ra1 o thper space Y
ve h"Ic Ies. I t h as a mass fraction of 0.93.

Performance
Thrust 5,000 pounds; time 24 seconds.

Specifications
X259 ADVAN<;ED ANTARES

Length 113 inches; diameter 30 inches·, we1g
. h t 2 28 5
poun ds .
'

Specifications
Length 113 inches; diameter 30 inches; weight 2,785
pounds.

Performance
Thrust 14,000 pounds; tim e 36 seconds.

Pedormance
Thrust 23,500 pounds; tirne 3.3 seconds.
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HYDAC-JAVELIN II-JAVELIN III-SIROCCO

APOLLO LAUNCH ESCAPE MOTOR

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

Remarks
The H ydac and Javelin III solid propellant rocket
motors are in operation as single-stage motors and in
various second-, third-, and fourth-stage configurations of the Terrier, Honest John and Nike systems.
The Sirocco unit is used primarily as a single-stage
vehicle, while the Javelin II is a successful sled and
sounding rocket. Photo shows 7 Nike-Javelin rockets
ready for launch.

Remarks
The Apollo Launch Escape motor subsystem consists
of 2 solid-propellant rocket motors designed to pull
the Apollo Command module away from the Saturn
booster in the event of malfunction during launch.
A solid-fuel motor (1) supplies the main impulse. The
escaping spacecraft is put into an arching trajectory
by a smaller pitch control motor (2) mounted in the
forward section of the assembly.
.

Specifications
Hydac: length 146 inches, diameter 9 inches, weight
557 pounds. Javelin II: length 101 inches, diameter
8.7 inches, weight 341 potmds. Javelin III: leng_th 103, _
inches, diameter 9 inches, weight 363 pounds. Suocco: -length 112 inches, diameter 5.5 inches, weight 144
pounds.

Specifications
Length (1) 15 feet, (2) 2 feet; diameter (1) 26 inches,
(2) 9 inches; weight (1) 4,700 pounds, (2) 50 poundS-.

Performance
Hydac: 10,200 pounds thrust for 9.4 seconds duratio~1.
Javelin II: 31,560 pow1ds for 1.76 sec_onds. Javelm
III: 10,710 pounds for 4.8 seconds. Sirocco: 3 ,340
potmds for 5.5 seconds.
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Performance
Thrust (1) 145,000 pounds, (2) 2,400 pounds.

LOCKHEED 156-INCH SOLID MOTOR

SRAM PULSE MOTOR

Prime Contractor: Lockheed Propulsion Company

Prime Contractor:
Company

Lockheed Missiles and Space

Remarks
Remarks
Lockheed is developing the solid rocket pulse motor
for the Air Force's new SRAM (Short Range Attack
Missile) or AGM-69A missile slated to be carried
aboard FB-111 and B-52 aircraft. Lockheed Propulsion has test fired solid rocket motors containing
nearly 200 pulses during the 3 years it has been engaged in pulse motor work. In photo, technic~ans
check over the first of three materials evaluation w1its
to be test fired.

Lockheed's 156-inch diameter solid-rocket motors
under an Air Force feasibility demonstration program
have developed thrusts up to .3,000,000 pounds for
durations up to approximately 120 seconds. Segmented
and monolithic maraged steel cases have been employed in the tests, which have also demonstrated
liquid injection, jet tab, and hot gas valve thrust vector
control systems.
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R-4D

R-5B

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks
The Model R-4D is a liquid hypergolic bipropellant
rocket engine being used for space applications, including attihtde control, propellant ullage control and
small velocity corrections on the NASA Apollo Service
Module and Ltmar Module (16 engines on each module,
mounted in clusters of 4 engines). This engine also
serves as the velocity contTol rocket for NASA 's Ltmar
Orbiter spacecraft. The Model R-4D provides high
pulsing and steady state performance in combination
with reliable long-life operation. Fully qualified and
in production, the engine has successfully demonstrated
flight reliability on Apollo-Saturn flights as well as
on five Lunar Orbiter missions.

Remarks
The Model R-5B liquid hypergolic bipropellaRt rocket
engine was developed for NASA as an ullage and
Delta-V rocket, originally for application on the Saturn S-IVB stage.
Specifications
Length 38.7 inches; diameter 17 inches maximum;
weight 70 pounds; propellants: (oxidizer) nitrogen
tetroxide and (fuel) 50-50 blend of nitrogen tetroxide ··
and tmsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine; ablative
chamber.
Performance
Thrust 1,750 pounds nominal vacmm1.

Specifications
Length 13.4 inches; diameter 5.6 inches; weight 4.9
pounds; propellants: (oxidizer) nitrogen tetroxide and
(fuel) 50-50 blend of hydrazine and unsymmetrical
dimethyl hydrazine or monomethyl hydrazine; radiation-cooled chamber.
Performance
Thrust 100 pounds nominal vacuum.
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R-6C

R-IE

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks
The Model R-6C is a liquid hypergolic bipropellant
rocket engine, originally developed as a velocity control, spin rate control and station keeping rocket
engine for NASA's advanced Syncom communications
satellite. Since completion of advanced Syncom activity, engine has been further developed to provide
excellent pulsing and steady state performance in combination with long life, low weight, high reliability
operational characteristics.

Remarks
The Model R-1E, a liquid hypergolic bipropellant
rocket engine, is an advanced version of the rocket
originally designed and developed for the Advent
Communication Satellite Orbit Adjust Propulsion
System. Engine is developed for high pulsing and
steady state performance in combination with reliable,
long life operational characteristics.
Specifications
Length 10.1 inches; diameter 6.0 inches; weight 2.8
pounds; propellants: (oxidizer) nitrogen tetroxide and
(fuel) monomethyl hydrazine or blend of hydrazine
and unsymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine; radiationcooled chamber.

Specifications
Length 5.2 inches; diameter 3.95 inches; weight 1.21
pounds; propellants: (oxidizer) nitrogen tetroxide and
(fuel) 50-50 blend of hydrazine and unsymmetrical
dimethyl hydrazine, or monomethyl hydrazine; radiation-cooled chamber.

Performance
Thrust 22 pounds nominal vacuum.

Performance
Thrust 5 pounds nominal vacuum.
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R-12C

R-13C

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks
The Model R-12C, the test stand version of which
is shown in the photo, is a monopropellant hydrazine
rocket engine developed as a spin rate control station
keeping and plane change engine for spacecraft. The
engine has been developed for high performance reliability, and long life both in the steady state and pulsing modes.

Remarks
The Model R-13C is a monopropellant hyd..t_azine
rocket engine developed as a spin rate control station keeping and plane change engine for spacecraft.
The engine has been developed for high performance
reliability, and long life both in the steady state and
pulsing modes.
Specifications
Length 6.65 inches; diameter 2.09 inches; weight 1.47
pounds, lightweight version .936 pounds; fuel, hydrazine.

Specifications
Length 5.47 inches; diameter 1.46 inches; weight .91
pounds; fuel, hydrazine.

Performance

Performance
Thrust one pow1d at nominal vacuum.

Thrust 5 pounds at nominal vacuun1.
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RL10 ROCKET ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

- SIDEWINDER IC ROCKET
MOTOR (AIM-9C/D)
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks

~e. RLIOA-3-1 was the world's first operational
hqmd hydrogen rocket engine. It was developed for
NASA as powerplant for the Centaur and for the
Douglas S-IV stage of Saturn I. The latter, a developmental stage leading to larger hydrogen-powered
space vehicles, was phased out after 6 successful flights.
Centaur was designed to carry unmanned scientific
payloads to the moon, Mars and other planets. An
advanced model of the RLIO, the 10A-3-3, has been
successfully flown on the more recent Centaur flights.

Remarks
Greater speed and range, plus improved operational
characteristics have marked the second generation
of Sidewinder with its advanced solid propulsion
system being manufactured at Rocketdyne since 1963.
This Navy air-to-air missile mounted on F-8s and
F-4Bs was designed to destroy high-performance
fighter aircraft and bombers. The rocket mot<;>r mea_sures 72 inches long, 5 inches in diameter, and contains
60 pounds of Flexadyne propellant. ·Loa~ed ":'ith J?ropellant the motor was subjected to extensive v1bra_twn,
shock, drop tests simulating extremes of operatiOnal
use, and temperature extremes ranging frgm sub-zero
to over 300 degrees Fahrenheit. In over 200 firings
during development and evaluation the motor showed
100 percent reliability. Original versions developed by
the Naval Ordnance Test Station became operational"
in 1953, and the Mod 2 version is being used by U.S.
forces in Vietnam.

Specifications
Length 69 inches; diameter at exhaust nozzle 40
inc~es; weight (approximate) 292 pounds; expansion
r~tl~ RLIOA-3-1 40:1, 10A-3-3 57:1; propellants
liqmd hydrogen and liquid oxygen.
Performance
Thrust 15,000 pounds, throttling capability from 100
to 10 percent of rated thrust; specific impulse lOA -3-1
433 seconds; IOA-3-3 444 seconds.
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SPARROW III 6-B ROCKET MOTOR (AIM-7E)

SHRIKE ROCKET MOTOR (AGM-45A)

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
The solid propulsion system for Sparrow III, one of
the Navy's most advanced air-to-air missiles, has been
in production at Rocketdyne since early 1961. Development and qualification of the advanced propulsion
system were completed in 22 months; successful flight
tests were held 12 months after initial contract award.
Specifically designed to propel the electronicallycontrolled Sparrow III 6-b, primary armament on the
Navy F-4B and Air Force F-4C aircraft, the new rocket
motor increases the missile's operational temperahrre
range as well as its total power and firing range.
To qualify for supersonic missions, the advanced
moto.r completed test firings at temper~tures f:om
sub-zero to over 300 degrees Fahrenheit; survived
several days of continuous vibration; pas~ed drop
tests from heights up to 40 feet, and special shock
tests simulating aircraft carrier catapult and ar:ested
landing conditions. The Sparrow III motor IS the
first to combine a unique freestanding propellant cha~ge
(grain) with Flexadyne, a solid propellant wluch
increases performance and operating temperature
range, and resists cracking or tearing at extremely
low temperatures. Rocketdyne has manufactured well
over 9,000 Sparrow propulsion systems for both Navy
and Air Force use.

Remarks

.

First in a new generation of tactical weapons, the
Navy's Shrike air-to-ground missile is powered by a
solid-propellant rocket motor similar in design and performance to the propulsion system of Sparrow III 6-b.
Both motors combine a unique free-standing propellant
charge (grain) with Flexadyne, a solid propellant providing substantial performance increase and wider operating temperature range. Named after a small bird that
attacks the eyes of its enemies, Shrike affords a new
attack capability against heavily defended tactical
areas, plus increased combat protection for pilots and
planes. Rocketdyne has delivered well over 4,000 Shrike
propulsion systems for both Navy and Air Force use.
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ROCKETDYNE SOLID MOTORS

R1 ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
Rocketdyne 's Solid Rocket Division at MeG regor, Texas,
produces a number of motors for specialized applications. Among them are the ullage motors for the S-II
second stage of the Saturn V launch vehicle. These
motors, attached in clusters of 8 around the periphery
of the interstage structure between the first and second
stages, provide artificial gravity by momentarily accelerating the second stage forward after first stage
burnout. Each motor is 89 inches long and 12.5 inches
in diameter; it delivers 22,500 pounds of thrust for approximately 4 seconds. Other Rocketdyne solids include
the Redhead-Roadrunner launch booster, the RS-B-202
zero launch booster for the F -104G, and turbine starters
for H-1 and J-2 liquid rocket engines. In photo, solid
propellant samples undergo test at the division's research laboratory.

Remarks
A key engine in the U.S. national space program, the
H-1 in a cluster of eight w1its has been uprated to first
stage thrust of 1,640,000 pounds for later flights of the
Uprated Saturn I vehicles. Regeneratively cooled, it
burns a combination of RP-1 fuel and liquid oxygen
oxidizer. Engines are tested singly at Rocketdyne's
Santa Susana Field Laboratory in California and at the
company's Neosho, Missouri, plant prior to delivery lo
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center and the Chrysler
assembly plant at Michaud, Louisiana.
Specifications
Maximum envelope length 102 inches; maximum diameter 66 inches.
Performance
Thrust 205,000 pounds.
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J-2 ENGINE

F-1 ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
One of the major engines in NASA's nuumed space
flight program is the J-2, which burns liquid h ydrogen fuel with a liquid oxygen oxidizer and is the largest hydrogen-burning engine to reach qualification and
production status (in photo, J-2 production line at
Rocketdyne's Canoga Park, California, plant). The regeneratively-cooled 200,000-patmd thrust engine plays
an important role in the nation's 2 largest launch
vehicles: in the Uprated Saturn I it is used singly
as the propulsion unit for the S-IVB stage, second
stage of the vehicle; in Sahtrn V, it is employed in
a 1,000,000-pound thmst cluster of 5 as the second
stage and in the S-IVB as the third stage, which will
send Apollo astronauts into a ltmar trajectory. J-2 is
being developed under the technical direction of
NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center.

•
Remarks
The primary engine in the U.S. manned space flight
program, the F-1 is the most powerful liquid-fueled
engine in the U.S. inventory. Being developed under the
technical direction of NASA's Marshall Space Flight
Center, it is regeneratively-cooled and it bums a combination of RP-1 fuel and liquid oxygen oxidizer. A
cluster of 5 F-1s, with a total thmst of 7,610,000
pounds, makes up the propulsion system of the S-IC,
basic stage of the huge Saturn V launch vehicle which
will send Apollo astronauts to the moon.
Specifications
Maximmn envelope length 19 feet; maximum envelope diameter 12.4 feet.
., Performance
' Thrust 1,522,000 potmds.

Specifications
Maximum envelope length 133 inches; maximtm1 envelope diameter 80 1h inches.
Performance
Maximum thrust 230,000 pounds.
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THOR MB-3
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

ATLAS MA-5 SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation
Remarks
The MA-5 system is the propulsion package for the
SLV-3 launch vehicle. Generating 388,300 pounds of
thrust, it was used for all Mercury Atlas astronaut
launchings. In long-range missile tests the engine hurled
the Atlas as far as 9,000 miles from the launching pad
at Cape Kennedy. The primary engine units are composed of a twin-chambered booster on each side and a
sustainer in the center, the complete Atlas standard
launch vehicle propulsion system includes 2 small vernier or stabilizing engines mounted on the missile
frame to provide roll control.

Remarks
MB-3 engines for the Thor booster are produced for
the Air Force by Rocketdyne. A liquid-propellant engine, the MB-3 features 2 small verniers (stabili~ing
engines) to provide roll control. More space vehiCles
have been boosted by Thor than by any other propulsion
system.
Specifications
.
Length 141.5 inches; diameter 66.7 inches; fuel RJ-1;
oxidizer liquid oxygen.
Performance
Thrust 170,000 pounds main engine; 1,130 pounds each
vernier engine.

Specifications
Length (booster package including 2 engines) 134
inch~s, sustainer 98 inches; diameter booster package
168 mches; fuel RP-1: oxidizer liquid oxygen.
Performance
Thrust .388,300 pounds total, including: boosters
330,000, sustainer 57,000, 2 verniers 669 each; cooling regenerative.
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AR2-3

P4-1 DRONE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
A supplemental propulsion mut for manned aircraft,
the AR2-3 provides extra thmst for the Lockheed
NF-104A Starfighter to augment its turbojet engines
and enable it to attain altitudes up to 130,000 feet for
aerospace training missions. The liquid-propellant
rocket engines boost thrust by more than 6,000 pounds.

Remarks
The P4-1 storable liquid propellant powers Navy AQM37 A and Air Force Q-12 target missiles produced by
Beech Aircraft Corporation. It is a small compact system having both sustainer and booster and producing
over 600 pounds of thrust to po\over the target missile
to Mach 2 at 70,000 feet.
·

Specifications
Length 32 inches; diamete r 15 inches; weight 235
potmds; fuel JP-4 or 5 ; oxidizer hydrogen peroxide.

Specifications
Length 21 inches; dian1eter 6.6 inches; fuel hydyrte
(MAF-4); oxidizer inhibited red fuming nitric acid. -

Performance
Thrust throttleable from 50 percent to maximum of
6,600 potmds at 35,000 feet.

Performance
Thrust sustainer 106 pounds at 70,000 feet, booster 550
pounds at 25,000 feet.
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SE-7, SE-8, SE-9

PHOENIX ROCKET MOTOR (AIM-54A)

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Prime Contractor: Rocketdyne Division of North
American Rockwell Corporation

Remarks
SE-7,-8,-9 are small liquid propellant thrusters_ The
SE-7 and 8 burn a combination of monomethylhydrazine fuel and nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer. The SE-9
uses a combination of hydrazine and unsymmetrical
dimethyl hydrazine as fuel and nitrogen tetroxide as
oxidizer. SE-7 is used for corrections of orbital attitude
and maneuvering in the Gemini spacecraft; SE-8 for
the attitude reentry control system in the Apollo command module; SE-9 for attitude control of the Titan
III-C transtage. The units are employed in multiples,
16 in the SE-7 system including 6 to 100 pounds
thrust, 2 of 85 pounds and 8 of 25 pounds. SE-8 has
2 sets of 6 engines each, one set redundant, all engines
93 pounds thrust. SE-9 consists of 2 3-engine modules
plus 2 single engines, with 4 of the engines producing
45 pounds thrust and the other 4 25 pounds_ In photo,
a 3-engine module of the SE-9 system.

Remarks
The solid propulsion system for the Navy's Phoenix
missile was completing the last phase of an extensive
qualification program at Rocketdyne late in 1967. All
work on the propulsion system is being done at Rocketdyne's Solid Rocket Division, McGregor, Texas. First
powered flight test of the Phoenix missile designated
AIM-54A, came in April1966, just 2 months after completion of the propulsion development program . The
Phoenix motor utilizes Flexadyne, a proven solid propellant developed by Rocketdyne to provide tactical
missiles with performance increases throughout an extended environmental operating temperature range.
Flexadyne propellant is particularly adaptable to the
Phoenix missile requirements of high volurn.e tric loading, high total impulse, and long. burning ti~~, thus
providing the longcrange operatiOnal capab1hty required by the Navy.
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YLR99-RM-l TURBOROCJ<ET

TD-339 SURVEYOR VERNIER ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
TD-339 vernier engines provided power for mid-course
trajectory correction, final soft landing velocity and
stability control during the lunar landings of America's Surveyor spacecraft. Three of these throttling
liquid engines, produced by Thiokol's Reaction Motors
Division, were installed on the Surveyor vehicles. The
TD-339 is a small, regeneratively-cooled liquid system
operating on pressure-fed mixed oxides of nitrogen and
monomethylhydrazine hydrate fuel. Basic elements
of the engine are the thrust chamber and injector as~
sembly, dual propellant valve _and propellant shutoff
valve. A radiation-cooled molybdenum nozzle extension provides an 86:1 area ratio. Attitude and stability .
control are achieved by differential throttling of the
3 engines.

The YLR99-RM-1 throttleable turborocket engine was
developed by Thiokol's Reaction Motors Division to
provide p~opulsion for the X-15 hypersonic manned
research aircraft. The engine fulfills the manned safety
requirements of MIL-E-5149 and incorporates extensive
malftmction self-monitoring and safety features. The
engine operates on liquid oxyaen and anhydrous ammonia which is fed into the thrust chamber by a hydrogen peroxide-driven turbopump. Major engine components are a thrust chamber, injector gas generator,
2-stage igniter, turbopump and variable governor control, propellant control components, and electrical
system. The engine has powered the X-15 to record
speeds and altitudes for' winged, piloted vehicles.
Specifications
Length 82.03 inches; diameter 39.31 inches; weight
910 pounds (dry) and 1,025 pow1ds (wet); operational
life between overhauls, 1 hour.

Specifications
Weight 5.9 patmds; length 11 inches.
Performance
Thmst continuously throttleable for 27 to 104 pounds;
unlimited restart capability; specific impulse 287 seconds at maximum thrust.

Performance
Thrust continuously throttleable from 15,000 to 58,700
pounds (at infinite altitude); rated duration 180 seconds
at full thrust depending on aircraft tankage; total propellant flowrate 212.5 pounds per second.
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THIOKOL SOLID ROCKETS

C-1 R'"ADIAMIC ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Remarks
Thiokol manufactures a varied line of solid rocket
motors over a wide thrust range. Among its largest
motors are the 156-1C and the 156-2C-1, the 156-7
fiberglass case motor (developing over 350,000 pounds
thrust) and the 156-9 (1,000,000 pounds thrust). Thrust
values are 1,400,000 pounds for the 1C and 3,000,000
pounds for the 2C. Other Thiokol motors include the
TU-465 120-inch booster; with Hercules Incorporated,
the first stage Poseidon C-3 motor; the TE-364 Surveyor main retro; TE-385 Gemini retros; TE-260-C
Subroc booster; the Falcon TE-287, TX-143-25 and
TX-58-4; TU-289 Genie booster; XMlOO booster for the
Sergeant missile (length 195.3 inches, diameter 32
inches, weight 6,910 pounds); M16E1 Matador booster;
the 34,000 pound thrust Recruit rocket (length 102.22
inches, diameter 9 inches, weight 352 pounds); M30
N ike-Hercules sustainer (length 174 inches, diameter
28.44 inches, weight 2,660 pounds); the 64,000 pound
ca:tor rocket (length 244.12 inches, diameter 40 inches,
we1ght 8,746 pounds); the TX-33-36 Little Joe rocket
':"'hich pr_oduces 53,~50 pounds thrust (length 237.44
mches, diameter 31 mches, weight 8,796 pounds); the
200,~00 pound thrust M-55 (TU-122) Minuteman Stage
1/Wmg 1 motor and the M-55Et Wing 2 motor of
unannounced thrust; the XM-15 Bomarc booster· the
TX-135 Nike Zeus booster (length 203 inches dia~eter
43.12 inches); ~e XM-1?5 Pershing first st~ge motor
(length 78.55 mches, diameter 40 inches); XM-106
Pershing second stage motor (length 63.28 inches diameter 40 inches); and motors for various other mis;iles.

Remarks
Under contract to NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center,
Thiokol's Reaction Motors Division is currently conducting the Phase II development of the C-1 Radiamic
engine. Designated as the C-1 "Common Engine," this
unit is intended for a variety of space vehicle missions.
By employing 9 different, interchangeable nozzle configurations, the basic engine becomes adaptable for
spacecraft attitude control and maneuvering systems
and for launch vehicle ullage control. The engine uses
storable liquid propellants consisting of nitrogen tetroxide with either a blend of unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine and hydrazine, or monomethylhydrazine.
The C-1 consists of a basic engine (thrust chamber and
valve assembly) assembled to an ablative or radiationcooled nozzle extension.
Specifications
Weight 6.26 pounds (with radiation-cooled nozzle),
7.98 to 14.90 pounds (with ablative cooled nozzle).
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ENGINES (ROCKET)

LR62-RM-2/4 ROCKET ENGINE

LR58-RM-4 ROCKET ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Remarks
The LR62 packaged liquid propellant rocket engines
provide power for Navy and Air Force Bullpup B
(AGM-12C) air-to-surface guided missile. The engine,
a larger version of Thiokol's LR58 engine which was
developed for Bullpup, utilizes factory-loaded propellants of inhibited red fuming nitric acid (IRFNA)
and a mixed amine fuel (MAF-1 ). Arrangement of internal components and operation is the same as the
smaller LR58 engine. The engine is handled like a
round of ammunition, requiring only insertion of an
igniter to arm it for firing. Being a packaged liquid,
LR62 can withstand severe handling and thermal environments associated with high speed carrier aircraft
operations.
Specifications
Length 61.20 inches; diameter 17.32 inches; weight
536 pounds (loaded).

Remarks
The LR58-RM-4 packaged liquid propellant rocket
engine powers the Bull pup A (AGM-12B) air-to-surface
guided missile. The LR58-RM-4 is produced by Thiokol's Reaction Motors Division and is the first factoryfueled liquid rocket to reach operational status. It is
used by the U.S. Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps.
Its hypergolic liquid propellants are inhibited red
fuming nitric acid (IRFNA) and a mixed amine fuel
(MAF-1). The propellants are loaded and hermetically
sealed in high strength tankage at the production plant.
A pressurized propellant feed system forces the propellants from the tanks to the combusion chamber by
means of a shear slide injector, the only moving engine part. Engine operation is initiated by electrical
impulse to an igniter which starts the solid propellant
gas generator and begins the propellant pressurization
and injection sequence to produce thrust.
Specifications
Length 40.47 inches; diameter 12.10 inches; weight
203 pounds (loaded).

Performance
Storage life 5 years; reliability 99.84 percent.

Performance
Reliability 99.83 percent.
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ENGINES (ROCKET)

LRII-RM-5 ROCKET ENGINE

LUNAR MODULE DESCENT ENGINE (LMDE)

Prime Contractor: Thiokol Chemical Corporation

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems, TRW Inc.

Remarks
The LRll-RM-5 engine was developed for use in early
rocket-powered piloted aircraft. This engine powered
the Bell X series aircraft which in 1946 was the first
winged vehicle to break the sound barrier in level
flight. Incorporating extensive malfunction safety provisions, the engine has been the 20 year workhorse of
manned experimental flight, including the X-15 where
a twin XLR11 system was utilized as interim propulsion early in the flight program. The LRll-RM-5 was
produced by the Reaction Motors Division of Thiokol.
It is a turborocket engine consisting of 4 clustered
chambers with the turbopump and control system
closely coupled to the forward end of the chambers.
Each chamber contains an igniter to provide repeated
restarts. LRll-RM-5 is throttleable in step-thrust increments by on-off operation of the chambers in any
desired routine. The engine is currently being considered for use in various lifting body vehicles.

Remarks
This throttleable space engine developed by TRW to
land the Apollo Astronauts on the moon's surface was
qualified in 1967. Because of the various propulsion
requirements and the high engine reliability imposed
by the manned lunar landing mission the engine has
characteristics designed into it that allow it to be
readily adapted to many other missions. The LMDE
version of this engine operates over a continuously
variable thrust range of 10,000 to 1,000 pmmds and
has a total burning life of 1,000 seconds. LMDE for
the Voyager Spacecraft must perform mid-course, retro
and orbit adjust maneuvers and, therefore, operates at
2 discrete thrust levels of 10,000 pounds ar1d 1,750
pounds. A third application of this engine finds it operating over a throttleable range of 8,000 pounds down
to 550 pounds of thrust. Other applications being considered for LMDE include · Mars Flyby and Lander,
Maneuvering Spacecraft, Logistic Space Vehicles and
Apollo Applications. LMDE uses storeable bipropellants at a mixture ratio of 1.6. The engine has an
ablative chamber with a lightweight titanium nozzle
extension.

Specifications
Length 58 inches; diameter 18 inches; weight 345
pounds (dry).
Performance
Thrust 8,000 pounds (2,000 pounds per chamber); service life 1lh hours.
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SNAPOODLE RADIOISOTOPE THRUSTER

URSA 100 R

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems, TRW Inc.

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems, TRW Inc.

Remarks
A r~diois?tope-fueled space. engine capable of generatmg Simultaneously thmst and usable electrical
powe~, the Snapoodle is a development of TRW Systems m cooperation with the Air Force. It is a selfcontained tmit using heat from a radioisotope source
for acceleration of gaseous hydrogen to create thrust
and to generate electricity through a thermo-electric
converter. Snapoodle's primary propulsive element is
the Poo~le th~uster consisting mainly of a pair of
concentnc cylmders with an overall diameter of 4
inches, length 17 inches and weighing about 30 pounds.
It. generates about a quarter of a pound of thmstsmt~ble for sustaining a spacecraft in a low altitude
orbit, transferring the vehicle frQm one orbit to an?ther, or for providing maneuverability. The radioIsotope is polonium-210, sealed within the core cylinder
of the thmster. As it decays, fast-moving alpha particles are stopped by the metal container which becomes
heated to temperatures in excess of 2,500 degrees Fahrenheit. Thermal energy normally radiated into space
has been harnessed by means of a thermoelectric converter (which converts heat directly into electricity) .
Some of the radiated heat is thus converted into usable
electrical power. The Snapoodle can deliver 70 watts
of electric power while thmsting and a range of 200
to 250 watts with no propellant flow. Record heats approaching 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit have bee~ attained. In photo Snapoodle (left) and Poodle (nght).
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Remarks
This storeable bipropellant engine being developed by
TRW was scheduled to complete its PERT early in
1968. Designed for both steady state and pulsing operation, the engine uses a radiation cooled chamber that
is capable of being partially buried in a space vehicle.
One version of the engine includes a gimbal ring and
actuator. The engine is being qualified to the following
requirements: thmst 100 pounds; specific impulse nomi- .
nal 298 seconds, 30 minutes 295 seconds; life require-_
ment 4,000 seconds steady state; demonstrated life
15,000 seconds; number of starts 50,000 demonstrated.
The engine is 15.1 inches long, weighs 6.68 pounds
with gimbal assembly and has a nozzle exit plane diameter of 6.125 inches.
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INTELSAT III POPS

- MARINER 69 PROPULSION SYSTEM

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems, TRW Inc.

Prime Contractor: TRW Systems, TRW Inc.

Remarks
The Position and Orientation Propulsion Syste.m for
Intelsat III is being developed by TRW Systems. This
is a monopropellant hydrazine propulsion system which
uses Shell 405 spontaneous catalyst to decompose the
propellant. A series redundant valve on each thruster is
designed for 50,000 cycles. The POPS is designed for
5 years in space operation. It was scheduled to be
qualified in late 1967. The system operates over a blow
down range of 4.0 pounds thrust to 1.2 pounds thrust
and has 2 sets of 2 thrusters each (redundant) . The
system loaded weighs 63 pounds and each thruster
valve assembly weighs 0.53 pounds.

Remarks
This system is being modified and requalified by TRW
for Jet Propulsion Laboratory and NASA's Mariner 69
Spacecraft. The system uses monopropellant hydrazine
which is decomposed with Shell 405 catalyst. The 50
pound thrust engine includes quad redundant squib
valve and jet vanes for thrust vector control.
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TRW ION ENGINE

FW-4 UPPER-STAGE ROCKET

Prime Contractor: TRW S stems, TRW Inc.

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center

Remarks
One major effort of TR\.V Systems in its extensive research and development in the field of electric propulsion is a working ion engine, a cesium contact thmst
device. The engine operates by feeding cesium to a hot
tungsten plate where it ionizes; the positive ions leave
the hot plate and pass through a charged electric grid.
Accelerating the ions, the grid causes them to exit
through the nozzle at velocities of about 30 miles per
second.

Remarks
The FW-4 solid-propellant upper-stage rocket motor
is designed for use on boost vehicles with orbital, probe,
or reentry missions, as well as retro-rocket propulsion
for space vehicles and as sounding rockets. It is being
flown by NASA on the uprated Scout and thrust- ·
augmented Delta launch vehicles, and by the Air Force
as a top-stage on its Atlas and Thor boosters. The
FW -4 is believed to have the highest mass fraction92 percent-of any operational solid rocket. FW-4S is
6,000 pound thrust USAF version used as impro.ved
Scout fourth stage.
Specifications
Length 58.43 inches; dian1eter 19.6 inches; weight 660.5 pounds. Propellant PBAN with aluminum additives
and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer. Nozzle composite
stmcture of aluminum, graphite and silica. Ignition
redtmdant squib pyrogen.
Performance
Thrust 5,400 pounds.
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TITAN 111-C BOOSTER ROCKETS

HfCH-PERFORMANCE, UPPER-STAGE UQUID
ROCKETS

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center
Remarks
The Titan III-C is a versatile space launch vehicle designed for military, scientific, experimental, and exploratory payloads ranging from more than 25,000
pounds in earth orbit to 5,000 pounds in deep space.
Its booster stage has operated flawlessly in all launches
since its initial flight in 1965. It includes 2 boosters
operating in tandem, thrust termination and destruct
systems, and a secondary liquid injection system for
steering. UTC has also been awarded a 31Jz-year contract to develop the booster stage for the TIT AN
III-C/D.

Remarks
UTC has developed a family of high-performance space
storable liquid propellant engines that can remain in
space with start/restart capability for as long as several years. The engines utilize a lightweight ablative
thrust chamber and a UTC-designed injector. The injector provides an improved propellant spray pattern
within the combustion chamber, reducing erosion of
the combustion chamber lining and permitting the use
of a thinner and simpler silica phenolic lining. In photo,
5,000 pound thrust version.

Specifications
Length 86 feet; diameter 120 inches; weight 500 tons.
Propellant PBAN with aluminum additives and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer. Nozzle material steel with
graphite cloth-phenolic and silica cloth-phenolic cone
liner. Ignition is by small solid rockets.

Specifications
Smallest 52 inches long, 26 inches diameter; largest
75.5 inches long, 48 inches diameter; weight, s mallest
72 pounds, largest 185 pounds; propellant 50/50 hydrazine and unsymmetrical dimethylhydrogen and
nitrogen tetroxide; nozzle composite structure with
fiberglass shell and silica-phenolic liner; ignition hypergolic.

Performance
Thrust 1,200,000 pounds each.

Performance
Thrust, smallest 2,000 pounds, largest 8,000 pounds.
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TITAN III-C STAGING ROCKET

TITAN II TRANSLATION ROCKET

Prime Contractor: United Technology C enter

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center

Remarks
The Titan III-C's staging rockets are timed to fire automatically at booster-stage bumout to separate the
2 120-inch-diameter solid-propellant boosters from the
center core. Each of the big boosters has 8 staging
rockets, an aft cluster of 4 and a forward cluster of 4,
or a total of 16 staging rockets for the booster stage.
The staging rockets hav e operated flawlessly on all
Titan III-C flights to date.

Remarks
UTC's solid-propellant translation rockets were developed in 1963 for use in separation of the Titan II
intercontinental ballistic missile's stages. The company
designed, produced, and test-fired the first translation
rocket in 122 days. In mass production at UTC, the
alumimun-encased rocket is also used as a staging
rocket on the Air Force Titan III-C. The only difference between the Titan II and Titan III-C motors is
the nozzle configuration.

Specifications
Length 56 inches; diameter 6 inches; weight 84 .5
pounds; propellant PBAN with aluminum additives
and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer; nozzle material
composite structure with alumimun housi~g, _a~bestos
phenolic exit cone and graphite throat; IgiUtlon redundant squib pyrogen.

Specifications
Length 5 feet; diameter 6 inches; weight 84.5 potmds;
propellant PBAN with alumimun additives and ammonium perchlorate oxidizer; nozzle material composite structure with ahuninum housing, asbestos
phenolic exit cone and graphite throat; ignition squib
pyrogen.

Performance
Thrust 4,500 pounds.

Performance
Thrust 5,000 pounds.

R-297

HIGH-THRUST, HIGH-PERFORMANCE HYBRID
ROCKET

SANDPIPER PROPULSION SYSTEM
Prime Contractor: United Technology Center

Prime Contractor: United Technology Center
Remarks
The Sandpiper is an Air Force target missile being
developed for use in the 1970s to test the effectiveness
of advanced air defenses at sub- and supersonic speeds.
Its propulsion system will be the nation's first operational hybrid rocket, using a solid fuel and liquid oxidizer. It will also have, for the first time in any rocket
engine, the ability to select a wide-range Hight pattern
by the simple twist of a mechanical dial. This system
is known as "dial-a-thrust."

Remarks
Developed and tested by UTC, this engine is America's largest, most powerful hybrid rocket. Hybrids
utilize a solid fuel and a liquid oxidizer to achieve a
combination of advantages unobtainable in either allsolid or all-liquid systems. These include safety, reliability, economical high performance, stop-start capability, and thrust control over a wide range.
Specifications
Length 184.5 inches; 38 inches diameter; weight 12,375
pounds; propellant polyurethane with aluminum additives and nitrogen tetroxide as oxidizer; nozzle material steel and glass fiber shell with high-density
graphite throat; ignition hypergolic bipropellant.

Specifications
Sandpiper will be 175 inches long, 10 inches in diameter, weight 450 pounds; propellant Plexiglas fuel
grain with additives and combination of nitric oxides
as oxidizer; nozzle material composite structure with
aluminum housing, asbestos phenolic exit cone and
graphite throat; ignition squib actuated pyrogen.

Performance
Thrust 40,600 pounds.

Performance
Thrust range from 600 to 60 pounds.

R-298
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I0-720 SERIES FUEL INJECTED
RECIPROCATING ENGINE

I0-540-K FUEL INJECTED RECIPROCATING
ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Lycoming Division

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Lycoming Division

Remarks
This 400 horsepower direct drive engine powers the
single engine Piper Comanche 400. The same basic
model engine is used to power the Riley Dove, lmco
Model B1 agricultural sprayer and the Swearingen
conversion of the Beech Queen Air 65. Like many of
her sister engines in this family, the I0-720 incorporates piston cooling oil jets and a continuous flow
fuel injection system. The basic engine will be turbocharged and power increased.

Remarks
This fuel injected, flat opposed, direct drive piston
engine powers the Piper Cherokee 300, a 6-place single engine utility aircraft. This engine incorporates
piston cooling oil jets, a tw1ed induction system, a continuous flow fuel injection system, and like all A vco
Lycoming direct drive engines, is supplied with an
automotive type starter and generator or alternator.
This engine has a continuous rating of 2,700 revolutions per minute and uses 100/130 octane fuel.

Specifications
Length 46.08 inches; width 34.25 inches; height 22.53
inches; weight 610 pow1ds; 5.125 inches bore; 4.375
inches stroke; displacement 722 cubic inches; 8.7:1
compression ratio.

Specifications
Length 39.34 inches; width 34.25 inches; height 19.60
inches; weight 470 pounds; 5.125 inches bore; 4.375
inches stroke; displacement 541.5 cubic inches; 8.7:1
compression ratio.

Performance
400 horsepower continuous.

Performance
300 horsepower continuous.

R-299
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TI0-540-A1A TURBOCHARGED
RECIPROCATING ENGINE

I0-360-A1A FUEL INJECTED RECIPROCATING
ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Lycoming Division

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Lycoming Division

Remarks
This turbocharged fuel injected engine powers the new
Piper Navajo Twin on top of weather not possible with
normally aspirated engines. The TI0-540-A1A, like all
other Avco Lycoming engines supplied with a turbocharger, incorporates automatic controls. Also, all
turbocharged engines built by Avco Lycoming feature
shell moulded cylinder heads, 1h inch inconel steel
exhaust valves, ni-resist exhaust valve guides and
piston cooling oil squirts.

Remarks
First installed in the Mooney Super 21, this 200 horsepower, 4-cylinder, flat opposed, direct drive engine also
powers the new Mooney Executive model aircraft.
Producing 50 horse power per cylinder, the I0-360-A1A
has an excellent horsepower to weight ratio while
maintaining the simplicity of design associated with the
direct drive type piston engine. A tuned induction
system and a continuous flow fuel injection system are
incorporated in this series.

Specifications
Length 51.34 inches; width 34.25 inches; height 22.71
inches; weight 535 pounds; 5.125 inches bore; 4.375
inches stroke; displacement 541.5 cubic inches; 7.3:1
compression ratio.

Specifications
Length 29.81 inches; width 34.25 inches; height 19.35
inches; 5.125 inches bore; 4.375 inches stroke; weight
323 pounds; displacement 361 cubic inches; 8.7:1 compression ratio.

Performance
310 horsepower continuous to 15,000 feet and 230
horsepower to 25,000 feet.

Performance
200 horsepower continuous.

R-300
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TI0-541 T U RBOCHARGED PISTO N ENGINE
~rime Co ntrac tor: A vco Co rpora ti on , Lycomin rr Di viSIOn

b

TIG0-541 SERIES TURBOCH..!\.RGED PISTON
ENGINE

Remarks

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Lycoming Division

The first in A vco Lycomincr's new series of encrines
is t~1e TI?-54_1 whi_ch powers the looney M22 ..::oThe
l_Jas 1 ~ eng me IS avrulable w ith a 3 0 horsepower ratm g ; 1t pov.rers th e Beech Turbo Baron 56TC and Beech
Duke . This nev.r design concept for A vco Lvcomincr
in the piston e ngine field incorporates all of the en~
ginee ring improve ments learned in 25 years of manuf~cturing air cooled aircraft engines. Equipped w ith
s1de mow1ted accessories for ease of maintenru1ce the
TI0-541 also incorporates a11 integral oil cooler' ru1d
a turbocharger with provision for cabin pressmization
and a drive for a Freon compresso r for ah conditioning.

Remarks
The second in the newest fru11ily of piston engines to
come from Avco Lycoming will be the TIG0-541
model. Turbocharged for high altitude operation, this
engine is basically a TI0-541 with an offset reduction
gear having a nl.tio of 2 to 3. A 1-piece crankcase
casting provides a housing for the reduction gear ru1d
power section as well as providing pads for side
motmted accessories. This model engine is equipped
with a turbocharger with provision for cabin pressurization, a drive for a Freon compressor for air conditioning and a torquemeter.

Specifications
~en g th

49.09 inches; width 34.25 inches; height 21.38
mches; weight 579 potmds; 5.125 inches bore; 4.375
inches stroke; displacement 54 1 cubi c inches; 7.3:1
compression ratio.
Performance

Specifications
Length 58.94 inches; width 35.66 inches; height 27.14
inches; weight 663 potmds; 5.125 inches bore; 4.375
inches stroke; displacement 541 cubic inches; 7.3:1
compression ratio.

TI0-541-A1A : 310 brake horsepower continuous; TI0541-E: 380 brake horsepowe r continuous.

Performance
400 brake horsepower continuous.

R-301
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IGS0-540 SERIES SUPERCHARGED
RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Lycoming Division
Remarks
This series of engines powers the 680 series of aircraft manufactured by Aero Commander and the Queen
Air 80 model aircraft manufactured by Beech. A mechanically supercharged fuel injected engine, this model
has accumulated many hours of flight time and compiled
an envious record of safety and low maintenance costs.
Side mounted accessories provide for ease of maintenance and the engine is built with either updraft or
downdraft exhaust cylinders. Basically used by Aero
and Beech, many smaller companies are using the
IGS0-540 as a conversion powerplant to increase the
performance of other aircraft.

MODEL 0-200-A
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks
The 0-200-A is the power plant for the Cessna Model
150, the Champion Citabria and Lancer, and the
Thorpe Sky Scooter (tubular).
Specifications
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: length
28.53 inches, height 28.72 inches, width 31.56 i~ches;
dry weight, with accessories, 217.87 pounds; cylmders
4; bore 4.06 inches; stroke 3.88 inches; displacement
201 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.0: l.

Specifications
Length 48.15 inches; width 34.25 inches; height 28.44
inches; weight 530 pounds; 5.125 inches bore; 4.375
inches stroke; displacement 541.5 cubic inches; 7.3:1
compression ratio.

Performance
Rated power, sea level, 100 horsepower; take-off power,
sea level, 100 horsepower; recommended cmis~ rating,
sea level, 75 horsepower; revolutions per mmute at
rated power 2,750; revolutions per minute at take-off
2,750; cruising revolutions per minute 2,500.

Performance
380 brake horsepower take-off, 360 brake horsepower
continuous.

R-302
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MODELS 0-300-A,B,C,D
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

MODEL 0-470-R
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Remarks
The 0-300 engine powers the Cessna 170, the Cessna
172, the Cessna T-41 A (military), and the Maule Bee
Dee M-4.

Remarks
The 0-470-R engine powers the Cessna 180, the Cessna
188 and the \ Vren 460.

Dimensions with standard equipment installed: length
.36.03 inches, height 28.42 inches, v,ridth 33.56 inches;
dry weight, with accessories, 438.35 potmds; cylinders
6; bore 5 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 471
cubic inches; compression ratio 7.0: 1.

Specifications
Dimensions, with standard equipment installed: length
39% inches (D 36 inches), height 23 14 inches (D 27
inches), width 311;2 inches; dry weight, with carburetor,
268 potmds; cylinders 6; bore 4 l/16 inches; strok~
3¥8 inches; displacement 301 cubic inches; compre§sion ratio 7.0:-l.

Performance
Sea level rating 230 horsepower; sea level take-off
rating· 230 horsepower; sea level cruise rating 172
horsepower; rated power revolutions per minute 2,600;
take-off power revolutions per minute 2,600; cruising
revolutions per minute 2,450.

Performance
Sea level rating 145 horsepower; sea level take-off
power 145 horsepo ver; cruise 108 horsepower; r~vo
lutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revolutiOns
per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising revolutions per minute 2,450.

Specifications

R-303
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MODEL 10-520-A, -D, -E, -F
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks
The 10-520-A engine is the power plant for th e Cessna
210 and 206, and the Aero Commander 200-0.
Specifications
Dim ensions with standard equipme nt installed: leng th
41.41 inches, hei ght 19.75 inches, width .33.56 inches;
dry weight with accessories 471.28 pounds; cylinders 6;
bore 5.25 inches ; stroke 4 inches ; displacement 520
cubic inches; compression ratio 8.5: 1.
Performance
Sea level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating 285
horsepower; cruise rating 215 horsepower; revolutions
per minute at rated power 2,700; revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising revolutions per
minute 2,500.
Model 10-520-D, used in the Cessna 188 Agwagon,
Cessna 185 Skywagon and Bellanca Viking, has same
specifications except for: length 38.86 inches; height
23.79 inches; dry weight 455.56 poLmcls; take-off rating 300 horsepower; take-off revolutions per minute
2,850; cruising horsepower 215 at 2,550 revolutions
per minute.
Model I0-520-E, used in the Aero Commander 500-A,
is 47.66 inches long, 19.75 inches high and 35.56
inches wide; take-off rating 300 horsepower at 2,850
revolutions per minute; rated power 285 horsepo\ver
at 2,700 revolutions per minute; cruise rating 213
horsepower at 2,500 revolutions per minute.
Model 10-520-F used in the Cessna U206, is 41.41
inches long, 19.7S inches high and 33.56 inche~ wide;
take-off rating .3 00 horsepower at 2,850 revolutions per
minute; rated power 285 horsepower at 2,700 revolutions per minute; cruise rating 215 horsepower at
2,550 revolutions per minute:

MODEL 10-360-C, -D
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks
The I0-360 engine is the power plant for the Cessna
3.37, Cessna T-41B, 02A and 02B (military).
Specifications
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: length
35.34 inches, height 23.7 4 inches, width 3.40 inches;
dry weight with accessories 298.25 pounds; cylinders
6; bore 4.438 inches; stroke 3.875 inches; displacement
360 cubic inches; compression ratio 8.5: l.
Performance
Sea level rating 210 horsepower; take-off rating at sea
level 210 horsepower; cruise rating 157 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power 2,800; revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,800; cruising
revolutions per minute 2,600.
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MODEL TSI0-520-B, -E
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks
The TSI0-520-B is the power plant in the Cessna
320D Skynight.

MODEL TSI0-520-C

Specifications
Dimensions \Vith standard equipment installed: length
39.75 inches, height 20.47 inches, width 33.56 inches,
length with turbo 57.73 inches; dry weight with accessories 475 pounds; cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke
4 inches; displacement 520 cubic inches; compression
ratio 7.5: I.

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks

The TSI0-520-C engine is the po;,ver plant in the Cessna Turbo Super Skylane T210F Centurion.
Specifications

Dimensions with standard equipment installed: lerrgth
40.91 inches, height 20.04 inches, width 33.56 inches;
dry weight with accessories 458.01 pounds; cylinders ·
6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5:1.

Performance
Sea level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating at sea
level 285 horsepower; cruise rating 215 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,700; cmising revolutions per minute 2,350.

Performance
Sea level rating 285 h~rsepower; take-off rating at sea
level 285 horsepower; cruise rating 215 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power -2,700; revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising
revolutions per minute 2,500.

Note: Model TSI0-520-E, used in the Cessna 401-402,
has the same specifications, except for: rated
power 300 horsepower at 2,700 revolutions
per minute; cruise rating 225 horsepower at
2,450 revolutions per minute.
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MODEL GTSI0-520-C

MODEL GTSI0-520-D

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The GTSI0-520-D engine is the power plant in the
Cessna 421.

The GTSI0-520-C engine is the power plant in the
Cessna 411.
Specifications

Performance

Specifications
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: length
(including turbocharger) 64.25 inches, height 26.78
inches, width 34.03 inches; dry weight, with accessories, 578 pounds; cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke
4 inches; displacement 520 cubic inches; compression
ratio 7.5: l.

Sea level rating 340 horsepower; take-off rating, sea
level, 340 horsepower; cruise rating 255 horsepower;
r~volutions per minute at rated power 3,200; revolutions p~r minute at take-off power 3,200; cruising
revolutiOns per minute 2,800.

Performance
Sea level rating 375 horsepower; take-off rating, sea
level, 375 horsepower; cruise rating 282 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power and take-off
3,400; revolutions per minute at cruise 2,900.

Dimensions with standard equipment installed : length
43.06 inches, height 23.25 inches, width 34.04 inches;
dry weight, with accessories, 552.52 pounds; cylinders
6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520
cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5:1.
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MODEL 10-520-B
MODEL 10-346
Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation
Remarks
The 10-520-B is the power plant in the Beechcraft
Bonanza S-35, Beechcraft Debonair B-33-A, and the
Navion.

Remarks
The 10-346 engine is the power plant in the Beechcraft Musketeer.

Specifications

Specifications
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: length
.30 inches, height 22.48 inches, width 33.38 inches; dry
weight, with accessories, 296.50 pounds; cylinders 4;
bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 346
cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5: 1.

Dimensions with standard equipment installed: length
38.47 inches, height 26.71 inches, width 33.58 inches;
dry weight, with accessories, 457.65 patmds; cylinders
6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520
cubic inches; compression ratio 8.5:1.

Performance
Sea level rating 165 horsepower; take-off rating, sea
level, 165 horsepower; cruise rating 125 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power 2,700; re~~lu
tions per minute at take-off power 2,700; CIUismg
revolutions per minute 2,450.

Performance
Sea level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating, sea
level, 285 horsepower; cmise rating 213 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,700; cmis_ing
reyolutions per minute 2,500.
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MODEL 10-520-C

MODEL TSI0-520-D

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Prime Contractor: Continental Motors Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The TSI0-520-D engine is the power plant in the
Beechcraft Turbo Bonanza.

The 10-520-C engine is the power plant in the Beechcraft Baron.
Specifications

Specifications
Dimensions with standard equipment installed: length
(turbo not included) 42.58 inches, height 29.40 inches,
width 33.56 inches; dry weight, with accessories, 484.5
pounds; cylinders 6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches;
displacement 520 cubic inches; compression ratio 7.5:1.

Dimensions with standard equipment installed: length
42.81 inches, height 19.78 inches, width 33.56 inches;
dry weight, with accessories, 450.38 pounds; cylinders
6; bore 5.25 inches; stroke 4 inches; displacement 520
cubic inches; compression ratio 8.5:1.
Performance

Performance
Sea level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating, sea
level, 285 horsepower; cruise rating 214 horsepower;
revolutions per minute at rated power 2, 700; revolutions per minute at take-off power 2,700; cruising
revolutions per minute 2,500.

Sea level rating 285 horsepower; take-off rating, sea
level, 285 horsepower; cruise rating 213 horsepower;
r~volutions per minute at rated power 2,700; revolutions per minute at take-off power 2, 700; cruising
revolutions per minute 2,500.
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Rl820-82A ENGINE (C9)

R3350-32W ENGINE (TC18)

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-·wright Corporation

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-vVright Corporation

Remarks
A 9-cylinder single row radial reciprocating engine,
the C9 is manufactured for the Gnunman S-2D, S-2E
and E-IB series aircraft.

Remarks

The TC18 is an 18-cylinder double row radial turbo
compound reciprocating engine used by the military
services in P-2 and P-5 series aircraft.

Specifications
Dry weight 1,479 pow1ds; length 50.1 inches; diameter
55.74 inches; fuel grade 1151145.

Specifications
Dry weight 3,560 pounds; length 91.8 inches; diameter
56.59 inches; fuel grade 1151145.

Performance
Take-off power at sea level 1,525 brake horsepower.

Performance
- Take off power at sea level 3, 700 brake horsepower.
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YRC-180-2 ROTATING COMBUSTION ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Remarks
The Rotating Combustion Engine is a new internal
CO]llbustion engine which operates on the familiar Otto
.cycle but incorporates a unique and simplified geometry which provides a very high ratio of power to displacement. Designed for Navy aircraft applications,
the YRC-180-2 is an advanced version of the RC2-90,
the initial Rotating Combustion Aircraft Engine developed by Curtiss-Wright. It is an air-cooled, twin
rotor engine incorporating JP fuel injection with coordinated spark ignition. The engine is naturally aspirated and has its own cooling air blower. Torque,
air and fuel consumption characteristics are comparable
to conventional reciprocating engines; size, weight
and smoothness of operation approach that of turbine
engines.

R3350-26WD ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation
Remarks
J\n 18 cylinder double row radial reciprocating engme, the R~3350-26WD is manufactured for the Douglas AD senes and Lockheed P2 series aircraft.

Specifications
Length 32.4 inches; height 18.0 inches; width 20.7
inches; weight 278 pounds.

Specifications
Dry weight 2,925 pounds; length 81.23 inches; diameter 55.62 inches; fuel grade 1151145.

Performance
Take-off rating 310 brake horsepower at 6,000 revolutions per minute.

Performance
Take-off power at sea level 2,700 horsepower.
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Rl830 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & vVhitney Aircraft
Remarks
First installed in the famous Pan American Airways
Martin China Clipper, in the early 1930s, the R1830
Twin vVasp is a 14-cylinder radial air-cooled piston
engine, now out of production but still in service. A
1,000 horsepower engine was installed in the Douglas
DC-3 and the 1,200 horsepower version eventually
powered most of the DC-3s. This engine, also the powerplant for the Lockheed Lodestar and other aircraft
was manufactured in greater numbers than any othe;
Pratt & "Whitney model between 1932 and 1947.

Rl340 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & vVhitney Aircraft
Remarks
Still in use, the Rl340 Wasp was produced in numerous configurations for 35 years-longer than any other
Pratt & Whitney engine. It powered many military
and commercial airplanes in aviation's pioneering days.
Among the planes still flying with Rl340 engines are
the deHavilland Otter, the Grumman Mallard and
various helicopt~rs.

Specifications
Length 61.16 inches; diameter 48.19 inches; bore 5.5
inches; stroke 5.5 inches; displacement 1,830 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6.7:1; dry weight 1,467
potmds . .

Specifications (Model A)
Length 42.63 inches; diameter 51.44; dry weight 745
pounds.
Performance
Rating 410 brake horsepower.

Performance
Rating 1,200 brake horsepower.
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R2000 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
Out of production but still in use, the R2000 Twin
Wasp is a 14-cylinder radial air-cooled piston engine.
It powered the Douglas C-54 Skymaster, workhorse of
World War II, the Berlin Airlift and the transpacific
airlift supporting the Korean campaign. Presently in
Vietnam, it powers the Army's CX-2B or deHavilland
DHC-4 Caribou.

R2180 RECIPROCATING ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
The R2180 Twin Wasp, 14-cylinder radial air-cooled
piston engine was developed after World War II but
had a short production life. It is used in the SAAB
Scandia transport.

Specifications (Model 2SD13-G)
Length 59.66 inches; diameter 49.10 inches; bore 5.75
inches; stroke 5.5 inches; displacement 2,004 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6.5:1; dry weight 1,605
pounds.

Specifications
Length 76.20 inches; diameter 54 inches; bore 5.75
inches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 2,181 cubic inches;
compression ratio 6. 7:1 dry weight 1,870 pounds.

Performance
Rating 1,450 brake horsepower at 2,700 revolutions
per minute.

Performance
Rating 1,800 brake horsepower.

R-312
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R2800 MILITARY-COMMERCIAL
RECIPROCATING ENGINE

R4360 MILITARY-COMMERCIAL
RECIPROCATING ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Pratt & vVhitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
Still in military and commercial service, the R2800
Double Wasp is an 18-cylinder radial air-cooled piston
engine \Vhich powered many military aircraft in World
War II. Between 1939 and 1960, 125,443 of these engines were manufactured.

Remarks
A 28-cylinder radial air-cooled piston engine, the
R4360 was the most powerful engine of its type produced. It was developed during World ·w ar II and
still powers the Boeing C-97, Fairchild C-119, Douglas _
C-124 Globemaster transports and the Boeing 377
Stratoliner.

Specifications (CB16)
Length 78.40 inches; diameter 52.80 inches; bore 5.75
inches; stroke 6 inches; displacement 2,804 cubic
inches; compression ratio 6 .76: l; dry weight 2,350
pounds.

Specifications (Model TSB3-6)
Lencrth 96.50 inches; diameter 54 inches; bore 5.75
inch~s· stroke 6 inches; displacement 4,363 cubic inches;
compr,ession ratio 6.7:1; dry weight 3,482 pounds.

Performance
Rating 2,500 brake horsepower.

Performance
J1ating 3,500 brake horsepower (with water injection).
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RJ-43-MA-3 MILITARY RAMJET

RJ-43-MA-11 MILITARY RAMJET

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
The RJ-43-MA-11, produced for the Air Force, is a
complete nacelle-type supersonic ramjet engine with
a high compression inlet spike. This engine (2 w1its)
provides the cruise propulsion source for the Boeing
Bomarc B interceptor missile.

Developed for the Air Force, the RJ-43-MA-3 engine
is a complete nacelle-type supersonic ramjet engine
with a conical shock inlet. Cruise propulsion for the
currently operational Boeing Bomarc A interceptor
missile is provided by 2 of these ramjet engines.
Specifications

Specifications
Length 171.8 inches; diameter 28.1 inches; semiisentropic spike, external compression ram inlet; weight .
525 pounds; fuel JP-4.

Length 173.4 inches; diameter 28.1 inches; conical
spike; external compression ram inlet; weight 503
pounds; fuel 80/87.
Performance

Performance
Cruise thrust 1,685 pounds net jet; maximwn thrust
13,300 pounds.

Cruise thrust 1,650 pounds net jet; maximum thrust
7,500 pounds net jet.
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MA74-ZAB RAMJET

MAI50-XAA RAMJET

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks
Developed for Army use, the MA 74-ZAB is a nacellety pe subsonic and supersonic ramj et engine with normal shock inlet. It is the cruise propulsion somce for
North American Rockwell's Redhead / Roadnmner
target missile system for low altitude application.

Remarks
The MA150-XAA is a nacelle-type subsonic and supersonic ramjet engine with normal shock inlet. It provides the cruise propulsion for the Army's North American Rockwell Advanced Redhead/Roadnmner target
missile system for high and low altitude application.

Specifications
Length 90.7 inches; cliameter 16.5 inches; weight llO
pounds; fuel JP-4; convergent sonic exit.

Specifications
Length 104.5 inches; cliameter 19.0 inches; weight
165 pounds; fuel JP-4; convergent sonic exit.

Performance
Thrust 1,790 potmds net jet.

Performance
Thrust 2,300 potmds net jet at low altitude; 575 pounds
net jet at high altitude.
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EJECTOR RAMJET

SCHAMJET

Prime Contractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Prime Cont ractor: The Marquardt Corporation

Remarks
The Ejector Ramjet is a composite (rocket-ramjet) engine concept developed by Marquardt under Air Force
sponsorship. It has potential application to missile propulsion, advanced high-payload ratio orbital launch
vehicles and advanced "next generation" aircraft. Engine concept combines rockets and ramjets into simple
and lightweight acceleration-and-cruise propulsion
system which provides vehicle performance (1) superior
to separate rockets and ramjets due to commonality of
structure plus rocket thrust augmentation and (2) competitive with complex turbomachinery at hypersonic
Hight speeds.

Remarks
Development of supersonic combustion ramjet for
hypersonic acceleration and cmise performance; applications include hypersonic cruise vehicles, recoverable launch vehicles and defense and tactical missile
systems.
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A VCO LYCOMING TURBOFAN

T53 TURBOPROP GAS TURBINE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming
Division

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming
Division

Remarks
Avco Lycoming's gas turbine design philosophy cente~·s
about a "Universal" concept which permits a basiC
power producer to be used for a variety of output
configurations. A si!!Ilificant
result of this approach
0
has been the develop ment of turbofan engines wherein
a high bypass ratio fan has been mated to a T55 power
producer. This same configuration is feasible for the
T53. This design is ideally suited to both standard ~d
steep gradient aircraft requiring substantial ope~atmg
economies and which operate in the medium _altltu_de,
Mach. 8 and below range. Medium-sized busmess _Jets
and long range patrol aircraft are potential applications for the Avco Lycoming turbofan.

Remarks
The turboprop version of the T53, designated L-7,
powers the Army's Grumman OV-1 "Mohawk" STOL
surveillance aircraft. This engine is basically the same
as the shaft version except for the front-end gearing
which mates the engine to a conventional propeller.
The 1,160 shaft horsepower T53-L-15 is the latest production configuration and will be installed on advanced
Mohawks.
Specifications
Length 59 inches; diameter 23 inches; weight 555
potmds; comiKessor stages 5 axial, 1 centrifugal; compressor turbines 2 (1 in L-7 version); power turbines
2 (1 in L-7 version).

Specifications (Approximate)
(PLFIC-1) (Mated to T55-L-7C): length 66 inches; fan
diameter 41 inches; bypass ratio 6:1; weight _1,010
pounds; other specifications same as basic engme to
which fan is mated. (PLFIC-2) (Mated to T55-L-7~):
length 66 inches; fan diameter 50 inches; bypass ratiO
8.2:1; weight 1,130 pounds; other specifications same.
~s basic engine to which fan is mated.

Performance
(T53-L-15): 1,160 shaft horsepower (1,400 them1odynamic); specific fuel consumption .62 potmds per shaft
horsepower per hour. (T53-L-7) (photo): 1,100 shaft
horsepower; specific fuel consumption .69 pounds per
shaft horsepower per hour.

Performance
(PLFIC-1): 5,220 pounds thrust; specific fuel consumption .41 pounds per pound of thrust per hour. (PL~IC-2):
6,700 pounds thrust; specific fuel consumption .36
pounds per pound of thrust per hour.
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T53 TURBOSHAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINE

I55 TURBOSHAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: A vco Corporation, Avco Lycoming
Division

Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming
Division

Remarks

Remarks

With multi-million hour flight experience accumulated
under diverse environmental conditions, the T53 turboshaft engine is the most experienced of its class in the
world. It has powered helicopters to world-recognized
records and has been installed_ in many pioneering
VTOL, STOL, and V/STOL vehicles. Current versions
power the Army's Bell UH-1 "Huey" and AH-IG
"HueyCobra" tactical helicopters as well as the Air
Force's Kaman HH-43 "Huskie" rescue helicopter.
The engine also powers the commercial Bell model
204: A pair of T53s capab~e of full vertical operation
are mstalled on the Canada1r CL-84 tilt-wing V/STOL.
All T53s are of modular design to facilitate field maintenance. Development to 1,800 shaft horsepower is
impending.

Maintaining the proven T53 design philosophy, the T55
is the more powerful of Avco Lycoming's 2 families of
gas turbine engines. Twin 2,850 shaft horsepower
T55-L-7Cs power the Army's battle-tested Boeing Vertol CH-47 "Chinook" medium transport helicopter.
Uprated 3,750 shaft horsepower T55-L-lls will power
the advanced CH-47C, providing it with substantially
increased payload and cruising speed. Development
programs will elevate the basic T55's output to the
5,000 shaft horsepower range. The engine now has the
highest power-to-weight ratio in its class.
Specifications
(T55-L-7C): length 44 inches; diameter 24 14 inches;
weight 590 pounds; compressor stages 7 axial, 1 centrifugal; pressure ratio 7: 1 compressor turbines 1; power
turbines 2. (T55-L-11): length 44 inches; diameter 24 1/,
inches; weight 640 pounds; compressor stages 7 axial,
1 centrifugal; pressur~ ratio 8.2: 1; compressor turbines
2; power turbines 2.

Specifications
Length 48 inches; diameter 23 inches; weight 496
pounds; _compressor stages 5 axia~, 1 centrifugal; pressure_ ratiO 6:1; compressor turbmes 2 (one in L-11
verswn); power turbmes 2 (one in L-11 version)·
turbines 2 (I in L-11 version.)
'power
Performance

Performance
(T55-L-7C): 2,850 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption .60 pounds per shaft horsepower per hour .
(TSS-L-11): 3,750 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumption .52 pounds per shaft horsepower per hour.

.'

(T53-L-13) (photo):
1,400 shaft horsepower·, spec1·fi.c
.
fu e I consumptiOn
.58 pounds per shaft hors epower per
h our. (T5~-L-11): 1,100 shaft horsepower; specific fuel
consumptiOn .68 pounds per horsepower per h our.
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T55 TURBOPROP GAS TURBINE ENGINE
Prime Contractor: Avco Corporation, Avco Lycoming
Division
Remarks
The turboprop 2,445 shaft horsepower T55-L-9 was the
powerplant for North American Rockwell 's YAT-28E,
which was under evaluation by both the Navy and
Air Force. The engine is currently being developed
for 3,690 shaft horsepower. This version is designated
LTC4R-l.
Specifications
(T55-L-9): length 62 inches; diameter 24 111 inches;
weight 795 pounds; compressor stages 7 axial, 1 centrifugal; pressure ratio 6.4: 1; compressor turbines 2;
power turbines 2. (LTC4R-1): length 62 inches; diameter 24 111 inches; weight 920 pounds; compressor stages
7 axial,_1 centrifugal; pressure ratio 8.2:1; compressor
turbines 2; power turbines 2.

T50 MIUTARY TURBOSHAFT
Prime Contractor: The Boeing Company
Remarks
ConR!Nrations of the T50 military turboshaft engine
powe~ the Navy/Gyrodyne QH-50 series drone antisubmarine helicopters.
Specifications (T50-B0-12)
Length 37.5 inches; diameter 24.0 inches; weight 250
pounds; compression ratio 6.1:1; axial flow 2-shaft engine; compressor 1 axial, 1 centrifugal; turbine stages
2, 1 gas producer, 1 power output.
Performance
Rating 365 shaft horsepower at 60 degrees Fahrenheit
sea level (- 12 model); 300 shaft horsepower at 60
degrees Fahrenheit sea level (- 8A model).

Performance
(T55-L-9) : 2,445 shaft horsepower; specific fuel co"nsumption .62 pounds per horsepower per hour. (LTC~R1): 3,690 shaft horsepower; specific fuel consumptiOn
.52 pounds per horsepower per hour.
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J69-T-25 TURBOJET

J69-T-29 TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
Current production installation is Hyan Q-2C " Firebee."

Current production installation: Cessna T-37 USAF
jet trainer.
Specifications

Specifications
Length 44.8 inches; diameter 22.3 inches; compression ratio 5 ..3: 1; compression stages 2; turbine stages
1; weight 340 pounds.

Length 50 inches; diameter 22.3 inches; compression
ratio 3.8: 1; compression stages 1; turbine stages 1;
weight 364 pounds.
Performance

Performance
1,700 pounds thrust maximum; 1,375 pounds thrust
normal rated; 1.10 specific fuel consumption; oil consumption 1 pound per hour.

1,025 pounds maximum thrust; 880 pounds normal
rated thrust; 1.12 specific fuel consumption; oil consumption 0.5 pounds per hour.
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I

J69-T-4IA TURBOJET

T67-T-I TWIN TURBOSHAFT

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

Remarks

Remarks

Advanced drone application.

Featuring two independent engines combined with
automatic power sharing system, the T67-T-1 has
been flight tested in a UH-1D helicopter. Qualification is pending.

Specifications
Length 46 inches; diameter 22.3 inches; compression
ratio 5.85:1; compressor stages 2; htrbine stages 1;
weight 350 pounds.

Specifications
Length 52 inches; 21 inches high by 38 inches wide;
compression ratio 7.5: I; compression stages, 3 per
engine; turbine stages, 2 gas generator plus 1 power
turbine per engine; weight 540 pounds.

Performance
1,920 pounds thrust; 1.10 specific fuel consumption.

Performance
1,600 shaft horsepower maximum, 1,300 continuous,
0.55 specific fuel consumption.
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T65-T-l TURBOSHAFT

. TS120-G6 TURBOSHAFT

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

Prime Contractor: Continental Aviation and Engineering Corporation

Remarks

Remarks
Model TS120 industrial gas turbine engine is being
developed under contract to U.S. Army Mobility
Equipment Research & Development Center.

Commercial Model TS325-1, FAA type certificate
Number E6CE.
Specifications
Length 34.2 inches; diameter 18.3 inches; compression ratio 6:1; compression stages 2; turbine stages, 2
gas generator plus 1 power turbine; weight 136 pounds.

Specifications
Length 29.2 inches; 29.8 inches wide by 21.6 inches
high; compression ratio 5.6:1; compression stages 2;
turbine stages 1; weight 215 pounds.

Performance

Performance
180 shaft horsepower at 0.65 specific fuel consumption.

310 shaft horsepower at 0.67 specific fuel consumption.
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]65-W-1 ENGINE

J65-W-16A ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-vVriaht Corporation

Prime Contractor: Curtiss-Wright Corporation

Remarks
The }65-W-7, used by the military in the F/RF84F
aircraft, is a single spool axial flow compressor type
jet power plant.

Remarks,_
The }65-W-16, used by the military in the A-4A, A-4B,
A-4C series aircraft, is a single spool axial flow compressor type jet power plant.

Specifications
Dry weight 2, 795 potmds; length 115.0 inches; diameter 37.5 inches; type fuel JP-4.

Specifications

Performance
Take-off power at sea level 7,800 potmds thrust.

Performance
Take-off rating at sea level 7,700 pounds thmst.

Length 108.0 inches; diameter 37.5 inches; weight
2,757 patmds; fuel JP-4.
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T76 MILITARY TURBOPROP

YJ93 MILITARY TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: The Garrett Corporation, AiResearch Manufacturing Company of Arizona

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
The AiResearch T76 military turboprop engine powers
the North American OV-10A (COIN) aircraft. A commercial version designated TPE 331 is in production
for Aero Commander's Turbo Commander the Mitsubishi Mooney MU-2, Volpar Beech 18 modifications,
~e Fairchild and Pilatus Heli-Porters, Carstedt jetlmer, and others. Among the features of this engine
~re opposite counter-rotation props for twin engine
mstallations; immediate response to load requirements;
and rapid reverse thrust.

Remarks
The YJ93 is a Mach 3 engine designed to power the
Air Force's North American Rockwell XB-70 at a
speed of 2,000 miles per hour above 70,000 feet.
Specifications
Length 237 inches; maximum diamet.er 52.5 inches;
thrust to weight ratio above .5: 1; turbme stages 2.
Performance
Thrust class (sea level static) 30,000 pounds; speed
capability sustained Mach 3.

Specifications
~ength 44.5 inches; width 19.25 inches; height 27
mches; weight 320 pounds; compressor 2-stage centrifugal; turbine 3-stage axial.

Performance
Rating 715 shaft horsepower (T76); 605 equivalent
shaft horsepower (TPE 331). An uprated 700 equivalent shaft horsepower version of the TPE 331 is also
being offered.
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J79 MILITARY TURBOJET

}85 MILITARY AFTERBURNING TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
A military turbojet engine, the J79 is widely used on
Air Force, Navy and NATO a~rcraft, inc~uding the
Lockheed F-104, Convair B-58, l orth Amencan Rockwell RA-SC and the McDonnell Phantom. Current
production models are the J79-10, J79-17, and }79-19.

Remarks
Power plant for high performance aircraft and air
breathing missiles, the J85 tmbojet is available in both
afterburning and non-afterburning configurations. It
has the highest power-to-\veight ratio of any production engine in its class in the free world. This engine
provides power for Northrop's F-5 and T38A and
Fiat's G91Y. An advanced version, with 5,000 pmmds
of thrust, is designated J85!J1A.
·

Specifications
Length 208.69 inches; diameter 39.6 inches; weight
3,800 potmds; compressor stages 17; hubine stages 3.

Specifications (J85-5A, -13, -15)
Length 108.9 inches, flange diameter 21 inches; coinpressor stages 8; turbine stress 2; weight (-SA) S84
pounds, (-13) S97 pounds, (-15) 615 pounds; thrust ;/
weight ratio (-SA) 6.59:1 , (-13) 6.84:1, (-15) 6.99:1.

Performance
Thrust with afterburner 17,900 pounds.

Performance
Maximum thrust (-SA) 3,850 pounds; (-13) 4,080 pounds;
(-5) 4,300 pounds.

,,
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]85 NON-AFTERBURNING TURBOJET

- TF39 MILITARY TURBOFAN

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
The dry J85 turbojet is a derivative of the J85 afterburning engine. The compact, lightweight design makes
it an ideal powerplant for transports, trainers, fighters,
VTOL aircraft, missiles and take-off boost applications.
This engine provides power for Lockheed's XV-4B,
Canadair CL-41G, Cessna A-37 A, McDonnell GAM72, GE/RyanXV-5A, BellX-14A, and Fairchild-Hiller's
C-123K. A VTOL version (YJ-19) rated at 3,015 pounds
thrust with a 7.8:1 thrust/weight ratio is being qualified.

Remarks
The TF39 is a high bypass ratio turbofan designed to
power the Air Force's Lockheed C-5A heavy logistics
transport over exceptionally long distances. Engine
parts are designed for unusually long life.
Specifications
Length 189.5 inches; maximum diameter 100 inches;
thrust to weight ratio is 5.5 plus; bypass ratio is in
the 8: I class; pressure ratio at cruise altitw:l e is in
the 25:1 class.

Specifications (]85-17)
Weight 398 pounds; thrust-to-weight ratio 7.2:1;
length 45.5 inches; diameter 17.7 inches; compressor
stages 8; turbine stages 2.

Performance
Maximum thrust 41,100 pounds.

Performance
Maximum thrust 2,850 pounds.
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GE41J5 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

GEl MILITARY /COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
The GE4 is the augmented turbojet engine which will
power the U.S. Supersonic Transport. The GE4 incorporates proven design featmes of the J79 and YJ93
engines as well as advanced technology. Full-scale
engine testing began in mid-1966 and is continuing
along with major component testing.

Remarks
The GEl Building Block approach provides for one
gas generator as the basis of a family of advanced
propulsion systems. Building Block components-turbofans, afterburners, thrust vectoring devices-are added ·
to the GEl gas generator to provide performance and
configw-ations tailored to specific aircraft missions and
designs. The GEl features application versatility, time
and cost savings and hardware standardization.

Specifications
Length 308 inches; exhaust nozzle exit diameter 74
inches; weight 11,000 pounds; fuel , commercial aviation kerosene.

Specifications
The GEl .compared with the earlier J47 engine represents a §l percent reduction in length, 79 percent reduction in volume plus reduced weight and fuel co,nsumption.

Performance
Take-off thrust 63,200 pounds.

Performance
The GEl is in the same thmst class as the J47 and has
a versatility of thmst size spanning a range of almost
6 times the basic gas generator thrust.

,,
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CF700 COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN

CJf}iO COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks

Remarks
The CJ610 is a derivative of the J85 turbojet and is
available in 4 configurations. Twin CJ610 engines power
the Aero Commander Jet 1121 , HFB 320 Hansa and
the Lear Jet business aircraft.

An aft fan version of the J85!CJ610 turbojet family,
the CF700 has been in service since 1965. Applications include the Dassault Fan Jet Falcon 10 passenger
business jet aircraft. It is also used in the Bell lunar
landing research vehicle to equalize the forces of
gravity and rockets for pilot control movements.

Specifications (CJ610-6)
Length 51.1 inches; flange diameter 17.7 inches; weight
339 pounds; thrust to weight ratio 7.14 :1; compressor
stages 8; turbine stages 2.

Specifications
Length 53.6 inches; fan diameter 33.1 inches; weight
725 pounds; compressor stages 8, axial flow; turbine
stages 2, axial flow .

Performance
Take-off thrust 2,950 pounds.

Performance
Take-off thrust 4,125 pounds; maximum continuous
thrust 4,000 pounds.
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T58 MILITARY TURBOS HAFT

T64 MILITARY TURBOSHAFT/TURBOPROP

Prime Contractor: General ElectTic Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
There are in production several configmations of the
T58 turboshaft engine, powerplant for a '~'ide .variety
of h elicopters and VTOL aircraft. ApplicatiOns mclude
Sikorsky SH-3A/D, Kaman UH-2A/B, Boeing Vertol
CH-46A/D, Sikorsky HH-52A, Sikorsky CH-3C/E,
Sikorsky HH-3E, Bell UH-1F, Kaman UH-2C, Agusta
Bell 204-B and Bell X-22A. A high er rated version of
engine is w1der development.

Remarks

Specifications (T58-5)
Length 58.6 inches; maximum diameter 20.6 inches;
weight 335 pounds; compressor stages 10; turbine
stage 3.

The T64 is a free trnbine power plant for helicopter
and V/STOL aircraft. The basic engine is designated
T64-6. With a single reduction gearbox added it is the
T64-2. Addition of a planetary reduction gear creates
the trnboprop configrnation with the T64-4 2-stage
gearbox below the engine centerline and the -T64-8
gearbox above the engine centerline. Military applications of the T64 include: deHavilland Buffalo, Sikorsl..."Y
CH-53A, Ling-Temco-Vought XC-142A, Fiat G222,
Kawasaki P2J, Shin Meiwa PX-S and the Lockheed
AH-56A.
Specifications (T64-6)
Length 83.4 inches; maximum diameter 30 inches;
horsepower I weight ratio 4:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4, weight 723 pounds.

Performance (T58-5)
Maximum shaft horsepower 1,500.

Performance (T64-6)
Maximum shaft horsepower 2,850.
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CT58 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT

C~64 COMMERCIAL
TURBOSHAFT/TURBOPROP

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company
Remarks
The CT58-110 configuration, serving a variety of helicopter applications, has been succeeded by the higher
rated CT58-140, which began production in 1965.
Modification of the -110 engines to the higher power
rating is accomplished through kit conversion. Applications include the Boeing Vertol 107 and the Sikorsky
S-61 and S-62.

Remarks
Configurations of the T64 commercial turboshaft/
turboprop are in production and certified for civil use.
The CT64-410-1, and CT64-810-1 are turboprop engines and the CT64-610-1 is a direct drive powerplant.
Specifications (CT64-810-l Turboprop)
Length 112.9 inches; maximum height 46 inches; weight
1,167 pounds; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Specifications
Length 59 inches; maximum width 21 inches; weight
340 pounds (CT58-140).

Performance
Maximum equivalent shaft horsepower 2,850.

Performance
Take-off rating 1,400 horsepower (CT58-140); 1,250
horsepower (CT58-110).
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LM100 GAS TURBINE

LM 1500 GAS TURBINE

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
Derived from the T58 aircraft engine, the turboshaft
LM 100 is a jet engine for marine and industrial uses,
developing up to 3 horsepower per potmd of weight.
It occupies less than 10 cubic feet and can be installed
in many places where a reciprocating engine of comparable power would not fit . The LM100 provides
main propulsion for the H. S. Victoria h ydrofoil and
the Bell SK-5 air cushion vehicle. The engine is also
offered for use in large off-highway vehicles, oil well
fracturing w1its, gas pipeline pumping and emergency
power generation .

Remarks
Available as a shaft power engine or a gas generator,
the LM1500 is derived from the J79 aircraft engine.
It supplies hicrh-speed propulsion for new U.S. Navy
Patrol Motor Gunboats and powers the Navy's hydrofoil ship U.S.S. Plainview. The LM1500 is also used for
gas pipeline pumping and-power generation for electric utilities.
Performance
14,000 horsepower at normal 80 degrees Fahrenheit.
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LFI "TURBOTIP" LIFT FAN SYSTEM

GEl/10 AUGMENTED TURBOFAN

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Prime Contractor: General Electric Company

Remarks
A convertible "Turbotip" propulsion system, the LFI
is designed to power high-speed vertical take-off and
landing aircraft. The "Turbotip" fan system consists
of 2 wing-mounted lift fans and a nose fan to control
pitch of the aircraft. The lift fans installed in the
XV-5A Army VTOL research aircraft nearly triple the
gas generator thrust of the twin J85 power plants.

Remarks
The GEl/10 augmented turbofan engine is a derivative of the GEl turbojet first tested in 1963. The GEl! 10
is directed toward proposed advanced tactical fighters
like the US/FRG and other advanced V/STOL fighters
and attack aircraft. The GEl/10 is approximately 38
inches in diameter, 143 inches in length and has a
turbine inlet temperature in excess of 2000 degrees
Fahrenheit.
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501-Dl3D COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP

250-Cl8 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Remarks
The 501-D13D is the powerplant for the Convair 580
operating with 5 airlines, 14 corporations, the Federal
Aviation Administration, U.S. Air Force and Royal
Canadian Air Force. A similar engine powers the Lockheed Electra.

Remarks
Model 250 po·wers the Bell Jetranger, Fairchild Hiller FH-1100, and Hughes 500 light helicopters.
Specifications
Lenoth 40 inches; diameter 22.5 inches; weight 138
b
pounds;
compression
ratio 6.2:1 ; compressor stages 6
axial, 1 centrifugal; turbine stages 4.

Specifications
Length 145 inches; width 30 inches; height 43 inches;
weight 1,756 pow1ds; compression ratio 9.25:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Performance
Rating 317 shaft horsepower.

Performance
Rating 3,750 equivalent shaft horsepower.
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501-D22 COMMERCIAL TURBOPROP

T63-A-5A MILITARY TURBOSHAFT

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Pri~e Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Remarks
The 501-D22 turboprop engine powers the Lockheed
100, commercial version of the military Hercules.

Remarks
The T63-A-5A powers the Army OH-6A light observation helicopter.

Specifications
Length 146 inches; width 27 inches; height 39 inches;
weight 1,833 pounds; compression ratio 9.55:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Specifications
Length 40 inches; diameter 22.5 inches; weight 136
pounds; compression ratio 6.2: 1; compressor stages 6
axial, 1 centrifugal; turbine stages 4.

Performance
Rating 4,050 equivalent shaft horsepower

Performance
Rating 317 equivalent shaft horsepower.
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T56-A-7 MILITARY TURBOPROP

T56-A-14 MIUTARY TURBOPROP

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Remarks
The T56-A-7 is a military engine operational in various versions of the Lockheed C-130 Hercules serving
the Air Force, Coast Guard, Marine Corps, Military
Airlift Command and the Navy, as well as governments of 11 foreian
nations. T56-A-8 is used in the
0
Grumman E-2A and C-2A aircraft.

Remarks
The T56-A-14 is a follow-on military engine for the
Lockheed P-3 antisubmarine warfare plane.
Specifications
Length 146 inches; width 27 inches; height 44 inches;
weight 1,885 pounds; compression ratio 9.55:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Specifications
Length 146 inches; width 27 inches; height 39 inches;
weight 1,833 pounds; compression ratio 9.55:1; compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Performance
Rating 4,910 equivalent shaft horsepower.

Performance
Rating 4,050 equivalent shaft horsepower.
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T56-A-15 MILITARY TURBOPROP

T56-A-18 MILITARY TURBOPROP

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Prime Contractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Remarks

Remarks
A growth version of the T56 engine, T56-A-18 is
being developed for Navy use .

The T56-A-15 is in Air Force service as powerplant
for the Lockheed HC-130H search, rescue, recovery
aircraft.
Specifications
Length 146 inches; width 27 inches; height 39 inches; weight 1,825 pounds; compression ratio 9.55:1;
compressor stages 14; turbine stages 4.

Specifications
Length 115 inches; width 29 inches; height 45 inches; compressor ratio 9.65 : 1; compressor stages 14;
turbine stages 4 with air-cooled first and second stage
blades and vanes; weight 1,554 pounds.

Performance

Performance
Rating 5,000 equivalent shaft horsepower.

Rating 4,910 equivalent shaft horsepower.
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TF41 MILITARY TURBOFAN

T34 MiliTARY TURBOPROP

Prim e Co ntractor: Allison Division of General Motors

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
The TF4 1 is being d eveloped jointly by Allison and
Rolls-Royce, Ltd. , to power the U.S. Air Force's new
LTV A-7D close-support a ircraft.

Remarks
Development of the T34 (PT2) axial flow turboprop
e1igine began in 1945. The engine was put into production in 1953. It powers the Douglas C-133 Cargomaster.

Specifications
The TF41 is a 2-shaft turbofan w ith a 3-stage front
fan , b y pass and 2-stage low-pressure compressor. It
also incorpo ra tes a n 11-stage hi gh-pressure compresso r, can-annular combustor and 4-stage turbine.

Specifications
Lencrth 155.12 inches; diameter 34.06 inches; weight
2,870 potmds; compression ratio 6.25:1 ; axial flow,
single rotor; compressor stages 13; turbine stages 3.
Performance
Thrust 7,500 shaft horsepower wet, 6,500 dry.

Performance
Thrust 14,250 pounds.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

JFTD12 COMMERCIAL TURBOSHAFT

J58 MILITARY TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
A turboshaft adaptation of the JT12 engine, the
JFTD 12 has a 2-stage free turbine added in the rear.
Two of these engines power the Sikorsky S-64 Skycrane, an all-purpose heavy-lift transport helicopter.

Remarks
The J58 powers the twin-engine Mach 3 Lockheed
YF-12A interceptor and the SR-71 strategic reconnaissance aircraft.
Specifications
Classified.

Specifications
Length 108 inches; diameter 21.9 inches; weight 882
pounds; compression ratio 6.5:1 free turbine drive;
compressor stages 9; turbine stages 4.

Performance
Thrust in the 30,000-pound class.

Performance
Rating 4,050 shaft horsepower.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

J57 MILITARY TURBOJET

J75 MIUTARY TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks

Remal'ks
Design work on the J75 (JT4 commercial) began in
1952. To design an engine ~ith 50 percent more
output but only slightly larger than the similar J57
(JT3) at the time, engineers took the advanced step
of increasing the hub to tip ratio. This essentially
reduced the diameter of the hub which reduced
weight and increased the airflow. The engine is
used in the Republic F-105 and GD/Convair F-106.
More than 1,500 engines were shipped between April
1957 and July 1964.

The J57 turbojet which put American military aircraft into supersonic flight was produced from 1951
to 1965. Winner of the 1952 Collier Trophy, it was
also the first engine to reach 10,000 pounds of thrust.
Among the craft it powers are: the Boeing B-52
bomber, KC-135 tanker-transport and C-135A transport; the North American F-100, McDonnell F-101,
Convair F-102, Ling-Temco-Vought F-8, Douglas
F-6 and A-3. Over 43,000,000 operating hours have
been accumulated by the more than 21,000 J57s
produced.

Specifications
_
Length (J75-P-17) 237.6 inches, (~-19Wj 259.3 in~h
es; diameter 43 inches; compressiOn ratiO 1.2:1; axtal
flow dual rotor· compressor stages 15; turbme stages
3; t~tal weight' (P-17) 5,875 pounds, (P-19W) 5,960
pounds.

Specifications (J57-P-43 WB)
~ength .167.3 inc~es; diameter 38.9 inches, compresSion raho 13; wetght 3,870 pounds, axial flow, dual
rotor; compressor stages 16; turbine stages 3..

Performance

Performance
Thrust, afterburning (P-17) 24,500 pounds; afterburning plus water injection (P-19W) 26,500 pOtmds.

Thmst 13,750 pounds; afterburning versions 18,000
pounds.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

}52 MILITARY TURBOJET

JT3 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks
On October 26, 1958, the JT3 Turbo Wasp ushered
in the American commercial jet age. A commercial
version of the J57, this engine was produced from
1958 to 1961. Configurations are in wide service on
the Boeing 707-120 and 720, and the Douglas DC-

Similar in design to the larger J57 and J75, the J52
was introduced in 1957. Configurations of this engine power the Douglas A-4F Skyhawk and T A-4E,
the Grumman A-6A and the North American Rockwell Hound Dog missile.

8-10.

Specifications

Specifications (JT3C-6)
Length 138 inches; diameter 38.8 inches; weight
4,234 pounds; compression ratio 13; axial flow, dual
rotor; compressor stages 16; turbine stages 3.

Length 116.9 inches; diameter 30.15 inches; compression ratio 12; weight (P-8A) 2,118 pounds; axial
flow, dual rotor; compressor stages 12; turbine stages 2.
Performance

Performance
Thrust 13,500 pounds with water injection.

Thrust (P-8A) 9,.3 00 pounds.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

JT4 COMMERCIAL TURBOJET

JT12/}60 TURBOJET

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks
A larger, advanced configuration of the JT3, the
JT4 (military version J75) is used in the long-distance
Boeing 707-320 and Douglas DC-8-20, -30 airliners.
Built between 1959 and 1961 , it has attained a time
between overhaul (TBO) of 9,500 hours.

Remarks
The JT12A-8 (military designation J60), smallest in
the company's jet engine family, powers the 4encrine Lockheed JetStar and twin-engine North
~erican Rockwell Sabreliner business aircraft.
Specifications (JT-12)
Lencrth 78 inches; diameter 21.9 inches; weight 468
po~ds; compression •atio 6.5:1; axial flow, single
rotor; compressor stages 9; turbine stages 2. J60 ~ame
except for length: 77.9 inches in P-3, -5 verswns,
70.6 inches in P-6, -4.

Specifications (JT4A-9)
Length 144.1 inches; diameter 43 inches; weight
5,050 pmmds; compression ratio 12; axial flow , dual
rotor; compressor stages 15; turbine stages 3.
Performance

Performance
Thrust 3,300 pounds, either version.

Thrust 16,800 pounds.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

JT3D COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN

JTBD COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks

Remarks
The company-financed JTSD was designed and developed from the outset for application to short and
medium range aircraft. This engine has reached a
maximum time between .overhaul (TBO) of 7,100
hours. The JTSD turbofan engine powers the Boeing
727 and 737, the twin-engine Douglas DC-9 and the
Sud Aviation Super Caravelle lOB, lOR, and llR.

A widely used turbofan engine, winner of endurance
~ecords, the JT3D evolved from the J57. It features
Improved thrust ratings and lower fuel consumption.
Configurations of this engine power the Boeing 707l20B, 720B, 707-320B and C; the Douglas DC-8-50,
DC-SF, and the Super Sixty series.

Specifications (JT3D)

Specifications (JT8D)
Length 123.5 inches; diameter 42.5 inches; weight
3,196 pounds; compression ratio 16.5:
axial flow,
dual rotor; compressor stages including fan 13; turbine stages 4; full-length fan duct.

Length 136.3 inches; diameter 53 inches; weight
4,260 pounds; compression ratio 13.5; axial flow, dual
rotor; compressor stages (including fan) 15; turbine
stages 4.

I:

Performance
Thrust to 19,000 pounds.

Performance
Thrust 14,500 pounds.
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ENGINES (TURBINE)

TF30 MILITARY TURBOFAN

TF33 MILITARY TURBOFAN

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Remarks

· 1
.
the
commercia
3D
3
Configurations of the ~F3 (JT
m
the C-135B
version) power the Boemg B-52H bomber,
and KC-135B, as well as the Lockheed C-141A.
Remarks

The 20,000-pound-thrust-class TF30 was the first
after-burning turbofan engine to complete an official
150~hour qualification testing. Configurations of this
engme power tl~e twin-engine General Dynamics
F -111A and B v~nable s~ee.P wing supersonic fighters.
A non-afterbur~mg verswn IS the powerplant for Lingl_'emco-Vought s A-7 A and A-7B aircraft. Specifications are classified.

Specifications (TF33)
. h
.
53 me
· hes·, wewt: t
L
th 136-142 inches; dIameter
eng
.
. t 16·1· llXla1
4,200-4,600 pounds; compressiOn ra~o o . · f~) 15
flow, dual rotor; compressor stages (mcluding
or 16; turbine stages 4.
Performance
Thrust to 21,000 pounds.
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JT9D COMMERCIAL TURBOFAN

T62T GAS TURBINE ENGINE

Prime Contractor: Pratt & Whitney Aircraft

Prime Contractor: Solar, A Division of International
Harvester Company

Remarks
The Pratt & Whitney Aircraft JT9D, which will
power the 490-passenger Boeing 747, is a turbofan
engine of an advanced design producing 43,500 pounds
of thrust. The JT9D has an 8-foot diameter inlet-almost twice that of the 18,000-pound-thrust JT3D turbofan engine which is the workhorse of the long-range
Boeing 707 and Douglas DC-8 commercial jet fleets
and the military Lockheed C-141 StarLifter. Yet, in
spit~ of its si_ze, the JT9D is quieter than current jet
engmes and IS only 128 inches long-6 inches shorter
than the JT3D. The new engine weighs 8,430 pounds.
The JT9D utilizes advanced cycle and design concepts which have been under development for several ~ears. New combustion chamber components sub~tan~Ial~y- shorten the combustion section and, by makmg mdividual compressor stages produce higher pressu~e, also reduce the number of compressor stages reqmred. ~e_JT9D uses a rotary spinner to improve air
flow. conditiOns
and has a plug nozzle in the exh aus t
Th
section.
e engine has a total airflow of 1 484
pounds per second (19,000 cubic feet) and a by~ass
ratio o~ 5 to ?ne. It has one fan stage, 15 compressor
stages mcluding the fan, and 6 turbine stages. The
l~w-speed compressor section has 3 stages and the
high-speed compressor section has 11 stages. Th
low-speed. turbine section has 4 stages and the high~
speed sectiOn has 2 stages. The turbine section is airc~oled _and the engine has both titanium and highalloy mckel steel parts. The JT9D will have a 23
percent better specific fuel consumption than the
J:T3D-.3B now used in the interco~tinental range jethners. On take-off, the fan bypass airflow will develop
77 percent of the thrust and 61 percent of the thrust
at cruise altitudes.

Remarks
The T62T (Titan) is an extremely rugged and compact gas turbine engine which has been serviceproven in both military and commercial applications.
It is being used as the auxiliary power unit (APU)
in every major U. S. military cargo helicopter program.
In these applications, the APU provides power necessary to start main engines and operate all hydraulic
and electrical systems, allowing aircraft operation
completely independent of ground support equipment. Titan commercial applications include installations in F-27 and FH-227 aircraft of several airlines
and in Falcon and JetStar business jet aircraft. Functions in these installations include driving the aircraft
air-conditioning system and providing both AC and
DC electric power for main engine starting and
emergency service.
Specifications
Length 26 inches; diameter 12.5 inches; weight 70
pounds; radial flow; electric or hydraulic starting.
Performance
Rating 80 to 150 horsepower.
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SOUNDING ROCKETS
Listed w1der system contractor: manufacturer's nomenclature, type,
stages and thrust, launch weight and overall length, performance,
remarks and using organizations.

AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION
(SPACE-GENERAL PLANT)
AEROBEE 150 & f50A
Boosted single-stage sounding rocket; sustainerliquid IRFNA and aniline-furfuryl-alcohol mixture
engine (4,100 pounds thrust for 51.8 seconds), booster
-Aerojet 2.5KS-18,000 solid motor; weight (150),
1,943 pounds; length (150), 29.67 feet; weight (150A),
1,941 pow1ds; length (150A), 30 feet; 150 potmd payload to altitude of 152 miles; maximum acceleration
10.3 g; tower-launched; 150 version _has 3 fins, 150A
has 4 fins; attitude control and recovery systems available in both vehicles; NASA, AF, Navy, Kitt Peak
Observatory.
AEROBEE 300 & 300A
Two-stage sotmding rocket; 1st-Aerobee 150 or 150A,
2nd-solid Aerojet Sparrow l.8KS-7800; weight 2,103
pounds; length (300), 33.00 feet, (300A), 33.30 feet;
35 pound payload to altitude of 300 miles; maximum
acceleration 63.8 g; 300A has 4 fins; NASA, AF.

Niro

ATLANTIC RESEARCH CORPORATION

ARCAS
.
k t ver 6 000 flown;
5 feet;
Single-stage solid sounding roc e ; 0
7
ARC 29KS-336; weight 65 pounds; leng
· rvices
11
10 pound payload to altitude of 44 mile~; a ~eanada
and NASA, Germany, France, Argentina,
'
Brazil.

th

BOOSTED-ARCAS I
C 4
1
Two-stage solid sounding rockef; 1st-A:C( ~::- )·
_ A1 (0.8KS-2700), 2nd-ARC A~CA
feet
weight 102 pounds plus payload, length 10
inches; 12 pound payload to 54 miles; NASA.

2

324 7

BOOSTED-ARCAS II
C 42
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; lst-A~~ ~:t-324);
A1 (3KS-2740), 2nd-ARC HV ARCA th 13 feet 3
weight 135.3 pounds plus payload; -~en_g ttibe or rail
inches; 12 pound payload to s~;l es,
launch; Army, NASA, ESSA, ES ·

2

AEROBEE 350
Nike M-5 boosted, single-stage, liquid sounding rocket;
4 Aerobee 150 thrust chambers, 18,844 pounds of
vacuum thrust; payload weights from 150 to 500
pounds to altitudes of 294 and 207 miles, respectively;
peak acceleration 15.2 g's; tower launched; overall
length including booster 603 inches· diameter 22
inches; developed for NASA.
'

ARGO A-2 (PERCHERON)
ck . Thiokol
I'd
esearch ro et,
1
Boosted single-stage so_
r
nut TE-29s (122,000
Castor TX-33 with 2 ThH~kol Rec
ounds; length
000
potmds total thru.st); wmght 1 ~tude ~f 200 nautical
21 feet; 500 potmd payload to a
miles; first stage Shotput; NASA.

1

NIRO
Two-stage, unguided, solid sounding rocket; 1st-Nike
M-5 45,000, Iroquois second stage 40 to 180 pounds
to altitudes of 180 to 85 miles, respectively; boomlaunched, under development AFCRL; maximum
acceleration of 36 g's; length 336.2 inches; weight at
lift-off without payload 1,591 pounds; payload area
79 inches by 7 .75 inches dian1eter.

ARGO B-1 (NIKE-CAJUN)
H
ues M-5
di
rocket · 1st- erct
.
Two-stage solid soun ng
)
d-Thiokol CaJun
Nike (48, 700 pounds thrust ' ~ t..t 1 550 pounds;
. st) · weigi•I ,
TE-82 (9,600 pound s tlHt1 ' 1 d to altitude of 94
length 23 feet; 50 powld pay oa
miles; all services and NASA.

2
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SOUNDING ROCKETS
ARGO B-2 (NIKE-APACHE)
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol Apache
TE-307 (5,900 pounds thrust); weight 1,550 pounds;
length 23 feet; 50 pound payload to altitude of 163
miles; all services and NASA.
ARGO B-7 (HONEST JOHN-NIKE)
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-6
Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust), 2nd-Hercules
M-5 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust); weight 5,464
pounds; length 40 feet; 250 pound payload to altitude
of 57 miles; Army, Air Force, NASA.
ARGO B-10 (SWIK)
Two-stage solid research rocket; 1st-Thiokol Castor
TX-33 (55,000 pounds thrust), 2nd-Hercules X254
(14,100 pounds thrust); weight 13,200 pounds; length
35 feet; 300 pound payload to altitude of 750 miles;
Army, AF.

Argo D-4 (Javelin)

HYDRA-IRIS
Single-stage solid sounding rocket with launch boost;
1st-3 clustered Aerojet Sparrow MK6 Mod 3, 2ndARC 52KS-3850; weight 1,720 pounds plus payload;
length 27 feet; 100 pound payload to altitude of 200
miles; launch from submerged, floating launch rail;
Navy.

ARGO C-22 (HONEST JOHN-NIKE-NIKE)
Three-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-6
Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust), 2nd and 3rdHercules M-5 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust); weight
6,784 pounds; length 47 feet; 250 pound payload to
altitude of ll8 miles; Army, AF, NASA.
ARGO C-23

MET ARC
Single-stage low altitude meteorological rocket; re_usable; ARC 0.72KS-177; weight 6.7 pounds with net
payload and parachute; 3 feet 81;2 inches long; 5,000
feet altitude; Army.

Three-stage solid sounding or research rocket; 1stThiokol TX-33 with 2 Thiokol TX 77s (147,000 pounds
total thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TX-261 (57,000 pounds
thrust), 3rd-Thiokol TX-306 ( llKS-13430) ; weight
14,30? pounds; length 41.3 feet; 150 pound payload
to altitude of 2,000 nautical miles, Mach 21.

NIKE-ARCHER
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules M-5
Nike (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-ARC Archer 35KS1375; weight 1,650 pounds; length 25 feet; 40 pound
payload to altitude of ·230 ·miles; all services and
NASA.

ARGO D-4 (JAVELIN)
Four-stage solid research rocket· 1st-Hercules M-6
Honest John (8?,000 pounds thrust), 2nd & 3rdHercules M-5 N1ke (48,700 pounds thrust each), 4thHercules X-248 (3,000 pounds thrust); weight 7,400
pounds; length 48.7 feet ; 100 pound.payload to altitude
of 550 nautical miles; NASA, AF, DASA.

SIDEWINDER-ARCAS
Two-stage sounding rocket; 1st-Sidewinder Mk 17
Mod 1A, 2nd-ARC HV ARCAS (29KS-324); weight
166.4 pounds plus payload; length 14 feet 2 inches;
12 pound payload to 72 miles; all services, NASA and
Norway.

ARGO D-8 (JOURNEYMAN A)
Four-stage solid research rocket; 1st-Thiokol XM-20
with 2 Thiokol 1.5KS-3500 Recruits (121,000 pounds
total thrust), 2nd & 3rd-Lockheed Lance (47,000
pounds thrust each), 4th-Hercules X-248 (3,000
pounds thrust); weight 14,000 pounds; length 62.0
feet; 135 pound payload to altitude of 1,260 nautical
miles: Mach 24; holds record for highest altitude
(1 ,269 nautical miles) for recovered payload; NASA,
Sandia.

SPARROW-ARCAS
Two-stage sounding .rocket; 1st~Aerojet Sparrow Mk
6 Mod 3, 2nd-HV ARCAS (29KS-324); weight 206
pounds plus payload; length 12 feet 6 inches; 12
pound payload to 109 miles; all services and ESRO.
R-346

SOUNDING ROCKETS
TRAILBLAZER I
Six-stage (including 3 downward-thrust packaged in
reverse in 3rd stage) solid research rocket; 1st-Hercules M-6 Honest John (86,000 pounds thrust), 2ndHercules M-5 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust), 3rd-either
Lockheed Lance (47,000 pounds thrust) or Thiokol
TX-77 (46,000 pounds thrust), 4th-Thiokol T-40, 5thThiokol T-55 (4,650 pounds thrust), 6th-NASA/Langley 5-inch spherical motor; weight 7,500 pounds;
length 56 feet; 3 stages up to altitude of 200 nautical
miles; 3 stages down attain 24,000 feet per second
(a "gun-fired" pellet fired downward has reached 35,000
feet per second); NASA.

Cygnus-5 (550 pounds thrust, 5-inch diameter spherical), 4th-Army Ballistics Research Laboratory shapedcharge accelerator and reentry pellet; Zimmey Corporation spin-stabilized velocity package which contains 2 sets of the 3rd and 4th stages mounted in
reverse; 1,575 pounds; 27.5 feet; 2 stages up to 120kilometer altitude, 2 separate reentries of different
pellet materials each with 11-kilometer-per-second
reentry velocity, 15 degrees off vertical at 75-kilometer
altitude; NASA.
NAVAL MISSILE CENTER,
POINT MUGU, CALIFORNIA

TRAILBLAZER II
Four-stage solid research rocket; 1st-Thiokol Castor
TX-33 with 2 Thiokol Recruit TE-29s (122,000 pounds
total thrust), 2nd-Lockheed Lance (47,000 pounds
thrust), 3rd-Hercules Altair X-248 (3,000 pounds
thrust), 4th-ARC/NASA 15-inch spherical (5,000
pounds thrust); weight 13,344 pounds; length 50 feet;
2 stages up, 2 stages do\vnward to achieve reentry
velocity of 22,000 feet per second; NASA, Army, AF.

SPAROAIR
Air-launched 2-stage research rocket for use on F3B
or F6B jet aircraft; Mach. 0.8 at 32,000 feet; 1st and
2nd-Aerojet Sparrow Ills; 35 pound payload to
altitude of 65 nautical miles; used in Projects Tee
Pee, Jane, and Night Owl for plasma generation, infrared and ultraviolet research, respectively; Navy,
Army, General Motors Corporation.
ROCKET POWER, INC.

HERCULES INCORPORATED

HOPI CHAFF DART
Single-stage RPI 2.4-5600 HOPI-II solid motor; weight
95 pounds; length 11 feet; 11.5 pound payload to
altitude of 380,000 feet; NASA.

DEACON (POGO-ID)
Single-stag~ Hercules X-220 solid motor {6,400 pounds
th~st); weight 20? pounds; length 9.7 feet; payload
weight versus altitude varies with each program;
Army, Navy, NASA, ARPA.

JUDI BALLOON DART
Single-stage RPI l.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor;
weight 33.7 pounds; length 9 feet; 10 pound payload
(standard AF Mylar Robin Sphere) to 200,000 feet;
all services and foreign governments.

LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER NASA

'

METEOR SIMULATION VEHICLE (I)
(Modifi~d Trailblazer II); 6-stage solid research rocket;
1st-Thwkol Castor XM33E8 with 2 Thiokol Recruit
XM-19s {122,000 pounds thrust total), 2nd-Thiokol
TX-77 (47,000 pounds thrust), 3rd-Hercules Altair
X-248 A-10 (3,000 pounds thrust)
. , 4th- NASA c ygnus15 (3,200 pounds thrust, 15-mch diameter spherical)
Sth-Cygnus-5 (5?0 pounds thrust, 5-inch diamete;
spherical), 6th-Fuestone Tire and Rubber Company
~haped-charge acce~erator and reentry pellet; ARC
spin-stabilized velocity package contains last 4 stages;
13,500 pounds; 51.5 feet; 2 stages up to 300-kilometer
altitude, remaining stages packaged in reverse to
achieve 20-kilometer-per-second reentry velocity, 15
degrees off vertical at 75-kilometer altitude; NASA.

JUDI CHAFF (OR PARACHUTE) DART
Single-stage RPI l.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor;
weight 33.7 pounds; length 8.6 feet; lO pound payload to altitude of 240,000 feet; all services, NASA
and foreign governments.
JUDI INSTRUMENTED DART
Single-stage RPI l.9KS-2150 JUDI-I solid motor;
weight 33.7 pounds; length 9 feet; 10 pound payload
to altitude of 220,000 feet; all services and foreign
governments.
PHOENIX-I
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-RPI 5.5KS-6100
KJVA-1, 2nd-RPI 3.0KS-4000 HOPI-II; weight 320
pounds; length 18 feet; 10 pound payload to altitude
of 225 miles; all services.

METEOR SIMULATION VEHICLE (2)
{Modified Nike-Cajtm); 4-stage solid research rocket;
1st-Nike-Ajax (53,000 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol
Cajun TE-82 (8,600 pounds thrust), 3rd-NASA
R-347

SOUNDING ROCKETS

THJOKOL CHEMICAL CORPORATIO N
ASTRO-MET DIVISION

RAVEN

Single-stage RPI 7.8KS-1945 HOPI IV solid motor;
weight 107 pounds; length 10.8 feet ; 10 pound payload
to altitude of 225,000 feet; under development for
meteorological use by all services and NAS A.
SIDEWINDER-RAVEN

Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Naval Propellant Plant, SIDEWINDER 1A, 2nd-RPI 7.8KS-1945
HOPI IV; weight 208 pounds; length 17 feet; 20
pound payload to altitude of 400,000 fe et; all services.

NIKE-TOMAHA WK
Two-stage solid sotmding ro cket; 1st-Hercul es M-5,
M5E1 , or M-88 Nike (48,700 pounds thrust), 2ndThiokol TE-416 Tomahawk (10,500 potmds thrust);
weight 1,850 potmds; length 23.83 feet; 80 to 240
pounds, 6%- to 12-inch diameter payloads to altitudes between 95 and 300 miles; NA SA, AF , Sandia,
University of Michigan, McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
TOMAHAWK
Single-stage solid sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-4 16
Tomahawk (10,500 potmds thrust); wei ght 531 pounds;
length. 11.75 feet; 125 pound payload to altitude of
60 miles (low-drag configuration with 60 pound payload
~o alti tude of 130 miles and hi gh-drag configuration
with 80 pound payload to altitude of 74 miles); NA SA,
Sandia, Navy.
TOMAHAWK-DART
Single-stage solid sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-416
Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust) ; weight 671 potmds;
length 14.75 feet ; 140 pound (Dart) payload to altitude
of 57 miles; NASA, Sandia.
ADVANCED TERRIER-TOMAHAWK
Two-stage solid sounding rocket; 1st-Hercules BT-3
Advanced Terrier (17,000 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol
TE-416 Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust); weight
2,820 pounds; length 29.8 feet; 75 pmmd payload to
altitude of 350 miles; Sandia.
SANDHAWK
Single-stage solid sounding rocket; Thiokol TE-M-473
Sandhawk (24,500 pounds thrust); weight 1,610 pounds;
length 23.5 feet ; 100 pound payload to altitude of
130 miles or 300 pound payload to altitude of 85 miles;
Sandia.

Nitehawk 9

SANDIA CORPORATION

Nike- Tomahawk

NITEHAWK 9

Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1st-NIKE
M5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE-416
Tomahawk (10,500 pounds thrust); 9 inches diameter·
125 pound gross payload to 200 mile altitude; Mach
8.5 ; Atomic Energy Commission.
NITEHAWK 12
Two-stage solid propulsion sounding rocket; 1st-NIKE
M5 (48,700 pounds thrust), 2nd-Thiokol TE-416
Tomahawk (10,500 pound thrust); 12 inches diameter;
200 pound gross payload to 110 mile altitude; Mach
6.2 ; Atomic Energy Commission.
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H.-183
SNAP-S Nuclear Electrical Power Generating System H.-182
SVM-1 Apogee Kick Rocket, H-272
Titan II and III First Stage En!,tine,
H-269
Titan II and III Second Stage Engine,
H-269
Titan III Transtage Engines, H-273
UH.IPS (Undersea Radioisotope Power
Supply), R-184
Variable Thmst Liquid Engine, H-274
Corporation
(SpaceAerojet-General
General Plant), H-173, R-345
Aerobee 150 & 150A, R-345
Aerobee 300 & 300A, H-345
Aerobee 350, R-345
General Utility Satellite (OV3), H-173
Niro, H-345
Aerojet-General 260-lnch Solid Hocket
Motor, 25
Aeronca, Inc., 55, 56

Aeronutronic Division, see Philco-Ford Corporation
Aerospace Corporation, 56, 57, R-149
Titan III, H-149
Aero Spacelines, Inc., R-2, R-3
~lini Guppy (B-377i\IG), R-3
Pregnant Guppy (B-377 PG), R-2
Super Guppy (B-377 SG), R-2
Ag-Cat, R-65
Ag Commander A-9, A-9 Super, R-102
Ag Commander B1A, R-103
Ag Commander S2D, R-102
Agena Launch Vehicle, R-154
A!,•wagon (Model 230 and 300), R-42
AIAA Awards, 42
Air Canada, 210
Aircraft, 2-9, R-2 to H-ll5
Air cushion vehicles, R-15, R-16
Air Force, 191-194
Air Force Association, 41
Alaska Airlines, Inc., 210
Alaska Coastal Airlines, Inc., 2ll
Albatross (HU-168), R-61
Allegheny Airlines, Inc., 2ll, 212
Allison Division, see General Motors Corporation
Aluminum Company of America, 58-61
American Airlines, Inc., 212, 213
American Helicopter Society Awards, 40
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 42
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, management by Bell Telephone
Laboratories, R-166
Telstar, R-166
Amphenol Corporation, Amphenol Connector
Division, 61, H-184
Amphenol Space & Missile Systems,
R-184
Minuteman Interconnecting Cable Assembly, H-184
Anchored Imp Satellite, R-170
ANNA 1-B Geodetic Research Satellite, R-168
Apollo Docking Trainer, 15, 26
Apollo Range Instrumented Aircraft (EC135:'11), 8, H-48
Apollo Spacecraft, R-156, R-157
Applications Technology Satellite, 17, R-169
AQM-37A Target Missile, R-140
AQM-38 Target Aircraft, R-143
Ariel, 19
Army, 194, 195
Army Aviation Association Awards, 41
Army Weapons Command (In-House), H-123
Davy Crockett Close Support Missile,
H-123
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:\SROC/Terrier, R-125
Athena Reentry Test Vehicle, R-155
Atlantic Rese~ch Corporation, R-345 to
R-347
Areas, R-345
Argo :\-2 (Percheron), R-345
Argo B-1 (:"iike-Cajun), R-345
Argo B-2 (Nike-Apache), R-346
Argo B-7 (Honest John-Nike), R-346
:\rao B-10 (SWIK), R-346
Argo C-22 (Honest John-Nike-~-Hke),
R-346
Argo C-23, R-346
Argo D-4 (Javelin), R-346
Argo D-8 (Journeyman A), R-346
Boosted-Areas I, R-345
Boosted-Areas II, R-345
Hvdra-Iris, R-346
~ietarc, R-346
Nike-Archer, R-346
Sidewinder-Areas, H-346
Sparrow-Areas, R-346
Trailblazer I, R-347
Trailblazer II, R-347
Atlantic Research Missile Systems Division, R-155
Athena Reentrv Test Vehicle, R-155
Atlas ICBM (Series' D, E, and F), R-ll8
Atlas SLV-3 Launch Vehicle, 14, R-150
Atomic Energy Commission, 188-191
.
Autonetics Division, see North Amencan
Rockwell Corporation
Avco Corporation, 24, 26, 61-65, R-185,
R-299 to R-302, H.-317 to R-319
Avco Lycoming Division, 24, 62-64, R-299
to R-302, R-317 to R-319
Avco Lycoming Turbofan, R-317 .
IGS0-540 Series Supercharged Recipro.
.
cating Engine, H-302
I0-360-A1A Fuel Injected Reciprocatmg
Engine, R-300
.
.
10-540-K Fuel Injected Reciprocatmg
Engine, R-299
.
10-720 Series Fuel Injected Reciprocating Engine, R-299
T 53 Turboprop Gas Turbine Engine,
R-317
T53 Turboshaft Gas Turbine Engine,
R-318
T 55 Turboprop Gas Turbine Engine,
H-319
T55 Turboshaft Gas Turbine, R-:318
TIG0-541 Series Turbocharged Piston,
R-301
TI0-540-A1A Turbocharged Reciprocating Engine, H-300

TI0-541 Turbocharged Piston Engine,
R-301
Avco Missile Systems Division, 26, 64
Penet~ation Aids System, 26
Avco Space Systems Division, 64, 6.5,
R-18.5
Resistojet Spacecraft Control System,
R-18.5
Avco Penetration Aids System, 26
Awards, 38-43
Aztec "C" and Turbo Aztec, R-110

B
B-47E Medium Bomber, R-2.5
B-.52H Missile Platform Bomber, R-2.5
B-.57 Bomber, R-86
B-66 Destroyer Bomber, R-44
Ball Brothers Research Corporation, 18,
R-17.5
Orbiting Solar Observatories, 18, R-17.5
Baron (Beechcraft B55), R-8; (Beechcraft
D55), R-7
Beech Aircraft Corporation, 4, 6.5, 66, R-.'3
to R-15, R-139, R-140
AQM-.'37A Target Missile, R-140
B55 Baron, R-8
Beechcraft 99, 4
Custom III, R-11
D55 Baron, R-7
Duke, Model 60, R-6
E.'33 Bonanza, R-IO
E33A Bonanza, R-10
E9.5 Travel Air, R-8
King Air BOO, R-3
L-2.'3D or U-8D Seminole, R-13
L-2.'3F or U-8F Seminole, R-14
Model 45 Mentor, R-12
Model 1025 Target Drone (MQM-39A,
MQM-61A), R-1.'39
Model 102.5-TJ Turbojet Target Missile,
R-139
Musketeer Super III, R-11
NU-8F, R-14
Queen Air A65, R-6
Sandpiper Target Missile Model 1069,
R-140
Sport III, R-12
Super Hl8, R-5
T-42A Instrument Trainer, R-13
Turbo Baron, Model 56TC, R-7
Turbo Bonanza, R-9
U-2IA, R-15
V.'3.5A Bonanza, R-9
Beechcraft 99 Airliner, 4, R-4
Bell Aerosystems Company, A Textron Company, 29, 32, 3.'3, 66, 67, R-15 to R-17,
R-18.5 to R-187, R-27.5
Agena Engine, R-27.5
Dual-Purpose Maneuvering Unit, 29,
R-187
Jet Belt, R-187
Lightweight Troposcatter Radio, R-186
Lunar Landing Training Vehicle, R-186
Lunar Module Ascent Engine, R-275
SK-I Hydroskimmer, R-15
SK-3 Carabao, R-16
SK-.5, R-16
Stabilized Optical Tracking Device,
R-18.5
X-14A VTOL Research Aircraft, R-17
X-22A V/STOL Research Aircraft, R-17

Bell Helicopter Company, H, ()7 -6H, H-1 8 to
R-24
:vlodel 209 Hueycobra (Army AI-1-lG), H.
H-23
OH-1.'3S Sioux Helicopter, R-HJ
TH-13T Helicopter, R-19
UH-JC/UH-JE Iroquois Helicopters,
R-20
UH-1 D/UH-1 H Iroquois Helicopters,
R-20
UH-IF Iroquois Helicopter, R-21
YUI-1-IB Compound Helicopter, R-21
47G-.'3B-l/47G-.'3B-2 Helicopters, H-IH
47G-4A Helicopter, R-22
47G-S Helicopter, H-22
204B Helicopter, R-JH
205A Helicopter, H-24
206A JetRanger, R-2.'3
Bell No-Wheel Gear, 3.'3
Bell Pogo, .'32
Bendix Corporation, The, 31, 32, 69-74,
R-129, R-188 to R-198
Communications Division, R-100 to R-HJH
ANI APX-72 Transponder, R-198
AN/FPS-8.5 Space Track Radar System,
R-196
AN/PRC-72 Radio Set, R-197
AN /TRC-1 ~ 1 Radio Repeater Set, R-1 m
Missile Systems Division, R-129
Talos Shipboard Missile, R-129
Navigation & Control Division, .'31, 69, 70,
R-188 to R-196
ADC-600 Air Data Computer for F-Ill,
R-191
Aircraft Weapons Release System, R-194
AN/GSM-133 Programmer Comparator,
R-196
Attitude Director Indicator for C-5A,
R-19.'3
BANC-660 Navigation Computer System,
R-192
Bendix Camera Mount, R-19.5
Head-Up Display System, R-19.'3
Inertial Guidance System for Pershing
Missile, R-188
Microvision, R-190
PB-60 Automatic Flight Control System,
R-192
Pendulous Integrating Gyro Accelerometer for Minuteman Missile, R-189
Precision Approach and Landing System, R-190
Range Indicator for Lunar Module,
R-189
Recorder Data Package, R-19.5
Stabilized Platform System for Saturn
Rocket, R-188
Standard Navigation Computer, R-194
Vertical Scale Flight Indicators, R-191
Bendix Gyro, .'31
Bendix Moonbuggy, 32
Berlin Doman Helicopter, Inc., R-24
Model BD-68 Commercial Utility Helicopter, R-24
Bikini Surveillance System, R-14.5
Biosatellite, 20, R-159
Bird Dog (Model 0-IE), R-41; (Model 0-2A),
R-42
BMTS (Ballistic Missile Target System),
R-144
Boeing Company, The, 2, 3, 8, 10, 1.'3, 16,
74-76, R-2.5 to R-.'32, R-ll6, R-130, R-1.'32,
R-147, R-155, R-177, R-319
B-47E Medium Bomber, R-2.5
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B-.'5211 ~lbsile Platform Bomber. H-2.'5
Bomarc B Interceptor. H-1:30
Burner II, H-1.'5.')
KC/C-1:3.'5 Tanker/Transport
Serit•s.
H-2H
Lunar Orbiter. Hi, H-177
\finuteman ICB\1, 10, H-1 Hi
S-IC Stage, H-147
Saturn V, 1:3, H-1-17
SHA\1 (Short-Hange Attack ~lissile\
AG\I-69A, R-1.'32
Supersonic Transport, 2, H-2!1
T.'50 ~lilitarv Tmhoshaft, H-:3Hl
707-120 Series Jetliners, H-2fi
707 -.'320 Series Jet liners, H-2fi
7201720B Jetliner, H-27
727 ~ledium Range Jet liner. H-27
737 Short Range Jetliner..'3, H-2H
747 Jetliner, 2, H-2H
Vertol Division, H-.'30 to H-.'31
CH-46D Sea Knight Helicopter, R-.'30
CH-47B Chinook Transport Helicopter,
R-.'31
UH-46D Medium Transport Helicopter,
H-32
107 Transport Helicopter, H-.'31
I 07 Twin-Tmbine Transport Helicopter,
R-.'30
Boeing 707-120 Series Jetliners, H-26
Boeing 707-.'320 Series Jetliners, H-26
Boeing 7201720B Jetliner, R-27
Boeing 727 Medium Bange Jetliner, R-27
Boeing 737 Short Range Jetliner, H-28
Boeing 747 Jetliner, 2, R-28
Boeing-Vertol 107 Transport Helicopter,
H-.'31
Boeing-Vertol 107 Twin-Turbine Transport
Helicopter, H-.'30
Bomarc B Interceptor, H-130
Bonanza (Beechcraft E.'33 and E3.'3A), R-IO;
(Beechcraft V3SA), H-~l
Bonanza Air Lines, 213, 214
Braniff International, 214, 215
Brewer Trophy, 39
Bullpup AGM-12B, Bullpup AGM-12C Missiles, R- I34
Burner II Launch Vehicle, R-155

c
C-5A Galaxy Cargo/Personnel Carrier, 7,
R-83
C-9A Aeromedical Evacuation Transport,
7, R-47
C-133 Heavy Cargo Transport, R-45
Canadian Pacific Air Lines, Ltd., 215
Carabao (SK-3), R-16
Cardinal, 5
Centaur Launch Vehicle, R-I51
Centurion (Model 210), R-35
Cessna Aircraft Company, 5, 6, 7, 76, 77,
R-32 to R-42
A-37A Strike Aircraft, 6, R-39
Cardinal, 5
Executive 4llA, R-36
Model 0-IE "Bird Dog," R-41
Model 0-2A, 7, R-42
Model 150, R-32
Model 172, R-33
Model 180, R-34
Model 182 and Skylane, R-37
Model 18.5, R-34

\lode! :; )() Centurion, H-J.'j
\lode! :;:30 and .100 :\l_"''a!_':on. R-.t:;
\lode! :3IOL. H..:3.'j
\lode!> -IOJ/.101. H--10
\lode! -ln. H--11
Shhawk. H-1.1
Skmi~ht. H-:3()
Super Sk~·lane. R-.17
Super Sk~·ma,ter. R-:J.<,
Super Skn,·agon. ILl\
T-T:-B \I ilitar~· Trainer. H-:)l)
T-.t I:\ \lilitarv Traitwr. H-.tO
( :t•,sna Shhawk. I{-::;.1
Chandler Evam, lm· .. 77. 7k
Chaparral :\ir Defense Cuided \I issile s,-,_
tem. II. H-1:30
Cherokee (:\rrow). H-10':>; "C." H-100; (Sixl,
H-107: tl-10\. H-H1fi: (2.1.'jB\, H-107
Cheyenne Compound :\ircraft (:\H-.'jfi_-\). q,
H-7S
Chinook Transport Helicopter (CH--t7B).
H-.'31
Chrysler Corporation, :30, H-1:;1, R-1-IH,
H-IHS
\lissile Division. R-Ill
Redstone
Surface-to-Surface
\lissilc.
R-121
Space Division. :)0, R-1-19. R- HJR
S:\V:\C. H- HJS
Upratcd Saturn I, R-1-19
Chrysler :\o-Lcns Telescope, 30
Collier Trophy. 3S
Comanche B. R- 109
Commercial Utility Helicopter (\hxlel BD()1'\), H-24
.
Condor Air-to-Smface Missile, H-135
Continental Air Lines, Inc., 215-217
Continental Motors Corporation, 78, R-302
to H-.'308
r-lodcl GTSI0-520-C, H-30()
Model GTSI0-520-D, H-:3\)(i
Model 10-:Wi, H-307
Model I0-.'3GO-C,-D, R-.104
Model 10-520-A,-D,-E,-F, R-304
Model 10-520-B, R-307
Model 10-520-C, R-308
Model 0-200-A, R-302
Model 0-:300-A,B,C,D, R-303
Model 0-470-R, R-30.'3
Model TSI0-520-B,-E, R-305
Model TSI0-520-C, R-305
Model TSI0-520-D, R-308
Continental Aviation and Engineering
Corporation, H-320 to R-322
}69-T-25 Turbojet, R-320
}69-T-29 Turbojet, R-320
J69-T-41A Turbojet, R-321
T65-T-l Turboshaft, R-322
T-67-T-1 Twin Turboshaft, R-321
TS120-GH Tnrboshaft, H-.'322
Convair Division. sec General Dynamics
Corporation
Convair 600/640, H-51
Convair 880 and 880-M, R-54
Convair 990A, H-54
Cook Electric Company, R-Hl9
FM Miniature Recorder, R-199
Corsair II (Navy A-7), H-70; (Air Force
A-70), 6, R-71
Cougar (TF-9}), H-G4
Cmsader (F -8), H-71
Cubic Corporation, R-167
Geodetic SECOR Satellite Surveyor,
H-167

Curtiss-\\'right Corporation, 79, 80, R-309,
H~'3 10. H-32.1
Jro- W -7 Engine. R-3:?..1
J6."'r\\'-W:\ Engine. R-3:?..'3
RIS20-S2:\ Engine (C9l. R-309
R3.150-2fiWD Engine. R-310
R3:3.'j0-32\\' Engine (TC IS), R-309
YHC-IS0-2 Ro.tating Combustion En)..,>inc, H-:310
Custom Ill (Bccchcraft). R-11

D
DASH Drone Helicopters (QH-50). R-141
D;l\·~· Crockett Close Support \lissile. R-12.'3
DC-(i (C-IIS Liftmastcr). R--15
DC-7 Commercial Transport. H--tfi
DC:-S Jet Transport. 3. R-46
DC-9 Jet Transport. 3, R-47
Delta Air Lines. Inc., 217, 218
Delta Launch \'chicle. R-152
Department of Defense. 191-199
Department of the Interior, R-166
EROS (Earth Resources Observation Satellite). H-166
DODGE (Department of Defense Gravitv
Experiment) Satellite, H-174
.
Dough'> Aircraft Company, sec \IcDonnell
Dougla~ Corporation
Dragon Medium Antitank Assault \\1eapon,
12, R-124
Drones and Targets. R-139 to R-146
Duke. Model (i(), H-6

E
E-1 Helicopter (OH-23F), R-50
Early Bird Communications Satellite, R-162
Early Warning Aircraft (WV-2 and RC-121),
R-75
Eastern Air Lines, Inc., 219, 220
Emerson Electric Company, Electronics and
Space Division, R-123, R-199 to R-202
AN/APM-277 Test Set, R-202
AN/TPS-50, R-201
General Purpose Automatic Test System
(GPATS), R-200
Honest John Surface-to-Surface Missile,
R-123
Integrated Radome, Antenna and RF
Circuitry (RARF), R-201
Moving Target Radar Fire Control, R-199
XM-28 Armament System, R-200
Engines (Piston), R-299 to R-313
Engines (Ramjet), R-314 to R-31{)
Engines (Rocket), 24, 25, R-269 to R-298
Engines (Turbine), 23, 24, R-317 to R-344
Environmental Hesearch Satellites, R-171
EHOS (Earth Resources Observation Satellite), H-166
ESSA Weather Satellite 17, R-161
Executive 21, H-94
'
Executive 411A, R-36
Explorer Satellite Series, 19, R- 1{)9

F
F --tE Phantom Air Superiority Fighter 5
F-.'5 Tactical Fighter, H-103
'
'
F -27J Propjet Transport, R-48
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F-l02A :\ll-\Veather Interceptor, R-52
F-105 Thunderchief Fighter Bomber, R-52
F -I OOA Advanced All-Weather Interceptor,
R-53
F-Ill:\ Tactical Fighter-Bomber, 5, R-55
F-lllB :\ir Superio,rity Fighter, R-55
F -Ill C Strike Aircraft. R-57
F-Ill K Strike Reconnaissance Aircraft, R-57
Fairchild 228, 4
Fairchild Hiller Corporation, 4, 7, 9, 26, 8082, R--t8 to R-52. R-145, R-172, R-20'2 to
R-209
:\ircraft Division. 4, 9, 81, R--tS to R-51
E4 Helicopter (OH-23F), R-50
F -27} Propjet Transport. R--t8
Fairchild 228, 4
FH-227B Propjet Transport, R--t9
FH-llOO Helicopter, 9, R-50
Heli-Porter, R--t9
SL4 Helicopter, R-51
EWR Fairchild International, 7, R-51
US/FRG V/STOL Advanced Tactical
Fighter, 7, R-51
Republic .-\\·iation Di";sion, 26, 81, 82,
R-52, R-145, R-207
Apollo Docking Trainer, 26
_
Bikini Surveillance Svstem, R-14;)
F-105 Thunderchief Fighter Bomber,
R-52
\IICRO-VUE. R-207
Space and Electronics Systems Division. 82,
R-172, R-202 to R-206, R-207
:\.N/SPQ-10 Fire Control Meteorological
Tracking System, R-203
AN/TPS-41 Mobile Radar Weather System, R-206
:\utomatic Picture Transmission Ground
Station-Photorecorder, R-202
AuxiliarY Data Annotation System, R-203
Code ~tatrix Film Reader, R-204
Deployable Solar Arrays, R-205
Meteorological Data System, R-204
Mobilab. R-207
Pegasus. R-172
Recorder, Signal Data, R-206
Tubular Extendible Elements 31, R-205
Stratos Division, 82, R-208, R-209
A/M32C-10 Ground Air Conditioner,
R-208
Compact Military Air Conditioners,
R-208
Total Environment Facility (TEF), R-209
747 Air Turbine Drive, R-209
Falcon Air-to-Air Missiles, R-137
FB-ll1A Strategic Bomber, R-56
Federal Aviation Administration, 199-201
FH-227B Propjet Transport, R-49
FH-1100 Helicopter, 9, R-50
Firebee Jet Target Drone, R-145
Flight Safety Foundation Award, 43
· Tiger
·
·
Inc., The . ~~
'NO • ~~
"9 1
Flymg
Lme,
Ja;nes Forrestal Memorial Awards, 43
Frontier Airlines, Inc., 221, 222

G
Galaxy (C-5A Cargo/Personnel Carrier), 7,
H-83; (Lockheed 500-114~1). ,R-84
Garrett Corporation, The, 82-86, R-210,
H-211, R-324
AiHesearch Industrial Division. 85, R-210
Aircraft En,1.,>ine and Cabin Tmbo-charging System, H-210

AiResearch Manufacturing Company of
Arizona, 84, R-211, R-324
MUST (Medical Unit Self-Contained
Transportable), R-211
T7f> Military Turboprop, R-.'324
AiResearch Manufacturing Division, Los
Angeles, 83, 84, R-210
Apollo Environmental Control System,
R-210
GE4 General Electric engine, 2.'3
Gemini spacecraft, R-158
General aviation, 245, 246
General Dynamics Corporation, .5, I4, 8691, R-52 to R-57, R-ll8, R-125, R-128,
R-129, R-131, R-1.'32, R-150, R-I51, R-172
ASROC/Terrier, R-125
Convair Division, 14, 88, R-52 to R-54,
R-ll8, R-1.'50, R-1.51, R-172
Atlas ICBM (Series D, E, and F), R-ll8
Atlas SLV-3, 14, R-150
Centaur, R-151
Convair 600/640, R-5.'3
Convair 880 and 880-M, R-54
Convair 990A, R-54
F-102A All-Weather Interceptor, R-52
F-106A Advanced All-Weather Interceptor, R-5.'3
OV1 (Aerospace Research Satellite),
R-172
SLV-3A and SLV-.'3C, R-151
Fort Worth Division, 5, 87, 88, R-55 to
R-57
B-58 Hustler Bomber, R-57
F-IllA Tactical Fighter-Bomber, 5,
R-55
F-lllB Air Superiority Fighter, R-.55
F-lllC Strike Aircraft, R-57
F-lllK Strike Reconnaissance Aircraft,
R-57
FB-lllA Strategic Bomber, R-56
RF -IliA Reconnaissance Aircraft R-56
Pomona Division, 88, 89, R-128, R-129,
R-131, R-132
Advanced Terrier Shipboard Antiaircraft
Missile, R-128
Redeye Surface-to-Air Missile, R-129
Standard ARM, R-132
Standard Shipboard Missile, R-131
Tartar Shipboard Antiaircraft Missile,
R-128
General Electric Company, 15, 20, 23, 24,
27, 30, 91-99, R-159, R-211 to R-213,
R-324 to R-332
CF700 Commercial Turbofan R-328
CJ610 Commercial Turbojet, 'R-328
CT58 Commercial Turboshaft, R-330
CT64 Commercial Turboshaft/Turboprop, R-3.'30
GEl Military/Commercial Turbojet,
R-327
GEl/10 Augmented Turbofan, R-332
GE41J5 Commercial Turbojet, 23, R-327
J79 Military Turbojet, R-.325
J85 Military Afterburning Turbojet,
R-32.5
J85 Non-Afterbuming Turbojet, R-326
LFl "Turbotip" Lift Fan System, R-3.32
LMIOO Gas Turbine, R-331
LM1.500 Gas Turbine, R-3.'31
Manned Orbiting Laboratory, 15, R-159
T58 Military Turboshaft, R-329
T64 Military Turhoshaft!Turboprop,
R-.329
TF39 Military Turbofan, R-.326

YJ93 ~1ilitary Turbojet, H-324
Missile and Space Division, Spacecraft Department, H-211, H-21.'3
Gravity Gradient Svstems, H-211, R-213
SNAP:27, H-21.'3
,
Re-Entry Systems Department, 20, R-159
Biosatellite, 20, R-159
Space Sciences Laboratory, R-212
Blood Flow in Artificial Hearts, H-212
Continuous Nonequilibrium MHD Power
Generator, R-212
General Laboratory Associates, Inc., H-213,
R-214
Jet Aircraft Engine Ignition Svstems,
'
R-213
Rocket Engine Ignition Systems, H-214
General Motors Corporation, 2.'3, 24, .57, 58,
R-149, R-1.50, H-33.'3 to H-337
AC Electronics Division, R-I49, H-1.50
Titan III, R-I49
Titan III Transtage, R-I50
Allison Division, 2.'3, 24, .57, .58, R-3.'3.'3 to
R-3.37
T.56-A-7 Military Turboprop, R-3.'35
T56-A-I4 ~vtilitary Turboprop, R-.'3.'3.5
T.56-A-15 Military Turboprop, R-336
T56-A-18 Military Turboprop, R-3.'36
T63-A-5A Military Turboshaft, 2.3, R-3.'34
TF41 Military Turbofan, 24, R-337
250-Cl8 Commercial Turboshaft R-33.'3
501-D13D Commercial Turbopro~. R-3.'33
501-D22 Commercial Turboprop, R-3.34
General Precision Systems Inc., 99-IOI,
R-214 to R-218
Kearfott Group, 99, IOO, R-214 to R-216
G;;ro Compass Attitude Heference Set
(GARS), R-2I6
MICRO-MINAC Digital Computers,
R-214
Pershing Self-Contained Hydraulic Actuation System, H-215
Propellant Quantity Indicator, H-215
Librascope Group, 100, H-216
Woven Plated Wire Memory, H-216
Link Group, 100, 101, H-217, R-218
Automatic Microfilm Aperture Card Updating System, R-218
Dual Cockpit Flight Simulator, R-217
Micron Mensuration Stage, R-217
Spacecraft Television Ground Data Handling System, R-218
Tele-Signal Corporation, 101
General Utility Satellite (OV3), R-173
Genie Air-to-Air Hocket, H-138
Geodetic SECOH Satellite Smveyor, R-167
GE03-A Satellite, R-167
Globemaster (C-124), H-44
B, F. Goodrich Company, The, 28, 33, 102,
R-220
B. F, Goodrich Aerospace and Defense
Products, 102, R-220
Light Weight Pneumatic De-Icing System, Electrical Propeller De-Icing System, R-220
Goodrich Inflatable Seal, 33
Goodrich Wheel for C-5A, 28
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, 28, 102-104,
R-124
SUBROC Antisubmarine Missile, R-124
Goodyear Chute, 28
Grand Commander, R-100
Greyhound (C-2A), R-62
Gross, Cortlandt S., .'37
Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corporation,
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fi, JO.t, 105, H-.5S to H-fi.'5, H- J.'J,'l. H-17fi
:\-6A Intruder, H-59
:\g-Cat, H-fi.'5
C-1 :\ Trader, H-fi.'3
C-2:\ Greyhound, H-62
E-IB Tracer, H-fH
E-2:\ Hawkeve, H-5S
EA-fiA lntru~lcr, H-.59
EA-613. H-60
Culfstream I, H-m
Gulfstream II, H-62
HU-1613 Albatross, H-fil
Lunar \todule, H-ISS
Orbiting
Astronomical
Observator~·.
H.-176
OV-1 \tohawk, H-fiO
S-2E Tracker, H-.5S
TC-4C, 6, R-6.'3
TF-HJ Cougar, R-64
Gulfstream I, H-fil
Gulfstream II, H-62
Gyrodyne Company of America, 105, R-1-11
QH-50 DASH Drone Helicopters, H-141

H
Hamilton Standard Division, see United Aircraft Corporation
Harmon International Aviators Trophies, .39
Harr, Karl G., Jr., v, 37
Harvey Aluminum, 105, 106
Hawaiian Airlines, Inc., 222, 22.'3
Hawk Antiaircraft Missile, R-127
Hawkeye, (E-2A), R-.58
Helicopters, 8, 9, H-18 to R-24, R-.'30 to H-32,
H-.50 to R-51, R-65 to R-68, R-76 to H-78,
R-104, R-105, R-111 to H-114, 224, 225,
228, 2.'34, 244, 245
Heli-Porter, R-49
Hercules C-130E Transport, R-80; (HC130H/P), R-80; (EC-130E) R-81
Hercules Incorporated, 106, R-276, R-347
Antares, R-276
Deacon, R-276
Deacon (Pogo-HI), R-347
Hercules Solid Rocket Series, R-276
Ranger Retro, R-276
X248 Altair, R-276
X258 Advanced Altair, R-276
X259 Advanced Antares, R-276
Hercules Lockheed-100 Commercial Airfreighter, R-82; (H>0-20), R-84; (382B), R-81
HH-3E Sikorsky Helicopter, 8
HH-3F Sikorsky Helicopter, 9
HH-43B, HH-43F Rescue/Utility Helicopter,
R-67
HH-53B Sikorsky Helicopter, 9
HL-10 Lifting Body Vehicle, R-181
Honest John Surface-to-Surface Missile, R-123
Honeywell Inc., 106, 107, R-125, R-175, R-221,
R-222
ASROC/Terrier, R-125
Fluidic Controls for Jet Engines, R-222
Helmet Sight System, R-221
Mark 46 MOD 1 Antisubmarine Torpedo,
R-125
Orbital Scanner, R-175
Space Vehicle Motion Simulator, R-221
Hornet Air-to-Surface Missile, R-135
Hound Dog (AGM-28) Missile, R-134
HueyCobra Model 209 (Army AH-lG), R-23
Hughes Aircraft Company, 12, 16, 17, 29,
108-111, R-123, R-1.37, R-138, R-162 to

H- lfl-t. H- HiH. H-177. H-222, H-2:2.'3
Application~ TechnolO!!Y Satellite, 17,
H- lfiH
Earh· Bird, H-162
Fak,-on Air-to-Air ~lissiles. R-137
lntclsat II. 17. R-16.'3
~lanpack Transceiver. H-2:2.'3
~lark IB Ground-Link Terminal, 2~J
:'\a,·al Tactical Data Svstem. R-222
Phoenix Air-to-Air ~li~sile, 12. R-13'o
Survevor. 16. H-177
Smcom. H- W2
Tactical CoriiSat, H-lf>.t
TO\\' Antitank ~lissile, 12. H-12:3
Hughes Tool· Company. Aircraft Dh·ision.
Ill, 112. R-6.5 to R-67
~l(xlels 31Xl. 31Xl LE. R-65
~lodels 51Xl, .51Kll1, R-67
OH-6:\ Light Observation Helicopter.
R-66
TH-55A Helicopter Trainer, R-66
Hummingbird (XV-4B), 8, H-7H
Hustler Bomber (B-58), R-57
HydrosRimmer (SK-1), R-15

Initial Defense Communications Satellite Program (IDCSP), 20, R-164
Intelsat II Communications Satellite, 17,
R-163
Intelsat III Communications Satellite, R-163
International Business Machines Corporation,
Federal Systems Division, 112-113, R-223
to R-226
Adaptive Microprogrammed Control Systems, H-226
Automatic Computer-Controlled Film
Reader/Hecorder System, R-224
DACOH (DAta CORrection) Forward
Error Control System, R-225
Operational Data Logger System, R-226
RD-281 Militarized Disk File, R-224
Saturn lnstmment Unit, R-225
System/4 Pi, R-223
International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation, 113-117, R-227 to R-229
ITT Avionics, R-227, R-228
DME Radial Ground Speed Indicator,
R-227
Precision Digital Tacan Transceiver,
R-228
ITT Defense Communications, R-227
Satellite Communication Earth Terminal, R-227
ITTFL-Aerospace, R-228
Portable Automatic Calibration Tracker
R-228
'
ITT Gilfillan Inc., R-229
AN /SPS-48 3-Dimensional Radar, R-229
Ground Control Approach Quadradar,
R-229
Intmder (A-6A, EA-6A, and EA-6B), R-59,
R-60
Iroquois Helicopters, R-20, R-21
ITT Rendezvous and Docking System, 31
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Jet Commander, R-100
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Californi~ Institute of Technology, 16, R-177 to R-179

Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., 125-128, R-70 to
IV. R-178
R-72. R-122, R-154, R-235 to R-237
V, 16. R-179
LTV .-\erospace Corporation. R-70 to R-72,
Surveyor, R-177
R-122, R-154, R-235 to R-237
JetHanger (206:\), R-:2.'3
Air Force A-7D Corsair II, R-71
JetStar Executive and ~lilitary Jet Transport
Astronaut ~laneuvering Unit, R-235
(C-140}, R-7H
F-8 Cmsader. R-71
The Johns Hopkins l'niversity Applied PhysLance Surface-to-Surface \lissile, R-122
ics Laboratory. R-166 to R-168, R-17-l
Maneuvering Work Platform and Space
:\:'\:'\:\ 1-B. R-168
Taxi, R-236
DODGE (Department of Defense Gravi:'\avy A-7 Corsair II, 6, R-70
ty Experiment), R-174
Scout, R-154
GEOS-A. R-167
Space Environment Simulator, R-235
Satellite 1963 38C, R-17-l
XC-142A V/STOL, R-72
l' .S. :'\avy :'\avigation Satellite (Transit)
LTV Electrosvstems, Inc., R-:2.'36, R-237
(Oscar). R-166
AGIL I ancl :\GIL II, R-236
JT9D Pratt & Whitney Aircraft engine, 23
Airborne Battlefield Command and Control Center (ABCCC), R-237
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, 7, 8, 9, 10.
128-130, R-72 to R-8-l, R-119, R-154, R-238,
Kaiser Aerospace & Electronics Corporation,
R-239, R-277, R-278
Lockheed Aircraft Service Company, R-238
117, 118, R-230
Airborne Data Acquisition System, R-238
Flite-Path Display, R-230
Ejectable Recording System, R-238
Kaman Corporation, 118, R-67, R-68
Lockheed-California Company, 9, R-72 to
I-IH-43B, HH-t3F Rescue/Utility HeliR-78
copter, R-67
AH-56A Cheyenne Compound Aircraft,
UH-2A/B Utility/Rescue Helicopter.
9. R-78
R-68
F-1WG Super Starfighter, R-72
UH-2C Rescue/Utility Helicopter, R-68
~lode! 286 Utility Helicopter, R-77
KC/C-135 Tanker, Transport Series, R-29
Kincheloe Award, 42
P-2 1'\eptune, R-73
King Air BOO, R-3
P-3 Orion, R-73
SR-71 Long Range Strategic ReconnaisKollsman Instnnnent Corporation, 119, 120,
sance Aircraft, R-7 4
R-230 to R-232
T-33:\ Jet Trainer, R-75
AN/USQ-28 Aerial Surveying and MapU-2, R-78
ping System, R-230
\VV-2 and RC-121 Early Warning AirCentral Air Data Computer System,
R-231
craft, R-75
XH-51A Compound Rotorcraft, R-76
Goddard Experiment Package, R-232
XH-51:\ Helicopter, R-76
Vertical Scale Flight Instmment SysXH-51N Research Helicopter, R-77
tem, R-231
YF-12A Advanced Interceptor, R-74
Lockheed-Georgia Company, 7, 8, R-79 to
~lariner

~lariner
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Lake Aircraft Corporation, R-69
LA-4 Amphibian, R-69
Lake Central Airlines, Inc., 223, 224
Lance Surface-to-Surface Missile, 11, R-122
Langley Research Center, NASA, R-347
Meteor Simulation Vehicle (1), R-347
Meteor Simulation Vehicle (2), R-347
Launch vehicles, 13, 14, R-147 to R-155
Lear Jet Corporation, 120, 121, R-69, R-70
Lear Jet Model 24, R-69
Lear Jet Model 25, 4, R-70
Lear Siegler, Inc., 122-125, R-232 to R-234
Data and Controls Division, R-232
Radar Meteorological Set AN/FPS-77(V),
R-232
Electronic Instmmentation Division, R-233
Telemetry Station, R-233
Instmment Division, R-233
Fuel Computer, R-233
Power Equipment Division, R-234
DC Control Panel, R-234
Variable Speed Constant Frequency Svstem (VSCF), R-234
.
LES-5, 20, R-165
Lifting bodies, 22, R-180, R-181
Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, 20, R-165
Lincoln Experimental Satellites (LES),
20, R-165
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C-5A Galaxy Cargo/Personnel Carrier,
7, R-83
C-130E Hercules Transport, R-80
C-140 JetStar Executive and Military
Jet Transport, R-79
.
C-141A StarLifter Cargo-Troop Carner,
R-82
EC-130E Hercules, R-81
HC-130H/P Hercules, R-80
Lockheed-100 Hercules Commercial Airfreighter, R-82
.
Lockheed-100-20 Hercules Commercial
Airfreighter, R-84
Lockheed-200 Commercial StarLifter,
R-83
Lockheed-382B Hercules Commercial
Airfreighter, R-81
Lockheed 500-114 M Galaxy, R-84
XV-4B Hummingbird, 8, R-79
Lockheed Industrial Products, R-239
Visual Approach Path Indicator, R-239
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, 10,
R-119, R-154, R-278
Agena, R-154
.
. .
Polaris Fleet Ballistic 1\hSSile, R-119
Poseidon Fleet Ballistic Missile. 10. R-119
SHAM Pulse Motor, R-278
Lockheed Propulsion Company, R-277,
R-278
__
Apollo Launch Escape Motor, R-211

Hydac-Javelin II-Javelin III-Sirocco.
R-277
Lockheed 156-Inch Solid Motor, R-27S
Los Angeles Airways, Inc., 224, 22.5
LTV Aerospace Corporation, see Ling-TemcoVought, Inc.
Lunar Landing Training Vehicle, R-IS(i
Lunar Module, R-15S
Lunar Orbiter Spacecraft, 16, R-177

M
M2-F2 Lifting Body Vehicle, H-181
Mace Surface-to-Surface Missile, R-121
Manned Orbiting Laboratory, 1.5, R-1.59
Mariner IV Spacecraft, R-178
Mariner V Spacecraft, 16, R-179
Mark IB Ground-Link Terminal, 29
Mark .30 Mobile ASW Target, R-143
Mark 46 Antisubmarine Torpedo, R-12.5
Mark 46 Mod 1 Antisubmarine Torpedo,
R-12.5
Marlin Patrol Seaplane (SP-5B), R-8.5
Marquardt Corporation, The, 130, R-279 to
R-281, R-314 to R-316
Ejector Ramjet, R-.316
MA74-ZAB Ramjet, R-315
MAJ.50-XAA Ramjet, R-315
R-1E, R-280
R-4D, R-279
R-.5B, R-279
H-6C, R-2SO
R-12C, R-281
R-13C, R-281
RJ-43-MA-3 Military Ramjet, R-.314
RJ-4.3-MA-ll Military Ramjet, R-.314
Scramjet, H-316
Martin Braking System, 30
Martin Marietta Corporation, 10, 22, .30, 1.30135, R-8.5, H-86, H-117, H-120, R-121, R-126,
R-134, R-136, R-149, R-1.50, R-180, R-239,
R-240, R-241
Baltimore Division, 10, 22, 30, 130, 1.31,
R-8.5, R-86, R-121, R-180, R-240
B-.57 Bomber, R-86
Lunar Mission Simulator, R-240
Mace Surface-to-Surface Missile R-121
Martin 4-0-4 Airliner, R-S.5
'
SNAP-9A Radioisotope Thermoelectric
Generator, R-240
SP-5B Marlin Patrol Seaplane, R-8.5
SV-SD. PRIME (Precision Recovery Indudmg Maneuvering Entry), R-1SO
X-24A PILOT (Piloted Lowspeed Test)
~100
'
Denver Division, 131-1.'3.3, H-117, R-149,
H-1.50
Titan II ICBM, R-117
Titan III, H-149
Titan III Transtage, R-150
Orlando Division, 1.33-1.3.5, R-120, H-126,
R-1.34, R-1.36, R-2.39, R-241
BIRDiE (Battery Integration and Radar
Display Equipment), R-241
Bullpup AGM-12B, Bullpup AGM-l2C
Missiles, R- 1.34
Pershing Surface-to-Surface Weapon System, R-120
RADA (Random Access Discrete Address), R-239
Sprint Antimissile Missile, R-126
Walleye Television Guided Glide Bomb,
R-1.36

\lohawk Airlines, Inc., 22.5-227
Martin 4-0-4 Airliner, H-S.5
\lonopropcllant Engines (llamilton Standard).
Master, R-~)4
2.5
McDonnell Douglas Corporation, .5, 6, 7, S,
\looney Aircraft. Inc., H-92 to H-9·1
10, 12. 13, 1.5, 22. 1.3.5-13S. H-43 to R-4S.
\looney Exccutivt' 21. H-H-1
R-S6 to R-91, H-124, H-126, R-13.'3. H-13S,
\loonev \la.,tcr, H-~)-1
R-147, H-149, H-1.52, R-1.5.'3, H-1.5S, H-1.59
\!none~· ~lll-2. H-9:3
ADM-20C Quail, H-1:33
\!none~· \lustang. H-9.'3
Dragon 1\ledium Antitank Assault \\'cap\loonev Hanger. IVJ2
on, 12, R-124
\tonne~· Stat~sman. H-92
F-4B Phantom Air Superiority Fighter.
\IQ~I-.'3.'3/\IQ\1-3£1 Target Drone. R-1·1·1
H-S7
\IQ\1-12A Guided Target \lissile. H-1-11
F ~tC Phantom Fighter-Bomber. H-S6
\I U-2 Executive Transport. H-9:3
F ~tD Phantom, R-SS
\luskctccr Super Ill. H-11
F-4E Phantom Air Superiority Fighter,
\·lustang. R-93
.5, H-89
F-4} Phantom, H-S9
F -4K Phantom, H-90
F -4M Phantom Air Superiority Fighter,
R-90
F-10JB Voodoo Interceptor, R-91
HF -4B Phantom Reconnaissance Fighter, National Aeronautic Association, 38
National Aeronautics and Space AdministraH-S7
tion. 201-203, R- WO, H- WH, H-lfl9. R-1';'1.
RF-4C Phantom Reconnaissance AirR-179
craft, R-SS
EHOS (Earth Resources Observation SatSpartan Antimissilc Missile, H-126
ellite). R-16fi
18SE STOL Transport, H-91
Explorer Series, H- ]()9
Douglas Aircraft Company (A Component
Voyager, R-179
Company of McDonnell Douglas CorGoddard Space Flight Center, R-1 fiO,
poration), 6, 7, S, 13, R-43 to R-4S
R-171
A-3 Skvwarrior, R-4.'3
Nimbus, R-l()()
A-4F a~d TA-4F Skyhawk Trainer-Attack
Radio Astronomy Explorer, R-171
Bomber, 6, R-4.3
National Aerospace Education CounciL 39
B-fl() Destroyer Bomber, R-44
C-9A Aero~edical Evacuation Transport, National Airlines, Inc., 227, 22S
National Security Industrial Association. 43
7, R-47
National Urban League Award, 42
C-124 Globemaster, R-44
Navajo. (PA-31), R-1 IO
C-13.'3 Heavy Cargo Transport, R-4.5
Naval Missile Center, Point Mugu, CaliforDC-fl (C-llS Liftmastcr), R-45
nia, H-347
DC-7 Commercial Transport, R-46
Sparoair, H-347
DC-S Jet Transport, 3, R-46
Naval Weapons Center, R-136
DC-9 Jet Transport, .3, R-47
Zuni Air-to-Surface Missile, R-136
EC-135N Apollo Range Instmmentcd
Navy, 19.5-199
Aircraft, 8, R-48
Neptune (P-2), R-73
Missile & Space Systems Division, Douglas
New York Airways, Inc., 228
Aircraft Company, 15, R-138, R-147,
Nike Hercules Air Defense Missile, R-127
R-149, R-1.52, R-1.53, R-1.59
Nimbus Weather Satellite, R-160
Delta, R-1.52
Norden Division, see United Aircraft CorGenie Air-to-Air Rocket, R-1.38
poration
Manned Orbiting Laboratory, J.5, R-1.59
North American Rockwell Corporation, 1.3,
S-IVB Stage, R-148
2.5, 139-142, R-9.5 to R-10.3, R-1.'34, R-1.3.5,
Saturn V, R-147
H-147, R-148, R-242 to R-245, R-2R2 to
Thmst Augmented Delta, R-1.53
H-2S8
Thmst Augmented Improved Delta,
Haystack 120-Foot Microwave Antenna
R-153
System, R-242
Uprated Saturn I, R-149
Aerospace & Systems Group, R-95, R-96,
McDonnell Astronautics Company, R-1.58
R-98
Gemini, R-1.58
F-10<) Super Sabre, R-98
McDonnell Douglas 188E STOL Transport,
T-.39 Sabreliner, R-9.5
R-9.1
X-15 Research Aircraft, R-96
Menasco Manufacturing Company, 1.'38, 139,
XB-70A Research Aircraft, R-9.5
R-241, R-242
Autonetics Division, Aerospace and SysMinuteman Launch Facility Shock Isotems Group, R-24.3 to R-24.5
lators, R-241
F-105/R14A Multimode, Monopulse RaP-3 Orion Landing Gear System, R-242
dar, R-244
Mentor (Model 4.5), R-12
Hound Dog Guidance and Control SysMilitary Payloads, 21
tems, R-245
Mini Guppy (B-377MG), R-3
Minuteman II Guidance and Control
Minuteman ICBM, 10, H-116
MIRAGE Radar Indicator, 27
System, R-243
Missiles, 10-12, R-116 to R-13S
Polaris Ship's Inertial Navigation SysModel J02.5 Target Drone, R-139
tems (SINS), H_-243
REINS (Radar Equipped Inertial NaviModel 102S-TJ Turbojet Target Missile, R-139
gation System) Automatic Bombing
Modern Air Transport, Inc., 225
Mohawk, (OV-1), R-flO
Navigation System (AN-ASB-12), R-244
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Colmnhus Division. Aerospace & Systems
Group. H-96 to H-98. R-1.'35
Condor Air-to-Surface ~lissile, R-13.'5
Hornet Air-to-Surface ~lissile, R-13.'5
~IQ~I-4:2A Guided Target ~lissile, R-141
()\'-lOA Bronco Light :\rn1ed Reconnaissanl'c Aircraft. R-96
H:\~'5C Attack/Tactical Reconnaissance
Vehicle, R-97
T-:2:\ Basic Jet Trainer, R-97
T-:2B Ba.~ic Jet Trainer. H-H8
Commercial Products Group. R-99 to H-103
Aero Commander-100, H-99
:\ern Commander-:200, H-H9
Aero Commander 500ll. R-101
:\g Commander A-H. A-H Super. H-10:2
Ag Commander BlA. R-103
Ag Commander S2D, R-102
Grand Commander, H-100
Jet Commander, R-100
Turbo II Commander, R-101
Hocketd~,1e Division, 2.5. R-282 to R-288
AR2-3, R-287
Atlas ~IA-5 System, R-286
F-1 Engine. R-28.5
H-1 Engine. R-284
J-2 Engine, R-285
P4-l Drone Engine, R-287
Phoenix Hocket Motor (Al~I-54A), H-288
Hocketdyne Solid Motors. H-284
SE-7, SE-8, SE-9, R-288
Shrike Hocket Motor (AGM-t5A), H-283
Sidewinder IC Hocket Motor (AIM9C/D), H-282
Sparrow III 6-B Rocket Motor (AIMIE), R-28.3
Thor MB-3, H-286
Space Division, Aerospace and Systems
Group, 13, H-147, H-148
Apollo, R-156, R-157
S-II Stage, H-148
Saturn V, 13, H-147
Space and Information Systems Division,
Aerospace and Systems Group, H-134
Hound Dog (AGM-28) Missile, R-134
Northeast Airlines, Inc., 229
Northern Consolidated Airlines, Inc., 229
Northrop Computer for C-5A, 28
Northrop Corporation, 28, 32, 142-144, H-103,
R-104, R-142 to H-144, R-173, R-181, R-245
to R-248
Airborne Computers, R-246
ALOTS Airborne Lightweight Optical
Tracking System, H-245
Apollo Earth Landing System, R-248
AQM-38 Target Aircraft, R-143
C-5A Inertial Navigation System, R-247
F-5 Tactical Fighter, R-103
HL-10 Lifting Body Vehicle, R-181
M2-F2 Lifting Body Vehicle, R-181
Mark 30 Mobile ASW Target, R-143
Model-100 Film Viewer, R-247
MQM-33/MQM-36 Target Drone, R-144
NV-105/MQM-74A Target Drone, R-142
OV2 Satellite, R-173
(SD-1) Surveillance Drone, R-142
T-38 Talon Trainer, R-104
Test Evaluation and Monitoring System, H-246
Northrop Parawing, 32
Northwest Orient Airlines, 229, 230
NU-8F, R-14
NV-105/MQM-74A Target Drone, R-142

Pratt & Whitnev Aircraft, see United Aircraft Corporation
Pratt & Whitnev Aircraft Fuel Cell, 33
Pregnant Gupp}• (B-377PG), R-2
PRI~IE/PILOT Lifting Body, 22
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0-2 ~lilitarv Aircraft. 7
OH-6:\ Light Observation Helicopter, R-66
Orbital Scanner Research Satellite, R-175
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, R-176
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, 18, R-176
Orbiting Solar Observatories. R-175
Orion (P~3). R-73
0\'1 (Aerospace Research Satellite), R-172
OV2 Satellite. R-173
OV-10A Bronco Light Arn1ed Reconnaissance
:\ircraft, R-96
Overseas :'1/ational Airwavs. 230, 231
Owl Satellite. R-170
.
Oxygen Producing System, 27
Ozark Air Lines, Inc., 231, 232
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Quail ~tissile (ADM-20C), R-133
Queen Air A65, R-6
Queen Air BBO. R-t
Queen Air 88, R-5
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PA-35 Commuter, 4
Pacific Air Lines, Inc., 232
Pacific Airmotive Corporation, 144-146
Pan American \Vorld Airwavs, Inc., 232-234
Pathfinder II (16H-1A), R:104; (Executive
16H-3H), R-105
Pawnee "B" (PA-25), R-10.5
Pegasus Meteoroid Technology Satellite,
R-172
Penetration Aids Svstem, 26
Pershing Surface-to-Surface \\1eapon System, 11, R-120
Phantom Fighter, Fighter-Bomber, and Reconnaissance Aircraft, R-86 to R-90
Philco-Ford Corporation, 11, 12, 146-147,
H-122, R-130, H-137, H-164
Sidewinder IC Air-to-Air Missile, R-137
Aeronutronic Division, 11, 12, R-122, R-130
Chaparral Air Defense Guided Missile
System, 11, R-130
Shillelagh Anti-Armor Guided Missile
Svstem, 12, R-122
Space. and Re-Entry Systems Division, 20,
R-164
Initial Defense Communications Satellite Program (IDCSP), 20, R-164
Phoenix Air-to-Air Missile, 12, R-138
Piasecki Aircraft Corporation, R-104, R-105
16H-1A Pathfinder II, R-104
16H-3H Pathfinder Executive, R-105
Pioneer Interplanetary Spacecraft, 18, R-178
Piper Aircraft Corporation, 4, 147, 148, R-105
to R-110
Aztec "C" and Turbo Aztec "C," H-110
Cherokee Arrow, R-108
Cherokee "C," R-106
Cherokee Six, R-107
Cherokee 140, H-106
Cherokee 235 B, R-107
Comanche B, R-109
PA-18 Super Cub, R-108
PA-25 Pawnee "B," R-105
PA-31 Navajo, R-llO
PA-35 Commuter, 4
Twin Comanche, B, R-109
Piston engines, R-299 to H-313
Pneumo Dynamics Corporation, 148, 149,
R-248
Integral Weight and Balance System,
R-248
Polaris Fleet Ballistic Missile, H-119
Poseidon, 10, R-119
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RA-5C Attack/Tactical Reconnaissance Vehicle, R-97
Radio Astronomy Explorer Satellite, R-171
Radio Corporation of America, Defense Electronic Products, 149-155, R-160, R-161,
R-165, R-249 to R-255
Lunar Module Systems, R-250
Relav, R-165
:\erosp~ce Systems Dhision, R-251, R-253,
R-254
AN/TSQ-!7 Air Traffic Control System,
R-251
DI!.,IATE, R-253
Land Combat Support System, R-253
Multisystem Test Equipment, R-254
Astro-Electronics Division, 17, R-160, R-161
ESSA, 17, R-161
Tiros, R-160
Tiros M, R-161
Aviation Equipment Department, R-255
AVQ-46 \\' eather Radar System for Light
Aircraft, R-255
Communications Systems Division, R-252
AN /TRC-97 Tropospheric Scatter Radio
Relay Equipment, R-252
SHF Tactical Satellite Communications
Terminals, R-252
Missile & Surface Radar Division, R-250,
R-251, R-254
AN /FPS-16 Precision Instmmentation
Radar, R-251
CAPRI, R-254
Real Time Telemetry Data System, R-250
West Coast Division, R-249
Electronic Switching System, R-249
Saturn Ground Computer System, R-249
Ramjet engines, R-314 to R-316
Ranger, R-92
Raytheon Company, 11, R-127, R-131, R-136,
R-137. R-144
BMTS (Ballistic Missile Target System),
R-144
Hawk Antiaircraft !\.fissile, R-127
SAM-D, 11
Sea Sparrow Surface-to-:Vr Missile, R-131
Sidewinder IC Air-to-Air Missile, R-137
Sparrow Air-to-Air Missile, R-136
Redeye Surface-to-Air Missile, R-129
Redstone Surface-to-Surface Missile, R-121
Relay Communications Satellite, R-165
RF-111A Reconnaissance Aircraft, R-56
Hice Universitv, R-170
Owl, R-1'70
Rocket engines, 24, 25, R-269 to R-298
Hocket Power, Inc., R-347 to R-348
Hopi Chaff Dart, R-347
Judi Balloon Dart, H-347

Sounding roekds, H-:3-1.'5 to H-:l·lil
Southern :\ir Transport, Inc., :2:3-1
Spacecraft. 1.'5-22, H- ].')() to H-1 ill
Sparrow Air-to-Air \lissile, H- 1:3fi
Spartan Antinrissile \lissile, H-12()
Sperry Hand Corporal ion, J.'5fl-J fil, H-120.
H-l:.n. H-1-lfi. H-2.'57 to H-2fil
Sperrv Faragut Conrpany. H-1:):3
Shrike :\nt iradar \I issile, H-1 :):3
Sperry Cyrmcope Division, l.')~J. H-2.'57.
H-2.5fl
HAI'D:\H Hadar Svstenr, H-2.'57
Inertial Reference .l'nit, H-2.'57
Loran-C \:avigation Systerrr, H-2.'5fl
Loran-D Hadio Navigation S~·s!l'nr, H-2.'5fl
U:\IVAC Salt Lake City. lfiO, lfil, H-120,
H-14fi, H-2.'5~! to H-2fi I
Sergeant
Surfaee-to-Smface
\1 issile,
H-I 20
TDU-9B Bandito, H-l·lfi
U:\IVAC CP-fi-12B \lilitarv Computer,

Talon Trainer (T-:31;). H- 10-1
Talos Shiplroard \lissile. H-129
Tartar Shipboard :\rrtiairnaft \lissile, H-12.',
TC-·IC, B, H-fi.'l
TDl' -HB Barrdito, H-1-H;
Telstar Ctrrrrnllrrriealiorrs Sall'llite, H-l(i(;
Te~as lrrstnrrrrenh Inc .. H-1.'):3
Shrike :\ntiradar \lissile. H-J:3:3
TF:3o !'rat t C.: \\'hitnl'\' :\irnaft errgine. 2:3
TF-11 :\llbtrrl Turlrofa;1 Engirre, 2·1
TII-I :rr I !t-licopll'r. H-l'J
Tll-.'5.'5:\ I ll'licopter Trainer. H-fil'i
Th iokol I .')(i-lnch \I onoli t lr ic Hocket. 2.'5
Thiokol Chenrical Corporaliorr, 2:J. lfi2. lfi:3.
H-2H~J to H-2~l2. H-:3-lfl
C-1 Hadianril' l·:ngine, H-2\JO
LH 11-H\1-.'5 Hoeket Engim•, H-2H2
LH.Sfl-H\1-·1 Hocket Engirre, H-2'J I
LIW 1- H\1-21-1 Hockl't Engine, H-:2\ll
TD-T3D Survevor Vernier Engine, H-2.'-I~J
Thiokol Solid .Hoekets, H-290
H-2.'5~J
YLH9~J-H\1-I Turboroeket. H-:2.'-19
:\stro-\let Division, H-:3-IH
L':\IVAC CP-fl90 C:onrputer, H-2.'5~J
:\dvanl'ed Terricr-Tornahawk. H-:3-lfl
L1:'\IV:\C lfllfl ILAAS Computer, H-:2(il
:\ike-Tonrahawk, H-:3-IS
U:'\IVAC I fl2-~ Aerospace Comput•·r,
H-2fi0
Sandhawk, IVHfl
U:'\IV:\C Jfl,'30:\ Avionics Cornpnter,
Tomahawk, H-:l-lfl
S-.'5fl Transport Helicopter, H-Ill
H-260
Tomahawk-Dart. H-:l4fl
S-fil L/N Helicopter Airliner, R-112
Thor, Long Tank Thor Launeh Vehicle, H- l.'52
Sport III, H-12
S-fiiR Helicopter, H-ll3
Thrust Augmented Delta Launch Vehiele,
Sprint :\ntirnissile i\lissile, H-12fi
S-fi2 Search & Hescue Helicopter, H-1 1.1
H-1.'5:3
SH-71 Long Hange Strategie Heemmaissance
S-fi.') Heavy Assault Transport. H-Il-l
Thrnst Augmented Improved Delta. H-1.'5.'3
:\ireraft, H-1-1
S-IVB Orbital Workshop, 22
SH:\\1 (Short-Hange :\ttaek :VIissile) :\C\1- Tiros \leteorological Satellite, H- Jfi()
SA-2fiT Corporate Aircraft, H-1 ].'5
(;9:\, H-1 :32
Tiros \1 \lell'orologieal Satt'llite. H-1 r; I
Sabreliner (T-:3~J), H-~).')
Titan II ICili\1, H-117
Standard :\H\1 \I issile, H- J:l2
SA\1-D. II
Titan III Launeh Vehicle, H-1-Hl
Standard Shipboard \lissile, H-1:31
Sandia Corporation, H-3-lfl
StarLifter (Lockheed-200 Conrmereial), H-fl:3; Titan 111-B, 1-1
Nitehawk H, H-3-lfl
Titan III Transtage, H-l:JO
(C-1-IIA Cargo-Troop Carrier), H-il2
Nitehawk 12, H-348
TOW Antitank Missile. 12. H-12:3
Statesman, H-~)2
Sandpiper Target \1issile \lodel JO(i~J. H-1·10
Tow!, E. Clinton, :31
Suhroe Antisubmarine \lissile, H-12-1
San Francisco & Oakland Helicopter Airlines,
Sundstrand Aviation, Division of the Sund- Tracer (E-1 B), H-fi-1
Inc., 2:34
Tracker (S-2E), H-.'5fl
strand Corporation, lfi2, H-2fil, H-2fi2
San :VIarco, W
Trader (C-1 A), H-H3
Aecessorv Drive Svstems, H.-2()1
Satellite HJ6.1 .38C, R-174
Constant Speed . Drive Transmissions, Trans Caribbean Airwavs, Inc., 2:3.5
Satellites, 16-:21, R-1.39 to H-IIH
Trans International Airiines, 23.'5. 236
R-262
Saturn V Launch Vehicle, 1.1, R-147 to R-l·!fl
Trans-Texas :\irwavs, Inc., 2:3(), 237
Torpedo Propulsion System, H.-2H2
Scout Launch Vehicle, R-1.'54
Trans World Airlir;es, Inc., 2:37-2:39
Super Cub (PA-18), H-IOfl
Sea Knight Helicopter (CH--160), R-.10
Travel Air (Bcecheraft EH.'5), H-8
Super Guppy (B-.377 SG), H-2
Sea Sparrow Surface-to-:\ir \1issile, R-1.11
TR\\' Inc., 21, IH:3-W.5, H-1 W, R-Hi.1, H-Wfl,
Super Sabre, (F-100), H-9fl
Seminole (L-23F or U-8F), R-14; (L-2.1D or
H-171, R-176, R- I 7il, H-2fi3, R-292 to H-29.5
Super Skyrnaster, H-38
L'-80), R-13
(i-12.5 2.'5 Millimeter Cannon System,
Super Skywagon, H-3fl
Sentinel, 10
H-2fi:3
Supersonic Firehee II Jet Drone, H-14()
Sergeant Surface-to-Surface Missile, H-120
Accessories Division, H-2fi:3
Supersonic Transport, 2, H-29
SH-.1A/D Antisubmarine Helicopter, H-112
Roller Drive and Holler Cear Drive,
Super Starfighter (F-IO·IG), H-72
Shillelagh Anti-Armor Guided Missile SvsH.-2(),'3
Surveillanee Drone (SD-1), H-1-12
tem, 1:2, H-122
·
TH W Svstems Croup, 21, R-1 Hi, H- W3,
Surveyor, 16, H-177
Shrike Antiradar Missile, R-133
H-16fl: H-171, H-176, H-17fl, H-292 to
SV-50 PRIME Lifting Body Vehicle, H.-180
Sidewinder IC Air-to-Air \1issi\e, R-137
H-2H.5
Swearingen Aireraft, H-1 ].')
Sikorsky Aircraft, see United Aircraft CorEnvironmental Research Satellites, H-171
SA-26T Corporate Aireraft, R-I 1.5
poration
Intelsat III, R-16.1
Syneom Comrmrnieations Satellite, R-162
Sioux Helicopter (0H-1.1S), H-IH
Intelsat III POPS, H.-2H-I
Systems,
2H-3:3,
H-1
82
to
H-26R
SK-.5, R-1 6
Lunar Module Descent Engine (LMDE),
Skvcrane (S-64), H-114
H-292
Sk~hawk Trainer-Attack Bomber (A-4F and
Mariner mJ Propulsion System, H-294
TA-4F), 6, R-.n
Minuteman ICBM, H-116
Skylane (Model IH2), R-.17; (Super), H-.17
Nuclear Detection Satellites (Vela), H-l6fl
T-2A Basic Jet Trainer, H-m
Skvnight, JV3fi
Orbiting Geophysical Observatory, 18,
T-2B Basic Jet Trainer, H-~JH
Sk~warrior (A-:3), H-43
T-:33A Jet Trainer, H-7.'5
H.-17fi
SL4 Helicopter, H-.'51
T-37B Military Trainer, H-39
Pioneer, 18, H-178
SLV-.1A and SLV-.1C Launch Vehicles, H-1.51
T-41 A Military Trainer, H-40
Snapoodle H.adioisotope Thruster, R-29.3
SocietY of Experimental Test Pilots, 42
T ::2A Instrument Trainer, H-13
TRW Ion Engine, H.-2~).5
Solar,· A Division of Intcmational Harvester T.:..:>-L-11 Avco Lycoming Engine, 24
U HSA J()(l R, H.-29.1Cornpanv. 1.'57, 1.51-J, H-344
T63 Allison Turhoshaft Engine, 2.1
TTS-1 Test and Training Satellite, 21
T62T Cas Turbine Engine, R-344
Tactical Conrsat, H-lfH
Tubular Extendible Elements, 11
Judi ChafF (or Parachute) Dart. H-:1-t/
Judi Instrumented Dart, H-:)-t/
Phoenix-!. H-:3-17
Raven, H-.1-lfl
Sidewinder-Haven, R-3-lfl
Rocketdyne :\erospike Hocket Engine, 2.'5
Rocketdvne Division. see :\orth Arneriean
Hock\~·ell Corporation
Rohr Corporation, 1.'5.'5, !.'5fi, H-2.'5.'5, H-:2.'5fi
C-.'5.'\ En,gine :\acelle and Pylon, H-:2.'5fi
Antenna Division, R-2.'5.'5
Communications
Satellite
Antenna,
H-2.'5.'5
Ryan Aeronautical Company, 2H, J,'Jfi. 1.'51,
H-Ill, H-1-1.'5, H-1-lfi, H-2.'5fi
Firebee Jet Target Drone I:VI<,>M-:3-ID
Arrny)-(BQ!\1-3-IA :\avy, Air Force),
R-1-1.'5
Precision Drop Glider, H-2.'5()
Solar Arrav, :2~J
Supersoni~ Firebee II Jet Drone (XB<,>:VI:3-IE :\avv), R-1-lfi
XV-.'5:\ V/STOL Vertifan, H-Ill

s

T

H-:3()()

Turbine en~im·'· ~:3. ~-1. H-:317 to H-:3-1-t
Turbo Baron. \lode! ;)(-;TC. H-7
Turbo Bonanza. H-9
Turbo II Commamlt'r. H-]{)1
Twin Comanche B. H-109
Twin lndu,trit•s Corp .. If).'), ]()()

u
l'-2. H-7S
l'll-:2:\/B l'tilit~·/Ht•,cue Helicopter. H-fi'->
l'li-~C: Ht•st·ue/l'tility llelicopll'r. 1\-fiS
l'll--1(11) \tedium Tramport lldicopter. H-:3~
l'nited .-\ircraft Corporation.\. 9. ~:3. ~-1. ~-'>.
~7. :n WH-17·1. H-Ill to H-11·1. H-1-10.
H-~1>-1 to H-~HI-i. H-~S~. H-~lJ.'i to H-~9'->.
H-:311 to H-:3 1:3. H-:>:37 to H-:HI
Hamilton Standard Division. ~;). ~7. lf)'J170, H-:2H-t to H-~I>H
L\1 Environmental Control System.
H-:21).'>
\lonoprope11ant I·:nl!;ines. ~-'>
Portable Life Support Systt•nt for :\po11o
Space Snit. H-~H()
\.-:2:2:\ l'ropelh·r System, H-:2H-1
\.B-70 Environmental Control System.
H-~li'i

\.C-1-1~:\

Prope11er System, H-~H-1
'-: orden Division, 17~. 17:3. H-~11(-;
C-.'i:\ \lnlti-\lock Hadar S\·sll'm, H-:2()()
Pratt C-.: \\'hitney :\ircraft. 2:3. :3:3. W7 -W9.
H-~S~. H-:311 to H-:31 :3, 1\-:3:37 to H-:3-t-1
_Fi~ \lilitarv Turbojet. H-:Ho
_1.')7 \1ilitar~· Turbojl'l. H-:3:3\l
j.'ik \1 ilitarv Turbojet, H-:ns
J7.'i \·1 ilitar~· Turbojet, H.:3:m
JFTD I~ Commet-cial Tnrl)()shaft. R-:>:31-l
JT:3 Commercial Tmbojl'l. H-:3-10
JT:3D Commercial Turbofan, R-:3-t~
JT-1 Commercial Tmbojet. H-:3-t I
JTHD Commercial Turbofan. H-:3-t~
JT~JD Commercial Turbofan ~:3, R-:3-1-1
JT12/JBO Turbojet, H-:3-tl
RI:3-t<i Heciprocating Engine, R-:311
Hl8:30 Heciprocating Engine, R-:311
R2000 Heciprocating Engine, H-:312
H21SO H.eciprocating Engine, R-:31:2
R2800 Military-Commercial Heciprocating Engine, H-:31:3
IU:J()O 1\·1 ilitary-Commercial Reciprocating Engine, H-:3 1:3
RL 10 Hocket Engine, H-2H2
T:3-t t\lilitary Turboprop, H-:3:37

TF:30 \lilitarv Turbofan, :2.'3. R-3-t:3
TF:>:3 \1ilitar~· Turbofan. R-.'3-!:3
Sikorsk~- :\ircra.ft. '-· 9. 170-17~. H.-Ill to
H-11-1
S-.'JS Transport Helicoptt'r. R-Ill
S-HIL/'-: Helicopter :\irliner. H-112
S-1) I H Helicopter. H-11:3
S-f>~ Scareh C-.: Hescue Helicopter. H.-11:3
S-1>-1 Shcrane. R-11-1
S-11.') H~·av~· .-\ssault Transport, H-Il-t
SII-:3.-\/D .-\ntisnhmarine Helicopter.
H-11:2
l'nited Technoln!..'Y Center. 2-t. r:-:3. 17-t.
H-1-10. H-:2% to H-:2%
F\ \' --1 1._: pper-Stal!;e Hocket. R-:2~).')
IIi ~h-l'erf< >nnance. l' pper-Stage Liquid
Hoekets. H-29()
lli~h-Thmst. High-Performance 11\·hrid
Hocket. H-:2~JS
Sandpiper Propulsion S~·stem. H-298
Sandpiper Target \lissile \lode! 10119.
H-I-tO
Titan II Translation Hoeket, H-2~J7
Titan lll-C: Booster Hockets. H-:2%
Titan Ill-C Staging Htx·ket. H-:297
l'nitnl .-\ir Lines. Inc., :2:39. 2-tO
l'nill'd Teehnologv Center. s('C United .-\ircraft Corporation
l'nited Technology H~·hrid Engine, 2-t
Cniversal Airlines. Inc .. :2-10
l'prated Saturn I Launch Vehicle. H-1-!9
l'S/FHC \' /STOL .-\dvaneed Tactical Fi~hter. 7. H-.'il
'
l'.S. :\avy '-:avigation Sall'llite (Transit) (Oscar). H- 1()11

v
Hovt S. Vandenberg Trophy, -t I
Vapor Corporation. Vap-:\ir Division (Suhsidiar~· of General Precision Equipment Corporation). H-21 H, H-220
:\nti-ke and Hain Hemoval Valve, R-:2Hl
Flight Suit Pressure Regulator, H-219
Servo Amplifier, H.-220
Vela :-.Juclcar D~tection Satellites. R- WR
Vertical lift aircraft, 2-t-t, 2-t.'J
Vertol Division, sec Boeing Compan~·
Vidicon Cameras, .'30
Voodoo Interceptor (F-IOIB), H-91
Voyager Spacecraft, H-179
V /TOL, V/STOL. and STOL aircraft, H-17,
H-·!9, R-51, H-72. H.-7H, H-Hl, H-Ill. R-1 l."i

n.-:3(i\

w
\\'alle\·e Television Guided Glide Bomb,
H.- 1:36
\\'est Coast :\irlines. 1nc .. 2-tO, 2-!1
\\'estern :\ir Lines. Inc., 2-t 1, 2-!:2
\\'estern Electric Company. 10. R-1:26, R-127
'-:ike Hercules .\ir Defense \lissile, H.-127
Spartan .-\ntimissile \lissile. H-1:26
\\' estinghouse Electric Corporation, 27. 17-t178. H.-170. H.-267. H-2613
.-\erospace Electrical Di\·ision. I77, R-267
Deep Snbmergenee Propulsion System.
H-2f17
Electric PO\\'('r Generating s~·stem. R-:267
.-\stronuclear Laborator~-. 17(1. 177. R-:26S
S'-:.-\1' :2:3-.-\ Electrie Po,\·er Generating
S\'Stem. H.-~6S
Defen.se and Space Center. :27. R-170.
H-2118
:\nehored l\1 P Satellite. H-170
\lapping Hadar, H-268
\\'estinghouse Image Converter. :27
\\'ien :\ir .-\Iaska. 2-!2
\\'oriel .-\irwa\·s. 2-!2-:2-t-t
\\' oriel Hecor~ls. :3-t, :3.5
\\'ren Aircraft Corporation. H-115
\\'ren--460 STOL .-\irplane, R-115
\\'right Brothers \lemorial Trophy. :38

X
\.-I-t.-\ VTOL Research .-\ircraft, H-17
\.-15 Research :\ircraft. :3-t. R-9fi
\.-22.-\ \' /STOL Hesearch .-\ircraft. R-17
\.-2-t:\ PILOT Lifting Boch· Vehicle. R-ISO
\.B-70.-\ Heseareh .-\i;eraft.' H-H.'J
\.C-1-!2:\ V/STOL. H-7:2
:\1-1-.'JI:\ Compound Hotorcraft, H-76
:\H-51:\ Helicopter. H-76
\.1:-I-.')1 '-: Research Helicopter. H-77
\.TF:3H General Electric engine. :2-t
:\V-.'J.-\ V/STOL \'ertifan, R-Ill

y
YF-1:2:\ Advanced Interceptor, H-7-l
YUH-IB Compound Helicopter, H-:21

z
Zuni Air-to-Surface Missile. R-I:3G

